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THE GREATNESS OF THUCYDIDES. 

‘What are they all (the Roman Historians) to the great Athenian ? 

‘I do assure you that there is no prose composition in the world, not - 

‘even the De Corona, which I place so high as the seventh book of 

‘Thucydides. It is the ze plus ultra of human art. I was delighted 

‘to find in Gray’s letters the other day this query to ‘Wharton: “The 

‘retreat from Syracuse—Is it or is it not the finest thing you ever 

‘read in your life?” ’—Life of Lord Macaulay, vol. i. p. 449. 

‘Most people read all the Greek that they ever read before they 
‘are five and twenty... Accordingly, almost all their ideas of Greek 
‘literature are ideas formed while they were still very young. A young 
‘man, whatever his genius may be, is no judge of such a writer as 
‘Thucydides. I had no high opinion of him ten years ago. I have 
‘now been reading him with a mind accustomed to historical re- 
‘searches, and to political affairs; and I am astonished at my own 
‘former blindness, and at his greatness.’ Vol. i. p. 440. 

APPENDIX, p. 475.—‘ This day 1 finished Thucydides, after reading 
“him with inexpressible interest and admiration. He is the greatest 
‘historian that ever lived. Feb. 27, 1835. 

‘I am still of the same mind. May 30, 1836, 

“While I was reading the Annals I was reading Thucydides... 
‘What made the Annals appear cold and poor to me was the intense 
‘interest which Thucydides inspired. Indeed. , 
‘which would not look tame when 
‘nificent light, and the terrible sh 
‘a-great man, but he was not up 
p. 458. 

» what colouring is there 
placed side by side with the mag- 
ade, of Thucydides? Tacitus was 
to the Sicilian expedition, Vol. i,



ON INSCRIPTIONS - 

‘OF THE 

AGE OF THUCYDIDES. 

SUMMARY OF CONTENTS. 

NATURE of the study, ix; where inscriptions are found, x; process 

of restoring, deciphering, fixing the date, xi ; Messenians of Naupactus, 

xi; Alcibiades, Mitylen, xii, cp. Ixxxviii ; ancient forms of letters and © 

words, xii; illustrations of Herodotus, Aristophanes, Plutarch, etc., xiv; 

mention of Sophocles, xvi; inscriptions compared with MSS., XVI 5 

restoration of them assisted by uniformity of writing and contents, xvii; , 

danger of conjectural explanations, which are sometimes overthrown 

. by later discoveries, xix, cp. xxxii, xlvili; inscriptions illustrate an- 

tiquities more than history, xxi ; accounts of the ‘ Board of Admiralty,’ 

and of the Erechtheum, xxii; inscriptions chiefly belong to later 

times, xxii; use of them by the ancients, xxii; interest of them as 

relics of the past, xxiii; the oldest are comparatively recent, xxiv ; 

literary interest, xxvi ; forgery, xxvii. : 

Inscriptions illustrating Thucydides : The raiis Pépov and quota 

lists, xxix; comparison of Thucydides and the quota lists, xxxili ; 

doubling of the tribute in 425(?), xxxviii; arrears recorded in the 

quota lists (?), xliii; Melos and Thera, xvi ; famine of 449 (?), xlvii; 

geographical division of the tributaries, xvii ; revolt of Potidaea, etc., 

xlviii ; how was the tribute fixed? xlviii. 

Inventories of sacred treasure, xlix ; repayment of debts to Athené 

and the other deities, lili; Kirchhoff’s attempt to estimate the ex- 

penditure of Athens in 431-428 by a comparison of Thuc. ii. 13, 

iii. 17, 19, lvii ; ordinary scale of expenditure, lix ; interest on expend- 

iture from sacred treasure in 433-423, lxi; was there also a secular
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treasure? Ixii; Demosthenes and Nicias, Ixiv, cp. Ixvi; record of ex- 

penditure under another form, Ixiv ; 3 revolt of Samos, Ixv; expedition 

to Corcyra and discrepancy with Thucydides, Ixvi; expeditions to 

Melos and Sicily, Ixvi, cp. xx ; ‘reference to the reserve fund and the 
400 (?), Ixviii ; exhaustion of the treasuty in 410, Ixix ; the Propylaca, 

Delos, mutilation of the Hermac, Ixix. : 

. Decrees of the senate and people, Ixix; Erythrae, .Colophon, 
Chalcis, Miletus, Hestiaea, Rhegium, Leontini, Methoné, Perdiccas, 
Argos, Hyperbolus, Bottiaea, Samos, Phrynichus, Halieis, the * Pelas- 
gian ground,’ intercalary month, Ixix-Ixxv; votive and sepulchral 
inscriptions, Ixxv, cp. xvi, xxiv; fragments from the wall of The- 
mistocles, Ixxvi ; dangerous tendency to conjecture in the study of 
inscriptions, lxxvii; the true vaiue of them, Ixxviii.



_. ON INSCRIPTIONS 

OF THE 

AGE OF THUCYDIDES. 

THE study of ancient Greek inscriptions, to which so 
great an impulse has been given during the last sixty years 
by scholars, such as Boeckh, Kirchhoff, and Kohler in 

Germany, Lebas and Waddington in France, Mr. Charles 
Newton in England, as well as by Greek archzologists 
such.as Rangabé, throws a real but not a considerable 
light upon the history of Greece. Many thousands of 
them have been already collected; and the number may 
be indefinitely increased by the zeal and industry of the 
present generation. None hitherto found are older than 
the seventh century before Christ, some of the oldest 
being written Bovorpopnddy (i.e. returning at the end of 

the line like the ox in the furrow); in the sixth century 

and down to the Persian war they are rare; in the latter 

half of the fifth century they become more numerous, and 

there are many which have a direct connexion ‘with the 

history of Thucydides. Several of these are noticed under 

the passages to which they belong; all of them will be 

brought together in this essay. _ . 

The study of inscriptions is not separable from the 

general study of the Ancient World. In so far as it illus- 

“trates the use of letters or words, or the growth of the 

dialects, or the history of prose writing, it may be in- 

cluded under Philology. In so far as it contributes to 

our knowledge of the religion, commerce, laws, political 

institutions, or of the private life and manners of the 

ancients, it may be placed under the head of Antiquities. 

It may also be classed with History, inasmuch as historical 

VOL. IT.” b
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facts are recorded in inscriptions and the accounts of 
historians are confirmed by them. To elevate such an 
accidental and multifarious kind of ,knowledge into a 
science of ‘Epigraphy’ is misleading. Its method; if it 
have any single method, is inductive, that is to say, it 
proceeds from the examination of facts, a general know- 
ledge of history and of inscriptions being brought to bear 
on the analysis of some particular one. It has frequent 

' recourse to: hypotheses, of which many remain and will 
for ever remain unverified. The arrangement of inscrip- 
tions adopted by Boeckh according to the countries. in 
which they are found, or the states to which they belong, 
is commonly the most convenient; they may be further 
divided. according to date, or when the date cannot be 
ascertained, according- to the subjects of them. The few 
archaic inscriptions which are extant naturally form a class 
by themselves 1. . 

The older Attic. inscriptions are generally imperfect. 
Of many only a few words or. lines, often not more than 
a word or. two, survive. The slabs of marble on which 
they are engraven are commonly broken and scattered; 
they are found in the beds of rivers, on the sites of 
temples, in the neighbourhood of the Erechtheum, on the 
steps of the Parthenon, at the. entrance of the Propylza, 

in. the Portico of Hadrian, on the banks of the LIlissus,. 
built into the walls of a ruined church. or the staircase 
of a monastery, here and there inserted in the pavement 
of a courtyard or the floor of a cottage, or forming the 
table of a Christian altar, Hardly any remain. in their 
original position. From most of them there is a difficulty In extracting a continuous. meaning; the result partakes of 

* Cp. Boeckh, Corpus Inscriptionum Graecarum ii i 
/ . ‘ »praef. p. xii ff. Toth < a noble monument of learning and critical sagacity; to the admirable Conn. Inscriptionum Atticarum (vol. i) of Kirchhoff, quoted in this essay as C LA and his treatises on the Athenian trea: 6 

i i 
sury; to Kéhler’s s the Tribute Lists, as well as to the interesting “Charles eto
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the nature of the materials. But- considering the chances 
of destruction to which they have been exposed we may 

‘ wonder that so much has been preserved, and that so 
many institutions and historical events receive illustration 
from them. 

The process of deciphering Greek inscriptions may be 
roughly described as follows. First, the’fragments must 
be copied and fitted into each other, allowance being made 
for missing portions: either .they may belong to a single 
flat surface, or they may be the sides of a solid block. 
In some instances mistakes have occurred, and a further 

investigation or a fresh discovery has shown that pieces 
which at first appeared to belong to the same inscription 
were really parts of different ones; or, if belonging to the 
same, that they had been arranged in a wrong order: 
e.g. C. I. A. 38 and Supp. 38 a: C. 1. A. 241-254: Supp. 

' page 26. In the attempt to restore words the measure of 
space is one of our chief guides. When a surface was written 
all over, the number of letters in a particular line may be 

. exactly known, though not a vestige of them remains. 
But whether the part of a marble slab or block which 

‘has been defaced or broken off contained writing or not 
. may be uncertain. An indicator of time is the form of the 

letters, and this may sometimes vary in the same inscrip- 
tion (as in C.I.A. 40). The Greek alphabet during the 
Peloponnesian war was in a process of transition, and the 
apparent variety or inconsistency in the use of some one 
or more letters may limit the date of an inscription to the- 
period of the transition. Thus in C.I.A. Supp. 22 & of 
which only three or four words are preserved, 

DKLESHI . 
_ MESS .... TPQ) 

we are able from the double form of the letter = ($ =) 
and from the syllable MEX to infer with tolerable cer- 
tainty that-the text falls in the period of transition from’ 

one form of the letter to the other, about 456-445, and 

relates to the establishment of the Messenians at Nau-- 
" pactus. about 455 B.c. (Thue. i. 103 init.). But the period. 

b2
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of transition may likewise introduce a new element of un- 

certainty in determining the value of the letters; and the 
matter of inscriptions may in a few instances be older than 
the date at which they were engraven, e.g. C. I. A. 93. 
The country in which an inscription is found or the city 

to which it refers is also a criterion not to be neglected. 
The -text itself ‘may help to supply its own lacunae. A 
word, a liné, several lines may be wanting, but different 
syllables of the imperfect word, or parts of the line, may 
be collected from another place in the same inscription. 
For example, the letters AX! in C.I. A. 10 are the 
vestiges of =YMMAXIA, as may be easily inferred from 
the rest of the inscription; from the syllables KOLO#O 
and ONION in different parts of C.I.A. 13 the whole 
word KOAO¢N NIN may be legitimately extracted ; in 
C.I.A. Supp. 61 @ (a treaty between the Selymbrians 
and Athenians), from klp ... X=, aided by a comparison of 
Xenophon, Hellenica, i. 3. 10, we can elicit without diffi- 
culty the name AAKIBIAAHS. In C. I. A. Supp. 96, 
the word MYTILENAION and the partially effaced kLT- 
[POY]XOI£= clearly show that the inscription relates to the events recorded in Thucydides, iii. 50. Although the first impression excited in the mind by the appearance of . the half-effaced lines is one of bewilderment and unfami- liarity, out of the chaos order soon begins to arise. The experienced eye detects in the shape of the letters, in the use of A A for A, of for E, of ® for ©, of P for p of $ for ©, of @ for *, of + for X, of H for sifieiag Eo brand Sheth Heian ? > $ for Y, and similar variations, the steps b which the earlier Attic characters were modified, the Tonic alphabet being regularly adopted in'the Archonship of Eu. clides, B.C. 403. There are some other particulars in whi h the earlier Attic usage differs from the later. In the old. : inscriptions, for EAD IS. is written HELTIS, for ANP A AOPEIA, for HEKAZ TOE EKAS TOS fon. EA ‘imp. ~ »tor~EZONN (3 p. MP. pass.) -OZOON (e.g. 24 @ Supp.): therea imi tions of N and [. as in EMPOLEI re assimila- 

, » TOLLOTIEZTON, Ex.
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TELEI, EXZANIAI, EXPYLES, MEAXPYZA, EAMME, 
and also refusals to assimilate, as in X=YNMAXOI, OLYN- 

POX, ZTPONBLIXO=], (some appearing later); redupli-: 
cation of =, as in APIZ=TA; Ionic datives pluralin A=],. 

ceasing to occur in inscriptions during the goth Olympiad, | 
B.C. 420-417; dativesin HIZIN, HEIN, AIZIN, and OIFIN; 
other forms, such as OLEJION, the comparative of OAI- 

DON, which are found in inscriptions though not occurring 
elsewhere in Attic;—all these may be used as notes of 
time. We find however that some of the modern letters 
appear among the older ones before the Archonship of 
Euclides; it is probable that the Ionic alphabet was in 
literary use when it was not yet employed in public docu-. 
ments. There was a gradual change from slanting to up- 
right forms; and it is interesting to trace the manner in 
which some refractory straggling letters, such as M and N, 
were coerced into regularity. In the interval between the 
Persian and Peloponnesian wars the archaic style dis- 
appears, and the hand of the engraver works with more 
clearness and precision. 

Having ‘determined the letters and from them formed a 
conjecture of the date of the inscription, and assisted by a 
knowledge of the place in which it is found, the decipherer 
will now proceed to compare the words or syllables which 
are legible. (The reader must be reminded that in this 
short outline we are speaking of early imperfect inscrip- 

tions, and chiefly of those contemporary with Thucydides.) 

A very few scattered words are sufficient to tell the gene- 

ral subject: it may be a treaty of peace or alliance, the 

dedication of an offering, a grant of privileges to a state 

or an individual, an epitaph, an inventory of treasure, a 

boundary line, the cost of a public edifice, a catalogue of. 

confiscated goods, a direction for a festival or a sacrifice: 

or the building of a temple, a prohibition, a punishment ; 

any historical event, any incident of private life, may turn 

up in an inscription. Weare sometimes able to trace a co- 

incidence of names occurring in Thucydides or Xenophon’ 

which may serve as a clue. But we can seldom proceed
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much further. The details which we seek to extract from 
a fragment are necessarily incoherent, a food for gucsses, 
A few inscriptions only preserve a clear and entire mean- 

ing, or may receive it from a comparison of contemporary 
"history. We had better begin by moderating our expecta- 

tions, if we would avoid disappointment. In enquiries of 
this kind the result is seldom very great, nor always very 
certain. . 

The task of reading ancient Greek inscriptions may be 
compared to the amusement of putting together a dis- 
sected puzzle, or of making out an acrostic. The ingenuity 
which is required in both cases is of the same kind. When 
all the pieces fit and all the letters fall into their places, 

-then the solution of the puzzle has been found. And 
although many of the pieces have been lost and many of 
the words or letters are no longer legible, and fragments of 
different inscriptions are mixed up together, still order and 
consistency and exhaustiveness in whatever degree they 
can be attained are the tests of truth. Of course, as in a 
cipher, the possibility of arriving at a successful result de- 
pends on the definiteness of the problem and the possi- 
bility of obtaining an answer to it from a comparison of 
other parts of the document or of similar documents. 

The broken form in which the older Greck inscriptions 
have been preserved to us, though impairing, is far from 
destroying their value. But before much use can be made of them they must be illustrated ‘by the literary remains of antiquity. Many coincidences, slight 
tant, soon begin to appear in them whi 
history to us. The juxtaposition of tw 
tion of an office, of a ceremony, of a r 
an individual or on a tributary state, 
of the historian, and they may often 
accuracy or knowledge of a great wri 
It may be truly said that the inscriptions of the fifth cen- narrative teat Ahough not always agreeing with his 
confirm “en vk vo) iden Npon the whole to : y of Thucydides, A few letters stil] 

as well as impor- 
ch realize ancient 

oO names, the men- 
eward conferred on 

send us to the pages 
supply a-test of the 
ter or of a schoiiast.
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remain of an inscription which Herodotus records to have 

been engraved on the memorial (a réOpurmos xdAxeos) erected 

by the Athenians in honour of the victory which they gained 

_ over the Boeotians and Chalcidians soon after the expulsion 

of the Pisistratidae (Herod. v. 77; C. I. A. 334)*. Such 

testimony is still more needed for the verification of later 

historians. An inscription (C.I.A. 273, cp. 22a Supp.) cor- 

rects a name found in Diodorus, xii. 58, and also in Athe-. 

naeus, v. p. 218. By these writers the archon of the year , 

Ol. 88. 3 (B.C. 426) is called ‘Euthydemus, and by the author 

of the argument to Aristophanes’ Acharnians, Euthymenes, 

But, as is shown by the inscription referred to (the long 

inscription which records the expenditure of the sacred 

treasure of Athens, Ol. 86. 4—89. 2), the real name was 

Euthynus, a name which has also been preserved in the 

anonymous Life of Thucydides, § 8, and. by the Scholiast 

on Lucian Tim. go. In Plutarch (Pericles xiii), we find what 

at first sight appears to be a gossiping anecdote, about a 

workman employed on the Propylaea, and distinguished 

for his skill and zeal, who had fallen from a height so that 

his life was despaired of. Plutarch continues: aOupodyTos 

B& rod Ilepuxdgous  Oeds dvap pavetoa ovvérake Ocpazelav Fj 

xpépevos & Tlepixdfjs taxd kal. fadlws tdcaro rév avOpwrov" 

" émt rovr@ 8% Kal 7d xadxody dyadya ris “Lytelas "AOnvas dvé- 

atnoev éy axpoTdAe Tapa tov Bopov, bs Kal apérepov iv, os 

Aéyovow. An inscription upon a pedestal of white marblé 

still remaining 27 si¢u probably belonged to this very statue 

(C. I. A. 335, "A@nvatoe 7H *AOnvata tH “Tytelq). Two 

passages of Aristophanes may here be -illustrated from 

inscriptions. In the Scholia on Knights, 969, Spixddns is 

asserted to have beena Thracian prince. But the occurrence 

1. “E6vea Bowrav nat Xadndéov Sapdoavres 

maides AOqvalwy Epypaciw év moAgpov 

Beopd tv dxdrvbevrs adnpéigy ~oBeoav oBpw* 

roy trmous Sekdrqy Tadadd: taad' Eecay. 

The extant letters are ENAION EPAM/ 

PMOSAEIA 

Their appearance shows that they date from the time of Pericles: we must 

therefore suppose that they have been copied or restored. :
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of the name Spixvéos, as the ypappareds of the raplat ray 
iepSv xpnudtwv rijs ’AOnvatas (C. I. A. 130, Ol. 88. 4, B.C. 

425-424, the year in which the Knights was performed), 
proves the futility of this statement. The name was in fact 
borne by more than one Athenian citizen (cp. C. I. A. 60, 
432, 433, 437). The same or another scholiast is more for- 
tunate in the illustration of Birds, 1128— 

- c 

taaev tadvray péyeOos Scov 6 Sovptos, 

which, he says, is a reference to a bronze figure of the 
Trojan horse dedicated in the Acropolis, and bearing the 
inscription— 

Xatpédnuos EdayyéAov éx KolAns av€Onxe. 

And these very words inscribed on a pedestal (C.I.A. 406) 
have been discovered in the Acropolis. More important 
contributions to history are made by the ré£is pépov (C.I. 
A. 37), or estimate of the Athenian tribute, which has been © thought by some to confirm the statement of the Orators 
respecting the doubling. of the tribute during the Pelo- 
ponnesian war (see infra). Still more important is the 
inscription (C.I.A. 433) over the Athenians of the tribe - Erechtheis, who fell all in the same year (about 460 B.C.) in Cyprus, in Egypt, in Phoenicia, at Haliecis, in A?gina, and at Megara: or that containing the treaty made by Athens with Argos (C.I.A. 464, Supp.) in the year 420 B.C. Both of these verify the details of Thucydides, and are worth many pages of Diodorus or Plutarch. In the tribute lists of the year 443 B.C., C.I.A. 237, we find traces of a name beloved in Greek literature— 

[Z]O[+]Jor-fes] KOLO[NEOEN HELLENOTAMIA]= EN 
The mutilated condition of the earlier Greek inscriptions offers a wide field for conjecture. But there are many ways in which the conjectural ‘restoration of inscriptions js both assisted and limited ; and it differs in several respects from the emendation of MSS. In the case of inscriptions we have to supply omissions rathe; her than to correct error. The chances of error (cp. for examples C.1. A, 151, p. 72:°
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398, 419, 483) except in mere spelling are comparatively, 
small. There are no recensions of the text; no glosses 
which have crept in from the margin, or inferences from 
the words of scholiasts that the reading may have been 
originally different. Far greater pains and time are neces- 

sarily taken in engraving than in writing; and,-speaking 

generally, inscriptions are at first hand and there is no 

further risk from copying. The greater danger is from 

the unskilfulness or ignorance of the modern copyist, but 

the original is generally in existence, and the error can be 

corrected. Whereas MSS. have been written and rewritten 

many times, at each rewriting contracting some degree of 

inaccuracy,’and changing to a certain extent their modes 

of spelling and forms of grammar in successive generations. 

Pen and ink are more pliable implements than the chisel, 

and the writer takes greater liberties than the engraver in ~ 

the form and size of the letters. But inscriptions are 

monumental, and the words and letters in them have a 

fixed character; or, at any rate, only change with well- 

known changes in the alphabet. As a rule, in inscriptions 

of the fifth century each letter occupies the same space, 

and in supplying lacunae, however large, we can measure 

with a compass the number of letters required. Wherever 

the graver has been skilful the symmetry is perfect, and a 

straight line may be drawn horizontally, vertically, diag- 

onally through the centre of the letters. But in some cases 

the miscalculation of space has led to the crowding of the 

latter part of the inscription: and there are other examples 

(cp. C.I.A. Supp. 61 4, 71; Newton and Hicks, p. 61) in |. 

which the lines are not written accurately ororxnddv. Many 

of the later inscriptions differ from the earlier ones as much 

as the fairest copperplate from the first rude attempts of 

an illiterate person at writing; and may be truly called 

‘calligraphic’ from their beauty and regularity. 

But besides the greater uniformity of the writing, there 

is also a greater similarity in the modes of expression than 

in literary composition. Most public inscriptions have their 

set beginnings and endings, their formulas of oaths, decrees,
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sums, dates ; names of the archon, tribe, prytany, epistatcs. 
' Some of them, as for example the lists of the quota (C. I. 

“A. 226-292) paid out of the tribute of the allics to the 

Goddess, are arranged in years, and the imperfect members 
of the series may be filled up from those which exist in a 
more complete state. The number of such documents is 
considerable, and from their formal and official character 

they throw light upon one another. Hence it is not 
surprising, that while no human ingenuity, even when 
assisted by metre, can supply more than two or three 
letters in a corrupted text of the classics, and hardly so 
much in prose, parts of a line or of several lines in suc- 
cession may be restored with comparative certainty in an 
ancient inscription. Even a single letter occurring in a 
particular place may afford a clue to the contents of a 
whole line if the line is repeated elsewhere. The parallel in 
this case is not like the parallels cited in support of emen- 

- dations of the classics, from which it is often fallaciously 
argued that an author wrote in one place as he did in 
another. For inscriptions are really full of the same forms, 
whereas there is only a faint presumption that the same 
turn of expression will occur more than once in a literary 
composition. Similarly, two or three letters of a name 
which usually accompanies some other name ‘may give the 
key: e.g. the letters 

=TPATEAO!Z ... 2... NTIAEIKAIXZYNAPXO 

indicate the words otpatnyots Nexia Nixnpdrov Kvdavridn cat Evvdpxovow, C.I.A. 273. Many restorations which appear improbable at first sight are nevertheless true: e.g. the _ following, which, though seeming to depend on slender grounds, is in reality certain (C.LA.37; abe 1 4 ff.): XEPO[TON......... EM! TAJ= POLES Ayo [MEN EPI TAZ EM! OPAIkKEZ] AYO AE E[PI IONIAN AYo AJE EPL N[ESOY=S Ayo AE ED HELLEZ JON TO[N. Here, out of the hint of HELLEZSMONTON c . tained in ONTO, the occurrence of the word POAEI=. the repetition of AYO, combined with our knowledge of
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the division of the tributary cities into four or five groups, 

an important part of an inscription is recovered. So much 

may be made out of so little. In this, as in other cases, 

the power of divination is relative to the nature of the 

materials, which create a method for themselves. If 

the matter of early Greek inscriptions were varied like 

literary compositions, much less progress could be made 

in the interpretation of them. They would be curious 

fragments from which nothing of importance could be 

elicited. Se, 

It is this fragmentary character of Greek inscriptions 

which distinguishes the study of them from that of Assyrian 

or Egyptian. Before we can interpret them we have to 

restore them; or rather the interpretation and the: restora- 

tion, of them go hand in hand. It is another peculiarity in 

the study of them that a large literature can be brought to 

bear upon them; and that we do not, as in the case of 

most other inscriptions, derive our knowledge of them from 

themselves only. 

Far greater than the temptation to emend is the tempta- 

tion to elicit a connected meaning from them. The inter- 

preter is apt to read into an inscripti6n more than is 

really to’ be found init. The record of the contemporary 

history is necessarily imperfect, and he exercises . his 

ingenuity in making anything which he knows fit in with 

the fragmentary document which he has to decipher. If, 

for example, he finds in an inscription (C.I. A. 55, indi- 

cated by the occurrence of datives in ats to be later than 

the goth Ol., B.c. 420-417) a mention of sixty ships, he 

immediately calls to mind the sixty ships which the Athe- 

nian assembly at first voted to the Sicilian expedition, al- 

though this vote was never carried into execution; for a 

larger fleet was actually sent. But is it likely that such an 

inoperative decree which was superseded five days after- 

wards (Thue. vi. 8; cp. 25) would have been recorded in 

an inscription? And might not the number sixty equally ° 

well refer to the second (vii. 20) or to some other expe- 

dition? Another example of the same weakness may be
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found in the criticism on C. I. A. Supp. 46 a, where the letters KOPINO! and AOENAI occur. It is conjectured 
by Kirchhoff that the inscription has reference to the visit 
of the Boeotian and Corinthian envoys to Athens, recorded 
in Thuc. v. 32. But of what value are such conjectures? 
Considering that some and not all the facts are narrated 
by the historian, and only a few legible inscriptions of the 
time are extant, it is @ frzord improbable that the number 

- of coincidences should be very great. A few other in- 
" stances may be given of a similar haste in drawing con- 
clusions. In an inscription, C. I. A. 54, which is again 
inferred from the occurrence in it of datives in ats to be 
later than the goth Olympiad, mention is made of 30 ships 
each having 40 hoplites on board, which are directed to 
collect ‘the tribute in full’ These ships are identified 
with the 30 ships conveying 1200 Athenian hoplites which were sent to Melos in 416. But may not these numbers apply with equal probability to some other expedition . im some way concerned with the tribute? The second coincidence of the 40 hoplites is of no value, as the same number of hoplites conveyed in a trireme occurs elsewhere (cp. Thue. ii. 56 init.). Again, ina fragment of an inscrip- tion, C.I.A. 176, Boeckh (Staatsh. ii. 228) thinks that he discovers a reference to the moveable plates of gold (¢e[@fra?) with which the Statue of: Athené was overlaid » (Thue. ii. 13); but Kirchhoff, having a more accurate de- lineation of the text, reconstructs the inscription in an entirely different manner. 
One more warning against such divination may be added. From the fragment C. I. A. 51, when first discovered, it was inferred by Kirchhoff, (a) that it recorded a remis of the tribute (with the exce 

sixtieth paid to the Goddess) 
(6) that it dated from some 
Nicias; the latter conclusion 

~ Ste ovvdtemodnoay Toad epov, 
thought to imply that the war in 
the time. But six more fragme 

Sion 
ption of the quota of one- 
made to some subject city; 
year during the Peace of 
being based on the words 
an expression which was. 
question was concluded at nts of the same inscription
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have since been found (C. I. A. Supp. 51). It relates 
to the city of Neapolis in Thrace, and consists of two 

parts, the earlier dating from the archonship of Glaucippus, 

410; and Kirchhoff is compelled to adopt a much more 

elaborate explanation of the words relating to the ‘first- 

fruits paid to the Virgin,’ which he refers, not to Athené 

Polias, but to the local worship of Neapolis, and supposes 

‘to have been deducted from the Athenian tribute. But 

this explanation is only an hypothesis. All that can be 

said about the recently found fragments is that they do 

not confirm the old theory which Kirchhoff gave up, and 

that they contain no resemblance to the words in which 

the Methonzeans are excused from the payment of their 

tribute with the exception of the quota (C.I.A. 40). Such 

conjectural interpretations should be guarded with the 

formula, ‘subject to any future discoveries.’ 

On the other hand, it may be objected, that if we carry 

our caution very far, and hesitate in attaching some frag- 

ment of an inscription to the narrative of an ancient writer, 

it becomes useless to us, and can be brought into no rela- 

tion with the history. And how great the temptation is to 

connect what we know with what we do not know may be 

seen in the early study of the hieroglyphics, and of the 

Sinaitic inscriptions. The true reply to the objection just 

urged is, that in any sound study of ancient Greek in- 

scriptions we must be prepared for slender results. And 

the general confirmation of ancient writers afforded by 

these slender results is far from unimportant. 

The additional facts obtained from inscriptions throw 

greater light upon Greek antiquities than upon Greek 

history. We know a good deal more than we did of the | 

institutions and customs of the ancient Hellenes, of their 

family and religious life, of their games and festivals, of 

their public hospitalities, of their marriage and funeral cere- 

monies, of their military and civic divisions, of their public 

and private economy, of their assessments of tribute and 

taxation, of their societies for religious and social purposes. 

The constitution imposed by Athens on Erythre (C.1.A.
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9), the oaths interchanged between the Athenians and the 

Chalcidians of Euboea (C.I.A. Supp. 27 a), and the in- 

ventory yearly drawn up of the treasures in the Parthenon | 

are some of these new facts hitherto unknown to the 

historian. The business of life is stereotyped before our 
eyes. The annual accounts of the Athenian ‘Board of 
Admiralty’ are still preserved, not in books, but on tablets 
of Hymettian marble. <A report is extant of the works of 
the Erechtheum while in course of ‘erection (ee:pyacpéva 

kal jplepya), B.C. 409 (C. I. A. 322; Newton and Hicks, 
xxxv); in a somewhat later inscription (C. I. A. 324) an 
estimate is given of the cost of the building, including the 
prices of the statues and the quantities of the columns. 

And all these things, though the records of them are but 
fragmentary, come to us, not strained through books, but 
fresh from the chisel of the workman. We dig among the 
crumbling remains of antiquity, and out .of these is gradu- 
oat built up a real although very imperfect image of the 

It must not be forgotten, however, that inscriptions begin 
to grow numerous and legible as Hellas declines, and that 
the greater part of the notices preserved in them relate to 
the time, not of her glory, but of her decay. The historian 
of Athens becomes aware that a long study such as Bocckh 
devoted to these ancient documents adds little. to our 
Crowedse of Greek history in the fifth century before 

; great deal to that of Alexandrian and Roman 
times. He may add the warning that we must not ante- 
date our knowledge, or transfer to the age of Pericles and 
Demosthenes institutions and forms of life wh 
succeeding centuries. 

The use of inscriptions was not un 
(i. 51, 187; ii, 106, 136, 141; iii, 88; iv. 87, 88, 91; v 59-61, 773 Vi. 145 vii. 228; viii, 82), and Thuc did ' (vi. 54 fin., 59; cp. v. 18 fin., 23 fin, ‘med.), 

ich belong to 

known to Herodotus
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Thus Philochorus the historian (fl. B.c. 307-263) is recorded 
by Suidas.to have ,published éseypdupara’’Arrixd, Attic - 
inscriptions. Polemo, a contemporary of Aristophanes of 
Byzantium (about 200 B.c.), is said to have composed a 
book upon ‘inscriptions found in the cities’ (Athenaeus, 
x. p. 436 D, p. 442 E), and two other books, one ‘on the. 

votive offerings at Lacedaemon’ (Athenaeus, xiii. p. 574 C), 

and another ‘on the votive offerings in the Acropolis’ 

(Strabo, ix. p. 396; Athenaeus, xi. p. 472 B, 486 D; xiii. 

587 C). A book of Theban inscriptions is attributed to 

Aristodemus, a Theban historian (Schol. Apollon. Rhod. ii. - 

906), and a work on the offerings of Delphi to Alcetas 

(Athenaeus, xiii. 591 C), and on offerings in general to 

Menetor (594. C); and there were other authors. The great 

collector of ancient times was Craterus the Macedonian, 

who published a work, Iept Yngioparwyv. From this work 

Boeckh supposes many of the decrees found in the Orators, 

especially in the Oration for the Crown, to have been 

extracted. The diligence of the and century before Christ, 

like that of our own 19th, had no parallel in earlier times. 

That the earlier historians made so little use of inscriptions 

is surprising to us. Again and again doubtful points of the 

history might have been verified or corrected, had the 

narrator once thought of examining the. monuments of the 

temples. The names of the archons in Diodorus Siculus and 

Dionysius of Halicarnassus are probably derived from this 

source. But in general the examination of authorities was 

alien to the nature of the later Greek historians, even more 

than to Herodotus and Thucydides. For not only do the 

materials of history accumulate ‘slowly, but the method of 

using them and any interest about the truth of them is 

even more slowly acquired. And mankind do not begin to . 

search until the objects of their search are quite or nearly 

lost. The lives of hundreds and hundreds of scholars have 

been spent to regain, if it were possible, a small fraction of 

those treasures which lay open to the eyes of all Athenians 

and were passed by unheeded of them. . 

. One great interest of ancient inscriptions remains to be
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mentioned. It is a striking thought that we have present 

“to us some of the very words and letters on which the oye 

not only of the ancient historians, but of Themistocles an 

Pericles and Alcibiades must have gazed. Near to the 

spot on which it was originally erected has been found 

the inscription by which Pisistratus the son of Hippias 

commemorated his archonship. On the bronze serpent 

which supported the tripod dedicated at Delphi, and is now 

preserved in the hippodrome of Constantinople, may be 

read to this day the names of the allied states which fought 

at Plataea. In the Louvre at Paris is still to be seen the 
tablet (already referred to) on which a record is preserved of 
Athenians belonging to a single tribe who fell in one year in 
many distant lands, a living monument of the superhuman 

energy which at that time inspired the Athenian people. 
And although such a reflection adds nothing to our know- 
ledge, it increases the feeling with which we regard these 
monuments, and quickens and enlivens the study of them. 
It is not that the ancients themselves thought or could 
have thought of them with the interest which Greek history 
has imparted to them, or that Themistocles and Pericles 
derived their greatness from the works which were the ex- 
pression of it. But we, looking back, like to see with our 
own eyes what we have been reading and hearing about 
all our lives, and to be connected by a new, though a 
fanciful tie, with the past. 

One of the most important facts to be gathered from 
Greek inscriptions is the very general one, that none of 
them are older than the seventh century before Christ, 
Not only is little or nothing known of the ages which 
preceded, but the non-existence of records and documents 
seems to show that there was not much to be known of 
them. Hellenic civilisation and Hellenic art burst sud- 
denly into life: there was no knowledge ‘hoary with 
age’ (Plato, Tim. 22 B); nor any architecture or sculpture 
which had -existed in the same form during thousands of 
years; nor slow growth or change of style such as was 
developed in medieval times; at any rate there is no
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evidence of it. Nor.is there any reason to believe that the 
» use of writing was common in Hellas before the Persian 

war. The Greek was not weighed down by records of 
his ancestors extending, as in Egypt, over many thousand 
years. The tradition of the Trojan war was the cloud 
which bounded his horizon; nothing which came before 
was known to him; nothing which followed had ‘any real 
hold on his imaginatiori There may have been great 
actions performed in the Dorian settlement of the Pelo- 
-ponnesus, or in the Messenian wars, but they made no 
impression on the mind of Hellas, which seemed to be 
absorbed and satisfied by the tale of Troy commemorating 

the common action of the whole people. 
That in the sixth and seventh centuries B.C. the practice of 

writing on stone or marble was rare, and still rarer that of 
writing on papyri and skins, seems to be proved negatively 
‘by the silence of Homer, the scarcity of written monuments, 

the non-existence of prose composition, But the interval 
between the Peloponnesian and Persian wars was prolific in 
inscriptions. At Athens, and probably in other centres of 

Greek life and religion, they must have been as numerous 

as the gravestones in a modern churchyard, and had as 

little sacredness in the eyes of posterity. And to pursue 

’ the homely simile a little further, as it is uncommon to. 

meet with a tombstone of the seventeenth century in any 

parish churchyard and in any church which is not a 

cathedral, so in ancient times Greek inscriptions were liable 

- to be constantly removed and were rarely preserved, ex- 

cept in a great temple such as the Parthenon at Athens, 

or the temple of Apollo at Delphi. There was not room 

enough for all; and the earlier and more valuable ones 

were buried under the accumulations ‘of a later generation 

to which they yielded place. It is probably owing to the 

greater accumulation, and consequently to the greater de- 

struction of inscriptions which took place at Athens, that 

fewer archaic ones are to be found there than in- the 

islands. 
The literary or poetical value of Greek inscriptions is 

VOL, II. c
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not great. Few like the epitaph of Simonides on Archedicé 

(Thuc. vi. 59) bear the stamp of a great mind. To revert 

once more to our homely simile, they may be said to stand 
_in the same relation to the works of the great lyric or 
dramatic poets, as the poetical or other effusions found in 

churches and cathedrals to the masterpieces of English 

literature, though preserved by Greek moderation and good 
taste from the absurdity and eccentricity of their modern 

counterparts. Two fragments in verse touch us with the 
common feeling of humanity. 

C.I.A. 463 (written Bovotpopnddv) :— 

- [Etr’ dord]s res dup etre S€vos | GA(A)oOev edA0d», 

Tér(r)ixov olxripals, avdp’ ayabdv, zaplro, 

éy ToAcuw | POipevor, veapaiv Bnv ddécav|ra. — 
“Tair? drodupdueror vetoOe eal apayy’ ayabdy. 

C.1. A. 469 :— 
Sijpa Ppacixdelas: | Kovpy KeKAi[oo}pat | altel, 

av7t yduov | zap OeSv robro | Aaxodo” svopa. 
Two other inscriptions have found their way into the 

Anthology. The first is attributed by the collector with- 
out much foundation to Anacreon. 
CTA. 381 :— | 

Tpippey KaaddtréAns iBpicar[or tévde 8 exetvou 
é]y[y]Jovor éoricar[6’, ots Xdpw avrdldov]. 

Anthol. Pal. 
CLA. 403 -—- 7 ( ol. Pal. 6, 138.) 

[Térb¢ nupiis] avéOnxe mouprfporov Plro[s v 
edfduevos dexdrny Tlarrddr Tptroyeve?, 

Kvdwniéras (cdras or tdrns P) Kprjowkas épydooaro. 
These last words are corru ! ology (Anthol. Pal. x 3.1 ainto~. te MSS. of the Anth- 

kvdaviat tas xploras elpydcaro. 
The authority of Greek .j 

the chance of their being 
which they relate. When 
too late to recover the past, 

ee 
tos 

nscriptions is only impaired by more recent than the events to the human mind was secking it was natural that the names
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of kings or magistrates should be arranged in chronological 
order and inscribed on monuments. But such lists are 
justly suspected when they extend beyond the ordinary 
limits of Greek history. Who will guarantee the cata- 
logues of Olympian victors or Spartan kings whose names 
and.dates alone are recorded, while of their actions we are 

ignorant? At any rate we cannot be certain of their 
genuineness, for they mount up to a time which is un- 
known to us, and we have no records by which we can 
test them. . 

A few ancient inscriptions, like that which recorded the 
peace of Cimon and was suspected by Theopompus on 
account of the Ionic letters (note viii. 56. 4), may have been 
forgeries or perhaps restorations of older inscriptions’ in 
accordance with a later tradition. Some, like the Sigean 
inscription, in the opinion of Boeckh, though maintained ~ 
by Kirchhoff and others to be genuine, may have been 
imitations of the archaic. Others again, like the Parian 

marble, without being forgeries may be regarded as liter- 
ary works of a later age, having no more pretension to a 
monumental character than a MS. or printed book. 

Others erected by states or individuals may have been the 
expressions of some ancient tradition. Their character . 
can only be determined by a familiar knowledge of the 
letters, words, and forms which occur in them and by their 

‘ agreement with some other record of the events to which 

they refer. But owing to the deficiency of information, or 

the mutilation of the inscription itself, the diagnosis of the- 

critic may often be at fault. The definition of forgery 

itself is not quite simple; for it admits of degrees ; fiction — 

may easily mingle with truth ; and the deception may be 
more or less conscious to the inventor. In modern as well 
as in ancient times there have been a few instances of 

fraud. An archeologist of the last century (Fourmont) 

destroyed some of his materials and invented others ~ 

(Boeckh, C.1.G. p. 61 ff.). At the time the inventor es- 

capes with impunity: there is no one to follow him in his 

travels through a country which can hardly be traversed 

c2
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with safety: the knowledge and experience do not as yct 

exist which can detect his forgeries. But the time comes 

when some internal or external evidence rises up against 

him; when the use of a letter or a mark, the anachronism 

of thought or of fact, unexpectedly betrays him. Forgery 

has been much more difficult in the nineteenth century 
than in the eighteenth, and in the later half than in the 
first half of the century. It should be remembered also 
that literary forgery easily arises out of error; like many 
other kinds of dishonesty, it contains an admixture of inac- 

curacy. The careless enthusiastic scholar makes an im- 
perfect copy of a short fragment; he hastily restores it 
according to some preconceived idea, and he confuses in 

‘his mind or in his tablets his own restoration and the 
actual copy; he commits himself to some inference which 
he deduces from it, and the work of imposture is com- 
plete; he 

‘Makes such a sinner of his memory, 
as : 

To credit his own lie.’ 

_ A lively imagination, the love of creating a sensation, 
the habit of poring over the same words or letters during 
many years may Create a state of the intellect in which the 
distinction between truth and falschood is lost. Theories 
crowd upon the discoverer thick and fast, and the facts of 
which he-never had-a firm grasp are easily, 
unconsciously, bent or altered to suit them. 
not pursue further the analysis of imposture. 
cepting unhesitatingly the testimony of any a 
to an ancient inscription, 
‘Where are the originals ?? 

and. perhaps 
But we need 
-Before ac- 
rchzologist 

we must ask the old question, 

The inscriptions which confir 
of Thucydides may be arrange 
I. Those relating to finance, 

i. An estimate of the 
called rdgis pépov. 

ii. 

m or illustrate the narrative 
d in four classes :—— - 
in which are included— - 

tribute to be paid by the allies, 

The quotas of the whole sum actually received
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. which were deducted year by year from the tribute and 
paid over to the goddess Athené,-being ysth or a mina for 

a talent. (There were doubtless accounts of the larger 

sums received, but none of these have been discovered.) - 

iii. Inventories of gold and silver plate and of other 

valuables contained in the Parthenon. 

iv. Accounts of sums paid out of the treasury and 

spent in expeditions, buildings, festivals, &c., and of debts 

owing or.repaid to Athené and other deities. 

II. Decrees of the Bovdi or éxxAnola (not financial) re- 

lating to persons, events, or institutions commemorated in 

the history. Under this head are included treaties with 

foreign states, agreements with allies, grants of privileges to 

states or individuals. . 

III. Dedicatory inscriptions. 
IV. Sepulchral inscriptions. 

‘The lists of quotas realize to us the greatness of the 

Athenian empire., Though not justifying the poetical boast 

of Aristophanes in the Wasps, 707, who reckons the number 

of Athenian tributaries at 1000, they contain the names of 

257 states: if we add some other cities mentioned in the 

rags pépov only, the number will exceed 300. In neither are 

_ included numerous Hellenic cities on the Euxine and in 

the interior of Lycia and Caria, or the great island of Cyprus, 

which were allies, but with a few exceptions not tributaries ; 

in the language of Thucydides, odupaxor but not ba7jKoot 

- (vii. 57 init.). That they were present to the mind of Aris- 

tophanes when he described the Athenian empire as ex- 

tending éxd oS [Idvrov péxpt Zapdois is evident. The relation 

of these cities to Athens would be generally of a friendly 

nature. Living under her protection, but not paying tribute, 

they were the outer defences of her empire. The cities of 

Macedonia were similarly situated, and for a similar reason 

were not included in the tribute lists, with the exception of 

three (C.I.A. 40 and 257), Methoné, AZson, and Dicaeo- 

polis, which about 427 B.C, had their tribute remitted, all but
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the quotas paid to the Goddess. They were in constant 

danger from the surrounding barbarians or from the Mace- 

donian kings, and having to defend themselves could not 

be expected to pay for others. Since they had it in their 

power at any time to become a part of the Macedonian 

kingdom, the imposition of a heavy tax would have been too 
severe a test of their loyalty. (See the inscription relating 

to Methoné, C. I. A. 40, and for a discussion of all these 

points, Kohler, Delisch-Attisches Bund, cap. 3). There 

was another class of tributaries, those on the Persian 

border, of whom we know but little; they probably hesi- 
tated in their allegiance between the Athenians and the 

Persian king, and paid tribute accordingly (cp. note on viii. 
5. 5). Several states, e.g. Amphipolis, Samos, are not to 
be found in the quota lists, although Thucydides numbers 
Samos among the tributaries of Athens (vii. 57 init.). (See 
Boeckh, Staatshaush. vol. ii. p. 657 ff.) By 424, when Cy- 
thera was reduced (iv. 57 fin.), the lists have become frag- 
mentary. The Athenian Cleruchi at Lesbos and other places 
seem not to have paid tribute (cp. Kirchhoff, Tributpflich- 
tigkeit der Att. Kler., Abhandl. der Berl. Acad., 1878). 

Ii. The rags gdpov (C. I. A, 37) is a vast inscription 
broken into about thirty fragments. Not more than a 
sixth part of the whole is preserved; and the position 
of several of the smaller fragments cannot be certainly 
ascertained. It is an estimate of the tribute to be paid by the allies, preceded by two decrees, out of which it is difficult to gather a connected meaning, though the 
evidently relate to the appointment of officers for the regulation of the tribute (‘two for the Chalcidian citie two for Tonia, two for the islands, and two for the Helles. 
Pea. 5» Ps xviii, supra), and contain penalties to be ic on the Prytanes if they fail in despatching t] business before the assembly. The most interestin nares of these decrees which can be i & Passages . : restored with any approach 
to certainty are the following, Line 22 ff. -— 

“Let the Prytany 4geis be required to bring matters before the People aS soon as it enters upon othe
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on the third day when the sacrifices are over, before any- 
thing else; and if they be not completed on that day, let 
them be proceeded with on the following day before any- 

thing else; and so on until the business is finished within 

the term of the aforesaid Prytany: and if the Prytanes 

fail to bring it before the people, or do not finish the 

matter within their own term of office, let every one of 

them pay a fine of 10,000 drachmae.’ , 

' Another passage fixes the year of the inscription (I. 44 

ff.): ‘Thudippus proposed: That the cities for which the. 

senate fixed the tribute, in the year of which Pleistias was 

the first Registrar (éat rijs Bovdjjs TlAetorlas apiros éypap- 

pdreve, see Schémann, Alterthiimer, vol. i. p. 401), in the’ 

Archonship of Stratocles, shall all bring an ox to the 

great Panathenaea.’ The Archonship of Stratocles falls 

in Ol. 88. 4, and fixes the date of the inscription, or at any — 

rate. of the decree, to this year; it probably belongs to 

the first half of it (B.C. 425). Once more, 1.47 ff.: ‘The 

senate fixed the tribute of the cities in the year of which 

Pleistias was the first Registrar, in the Archonship of Stra- 

tocles, as follows.” Then comes a long list of tributary 

cities, divided (as in some of the quota lists, see infra) into 

4 classes: (1) the Islanders ; (2) the Ionian and Carian cities ; 

(3) the Thracian; (4) the Hellespontian cities. The list is 

very imperfect, and the payments imposed on the allies 

are still more so. The sums to be paid by the Islanders, 

maworixds pdpos, and the names to which they are appended, 

are the most complete part. The names of one Ionian city 

and of twelve Carian (four of the Carian cities occurring 

nowhere else), with their tribute, are also preserved. Of the 

Thracian and Hellespontian tribute there are a few doubtful 

memoranda; of Thracian and Hellespontian names there 

are several, and many more Ionian and Carian, but unfortu- 

nately the amount to be paid is lost ; and there are some 

sums with no names, or only fragments of names opposite 

to them. ' ‘ 

-T. ii. The quota lists, like the raéis Pdpov, are very im. 

perfectly preserved. They are made up of many small
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fragments; the number at present discovered is about 150. 

They begin in the year 454 and end in 421 B.C. The por- 

tion of them with which the series commences was originally 

inscribed on a single rectangular block of Pentelic marble ; 

this ends in 440. Another, engraven on a similar block 

but more incomplete, and differently restored by Kéhler 

-and Kirchhoff, extends to 428 B.c. (Kohler) or to 432 B.C. 
(Kirchhoff). The other extant lists are engraven on tablets. 
A gradual change in the form of the letters is observable 

in the successive years. While the more archaic nowhere 

appear in them, the forms AABN P$© still for a time remain. 
(Kohler, Delisch-Attisches Bund, p. 4.) The fragments of 
the inscription which have been discovered since the time 
of Boeckh enable us to correct two mistakes into which he 
has fallen: (1).he places the commencement of the series 

in 447 B.C. instead of 454; (2) he estimates the quota paid 
‘to the Goddess‘at rip instead of y1, (see note on v. 18 fin.). 

Of these two great monuments we may remark that they 
have scarcely any connexion with each other. One relates 
to a single year, the other extends over a period of 33 years. 
The rds dpov contains only the tribute to be paid by 
the Islanders, and a small part of the assessments made on 
the Ionians, Carians, and Hellespontians. The quota lists 
contain accounts more or less complete in different years 
of all these, as well as of the Thracian tributaries ; they are 
in some years nearly perfect, so that we cannot suppose 
many cities to be accidentally wanting in them. Of those 
subsequent to the rdégis gépov we have only fragments of 
which little can be made. Nor are we certain that if 
both had been completely preserved to us the quota. lists 
would have agreed: precisely (pva dad Taddvtov) with the tags pépov. For the one is a record of the sums actually received, or rather of a ‘portion of them, the other is ~ only an estimate of money which the A 
trates meant or expected to collect. 
¢épov contains nearly fifty names no 
tribute lists, and these of 
in the rd£is pépov. 

thenian magis- 
Moreover, the Takis 
t mentioned in the 

course contain many not found
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The passages in Thucydides which relate to the tribute 

are five in number. : 

_ (1) 1.96. ‘Thus the Athenians -by the good-will of the 

allies, who detested Pausanias, obtained the leadership. 

They immediately fixed which of the cities should supply 

money and which of them ships for the war against the 

Barbarians, the avowed object being.to compensate them-. 

selves and the allies for their losses by devastating the 

King’s country.. Then was first instituted at Athens the 

office of Hellenotamiz, or Hellenic treasurers, who received 

the tribute, for so the payment was termed. The amount 

was originally fixed at 460 talents. The island of Delos 

was the treasury, and the meetings of the allies were held. 

in the temple’ This was the ¢dpos imposed in the time of 

Aristides to which allusion is made in the treaty of. 421 

between the Lacedaemonians and Athenians (see infra, v. 18). 

The time at which the transfer of the’ treasury from Delos | 

to Athens was effected is not mentioned in Thucydides or 

in any trustworthy writer : thé sole authority on which the 

date rests is that of Justin (iii. 6. 4), who places the event 

after the return of the Athenians from .Ithomé, about 461. 

The year assumed by Kohler, 454, isa conjecture not im- 

probable in itself, but based solely on the fact that the series 

of the quota lists begins in that year (p. 99 ff, 107, 108.) 

(2) v.18 med. ‘The inhabitants of any cities which the 

Lacedaemonians deliver over to the Athenians may. depart: 

whithersoever they please and take their property with 

them. The said cities shall be independent, but, shall pay 

the tribute which was fixed in the time of Aristides.’ - 

(3) i. 99 init. ‘ The causes which led to the defection of 

‘the allies were of different kinds, the principal being their. 

neglect to pay the tribute or to furnish ships, and, in some 

cases, failure of military service.’ 

(4) ii. 13 med. .At the commencement of the war ‘Peri- 

cles tells the Athenians that ‘the state of their finances 

was encouraging; they ‘had on an average 600 talents 

coming in annually from their allies, to say nothing of their, — 

other revenue.’ :
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(5) vii. 28 fin, Once more, after the fortification of Dece- 

lea we are informed, ‘It was at this time that they imposed: 

upon their allies, instead of the tribute, a duty ‘of five per 

cent. on all things imported and exported by sea, thinking 

that this would be more productive.’ ‘(See note 2 loco.) 

‘In these passages nothing is said (a) of the steps by 

which the tribute was raised from 460 to 600 talents; or 

(4) of the increase or diminution at different times in the 

number of tributaries; or (c) of the increase from 600 to 
1200 talents mentioned in the Orators, a fact which has 
been doubted by Grote chiefly in consequence of the silence 

of Thucydides. If light can be thrown upon any of these 
subjects it must be obtained from inscriptions. . 

- (a) and (6). Thucydides says that ‘the amount of the tri- 
bute was originally fixed at 460 talents.’ From the quota lists 
it appears that the amount paid by the allies was altered in 
the years 450 and 446 B.c., the effect of the new assessments 

being sometimes to raise, but more often to lower it, while 
in numerous cases it remained unchanged. Thasos, for ex- 
ample, was raised from 3 to 30 talents, while the Thracian 
Chersonese was lowered from 18 talents to 1 talent, Ephe- 
sus from 72 to 6 talents, Colophon from 3 to 13, Phocaca 
from 3 to 2; and there is a net reduction of 52 talents in 
all on the cities of which the names and payments have 
been preserved. We may conjecture that the rise in the 
Thasian tribute is due to the increased productiveness of the 
silver mines on the island or the restoration of those on the 
continent See hao ; and the diminution of it in the 

which threatened that art “of th fo the Ae ene angers 
are also attributable to the re vende Such changes 
or groups of cities which contribated 4 of the owvreActat, 
Sermylians pay a talent and a half after sae mon. The 
MvALis cal cuvredets pay five alf after 450, but the = 

ay five talents after 446. We 
suppose the general diminution to 

_ by an increase in numbers, Or 
lost. Again; the average tribut 
449, for which years the lists ar. 

€p~ 

must 
have been compensated 

the Athenians would have 
e between the years 446 and 
¢ fairly complete, taken from
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190 cities, amounts to 423 talents and 3070 drachmae, the, 
quota to the Goddess being 7 talents 351 drachmae. It is 
alleged that, if we allow for defaulters, this sum makes a 

near approach to the 460 talents fixed by Aristides. 
But how are these facts to be reconciled with the other. 

statement of Thucydides that the Athenians, ‘at the be- 

ginning of the war, had on an average 600 talents coming 

in from their allies’? There are indications that the tribute’ 

of the cities was raised before the year 434 (Kohler, 438 

Kirchhoff), the net increase in the Thracian tribute being 

17 talents, 940 drachmae. Now the tribute lists are frag- 

mentary, and the sums set against the names of the allies 

are only extant in a part of them. We must acknowledge 

therefore that most of the inferences which are drawn from 

them might have been different or have appeared in a 

different light if the whole of the great inscription had 

been preserved. They are all’ ‘subject to future dis- 

coveries;’ and this particular inference is drawn only from 

the Thracian and from some of the Carian and Ionian 

cities. A glance at the table of tributary states printed at 

the end of Kirchhoff, C.I.A. vol.i, will show how imperfect 

our information is; and also that in many cases the pay- 

ment remained the same, and in a few was lowered instead 

of raised. But while recognising this general uncertainty, 

we admit with Kohler that there appears to be a rise in 

the amount of the tax shortly before the commencement of 

the war; this rise may explain the difference between 460 

and 600 talents. We observe further that the rise is in the 

majority of cases effected by the reimposition of the rate of 

tribute found in the earliest extant quota lists, and there- — 

fore probably of the original tax of -Aristides, on the in- 

creased numbers of the Athenian confederacy. And there 

is reason to think that not all the tribute paid into the- 

Athenian treasury was included in the tribute lists. 

We are more certain, however, of the general fact that 

the tribute was not a fixed sum, but liable to be increased 

- or diminished on grounds at which we can only guess. It 

appears from Xenophon (?), De Republica Atheniensium,
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3. 5, that new estimates were made out every fourth year : 

7d 8 péytoroy elpyrar mA al rafets too ddépov' totro 6€ 

ylyverat Ss Ta, TOAAG Be erovs wéuarov.. As a rule they re- 

mained the same during the interval, but were liable to be 

changed at the end of it. They were originally framed in 

the first of the four Panathenaic years, but were afterwards 

transferred to the second (or from the third to the fourth 

year of the corresponding Olympiad), as appears probable 
from a comparison of the réfis pdpov with the quota lists, 
(although it must be remembered that after the first fifteen 

years the latter become more fragmentary). The tribute 

lists show a succession of slightly varying amounts, not 
corresponding, at any time, exactly either to the sum of 
460 or of 600 talents. (Compare the qualifying words ds 
éxt 76 odd in the financial statement of Pericles, ii. 13 med.) 
The original amount fixed by Aristides was remembered 
at the peace of Nicias as Setting a limit to the exactions of 
the Athenians. ; 

Thucydides further tells us (i. 99) that the allics soon 
began to contribute money instead of ships (érdfavro dvrl 
TGv ved 76 ixvotpevov avddrAwopa $épew), and we might have 
expected the total to be swelled by these additional con- 
tributions. But there appears to be no variation in the 
amount of the tribute, or rather of the quota to the Goddess 
by which it is indicated, corresponding to this fact. It is true that the extant quotas onl 
and that the change from mo 
completed before that time. Still a difficulty remains. For the tribute imposed by Aristides, instead of falling from 460 to 423 talents, would have been proportionably increased 3 in other words, the defaulters in ships would have aid more money. As from the first it was arranged that some were to supply money and others Ships, it can hardly b + PPosed that the latter are included in the contributors to ne 460 talents. All the allies, with 3 i Lesbians and Chians, had been veducat to senate fa ne interval between the Persian and Peloponnesian wars, ‘d , they had given up supplying ships to the common cause. We 

y begin in the year 454 B.c., 
ney to ships may have been
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should expect therefore, unless their lands were transferred 

to Athenian citizens, as later in the case of Lesbos (iii. 50), 

_ that the allies who had once contributed ships would have 

increased the tribute recorded in the quota lists. The amount 

would have been swelled by large sums paid by the allies, 

made up both of penalties reimbursing the Athenians for 

the expenses of the war when they rebelled (cp. i, 101 fin., 

xpipara boa eer arododvat airlka tafdpevot kat 7d Aourov 

gépev), and of taxes over and above the 460 talents con- 

tributed in lieu of the ships. But there is no trace of any 

such increase. Nor is it likely that the payments of the. 

other allies were pro rata diminished, for the resources of 

the confederacy would have been proportionably impaired ; 

i.e. the Athenians would only have had the same amount 

of money and no ships or compensation for losses in war. | 

Other questions arise to which we can give no answers. ° 

How and when were new states admitted? Why are sub- 

ject states such as Samos, and certain places cited as 

tributaries by Stephanus Byzantinus and the lexicographers 

from Craterus (Nymphaeum,—cp. NY in the Tabs pdpov, 

No. 24, Kohler,—Dorus, Deira, Marcaei), not included in the 

quota lists? .. Why do others, such as Melos which we know, 

_ and Thera, which we naturally suppose, to have been at the 

time allies of Liacedaemon, occur in the rdfis pdpov? Is it 

possible that tribute was paid of which no quota was dedi- 

cated to the Goddess, as we remark on the other hand that 

‘in some states (Methoné, Eson, Dicaeopolis) the quota to 

the Goddess continued to be paid when the tax had been 

remitted? Nothing either in the history or in the inscrip- 

tions throws light upon these difficulties, which though not 

insuperable, can only be matters of speculation... -- - 

(c) No mention occurs in Thucydides of the doubling of 

the tribute money, a measure implied in the Orators, An- 

docides, De Pac. (iii.) g, Aeschines, De F. L. (ii.) 186, who 

speak of above 1200 talents coming in during the peace of 

Nicias ; and attributed to Alcibiades by the Pseudo-Ando- 

cides (in Alcib. 11; see note on v. 18, 5). 

There is nothing improbable in the fact itself. The
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measure could have been accomplished without risk cither 

after the Athenian triumph at Sphacteria, when the Lacc- 

demonian power was for a time paralysed, or during the 
peace of Nicias. The increase in the tribute would also 
account for the abundance of money which Athens is re- 
corded by Thucydides to have possessed immediately before 
the Syracusan expedition. And although the authority of 
the Orators is in general not great, it may be argued that 
Andocides was contemporary with the change, and that 
there is no reason for questioning his testimony to a fact 
which must have been notorious at the time. (But are we 
certain that the oration De Pace is genuine ?) 

Kohler and Kirchhoff always speak of this question as 
hitherto doubtful but now finally determined by the evi- 
dence of the monuments. In the note referred to above, 
it was assumed, on their authority, that the rdfis ddpov 
furnished a convincing proof of a great increase of the 
tribute money in the year to which it relates; an inde- 
pendent examination of the tats and a comparison of 
the quota lists show that the additional evidence has been 
greatly overstated, and that the fact still remains, as far 
as the testimony of inscriptions goes, unproven. 

The reader may be once more reminded, (1) that the 
rafts bédpou is an estimate of the whole tribute to be re- 
ceived in the single year 424; and that it contains in any- 
thing like a complete form only the rycwwrixds dédpos, or- 
tribute of the Islands, a portion amounting to about ith’ 
oe cman tribute, and one short fragment of uncertain 
the tele onthe “ . Yy another short fragment relating to 
with sevens rt an tribute; (2) That the quota lists (though 
One incom ere) extend over more than thirty years, 
ments (C TAS ist (C.I.A. 259) and three smaller frag- 

- 41.44. 251, 262, 263) are assigned to the same date as the rdéis gdpov, or to a date ‘somewhat later, on the round of the extensive variations ‘which they present when compared with the earlier quota lists, In the case of 259, however, the resemblance to the older lists is mor striking than the difference. A few other fragments are . 
>
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extant of later date, but they throw no light on the present 
question. (One of these, 258, is supposed to belong to the 
last years of the war; another, 260, supplies the date of 
the whole series of quota lists. See note on v. 18, 5.) 

The facts are as follows. 
The Ionian tribute, of which some record is preserved in 

two of these later fragments (251, 262) and in the rafts pépou, 
exhibits a rise from 8 talents 2600 drachmae to 25 talents 
3100 drachmae. But (1) this calculation is made on a very 

inadequate basis, for only 6 out of 36 or 3th of the pay- 

ments of the Ionic cities can be compared with previous 

payments; and (2) the difference is more than accounted 

for by two cities: Clazomenae raised from 1} to 15 talents, 

Miletus raised from 5 to 10 talents. On the other hand, 

Colophon is lowered from 1} talents to 500 drachmae. ' 

And-the one Ionian city, Eleus in Erythrea, which ap- 

pears in the rdéis gdpov, pays what it did before, 100° 

drachmae. 
The Hellespontian tribute exhibits a rise from 68 talents 

2680 drachmae to 81 talents 4990 drachmae. This calcula- 

tion is made upon a total of 22 out of 44 cities, or 4, and is 

based only on the quota list contained in C.1.A. 259, which 

_ is not necessarily subsequent to the ragis ¢dpov. A short 

memorandum of the Hellespontian tribute which occurs in 

the rdéis dépov points to a very different. result. It is a 

mere fragment, or rather we have two fragments, belonging 

to different inscriptions (for.they overlap), of which one has 

been restored by conjecture’ from the other. _ They are as 

follows:— : : : 

(7) C.I.A. 37. 2” (the lower portion) :— 

ELLE. “ONTIOPOP ~ 

ZbALZ .ON , 

PASSSPRHHI! 

TALAIPOLES | 

“T ANTAN 

POIT® | 

NEZC
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(2) C.I.A. 543, and Appendix :— 

. KE 
thi 

AKTA 

TT 

‘EAAn[o}aovriov pép[ov] 
epdada[ tov ; 
ele RHEE (295 talents 5300 drachmac) 

"Axratat woAELs , 

TT “Avrav[dpos ( Cp. Thue. iv. 52, 75; 
*Polr[etor] KGhler, pp. 209, 210. 
Nygo- 

The restored inscription is supposed to prove that the Hel- 
lespontian tribute amounted to 295 talents, 5300 drachmae. 
But the tribute calculated upon the lists of 446-440 was 
about 8o talents. The increase therefore, allowing for the 
rise previous to the war, would be at the rate of nearly 3 to 1, 
not of 2to 1. But if the longer fragment of the quota lists 
just mentioned is assigned to a date subsequent to that of the 
rags pdpov the increase would be only about 3th. Thus the 
rafts dpov, supposing the conjectural restoration of the frag- 
ments to be admitted (and they certainly exhibit a curious 
coincidence), would prove too much, the quota lists too little. 

If we assume the total of the Hellespontian tribute to have amounted to the larger sum, we may suppose the cities of the Pontus to have been included in it: of four of these we perhaps find traces.in the td£is dpov, NY[M- PAION}, KE[PAZOY=], PAT[RAEY =], NIKTANIAT (C.T.A. 37 2” and 2”, and K¢Ghler, pp. 74, 75). 
nitude of the amount and the conjectural basis o rests raise a suspicion. If, on the other hand, we 

pt the result deduced from 

The mag- 

n which it 

reject the
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contributary states. And as in the case of the Ionian 
tribute, the whole difference-or, more than the difference is 
caused by a great rise in three states: Byzantium from 18 
talents 1800 drachmae to 21 talents 3420 drachmae;.the 

Daunioteichitae from 1000 drachmae to 2 talents 4000 © 
drachmae; and the Selymbrians from goo drachmae to 9 

talents. . 

- The Thracian tribute contained in the same quota list, 

as far as we can judge from even more imperfect data (for 

the calculation can only be based on a comparison of 22° 

out of 61 cities,-the remainder being effaced or wanting), 

exhibits not a rise but a fall, from 89 talents 1500 drachmae 

to 87 talents 3585 drachmae. 

The Carian tribute is obtained from the régis $épov, 

which is compared with the quota lists of previous years, 

and from two fragments of the quota lists, C. 1. A. 262, 263. 

The contributions of the towns admitting comparison are 

fixed in the earlier quota lists at 15 talents 2530 drachmae, 

in the fragments of quota lists supposed to be later and in 

the rdéts pdpov at 22 talents 4000 drachmae. - 

This is the whole sum imposed upon fourteen cities, of 

which six are found in the quota lists and eight in the rééis 

épov, the increase being confined entirely to the former, 

which show a rise from 12 talents 3000 drachmae to ‘19 

talents 4500 drachmae, while in the rdéts pépov compared 

with the earlier quota lists there is on the whole a. very 

slight decrease, viz. from 2 talents 5530 drachmae to 2 

talents 5500 drachmae. But the entire calculation rests 

on. a most insufficient basis, the names and payments 

legible being only 14 out of 68. . os 

Lastly, we have’ the Island tribute, which is obtained from 

the comparison of the rdéis pédpov alone with the earlier 

quota lists. - From this comparison we find that the tribute 

is very nearly doubled; it increases from 59 talents 4800 

drachmae to 119 talents 5coo drachmae. But this calcula- 

tion again rests on insufficient grounds, though considerably. 

fuller than any of those which have preceded. For the 

names and assessments of 16 places out of 28 are still legible. 

VOL. H. d
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And this is in fact the main argument: ‘The PNT LWTEKOS 

épos, of which a little over the half has been preserved 

to us, is more than doubled; and the accounts of the other 

tributaries, if they were preserved, would show that they 

had been raised in a nearly similar proportion.’ 

The figures which form the basis of these calculations 

- are taken from the table of tributary cities and the amount 

paid by them at the end of Kirchhoff, C.L.A., vol. i. It is 

an element of uncertainty which must not be overlooked, 

that owing to the incomplete state of the tribute lists we 
can often only compare the rdéis of 425 or the tribute 

recorded in the later fragments with the tribute actually 

paid many years before. 

Let us now consider the nature of the proof, or rather 

want of proof, that pervades the whole argument :— 
(1) None of the comparisons are made upon an adequate 

basis, being taken only upon about 3th (Ionia), 3 (Helles- 
pont), 3rd (Thrace), 3th (Caria), 3 (Islands). 

' (2) None of the sums obtained éxhibit a ratio of 2:1 ; 
but of 25t. 3100dr, : 8t. 2600 dr. (Ionia); 81 t. 4990 dr.: 
68 t. 2680 dr. (Hellespont, quota list, 257); 87 t. 3585 dr: 
89 t. 1500 dr. (Thrace, quota list, 257); 22t. 4000dr. :1 5t. 
2530 dr. (Caria); 119 t. 5000dr. : 59 t. 4800 dr, (Islands 
Takis pdpov). , 

The whole number of citi i i i 
is ae 80. Of these 7 mre precisely donee she increase 
same tribute as before. a 3 34 Pay the 

at, ar premmularity in the increase of the tribute in the 

and payments are preserved to 
us makes it impossible to argue wi 
tainty from them to the states whose many eae ot cer are unknown to us. And the comparis 
quota lists shows that extensive, and t 
changes in the amount paid were far fro 

(5) If the largest fragment of the 
containing part of the Thracian and 
be assumed to be contem 
takts qdpov, the evidenc 

€s and payments 
on of the earlier 

© us inexplicable, 
m uncommon. 

quota lists. (no. 259), 
Hellespontian tribute 

porary with or subsequent to the 
€ obtained from it is rather un-
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favourable than favourable to the hypothesis of the doubling 
of the tribute. But if no connexion:can be established. 
between the quota lists and the ré£ts @épov, or only between 
the quota lists and three small fragments of the rdgts, then 
the argument turns wholly on the probability that’ the 
assessments of the other states were raised in the same 

proportion as those of the Islanders. It may be argued 
in reply to what is only a presumption that the Island 

tributaries were more completely under the control of the 

Athenians, and therefore more likely to have had their 

tribute raised. . ot 

Thus we are driven to the conclusion that the uncertainty 

respecting the doubling of the tribute has not been entirely 

removed. It is very probable that’ the Athenians as they 

increased in power increased their demands on the allies. 

It is more probable than not that Andocides (?) was right 

when he implies that the tribute had increased from 600 to 

1200 talents, for the increase must have taken place in his 

own time. “Neither he nor any one else says that the 

tribute was doubled in 425; his statement would be satis- 

fied if the Athenians were receiving 1200 talents from their 

allies at any time during’ the peace of Nicias. Nor-is the 

argument strong from the silence of Thucydides. His 

manner of writing is so different from that of a modern 

historian; that it is difficult to argue beforehand what events 

or measures he would have inserted in his history, and what 

he would have omitted. All thesé probabilities remain 

as they were before. But not much can be added to the 

argument from an examination of inscriptions ; except as 

regards the Islands they leave the question nearly as it was. . 

-- One other statement remains to be discussed. It is as- 

" serted with ‘confidence by Kéhler-(p. 129) that the quota 

lists contain mention of arrears. This assertion rests (x) on 

the fact that the names of certain states occur twice or even 

oftener in the same lists, being those of the fifth and eighth 

years; and (2) further, in the sixth and eighth lists some 

coincidences appear of defects and excesses in the payment. 

Abdera, for example, in the sixth year pays 4 quota of 

d 2
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1400 drachmae to the Goddess, 100 drachmac less than the 

ordinary payment: in the eighth year there is no entry ° 
a larger payment, but a small sum of 100 drachmae is 

recorded. It is inferred therefore that, while the regular 

payment is lost or effaced, the 100 drachmac represent 
the arrear of the sixth year. In like manner the ordinary 
payment of Thasos.is 300 drachmae, whereas in the sixth 
year the treasury of the Goddess only acknowledges the 
receipt of 246 drachmae. But there appears in the cighth 
year a single payment of 54 drachmae credited to Thasos. 
This again is explained as an arrear, 246 drachmae and 54 
drachmae = goo drachmae. Once more, the whole pay- 
ment of Dardanus in ordinary years is 100 drachmac. But 
Dardanus is found paying 46 drachmac in the sixth year 
and 54 in the eighth year. Upon these three coincidences 
the theory of arrears seems chiefly to rest. 

We may assume that there is some explanation of the 
same names recurring more than once in the lists. But it does not follow that the explanation can be discovered in the extant lists with any degree of certainty. To the theory of arrears several objections may be made. (1) The alleged coincidences are only found i 
Thirteen other instances are cited by Kéhler as of more or less weight; but in three of these the payment of the sixth year is fragmentary ; in two the payment of the sixth year only, in eight the payment of the eighth ycar only is pre- served; so that there is no possibility of comparison. (2) 

eighth year we find 
" In four of the entries belonging to the 

n three instances. 

place somewhere else. But of this (3) In the three Principal instances the € paid up belong not to ‘the previous year, but to the year before that. Are we t . Os there was first of all uppose that 
a 

in tl arc that a full payment with the re year after ymen arrear paid up? May we not Suggest that if the quota lists had been perfect ‘this and
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some other inferences which have been drawn from them’ 
would disappear? (4) There is some presumption.that the 
arrears of the quota, if they entered into the accounts at all, 
would be more. numerous; and (5) that they would be 
described under a separate heading. , : 

Another almost equally probable explanation of the 

repetition may be gathered from the quota lists them- 

selves. The names of several'cities occur twice over in 

the fifteenth, sixteenth, eighteenth, nineteenth years of the 

quota lists, the first time for a larger sum, the second 

time for a‘smaller. Against the second sum is added the 

word énidopas, or additional tribute. For example, in the 

Ionian quota (fifteenth year) there is an entry of a pay- 

ment from the Notians, 33 drachmae 2 obols, which is 

immediately followed by a second entry,— —‘Noruijs eaio- 

pas 5 drachmae 33 obols.’ Of such, entries there are in 

all about twenty. It is perhaps worth observing that they 

all belong to a period later than the supposed arrears. 

It may also be remarked that amongst these repeated 

entries occurs the following, —‘ Aapdavijs 100 drachmae, 

_Aapdaviis éxupopas 4 drachmae 2 obols;’ and that the name 

‘Aapbavijs also occurs among the supposed arrears in the 

‘eighth year of the lists. “It is evident then that other pay- 

ments besides the ¢dpos are included in the quota.lists, and 

‘it is possible that the sums afterwards called émfopal were 

inserted in the earlier lists without a distinguishing note. 

What was the nature of these payments we cannot pre- 

cisely tell. They may have been arrears; or they may 

have been payments about which there was a dispute be- 

tween the allies and the Athenians; possibly they were 

‘dues or fines, or rather percentages of them paid to the 

Goddess. One conjecture is as good as another. But 

‘instead of offering conjectures which are gradually as- 

-sumed to be certainties, it is better simply to acknowledge 

that the repetition of the same names in the same year, 

sometimes with, sometimes without the mark emupopiis, is a 

curious fact which remains unexplained. 

Some lesser points of connexion between the inscriptions
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relating to the tribute and the narrative of Thucydides are 

the following :— . i, 

- (1) The name of Melos occurs among the tributarics in 
the rdgis dépov (B.C. 425-424). But Mclos was not taken 

by the Athenians until the year 416 B.c. There is how- 

ever no necessary discrepancy between the inscription and 
the narrative. The rdfis ¢dpov, as has been already re- 
marked, is only an estimate of money to be received, not 
a record of actual payments, and therefore the sum sct 

down may not have been received. In the preceding year 
the Athenians had made an attack on Melos (iii. 91), but 

without success. It may be conjectured that they there- 
upon inserted the name of the island in the rafts ¢dpov as a 

pledge to themselves of their own intention to enforce their 
demand. If the tax was really paid by Melos, we must 
suppose Thucydides, who in his first enumeration of the 
allies (ii. 9 fin.) had described the Melians as not dzoredets 
dpov, to have been ignorant of the fact, since in that case 
he would not have spoken of the Athenians as failing in 
their attempt to force Melos into the alliance (iii. 91 init.). 
; (2) A sum of three talents (i.e. a quota of 300 drachmac) 
is said in the list (C. I. A. 257) for the year 427 or 426 to 
have been paid by the islanders of Thera; and this is raised 
in the estimate of the ragts pdpov, 425 B.C. to five talents. 
In C.1. A. 38, a decree’ relating to the $epos, 
tain date or meaning, there occur the words 
Laplors cat Onpatof ts], 
special regulation. 

but of uncer- 
[egéo]rw dé xad 

showing that both were under some spe Yet at the beginning of the war the eraeans aswell as the Melians are described as of the Athenians, but of the Lacedaemon 
Kuxdddes zA}v Mijdrov Kat Orjpas, 

allies, not 
ians (Goat al GddAat* 

1.9 fin.). Now it seems
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have not thought it worth mentioning. It is possible also that 

both Melos and Thera may have been original members of 

the Delian confederacy, and, though not included in her re- 

gular tributaries, may have made some payment to Athens. 

For references on the subject of Melos and Thera, sce 

note on v. 84. I. 

(3) In the account of the expedition against Cyprus 

(Thuc. i. 112) the Athenians are said to have left Citium 

in consequence of the death of Cimon, and also of a famine 

which occurred. It is observed by KGhler (p. 130) that the 

year of this famine (449) coincides with the year of a de- 

falcation in the tribute money, viz. the arrears of the sixth 

year just discussed. But the defalcation is itself uncertain, 

and it is very doubtful whether there is any trace here of a 

real coincidence. For the famine is in Cyprus, but the 

supposed defalcation is about the shores of the AZgean 

extending to the Hellespont. Such an attempt to piece 

one fragment of knowledge with another seems to arise 

only out of the slenderness of our materials. 

- (4) Among the facts which we learn with certainty from 

the tribute lists is the division of the gédpos into the "Iwvixés 

épos, “EAAnondvtios édpos, ext Opdxns or Opdxwos dédpos, 

Kaprxds pdpos, and Nyotwrixds pépos. The earlier lists have | 

no regular arrangement, or only a very rough one. E.g. at 

the beginning of the sixth list the Narisbareans of Caria or 

the adjoining countries, the Tenedians, the Gentinians of 

the Troad, the Stagirites, the Cerameans of Caria, the 

Camireans of Rhodes, the Halicarnassians, the Myrinaeans 

of Lemnos, and the Mecybernaeans of Chalcidicé follow ° 

each other. 
. 

_ After the ninth list the geographical division prevails; — 

and in the twelfth and subsequent lists (from 443 B. c.) the 

cities of each division are headed by the titles ’Iwpexds pdpos,: 

etc. About sevén years later the Ionian and Carian tribute 

is united (C.I.A. 244). The names of the different states 

are placed under their respective heads, but no geographical 

or other order is observed, nor do the same names follow 

each other in successive lists. We seem to find traces of
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the division in Thucydides, ii. 9 fin.: dAAat wéAets al tzo- 
Tedeis odoat ev Zveor rocoicde, Kapla 4 emt Oardcon, Awprijs 
Kapot xpdcotkot, "Iwvla, “EAAjorovtos, Ta emt Opdxys, vijoot 
doar évrds Hedorovyyjcou xa Kpijrys apds jAtov dvicxovta, 
waoat at dddat Kuxdddes wAjv Mijdov cat Orjpas. 

(5) A fragment containing a very full list of the Thracian 
_ Cities was referred by Kohler to Ol. 87.1, and was thought 

by him to prove that Potidaea, Olynthus, Spartolus, and 
other cities which revolted in that year (432) must have paid 
tribute just before the revolt took place. The rearrange- 
ment of the stone by Kirchhoff, who puts the list back to 
436 (Ol. 86. 1), puts back also the record of the payment. 
How the tribute to be paid by each city was fixed we 

do not know with certainty. At the end of the later lists a 
few cities occur under the headings wédes abrai épov taka- 
pevat, and adres &¢ of iGrar évéypayay pépov pepe, and in a fragment which may belong to a quota list or to a ragis $épov (Kohler, p. 82, No. 7; C.L.A. 266) occur the headings— 

Ildves as érjafav of réxrar . 
. . Jou ypapparevoyros. 

Tléres &s 4] Bova} xat of wevraxdoro[ tv] 
(?) of FAtacrad érjagav. 

Kohler, pp. 66, 1 36, comparin 

fragment of the Td€is pdpov of 425, and with a report of the cient lave af es eens for the revision of the an- 83), and of « 1 . e. Thirty (Andocides, De Myst. 
_ 83h # “aw preserved by Demosthenes (c. Timocr. 20 ff.), concludes that after the vote of the assembly orderi a rages to take place, the amounts to be im osed D "the cities were fixed in the first instance by a boa d of od ‘ra (numbering 10, Kohler, 8, Kirchhoff, C. 1. A. 37) The 

in the sehate, before wien ene iscssed and passed might propose amend renny Private person (t8udrqs) ments (cp. the Widiopa of Tisamenus, 

g these. headings with the
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claims for a diminution of tribute made by the cities 

themselves (zdAets abraf: cp. pépov dv av nel ’AOnvatovs, 

p. Ixvi infra). This seems to be the most probable ac- 

count of an obscure subject. 

A considerable fragment of a decree respecting the tribute 

is contained in C. I. A. 38, but no connected meaning can 

be elicited from it. Certain cities seem to be spoken of 

as defaulters, to whom commissioners are sent to exact the 

tribute. The names of those who pay the tribute are to be 

written up on a tablet by the Hellenotamiae, and some- 

thing is granted or done to ‘both the Samians and the 

Theraeans’ (cp. above). There follows a mention of ém- 

pednral, and of a general or generals. Any attempts made 

by citizens of the tributary states to evade the ‘decree re- _ 

specting the tribute’ may be brought before the exipedyrat 

the éxyeAntat are to bring them before the dicastery, the 

cases to be tried within a month. If the accused are con- 

demned, the dicastery is to impose a penalty. Something 

‘not very intelligible is said about the election of collectors . 

of the tribute (éxAoye?s). According to another fragment 

(see C. I. A. 38:@ Supp.) defaulters are to be written up. 

_If.an unjust accusation is brought, the accuser is to be 

fined. If no proper summons has’ been given, the senate 

-is to settle the matter. , ; 

It is impossible to say whether the yi¢opa TO Tod pdpov 

- yeferred to in 38 f. 1. 10 is the rdgis dpov of 425 or not. 

For the date of the inscription is uncertain, and there was 

a td£is pdpov every four years. cot . 

1. iii. Another class of inscriptions illustrating Thucy- 

dides are the accounts of the treasures of Athené. They 

are divided ‘into three series: the first containing the 

treasures of the Pronaos, or front room of the temple; 

the second, the treasures of the Hecatompedon, or centre 

room; and the third, the treasures of the Parthenon pro- 

perly so called, being the interior and most sacred part 

of the building. The accounts, or more correctly speak: 

ing, the inventories of these treasures, which were made 

up annually, commence in the year 434, and extend over
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nearly the whole of the Peloponnesian War, the account 

of the treasure of the Parthenon lasting, with gaps, up 

to 411; that of the Pronaos up to 407; that of the Heca- 
tompedon to 405 or 404. 

Pericles, in estimating the resources of the Athcnians, in- 

cludes among their treasures (ii. 13) ‘ uncoined gold and silver 

‘in the form of private and public offerings, sacred vesscls 

‘used in processions and games, the Persian spoil, and other 

. ‘things of the like nature, worth at least five hundred talents 

‘more. There were also at their disposal, besides what they 

‘had in the Acropolis, considerable treasures in various 

‘temples. If they were reduced to the last extremity, they 

‘could even take off the plates of gold with which the image 

‘of the Goddess was overlaid: these, as he pointed out, 
‘weighed forty talents, and were of refined gold, which was 
‘all removable. They might use the gold taken from the 
‘Goddess in self-defence, but they were bound to replace 
‘all that they had taken.’ 

* These inventories are for the most part repetitions of 
each other. Each of them, except the last inventory of the 
treasures of the Pronaos (see below), is headed by a regular 
form of words, e.g. ‘These things the stewards of the sacred 
‘treasure of Athené, Eurectes of Atené and his colleagucs, 
to whom Apollodorus the son of Critias of Aphidnae was 

‘registrar, handed over to the stewards to whom Diognis 
‘the son of Isander of the Piraeus was registrar; h vi 
‘received them from the previous stewards to whom E 
*son of Aeschron of Anaphlystus was registrar.’ 

In the Pronaos.’ (C. 1. A, 119.) 
Then follow the actual inventories. 

he the first year however of 
the treasures are said of the year by ‘ the officers of wnat Over to the stewards 

gave in their accounts from one Panathenacsc : he ne we During the twenty or thirty years over i. hy Ne ii extend the dually j ; which the lists 

of the insert, & n " i mecase in length (in the language 7 2 r 

the year’) ne til the “Fred ier vero—* these are additions of 
apse. They are silent witnesses 

aving 

uthias 

each Panathenaic period
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to the growth, decline, and fall of the first Athenian empire, 

the last record of the treasures of the Hecatompedon ap- 

pearing in a fragment which is assigned on palaeographical 

and other grounds to 405 or 404 B.C. The inventories re- 

appear a few years later, though the form of them is different. 

The treasures consisted of gold and silver plate, bowls, 

cups, crowns, horns, couches, tables, chairs, censers, baskets, 

of gilded and golden as well as of silver and plated articles, 

and of arms. We find among them a gilded lyre, four ivory 

lyres, a flute case, a ‘figure of a girl upon a pillar, a ‘horse, 

a griffin, the face (or forepart) of a griffin, a griffin, the head 

of a lion, a necklace (or wreath) of flowers, a dragon ; all 

overlaid with gold.’ The entire value of them, as far as can 

be estimated by their weight, is not great, probably not ex- 

ceeding at the beginning of the war ten to twenty talents, 

_ to which must be added a moderate.sum for the workman- 

ship!. A sample of the character of these treasures will 

be given by the last inventory of the articles contained in 

the [pévaos, Ol. 93. 2, 407-406 B.C. If we can trust a very 

conjectural restoration, which however derives some sup- 

port from the exceptional character of this last inscription, 

they are recorded at the end of it to have been handed 

over to the Hellenotamiae, i.e. devoted to the purposes of 

the war, in the following year, Ol. 93. 3. The Athenians 

- however do not appear to have availed themselves to any 

considerable extent, if at all, during the time which the 

lists severally cover, of the resource hinted at by Pericles. . 

This inventory is as follows :— — 

rat silver bowls. . 4 weighing 2 tal. 432 drachmae. 

3 silver horns . no 528 ” 

3 silver cups ” 167 ». 

rsilverlamp .  - ” 38° os 

7 silver bowls . ” . 700 ” 

1 golden crown (in a round case) 55 33 ” 3 obols. 

2silver bowls - . . » 200 ” 

1 It would thus appear that the articles enumerated in these records form but 

a small part of what may be termed the miscellaneous treasures of the Athe- 

nians, which are estimated by ‘Thucydides at soo. talents. These, however, 

include the whole mass of uncoined gold and silver, as well as many articles of 

yalue unweighed. oe 
:
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silver bowls ©. : weighing 329 drachmac. 
1 silver Chalcidian cup sr ” 4° ” 
7 silver bowls. : . ” 920,» 

1 silver cup . . . ” pe ” 
silver bowls .. . ” 2 ” . 

’ silver bowls. . .- ” 643 ” 2 obols. 

3 silver bowls. . . ” 251 ” 
1 silver cup . . . ” 66 ” 
1silverlamp . . . ” : 22 oy 

3 silver vessels. . . ” 294 +» 
_§ silvervessels . - . . ” 413 ” 

1 silver vessel. . . ” 1t2 ” 

1silvercup . . . ” 47) ow 
1silver vessel . : ” 6o ” 

I silver cup . . . ” 39 ” 

1 silver vessel” . - oe ” 153 » 
1 silver cup . . . » ; 30 ” 

4 silvervessels . . . ” - 386 ” 

1 silver vessel . . . ” 194 ” 

4 silver vessels. . . ” 783 ” 

3 silver vessels . . . ” 718 » 

1 silver vessel. . . weight wanting. 

  

Add for the difference between the value of }3 2063 ” 5 ow» 
gold and silver, estimated at 10 to 1, in gor ” 3 oon 
the case of the golden crown. . - - 

3 2365), 2 

C.I.A. 194-225 are a very fragmentary scrices of the 
accounts of the ‘ other deities,’ in which the names occur of 
Hephaestus, Poseidon “Immos, and Poscidon of Sunium, 
Heré, Dionysus, the Mother, of the Gods, Zeus, Artemis © 
‘Exdrn, and Artemis ’"Ayporépa, Apollo, and ‘some Attic 
heroes (cp. C.I.A. 273). As to the amount or character of 
the treasure little can be made out: a ‘ tenth from the sale 
of captives, [S]exdrn’: dvdpanddun, is-dedicated to Artemis > f 

+ 7 Ayporépa. ‘That the series begins before 429 is proved by words which occur in one of the inscriptions (194) :— 
, © [ent *"Exapel] 

vovos &pxovtos, (B.C. 429) 

rdde mapé[ocay mapabefdpevor| . 
mapa tv x[porépwy Taptdy |. 

It may be worth observing (cp. N 

and— | 

ewton and Hicks, p. 47)
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that the words 1& éx rGy GAdwv lepSv mpocerlOet xpijpara otk 

édtya are not necessarily connected with rév dddov OeSv in 

the expression raplat rv tAdwv Oedv. For Thucydides is 

speaking of temples ‘other than those on the Acropolis,’ or 

‘other than the Parthenon.” (That there were temples on 

the Acropolis besides those of Athené is clear from ii. 15, 

ra yap lep& ey, abrf, Th axpomd\et cal ZAAwv OeSv éorl.) But 

the treasures of the other deities were certainly at a later 

date, and perhaps at the beginning of the war (C.I.A. 32) 

kept on the Acropolis and in the Parthenon. 

I. iv. We will now pass to the inscriptions relating to the 

payment of debts to the temples and the expenditure of 

public money. Among them one of the most important is 

C.I.A. 32, a decree of the senate and people which, after. 

mentioning the repayment of 3000 talents to the Goddess, 

provides for a further repayment to the other deities out of 

certain funds which had been already set apart for this 

purpose by a vote of the assembly. Part of these were 

in the hands of the Hellenotamiae, another part was to 

be obtained from a tithe of the produce of land or spoils (?) 

when let out or sold (?), 7& éx rijs. Sexdrys ‘eneday mpabf. 

The thirty Aoy:oral, or accountants, now in office are to 

calculate exactly what is due to the deities : these officers 

are to be called together at the discretion of the senate. 

(The zpidxovra mentioned in the heading of the first and 

third quota lists are probably identical with the Aoyiorai, 

see Kohler, p. 106.) When the money is paid back, all 

records of the debt are to be searched for and cancelled. 

The sum thus repaid is to be placed in the hands of 

rapta. ‘These are to be elected at the same time as the 

other magistrates, and in the same manner as the taplat 

of the treasures of Athené. They are to receive the 

money of the other deities from other raplat, émoraral, and 

teporo.ol of different temples who are at present in charge 

of it, and to deposit it in the Opisthodomus of the Par- 

thenon. They are to register the amount belonging to 

each deity and to all collectively, and to keep an annual 

account from one .Panathenaic festival to another, like the
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treasurers of Athené. Any surplus remaining after repay- 
ment is to be spent upon walls and docks. ; 

The second part of the inscription is a decree passed 

somewhat later, which presupposes that the order has been 
given for the payment of the debt to the other deities men- 
tioned above. Certain moneys belonging to Athené may 
be used in adorning the Acropolis, and repairing (or supply- 

ing) articles employed in processions. But not more than 

10,000 drachmae are to be spent on this account; and 
nothing at all for any other purpose without a previous 
vote of indemnity. The Hellenotamiae are to deposit the 
proceeds of the ¢dpos with the raplat rijs AOnvalas. (We 

“cannot be quite sure whether this refers to the whole of 
the dpos, or only to the goth paid to the Goddess; cp. 
p. lxii. ff. infra.) When out of the two hundred talents 
set apart for the purpose the sum owing to the other deities ° 
is repaid, it is to be kept on the left of the dcOd8opuo0s, and 
the money of Athené on the right. Those portions of the 
sacred treasure which have not been weighed or counted 
are now to be counted in the presence of the officers of 
the four previous years who gave in their account from 
one Panathenaic festival to the next; they are to weigh 
such of them as are gold or silver, or silver plated with 
gold... Here the words cease to be legible. 

There is no indication of a date in this inscription, ex- 
cept what can be gathered from the writing : 
the place of {v3 the later shortened form 
plural, and also the longer form, both occur 
well as raytact), the shortened dative implyi 
after Ol. 90 (420-417). It is beautifully written on two 
sides of a stone slab, and was once the table-of an altar. 
Boeckh places it in the year u.c, 418, 

This inscription has been made the subject af an clabo- 
rate discussion by Kirchhoff (Urkunden der Schatzmeister 
der ‘anderen Gétter, Abhandl. der Berl. Acad. 186 8-28, Athenischer Staatschatz, pp. 21 ff., 43 ff., Berl ROE 
ing whe sefers it foa time before the Peloponnesian War, ne nierences ‘from it. “The precise year to 

ctv has taken 

of the dative 
in it (raplats as 
Ng a year in or
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which he assigns the inscription is the first of the Pana- 

thenaic period, Ol. 86. 3-87. 2 (434-431), or the last year 

of the preceding period, when the accounts of the treasure 

- were made up, and when changes in the regulation of it 

would most naturally take place. He arrives at this con- 

clusion on grounds which will be hereafter examined. To 

reconcile this date with the character of the writing he has 

recourse to the supposition that, while the substance of the 

document belongs to the year 434, it was not written down 

until after 420. Here are two improbabilities: (1) that a . 

decree of the senate and people should not have been en- 

graven during fifteen years ; and (2) that it should have been 

engraven at the end of the fifteen. years. Such an hypo- 

thesis would only be justified on the ground that there was 

no later date to which the inscription could be assigned, 

as in the case of C.I.A. 283; or on such palaeographical 

grounds as determine the date of C. I. A. 8. 93. But in the’ . 

present case there is no necessity for any such hypothesis. 

‘The Athenians would have been quite as well able to re- 

pay a large sum to the Goddess between B.C. 421 and 415, 

after a few years of peace, as before the commencement 

of the war. Kirchhoff, having fixed the date of the in- 

scription on other grounds, connects the payment of the 

3ooo talents with the possession of 9700 talents by the 

Athenians shortly before the war (Thuc. ii. 13 med.), and 

with the indemnity which they exacted from the Samians 

after the suppression of the revolt. It is quite true that the: 

Athenians must have been rich when they transferred so 

large a sum from one account to another. But they had 

recovered their wealth before the Syracusan expedition. 

‘Kirchhoff argues that some words at the end of the 

inscription, in which provision is made for numbering and 

weighing some of the’ sacred treasures at that particular 

time (viv), are a decree then for the first time establishing 

the inventories of the sacred articles of the temple, which 

commence in 434 and continue in a more or less frag- 

mentary form down to the taking of the city (C. I. A. 117- 

173). Thus he imagines himself to obtain an accurate
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determination of the date. But in reply it may be observed, 

(1) that the words of the inscription (32), TGy xpnudtwv Tay 

iepSv, seem to refer generally to the treasures ofthe Goddess 

and of the other deities, and. not merely to the silver plate 

and other ornaments enumerated in the inventories, though 

these are included in it: (2) that a provision is made in it 

for a weighing of the treasures. But several of the articles 

mentioned in the inventories were and continued to be 

unweighed. This seems to prove that the inscription has 

to do, not with the inventories, but with some other and 

moré careful register of part of the sacred treasure : (3) 

the direction that only such of the treasures’ as are un- 

weighed and uncounted are to be weighed would imply 

that there had been previous inventories. But if so, the 

custom of having an inventory was not then established for 

the first time: (4) that the inscription appears to speak of 
a single occasion only, and not of the establishment of an 
annual audit. It relates to the money paid in at that time, 

and to the plate, which is to be weighed and numbered 

in the presence of the magistrates who are in the habit 

of accounting for it from time to time—dpxai at 2dlSo[ cay 
del tov Adyov ex av ]adnvatoy és Malvadijyjaca (cp. C. I. A. 

117. 1. r): (5) the money of Athené and the other dcities 
mentioned in the words just preceding is kept in the éat- 
cOddouos 3 why should we suppose a sudden transition to the 
or the te or the rventonies which were kept in other parts 

cluding lines of the text Tendere it ay state of the con- 

ferences from it, such as are d ' perilous to draw in: 

the relation which the inscri tion b Y Sirchhoft respecting 

The whole argument rests on on care to the inventories, ; su one of those apparent coin- 
cidences which but ‘for the slenderness of our materials 

wend ees hehe irrvd: ad when examined mor - NOC. cidence at all. ; 
More weight is due to the argument in favour of the 

earlier date derived from C. I. A. 194, in which raufa 7g 
&Awv Seay are mentioned as already existing [en A ra. 

vovos apxovtos, in the year 429, that is if we could. be size
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that they were first established by the decree contained in 
C. I. A. 32. But though there appears tobe a special 

appointment of rapla: in this inscription, the wording of it 

(wap 8% tév vov TapiGy cal ry emorarGy Kal TGv leponoGy 

ray éy Tots lepots ot vdv drayetplCover, x.7.A.), and indeed the 

very fact of nearly 200 talents having been borrowed, in- 

dicate that such rapfa: were already in existence. And 

these may be referred to in C. I. A. 194 as Tapia roy 

ZAXwv Oedv. However this may be, the argument is hardly 

sufficient to counterbalance the indications given by the 

writing. The utmost that can be conceded is that the 

earlier date (Kirchhoff) is as likely as the later (Boeckh). 

' The sum of 3000 talents repaid to the Goddess is sup- 

posed by Kirchhoff to be part of the great Athenian 

treasure which at some time, not exactly known to us, 

before the Peloponnesian War had amounted to 9700 

talents (Thue. ii. 13 med.). ‘From this had to be deducted. 

a sum of 3700 expended on various buildings, such as the 

Propylaea of the Acropolis, and also on the siege of Poti- 

daca’ Of the 6000 talents which remained at the com- 

mencement of the war “1000 were set apart as a reserve, 

and not touched until after the failure of the Syracusan 

expedition in 413. (The remaining 5000 might be used in 

the service of the state. , a 

Now in Thucydides, iii. 19, three and a-half years after 

the commencement of the war, towards the end of 428 B.C., 

the Athenians are said to have sent out twelve ships to. 

collect tribute among their allies in Lycia and Caria; at the 

same time, or rather sooner, they imposed upon themselves 

a property tax of 200 talents, The two measures, accord- 

ing to Kirchhoff, Athenischer Staatschatz, p. 26 ff., show 

that they were in pecuniary distress. Before they would 

have submitted to tax themselves they must have exhausted 

their whole treasure. This is the keystone of the argument: 

‘If there had been anything left they would never have sent 

out an extraordinary expedition to exact money, OF have 

raised out of their own incomes, for the first time in the 

war, two hundred talents.’ Hence it is inferred that during 

VOL. IL. e
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the first three years of the war the whole of their reserve 

fund must have been expended. , 

If we add to the . . . : 
the annual increment of the sacred 

treasure, calculated at 200 talents 
(see infra, p. xix) 2 . 600 

tribute for three years, 600 talents . 1800 

5000 talents 

  

the whole sum spent in three years 
is cs ee . . 7400 

orannually . . oe 24663 

Leaving at this point the thread of the argument, to 
which we will return, we may illustrate the general character 
of Athenian expenditure by a few easy calculations :— 

(1) A fleet of 100 vessels, carrying each the ordinary crew 
of 200 men, or 20,000 in all, could not have been main- 
tained in the early part of the war, when the sailors’ wages 
were high, viz. a drachma a day, at a less cost than 100 
talents a month, besides the payments to officers and 
marines, and the cost of the hull supplied by the state. 

(2) The-heavy-armed soldiers who served in the siege of 
Potidaea received each man for himself and an attendant 
two drachmae a day (iii. 17). They numbered in the first 
expedition 3000 men, in the second 1600, who remained for 
only a part of the two years for which the sicge lasted. 
Therefore under this single head an expenditure must have 
been incurred of more than a talent an 
the rate of 552 talents a year. Thu 
that the siege cost two thousand 

(3) The building of the Pro 
to have cost 2012 talents 

(4) The six thousand j 
sitting at one time, woul 

d a-half a day, or at 
cydides expressly says 

talents (ii. 70), 
pylaea is said by Heliodorus 

(Harpocration, s. v. Pp. 159). 
urymen of the court of Heliaea, if 

d have received half a talent a da (the pay of each singly being 3 obols), or if sitting for a month, fifteen talents. Or as Ari 
° . ’ stophanes (W 

calculates the expense of 6000 jurymen for the ya) 
y YVE 

. 

vp ” 
¢ Tat Hee €KQToy 6 TOV Kat WEVT PKOVT a Tt dXars a
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(5) The 20,000 citizens of Athens, if they had all attended. 
at any one assembly, would have received (after the change 
of the pay, at some time unknown, from one to three obols)- 
fees amounting to ten talents: but as more than 5000 were. 
not present upon ordinary occasions (cp. Thuc. viii. 72),. 

we may reduce this charge to a fourth, or to 2} talents.. 
Supposing there were fifty sittings in a year (cp. Boeckh, 
Staatshaush. i. p. 326), the total expenditure under this head 

would amount to 125 talents. , - 

' (6) The total pay of 500 senators at a drachma a day, 

sitting 300 days in the year, would amount to 25 talents. 

Such estimates give a general idea of the scale of Athenian 

expenditure. They may also remind us that both on the 

creditor and debtor side of the account should be. entered. 

many elements of revenue and expenditure which can no 

longer be estimated. . 

We may now jeturn to the calculation of Kirchhoff. It- / 

turns, as we have already seen, upon Thucydides iii. 19, a: 

passage in which the Athenians are described as sending” 

ships to Asia Minor for the collection of tribute, having. 

already raised a self-imposed tax of 200 talents among. 

themselves. -Now he infers that they would not have taken. 

extraordinary means of raising money until their ordinary. 

resources were exhausted. Yet surely (1) a people, like an, 

individual, may become alarmed at its financial condition: 

long before its capital entirely comes to an end, and having: 

great dangers to face, may take extraordinary measures to; 

meet financial difficulties before the exchequer has been 

emptied. (2) Such expeditions were sent, not once only,’ 

but many times in the course of the war, and even before. 

this time (Thue. ii. 69, cp. also iv. 50, 7 5), to collect money 

from cities which were in arrears or which did not regu-. 

larly pay tribute, or to exact an extraordinary tribute from. 

those which did. But (3) if so, the argument for the great 

expenditure of the first three years of the war falls to the 

ground. If there is no reason to assume that the Athenians. 

were in extreme necessity when they sent out the squadron, . 

neither is there any need to infer that they had spent at the 

e 2.
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rate of 24663 talents a year during the first three ycars of the 
Peloponnesian War. (4) The mere imposition of a property 

tax is far from proving any extreme necessity. It is a tax 

very likely to be imposed at all times by the growing power 

of a democracy on the rich, olrep Kat radatmwpodyrat pddtora 

(viii. 48 init.; Aristoph. Knights, 923 ff.). (5) Kirchhoff is 
surely mistaken in supposing that the words of Thucydides, 
iii. 17, kat Ta xpypara Toro pddtora travdvAwoe preva Toridalas, 
imply that the reserve was exhausted. They might indeed 
have had this meaning if any statement of such exhaustion 
had been previously made. But as they stand they mcan 
no more than ‘this was the great drain upon the Athenian 
resources.” Again (6), supposing the Athenians to have 
used up their capital during the first three years of the war, 
it is hard to see how they supported the equal if not greater 
strain of the seven years which followed. Can we suppose 
that a prudent people would have depended merely upon 
the chance sums which were brought in from time to time 
by the. exactions of dpyvpoddyot vijes? Whether the tribute 
was doubled in the year 425 or not, it is evident that the 
Athenians after a few years of peace enjoyed a plethora of 
wealth; cp. Thuc. vi. 26, Andoc. de Pace, (iii.) 8. 9, da 
Tatrny thy elpiyny Exraxioyldia rédavra voulopatos els riyp 
axpdrohw dynvéyraper, But would they in five or six ycars 
have risen to wealth from absolute bankruptcy, which must 
have been their state if during five or six years of war their treasury had been empty? 
Neither the notices of Thucydides nor any inscription 

hitherto found enable us to form a certain estimate of the 
othe poe or expenditure of Athens in any given year 

ponnesian War. We are at a loss to reconcile the words of Aristophanes, who (Wasps, 660) roughly esti- mates the income of Athens at 2000 talents,— 
tovTwy mAjpopa tédavr eyyds biox lara ylyverae Fpiv,— 

with Xenophon’s statement 
ginning of the Pelo 
less th 

t (Anab. vii. 1. 27) that at the be- ponnesian War the Athenians had not an T000 talents coming in yearly. We cannot de-
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termine how far civil as well as military expenditure was 
defrayed from the treasures of the temples, or how far 
extraordinary’ expenses were defrayed out of ordinary 
resources: we do not know what was received from mines, 

public lands, law fees, harbours, confiscations ; how far the 

tribute may have risen above or fallen below 600 talents ; or 

how much was brought in by dpyvpodAdyor vijes. Neither do 

we know what was spent on temples and other public 

buildings, on theatrical performances, sacred missions and 

festivals,on hulls of ships, siege engines, and other muni- 

tions of war, on food for soldiers and sailors, and the like. 

We cannot therefore attempt to balance the accounts of the 

Athenian empire. ne 

But Kirchhoff is quite right in supposing that there 

was a very large expenditure of capital in the first few. 

years of the war, larger, as we gather from C.I.A. 273, than 

in the years which followed. . 

This important inscription, bearing on the preceding as 

well as on the following discussion, may here be con- 

veniently introduced. It contains an account, apparently 

drawn up by the Aoy:oral, of money paid out for the public 

service at different times from the treasuries of Athené 

Polias, Athené Niké, and of the other deities. The account 

is divided into two parts, one extending from Ol. 86.4 to 88.2 

(433 to 427 B.C.) inclusive, the second from 88.3 to 89.2 (426 

to 423 B.C.) inclusive. The total of the money borrowed dur- 

ing the first seven years from all these treasuries amounts to 

about 4729 talents 2625 drachmae 2 obols, that borrowed 

during the-last four years or zevrernpis from the treasury 

of Athené Polias—the amount borrowed from the other 

treasuries, though not great, is uncertain—to about 747 talents 

4178 drachmae, in all 5477 talents 803 drachmae 2 obols. 

Interest is charged on the whole of this sum; calculated, 

during the Jast four years, of which alone the accounts are 

preserved in detail, according to Boeckh, at the 3ooth part | 

of a drachma for a mina per day, or at 1% per cent. for 

the year. ' 

It may be observed (1): that this inscription affords an
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important evidence of the existence of a sacred fund which 

was also public (see infra). 
(2) If the 3000 talents mentioned in the last inscription 

(C.I.A. 32) were repaid in’ the year 418, as’ supposed by 
Boeckh, it may be conjectured that they were a repayment 
to the temple treasures of a part of the sums here sct 
down as borrowed. Otherwise there is no indication that 

‘ the interest was ever paid or the principal returned. 
(3) The inscription proves that the Athenian war ecx- 

penditure was very far from being paid out of the income 
of the year; and that the sums borrowed were much 
larger, probably because there was a larger fund from which 
to borrow, during the first seven years than during the 
four subsequent years of the period to which the inscrip- 

‘tion refers. The argument of Kirchhoff supposes that the 
treasury was exhausted in the year 428. But the inscrip- 
tion tends to show, though the fragmentary state of part of 
it makes any inference difficult, that the treasury held out 
at any rate until the middle of 426. And it should be ob- 
Served that the 4729 talents form the expenditure, not only 
of the first five years of the war, but also of the two years 
which preceded it. . 

A question which has been discussed by Boeckh, Staats- 
haush. i. pp. 221, 575 ff, naturally arises in connexion with this. inscription : in what relation did the sacred treasure stand to the secular, or rather what made the distinction between them? The ¢épos’ would naturally appear to be 
secular treasure ; as the quota to the Goddess and the gold and silver plate contained in the inventories are sacred treasure. The first was under the control of the Helleno- tamiae, the second under that of the taplar Tijs °AOnvalas the ano gad and ae pt bse he gua ang of money ke tin the « Si ver Plate, there were large sums 
‘secrated character Then © Which had a less strictly con- 
trust by the. cor orati ~~ may be described as held in 
under the care of th ne that ‘s to say, they. were also 
lent with the YP ee is G¢08, but they might be : onsent of the ecclesia in the service of the
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state, whereas no such limitation was imposed as far as we 
know on the use of the ¢dpos or of other moneys in the 
hands of the Hellenotamiae. The repayment of 3000 
talents (C.I.A. 32) seems to confirm this view. For so large . 
a sum cannot be supposed to have been the private property 
of the temple. Again, for the sums taken from the temple 
the state was in the habit, as we have seen, of professing 
to pay a small interest. But we have no record of interest 
claimed on any but sacred treasure. 

The following extracts from inscriptions taken from 

Kirchhoff, p. 36 ff., indicate a difference between the func- 

tions of the Hellenotamiae and of the rapla: rijs "AOnvatas, 

and therefore between a secular and a sacred treasury. . 

C.1. A. 314, 315. The payments received by the ém- 

ordrat or curators of the building of the Propylaea are 

divided at the end into three separate accounts: of the 

money received, (1) mapa tS aplotépwv |morar[Gv ots] 

"Emixdis éypalpudrev |e ©oplx[tos]: (2) mapa rayrdv o[t ra rH]s 

cod éralplevov] ofs Kpdarns éyp[appalreve Aapa[tpeds]: (3) 

[za]pa ‘EAAnvorap[idy] ols IIpwroy[évns eypap|ndreve Ky- 

[giore]ds rod Eup[paxtxod pdplov pra and rod [ra]Advrov. 

The last words seem to indicate that the quota of the 

Goddess was on one occasion devoted to the building of 

the Propylaea. Cp. also C. I. A. 309, 310, 312. 

C.I.A. 140. If the conjectural restoration of the last 

lines is correct, the treasures of the zpévaos are handed 

_ over to the Hellenotamiae for the service of the state. 

C. I. A. 180-183. The Hellenotamiae are repeatedly 

mentioned in this inscription as having money handed over 

or lent to them by the raplat ris *AOnvatas: and C.I.A. 188, 

.189 (an inscription of the end of the Peloponnesian War) 

contains a record of money paid to the Hellenotamiae by 

the raplar tepSv xpnaTav Tis *AOnvatas for public purposes, 

innots otros, és Ty diwBedlav. See also C.I.A. 273. 

From the evidence of these inscriptions, from the great- 

ness of the sums taken from or paid back to the Goddess 

and the other deities, from the practice of reckoning 

interest, it-seems to be clearly proved that-there was
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a sacred fund which was likewise capable of being used 

in the public service. It.is probable from the different 

" classes of officers who had the care of the public treasure 

that there was also a secular fund in which the ¢épos, i.e. 

the £2th, would be included, but this is not established with. 

equal clearness. Pericles, when he speaks of the 6000 

talents (ii. 13 med.), makes no distinction. And the amount 
of the sums paid into and out of the sacred fund makes it 
improbable that there was any other fund as large or larger 
which was independent of it. Whether the quota to the 
Goddess was included in the public sacred fund, or remained 

the more. private property of the temple, is uncertain. 

The inscription C.I.A. 273, which records the loan: of | 
the sacred treasure, has also an historical interest derived 

from the mention of names and events which occur in 
Thucydides. 

Under Ol. 88. 4, 425-424 B.c., appears the name of De- 
mosthenes, and probably that of Nicias :— 

 otparnyots we[pt Te]Aondvvncov Anpocbéver ’AAxtoOdvovs 
*Apid[valo] 4 4 4 (= 30 talents). , 

ér[E]pa déors otparnyots [Nuxla Nexnpdrov Kvda]vridy, Hl (= 
100 talents). , . 
The first payment is made in the fourth, the second in 

the ninth prytany. Probably the reference is to the employ- 
ment of Demosthenes at Pylos late in 425, and of Nicias at 
Cythera early in the summer of 424: (Thue. iv. 27, 53.) 

Regarded from the historical point of view, C.I.A. 273 
may be placed with another class of inscriptions from which 
the results obtained are rather historical than fin 
To these we will proceed : 
The money expended from the sacred treasury appears 

to have been reckoned in two forms. In one of these forms it was regarded as a debt to the temple, having to pay _ interest, of which calculation is made. In the other form” the account is simply a record of sums paid to the generals or other officers to be used in the public service. - 

ancial.,
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-~ In the second form of the account, as might be expected, 

no interest appears; and mention of the rapéat, not of both 

raplat and Aoytorat, occurs. 

The inscriptions of the second class which relate to the 

narrative of Thucydides, arranged in order of time, are as 

follows :— 

(1) The words zpés Saptov[s] and. the number of talents 

expended, 128, 368, and go8, in all.1404, are legible on a 

small fragment (C.I.A. 177), which may therefore be re- 

ferred with probability to the revolt of Samos (Thuc. i. 116, 

117). The words’ A@nvatas and rapia[v] show that the sums 

mentioned were borrowed from the treasury of Athené. 

(2) Another inscription (C. I. A. 179 and Supp.) clearly 

referring to events mentioned by Thucydides partly agrees 

and partly disagrees with his narrative of them. On a 

‘fragment of marble containing 22 lines more or less com- 

plete occur the following words :— , 

OM. [apéSocav] atpatnyors és Kopxdpav Tots 

[mpdrots &|nAgover Aaxedatpovl Aaxta- 

[82, Mpwréq| Atgwvet, Atorip@ Etwvupet. 

1. 13. [ént ’Aweddous | dpxovros Kal ent rijs BovAns 

1,18. [ wapé|bocav orparnyots és Kop- 

[kvpav Tots deurép jos ExmA€over, TAadxavt 

~ [&x Kepapewv, Meray]évet Kowddi, Apaxorri- 

[an Barden, en? rijs] Alavridos aputavelas. 

Cp. Thue. i. 45,51; where the Athenians send two squadrons 

to the aid of Corcyra, the first commanded by Lacedac- 

monius the son of Cimon, Diotimus the son of Strombichus, | 

and Proteas the son of Epicles, the second by Glaucon the 

son of Leagrus and Andocides the son of. Leogoras. The 

name of the Archon is lost, but the words éxt *Apeddous (he 

was Archon in 433-432) exactly fill up a vacant space. In 

the inscription we observe that Dracon or Dracontides takes 

the place of Andocides the son of Leogoras as the second 

‘commander of the second expedition. There can be no 

doubt that Thucydides and the inscription refer to the
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same event, and this being so, the authority of the marble 

is to be preferred to that of the book, though there is no 

reason for suspecting the reading. - 
(3) In Thucydides, ii. 23, mention is made of Carcinus and 

Proteas, who with Socrates were sent with a hundred ships 
to devastate the coast of the Peloponnesus in the first year 
of the war. The first two nameés are found in a fragment 
recently discovered (C.I. A. Supp. 179 a-d. p. 32) :— 

L11. -ate? TI[ploréa Algwr[et] 

1. 16. raira &60q Kapxtvw[e] Oopixty. 

1.18. [Kap]xlow Oopixly. 

On other fragments, assigned by Kirchhoff to the same 
tablet, in which he supposes the expenditure of the years 
432-424 to have been given, are traces of an expedi- 
tion against Macedonia (Thuc. i. 61?) and Sicily (Thuc. 
iii. 862. 
(4) A long but very imperfect inscription (C.I.A. 

180-183, Newton and Hicks, xxiii) records the sums. paid 
out of the Athenian treasury in the years 418-415 (Ol. 90.3- 
91.2). The dates are fixed by the occurrence of the names 
of financial officers found elsewhere, and by the following 
coincidences with the narrative of Thucydides. 

In the accounts of the first year, 418~417, we find the 
words— 

“ous Tols peta Anuoabevous, 
. and again— 

[SrAtray]wyods Tots pera Anp[ocdévous], Thuc..v, 80; 
and— ot 

[o]rparnyots Nuxla Nuxnpdz[ou Kvdavr]iin. Thue, v. 83. 
In the accounts of the second year, 417-416, occur the words— 

[Terot]q Terorudyov Kearjder, 
to whom it is recorded that ten talents were paid. Cp. Thue, v. 84, where Cleomedes the son of Lycomedes and Tisias the son of Tisimac hus command the ex iti against Melos. 

eaten 

KrAcoprder Avo[ uous, |
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In the accounts of the third year, 416-415, more famous 

names occur— ; 

[Nuxlg Ne]xnpdrov Kvdavribn Kal mapedpo.. 

and— 

[orp]arnyots és Suxe[Alav A] AxiBiddy Aapaxy .. 

and again— 

otparnyois és StxeAliav "AJAKiBiddn Aapdxy . . 

and again— 

ATTTT ....(=14 talents). 

In the accounts of the fourth year, 415-414, occur the 

words, éat rijs Avtioxldos dyddns aputavevotons tplz[n Hepa 

this mpv|ravelas *EdAnvoraptats Kat mapébpots’ "Aptotoxp[ dr Jee 

Etovoped cat Evvdpxover hibit (= 300 talents) obrot 8 édocav 

[ri dv Suxedlg or |partg (Kirchhoff writes [hh], but accord- 

ing to Hicks the three ciphers are quite legible) ; and again, 

‘EAAnvorayslats (x.T.A.) és ra[s] vais Tas és Su[ keAlav mapédopev| 

7% xpi[plara TTTTXX (4 talents 2000 drachmae). 

In the summary of the accounts at the end of the year 

the three hundred talents reappear, together with the lesser 

sums expended :— , 

xepaAatoy aval Adparos Tod éxt t[fis] apxiis MH TTT 

. «+» (353 talents). 

Cp. Thue. vi. 94 fin., xat aixdpevot és Kardyqu KaradapSdvovet 

rovs re lamas Hxovtas ex Tov AOnvay mevtyKovta kat diaxootous, 

dvev tov Inmewv peta oxevijs, Os airébev inzav ropicOycopevwy, 

kal inmorogdéras tptdxovra, xal TdAavTa dpyuptov tpiaxdota. 

_The prytany in which the three hundred talents are given, 

the eighth, corresponds to the beginning of spring, when, 

according to Thucydides, money and other supplies were 

sent to the Athenian army in Sicily. 

(5) A long but fragmentary inscription (C. 1. A. 185; 

Newton and Hicks, xxiv), out of which it is impossible to 

make continuous sense, is assigned to the date Ol. 92. 1-23 

412-411. The writing and the contents are such as we 

should expect to find about this time; and inscriptions of 

the same character are extant for Ol. 90. 3-91-2 (just 

‘
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quoted) and for Ol. 92.3 and 92.4 or 93.2. It therefore 
very: probably belongs to the intermediate years. 

Two interesting but uncertain conjectures, if they could 
be accepted, would confirm this date. 

Boeckh proposes to restore ]. 5 (A) thus— 

[ex ray els Tas tpt|jpes Gv mapeddBou[ev mapa rOv mporépwv 
Taper. | 

‘From the money for the triremes which we reccived 
from the last treasurers.’ , 

He ingeniously argues that ‘the inscription refers to the 
reserve fund of 1000 talents, which was not to be touched 
until Athens was in the last extremity. But it is not said 
cither in ii. 24 or in viii. 15 that the 1000 talents were cs+ 
pecially reserved for the building of triremes. Hence the 
words els ras tpujpets do not identify this occasion with that 
mentioned in viii. 15, and very ‘probably refer to some 
other: money niust constantly have been ‘spent on tri- 
remes. There was another provision, that 100 triremes 
were to be set apart annually, and only used, like the 
money, when the enemy menaced the Piracus with a fleet. 
This latter provision it must have been impossible to ob- serve after the Syracusan expedition. Nothing is said about it in viii. 15. And it is quite distin 
vision respecting the 1000 talents, 
tion, as will be see 
kind. | 

Again, the words az5 upulravetas] in 1. 11 (A) have been song ° sow shat the accounts of sums paid out at the cl 1920 rom a (previous) prytany,’ not ina prytany, d76 xpuravelas, not én} Tis (say Olvnitdos) apu- tavelas.. And here a trace has been found of the government of the 400, B.C. 411; for after the expulsion of the senate of 500 there would be no regular prytanies, too imperfect to allow any inference to be (6) C.I.A, 188, 189 is an inscription 0 part is very complete, and contains the ac “410-409, the year following that in wh 

ct from the pro- 
The conjectural restora+ 

n by the letters, is of the most doubtful 

counts of Ol. 92.3, 
ich the history of
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Thucydides concludes. It illustrates the exhaustion of the 
Athenian finances after the Sicilian expedition and the 
troubles of the year 411 (cp. viii. 76, of ye pire dpy’ptoy ere 
elyov méumetv, GAN adrol énopiCovro of orpariGrat). For the 
heading of the inscription referring to the payments of the 
whole year describes them as made é« tév éwerelwy, none 
of them are made éf &v wapeAdBopev mapa tdv mpotépwv 
rapiav. So that the money belonging to the sacred 
treasure must have been nearly or quite exhausted by 
the middle of 410, 

The sum expended in-the year, of which the record is 

nearly complete, amounts to about 180 talents. On this 

fact Kirchhoff bases his estimate of the annual income of 

the sacred treasure at 200 talents. 

There are a few other inscriptions relating to finance 

which stand in a more accidental relation to the narrative 

of Thucydides; such as the fragments of the accounts 

drawn up by the overseers of the Propylaea-while in pro- 

cess of erection (C.I.A. 314, 315; cp. Thuc. iii. 17), of the. 

accounts of the officers who had charge of the sacred islands 

Delos and Rhenea, belonging to the Archonship of Crates 

and Apseudes, 434, 433 (C.I.A. 283; cp. iii. 104), and lastly 

the lists of confiscated property sold by the Poletae.. 

Some fragments of these last (C. 1. A. 274-277 and Supp.) 

contain names of persons who, according to Andoc. de 

Myst., were punished by confiscation of their goods for the 

mutilation of the Hermae or the profanation of the mysteries. 

II. Decrees of the senate and people not already men- 

_ tioned, and not relating to finance, which illustrate the 

history of Thucydides, are the following :— ., 

C.I.A. 9 is an inscription no longer existing and incor- 

rectly copied, but of great importance. It contains a decree: 

(1) requiring the Erythraeans to contribute to the Pan- 

athenaic festival something, probably victims, worth 3 minac, 

under a penalty : (2) creating a Bovdi of the democratic type 

consisting of 120 members, who are to be at least 30 years of 

age. Their oath of office and the penalties which attach to’
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the non-enforcement of it by the then senate are inserted’ 
in the decree. Mention occurs in the oath of [of és] Midous 
gvyé[vres]. In another part of the decree penalties are im- 
posed upon persons guilty of homicide, impiety, or treason. 

The two fragmentary inscriptions which follow (C. I. A. 
10, 11) also relate to Erythrae, the former making mention 

‘of lawsuits, the latter of an oath to be taken by the Ery- 
thraeans. All these three relate to the times between the 
Persian and the Peloponnesian wars. The form of the letters 
is said to show that 10 belongs to a time before 450. ‘Both 

_9 and ro mention éxioxomot: cp. Aristoph. Birds, 1021 ff. 
C.I.A. 13. -Cp. 36. Both these relate to Colophon. 

The first is part of a decree receiving the Colophonians 
into alliance, to which is attached a form of oath. The 
second is a decree conferring protection and other favours 
and honours on Aretus the Colophonian, for services ren- 
dered to the Athenian people and their army ([x]a? rods. 
otpatiéras), probably at the time when Paches took Notium. 
and restored it to the Colophonians; Thuc. iii. 34. 

Supplement 27 @ contains two decrees of the senate and 
people. The first, proposed by Diognetus, prescribes the 
terms of an oath to be taken by the Athenian senate and. 
dicasts to the Chalcidians, and by all the Chalcidians of 

* full age to Athens. The Athenians promise not to expcl 
the Chalcidians from their country, and not to disfranchise,. 
banish, arrest, kill, or fine, any individual Chalcidian un- tried (ax[p]érov) without the consent of the Athenian people. 
Compare Thuc. viii. 48 fin., of the allies 
Bialorepov axoOvicxery, They on their part Promise to be faithful allies, and to pay a tribute of an amount such as the Athenians may. agree to impose (dv ap welOw *“A@nvatovs). 

According to the second decree, moved by Anticles, five commissioners are sent to receive the oath. The hostages. are to remain as they are for the present. 
t as th - The drérea of foreigners residing in Chalcis, and of all who have received the privilege from Athens, is t 

to be maintained. The decree is to be inscribed on a colu , mn at Athens at the expense of. the Chalcidians, and to be deposited in the temple ‘of Zeus, 

» Kal Gxpiroe ay xad
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at Chalcis. Three members of the senate are to offer’ sacri- 
fices on behalf of Euboea in consequence of certain oracles. 
An addition to the second decree, moved by Archestratus, 
provides that crimes involving a penalty of banishment, 
death, or disfranchisement, are to be sent for trial to. 

Athens; and that the generals are to take care of Euboea. 
The decrees, of which the tone is conciliatory, appear to 

belong to a time shortly after the reduction of Euboea by 
Pericles, Thuc. i. 114. Anticles is the name of one of the 

Athenian commanders at Samos (i. 117): -Archestratus, of 
one of the commanders at Potidaea (i. 57). 

This is one of the most perfect of early Greek inscrip- 
tions, and has more the character of a regular prose com- : 
position, or of a page out of history, than any other. 

Supp. 22a is a long but fragmentary inscription, prob- 
ably earlier than 447, relating to the constitution of Miletus. 

28 and 29 are decrees respecting the relations of Athens 
to the Athenian cleruchs of Hestiaea in Euboea, who were 

settled there after the revolt, Ol. 83. 4, B.C. 445 (cp. 
Thucyd. i. 114 fin., vii. 57 init.). The inscription is inferred, 

from the writing as well as from the contents, to be older 
than the Peloponnesian War. It contains provisions (1) 
for regulating the traffic and the payment of tolls on the 
‘route between Hestiaea and Athens by way of Oropus;_ 
(2) respecting the trial of causes, either at Athens or by 

inhabitants of Hestiaea. 
33 (cp. Supp.) records a treaty with Rhegium made in 

Ol. 86.4, B.C. 433. Nothing is said in Thucydides of the 
original making of the treaty. But compare the next: 

Suppl. 33 a is the subscription of a treaty with Leontini 
also made in 433 B.C., the archonship of Apseudes, two years 

before the war, and apparently on the same day. Six 

years afterwards the Leontines and their allies, including the 

Rhegians, who were then engaged in a war with the Syra- 

cusans, applied for a new alliance with Athens, xara waaay ~ 

vppaxtay (Thue. iii. 86 med.), being possibly that which 

is recorded in‘the inscription, but more probably a much 

older one: cp. note on ii. 22, 3.
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- 40 Contains three decrees relating to the Methonéans and: 
Perdiccas. According to the provisions of the first decree, 

the Methonaeans are only to pay the quota of jgth to the 

Goddess ; and, if they are useful to the Athenians ‘as they 
are now, and still better,’ they are not to be subject to any. 
general but only to a special regulation respecting arrears. 
of tribute. To Perdiccas three ambassadors are sent: he is 
to be told that he must allow the Methonacans the free 
use of the sea, and not pass through their country without 
permission being first obtained from them. If he and the 
Methonaeans consent, the ambassadors are to arrange 
matters between them, but if not, their differences are to 
be brought to Athens: if he makes his conduct agrecable 
to the troops at Cape Posidium the Athenians will have 
a good opinion of him, yydpas ayabas wept abtod éfovew. 

By the second decree the Metlonaeans receive per- 
mission to export corn up to a certain amount from Byzan- 
tium, and are not to be hindered in doing so by some: 
officers called Wardens of the Hellespont. As in the 
former decree, they are only subject to special regulations 
about aid to be given to the Athenian state or any other 
service required of the allies. The differences with Per-° 
diccas still continue. The third decree is a mere fragment. 

42 is a treaty made with Perdiccas, but the fragments of. 
the inscription have ‘no connected meaning. The treaty 
refers to Arrhibaeus, and among the names appended to it 
are those of Alcetas (Plato, Gorg. 471) and Philip (Thuc. 
i. 57), the brothers of Perdiccas, and of Archelaus the son: 
of Perdiccas. my , 

. In inscription 43, to which no meaning can be given, the names of Perdiccas and perhaps Arrhibacus also occur. 
45, In the archonship of Aristion, B.c. 421, one Asteas of Alea is inscribed as proxenus and benefactor of Athens. - _ 466 (Supp.). A fragment of a treaty of the Athenians 

with the Argives, Mantineans, and Eleans, recorded also with: very slight variations in Thucyd. v. 47. For a full discus- sion of it see note in loco. The difficulty there mentioned, 
namely that the space which requires to be filled up in the:
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inscription is too great for the number of letters in the text 
of Thucydides, would be removed if we could suppose that 
vacant spaces were left between the clauses. It is beau- 
fully printed in. Poppo, and ed. min. (Stahl), end of bk. v. 

47 is a decree, not later than OI. 90 (B.c.‘420 to 417), 
respecting trierarchs and payment of sailors, but'no con- 
nected meaning can be elicited from it. , 

49. The words occur “YrépBodos efwe. If this be the. 
demagogue Hyperbolus, exiled about 419 B.C., the inscrip- 
tion would be of an earlier date. 

50 is a treaty between the Athenians and Argives, not 
that given in v. 47, and therefore probably that referred to 

"inv. 82 fin. . 
'*. 51 has important additions in the Supplement. Fora full 

discussion of it see supra, pp. XxX, XXi. 
_ 52 is a treaty between the Athenians and Bottiaeans. 

Spartolus, which as we learn from Thucydides (ii. 79) was 
a city in Bottiaea, was to have been given up by the Lace- 
daemonians to Athens, when peace: was made in 421, on 

condition that the place should be independent, but might 
be received if willing into the Athenian alliance (v. 18 med.). 

54 is a decree about an éxpedition of 30 ships of war. 
For the question whether this is the Melian expedition 
(Thuc. v. 84), see supra, p. xx. 

55 also relates.to an expedition, consisting of 60 ships ; 

it is indicated by the datives in ais to be not older than 
Ol. yo. It has been thought to refer to the first decree for 

the Sicilian expedition ; but see supra, p. xix. 
56 contains a tribute of honour decreed to the Samians 

because they had emancipated (?) themselves, art opis 
atrods [jAevddpwcav], evidently referring to the events- of 
412 recorded in Thucydides, viii. 21. Mention is made 

in the decree -of deaths, exiles,.and confiscations inflicted 

by the Samian people, and of certain offenders whom they 

are to send to Athens. ‘ 
57 contains a decree limiting the power of the senate, 

probably after the overthrow of the 400. Mention occurs 
. of 500 men, and, shortly afterwards, of 560 drachmae..’ 

VOL, I. f
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59 contains a decree in honour of Thrasybulus, Agoratus, 
and others for some service done to the Athenians. This is 
gathered from Lysias c. Agoratum to be the assassination of 
Phrynichus ; see note on viii. 92. 2. 

71 (Supp.). A defensive alliance made between the 
Athenians and the Halieans, indicated by the form of the 
letters to be not earlier than Ol. 90, and by the subject not 
later than the renewal of the war. This treaty with Halicis 
is not mentioned by Thucydides. But in iv. 45 we are 

‘told that the Athenians occupied a position near Mcthont 
(Methana), and ravaged the territory of Troezen, Halicis, 
and Epidaurus. According to iv. 118 med. an agreement 
was subsequently made with Troezen. And this treaty 
with Halieis, as well as the treaty with Epidaurus men- 
tioned in v. 80 (unless it be the general peace of 421, sce 
note), may be connected with the same occurrence. 

& long and almost complete inscription lately discovered 
at Eleusis illustrates the sacred character of the ‘ Pelasgian 
ground’ mentioned by Thucydides, ii. 17. The senate and 
people give directions for offering an dzapyi of wheat and 
barley to the two goddesses of Eleusis, cara r& amaTpia Kat 
Thy pdvteay thy éy AekpSv. The allies of Athens are re- 
quired, and all the cities of Hellas are invited, to join in the 
offering. There is appended an amendment or additional . 
Proposal moved by Lampon, perhaps the celebrated sooth- 

aed do He rac en eme! 2 Boos iyo 
Bwpods év 7G TWedapyixe lev vhs Bone ouney wm évidpteoOat 

'. tobs Aldous réuvew ek ros TleAapytxod, ae rep cots wabe 
Algovs. The inscription i i ee *xodyew pape ; Ption is edited by M. Foucart in the 
Bulletin de ‘Correspondance Hellénique, iv. p 225. TI 
use of 2, not $, is said by him to fix the date after 454 the 

_ datives in “70 before 415. As the character of the carly part of the inscription seems to assign it to a time of ' 
it may belong to the peace of Ni Peace, . cias, or more b 
the years preceding the Peloponnesian War. probably to 

The words immediately preceding the regulation about 

the Pelasgicum are remarkable: Miva 8% éuBddXew ‘Exarov-
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Baéva rov véov apxovra. It has been hitherto supposed 
that in the fifth century B.c., as in later times, the month 
intercalated was Poseideon (Dec.-Jan.). The: inscription 
would seem to show either that any month might be inter- 
calated, or that ‘it was sometimes necessary to intercalate 

an additional month. It also raises a doubt whether the 
Athenians about the time of the Peloponnesian War em- 
ployed a fixed cycle of years, that of Meton or any other, 
and did not rather intercalate a month when necessary 
(Droysen, in ‘Hermes’ for 1880, x. p. 364). The inscrip- 
tion affords a fresh illustration of the uncertainty of Greek 
chronology, considered in the note on ii. 2. : 

M. Foucart interprets the words of the intercalation of a 
. day or a few days in the month Hecatombaeon. But surely, 
as Droysen says, they must refer to the whole month. 

For an inscription subsequent to the Archonship of 
Euclides which has been thought to, throw some light on, 
i. 77, &v tats EupBoralats apds rods Evupdxovs S{xats, see infra, 
“note on fpBdrarar Slat. 

III. Dedicatory inscriptions, 
For the inscription on the serpent which once supported _ 

the tripod dedicated by the Greeks after the battle of 
Plataea, see note on i. 132. 3. A fuller and more recent 
account of this ancient monument by the author there 
quoted, Frick, will be found in the Neue Jahrbiicher fir 
Philologie, Suppl. iii. pp. 485-556. 

For the inscription on the altar erected by Pisistratus son- 
of Hippias, see note on vi. 54. 7. 

A curious coincidence with the words of Thucydides is 
presented by C.I.A. 340. A pedestal of Pentelic marble . 
preserves the words— . . 

-EPOIKON | EXPOTEIAAIAN 

“Cp. Thuc. ii. 70, nal dorepov evotxous gaudy exepwav es y Thy 
Tlorisacay Kal KaT@KiTay. : 

For an inscription relating to Corcyra,. see note on 
iti, 84. 1. 

£2
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IV. Sepulchral inscriptions. 
_’ The inscription in honour of the dead who fell-at Potidaea 
(C.I.A. 442) is given in the note oni. 61. 3. That on the 
fallen of the tribe Erechtheis (C.I.A. 433) is given in the note 
on i, 103. 1, and alluded to in other passages of this essay. 

An inscription (C.I.A. 446) over those who fell at Poti- 
daea, Amphipolis, and elsewhere, and another over those 
who fell at Thasos (C. I. A. 432), are discussed on iv. 129. 

For the beautiful epitaph of Simonides on Archedicé, 
the daughter of Hippias, see text, vi. 59. Fe 

C.L.A. 475, [AJofuw Oavotons elul ofpa Muptyns might be 
attributed to the time of the great plague, were not the 
writing (®?) too archaic. , 

C.I.A. 479, 483 are fragments of sepulchral. monuments 
found among what are supposed to. be the remains of the 
‘Themistoclean walls :— 

479. Sipa pi[r]ov maidds Téde.... cart |€Onxev, 
Zryclov, dv-Odvaros [Saxpu]ders Kadéxet. 

The inscription is broken into two pieces, and is not written 
metrically. 

483. *Avriddrov. | Kaddwvldys emotes | 6 Aewlov. 
‘Compare Thucydides’ description of the structure of the 
wall (i. 93 init.): ‘To this day the structure shows evidence 
of haste. . The foundations are made up of all sorts of 
stones, in some places unwrought, and laid just as each 
worker brought them ; there were many colunimns too, taken Srom sepulchres,and many old stones already cut, inserted in the work,’ 

. Such appears to be the amount of light thrown upon Thucydides by Greek inscriptions. The comparison of them would have been more interesting had we been able freely to accept the conjectures of archaeologists. There is always a temptation to convert the uncertain and indefinite into the definite and certain. The greater the ingenuity the greater ‘the fascination, though often the greater the improbability. But we must remember that there are myths or romances of modern criticism as well as of early
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history, and in the latter half of the nineteenth century we 
- have not so much to fear from the last as from the first. 
"Iows 1d pi) pv0Gdes adrdyv arepréctepov haveirat, but ddérAma 
xplvewy abtra dpxotytws eer. A few grains of fact secured to 
the world once for all are of more value than many brilliant 
theories which appear and disappear, like intellectual me- 
teors, in successive generations, 

The evil tendency of the study is that it encourages the 
habit of conjecture, which has ‘already been one of the 
great corruptions of philology. There is a necessity for. 
making too much out of a few letters or words, and thus 
appearing to obtain a result commensurate with the 
labour spent upon them. The slenderness of his materials 
leads the énquirer to snatch at chance ‘coincidences. His 
honest enthusiasm will sometimes make him forget that 
the words or letters upon which his conclusion is based. 

are due to conjecture. He is too apt to apply an inscrip- 
tion to the interpretation. of a difficulty in an ancient 
author. Where the balance of probability is just in favour 
of a conclusion, it is assumed by him to be a certainty; and . 

the new fact which is supposed to be proved is set rolling, 
-and draws after it other inferences still more uncertain. A - 
possible deduction from the inscriptions, such as the doubling 
of the Athenian tribute-money, or the transfer of the com- 
mon treasury from Delos to Athens in the year 454 (resting 

only on the circumstance that in this year the quota lists 

begin), is repeated at second or third hand as a great his- 
torical discovery. In the absence of contemporary, we 
are satisfied with later, evidence; and the older history of 
Athens is interpreted by inscriptions of the second or third 
century, and inscriptions of the second or third century are 
explained by the older history of Athens. Where singular 
forms of grammar occur only once or twice, e.g. owd. for 
oéow, or the omission of the article, we are not quite cer- 
tain how much is to be attributed to the carelessness of the 

engraver. On the other hand, from the frequent repetition 

of it, there can be no doubt that the form of the third 

person plural imperative, -do0ev for --EcOwy, is a real variety 

of inflexion. The uncertainty in the use of several letters,
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even in the ‘same inscription, or the inconsistency of the 

writing and the subject (C.I.A. 8, 93, 283), suggests doubts 
as to the limits within which this undoubtedly valid argu- 

‘ment of date may be employed. The considerable differ- 
ences which occur in the interpretation and reading of the 
text as given by Boeckh, Kirchhoff, Kéhler, Newton and 
Hicks, are another element of uncertainty. 

- All these are reasons for hesitation. They show that we 
must not indulge in sanguine or exaggerated language, but 
must confine ourselves to general results. And general 
results, when they relate to the history of the past, are by 
no means to be despised. Though we cannot rewrite the 
history of Greece out of her stones, is it a small thing to 
know that inscriptions of the fifth century before Christ 
confirm and illustrate the great literary works of the same 
age? They bring nearer home to us Greek political in- 
stitutions, the gréat struggle for freedom, the writings of 
Herodotus, Thucydides, Xenophon. They realize to us 
the innumerable details of private life about which history 
is silent ; they illustrate forcibly some of the characteristics 
of Athenian public life, such as the imperative nature of 

. duty to the state, the universal responsibility and liability 
to audit of treasurers and other officers, the great number 
of citizens annually chosen by lot to take part in the admi: nistration of the city (Thuc. ii. 4o init.). They add to our previous knowledge a few facts, They make an important 
contribution to the history of the Greek alphabet. And the investigation of them, especially on the spot, is full of interest independently of the result. To be busy on Greek soil, under the light of the blue heaven, amid the scenes of ancient glory, in reading inscriptions, or putting together frag- ments of stone or marble, has a charm of another kind than 

es cient poco ne Bogs of ancient author, to the highes ane tee y the value of such remains, it is y of the mind of Hellas and of her great 
; g some little pleasure by the 

autograph) in deciphering 
mid the dust of her ruins. t - ‘



NOTE ON THE 

“GEOGRAPHY OF THUCYDIDES. 

VARIOUS difficulties have been found in the geography 
of Thucydides:- his accounts of places are at variance 
sometimes (1) with facts, sometimes (2) with the state- - 
ments of later writers. It may be-said of his descriptions 
generally, as of most early descriptions, that they are 
graphic rather than accurate. When we try to reproduce 
them in the mind something is wanting. For example, we 
do not gather from his narrative where the Euryelus was 
‘Situated by which the Athenians, and also Gylippus, as- 

‘ cended the heights of Epipolae (note on vii. 42. 4), or how 
the Syracusan defences lay after the completion of the third. 
counter-wall (note on vii. 7.1), or how the dolphins were 
placed for the protection of the Athenian ships in the great 
Syracusan harbour (note on vii. 38. 3). The topography 
of battles is often imperfect, and sometimes leads to a diffi- 
culty in the explanation of them. The narrative of the- 
battle of Amphipolis leads to the inference (see Arnold’s 
Appendix) that the city was not at the top but on the slope 
of the hill which Cleon ascended with his army, but this 

. can only be inferred with some uncertainty and is not 
definitely expressed. Perhaps without maps and plans a 
better delineation was impossible. The narrative of the 

second sea-fight in the Crisaean gulf (ii. go ff.) is incoherent : 
for we are not told what happened to that portion of the 
Peloponnesian fleet which was originally victorious. The. 
manner of the attack which ended in the capture of the 
first Syracusan counter-wall (note on vi. 100. 3) is not fully 

described and can only be inferred. Once more, in the
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calculation of distances the eye or the information of the 
writer was frequently at fault. For‘examples see below. 

There has been a good deal of controversy on this subject. 
Even into geography the spirit of party may find a way. 
Some commentators have been desirous of maintaining the 

credit of their author, like Dr. Arnold, who was of opinion 
that ‘when Geographers who are also Scholars visit the 
places of which Thucydides speaks personally, most of the 
difficulties in his descriptions will vanish. That remark of 
course supposes that Thucydides, rightly understood, is 
generally or always in the right. We may ‘imagine the 
writer of it to feel what he does not say: ‘The most accu- 

‘ rate and trustworthy of historians can hardly be imagined 
to be ignorant as a schoolboy of geography.’ And certainly 
in his account of Pylos and Sphacteria, Dr. Arnold is ready, 
in a figure, to work a miracle in order to save the reputation 
of Thucydides. Changes in the formation of the coast are 
the ‘Deus ex machina’ to which he has recourse. 

- Yet it may very likely be true that Thucydides is far. 
behind Strabo or Pausanias or Stephanus Byzantinus in 
geography, though his conception of history may be quite 
unattainable by them.. Still greater would be the dis- 
parity of his knowledge when compared with that of a 
modern traveller, such as Colonel Leake or Sir William 
Gell. For the knowledge of geography is always growing with ‘time, while history fades into the distance. The materials OF the one are increasing, while the materials of 

geography is not therefore to be vedeed on authors “° Js a Judged of by the credi- bility of his history, because in the one far more than in the other he is dependent on the conditions of his Tn this short note it is not intended to enter 
discussion of particular Passages, 
general principles: (1) that geog 
to be expected from a writer of 
(2) that the number of his inaccu 
attributable rather to his: ignoran 
of later writers, or of ourselves. 

age: 

into the 
but rather to urge two’ 
raphical accuracy is not 
the age of Thucydides: 
tacies shows them to be 
ce, than to the ignorance
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- To attempt to reconcile the geography of Thucydides 
with facts may be the same error in kind, though not in 
degree, as to try and adapt the drive of Telemachus be- 
tween Sparta and Pylos to the present condition of the’ 
country, or to seek for the cave by which Odysseus was 
deposited, on the sea-shore of Ithaca. As the more fami-: 
liar features ofa scene are likely to be reproduced in the 
creations of the poet, so the ancient historian will roughly 
guess distances. But he may often make mistakes about a 
region with which he was unacquainted, and he will not al- 
ways be able to judge what amount of description is re- 

quired in order to place before his readers a just conception 

of a place or of.a battle. There were no surveys of coun- 

tries or measurements of distances in the age of Herodotus 

and Thucydides (except along the course of great roads such 

as the Persian highways), but only the proverbially uncertain 

measure of a day’s journey or of a ‘day’s sail (see Thuc. ii. 

97, and Arnold’s note). There were no correct maps, but 

only rude delineations such as made Herodotus laugh 

(iv. 36). The eye was the judge of the distance across a 

strait or across the entrance of a harbour. _Daily expe- 

-_rierice tells us how seldom the power of judging distanccs 

is found in any one who has not been trained by long habit. 

- Some of the errors in Thucydides which have suggested 

the above remarks are the following :-—- 

ii. 86 med. The distance of Rhium in Achaia from Rhium 

_on the opposite coast is said by Thucydides to be Jess than 

a mile (7 stadia). _ According to Col. Leake (Morea, ii. 148) 

‘the distance is little, if at all, short of.a mile and a half,’ 

and would have been considerably g sreater in ancient times 

if we assume, as in this particular instance there is reason 

for thinking, that the sea, owing to the deposits of rivers, 

has retreated about 250 yards on the south, and somewhat 

less on the north coast. , 

iv. 8 med. The southern entrance of the harbour formed 

by the bay of Navarino is said by Col. Leake to be more 

than 1400 yards in width, and the northern about 150 

yards. But according to Thucydides, the northern entrance
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admitted. the passage of only two ships, the southern of not 

more than eight or nine, and the Lacedaemonians had in- 
tended to block up both passages by ships placed Jength- 

' ways. See note on iv. 3. I. 
iv. 57 init. According to Thucydides, Thyrea was situ- 

ated about 10 stadia from the sea, or about 14 of a mile. 

According to Col. Leake (Morea, ii. 492) ‘it is at least 
three times that distance. Other writers suggest other . 
sites. But there are no remains which agree with the 
distance mentioned in Thucydides (Bursian, Geographie 
von Griechenland, ii. p. 70). , , ; 

_ iv. 66 med. According to Thucydides, Megara was situ- 
ated 8 stadia from the sca-port of Nisaea: according to 
Strabo (ix. 1. 4, p. 391) 18 stadia was the distance. He is 
followed by Col. Leake (Northern Greece, ii. 401 ff.) and 
Ross, though Arnold, whose opinion is adopted in the note 
on iii. 51. 3, differs from them. / 

vi. 104 med. Gylippus sailing from Tarentum to’ Sicily 
was caught by a storm in the Terinaean gulf. But the 
Terinaean gulf, called also the Sinus Hipponiates, is on 
the west coast of Italy (Pliny, iii. 72. 5, 10). See note 
én loco. . 

_ viii. 88 init. Alcibiades is described as sailing straight 
from Samos to Phaselis and Caunus on his way to-As- 
pendus, and as returning to Samos from Caunus and _ 
Phaselis (108 init.). The inverse order in both cases is 
the true one. Dr. Arnold supposes the words to mean 
“straight to Phaselis, having first touched at Caunus 3° 
Caunus, and before that from Phaselis, 
tion is forced in itself, and is rendered i 
repetition of the wrong order in the des 
turn voyage. 

. viii. Ior fin. Similarly, Larissa’ and Hamaxitus are men- tioned in a wrong order (see Strabo, xiii. 1. 47, 48, pp. 604, 

‘from 
But this explana- 
mpossible by the 
cription of the re- 

605). . 
vi. 72 init. So Naxos and Catana. 
il. 29 med. So Icarus and Myconus. 

. Vii. 19 init. Decelea is said to be visible and distant about
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120 stadia (i.c. about fourteen miles) from ‘Athens, and 

_ about the same or a little more from Boeotia. In reality it. 
was much nearer Boeotia, and the place itself probably not 

' visible from Athens. It has been suggested that Thucy- 
dides is here thinking of the far-off corner of Boeotia at 
Oropus, from which an important road ran through Decelea 
(vii. 28 init.) to Athens. Still this would only show how 
different his mode of expression is from that ofa modern 

writer. co 

viii. 26 med. Aégpov riv xpd Midjrov vijcov. But Leros 
is forty miles from Miletus. All the MSS. except the 
Vatican read “EAcov, a place of which the name is other- 

wise unknown. <Aépov is probably correct, and is confirmed 

by the close connection which we find existing between 

Leros and Miletus in the tribute lists (C. I. A. 37, 226, 

251, 262, 264). 

iii. 4 fin. Spyouv ev tH Madéq apds Bopéav tis méAcws 

(compare c. 6, weptoppurdpevor TO pds vétov). But according 

to Strabo, Malea was at the southern extremity of the 

island: see however note on the passage. . 

i. 61 med. adixdpevor es Béporay xaxcidev emorpépavres. 

But Beroea was several days’ march out of the road from 

Pydna to Potidaea; nor could the Athenians’ possibly 

have reached Gigonus by slow marches three days after 

their departure from Beroea (xa7’ dAlyov 38 apoidytes tpraior 

adtxovro és Tlywvov). See note in loco. LO 

We may also notice that where Thucydides evidently 

wants to express geographical ideas with precision, as in — 

ii. 9 fin., vfjvoe Soar evrds Hedorovyjcov cat Kpyrns mpos ijAvov 

avicxovta, waar al GddAat Kuxdddes zAjy MyAov xa Onpas, or 

in the description of the island of Cythera, iv. 53 fin., waco 

(i.e. either 4 vijoos or 7) Aaxovixi) yap avéxer mpos To ZixeAtxoy 

kat Kpytixoy éAayos, he has caused a great deal of trouble 

to his interpreters. There is a lesser degree of obscurity in 

the description of the country about Chimerium (i. 46 fin.), 

especially the words fet 3 xal Ovapus motapds, Spl(av thy 

@conparlda cat Keorpluny, dv évrds 7 axpa dvéxer TO Xetje€pioy, 

where dv refers not to tiv Ocozpurida xat Keorplyyv, but to
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wotazav, gathered from the previous sentence (scil. the 
Acheron and the Thyamis). 

It is worth while also to compare the description of the 
kingdom of the Odrysae in ii. 97, which though not obscure, 
is cumbrous and very unlike the manner of a modern 
geographer. 

Considering the number of these errors and the proba- 
bility that Thucydides from his imperfect means of know- 
ledge would have fallen into them, is it worth while, for the 
sake of vindicating his credit, either to alter the text, or to 
assume changes in the face of nature, unless there is actual 
proof of them in each particular case? All that we can 
reasonably expect of him is that he should be a little in 
advance of -his predecessors, not that he should vie with 
modern accuracy, or equally with a modern historian be 
alive to the value of topography, or realise the fulness and 
minuteness of detail which is required in a describer of 
places or of military movements.



NOTE. ON 

AIKAI AIIO SYMBOAQN aw SYMBOAAIAI. 

SINCE the note on i. 77.1 was printed, the attention of © 
the writer has been called to an article in the first number 
of the American Journal of Philology, written by Professor 
Goodwin of Harvard, in which the vexed question of dfkae 

ovpBddraca and their relation to dfxar avd cvpBddwv is once 
more discussed. He explains them, not as the same with 

Sixar dzd cupBddwy, i.e. suits brought by a citizen of one 

‘state against a citizen of another under the rights given by 

a treaty, but, like Boeckh, simply as meaning ‘suits relating 

to contracts’ or ‘business suits.’ He cites three passages 

from Aristotle’s Politics in which the distinction appears to 

him to be clearly observed :— 

iii. 1. 4. 008° of rSv Stixalwy perexovres ottws Sore Kat Sixqv 

Snéxew cot BixdCecOar (scil. woAtrar clot): robro yap tadpxee 

xal Tots ad ovpBddrwy Kowavotcr. , ue 

iii. 1. 10. kal ras dlkas duxdovert Kara pépos, oloy év Aake-. 

daluou Tas TGy ovpBorator dixdler Tov epdpwv Gddos aAAas. 

ii. 5. 11. A€yw de dlkas Te mpds GAAHAOvS mept ovpBoratoy 

kal Wevdopaptupiay Kploes Kai mAoveloy KoAaxelas. 

It is clear that in the first of these passages the words 

and ovpPddrwv refer to relations between those who are not 

citizens of the same state; and ovpBédaia in the two last 

passages to those who are; though the word might apply 

equally to all business suits, whether between citizens of the 

same state or not. , 7 : 

But (1) it may be remarked that the expression quoted 

from the two latter passages of Aristotle, which Professor 

Goodwin cites for the first time, is not the same with that 

in Thucydides, and therefore does not afford a fair basis of 

argument. There is no reason to doubt that the phrase
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Slkat al 7Gv cvpBodraloy or Slxat wept covpBodralay means ‘ suits 

about contracts;’ the dispute is whether quite a different 

phrase, cupSddarar dixar, may not also mean ‘suits made 
under treaty regulations’ (=<déxat d7d cvpBdrAwv) where the 
context favours such an interpretation. 

- There is nothing in the words themselves which would 
prevent the use of the two expressions as equivalents. 
SupBdratos, as Platner (Att. Process, p. 111) observes, is an 
‘adjective formed from otpBodoy, and not from ovpBddator, 

. though the case-meaning expressed in it is less simple than 
in most adjectives. Now the context in Thucydides re- 
quires that relations between different states should be here 
intended. For he is speaking of something which the allies 
regarded as a grievance imposed upon them, but which the 
Athenians maintain to be a privilege which is granted to 
them ; ‘ For because in our suits with our allies regulated by 
treaty we remit somewhat of our just rights, and allow 
them to be tried by our own laws, we are supposed to be 
litigious.” This must be taken in connection with the 
general spirit of the rest of-the chapter, which may be 
paraphrased as follows: ‘The Athenians might have used 
force as others (meaning the Lacedaemonians) would have 
done, but they preferred to. give their allies legal rights, 
and were therefore thought litigious’ And these words, it 
may be observed, are only a repetition and stronger indul- 
cation of some other words which have preceded the dis- 
puted phrase: ‘How moderate we are would. speedily 
appear if others took our place; indeed, our very modera- 
tion, which should be our glory, has been unjustly converted 
into a reproach.’ Is not the force of the passage greatly 
weakened, if instead of the words ‘ For because in our suits with our allies regulated by treaty’ we read ‘For because 
in suits about contracts’ or in. business suits’? For why should this act of oppression or privilege, as it was regarded 
from different points of view, affect only business suits and not matters of life and death? The word fupBoratats thus becomes almost if not altogether pointless, : On the other hand, if the spéaker is supposed to argue
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‘For in our suits with our allies in which we actually re- . 
cognize their rights as independent states’ (implied in our 
concluding treaties with them), the point reappears. 

The phrase dfxa: dvd ovpBddov means suits made under 
_a special agreement or by special regulations between two 

states. But we must admit that the precise regulations 
might be different in different cases, or at different times, 
and itis possible, as Mr. Grote supposes (Part. II. c. xlvii 
med., note), that ‘suits regulated by treaty’ between Athens 
and her allies existed only under the second Athenian em- 
pire; and that the passage quoted by a grammarian from 
Aristotle, "A@nvatos aad cvpBdrwv edlxaov Tots dayxdows, may 
apply only to this, or, as Professor Goodwin suggests, only 
to the independent allies under the first empire. 
We therefore acknowledge that the argument from the 

context is somewhat weakened by our ignorance’ of the 
precise nature of déxar dd cupBdrwy. Still the explanation 

of Professor Goodwin gives no force to the: words cup- 

Bédarat Slxar. Even if we admit that ‘suits about con- 

tracts’ are co-extensive with all civil suits, we must again 

ask, Why civil suits, rather than all suits? especially when . 

we know from Antiphon de Caede Herodis, § 47, quoted 

by Professor Goodwin himself, that some criminal suits (i.e. 

all capital cases) had to be tried. at Athens. And cp. 

C.I.A. Supp. 27 4, (p. Ixxi, supra). The presumption thus 

raised must be met, not by a prtorz arguments, but by 

actual evidence that civil suits gave greater offence to the 

allies or were more oppressive to them than criminal ones. 

Even if the words dtAodixely dSoxodpev refer more naturally 

to civil suits, yet other words, Bid¢eoOar, xaravayxdterGat, 

are more applicable to criminal cases. The whole passage 

certainly cannot be narrowed to either. The place from. 

the oligarchical author of the De Republica Atheniensium — 

(i. 16-18) quoted by Professor Goodwin clearly refers, not 

merely to civil suits as he maintains (p. 16), but to all 

suits: this appears from words of which his translation does 

not give the force (§ 16), xat robs piv Tob dijpov o déove t Tous 

» gavrlovs amoddvovew ev rots dtxacryplots. amoAdvouct
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surely means in this place ‘they are the death of them,’ 
not merely ‘they plunder them.’ 

For some other aspects of ‘this question see note 27 loco. 
An inscription given in Hermes (no. vii. p. 159 ff.; C.I.A. 
vol. ii. pt. i. 11) clearly shows that dfxar dzd ovpBdruv 
existed between Athens and Phaselis: [rot]s PaonAlrats 75 
whid]}iLopa avjaypdyar, ore Gp pe[v] "AOL jynot ovpBd]daiov 
yérnrat [aps Plaond[r]dv rivd, ?AO/j[ynoe Tas d]lkas yly- 
verOar ma[pa tO wodrleudpxp xaddrep X[lors cat] GdAdro py- 
dapod" 7G[v d% GAdwy] dnd EvpBddov xaz[& rds aply] EyyBodas 
ampds Pa[onAiras] rds dlkas <[tva]t, ras [88.... Jo. derety. 
But the inscription is proved by the writing to be later. 
than the archonship of Euclides, and therefore does not 
relate to the first Athenian empire, but to a time when 
Phaselis was independent. The words rds ap in xara tas 
amply €uyuBodds are unfortunately in brackets, or they might 

'- be used as a presumption that dfcat and oupBddrwy between 
the Athenians and their allies existed also under the first 
Athenian empire. ; 

There is a mention of. décar [xa]ra rds £v[uBolAds, at 
joaly apd tovtov rod xpdvov ?] in C.I.A. Supp. 96, a frag- 
ment of a decree relating to the Athenian kAnpodyo. in 

_ Lesbos (see p. xii. supra), which seems to-show that such’ 
a relation existed between Lesbos and Athens before and 
perhaps after the revolt; but the words are so imperfect 
that no certain inference can be drawn from them. It 
should be observed that in both these inscriptions the word 
is £uzBod%, not &buBoror. 

After all that has been written on this subject the con- clusion must be uncertain, and is not materially affected by the considerations which Professor Goodwin has adduced. . 

——— 

~ 

NOTE, 

The asterisk, 1)*, a)*, denotes that the explanation of a passage to which it is affixed is the explanation adopted in the translation,
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BOOK I. 

Sovxvdidys “AOnvaios Evvéypaye rév médepov Tov “Tledorovngaiay kat 1. I. 

*adqvator, as “ énodpneav ampds &ddAq ous. 

| os éxodépnoav mpos ddAdous is a resumption, or resolution into a 

relative clause, Of réy wdAepov TSy WeAorovynoioy Kat *AOnvaiav,. The 

meaning is, not ‘in what manner they fought with one another, 

but simply ‘their war with one another. Or, preserving the 

pleonasm, which gives additional weight to the opening sentence, 

we may translate the whole clause, ‘the war of the Pelopon- 

nesians and Athenians, in which they fought with one another.’ 

There is no stress upon és, which is taken in-the less emphatic 

sense of the English ‘ how.’ 

- pexpaipspev0s, ére anpdtorrés re Yoav és adréy duchdrepor mapackevy 1, 1. 

rh mdoy, rat 7d GAO SEAAnrxdy SpGv Evordpevoy mpds Exarépovs, 7d wey 

ebdts, 73 é Kal Stavoovpévor. . 

épav is parallel in the Greek with dre depdfovres joay, not with 

rexpatpépevos 2 dpSv==xal dr édpa, kai adds emphasis to the last 

clause of the sentence. Not simply ‘and others who were intending 

to join,’ but * besides others,’ or ‘and there were others.’ 

kimots yap atry peylor 47 Tots “ENAnow éyévero Kai pépen Twi tay 1 2. 

BapBdpuw, ds de edmeiv, xat émt mhetotoy dvOpdruvy. 

1)* peylorn refers, strictly speaking, only to rois “EAAnOW. The 

words which follow, pépet rut rév BapBdpar, and ent mreiorov dvopémav, 

are construed with éyévero and not with peyiorn, the force of the 

latter word being but slightly felt. Not ‘the greatest movement 

VOL. Il. B 
. 
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1, 2. that ever occurred among a certain portion of the barbarians,’ but 

‘the greatest among Hellenes, extending to a portion of the bar- 

barians, and, it may be said, over a great part of the world.’ The 

‘Tatter clauses furnish proofs of its greatness among the Hellenes. 

The emphasis, marked by 84, is on peyicrm, to which the words 

ob peydda, at the end of the following sentence, are opposed. 

Or 2) making a longer pause at BapBdpwr, eri mdciorov may 

be taken as corresponding to peylor; ‘it was the most important 

movement and also the most universal.’ 

For a similar parallelism cp. i. 23 med. ceupév re wépt, of ent 

‘ wAetorov dpa pepos yijs cat loxupdtator of abrot Erecyov. 

1.2, ex Sé rexpnpiwv,.dv et paxpdrarov cxomodvri por moatedoar EvpBaivet, 
od peydha vopito yevérOat obre xard robs wohdpous ore és ra GAA. 

_. 1) &» may depend entirely on ént paxpérarov, and abrois may be 
supplied after moretoa. It has been argued (Poppo, 2nd ed. min.) 
that ézi paxpéraroy, not being used elsewhere with the genitive, is not 
likely to be used so here. But the non-occurrence of a phrase ina 
particular construction, especially in one so common as a genitive 
after a superlative, proves nothing against such a use when the 

“Meaning of the phrase allows. 
2)* Sv may also be taken as equivalent by attraction to ois - 

governed by moredoat. This has the advantage of giving an 
object to mereicat. a - 

Though the attraction of a dative is unusual, the harshness is in 
this case relieved by the possibility of. regarding &» in one of 
two other relations, either a) as the genitive after ém paxpérazov, 
or 6) as representing the accusative after cxomodvri: & oxomotyrt 
Hot miorevoat abrois EvpPaiver. 

3 

2.2. ris yap éuroplas abc ovens, ofS em ? ~ ptyvuvtes adeds GAAHAOts obre 
Q = w, a , 

' 
kara yi obre Sih Oaddoons, vepdpevor te Ta adtav Exaorot Scov arogiy, 
kal mepiovolav ypyyudrav obk EXovres, ode yay gurevovres, (GSqdov Sv, éndre 
tis éredOdv at dreyloroy dpa Bvrwv addos agaipioerat,) Tis Te Kal? 
hpépay dvayxatou rpopis mavraxod. dv iryotpevoe émixpare n~ > as aBSpay 

tv, ob xaderas 
aTavigravto, © 

The main divisions of this long period are ‘introduced by Te
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+—vepdpevol Te—rijs te Kad” Hyépay dvayxatou ‘tpopijs. The first ré has 2; 2} 

no connection with the cai which follows. - 
This use of ré is a relic of the elpopévy Aebis (Arist. Rhet. iii. 9. 2) 

which was the prevailing character of early Greek historical writing. 

Traces of it still remain in the style of Thucydides, though broken 

up and interfered with, as in this passage, by a more complex 

formation of the sentence. 

Bh yap dperiy yijs al re duvdpets tial peitous eyytyvépevar ordoes. 2, 4. 

everrotouv e& by épOetpovro, cat dpa ind ddrAopiAwy pGdrov emeBovdetovro. 

', ti has been explained 1)* of persons, 2) of communities. As 

there is no distinct antecedent to which rot can be referred, the 

first is the more natural meaning of it in this passage; the second 

accords better with the general sense, and with the words éeyyryvd- | 
, > la > 6. , : > Xr * : 

pevat, ordaets everrolouy, epOeipovro, éreBovAevorro. 

| thy yoy "Arrexiy ex tod ént whetotov dua 1d Aenrdyewv aotaclactov 2. 5. 

otcay GvOpwrat dxovy of adrot del, ‘ . . . 

1)* ék tod ent mrciorov is a redundant expression equivalent to 

€x mAeicrou xpdvov. 

Or 2) there is a confusion between éxi adelorov doragiactoy odcay — 

and éx rod émt mAcioroy doraciacroy evar. Cp. iv. 68 init. &a 7d fon 

poBepous napévras *AGnvaious, v. 7 med, ob b Povdspevos abrots Sa rd ev 

1 abt xabyuevous BapiverOar. . 

For ext mAcioroy used of time cp. v. 46 init. ds émt mretoroy a dptorov 

etvat Stagaoac bat THY ebmpayiay. 

rat mapdderypa 163 Tod Adyou ob« Adytordy cate B14 Tas petoxias és 2, 5. 

74 Gdda ph Spotws adfnOivar ex yap ris GAys “EdAddos of woheue fh 

ordoet éxmiarovres rap’ "AOnvatous of Suvardrarot ds BéBaiov by dvexdpouv: 

What is the meaning of &4 ras perotlas és ra GAAa ph cpolws 

. ad&nOjvat ? , 

1)‘ That the migrations were the cause why the rest of Hellas’ 

(Hellas as to its other parts) ‘ progressed more slowly’ would give 

the best sense. This mode of taking ra dha is supported by the 

words which follow, é« rijs GAys “EXAddos. * 

But it is difficult to supply tiv “EAdéa as the subject, either from 

the general context or by anticipation from the following sentence ; 

B2
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2. 5. it is equally difficult to take adén@jjva: as impersonal... And peroxia 
is only used as the abstract substantive of pérowxos, not in the 

general sense of change of country. 

2) The subject of adén6jva is probably rip ‘Arrexjy supplied from 

the preceding sentence. . 

és ra GAda may then be taken either @) with pi épolws, or 3) with 

avfnOjvat. , . 

Either a) ‘ Attica increased in population not equally with,’ i.e. 

out of proportion to, ‘her increase in other respects.’ 

Or 4) ‘ Attica did not increase equally in other respects’ (com- 

pared with the increase of her population). Cp.is1 fin, 08 péyada 

voit yevécbat ote xar& robs odepous ore és TA BAKA. 

The distinction between increasing in population and increasing 

. in wealth corresponds to the opposition of population and natural 

advantages implied throughout, and reappears at the end of the 
chapter in the words hello tre exolgcay mriOee avOpdrav riv mu, 

‘ which by implication repeat the statement that Attica increased in 
population rather than in wealth. , ; a 

Or 3)* retaining ri» *Arrixfy as the subject, but taking ra Da 
nearly in the same sense as in 1),, ‘Attica, in respect of other 
parts of Hellas, did not increase equally,’ i.e. increased much 
more. We might have expected zpés, ‘in comparison of,’ in this 
place. _ But és, which has a more generalized meaning, may also 
be used. co , 

The steps in the argument are as follows :-— 
a) The fertile districts of Hellas were unsettled, ~~ 
6) Attica, which was not fertile, was not unsettled, but became a 

powerful and populous country. (This is a proof e& évavriay of the 
connection between fertility and unsettlement.) 

_ €) And she not only retained her own inhabitants, but received 
the inhabitants of other countries. 
of the same inference.) 

Tob Adyov refers to the general argument, which is, according to 1), 

(This is a further confirmation 

that the prevalence of migration hindered progress in the rest of 
Hellas ; according to 2) and 3)*, that the rest of Hellas was in 
fact depopulated through the fertility of the soil. ) _ did ras Herorxlas RTA, is, according to 1), an explanation of roa
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Asyov; according to 2) and 3)*, an explanation of réde. ré8e, ac- 2, 5. 

cording to ") ‘refers to the following sentence, éx yap tis GhAns 

‘E\Aados x7. . 

There is no sufficient ground for altering the text (e.g. by the 

omission of és after perotxius, or the change of perosias és into 

perouxjoeas). The uncertainty of meaning is not greater than in 

many other passages. 

xara €Ovn Sé€ GAda ve Kat Td TWedaryixdy emi mdeiaroy ag’ éavrév ry 3. 1. 

exwovupiay mapéexedOar, 

An indefinite subject has to bé supphed with sapéyeodac from 

kath On fda re kal 7d MeAaoyxdy: ‘they,’ sc. the various peoples 

of those times. So below, in the words xai émayopdvwv abrots ex” 

Ogerig és ras @ras modes. 

of 8° oy s Exacror "ENAnves KaTa wéAergs Te, Soor GAAAay Euviegay, 3. 4. 

kal Edumavres Sorepov Khybevtes, obdéy apd tev Tpwrxdy 6¢ dobéverav 

kai dpitiavy GAAnAwY aOpdoe Expakay. 

. 1)*. The several . Hellenic tribes in whom the consciousness of 

their nationality was not yet awakened are described under two. 

aspects, 2) as those who had in early times a common language, 

5) as those who were hereafter to have a common name. Strictly 

speaking, of &s éxagrot “EAAyves is an improper expression which is 

explained away in what follows, the writer remembering that the word. 

“ENAqves does not yet apply to all those of whom-he is speaking. 

Thucydides, according to this way of taking the passage, implies, 

that all the tribes of Hellas, though some’ of them were reckoned 

Pelasgi and barbarians in after ages, and are so called by himself 

in other places (see below), were really of the same race and spoke 

a common language. . 

Or 2) the construction is of ‘8 oly bs Feagror "EAAnves: (xAnbévres) 

xara médes te ("ENAnves KAnGévres) xat Etpravres Uorepov ("EdAqves) KAN- 

Gévres, . 

Thucydides is in this case summing up his previous account of 

the spread of the name Hellenes (i. 3 med. xat éxayopévov abrovs 

én’ dpedig és Tas &\Aas arddets, Kd0” Exdorous pev FSn TH Spidia padrov 

xa\eiobat “EXAqvas) :—‘Those then who in ‘various ways came to
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3. 4. bear the name Hellenes, which they did first city by city, as many 

as spoke’a common language,’ (i.e..the original Hellenes, to 

whom Thucydides must be held to confine the Hellenic language), 

‘and afterwards collectively,’ etc. . 

The difference between these two modes of explaining the 

passage turns upon the question whether the word xAn@évres is to be 

taken with the last clause of the sentence only or with the whole 

sentence. 

_1) describes the Hellenes in their several communities who 

spoke a common language before they had a common name. 

2) describes the stages by which the name Hellenes, which had 
been at first confined to a few communities, gradually spread over. 
the whole country, and, with the name, the Hellenic language. 

The process by which Thucydides’ concéived the other tribes of 
Greece to have passed into the Hellenic circle may be illustrated 

+! » ‘by the case of the -Amphilochians, ii. 68 init., who, though colonists 
from Argos, are described by him as barbarians, (except such of them: 
as had acquired the Hellenic language from the Ambraciots), and 
who were so regarded by their Ambraciot neighbours, iii, 112 fin. 
Again, iv. 109, a Pelasgian race is classed among BapBapot diyaacot, 

- Compare the well-known passage in Herodotus, i. 57, 58, #vrwa. 
82 yAGocay ieoav of Tehacryot, otk fyw drpexéas efrat, ef 32 xpedy éort. 
‘Texpatpdpevoy Aéyew role viv fre eodat. Medkacyaéy .. . ef rovrowe texpat-. 
popevov Set déyerv, Foray of TleAacyol: BépBapov yAdcoav févres, ef Tolyuv 
3 Kal wav rovovro rd Tledacyexdv, 15 *Arrixdy 2Ov05 éov TeAa 
HetaBoag rh és "EAAnvas Kat rip yAéocav perdpabe, 

It is impossible to define with certainty the character of the ‘Pelas- 
gians,’ in their relation to the original Hellenes. The view which on 
the whole these passages of Herodotus and Thucydides indicate is: 
that the Pelasgians were a widely-spread race, speaking a barbarous. 
language, which they gradually exchanged for the Hellenic Jan- 
guage of historical times. Yet Greek does not appear, to be fornied 
out of different elements; and no .considerabl 
language are discernible in it. 

- If the Pelasgians were widely spread, their language could not . have been very different fiom that of the Hellenes: but if Herodotus is right in inferring, from his knowledge of places in. 

oyixey dpa 7H 

e traces of another.
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which the Pelasgians survived, that they spoke a barbarous 3. 4: 

language, they cannot be supposed to have been very widely 

diffused. . 

Spdovcr be rHy re iwetparay ries Ert xat viv, ois xéupos Kadds roto 5. 2. 

dpa RTA. 

L wads, j ie. successfully: cp. vi. 12 init. ols ro re Yetoarbat- xadis 

xphotpov Kt, 

rnitovre S€ Kal kar’ ijreipov GAAHAovs. 

The previous part of the chapter has referred to robbers by sea, 5. 3. 

whether islanders or dwellers on the coasts. Thucydides now 

passes on to speak of robbers by land. , , 

év rois mpara. See note on ili. 17..1. . 6. 3. 

kal of mpecBirepot adtois rév ebdarpdvar S10. 73 EBpodlarroy of ‘noddS 6. 3. 

Xpdvos érrerdh xiTavds re Awoi's exadcavra opoivres, kal ypuoap terriyov 

evépoee epwBirov avadoupevor tay év rH Kehad tprxdv. ag" of kat "Tver 

robs mpecRurépqus cata td kvyyevés ext TOAD atry 1] oxeviy Karéoxe, 

Sid 7d G8podiatrov is to be taken as explaining, not ératcavro, but 

chopotvres. It may also be connected with od wodvs xpévos. Either, 1)" 

It isnot long since they gave up the luxurious habit of wearing 

linen garments,’ etc.: or 2) ‘Their luxurious tastes led them to 

retain these practices until quite recently’: or 3) both notions may 

be combined. ‘They wore this attire, and also long retained it, 

from a love of luxury.’ 

_ ag’ od, ‘whence derived.’ 

For the rérreyes cp. Aristophanes : 

Knights, 1331,— 

63° exeivos épav rerriyopépas, dpyaio cxipare Aapmpds 

Clouds, 984,— , 

dpxaid ‘ye kat Airodady kal rerriyay dydpeota ! 

where, as in this passage, they are the signs of old-fashioned ~ 

gentility. 

a * a a oy 
perpia & ab écbijrt kai és tov viv tpénov mpGror Aaxedatpdmot éexpnoavto, 6, 4. 

kal és ra GAXa mpas rods woddots of ra pelts Kexrnpévor ioodlara: pddiora . 

xaréoTyoay.
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6.4. Thucydides. traces the outward indications of the process by 

7. 

which the Hellenes passed from barbarism to civilization. The 

Athenians first gave up the carrying of arms, and adopted a more 

luxurious style of attire, which has continued until quite recent 

times (8a 75 d8podiatroy is the resumption of és rd tpupeparepor). 

But in dress the Lacedaemonians took the lead. Whether they, 

like the Athenians, originally wore the more cumbrous ‘garments 

or not, we are not told by Thucydides; at any rate they were the 
first to introduce the simpler costume of later times. Cp. Arist. 
Pol. iv. 9. 7. 8, Smep cupBaiver wept rv AaxeSatpoviov sroAtretav. moot 

~ : 
a yap éeyxepodar A€yew' ds Snpoxparias odans da 1d Snpoxparixa odd Thy 

a ragw Exe, .. . ovdév yap diddpros 6 wrodatos Kat 6 révns, ore Ta wept 
4 4 > 8 a” > ~ ’ a “ > On € X. o THY Tpopyy taita naow ev trois cucatrios, kat tiv éobijra of mrovotor 

’ o ” 2 o ya , e ~ ToltavuTHY oLay ay Tis Tapackevacat Svvatro Kal Twp TEVHNTOY OOTLTOVY, 

“ . 28 Tay S€ méAcwv Scat pev vedtata axloOycay Kat 709 TAwtporepwy Svrov, 
, ~ “on - weptovotas pahdov Exoveat xpnudrav én abrois rots alytadois reiyerw 

“ : ae exriCovro, kai robs taOpovs dmeddpBavoy éuropias re Evexa Kat THs mpdbs Tous 
mpoooixous Exacro: icytos’ at $2 modaal oid THY Anorelay exit word 

. > ~ ” , avriaxotcay dd Oaddoons paddov dxicOncav. 
The emphatic part’ of the passage is the latter sentence, af 

8¢.mwadaai xr.A. The words rav 5€ wédewv Goat pév vedrata 
@xicOqoay «.r.d, are really a partial anticipation of the statement in 
i. 8 med. xat of mapa Oddacaay dvOpwrot Kerr. 

Efepov yap dAApAous re Kal Tov ror Soot Bvres ob Gardai xéra 
@xouv, 

The nom. to épepov, ‘the men of those days, is to be supplied 
from the general connection. ° 

Andou yap kabacpopéms ind *"AOnvalayv ev Tbe TG TOddpo kat Tay OyKdv ~ a > na , > a e 
a 

dvatpeberoay, Ooat yay Tay Tebvedrav ev ri woo, tmp iucu Kapes 
. &pdyncay, 

@jxa, either 1) ‘coffins,’ as Ojxn is elsewhere used for a case or receptacle, or 2)* as clearly in iii, 58 med. droBdépare yap és Tarepov Trav tperépov Onxas, tombs’ or ‘graves,’ - In the latter case the word dvaipeiv, which occurs three times in th 
ve 

€ same connection (cp. iii. 104 init. v. 1) is used with a slight inaccuracy. . ‘Taking
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up the graves’ means taking up the dead, or the chests which were 8. 1: 

in the graves, or digging up the earth. , 

edrépevor yap tay Kepd&v of Te Hacous tméuevov riv Tav kpacodvar 8. 3. 

Sovdelav, of Te Suvardtepot meptovaias Zxovres mpocenoiotyto inpxdovs 

ras eX\dogovs modes. . : 

1)*. Two -indications of this increasing prosperity and stability 

“are described:—the. poor became more desirous of wealth now 

that there was a way of obtaining it, and the rich having the 

means of coercion subjugated the weaker states. ” 

In this case there is a grammatical irregularity, for although 

the two clauses of te focous—ol re Suvardrepor are parallel and 

closely connected by ré—ré, the preceding words, éfuépevor roy 

xepdav, only apply to the first of them. oo , 

Or 2) éduépevor rdv xepdv may be taken with the whole senterice, 

and expresses the motive by which the poor in their submission 

and the rich in their greed of power were alike actuated. 

We may note the matter-of-fact way in which Thucydides speaks 

of the times between Minos and Agamemnon. 

kat borepov trois exydvors ere peivo tuvevexOjvat, Edpuobéws pev év 7H 9. 2. 

"Array Ord ‘Hpaxhedav drobavdvros, *Atpéus S¢ pntpds a8edho0 Svros 

aérd, kat émerpépavtos Edpucbéus, 31’ éorpdreve, Mukijvas te Kal Thy 

apxhy Kate Td oiKetov *Atpet? ruyxdvew d€ adrdv pebyovra rév marépa bia 

tiv Xpuoirov Odvarov* xal ds obkért dvexdpycev Edpuadeds, Bovhopevav 

xal tav Muxyvatey péBy tov ‘HpakdeSav Kat Epa Suvatdv Soxoivra 

elvat, Kat 7d TAROOs: teOepameuxdta, Trav Muxyvatev te Kal Sowy Etpu- 

abeds Foxe tiv Baothelav ’Arpéa mapadaBelv. oe 

In this cumbrous passage, which is an enlargement of the words 

tr pelto tvvevexSjvat, are given first in the clause Etpuadéws pev... 

*Arpei, to be taken with fvvevexOjvar, the remoter,—and then, in the 

clause ds obxére:.. reeparevxéra, to be taken with mapadaBeiv (wapa- 

AaBeiv reverting to the main construction, the infinitive after A¢yovst), 

the nearer, causes of the accession of Atreus. , 

The clause tvyyévew...Xpuolrmov Gdvaroy is a short explanatory 

parenthesis dependent on Aéyovst, which assists the resumption of 

the infinitive construction in napadaBeiv, -
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. The whole passage. is an example of an awkward transition 
from the elpopévy dé£is to the period. See note oni. 2. 2. 

G pot Soxet "Ayapépvev wapahaBoy kat vavriké te dua ent mov Tey 
®rav loxveas, tiv otparetav od xdpire 7d wAciov 4 $68@ Evvayayev 
rouoacbat, . , . 

In cases where, as here, xaf and‘ré occur in the same clause, 
and one is apparently superfluous, either a) xat is the connecting 
particle, and ré is equivalent to ‘also’ or ‘too,’ emphasizing the 
word preceding it; or 4) as Classen, ré is the connecting particle, 
and xai emphasizes the word following it. oo 

The use of ré may be compared with that of 8¢ in xai—dé, which- 
ever explanation is adopted. But the first explanation, as well of 
kai—ré as of xai—8&8é, appears preferable, . 

i. 132 med. émuvOdvovro 8¢'rat és rods Ethoras mpdocew rt abréy, Kat qv 
82 obtus. ; . 

ii. 36 init. 8écacov yap adrois, xat ampémov &é Gpa, ev rd rorpde Thy Tiny tabryv. ris priuns di8ocGat, 
Vi. 71 fin. mp dy imréas re hetarénoow de rév AOqvav xa de roy 

airdéey Luppdyav dycipwow ... Kat Xpypara Sé Ga airddey re EuddE- 
Eevrat rat map’ AOnvatwv On kerr. : sO 

vii. 56 med. xat Fv 88 &ftos 6 yay Kard re rabra xat ort Kerr. 
The occurrence of dua with xa dé in two of these passages may suggest the emendation ‘cat vaurixg 8é dua here. , 
The clearest examples in Thucydides of xai—ré Occurring in the same clause are the following : oo 
vi. 44. 3, Kat mpds Te tobs “Pyyivous Adyous exothoavro détodvres Xadnidéas Svras Xarnesow obet Acovrivors BonGciv. 

fpacav Ececbat GdX’ 8 te-dv eal Tois dddots "Irad 
roujcew. Two good MSS. omit ré here. 

vill, 68; 2, Kat. aitds Te, 

of 3€ ob pel? érépov 
, - ~ tarats Evvdoxij, tobro 

ered) ra roy Tetpaxocioy éy torépa hetarerdvra inh rod ojo €kakoUro, apiora aiverat rap Héxpe epod trép abrdy’ robray alriabeds, os Evyxarcorgee, 
odpevos, o 

(See notes on these passages.) 

‘@avdrov ‘Sikny arrohoyy- 

The word ré in this Passage has been doubted on the authority
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of one, not very good, MS. (Reg.) The squestion thus raised, 9. 3. 

whether ré can bear the sense of ‘too,’ can only be determined by 

a comparison of several places. 
Pindar, Isthm. iv. 19,— 

tiv 8 év "Iodpe dumdda Odddaro’ dperd, Svddeida, 

. _— Keirat, Nepég dé xat dugoiv, NuOda re, mayxpariov. 

. Tvééq re, ‘for you and Pytheas.’ 

Aesch. Choeph. 489,— 

OP. & yal dves pot marép’ dromretoat paxyv. 

HA. & Tepoépacea, dos 8€ 7 etpoppoy xpdros. 

The corrections das 8° er’ or bids éé y or dés 8 & ™ give an inferior 

sense. 
Soph. Aj. 1310,— 

an? ¢ id 

eet kaddy pot Tov’ dreprovovpevep 

Gaveiv mpodfrws paddov 4 tis ofjs bxép 

yevaixds, 4} ToD cod O dpatpovos A€éyo 5 

‘Thy woman, or shall I say, thy brother’s too ?? But the 

meaning is doubtful, for the words are addressed. to Agamemnon, 

not to Menelaus. 

El. 1416,— . 

KA, Spot pan’ abéis. HA, et yap Atylode 0 épod, 

AlyloOg te, ie. aot re Alyicde re, ‘ for Aegisthus too,’ 

In the difficult place Trach. 1018 (lyrical), 7é ydp seems to be 

equivalent to xal yép,— 

ob d2 cbAAcge. coi Te yap dupa 

Zumreov % O8 epot ower. 

Herod. i. 58, mpis 89 Ov épot te ‘Soxéet o88E Td Wedacryixéy ZAvos, cov 

“BdpRapoy, obdapa peyddos abnOqvat. 

i, 125, pera d€, dvarrdéas rd BiBdiov xa énideybpeves, epn *Agrindyed 

puy otparnyav Uepoéov drodevivar viv, py te déyav, & Tépoat, ™po- 

ayopeto iptv, wapeivar exartov Exovra Spéravov. | 

- vil. 175, orevorépy yap épaivero éotca (scil. 4 &v Ocpuonddgot zaffodi) 

Tijs és Ocodadiqv, Kal Gpa dyxorépy.te ris EovTay. 

viii, 101, od dv epol, cat yap wept tis vaupayins «bd civeBotdevoas THs. 

yevopémns, otk edaa morcecOat, viv Te ‘eupBatewer, dnsrepe ToLeay ert~ 

Toxo eb Bovdevodpevos, . 

. The construction of this passage may also be described as an;
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anacoluthon, the parenthetical character of the preceding clause, 

kal yap... Tis yevouévns, being forgotten. 

Now the occurrence of this use. in lyric and dramatic poetry 
and in Herodotus renders it probable that some vestiges of 
it are still to be found in Thucydides, though it has entirely 
disappeared in the Orators. Many of the passages quoted 
above may be explained away or emended, but not all.’ The 
obvious correction yé gives a very poor sense in most of 
them. Taken all together, they are sufficient to defend this 
peculiar use of 7é, and are best accounted for on a common . 
principle. . oe 

We might also compare the Homeric xai re, or ré in apodosi : 
Ul, ix. 509,— Ce 
. tov O€ péy’ Senoav kal 7 Zedrvov ebyopévoto. 
Od. xxiii. 13,~— 

kal te yadi@povéorra cawppocivns éméBycay, . 
VI xx. 28—- , 
. kal 8€ ré pu xat mpdobev bmorpopéeoxov épavres. 

IL. i, 218,— 

6s xe Geois emimetOnrat, pada T° Exdvov ubros, 
Il. v. 350,—’ me 

ci 88 ob es éNepov Tworygea, h TE o dla 
pryjoew modeudy ye, cab ef xX érépabt rbOnat, 

(Theognis 138 is probably a relic of this Epic use,— 
Todds yap Soxcov Ohoew Kady, dr6ddy eOnke | 
kal te Soxav Ofoew eoOrdy €Onxe xaxdv.) 

But these are only some out of the many uses of ré found in Homer, and we ought not to explain a later employment of the. word from a stage of the language in which the meaning of ré is shown by Its various uses to have been so much wider and more indefinite than it afterwards became. It may be indeed that one of these uses of 7é, ‘like that with certain particles and pronouns, Sore, olds re, dre, eg’ gre, has survived in Attic; ep. also the constant occurrence of édreé re equivalent to ézei, in neue. a 2 expe s -really the case or whether the L » Seems probable in several of 
ion of thought with a
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suppressed clause (see Hartung, Lehre v. d.’Partikeln, 1. i. § 5, 3) 9. . 

either preceding or to follow, is uncertain. 
In the present passage of Thucydides vauric@ re dua may mean 

‘with a navy as well as with his ancestral wealth,’ the mention 

of which had preceded; or ‘with a navy and not only with an, 

army,’ of which the previous existence may seem to be implied 

in that of a navy. a 

Other peculiar uses of ré in Thucydides are the following: 

1) ré owing to a change of construction, or to a confused way 

of expression, appears to be out of place: e. g. i. 16, émeyévero 8€ 

Dadows’ Te GAobe xodrdpara ph adbfnOjvat, Kat “loot, mpoxwpyocdvrar emi 

péya tay mpaypdrav Kipos al i Mepotky éfovola .. . emeatpdrevoe. « 

iv. 9 init. domiot te PatAats kat olavivats rais woAAais. o 

iv. 10 init. fv b€dopév te peivar Kal poy TG TARO airy xata- 

mAuyévres Ta tmdpxovra qpiv xpelocw karampodotvat : cp. also the ré 

after oldpevor in vi. 85 med., and the ré after dad in vill. 14 med. 

(quoted below). 

For similar instances in other authors, cp. — 

Herod. ii. 79, kal dodiy te ravryy mpaorny Kat pourny odict ylyvecat. 

Xen. Cyr. i. 4. 17, xad modrXobs te abros Hxev Cxov innéas Kal meCovs. 

Plat. Crit. 43 B, é rocadry te dypumvia Kal Amp. 

Lycurg. in Leocr. 149. 14, éxupavys te ydp dort dd ov Exmdovy tov 

els ‘Pédov Kar riy emayyeAlav fy éxorjoato Kal dpadv mpds te TH woh 

siv Tov ‘Podiey xai rav éprdpwy rots émBnuotow exer. 

(See further Hartung, 1. 1, § 6, 1). 

2) Although ré has no ré or xai to answer to it, a corresponding 

clause may be elicited from the context. vi. 6, pédora 8 abrots 

eEappyoay *Eyeotalwy te mpéaBeas mapdvres Kal mpoOupdrepov émtxadov- 

pevot, Spopot yap Gvres Tots Tedwvouvriors x.t.A. . . « Gv dxotovres of "AGy~ 

patot ev tats éxxAnolats TOY TE *Eyeotaluy TOAAGRIS Aeyévraov Kat TOV 

EuvayopeuévTwv aodrots KT.A. : . 

3) It is sometimes difficult or impossible to extract from the 

context a sentence which was intended to follow ré, and the want 

of symmetry is concealed from the reader, and also from the writer 

himself, by a connection of .sound, though there is little or no 

connection of sense, with a «ai following. 
v 

vii. 20 init. &. efpyro kal és “Apyos dguxopéres kata TO Eenpayerdo
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mapaxanety ’Apyelav TE rXiras éxi rds vais, kat rov Anpoobény és ry 
ZixeMlav Gomwep Epeddov dréareddov K.7A. , 

viii, 14 med. rois 3 édtyous wapeoketaoro, Gore Boudyy te Tuxeiv 
EvdAcyopeny, Kal Aeyopévav Adyov dad Te Tod XadkiwWéos Kar *AdktBiaddov 
és Gat te vijes wodAal mpoomA€ovat, Kab Ta wept tis moXtopklas tay ev 
TO Hetpad vedv ob Syracdvray ddloravrat Xioe wat adds *EpvOpator 
"Adnvaioy, . 

These passages may also be explained by ‘giving to ré the 
meaning.‘ too,’ - 

4) té,ré, or ré, kai, are employed to couple two words or clauses 
which, though varying in construction, are parallel in sense, and 

. subordinated to the- same principal word. Here there is no 

a ie 
. 

arooricar tas aéXets, Kat Boudspevor Gua aos mreler 

grammatical irregularity, 
Herod. iii. 89, xaracricas 88 rds dpxas rat dipxovras émoricas, 

érdfaro qépovs of mpoctevar cari Oved Te, Kat apds rotoe ZOvect rots 
TAnotoxdpovs mpoordacwy,; Kat trepSaivov robs mpooexéas, Grote dda 
7a exacrépo even vépwr, 

Thue. iv. 32 init, of 88 "AOnvaiot robs pév mporous pidaxas, ols ené- Spapor, ebdis diapéetpovow ey re Tats edvats en dvahapBdvortas rd émda Kat habdvres ny dxdBaow xr. , 
vi. 67 fin. pédAover 8¢ roils *A@nvalots Tporépors eneyerppoew 6 Nuxtas kard Té vy émmapidy exaora Kar fipmact rode mapexedevero,: 
Vi. 82 fin, Sovdeiav 82 abrot Te €Boddovro kal iyiv rd atrd emeveyxelv, vii. 18 init. wapecxevdtovro dé kal thy és. rip "Arrixiy “éoBodiw of Aaxedatudno, Somep te mpoedédoxto abrois, kat ray 2upaxogtoy Kat Kopw= Olav éraydvrev rd, 

0 : Vili, 22 init. pera 8€ radra rod airod Oépous of Xior, Gorep iptavro; Oe > - 
F abdéy drrodetrovres mpobupias, Gveu te Nehonovmatay TAGE. Tapdévres 

ous :odion £vyew- Suvever, orparevovrat x7, : : . In this last instance the ré is 
followed Sorep, : : , 

5) The connection of ré—ré 
the substitution of a finite verb 

also out: of place; it should have 

Or ré—xai may be obscured by 
for a participle, or—though this use is rarer and harsher—of @ participle for a finite verb, and SO a gramniatical irregularity May. arise which is partly concealed; as in 3), by a connection of Sound between ré and ral, ‘
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vii. 47 init. ris Te pas tod évvautod tavrys ovens, ev 7 dobevotow 9, 3. 

drOporor padtora, Kat 73 Xwptov dpa, év od corparomedetovto, €d@des kal 

xarerdy Fy. 

vili. 81 init. of &€ mpoeaTares év 7H Sdpo kal pddtora OpaciBovdos 

del te THs abtis yvopns éxdpevos, ered) peréotnce Ta mpdypata dore 

xardyew "AdxiBiddnv, kal tédos ew exxAyolas Ereice 73 mAAGos sav 

oTpatiwtGy, Kat Papioapévav avray *AAK Biddy xdGodov kat decay, mAevoas 

dss tov Teaoapépyny, karizyev és ry Sdpov rdv "Ae Biddqy. 

viii. 95 fin. xat Darepoy od TONS EcBoidy te Gnacav drooticavrTes 

mdyy ’Opeod (ratty 6€ abrol "AOnvaior efxov) Kat Tada Td mept abrhy 

 xa@loravto. . con , - . 

iv. 85 med. fpeis pev yap of AaxeSarpdviot oldpevol re mapa Evppdxous 

kal mpiv Epye dgixérOar rH yoo yvdpn We Kal Bovhopevas ZoecOat, xlv- 

Suvév te toodrSe dveppipapey Sid ris dANorplas wodddv tyepdv dddv 

isvres Kal wav 7d mpd0upov mapexdpevor. ‘ 

The difficult place, i. 133, may perhaps be explained either 

in this way, OF as in 3). See note. — 

atryxoot 88 BovdnOévres Ere yevérOar abrod Mavoaviov re déyorros, amd 

mapacxevijs t00 dvOpdrov éxt Talvapoy ixérov olxopevov kat oxnyncapévov 

burdqy dtabpdypare KadoByy, és fv tav te epdpwv évrds twas expupe, Kat 

Naucarloy ds abrév edOdvros Kai cpwrdvros thy mpdpacw ris ixereias — - 

yabovro mdvra capaés. : , 

There i is a similar irregularity i in Aesch. Ag. 97,— 

Touroy heéfao 6 te xat Swvardy 

cat Oépts aiveiv, 

matey Te yevod riod pepipzns 

4 viv tére per xaxdppav reréber K.7A! 

6) ré, kal, may introduce a like transition from a a participial or 

other qualifying clause to an infinitive : 

iii, 94 med. Anpoodérys & dvanetOerau kara tov xpdvov Torey tnd - 

Mecanviov &s xaddv abt orparias torabrns Euverdeypérys Alrwhois émt- 

Oécba, Noundxtrw te woheplors otct, Kal jy Kparjon altar, padies Kal 

7 Gro jmetporixey 7d rabry ’A@nvators Tpooroiyjoetv. ° 

iv. 3 fin. 76 dé Bidqpopdy 7 eBdxer elvar rodro 73 xwpiov “érépov paddoy, 

. Aupévos Te Tpoadytos Kal tobs Meconvious olxelous Svras ait 7d dpyaiov 

kal Spopdvous tois AaxeSarpoviors whetor Gv BAdaretw -€& adrod dppw- 
. * 

pévous, kat BeBaious Gua ted xopiov didaxas EveoSat.
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v. 53 med, eSdxet dé Kai dvev tis alrlas ray ’EniSavpov TO re "Adkt- 

Bid8y Kat rots "Apyelors mpoodaBeiv, fv divevrat, THs Te KoptvOou Evexa 

fouxtas, kat ex tis Alyivns Bpaxurépay Eveabat ri BopOeray i) ZKvAAatov 

mepudety trois "AOnvaiots. , 

Here there is a real connection of sense; but a | grammatical 

irregularity, which again, as in 3) and 5), is concealed by a 

connection of sound. 
The words mpooroujoev—Prdrrety and écec6a:—oecGar—are de- 

pendent upon dvaveiGera.—eddxet, which must be taken for this 

purpose in a slightly different sense.- (Kriiger, note on iv. 3, 3). 

7) t€ qualifies, not the word which it follows, but the whole sen- 

tence, or the principal verb of the sentence. ii. 15. 8, Kat wh 

kpivy 7H viv pév, tv tupdyvay otra ckevacdvtwv, "Evveaxpotve@ xadov- 

pen, rd be mada, pavepov trav myyav olay, Kaddppdy dvopacpery, 

exetvn te eyybs otoy Ta mAclorov aka. typvro, Kat viv Ere dnd rod 

dpxaiov -mpd te yapixdv Kal és Gra radv lepdv vopiterar 7) Gare 

xpijoGar. For another explanation, see note. - 

8) ré is followed by dé, not by a second ré. vii. 78 init. xat 
éneidy te éyévovro eat rH 8iaBdoe rod."Avdwou morapod, efpov én’ alte 
Tapareraypévous tv Zupaxociav kai Evppdyav xai rpeydpevor abrods at 
Kpatncarres tov mépou -exdpow és rd mpdaber* of 8 Supaxdotoe mapin- 
mevovrés Te mpooéxewro kal éoaxovriCovres of idol, 

Cp. note oni. 11. 1. oO . 

In viii. 45 med. ré (which does not occur in the reading of the 
Vatican), @) is out of place, and 4) can only be explained at all by 
supposing a far-fetched connection between the clause in which it - 
occurs and that which follows :—rovrav 82 ‘Eppoxpdrys te jvavtiovro 
povos tmép rod ~ipravros Evppayixod. tds.te médes Scopévas xpnpdroy © 
dnjhagev abrds dvridéyav tnep Tod Tiaoaépvous, ds K.T.A. 

kat Ste pev Muxijvat pixpov Fv F et te tov tore médopo, voy ph &btsypeup 
Soxet elvat, odk GxpiBel di dy tis anpeio xpdpevos dmoroin By -yevérOar roy 
orddov Togotrov, écoy of re zontal elpnxact, kat 6 Adyos karéxet, 

1) Fy, se. © was, while it existed,’ not ‘was, in the heroic times” 
Mycenae was destroyed by the Argives in 468 3.c. 

Thucydides is refuting a common argument from the existing 
State of cities: but as Mycenae has ceased to exist he is obliged to
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speak of it in the past tense, and of other cities which had survived 10. r. 
from the heroic times in the present. 

. Or better, 2)* §» may-be taken to express the: words of the 

objector, who said, ‘Mycenae was a small place in the heroic 

times:’ or may. have argued generally that other places which had 

survived from those times were not of much importance now. 

According to this view the two clauses ére péev. .. jv, ef Te... elvan, are 

not parallel in sense, but the second gives the reason of statements 

like the first. ‘Mycenae and similar places could not have been 

large, for their remains appear so inconsiderable.’ 

In the words ov« dxpiPet dv tes onpel x.v.A. the writer is thinking 

only of the second clause; for the evidence which he rejects in 

what follows i is that drawn, not from ‘the past but from the present 

condition of ancient cities. 

Aaxedatpovloy yap «2 9 mods epnpabein, NeuPOetn de ra re iepa kat THs 10. 2. 

KaTaokeuys Ta €Sd>y. 

The word xaracxev4 is general, scil. ofs xareoxevacrai v1, and may 

mean either the furniture of a house, camp, etc., or, as here, the 

buildings themselves; for these may be regarded as the furniture . 

of the ground or foundations upon which they stand. 

Spas 8é obre EvvorxiaGeians TOEws ore iepois kat xatackevais modvtedéot 10. 2. 

xpnoapémys, xara Kdpas d€ 7G malas rhs ‘EAAddos rpdre oixtabetons, 

daivoir av brodecorépa. 

The absence of the article with wéAews may be explained by sup- 

‘posing a confusion of the general and particular. In the words 

 otre Evvoccbelons médeas, Thucydides is speaking of the general 

_case ‘when a city is not continuously built,’ etc. : in the latter part 

of the sentence he reverts to the case of Sparta, 

RL With todeearépa supply 9 7és, either from AaxeSatpovioy 7) mods 

4e> at the beginning of the sentence, or from ‘ofre Euvourodetons médews. 

\ © According to others, dévapis is the nominative to be supplied. 
> 6 | 

ais yap tpopijs dmopia rév te orparév eAdoow fyayov kat cov FAmCov 11, 1. 

airébev rodepodvra Biotetoet, ererdi SE ddixduevor pdxn éxparnaav (diAov 

d¢° 73 yap epipa to orparoédy otk ay ererxicavto) patvovrar & ob 

VOL. IL c 
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LL, 1. évratOa wdon rf} Suvdpe Xpnodpevor, GAAa mpbs yewpylay Tijs Xepaovycov 

11, 2. 

tpandpevor kai Anoretay, Tis Tpopys awopia. 

The repetition of rijs rpopijs dwopia at the beginning and end of 

the same sentence is a curious example of the want of freedom and 

fluency which characterises the style of Thucydides. 

éredy 5é, we should have expected ré after rév te orpardy, but 8€ 

is used to express the incidental opposition between the coming of 

so small an army and its first success. 

Cp. Soph. Phil. 1310,— 
rip poow 8 &ekas, & réxvov, 

€& fis (Bdaores, obxt Sicdqou warpés, 

GAN’ €£ "AyiAdéws, ds pera Covrav 0 81’ fy 

, - Fxow dora, viv 8é r&v reOvnxdrav, 

where 8¢ is used, not ré, because, as the writer proceeds, the oppo- 
sition between life and death comes more vividly into his mind. 

To yap é@pupa «rd. The fortification of the camp is said in 
‘Homer to have been made long afterwards, in the tenth year of 
the war, by the advice of Nestor, II. vii. 336-343. 

Its erection is described vii. 433 foll.— — 

: tetxos ESetpav 
moipyous 6° indous, elhap vydy te kai abray. 

év 8 abroiat mvAas éverroleoy 8 dpapvias 

Sppa bv airdwy irandacin ddbs ety 

éxroo dev d& Babciay én’ aird réqpor Spugav 

edpeiav, peyddrnv* ev S¢ oxddomas xarémnéay, 
- Thucydides appears either to have forgotten this passage or to. 
have only a confused recollection of it, He may perhaps be 
following. a different tradition, or be reasoning @ priorz, that the 
Greeks must have won a battle before they could have had a 
fortified camp, which he assumes on general grounds that they 
must have had. 

‘2 a 3. ww a . 
, meptovotay b€ ef POov Exovres rpodijs kat Syres aOpéa dvev Anorelas Kat 

yeopylas Euvexds rov médepov dcéfepoy, 
a 8 + > + . x ¢ a ty > -~ ot ye kai odx dOpdot, GAAG pepet TQ del mapdvre dvreiyoy, woKtopkta 8 dy ; 

TpookabeLénevor ev eddacovt te xpévm Kal dmovdrepov Thy Tpotay + . 
, ethoy, 

. 

padius dv pdyn Kparodvres ethoy,
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t)* padlas dy pdxyy xparotvres eTdov, ‘the Greeks might have 11. 2. 

taken Troy by superiority in the field,’ i.e. by storm after a victory: © 

motopxig 8 dv mpocxabe(spevot.'.. tiv Tpotay etdoy, ‘they might have 

taken it by blockade.’ 

The two suppositions are really alternatives, but the writer prefers 

to put them in a conjunctive rather than in a disjunctive form. 

2) The words pdxy xparodvres may also be a resumption of pdyn 

éxpdrngay, at the. beginning of the chapter: ‘ having the upper hand 

in the field, they would easily have taken the place’ (i.e. if they 
had brought plenty of provisions, etc.), ‘for, as it was, detachments 

of them were a match for the whole Trojan force; but in that case 

they would have blockaded Troy and taken the place in less time 

_ and with less trouble.’ aodopxig & dv mpooxadefépevor becomes an’ 

expansion of the previous «fAov. . 8 expresses the opposition 

between a part of the army, mentioned in the words which imme- 

diately precede, and the whole of the army, which would have 

been required for the investment of the city. 

3) Classen proposes to connect the clause rodtopxig 3 av mpoo- 

_xabe(suevor closely with the preceding words,—‘ who, even although 

divided, maintained their ground with the detachments present at 

any one time, and if they had regularly blockaded Troy (even 

divided as they were) would have taken it in less time and with 

less trouble.’ - 
But a) the transition is too abrupt. We should have expected - 

rather ef S€ cat 7OeAyoay wodopxia mpockabéCer Gat. , 

And 4) it is clear from the sense that the words moNopxig 3° av 

mpocxabe(suevor are to be connected with mepiovalar 8 ei jAOov x.7.d., 

not with otk dOpdor ddda peepee 7G det wapdvre, The blockade might 

have been possible if the army had kept together, but the idea of a 

blockade is out of harmony with the main thought of the preceding 

clause, in which the Greek army is represented as divided. 

Upon. supposition either r)* or 2), the clause wepwovolay 8 et 

AOov Exovres rpopis... Evvexds rov médcpov Scéepov applies to all that . 

follows down to rij» Tpolay eidov. 

, . 
~ 

a ~ +d S33 

dv 88 abray nat drodaopes mpdrepov ev ri yg tavrn, ag’ dv Kat és “Troy 12. 3. 

éorpdrevaay, 

-C2
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12.3. 1) dd? &v wai marks the natural correlation between Boeotians 

13. 1. | 

dwelling in Boeotia and the account in Homer of their going to 

Troy.. Or 2) «ai may refer to the previous statement in i. 10 fin. 
memoinxe yap xAiov xal Staxociwy vedv, Tas pév Botwrady eixoot Kat éxardv 

dvdpay, ‘and these were the Boeotians of whom a detachment fought 

at Troy.’ Cp. IL ii. 494 foll. ; 

The mention of the drodacpés is introduced in order to re- 

concile the Homeric account with the tradition that the Boeotians 

did not migrate from’ Thessaly into Boeotia until after the 

Trojan war. © No other Boeotians are known to Homer. 

Swvararédpas 82 yeyvopévys ris ‘EAAdSos Kai TOv Xpnpdtwv Thy KrRow 

ert p&dAoy 4 mpdtepov movoupevys, rad moAAa Tupavvides ev tats médect. ; 

kalicravro, Tav mpoodduv perkdvav yryvopévav’ (mpdrepoy  8é joav ént 
pyrois yépace matpikat Bacthetar.) 

- The words ér paddov 4 mpérepoy refer to i, 8 med. of mapa 
Oddaccay avOpwrat padAov dn Thy Kriow Tov xpnpdrov motovpevor, and 
indicate a further progress in the same direction. 

rév mpocddor is a repetition or resumption of rév xpnpdrev ina 
more definite form. The increase of revenue is the natural result. 
of the increasing pursuit of wealth. ‘The Hellenes engaged still 
more in the pursuit’ of wealth, and, as their revenues became. 
greater, tyrannies began to be established.’ Ini. 2 med. the increase 

. of wealth has been already noticed as a cause of erdots. 
In a similar strain of reflection Thucydides spoke of the desire of 

Minos to protect his revenue as his chief motive in putting down 
the pirates; i. 4. . , . 

marptxat Baoidefat, Such as Homer describes or such as Aristotle 
recognises, xara vépov xal marpixal, still existing among barbarians. 
Cp. Pol. iii. 14. 6. It is observable that Thucydides speaks as 
if the tyrannies immediately succeeded the hereditary monarchies,. 

_ taking no notice of the intervening oligarchies. 

18.3.  €m & dort pddtota rpraxdota és THY Tedevriy rodde rob rohépov ker. . 
With numbers, pddtora appears to si gnify neither ‘at most,’ nor 

fat least :’ for neither of these senses accords with all the passages. In vii. 80 med. 13 futov pddcora Kat mXéov, it cannot mean ‘at most:’,
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. 118 init. where éy mevrixovra pddiora is actually forty-nine 13. 3. 

years, it cannot mean ‘at least.’ 

Hence, generally, ‘about, ‘as near as we can get to the number,’ 

‘upon reflection we can only say :’ or ‘ with as much accuracy as 

it is worth while to obtain’ Thus the word has the appearance 

both of precision and of want of precision. 

aiverat 38 Kat Taira modAais yeveais - dorepa yevdpeva Tov Tpotxdy 14. 1.. 

tpuypect péev ddiyais Xpapeva, mevryxovrdpors 8 ere kat Aoloig paKpots , 

enptupéva Gonep exeiva, 

motos paxpois. These vessels are called paxpd to indicate that 

they were ships of war, and Acta, not ves, to indicate their rude 

construction. So qAcia paxpd are the ships or galleys of war used 

before the invention of triremes. . 

Taira yap redevraia mpd tas Eép§ou otparelas vauTixd, dfiddoya ey TR 14, 2. 

‘EXAdS Kardon: Alywijrat yap cat A@nvator, kat ef TwWes Gddot, Bpaxda 3. 

éxéxrqvro, cat toltwy Ta TOAAa TevrnKovrdpovs* Spd te, ad” 08 *AGqvaious 

Ocpictoxdjjs emecev Alywhrats modepodvras, kat Gua Tov BapBdpou mpocdo- 

kipov Gyros, Tas vas morjcacbat, alomep kot évavpdxnoay" Kat abtat otro 

elyov da wdons KaTaotpdpara. : 

rovrov refers grammatically to Bpayéa, scil. vaurixd, but, in meaning, 

to the ships which composed these navies. 

ope re dg’ od, * ‘To repeat either éxékryvro or Bpaxéa éxékrqvto with 

éyé re will not give ‘the sense required. For the Athenians had a 

fleet before the time of Themistocles, and they had, not a small 

fleet, Bpaxd vavrixdy, but a considerable one afterwards. 

Either 1)* we may take dé re with cat abdrat ofr efyov K.T.A., Kal 

emphasizing ara: and marking the apodosis; or 2) jv may be 

supplied with éyé. In either case the d¢’ of is to be accounted for 

by a confusion of Ope re enerdy with od wodts xpdvos dg? of. The 

confusion is not greater than in the converse phrase usually 

compared, od words xpdvos éxerdq, i. 6 init. , 

kai emphasizes évavpdynoay either with a reference to tod BapBépov . 

mpoodoxipov dvros, ‘with which they actually fought against him 

when he came, or ‘which they not only. built, but» fought _ in 

them.’ mE
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rare viv 8é wédepos, SOev sig Kat SUvapis wapeyeveto, obdels Evvearn’ 

mdvres dé Foav door at ey€vdvro mpds Sudpous rods oderépous éxdorots. 

xai in both clauses implies a limitation: a) ‘a war, not simply 

a war, but a war whence power accrued ;’ é) ‘all the wars, so far 

as there were any, which occurred.’ 

*Emeyévero S€ GdAots te GAO KodAdpara py abfnOjva, Kat “lwo, 
mpoxopycdrrar emt péya tev mpaypdrav Kipos, xat 4 MWepotn éfovcta, 
Kpotcoy xaedobaa xa} boa évros "AXvos worTapov mpos Oddagcay, eneotpa- 
TEUCE, 

ré follows @Aors as though “Iwo were intended to be taken with 
emeyévero, but as the sentence proceeds the original construction is 
forgotten, and another verb, érearpdrevce, is supplied, 

émpdxdn re dn’ abray obdev Epyov déiddoyoy, et ph et Te mpds TeptotKous 
Tods abrav éxdotors. of yop ev Zicedig emi wreiorov exdopyoav durdpeas. 

yép implies a confirmation of « py ef re mpds meptotxous Tovs abrév 
éxdoros. ‘The only noteworthy actions of the Greek tyrants were 
wars with their neighbours. For the Sicilian tyrants, e. g. Hippo- 
crates, Gelo, Thero, Hiero (who did encroach upon their neighbours) 
attained the greatest power of any, 

But it is not quite clear whether 1)* Thucydides means to 
say that the tyrants did no noteworthy action, but only fought 
with their neighbours; or whether 2) he includes their border 
wars under the head of noteworthy actions. In the latter case, he 
would mean that these border wars became noteworthy when they 
were carried on, as by the Sicilian tyrants, on a great scale. 

*Emetdy 32 of re ’AGnvaley TUpavvot Kat of ris @Aqs EAAdSos el woAs 
kat wplv tupavvevOeions ot wheloror, kal redeurator Thy tov ev ZexeXig, 
tad Aaxedatpoviov karehvOnoay Kt. 

1)* mAcioro, most, not all: the words which follow, wdjv ray ev | ZixeAig, explain who the others were, 
Or 2) apiv may refer to the following, not to the preceding words : of wAcioros may then be taken to m 

ever were before,’ and will answer to ént am 
which of old had many tyrants, 
and these were the last. 

ean ‘more than there 
Od Kat mpiv, * Hellas, 

had now many More than ever,
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In either case the words mAfy ray ev Stxedig, which are a re- 18. 1. 

sumption of of yap év Zixedig at the end of the last chapter, are only 

to be taken with reAevraior. The great overthrow of the tyrants 

by Sparta was also the end of them in Greece itself, although in 

Sicily they still continued. | 

Kowy Te Anwcdpevor Tov BdpBopoy Tarepoy ob TOAAG ScexptOnoav mpds 18. 2. 

re A@nvaious xat AaxeSatpovious. of re &trooTavTEs Baowdéws “EAAyves xat 

of fupmodepjoavres. 

kow} dmacdpevot tov BdpSapov does not apply to both drogrdvres 

and gvprodepioarres. It is a nominative absolute, referring to of 

“EAAnves of the next clause taken in a more general sense. 

‘The meaning of of gvpmodenjoavres is uncertain. 

1) ‘The states were divided, and took sides with the Athenians 

and Lacedaemonians, as well those which refused allegiance to the 

King, as those which in the “Persian war fought on his side,’ 

i.e. the Thessalians, Boeotians, and, in the battle of Plataea, the 

Phocians, besides the subject Hellenes of Asia Minor and the 

islands; of gupmoAephoavtes (Bacrdet) will then answer to of dzo- 

ordvtes Baothews, But this use of droordvres in the sense of ‘those 

who refused allegiance to the King’ is very harsh and hardly 

defensible. 

Better 2)*, ‘The allied Hellenic forces who took part in the 

war’ are opposed to ‘the Hellenes w ho,’ like the Ionians, ‘revolted 

from the King,” after the war. This is confirmed by the com- 

parison of rév Evpoepnodvray ‘EMjvav just above. 

The division is in neither case exhaustive, but the writer's love of 

antithesis blinds him to the flaw. We find the distinction between 

the original members and the more recent adherents: of the con- 

- federacy in the following passages :— 

Herod. ix. 106, cat obra 3) Zaplovs re Kal Xlovs kat AecBious Kat 

rods dddous ynoidras of - frvxov ovorparevdpevot roiot “EhAqat, és 1d 

ovppaytxdy éromjoarro. : 

Thuc. i. 89 med. of 8& "A@qvator xat of dd "Iovfas xal ‘EAAnomdvrov 

Lbppayor FSq dpecryxdres ard Bacidéws x... 

i. 95 init, of:re Gddor ENAgves FxOovr0 Kal ody FKuoTa of “Iaves at Soot 

dnd Baothéws veaott Hrevbépavro,
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kat éyévero adtots és révde roy aodepov # i8{a mapackevi) pei(ay 9) ds Ta 

kpdriord more pera &xpatpvois Tis fuppaxlas WvOyoay. 

1) Grote (part ii. ch. xliv. note) refers atrois to the Athenians and 

Lacedaemonians, dxparpyiys Evppayia to the alliance of both against 

Persia, and ?8éa to the separate armaments of the two confederacies. 

But, although both Athens and Lacedaemon are described by 
Thucydides as dxpatovres és tov médepov dudsrepor tupacKeyy TH wdon 

(i, 1 init.), and as having got over the losses which- they had 
respectively sustained, the Lacedaemonians by the. revolt of. the 
Helots, the Athenians by the loss of Boeotia etc., and the diminu- 
tion of their own population in war.(ii. 8 init. rére 8€ xai veors mod} 
ev otoa év rz Tedomovvgow, mod} 8 ev rais ’AOjvats x.7.d.), still the 

" individual power of Sparta at the beginning of the Peloponnesian 
war could not be compared with the united force of the Hellenes 
who fought against the Persian. 

2) If we suppose that the Athenians alone are referred to in 
avrois, and are the subject of ZrOncav, dxpapijs Evzpayia relates to 
the Athenian alliance as it stood before the loss of Boeotia, Phocis, 
and Locris in 447, and of Megara in 445, ‘while the confederacy 
remained intact,’ and idia to the power of Athens excluding . that 
of her independent allies, Chios and Lesbos. On behalf of this — 
interpretation it may be urged that the words akpapuys évupayta 
apply more naturally to the confederacy ‘of Athens before the Thirty Years Truce than to the whole body of Hellenic states who fought against Persia. The .gtzpayo. of Athens’ and Lace- daemon have been spoken of in the words immediately preceding : the confederacy against Persia is called épatypla, or of Evuprrodepy- carres, NOt Evupayia, But it may be objected that this reference to the events previous to the Peace of Euboea is obscure without further explanation, , , 3)* It is possible to take pera di 
as Grote does, of the Athenians and Lacedaemonians allied against Persia, but to restrict abrots to the -Athenians. ‘The Athenians singly were more powerful than the united confederacy had formerly. been.’ The growth of Athens was far more striking than that of Sparta, and it is therefore more natural that Thucydides should dwell upon it. Though aérois refers to the Athenians alone, fvOnoav 

Kpatvots ris Euppayias ivencay,
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‘may easily be explained of both the Athenians and Lacedae- 19. 

monians. 

4) Or #v6nrav as well as atrois may be confined to the Athenians, 

referring to the short time during which they were the leaders of 

the entire Hellenic confederacy against Persia. 

ra pév ody madata totadra evpoy, xademd dvra mavri ffs rexpnpte 20. 1. 

moTevoat. 

The meaning of this passage ‘turns on the question, What i is the. 

direct object of morefou? What is it which is ‘hard to believe’ or 

‘to trust?” : 
It may be either 1)* the writer's account of early times, supplied 

from ra wadaté ToveitTa elpov, © or 2) the evidence on which it rests, 

nwavtt rexpnpio. 

According to 1)" mavrt és Texpnpip is either instrumental dative, 

or dative after moretdcat, which thus takes a double construction, 

mavrt texpnple moredcat (aird). The words may then have two 

shades of meaning. Either @)* ‘when men have the whole proof 

set forth in order, i.e. the ignorant impatience of mankind rejects 

‘regular historical proofs and prefers popular traditions or the stories 

of poets; or 8) ‘with the whole proof set forth in order,’ i.e. ‘even 

when the whole proof i is ‘set forth in order,’ i.e. whatever be ‘the 

care taken in setting forth the historical evidence, the minds of 

men turn aside into the paths of romance. 

According to 2) rexunpiy is dative after moretoat ; xadend évra 

moretoa: means ‘they are hard,’ i.e. ‘of a nature that makes it 

hard, for any one to trust the several pieces of evidence.’ What 

follows illustrates the difficulty. of obtaining trustworthy evidence. 

According to 1)* the construction of xadera morevoat is simple, 

‘hard to believe,’ and that of mavri rexpnpip is somewhat harsh. 

According to_ 2) the construction of mavti é&js texpnpie becomes 

easy, and that of xahera moretoat, xarera Sore mareboat Tuva, 

is singular. 

Or 3), laying the stress on aavt éijs texpnpio, ‘it is difficult to 

bring together all the proofs in order so as to make the account 

credible.’ More literally, ‘they are difficult for a man to have all 

the proofs of them set out in order, and so to believe them.’
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20. 1. moredoa, scil. Sore moredval twa abdrois. rexpypiy,- instrumental 

dative. , 

This interpretation, though combining the two harsh construc- 

tions, gives on the whole the best sense. For the difficulty lies, 

, after all, not in the reader accepting the proofs if he could have 

them regularly set out in order, but in the writer being able to 

collect such proofs as will satisfy him. 

20. 2. Bovddpevor d€, mpv EvAnPbijva Spdcavrés tt, xat KevSuvedoat K.7.r. 

Spdoavres, not xwduvetoat, is the emphatic word; and zpiv évaA- 

AnPOijvat follows dpdoavrés tt, not kwduvetcar: ‘to do something 

before they were apprehended, and ‘so to run the risk,’ or, ‘and 

then to take their chance.’ xw8uvedcac seems inappropriate. when 

Harmodius and Aristogiton were in peril already, but really ap- 

plies to the greater peril which threatened them if they were taken. 

Compare,-for this strong sense of xivdvvos, i. 32 fin. kal dpa péyas 

& xivBuvos ef dadpefa in? abrois, iii, 59 med. Srep 8¢ dvayxatéy re kat 

xaXrerdrarov trois de Exovaww, Adyou rerevray, Sidre kat rod Biov 6 xivBuvos 
éyyis per’ abrot. The Corcyraeans and Plataeans in these cases 
were already in danger, but still may be described as threatened by 
a greater danger. 

Compare also iii. 49. 4, mapa Tocobrov per, MuricAquy Ge xedivov, 
and note, vii. 2 fin. mapa rogotroy pév Supdkoveat #Oov xwvSdvov. 

20.3. domep rods te AaxeSatpovioy Barihéas pi pid Wipe mpoorideobar - 
éxdrepov, dAXG Svoiv, . : . 
Supply with tpooriéecéa either ior (cp. note on iii. 59. 1), or 

‘yvouny, or, translate ‘add themselves to a side, i.e. vote. 
_ Cp. Herod. vi. 57, xat wapifew Boudetovar roict yépovet, €otot duav 
Séouce TpiKovra® jv 8 ph DOwor, robs pduord ode rdv yepovtay mpoc- 
qKovras exe 7a tév Bacihéwy yépea, advo Widous TiOepévous, tpirny 8, 
Tiv éavrév, where, however, Herodotus is really speaking only of 

' voting in the absence of the kings by their representatives, who 
give two votes, one for each of the kings, and a third vote, 
more correctly two third votes, for themselves. He does not say 
that they gave two votes each; and it is evidently unlikely that in 
a passage which describes the prerogatives of the Spartan kings 

or
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he should only have incidentally indicated a power so important by 20. 3. 

mentioning what was done in their absence. OO 

ofras GraXatrapos Tois woAAois 4 Cyrnots THs adnbeias. 

Cp. Aristophanes, Danaides, Fragm. (250. 9),— 
oe - 

ovras adrois dradamdpas 7 mrolnais StéKxerro. 

20. 3. 

xo 6 wdAepos otros, Kalmep TOV dvépdrwy, ev & pev dv qohepact, Tor 21, 2. 

napévra det peyoroy Kpivdvrar, mavaopevey Sé ra dpxaia padov Gavpa- 

Covrav KA, , 

“Literally, év & pév dv modepaor, Sas long as they may be fighting,’ 

- not ‘in whatever war they may be engaged.’ The words taken 

thus answer better to mavcapéver dé. : 

kat Soa pev Ady elrov Exacror j peddovres Trohepyoey, % ev ate 7dn 22. 1. 

Byres, xoder ov THY dxpiBeay adriy trav dexbévray dtapynpovetoat hv €pot Te 

by abrds fxovga Kai tois &NAoEv qolev epot dmayyéddovew. , 

archer, not ‘from some other source as distinct from myself,’ 

which is already implied in the sense of the words reis éuot drayyéd- 

“ovew, but generally ‘from any,’ or ‘whatever source, as in the 

well-known usage of dXos in Plato and elsewhere. 

Cp. iii. 19 fin. adrds re Srapbelperat kat ris ANys orpartas modAoi. 

Soph. O. T. 7,— ° 

dyd Sixatdy pi) wap dyyédov, rexva, 

.aMav deodew abris 58 eAjAvOa. 

Eur. Or. 532,— - ; ' oo 

ri papripev , 

Brow deovew dei p’, dy eloophv mapa; 

7a 8 Epya tav mpayOevtar & 76 modep@ ode ex Tod mapatuxdvros 22. 2. 

ruvOavépevos Hélooa ypaper, od8 ds gyot eddxet, GAX’ ols te abrds Trophy, 

kal maps Tay GNAwy dcoy Suvardy dxptBeia wept Exdorov erekeOciv. 

ra Epya rév mpaxdevror, the actual facts, contrasted with the Adyot 

just mentioned. — , 

& éretfOov might have been written for émetedOdv or adrés Te 

mapayerdpevos for ols re adrds wapqv. ‘I narrated only what I saw, 

and what I learnt by accurate inquiry from others.’ In order to 

provide a construction for mapa rév Gdoy, either auvavépevos is to
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be repeated from the preceding words, or the sense of mevdavdpevos 

must be supplied from érefedOav. 

Goat dé Boudhoovrat tav re yevopevwv rd capes oxomeiv xa TOV ped- 

Myra word abbis xara 73 dvOpdrecov TovodTwv kal wapamAnatwv Zoec@at, 

Shédtpo. kpivew adtd dpxotvras eet. 

Supply rotrovs with xpivew, not rovras with dpxotvras er or with 

opédiwa, and take rap pedAdévray as governed by rd cages cxorety, 

‘to have present to their eyes the exact facts.’ xara 75 dvOpdretov, 

‘according to the law of human affairs,’ —— 
trav pedAdvrov does not precisely correspond to r&y yevouévay as 

‘ the future’ to ‘the past,’ but is qualified by rototray xat mapamAnciov 

éceo Oat, ‘of the past and of that which may be expected to resemble 
the past in the future (woré avdéis).’ The expression thus modified 
agrees better with 74 capés cxoneiv, which would not, strictly speak- 
ing, apply to future events. 

tév S€ mpdrepov Epywr péytotoy empdyOn Tb Mndixdv. 

These words refer back to the end of i. 21. . 

*EmiSapvds eore médts ev Seka eomAcovre tév "Idviov Kodo. 
Literally, ‘there is a city Epidamnus.’ Cp. i. 126 init. KiAoy 

jv ’Odvpmeovixns, 

_ oractdoayres Sé ev dddHdots rn rod, ds Aé€yerat, Gd Tohepou Tiwds 
Tay mpocoixwy BapBdpev ‘épOdpnoay Kai tis Surdpews ris moARis eorepy- 
Oncay, 

Thucydides does not clearly express whether 1)* a period of 
faction was simply followed by a war with the barbarians (a8 
‘ wodépov being taken with epOdpyoav) or whether . 

25. 4. 

2) There was any connection between the war and the civil 
commotion, either @) the war giving rise to the faction (oraotd- 
cavres being joined with dé wodéyou), or 4) the faction giving: rise 
to the war (dz wohgyov being again taken with épOdpnoar) ; cp. 
below § 5, where the aristocratic party join the barbarians. 

oUre yap ev mamytpecs rats Kowvais SeBdvtes yépa ra vopi(épeva, ore , a : ~ ~ KopwOiy dv8pt mpoxatapxspevor rap tepay, o _- @omep ai dddat drotxia,
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neptppovoivtes Sé abrods kal, Xpnpcrev Suvdper dvres Kar’ exeivoy Tov 25. 4. 

xpdvov dpota tots “ENAijvwv whoucwrdrors kal rH és médepov wapacKevy 

Svvardrepor, vauTiKG dé Kal wodd mpoéxe Zorw Ore ératpdpevot,- Kal. 

Kata Thy Tav datdKwv mpoevotknow THs Kepkipas KAéos éxdvrav ra 

mept Tas vais, , 

_ otte ydp rd. The finite verb is forgotten in the participial 

clauses which follow: &:ddvres—mpoxarapyspevor—mepippovotvres —: 

Svres Spoiu—ewatpdpevor. The thread of the sentence which, if 

regular, would have ended in some such words as airiav efyov mpos 

av KopwOiav, is resumed at the beginning of the next chapter, 

rdvroy oy rovrev eyxAqpata éxovres of Kopivdtor, - . 

The word xardpxecOat is applied to any of the various cere- 

monies with which a sacrifice was. commenced. _ One of these was 

the practice of cutting a lock of hair from the victim’s head: so 

dmdpxer bat, , , 

1)* The meaning of dvdpi Kopwto mpoxatapxdpevor tay leper’ is 

best explained by Classen from Hom. I. iii. 273,— 

dpvay éx xebadéwy répve tpixas, avrap éreira 

khpuxes Tpdev kat Axatdy veipav Gpicrots. 

(Cp. the Scholiast on this passage of Thucydides, &ddvres tas 

katapxds). Sos os 

. The meaning will then be ‘assigning the firstfruits’ (i. e. the 

tpixes) ‘of the victim to.a representative of Corinth before the rest,’. 

that he might throw them into the sacrificial fire, or more literally, 

‘taking the firstfruits of the victim,’ or ‘commencing the sacrifice 

fora representative of Corinth before the rest;’ Kopwéio dvdpi being 

a dativus commodi. Cp. Od. iii. 444,— 

yépov & inmnddra Néorap 

xepurBd r° ovdoxtras te KatipxeTo™ qonna 8 *AOrA 

etxer’ drrapxopevos, kepaijs tpixas év trupt Baddwr. 

It must be admitted, however, that the passage from Il. iii..is not’ 

wholly parallel, as the words describe the ceremonies of a covenant, 

at which the victim was not burnt In the case of an ordinary 

sacrifice we find no mention of the hair of the victim being distri- 

buted before being burnt on the altar. . 

2) Goller proposed to. supply, with KopwOie avdpi, &ddvres yépa ra 

vopitdpeva from the first. clause; mpoxarapxdpevot tev lepdv, ‘ when
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commencing the sacrifice,’ answering to éy mavnyipect rats xowais. 

But it may be objected that there is nothing in the first clause 

answering to Kopw6ig dvdpi. ‘ 

Or 3) taking Kopivéie dvdpi as an instrumental dative, we may 

translate ‘ beginning the sacrifice by the hand of a Corinthian.’ 
The objection to 2) and 3) is that mpo- in mpoxarapxduevor has no 

special significance. The exact meaning of the word mpoxarapxé- 

pevor remains doubtful. We can only say that it describes some 

honour or privilege granted at the performance of a sacrifice, 

but what was the manner of this privilege is not clear. — 

kal xpnudrav Suvduet dvres Kt. époia is not put for dpotoe but 

used as if, not xpqpdrev Surdper évres but, xpqyact duvarol bvres had 

preceded. - In iif. 14 init. Ala rév "OAdumoy ev ob 1h lepS toa xai 

ixerat éopév, toa is not parallel to duota here, because it is not a 

simple predicate, but is closely connected with fkerat, 

The statement is remarkable, for we can hardly suppose the 

wealth of Corcyra to have equalled that of Athens. But Thucy- 

dides may be comparing Corcyra, not with his own city, but 
only with the other states of Hellas. 

kat xara ti» toy dadkey xr. Kal joins kata Ty mpoevoixnow 

with vavrixG xai odd mpoéxew, § flattered ‘themselves that they 
were greatly superior, and also on the ground of the naval fame 
of the Phaeacians.’ With this mention of the Phaeacians cp. 
ses . , : - ~ : - iii, 70 med. Gdoxey réuvew Xdpaxas ek tod te Atds- Tot Tepevous Kai 

27. I. 

ToU "ANkivou. 

Aw > : ~ kat Gua drotxiay és ri» ’Enidupvov éxnpucgoy, ent tH toy Kat Spola rap 
: e 

Bovddpevoy lévat. 

It is uncertain whether these words refer to equality among the 
settlers themselves, equality with the citizens of Epidamnus, or 

27. 1. 

28. 2. 

equality with the citizens who. remained at Corinth. 

mevrnxovra Spaxpds karabévra KopwOlas xrr. 
See note on ifi. 70. 4. 

POcdrov 8€ kal tH ev Acrois pavrelep emurpépas, 
This appears singular, considering that the oracle had already 

taken a side in advising the Epidamnians to deliver up their city to
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the Corinthians (i. 25 init.). Did they not know of the former 28. 2. 

response, or did they hope to exert an influence over the oracle? 

Keprupatos 82 dvrédeyor, fv Kat éxeivor tovs év "Emdduve draydywot, 28. 5. 

motjoew tavra’ rotor Sé etvat Kat Gore dudorépous pévew xara xdpay, 

orovdas 8€ moujoacbat ews dv i Sixn yevyrat. 

It is unnecessary to omit the 8é after omovdds, which is found in 

all the MSS. There is a slight opposition between the two clauses, 

‘that both should remain on the spot, but discontinue fighting.’ 

1)* Sore may be pleonastic after éroipo: etvar, ‘they were ready 

that both should remain.’’ According to Herbst ‘and Classen, the 

willingness of the Corcyraeans’to submit to arbitration, and not 

the terms on which they are willing to submit, should be expressed 

in the leading verb’ of the sentence. But the objection is not. 

conclusive. For both sides have already professed their willing- 

ness to accept arbitration, on certain conditions: the point in dis- 

pute is, what the conditions shall be. , 

Or 2) we may supply ronjoew ratra with érojuo eivar, Sand. 

again they were ready to have an arbitration on condition that 

both should remain,’ etc. . 

Compare v. 4I med, dan’ ef Bovdovrat ontvdeaBau Gonep mpdrepov, 

éroipot ‘elvat . 

_ Tod re xpévou sdv wKetoTov pera ry vavpaylay éexpdrovy ths Oaddoons, 80. 3.—- 

xal robs rv Kopwbiav Evppayous émumdéovres epberpor, péxpe 05 KopivOcoe 

. mepiovre th Odper mépyavres vais Kal orparidy, erei apav of Sippaxor . 

éxévouv, éarparomedebovro ent Axrio al mepi rd Xetpéptov ris Ceanporidos 

dvdakis Evexa ris te Aevddos xal rav Dav wddewv, doa opior Pidtat 

Joav, dvreatparomedebovro dé kal of Kepxupato: ent rH Aevxippn vavat 4s 

re kal we{. exémdedv te oddérepor dAAHAots, GANG TO Cépos ToGTO dvtt- 

xabefopevot xetpdvos Sn dvexdpyoay én’ oixov éxdrepot. 

Tbv 8 éviauréy advra tov perd Thy voupaxtay cat tov Torepov of BL. I. 

KopivOtot dpyp hépovres rév mpos Kepxupaious médepov evavirpyourto. , 

The reading mepidvre 7G Oéper has the authority of all the MSS. 

but one: the exception however is the Augustan, one of the very 

best, which reads septiévre. , 

Nor is qepidvre indefensible on grammatical grounds, provided
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we translate, not ‘in what remained of the summer’ but, ‘in the 

summer which had not yet come to an end:’ mepivre being 

brought into prominence as the predicate. Cp., though not exactly 

analogous, vii. 9 init. ev 62 r@ airG Oéper redeurarre. 

7 Oépet, like 76 Oépos rodro below, need not here mean the whole 

summer, That it was a part only may be inferred from, the 

context. , . 

After the battle the. Corcyraeans obtained command of the sea, 

'. which they‘retained for the greater part of the remainder of the 

season, or time still available for naval operations (rév aAcicrov rot 

xpsvov). Towards the end of this summer, epidvre 7G Oépet, OF 

neptidvtt see below 3, the Corinthians reappeared on the sea, but 

_ ho engagement occurred during the remaining summer. months 

(r3 6épos rodr0). Ini, 31 init. we are told that the Corinthians are 
getting a new fleet ready ‘all the year after the seafight, and the 
year after that, rév évavrdy mdvra’ rév pera tiv vavpayiav Kat roy 

Uorepov, ‘This may imply, 1) two full years (spring or summer 

of 434-432), counting from the date of the sea-fight;. or ‘2) 

the remainder of the year in which the sea-fight took place and 

the year following (spring or summer of 434—end of 433) ; 

or 3) the year succeeding that in which the sea- -fight took place, 

and the next year (434,.433. The sea-fight will then have taken 
place in 435). In the first two cases the beginning of ch. 31 is 
a resumption, and not a continuation of the narrative. 

Some editors read mepiidvri, and 1) refer the word to the coming 
_Tound of the summer after the spring in which the sea-fight 
occurred. But with Thucydides pos includes both. spring and 
summer, and it is therefore unlike his way of speaking to divide 

_ the half year into spring and summer. 
Or 2) mepiiévre may be taken of the coming round of the summer 

in the next year. , 
But @) then nearly a whole. year passed during which the 

Corinthians remained inactive. This objection, however, is partly 
answered by the consideration that. we do not know at what time 
the sea-fight took place. It may have been at the end. of the 
summer, and in that case naval operations would only be resumed 
in the spring. It cannot have been quite early in the year; time
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must be allowed for the various events which had occurred since 30, 3. 
the original occupation of Epidamnus. (i. 26 init. Kepxupato: dé 
éxedn—29 init. évavria modephoovres.) It is a more serious objection 
4).to this explanation that no definite meaning is given to rév 
mXeioroy rob xpdvov. For why ‘the greater part of the season,’ unless 
the superiority of the Corcyraeans at sea was put an end to by the 
re-appearance of the Corinthian fleet during the same season? 

3) It is also possible that mepiidvrs 7G Ogper may mean simply 
‘when the summer was completing its cycle, or ‘was coming . 

-round to autumn.’ 

The phrase zeptiéyre 76 evavré is found in Xen. Hell. iii. 
2. 25, where the words may be taken either as in 3), of the 
‘turn of the year,’ or, as in 2), of the ‘coming round of the next 
year.’ The same variation of reading, meptdvee for mepiidvrt, Occurs 
there. 

That there is some harshness or meagreness in the explanation 
which has been offered of zepidvre r@ Oépee cannot be denied. 
.On the other hand, zepiért is found in every MS. but one. 
The other reading sepiiévn is best explained as in 3) ‘when the 
summer came round to autumn.’ But of this usage of the word 
we are not quite certain. Even if the meaning in Xenophon could 
be precisely determined, mepiidévre rG O€pet is not exactly parallel with 
mreptivre © évtauT@. 

kal mepieoTnker 7 Soxoioa iudy mpérepov cwppootry, rd ph év dddorpia 82, 4s 
’ £uppayla rz rod wédas yrouy EvyewdSuvetew, viv dBovdia xat dobévea 
patvopéry. , 

pavonévn is the explanation of meptéoryxev,. and is opposed to. 
Soxotoa, ‘Our fancied wisdom has changed its character, and is 
now clearly seen to be folly and weakness,’ 

kal Evyyvopy ef ph peta xaxias, défys 32 pGddov dpaptia, rh mpérepov 32, 5. 
ampaypooivy évavria rohpopev. 

The expression is inaccurate. The words pi} pera xaxias, défns 38 
paddov dyaprig refer, not to the conduct of the Corcyraeans in 
seeking the Athenian alliance, but to their previous policy in avoid- 
ing alliances, with which their present appeal to Athens was in- 
consistent (évavria, Cop. és thy xpefay piv doyor, § 3). 

VOL. IL D
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82.5. Instead of saying ‘excuse us if we formerly made an innocent 
mistake, and now prefer a request which is inconsistent with it,’ 

Thucydides says, ‘if we innocently and by an error of judgment 

(i.e. by reason of our former conduct which was innocent and an 

-error of judgment) fall into inconsistency.’ pera xaxfas and dpaprig, 

though grammatically joined with évavria ToApapev, are in-idea con- 

nected with +9 spérepov dapaypootvy,—the error lay in their previous 

conduct which made their present action inconsistent. 

33. 1. -yevqoerat 8¢ tpiv meOopevors Kady } Evvruyla xara wodAd ris Hperépas 

xpelas* mp&rov pev Sti d&ixovpéevors Kat ody éxépovs BAdmrovot riv 

émtxouplay roucea be, Enetta wept t&v peylotuv KwSuvedovtas Sefdpevor 

ds Gy pddtora perd detpvyorou paprupiou thy xdpw KardOnode, vavrixdy 
te kextnpeba mriy Tod map’ tpiv wreiarov. . 

The papripiov is the signal benefit conferred which will always 
be a witness to the goodwill of the Athenians, 

All the MSS. read xard@no@e or xaradjc6e, though in the Lauren- 
tian MS. there was originally room for two letters where 7 now 
stands. 

1) The second clause, érera...xard6no6e, has been taken, not as 
parallel to the first, mpdroy pév... aoujoecbe, but as a participial 
clause dependent on riy émxouptay rothoer Oe, ‘because in the first 
place you will be helping the injured and not the injurers by re- 
ceiving in the second place those whose dearest interests are at 

‘stake.’ 

It is then possible to give Ss a the meaning ‘in order that. 
But defdpevor, if really subordinate to aoujoecde, would hardly have 
been introduced by era, . 

Or 2), defdyevor may be regarded as parallel to dre roujoerbe and 
dependent on éfere évvruyiav latent in Kady @ Evvruxia (Shilleto). 

Still the flow of the sentence leads us to suppose that the verb 
answering to soteecde will be found in the clause ds av... xard-., 
@nc6e, This verb, if the MS. reading be retained, must be xara- 
6jcec6e supplied out of xard6yja6e, The meaning will then be— 

3) ‘You will store up gratitude in whatever way you best store it 
up.’ (Cp. Dem. Olynth. i. 22, 

, > e s , mpaypara, ev @ xabéarnxe vuvt, 

. 

doy 38 evOvpnOjvas Kat Aoyloacba ra 
A ’ 

”~ Ta Didinwoy, ore ydp, ds Soxet xat pyoed
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Tes dv ph cxomay depiBas, ebrpends, ob8 ds dv xéddor® air ra rapdvr Fyn 33, 1 
(scil. éxe:), where however éxy is harsh, and Zye may very probably 
be the true reading.) 

‘But the sense required in the text is, 4)* ‘you will store up 
gratitude in the way in which you would best store it up.’ This 
sense is gained by the easiest correction of the MSS. reading, 
xarabciabe, dv xarabcioGe being parallel to movjoeabe, 

We might have expected indeed és pddcor’ dy rather than ds dp 
#édtora. But the position of dy is not a serious objection. The 
alteration of the text is slight, and therefore preferable to the more 
violent emendation, xaradjcec6e, although the latter secures, it is 

true, a better balance with qoujces6e, and’ obviates the difficulty 
arising from the position of &. The corruption may possibly 

have arisen out of the insertion of xard@yo6e as a gloss on’ ds 

dv p&ora, We may observe that péy is slightly out of place; 
rt mprov pév would be more regular than wpéroy péy Sr. 

kal ok atoOdverat tovs Aaxedapovious $6Ba Ta “were moNepnoel- 33. 3: 

ovras. 

For this objective use of the possessive pronoun cp. just below, 

és thy tpetépay émixetpyow, i. 69 fin. af dpérepar ermides, i. 77 fin. 

dea 1d Hyérepov dos, i. 137 fin, ka ryy oy pidlay. 

kat rods Kopw6lous Suvapévous map’ abrois Kal tpiv éyOpots dvras, cal 33. 3. 

mpoxaradupBdvorras ipas viv és riy tperépav émtxeipnow, tva py TH Kowd 

&Oee xar? abréy per’ adApAov ordpev, pynde Suotv Pldoar épdproow, 

ij KakOoae Hpas } ois airovs BeBardoac Oa. 

dvoiv is governed by dpapréct; Pédou is an explanatory or supple- 

mental infinitive. 

, 1) The Corinthians hope ‘to secure in good time’ (i, e. before 
the Athenians and Corcyraeans unite) ‘one of two things: either 
the injury of the Corcyraeans or their own aggrandisement.’ If 

they do not strengthen themselves they will at any rate injure the 

Corcyraeans ; or, if they do not injure the Corcyracans, they will 

at any rate strengthen themselves. Cp. i. 122. 3, and note. 

There is a further refinement of language: they. intend ‘not to 

miss both of two things:’ i.e. ‘one of two things.’ évolv can be 

D2
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33. 3. taken in this sense if joined, not with the positive notion @édoat, 

but with the negative dydpract. 

2) It has been suggested that xaxdcat fpas may mean ‘to destroy 

the Corcyraeans,’ and ods atrovs BeBardcacbat ‘to strengthen them- 

selves by forcing the Corcyraeans into an alliance.’ But there is 

no hint of this in the contest, and the thought would be too 

imperfectly expressed. a, 

3) It has also been supposed that the force of the pydé extends 

over the two #’s. They will then become equivalent to pijre—pire, 

‘that they may not fail both to ruin us and, increase their own 

strength.’ But such a use of # after pySé cannot be admitted unless 

other passages are quoted in support of it. , 

35. 4. fv od Sixatov, GAN 4 Kaxelvay Kwddew rods ek tis buerépas probopépovs, 
i kal Hpiv mépwev cad’ d re dv metoOnre dgediav. - 

Kal dkeivor kodvew, ‘as well as refusing to aid us:’ Kal jpiv wéurew, 
‘as well as continuing to aid them? , 

35. 5. - woddd 88 Somep ev dpyFR émetropev ra Evuh{povra drodelevuper’ xat 
péytorov ore of re adrol wodewioe Hiv Foor, Step cadectdrn alors Krd. 

joa, the past tense, answering to trefropev, ‘were shown to be.’. 

35. 5+ Kal vaurixis Kal obk 'hretporiSos Tis Evppaytas S8opéms ody Spota i 
Bdotpiwois> dA pdAtora pév, ef ddvacbe, pndiva Bdov Egy Kexrijobat 
vais’ el 3€ pi, doris exupdraros, rotrov idoy exe, . 

The infinitives éay, éxev, depend on & understood from obx 
Spota 7 GANorpiwors, as though jrrov 8ef @Xorptody had preceded. 
. . of , 36.1." Kal dr rdde Evupepovra ev Boxe? AeyerOat, poBeitar 82 ph de abrd 
wetOdpevos tas amovdas Aion, yooro 3 pev BeBid > =~ » ‘ a a $ abtot, loyby exoy, robs 

> ¢ - €vavrious paddov poBicov" “vay 78 8€ Oapcody ph Sekapcvov dobeves by mpos 
" kaxvorras robs éx8pobs adelorepov éadpevov, 

Mr. Shilleto translates, ‘let him know that the cautious appre- 
hension of danger (which will lead him to accepl our offer) when 
backed: by strength will be more’ formidable to ‘his enemies, whereas his Overweening confidence if he accept not the offer, not backed by strength, will be less formidable to meet his adversaries when strong,’ co .
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He argues that rd ded:ds cannot refer to oBeirat, a) because ‘as 86. 1. 
long as the fear (of violating the peace of Euboea) lasted, the offer 
would not be accepted. How could swch fear then be backed by 
strength? An accepter of the strength (their proffered alliance) 
would first have dismissed /hzs fear.’ 

And 4), because déos and allied words mean simply apprehension 
of evil, not like @é8os, panic fear, (although #éfos is sometimes 
synonymous with déos): ‘Does any passage in Thucydides, where 
dedcévar occurs, suggest the meaning Aimidity, cowardly fear?” 

But a) as no opposition between Pofcirat and rd Sedtds is indicated 

by their place in the sentence, or by anything in the context, it seems 

more natural to suppose that one is the resumption of the other. And 

such a resumption accords with the verbal character of this passage. 
. And 4), the word Sediévar_ is clearly used of cowardly fear in 

it, 65 med. érdre yoiv atcGord re adrods mapa xatpdy TBpet dapaoivras, 

Aéyav xarénAqocev éxt rO poSciedar, kat dedidras ad dddéyws dvrixabiorn 

‘muy xt rb Oapoeiv. If it be said that ddéyws here qualifies dedidras, 

we may quote iv, 126 init. BapBdpous 3¢, obs viv dreipig dédire, pabeiv 

XPI, « - . od Setvots ecopevous. 

It must be admitted that 76 Sedds is not accurate, but denotes 

the fear which the Athenians are supposed to entertain previously to 

accepting the alliance. We may conceive a person arguing the 

matter thus, ‘This fear which you have of entering into alliance will 

cease when you have made the alliance; it will then be the turn of 

your enemies to fear.’ Strictly speaking, it is not the fear which 
has ‘acquired strength,’ but the person who fears. But the love of 

antithesis, however bald, overrides many inaccuracies of language 

in Thucydides. 

Or, the fear of the consequences may be supposed to remain, 

even after the Athenians have accepted the newalliance: although, 

now that they have an increase in material strength, the enemy, 

rather than they, have reason. to be afraid, ‘Some one fears 

that in accepting us he will be breaking the treaty! Let such 

_cautelous ” persons know that the best way of comforting their 

timid souls is to get strength on their side.’ 

. PS a 5 so > 
kat od Ta Kpdtiota attais mpovody, dr ay és tov péAdAovTa Kat dvoy ov 3B. Te



‘86. I. 

36. 3. 

38 - THUCYDIDES. 

mapdvra méAepov, Td abtixa mEeptaKoTry, evdordey xepiov mpoodaPeiv & peta 

peylotay KatpGv oixetotrai re Kal wodepotrat, 

ér dy, Cp. note oni, 141. 6. 
& perd peylorav xapav x.r.d., ‘of which no one can make a friend 

or an enemy without gaining or losing great opportunities.’ 

Bpaxutdry 8 dv xepadate tots te Edpmact Kat Kab? Exactov THd’ dv 

pi) mpoécOat tps pdborres tpia pev Svra Adyou Gio Tots "ENAnot 

vauTikd, 76 wap’ dpiv, kal rd ijpérepov, kat +d rv Kopwblav, rotray 8 ef 

mepidipeaGe ra Sto es rubrdv édOciv, kat KopivOtot fuas mpoxaradiyovrat, 
? . ta & f a Kepxupaios re kal Tedororvycios da vavpayhoere Sefdpevar dé hyas 

~ > " ere mpds adrovs mheloar vauot Taig Hpetepats dyaviter Oat. 
rois is the dative in apposition with Bpayurdra keadaio ... rade, 

and includes xaé’ ékaorov as well as fvprace. rots re fdpmace Kat trois 
‘xa’ &caorov would be the full expression, ‘by the shortest possible 
summary of.the facts, embracing the whole and each particular, 
‘which is this.’ * ° “"=,: 

Compare for the pleonasm the last two lines of Macbeth :— 
‘So thanks to all at once and to each.one 
Whom we invite to see us crowned at Scone.’ 

tpia pev dyra KT. , , , 
1) Poppo explains the accusative by taking pddore dy in two 

constructions, with the infinitive in the-sense of ‘learn,’ and with 
_ the participle in the sense of ‘know.’ 

Or better (as Shilleto), retaining the same meaning for pddorre, 
‘You may learn by one short argument not to betray us, and 
then, as if the writer forgot that pd@orre has already a construction 
with the infinitive, ‘(you may learn) that Hellas has but three con- 
‘siderable navies ;’ this last statement being of course subordinate 

‘€ozt is omitted, 

in sense to rotrav 8 ef meptdvver Oe K.7.d. 
2) Classen would rather supply ¢ori, taking gra with Adyou au. But it seems unlikely that égvra should be supplied: while 

It is simpler 3)* to take rpia 8vra as an accusativus pendens, partly. Supported by the coming verb: mepiéypeoOe, ‘ that whereas there are three navies, etc., if you allow,’ ete, 
More regularly the sentence would have run ére rpidp pev dvtrov.
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mepopavtay dé Spay... Kepxupaiots te cat TWedonovvnoios dpa vavpa- 36, 3. 

xioere. The formal opposition of the clauses, expressed in. pév 

and 8é, is retained, and adds dignity to the sentence, which may 

be expressed in English by ‘whereas, ‘forasmuch as. . But as 

the first clause is subordinated to the second, the opposition is 

not to be pressed. 

BAeloot vavat rais iperépas, not ‘with more ships,’ but ‘with 

additional ships, namely, with ours.’ 

Stppaxdv te ovdéva Boudspevoe mpos Tddixnpara ovdé pdprupa exew, ote 37. 2. 

Tapakahobvres aloxtver Gat, 

_ odre answers to ré, and pdprupa is in apposition with, édppaxor: 

ovdé emphasizes pdprupa. ‘ They wanted no ally who would certainly 

be a witness of their crimes, even if he did not interfere with 

them.’ 

mapaxadobvres, The general notion of alliance in the first clause 

is opposed to the special occasions of calling in the ally in the 

second. 

kat } wodts abraéy Spa, abrdprn Ogow Kewpévn, mapéxer aitods Sixaords 87. 3. 

| by Bddrrovoi riva paddoy # xara EvvOjxas ylyvecPat, 

x)* Supply Scaerds with ylyveoOa, ‘than that arbitrators should 

be appointed according to a previous treaty,’ such as would have - 

bound the Corcyraeans had they entered into relations with other 

states. . : 

This seems preferable to the rendering 2) ‘than they would be 
if bound by a regular treaty,’ yéyvecOat being separated from # xara 

éurOjxas and taken with mapéyet dixaords. For the pleonastic yiyveodat 

comes in awkwardly so far after apéyer Sixaords. 

avrots Sixagrds, judges in their own cause. 

Their isolated position, and the consequent rarity of their visits 

to others, enabled them to dispense with Siac dxd cupBdrwv (cp. 

note on i. 77. 1), because they did not require the protection 

afforded by them. 

a 

xal djAov, Gri, cf roils wA€oow dpéoxovrés ecpev, roicd dy pdvots ov« 38, 4. 

épbads drapéoxotper, 088° emotparedoper expends Ba Kat Siahepdytus Te 

ASckovpevor.
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| 38. 4. There is a great preponderance of good MS. authority against 

émorparetoiey and ebapends which look like conjectures. 

It is doubtful whether éxapends is connected closely 1)* with the 

verb, or 2) with the negative,—in the first case admitting, in the 

39. I. 

second denying, the exceptional character of the Corinthian pro- 

ceedings. 

Its position after émorparevoper, not after o83é, and the parallel im- 

plied in xat between diagepdvras and éxmperas, ‘we do not make © 

an attack of so unusual a character without being at the same 

‘time signally injured, are in favour of 1)*. According to 2) the 

clause pi cal... ddcxotperos is explanatory of éxmperds (just as e 27 

rt dikovy ols émjecav is Of dxovras in iii, 11. 3. See note there). 

The two expressions would naturally be separated; united they 

overload the sentence. ‘We are not attacking them in an extra- 

ordinary way—we should not be attacking them if we were not 

also being signally wronged by them.’ 

kai gact 34 Sky mpdtepov eBedjaat xpiverOat° fv ye od rév mpodxovra 

kat &k Tod dodadods mpoxadotpevoy Aéyery te Soxeiv Sei, GAAG tov és Toor 
’ . . 

. rd Te tpya Spolus Kal robs Adyous, mpiv SiaywvilecOar, xabiordvra. ovrot 

S od mply wodtopxelv 73 Xwpiov, GAN eerd} ipyjoavro Hpas ob weprdecOat, 

rére Kai rd edarpenés tis Siens wapérxovro. , . : 

mpérepoy refers to Advres Big Exover at the end of ch. 38; ‘before 

taking Epidamnus,’ not ‘before attacking it,’ which would not have 

been true, Cp. i. 28 fin., 29 fin. 

és toov, on a fair footing as regards the enemy. 

meaning is ra epya és tooy rois Adyors Kabtardyra. 

is pleonastic. 

Or possibly the 

In this case épolws 

roy és toov w.t.A. §The appeal to arbitration might-have a mean- 

ing in the mouth of one who dealt fairly with his enemy, in deed 

as well as word, before appealing to arms:’ i.e. one who proposed 

arbitration before going to war—when it would have been a fair 

arbitration—and not afterwards, as the Corcyraeans have done, 

when he has already gained an advantage, and when the offer, 

though plausible, is insincere, 

It has been suggested that api» diayovitecdar may =‘ before 

appealing to arbitration.’ A good sense is thus given to és tcov
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xaftordvra, ‘a2 man should put himself on an equality before he 39. 1. 

enters on an arbitration:’ i.e, the Corcyraeans should have retired | , 

from Epidamnus. . 

But even if this meaning of d&aywriferOac were 2 possible it seems 

to be forbidden here by the obvious parallelism between zply S:ayo- 

viterOa and mpiv wodtopxeiv, which immediately follows, and is a 

variation or more. precise description of , mpw Siayeviterba. Some 

editors take- daywviter@ar in a more extended sense, “before he 

undertakes the struggle,” meaning ‘ before he appeals either to law 

or arms” But this explanation is equally inconsistent with the 

following.words. 

[eyeAnudrav 52 pdvav duerdxous otrw trav pera tas mpdges Tovrey py 89, 3. 

xowavelr, | 

There are reasons in the state of the text for regarding 

these words.as a gloss. They are found in the Laurentian 

MS. Bekkers C. But of the cight MSS. in Poppo’s first class 

they are wanting in three, and in two others found only on the 

margin. Of the six in his second class they are wanting in 

three, on the margin in one. It may. be argued, on the other 

side, that they are more likely to have. been omitted than in- 

serted. Instances of long glosses occur very rarely. That the 

words are tautological is no argument against them. They 

cannot be an explanation, and no other reason can be given 

for their insertion. 

If genuine, they may be taken 1)* in Hermann’s way: 

dueréxous referring by a change of subject to the Athenians, and 

pévey being an anticipation of ray pera ras mpdges rovrear py Kowaveiv. 

“You ought*not, when their crimes, (literally, ‘the grounds of 

blame, ‘are thus the only things in which you’ do not partake, 

nevertheless (ofr, being guiltless of their crimes), to share in 

their punishment,’ literally, ‘to share in the consequences of the 

actions of these men.’ 

Still we should have- expected pnd, éyeAnpdrav pévev aperdxous, 

otra Tov pera Tas mpagets TovTey Kowavelv, 

It is an apparent objection only that the words: éyxAjpdrov dper- 

éxous are in contradiction to ris dd’ jpay airtas rd toov eere just
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above. Fora distinction may be drawn. The Athenians might 

incur blame in the eyes of the Corinthians, though as a matter of 

fact they had no share in the grounds of blame. For éyxAnpa in 

this objective sense cp. iv. 23 init. of 8 "A@qvaioe éyxAnparta exovtes 

emSpopyy re TO Tetxfopart mapdomovdov Kat adda obk dfiddoya Soxodvra | 

eivat, ob dzedidocay. 

2) The words have also been translated, ‘ You should not have 

a share in the charges which we bring only, being’ so guiltless 

of the consequences of their actions,’ ray per& ras mpdes being 

taken afler dperdéyous, and the comma being placed after pévay and 

rovrev. But the meaning thus given to dperéxous is forced, and 

the order of words unnatural. ‘ 

- - * oe GAN Goris pH Gddov abrév dwoorepSv dogareias Setrat, xal Saris pi} tots 
. o , SeLapévors, eb awppovoiict, wércpov dvr’ elpyyys moujoet. . 

1)* e cadpovotor appears to be an afterthought: Sefapévas e 

gagpovotci=cuppdvws defauévors. The meaning is, ‘the treaty 

applies to such as will not bring war instead of peace to those who 
"(in that case wisely) receive them,’ zezsely, because they will not bring 
war instead of peace to their new allies. In other words, ‘who 
only receive them on the condition of their not bringing war’ 
Cp. note on iii, 11.3. ° , 

The hypothetical form, e? capovotc:, is chosen because in the 
words.‘ those who receive them’ is implied ‘those who will not 
receive others—if they are wise.’ 

2) ef cwppovotcr has been taken, ‘if they. deal with their new allies 
discreetly.’ But this limitation is pointless, and contrary to the 
general context. For Thucydides does not mean to say, ‘ who will 
not involve in war those who receive them if they show ordinary 
prudence,’ but ‘who will under no circumstances involve them 
in war.’ He is drawing a picture of a safe alliance which he 
contrasts in the strongest: manner with that offered by the Cor- 
cyraeans. And, except in the case of a state like Corcyra, why 
should any particular prudence be required? 

41. 1.° ok exOpoi dures Save BAdwrew of8 ad Piror Sore exixpjoar. 
I) émxpijca has been supposed to have the meaning ‘to be inti-
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mate with,’ as in Herodotus iii. 99, és dv xduy rev doray, jv te yur} 41, 1, 

iv te dump, tov pev dvdpa avdpes ot pddtora ot Sprddovres Kreivovor... 

jy 82 youn xdun, at emypedpevot pddiata yuvatkes radrd roioe dvdpdae 

noedow, But there is then a want of point in the opposition of | 

PAdrrey and émixpiio bat. 

2) The use of the word in Plato’s Laws, xii, 953 A, approaches 

more nearly to the sense here required, puAdrrovras pi vewrepitn 

tis st tév rowotrav Sever, xat Sixas adrois épOds Siavépovras, dvaykata 

nev, ds ddévora 8 emxpwpérous, ‘having dealings with them as little 

as possible” We may suppose this meaning modified by the 

reciprocal force of émi in composition, as in éntyapia, éraddayn, 

éxapeiBo. Thus we arrive at the sense 0 as to interchange 

services’ or ‘good offices.’ The speaker means to say, ‘we’ are 

not friends so intimate that we do not think of claiming the re- 

payment of obligations’ 

" fpets 8€ wepiremraxdres ols év th Aaxedaipo adrot mpoclrroper, tovs 43, 1. ° 

ogerépous Euppaxous abtév tiva Kohdbew x.7.A, 

ols r)* scil. ofs repemenraxdra tid. 

Or 2) mepimemraxdres éxeivors & ampoetroper, ‘coming under the 

principle which we laid down. But this use of mepenimrew is 

doubtful. 

eddxet yap 6 mpos Tlehomovynaious mddepos kal ds frecbat adrois. 44, 2, 

xat Se, see note on iii. 33. 2. 

fy te 4 vavpaxyla Kaprepd, TH pev Téxvy olX Spolus, seCopaxig Sé rd 40. 2. 

mhéov mpoohepis odo, : 

wh pev réxvg odx Spolws. Some more general word, like éricnpos, 

has to be supplied from xaprepd. ‘ The engagement was fierce, not 

indeed displaying much skill, but resembling a land-fight more 

than a sea-fight,’ i.e. ‘after the manner of a land-fight, which it for 

the most part resembled.’ 

tis 82 rpomis yevopévns, of Kopivbior ra oxdy péev ovx etAxoy dvadov- 50, 1. 

pevot ray vedy, ds karadiceray, mpds 82 Tods dvOpdrrous erpdrrovTo ovedew 

SuexmA€ovres padAAov 7H Cwypeiv. 

’
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50.1.  érpdmovro is here used-in a double construction, érpdmovro mpis 

rovs dvOpdzous, erpdxovro goveterw rods dvOpamous. Compare for the 

latter construction ii. 65 fin. érpdovto xa& ‘dovas tS Sypp kat ra 

mpdypara evdiddvat. 

50. 2. wodAGy yap vedy obcdv dudorépay kat emt word ris Oaddoons émexoveay, 

ered) Evveui£ay dddnAots, ob padlas ry Sudyvoow emotodyro Srrotor Expdrouv 

R éxpartodvro. 

Snoiot is the predicate of the sentence and nearly equivalent to 

ofrwes (of what sort, or who, they were). It expresses the confusion 
and indistinctness of the struggle. The meaning is, not that the 

combatants saw, as for example in the harbour of Syracuse (vii. 71), 

two adversaries, and were uncertain which was the conqueror; but 

that they were uncertain who was who, i.e. whether any one was 

Corcyraean, or Corinthian, Elean, Megarian, etc., among the con- 

querors and conquered whom they saw. 

If this explanation is considered too subtle, we have no alternative 

except to read émérepo: instead of droitot, 

53.1. eokev ody abrois dvdpas és xeAnriov euPiSdoarrus &veu Kypuxetou mpoc- 
mépat tots "A@nvaiots kal meipav rothoacGat, 

The appearance of the Corinthians without a flag of truce was 
intended to deny on their part that they were at war with Athens, 
and to throw the responsibility . of beginning war upon the 
Athenians, 

53, 2. "Adixeire, & dvdpes ’AGqvaior, TodEwov tipxorres kat oTrovdag Avovres. 
omovbai can be used of a particular treaty as well without as with 

the article, being one of those words which approximate in their use 
to proper names. Cp. the following : 

In i. 71 fin. the sense is clearly indefinite, Avover yap omorBas ody 
of 80 épnpiay dddows mpoatorvres K.T.A. 

In the three next passages either meaning, definite or indefinite, 
is possible. 

i. 55 fin, Sr opiow ev orovSats pera Kepupalay é: €vaupdyour, 
i. 67 init. xareBdov eAOdvres tray *"AOnvaiwy, Stt omovSds re AeAuKéres 

elev kai ddixolev ry Tledordvyngcoy, - 

i. 78 fin. Adyoper d bpiv, ws Ere abOalperos audorépos 4 etBovdia, oTrovbas
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pi) Aveww pndé wapaBaive robs Spxous, ra dé Sidopa Sixy AvecOat xara rhy 53. 2. 

évvOnkny. 

In v. 36 init. if orovdais, which has most authority, is the right 

reading, the definite-meaning, ‘the treaty,’ not ‘ peace with Athens,’ 

gives a better sense. éruxov yap Epopor repor, kal ote eq? dy af onovdal 

eyévorro, dpxovres Sn, Kai ties aitav kat évavrlot awovBais. ‘Opposed 

to treaties, or.‘to treaties with Athens ’ in general, can hardly be 

the meaning. 

In i, 123 fin. it seems better 1) to adopt the definite meaning :— 

onovdds re ob Adcere mpdrepos, ds ye Kal & Geds Keebwv rodepety vopiter 

napaBeBacba. The yé following ds proves that these words signify, 

‘you will not be the first to break the treaty, seeing that it is a 

treaty which the God declares to have been already transgressed ;’ 

not ‘you will not be the first to break a treaty which,’ or ‘such as, 

‘the God declares to have been already transgressed.’ - 

Or 2) there may be a sudden turn from the indefinite to the _ 

definite, crovSds being taken indefinitely, but a definite antecedent 

to ds being obtained from it. ‘ You will not be the first to break 

treaties, when the God declares that this treaty has been already 

broken.’ . 

This analysis shows that whether the meaning of the word is 

definite or indefinite can only be determined by the context. 

eruxov yap tptdxovra vais dmooréANovres Kal xtdious émXras emt Thy YAY 67. 6. 

abrod, "Apxerrpdrov rod Avxopndous pet” GNAwv Sdka orparyyoivros. 

The number of ten-+one commanders in addition to the five 

mentioned below (i. 61 init.) seems excessive, and does not agree 

either with the number of ozparyyof usually employed on an ex- 

pedition, or with the whole number (ten) appointed in one year. 

It has been proposed therefore to read reaodpwv instead of Séxa, 

A representing ten not four (which is written f{fJ,) in some of the 

older MSS.; hence the confusion. Thus, including Archestratus, 

there would be five generals, making up, with the five spoken of 

below, the usual number of ten. This conjecture is probable and 

ingenious. But the change is not absolutely necessary. For 

additional orparyyot may have been appointed on extraordinary 

occasions. co
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The probability of a numerical error in this passage can only be 

estimated by a comparison of other places in which it has been 

proposed to alter numbers by conjecture. 

1) In i. 103 init. of d€ & "1Abpy Sexdty eree ds odxére- edbvavro- 

* dvréxew, EvveBnoav mpos tovs AaxeSaipovious K.T.A. Kriiger, Historisch 

Philologische Studien, i. p..156 foll., would read rerdpro instead 

of dexdra, and brings forward many strong objections to the reading 

generally received. On the other hand, Diodorus, who (xi. 64 fin.) 

speaks of a ten years’ war, had evidently read Thucydides, and the 

mention of the number ten in his narrative is best accounted for 

by the supposition that he found Sexdrp ére: in the MSS. of his 
time. 

2) In ii, 2 init. the contradiction (if there be one of any import- 

ance, for the variation between the beginnings of the Attic-months 

in different years, which might amount to nearly thirty days, throws 

considerable doubt on the question) between Wuo8dpou er S00 

pias dpxovros *AOnrators and Gua ijpt dpxopévy would be removed 

if rérrapas, not év0, were read, as Kriiger proposes (Stud. i. p. 

221 foll.) 

3) In ii. 20 med. dpa 82 cat of *Axapvijs péya pépos Svres tis wédews 

Tptaxidtor yap éxAirat eyévovro, Miiller-Striibing (Aristophanes und 

die Historische Kritik : Excursus to p. 432) objects to the number 

rpioxidtot, He considers it impossible that a single one of the 174 

demes into which Attica was divided could have furnished so large 

a proportion of the Athenian hoplites, and would read r=300, 
instead of T=3000. But 300 men could not possibly be called 
Heya pépos tis méhews, See note on ii. 20, 4. 

4) In ii. 65 fin. épas tpia pév Erm avreixov, the received reading, 
is defensible, cp. Kriiger, Studien, ii. p. 133, 150 foll. déka gr, an 
emendation proposed by Haacke, adopted by Classen, and favour- 
ably mentioned by Poppo (ed. maj. i. 2. p. 572), gives too long a 
period; we require eight and a half years. Cp. however Isocr: | 
Panath. (xii) 62, ev ray pev Hperépay edpar tis dv, axdvrey abry kat 
téy “EAAjver cat rév BapBdpav émibepévov, try dea tobros dvriaxeiv 
duvybcioav,—a_rhetorical passage from which nothing can be 
inferred, and in which éry ddxa is probably a reminiscence of the 
Trojan War. .
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5) In v. 25 fin. xat emt &€ ery pev kai Sdxa pivas dirécyovro py ent 57, 6, 
Ty yi» éxatépwy orparedoat, Kriiger wishes to’read seven years and . 
four months (i.e. down to the fortification of Decelea); Ullrich six 
years and four months (i.e. down to the Sicilian expedition), instead 
of six years and ten months. See Classen, Append. to book v. 
But there is no need to alter the text, 

6) In viii. 29 fin. Madvig’s conjecture tpidkovra, for rpia (which 
is wanting altogether in the reading of the Vatican MS), gives 
a better sense: but the MS. reading is defensible. 

For a further discussion of all these places see notes. 

Difficulties with regard to the number of ships mentioned by | 

Thucydides occur in iv. 11 init., viii. 10 med., 30,.99 fin., 103 init, 

104 init. But it is very unlikely that in all these passages, which 

cannot be explained by any common error, the text should be 

equally corrupt. , 

This analysis of passages in which suspicion has been entertained 

of numbers shows that the confusion of them with one anotheris . 

not a common error in the MSS. of Thucydides. And, however 

‘low the authority of MSS. in regard to numerals may be rated, it is 

in itself improbable that the MSS. should have erred all together 

in so many passages when there is an appearance of a difficulty 

in the narrative. 

Dlordadrar 8é wéypavres pev cal map’ *AGqvalous mpeoBes, et mas 58. I. 

neicetav phy opav mépe vewrepifew pydev, edOdvtes S2 Kal és rivy Aaxedal- 

" pova pera KopwOlov [Enpaccov], Sras. rowdoavro tinwplay, fv dén, 

ered] & tre "AOqvaiay éx mohdov mpdoaorres od8ev eSpovto émerASetov, GAN’ 

ai vies af éxt MaxeSoviav nat emi ofas dpoiws Exdeov, kat ra rédq Tov 

AaxeSatpovioy brécxero abrois, iy émt Moridaav toow "Anvaion, és typ 

’Artixiy coBadelv, rére OS} Kard roy Katpov rovrov ddiotartat: pera Xadkt- 

Séav kat Borrialwy xowh Evvopdoavres. : 

- €mpasoov is superfluous, and, not being connected with ai: 

" eravrat which follows, causes an asyndeton. There is the further 

difficulty that érpaecov cannot be joined in sense with ¢AOdvres bey, 

but only with spdocovres 8é, for the Potidaeans did not go to Athens 

for help. If Expacaov is not a gloss, it is best to take cAOdvres ,. i 

8p as a parenthesis.
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58, 1, €vpovro (med.), not-‘ found,’ but.‘ obtained no satisfaction.’ 

60. 2. 

60. 3. 

61. 3- 

4. 

cotpariyyet 82 abrav *Aptoreds 5 Adetpdvrov, Kata pidtay Te auTod oby 

fxeora of mcioros ex KopivOov orpartGrat eGedovrai -Evvearovro® jv yap 

rots IWorwWatdrats det more émirndetos, ‘ . 

vip refers to. the clause éorparyyet dé abrdv xr.A. not to the words 

immediately preceding, which are subordinate in sense, and might 

have been expressed, not xara qudiay re abrod, but of xara didiav 

fuvégrorro, 

kal dqixvotvrat reccapaxoory ijpépa torepoy emt Opaxys 9 MoriSaa 

dréorn. See note on iii. 92, 4. 

mpockabe{opevoe S€ Kat abrot tyy Wddvay érodidpxnoay pév, emeira 8é 

EipBacw omodpevot kat Evppaxlay dvayxaiay mpds tov Tepdixxay, &s 

adrobs xarievyey 4 Moridata kat.d "Apioreds mapeAnAuddss, Qrravicravrat 

éx’ tijs MaxeBovias. kal ddixdpevor és Bépotay KaxetOev emotpéipavtes Kat 

wetpdoavtes mpatov Tou xwplou cal oby EAdvres- émopevorro kare yi mpos 

Ty Tloridaav rpirxidiors pév SmAirats eavrdv, xwpis 8¢ tov evppdyov 

moAdois, immetor b€ eLaxoclots Maxeddvwy rois pera @iAGrmov kat Iav- 

gaviou' dua 8€ vies mapémdeov éB8optxorra, Kat’ ddtyov 88 “arpotdvres 
Tptrator adtkovto és Ciywvoy kal eorparoredetoarro, 

There are considerable difficulties in this passage. 
@) Why should the Athenians have attacked a place belonging 

to Perdiccas, with whom they had just concluded an alliance? 
unless we suppose that his defection (i. 62 init.) had already oc- 
curred; but of this Thucydides says nothing ‘here. Moreover 
they were in a hurry to reach Potidaea (as abrots xarjmetyev 4 
Tori8ata), : 

6) The’ order of the words is strange. weipdoavres tod xwpiov 
should come before emorpépayres, 

¢) Beroea is at least sixty miles from Gigonus, It is impossible 
that this distance could have been traversed by an army marching 
‘Slowly (xar’ éAtyov mpoidvres) in two or three days. . 

It has been conjectured that another Beroea, 
known place of that name, is intended. In su 
jecture Grote appeals to Stephanus Byzantinus. 

and not the well- 

pport of this con- 

Stephanus speaks
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.@) of a town Beres (Bépns adds Opdens, dd Bépyros viod Maxedévos, 61, 3. - 
6) of the well-known Beroea in Macedonia, ¢) of Beroea in Syria, 
This Beres is perhaps the same as the town of Beroea or Berod 
in Thrace, mentioned by other Byzantine writers, and by Ammianus 
Marcellinus. But @) it may not have existed at this time; 4) it 
was over a hundred miles from the head of the. Thermaic Gulf. 
(See Dict. of Geography, s. v. Beroea.) And c) Thucydides would 
not have mentioned another -Beroea without distinguishing it from 
the better-known place of the same name. 

It has been conjectured (by Pluygers, see Cobet, Nov. Lect, p. 
382,) that instead of émozpéyavres we should read émi 3rpépav. This 
-emendation is ingenious, and meets the difficulty of the order of 
the words.. It also makes it possible that the Athenians went to 
Beroea with a friendly and not with a hostile purpose. .It might 

further explain the distance traversed by the army in three days, 

if we knew exactly where Strepsa was. 

_ The name Srpeyaior occurs repeatedly, between the years 454— 

431, in the lists of tributary cities discovered on the Acropolis, and © 

edited by Boeckh (Staatshaushaltung der Athener, 2nd ed.) and 

U. Kehler. But nothing can hence be inferred as to the position 

of the town. For a) its place in the lists varies, 6) the towns men- 
tioned in the lists are not arranged in any exact order of place. 

Strepsa is also mentioned by Aeschines, F. L. (ii.) 29, eiag@éros 82 

(scil. ro Maveaviov) "AvOepoivra kai O¢ppnv kal Irpépar. And if we could 

‘be sure that Aeschines is naming these three places in their true .- 

geographical order, we might infer from this passage that the position 

of: Strepsa was not far from that required by the context in Thu- 
cydides. The name 3rpéfa or 2rpewaior is also found in Stephanus 

Byzantinus, Hesychius, and Harpocration, and is quoted by Photius 

from Ar. (Fragm. 174. 19.) But if the proposed emendation is 
adopted, a new difficulty arises: Beroea is then mentioned for no 

apparent reason, and without any hint, such as is afforded by the 

word émorpépuyres, that it lay quite out of the direct road. 

Considering that the situation of the place is really unknown to 

us, and that Thucydides gives no sufficient indication of the route 

pursued by the Athenians, we may regard the conjecture, though 

possible, as extremely uncertain. 

VOL, II. E
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- 62.1.  ToreSatdrat 8 xat of pera "Apiotéws Wedororjpatos mpocdexdpevor rods 

63. 1. 

63. 3. 

*AOnvatous earparoredevovro mpds "OAUvOou ev TH icOpG, Kai dyopdy Ew ris 

médews emetroinvro. . . 

The reading required by the context is xpés OAv»Gov. This has 

the authority of the Laurentian MS. The other readings, apd 

OAtvOov, Or mpds ’OALvOm, are indefensiblé. For the troops com- 

manded by Aristeus must have been stationed in the neighbourhood 

of Potidaea, where they had their market, not in the neighbourhood 

of. Olynthus, which was seven miles distant and beyond the isthmus. 

And Aristeus cannot have drawn up his own troops ‘in front of’ 

or ‘close to Olynthus,’ and those of the Chalcidians ete. ‘in 

Olynthus,’ for in. that case @) he would have left Potidaea, which’ 

was his base of operations, undefended, and 8) he could not have 

carried out his intention of placing the Athenians between two fires 

(ev péow rroteiv abrév rods wohepious, 62 med.). 

jnépyce piv éxorépace StaxwSuveton xophaas, } emi tis ‘ONvOov i es 

ri TWoridaay, tofe 8 oby Evvayaydvre robs peO eavrod ds és eAdxecrov 

xeplov, Spdpo Pidcacbat és rv Toridaay. 

& ov is a correction for yoty, the restrictive or argumentative 

sense Of which appears quite out of place here. A few inferior 
MSS. read eSofev ody. , , . 

pera d8 Thy pdyqy rpomaiov Zorncav of "AOqvatos Kai robs vexpovs tiro- 
ondvdous dréSocay rots MoriSatdrats. . 

‘The inscription in honour of the dead who fell in the battle of 
Potidaea has been discovered in or near the Ceramicus.: 

It is restored and edited in the following form by Messrs. Newton 
and Hicks (Greek Inscriptions in the British Museum, Part I. 
Attika ; see also Boeckh, C. I. G, vol. i. no. 170) — 

d@dvarév pe Oalvotor xdpw Oécav". of yap év Sots (?) 
onuaivew dper[iy Eépevor operépay (?) 

kai mpoysva[v] oé[o]s [ecOdav evi orndecow exorres (?) 
vixny elddepop (sic) pray eAaBo[v o]¢[erépov. 

aidiip pép (Sic) yuyads tredé£ato, oa[para 8¢ xdav 
r . ’ 2 > tavde* Toredaias & duh mbdas fAlacay, -
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exOpav 8 of pev exovar tdou pépos, [oi dé Guydrres 63. 3. 
Tetxos morordrny édxid’ (sic) Cevro [Biov. 

dydpas pep (Sic) wddus Se wobet Kat ba[ pos *Epexdéas, 

mpoae Toret8atas ot Odvov év mp[opdxors, 

maides "AOnvainy, puxas 8 dvrippolma Oévres 

7[AA]dgave’ dperjy Kat marp[id"] eixrdicay, 

ds 8 odk Eee, Bovddsuevos 7a ent tobrous mapackevdten Kerr. 65. 1. 
7a ent rovrots=‘ what was to be done thereupon,’ or ‘under the 

circumstances:’ with special reference to the preceding words, 

‘after the refusal of the garrison to sail out.’ The meaning is 

illustrated by vi. 45 init. rots 8¢ Supaxociows ev rovr@ modAaxdbev re 77 
Soya a oe ~ 3 a ’ one 9 soe kal do tév KatacKkérav oady yyeddeTo Ort ev Pyyte ai vnés efor" Kat ds 
8 ’ . , ’ a ’ Soe og 

ént toUtos mapeckeud(ovre wdon 7H yvdpy Kat obkért Fricrovy, | 

67. I. Ort oTtovdds Te AeAuKres elev Kal dOiKoley tv Wedondvyngaov. 

For omovdds without the article cp. note on i. 53. 2. 

Alywijrai re havepds pév od mpecBeudpevor, dedidres rovs "AGnvalovs 67. 2. 

xpida 88 ody Friora per’ airy évizyov tov médepov, 

I) avepds ob mpeoBevdpevor and xpipa are two qualifications of the 

verb év#yor, opposed to each other by péy and é€: 

Or 2) mpeoBevépevor may be supplied with xpida dé, 

7d mordv ipas, & Aaxedatpénot, tis xa’ ipas atrovs modrelas xai 68. I. 

Suidlas daxrorépous és rots GAAous Fy tt Aéywpev xablorgat. 

The general meaning is, ‘ You are too apt to believe that all the 

world are honourable men like yourselves, and to distrust those 
who say otherwise.’ . 

r)* There is a transition from the third person (1 Tos . Dov) to 

the first (A¢yoner). ‘ Your trust in one another makes you distrust 
us others if we say anything :’ i.e. ‘makes you distrust charges 

brought by others like ourselves.” dmororépovs is to be taken with 
és rods Gdous, and jy re A€yoper is a litotes, ‘if we have anything 

to say.’ 1d morév must mean not ‘good faith,’ but ‘trustfulness.’ 

The sense thus given to morév and dmororépous is identical. 
Or 2) é és rots GAous may be taken with qv te A€yaper, ‘Your own 

good faith makes you incredulous of us if we say anything against 

E2
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68.1. others.’ But the order of the words and the parallelism of the 

clauses are against this interpretation. For dmororépovs és rovs 

MXous answers to 76 moro tis Kab’ buas avrovs rodtreias. 

Or 3) és rods dAdous may be taken in a somewhat different sense, 

-and, referring not to the Corinthians but to the Athenians, with 

antrorépous, ‘indisposed to believe about others:’ qv re Adyopev 

being added as an explanation; ‘if we say anything against them.” 

According to 3) as well as 2) ré mordv is to be taken in the sense 

of ‘good faith’ — 

68. 2. ob -mepi by ediBdoxopev éxdorore Thy pdbnow eroretobe. 

Thy pdOnow éenoicbe, something more than cvavOdvere, ‘ you took 

No pains to be informed,’ ‘did not attend to the information which 

we gave you.’ 

89.1. ob yip 6 SovAwodpevos, GAN’ 6 Suvdpevos pev matoat, meptopay 8é, 

adn Oéorepov abrd dpa, elwep Kat rv diwow rijs dperfis ds eXevOepSv thy 

“EAAdoa éperas, 

cimep kai xrd, ‘if, as is actually the case, he further enjoys the 
reputation of superior merit or virtue,’ etc. etep cai is put where 
we might have expected dddos re xat ef, because, although the 
preceding’ statement is general in form, the speaker is teally think- 
ing only of the case of the Lacedaemonians. 

69.2.  pddts de viv te re Ef Boper kal ob3¢ viv éxi qavepois. Xpiy yap otk & 
Gdixotpebu & txt oxomeiv, GAAG Kab? & re dpuvotpeba, al yap Spavres BeBou- 
Aeupévor apis ob Breyvuxdras, Sy Kat of péAdovtes, €répxovrat, 

1) xpiv ydp, i.e. ef yap emt havepois EvypOopev, xpiv [4] oKkorrety KA, 
‘for if we had any definite object it would have been our business 
to have been considering, not whether we were wronged, but how 
we should revenge ourselves’ Or 2)*, xpi expresses a past time, 
extending into the present. ‘What we ought to have been con- 
sidering from the first,’ or ‘from the instant we met (vv A Goyer) is 
no longer whether we are wronged, but how we can revenge 
ourselves,’ . 

of yap dpavres, ‘those who are acting,’ i.e. the Athenians. See 
note on iv. 33. 2. 

. BeBovdevpévar is opposed to od dteyvaxdras, and 75n to péAdovres,
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of pév ye vewreporotol, Kal emwojoat dtets Kal emredécat épyo 6 dv 70, 2. 
yaow" ines 82 ra bmdpyourd re odfew Kal émiyvGvat pydév xal ‘pre 
otd€ ravayxaia ébtxécbat. 

The infinitives, odfeuy, emtyvavat, auxdoBan, are probably governed, . 
not by ééeis, but by some general notion of. ‘skilled’ or ‘ready,’ 
which is: supplied from it. Cp. however iii, 38 fin. éxaracdat 
dproroe «7d, , 

ért O€ ois pev cdpacw addorpiordrots trép THs méXews xpavrat, 7h 70. 6. 
- youn 8é oiketordry és Td mpdoce te trep avrijs, 

A somewhat forced antithesis between dAXorprardrois and oixetordrg = * 
is the veil of a noble sentiment. ‘Their bodies they throw away, 
as freely as though they did not belong to them, in the service of 
their country: their minds they jealously preserve as the thing - | 
dearest to them, that they may use them on her behalf” Or, in. 
other words, ‘their outer self is nothing to them, their inner self 
everything, because they can serve their country best by a willing- 

ness to sacrifice the-one and by a determination to preserve the 

other. 

yvopy here includes the idea of the spirit, purpose, or resolution, 

which an Athenian never loses. Compare other passages in which 

Thucydides speaks of men being conquered by fortune though 

their resolution is unconquered, ii. 87 init., vi. 11 fin. 72 init. 

The thought is further developed in what follows. oixeia just 

below corresponds to olxecordry, oo. 

_ kat d peév dv émivonoarres py eLAOwow, oixela oréperOut wyouvrat, & e ‘70. q 

dy érehOdvres xrpowrtat, édiya mpos rd pdddovra Tuxety apdtavres. 

tuxeiv is significant, though unemphatic. ‘‘ They seem to: have 
gained little in comparison with what they will gain, and that 

little by chance.’ Or more simply, ‘Anything which they have 

succeeded in effecting, or ‘which they have just effected, seems 

to them a small matter in comparison of what they are about 

to effect.’ 

-, kal drokavovew dd\dxiora tv trapydvrov bid 7d del xrGoOat xal pire 70. 8. 

éopriy Gdo te iyctaOat 7d ra Séovra mpAbon Eupopdy re obx joooy 

qovyiay dnpdypova 3 daoxoXiay ¢ errimovoy,
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Compare Burke, Speech on American Taxation (of Lord Gren- 

ville), ‘He took public business, not as a duty which he was to 

fulfil, but as a pleasure which he was to enjoy.’ ‘The same thought 

recurs, a little exaggerated, in the ‘Letter to a Noble Lord.’ 

Speaking of his own son, Burke says, ‘He was made a public 

creature ; and had no enjoyment whatever, but in the performance 

' of some duty,’ 

Cp. also Shakespeare, Macbeth, i. 4, ‘The rest is labour, which 
‘is not used for you:’ Goethe, Pandora (sub fin.) — 

71. 1. 

‘Prometheus. Was kindest du fiir Feste mir? Sie lieb ich nicht; 
Erholung reichet Miiden jede Nacht genug. 

Des echten Mannes wahre Feier ist die That!’ 

kal olcabe Thy javxlav ob tobros Tay dvOpdnev ent mdciorov dpxeiy, ot 
dy TH pev wapackeuy Sixaa zpdoowor, TH Se yrdpy, Hv ddixdvrat, dfror 
doe pi) enerpéfpovres, GNX Ent tA ph NuTrety te EAAous Kat adrot épuvd- 
pevoe py BddarrecOat 73 tov vépere. . 

Th Bev mapackevg—rz S2 ydpy is a variation of Thucydides’ 
favourite antithesis between the outward and inward. - ‘Who never 
use their material force unjustly, but who show a temper of mind 
which is prepared to resist if necessary.’ The two datives, although 
they answer to one another, are in slightly different constructions : 
7H mapacxety being an instrumental dative, rj youn, taken with djAoe 
dat, a dative of manner. 

éxt 76 pi) duneiv wd. 1)* “You deal justice to your neighbours 
on the principle of doing no harm to any one and defending your- 
selves in such a way as not to be injured,’ in other words, your 
policy is simply inoffensive and defensive. At a time when the 
Athenians were robbing Hellas of her liberties this apathy might 

. fairly be denounced as a crime.  ‘Non-interference’ was ‘ political 
suicide’ (Mazzini). 

The other explanation, 2) ‘on the principle of not incurring any loss in self-defence,’ as Mr. Wilkins points out in his note on the 
passage, is less suitable to the position of pA: and would have 
Tequired él rG pire Aumeiv D2rovs pire ‘abro} dpurdpevot ‘Prdrrecbat, 
The place of duvrduevor before #? shows that it is the emphatic word, and expresses what the Lacedaemonians did do and not
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what they failed to do,—‘to defend yourselves so as to avoid 71. x. 
injury,’ not ‘to avoid injuring yourselves by defending yourselves.” 

dvdyxy 8 Sonep téxyys dei 1a envyvyvdpeva kparety. 71. 2. 
téxms, Which is generally taken as genitive after rd émeyryrdpeva 

repeated, may also be a genitive of relation, ‘as in the case of 
the arts.’ Cp. note oni. 142 fin. ré 82 vaurixdy téxvys eotlv Sonep 
kat GAdo Tt 

Spapev 8 dy ddtxov obdey obre mpis Ocdy Tdv Spxtwr ore mpbs dvOpdrar 71. 8. 

tav aicbavopévay, 

tay alobavopévav, 1)* ‘men who look on:’ who are witnesses in 
one way as the Gods are in another, whether with the outward eye 
orwiththe mind, = . . oo 

Or 2) ‘men who appreciate the situation.’ Compare v. 26 fin. 

aicdavépevos rf fuxig, old enough to understand.’ 

- Bovdopévey 38 dpdv mpoOtpar elvat, pevodper, otre yap Soro, dv v mrotolpey 71. 6. 

petaBadrddpevor odre Evyndearépous dv addous evporper, i. 

With otre yap... mocoipev, Bovdopévav tpdv xpodiper elva is still to 

be supplied; so that the words do not contradict: S8pdpev 8° dv 

GBixor oddév above. 

tay 8é "AOnvalav, éruye yap mpecfela mpérepov €v rH AaxeSaino mepi 72. 1. 

Drv rapotea, kal ds yodorre rav Adyar, Wokev abrois mapirnréa ‘es tobe 

AaxeSaipovious eivat. 

The sentence is a confusion of two constructions. It might have: 

run of S "Aéqvaior, éruye yap mpeaBela, ds yobovro, or trav 8 'AGqvaiev 

€ruxe mpeaBeia, xal ds jo8ovro, The Greek fondness for expressing 

logical relations has inserted ydp out of place. The writer 

begins as if yép were ‘not to follow, and after ydp has been intro- | 

duced resumes the sentence, in the words kal &s foGorro ray Adyar, 

as if ydp had not preceded. 

7a 88 Mydixd xal Soa adrot Einore, e ot SP Sxdou paddov gorar det 73. 2. 

mpoBaddopevots, dvdykn A€yerv, , . 

1)* & dxAov, to the. Athenians themselves. p&AXov, disagreeable 

rather than agreeable. Or 2) 8? dyAov may refer to the hearers, in‘
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73. 2. which case mpoBaddAopevers must be taken as a dative of relation, 

‘in relation to us who bring them forward,’ and not with &:’ éAov, 

- although we who are always bringing them forward may very 

-likely find that they are more disagreeable than agreeable to the 

‘hearers.’ The ambiguity is not greater than in iv. 10 med. troyo- 

' phoact &é, xainep yaderdy Sv, eVopoy Earat, 

' But r)* is more consistent with the haughty tone of the speech. 

74,1, vais pév ye és tas tetpaxoalas dAly eAdogous réy dvo potpay K.T.A, 

The reading rerpaxucias must-be retained; the other, rptaxocias, 

being a palpable correction, and being supported only by four. 

bad MSS.. co 
According to Herodotus the actual number of triremes was 378, 

(viii. 48); in the battle itself 380 (viii. 82), two ships having. 
deserted from the enemy. Of these the Athenians supplied 180 

, (viii. 44), or, as Themistocles is made to say in another place, 200 
(viii. 61), perhaps including the twenty which they had lent to the 
.Chalcidians (viii. 1). The whole number in Aesch. Pers. 338 is 
300 or 310,— - 
so kal yap "EdAyow ey fp 

6 mas dpiOpuds és tpraxd8as Séxa 
. vaay, Sexas 3 hy ravde xwpis Exxprros. . 

But then it must be remembered that the poet is dwelling upon 
_ the numerical inferiority of the Greek fleet, in order to exalt its 

victory. To, : . 
The numbers in the text may be the exaggeration of the Athe- 

nian orator into whose mouth the speech is put, or they may be 
founded on some popular estimate. . 

75.1. Gp’ Gol éopev, 3 AaxeSayudvot, kat mpobuplas Evexa tijs rére Kat yropns 
Euvécews, dpyis ye fs éxouev rois “EAAnot ph oftws Gyav émpOdvas 
Staketobar; . , 

dpa is here put for ap’ o& 3 ‘are we not?’ or, 
delicacy of Attic speech forbears to ask for ad 

.. Where the case is abundantly clear. For examples see Hartung, 5. 2. 
2. 2 foll., (who, however, explains dpa here as expressing -a union 
of question and inference.) Cp. especially Xen. Cyr. vii. 5. 40, dpa, 
pn, & dv8pes, viv pév xatpos diarvOjvat ; ‘is it not time to disperse?’ |: 

more correctly, the, 

istinct answer even
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“yopns fvvécews, the ‘ability of mind,’ or ‘sagacity. of judg- 75, 1, 
ment,’ which we showed. yvduys, genitive of the subject after 
Luvécews. 

mact 8€ dvenipOuvoy ra guppepovta rév peyioray mépt kwdtvev e075. 5. 

“ 710ec@ar. . ; . 

1) ra £upépovra ed rideobar, A pleonastic expression. We should 

have expected simply ra wapdvra ed ridecOar. But the participle is 

used in a proleptic sense. Not ‘rightly to arrange their interests 

when they have to meet the greatest dangers,’ but ‘rightly to 

arrange things so as to be for their interest.’ 

Or 2) ra Zupdépovra ed rideoba: may be taken, like etruylay riv 

mapodcay cards ridecOau iv. 17 med., ‘making good use of the 

advantages which offer.’ . But the other explanation, though more 

difficult, is more suitable to the context. For the Athenians are 

describing their situation at the time, not as’ advantageous, but 

as full of danger. 

For rév peyiotwoy mépe xodiver cp. i, 123 init. wept d€ rav éretra 

PAAMPTar Tots mapodae Bonfodvras xp} emeradaemwpety. 

Kat dhaccotpevor yap ev tats gupBodailars mpds rots Evpydyous Slkats 77, 1. 

Kal wap’ ppiv abtots ev rots Spotots vopots Toujoavtes Tag Kpioers hrrodixeiv 

Soxotper, 

1)* ‘For because,’ or ‘whereas, we even (xai) give up our just 

tights and judge our allies in our own dicasteries, and by the 

same law which judges ourselves, we are thought litigious.’ The - 

two clauses éAacrcotpevor.,.dikars: map’ Hyiv abrois... xpiaes present 

different aspects of the same idea. Hence xai—xai cannot be 

connected with each other so as to mean ‘both’—‘and’ The 

comma after 8ékats is better omitted. 

Or 2) xai—ydp may be taken together. ‘And the proof is that, 

because we remit our rights, etc., we are thought litigious”. 

It has been attempted to find in the two clauses a distinction 

between the treatment of the autonomous allies (Chios and Lesbos) 

with whom dicat dxd fupBddov in the ordinary sense are supposed 

to have been held, and that of the gzpayot imjxoot who were com- 

pelled to resort for justice to Athens, But @) though such a   
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distinction may have existed, nothing is anywhere said of it, 

and 3) in this passage the allusion, if intended, would have been 

more fully expressed. 

fupBodalat Sixat=dikat dxé cvpPdrdorv. The word ctpBora generally 

refers to the treaties regulating disputes between members of inde- 

pendent states. It here seems to be applied by analogy to a 

similar arrangement between Athens and her allies. ; 

But it cannot be considered certain that the term Sixae dd cup- 

Bédwv was applied to suits between Athens and her allies. 

On the one hand, Pollux, Hesychius, and the author of one of the 

Lexicons (6) in Bekker’s Anecdota, professing to quote Aristotle 
(AGnvaior dd oupBddwv eSixaloy rois tirnxéots* obras *ApuororéAns), SAY 
that the term was so applied. But the entire statement may arise 
out of an imperfect understanding of the words of Thucydides, 
and we cannot rely upon the reference to Aristotle, occurring as it 
does in a writing of unknown but certainly late date: 

On the other hand, there is a passage in Antiphon which seems 
to favour the opposite. view, De Caed. Herod. (v.) 78, ef 8’ &y Ato 
Xepopirci, rotro otk droorepay ye r&v els thy modu Eaurdy oddévos. ob” 
érépas médews odirns yeyevnpévos, Somep érépous 6p& tots pév els viv 
iretpov lévras kai olkodvras ev rois moheptois Trois tperépos Kat Sixag and 
£upBdrov dpiv Stkalopevous, od5e hetyov 1d wrROos rd tpérepoy, tabs & 

_Olous tpets pucdy ovxopdyras. The defendant is speaking of the 
loyalty shown by his father, a citizen of Mitylene, towards Athens 
during the time following the revolt and reduction of Mitylene. 
The words seem to imply that he might’ have gone into a foreign 
country, which the writer rhetorically calls an enemies’ country, and 
thereby have obtained the right of carrying on Sixat dzs cvpBdrav, 
which he had not possessed as a member of an allied and subject 
state. oe - . . 

upBdAaae Sixat has therefore been taken to mean ‘suits relating to 
contracts.’ But why these only, and not criminal, or other civil, suits? 

See, on the whole subject, Platner, Der Attische Process, i. 
Pp. 111, (who gives a different and somewhat forced explanation of the passage in Antiphon.) : 

woujcavres, instituting, not holding, which would ‘be Trocoupevot 
(pres. middle, not aor. active), :
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of S¢ cibiopevor mpds juas dad rob toou Surely, fv re mapa 1d ph oteoOar 77. 3. 
XpHvae } yvdpy,  Svvdper rH Oca ri dpyiy kat. dracoty ékacowbdow, od 

00 mdovos jut) oreptoxdpevoe xdpwv Cover, GAAL tod evBeods yarerdrepov 
épovow, }} et dad mpdrys droGépevor rév vouov chavepds em\covextovper. 

mapa rd pr otecOat xpivai=napa rd olerbar pw} xpivat, ‘contrary to 

their opinion that it is wrong,’ i.e. to their opinion that what they 
suffer in the particular case is unjust. The negative is connected 
with the main verb, as in expressions like otk ofpa xpivat, oo 

Pye xpivat, 
rod év8eots, they are angry ‘at the lack of some part,’ or ‘at not 

obtaining the whole’ of the advantages which they claim ; opposed, 

not directly but by inference, as ‘the smaller part’ to.rod mAéovos, 

the larger. rod évdeois is a genitive of reference’ after yadends 
gépew. Compare ii. 62 med. yareras pépew abtav. 

dSixotpevol re, ds Cotxey, of dvOpwmoe pGdXoy spyitovrar } Bagspevor. 77. 4. 

76 pev yap &1d T00 toou Soxet mAeovexretoBat, 7 : Gnd tod Kpelocovos 

katavaykdteoBar, 

ioou and xpelrcovos are neuter, not masculine, : as the frequency of 

the expression dzé rod tvov and the use of the preposition an, not 

ind, show. 

1)* ‘The one case appears to , be an over-reaching where men 

are equal, the other to be an act of compulsion where there is 

superiority,’ wAcovexreioOat = mAcovexrnpa eva, ‘to be a case of 

unfair advantage.’ xaravayxdteoOar=dvdykn elva, ‘to be a case of 

compulsion.’ , 
Or 2) 13 pév, 76 8é are adverbial accusatives. We may translate, 

a) ‘for in the one case he’ (supplied from oj dvépemo:) ‘seems to 
be defrauded.’ Or 4)—doxei being impersonal—‘In the one case 

there seems to be an unfair advantage taken,’ etc. 

Compare for the passive sense of mAcovexreioéat, Xen. Mem. iii. 

5. 2, Bowray peév yap moddol mAeovexrovpevor tad OnBatwr Svopevras 

‘atrots éxovawv, 

pyxuvspevos yap didei és roxas Ta woNAG mepeiaracOat, Gy taov te ¢ drexo- 78. 2. 

pev, kal drorépus Eorat ev GBH ho xevduveverat. 

&v tcov re dméxouey, literally, ‘from which we are both equally
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78. 2. distant,’ i.e. ‘which are beyond the control of either of us.’ drorépas 

éorat follows ¢v adjAo. Although the clause xal... xevduveverat has no 

grammatical connection with dy, the connection of idea may be 

given by supplying é» ais, scil. réxats, or, more generally, év 6, ‘in 

which case,’ after caf: as thus, dv icov re dréyouev Kat év als, or ev 
, 

G, ov elddres érorépas fora xuvSuvevoper, 

78. 4.  A€youev tyiv, Ews ert abOalperos apdorépos 7 edBovdria, oTrovdas py} 
Avew, pyde rapaBaive rods Spxovs. See note on i. 53. 2. 

a ¢ ~ 80. 1, kat adrés modAGy dy odepav eumetpds eipt, & AaxeSaipdvtot, cai tpav 
sak m5 me oe nm : Tous év TH adry Alexia 6p@ K,7.A, 

tobs év tH abrh HAtxia ép&, scil. épmeipous dyras, 

80. 3... mpbs pev yap tobs TleXorrovrnatous Kat Tols doruyetrovas mrapdopotos 
ppav 9 ddxq, , 

‘The Peloponnesians’ and ‘ our neighbours’ are really the same 
persons, but they are presented under different aspects, and the 
difference is emphasized by the repetition of the article; they are 
‘the Peloponnesians,’ and also they are ‘our neighbours.” Cp. 
Aristot. Pol. iii. 10. 3, GAN dpa robs eddrrovs Sixatoy dpyew kal rovs 
mdouaious ; 

Bl. 4. ris obv fora Hpav 5 méAcuos ; ef pi) yap # vavel kparjoopey 4 ras. 
mpoaddovs ddapyooper, ap? Sv rd vavrixdy tpépover, Brarpopeba ta. 
Théw. 

, 
Bhradpueba ra tree, literally 1) ‘we shall generally be unsuc-, 

cessful,’ or 2) ‘we shall lose more than our enemies will, or 3) ‘we shall lose more often than we shall gain.’ 

82. 5. ef yap dwrapdoxevor rots ty fuppdyov éykhijpacw Emery Odvres reyotpev. abrhy, spare, gros ph aioxuov Kal Garopdtepov rij TleAorovvnow mpdg- @pey, 
: 

: Either 1)* ‘in greater difficulty and disgrace than at present,’. atoxtoy answering to the idea of alcxtvy contained in éyeAnpact, and referring to the complaints of the allies that Peloponnesus was involved in difficulty and disgrace already ; or 2) ‘we shall bring, difficulty and disgrace upon Peloponnesus rather than. upon our
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enemies;’ or 3) ‘dishonour and difficulty rather than ease and 
honour,’ aioysov xai dmopdrepov=alexpas kai drépws paddov. Cp. 
‘note on ii. 40. 1. . , 

Cp. for 2) and 3) the note on ra melo above. 

kal €or 6 méAcpos ovy SrAwv rd adéov, dra Samdvns, 80 4 vr ta Onda 

apedet, 

de fy, literally, not ‘by which,’ but ‘because of which ;’ which is’ 

‘not ‘the instrument,’ but.‘the reason,’ or ‘secret, of success in arms.’ 

kal dpa edcubépav kal ebSofordryy méduv dtd mavrds vepspeba’ xai Stvatat 

pédicta coppootvy euppav too’ elvar. * pdvor yap 80 adtd edmpaylas 

Te oux e€uBpiCoper, cai Lvphopais facov érépov elxopev’ Trav te ftv 

tmatves eorpuvdvray has ént ra dewd mapa 76 Soxody jpiv otk ématpopeba 

_WPovg, cai Fv tus Gpa giv xatyyopia mapotdvy, ob82v pGdrov ay dea bevres 

dvereta Onpev, 

kai dya...veydpefa, Another reason why the Lacedaemonians 

could afford to maintain a cautious policy. 

rotro, ‘this caution, referring to rd Bpadd xat péddov at the be- 

‘ginning of the chapter, and resumed by 8 aird in the next line. 

- pédtora, ‘implies these qualities more than any others,’ or ‘above 

all other courses. 

xat Odvarat x.7.A. is a proposition which, according to a favourite 

Greek idiom, is qualified in form but not in meaning. . No doubt 

is intended. ‘This is very possibly,’ or ‘Who can say that this 

is not?’ are equivalent expressions in English. dvvara: cwppooiry 

eva in this place=not ‘means moderation,’ but simply ‘may be 

moderation.’ 

qv tts Gpa vv xarnyopia napottvn, scil. ‘the Corinthian orator. 

Perhaps a reference to the mention of xaryyopia in the Corinthian 

speech, i. 69 fin. ‘You ‘say that you do not accuse us, but we 

‘do not care if you do,’ 

. 

oudppocims tetotov peréxer, aloxdms S€ etrpuxia, eUBovdor dé duade- 

orepov tv vépwv ths brepowvias traSeudpevor, kat Eby xadendryrt coppo- 

in 7 sn - So wy 
véotepov ij Sate aitay dynxovoteiv, cat py, ra dxpeia Evverol dyay dyzes, 

82. 5. 

83. 2. 

84, 1.2. 

oe gm 

mroAepsxol re kat etBovdor Sa 7d edkoopoy yryvdueba, 7d pev ST aidas 84. 3. ‘BE yyvopeva,
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ras t&y moAepiov mapackevas. Ady KadGs peppdpevor dvopolws <pye 

érreftdvar, ' , 

Either a) ‘the sense of shame enters most largely into’ (or, more 

largely than anything else into,’) ‘the spirit of order,’ or 4) ‘ the 

sense of $hame is most largely made up of the spirit of order,’ i.e. 

‘the spirit of order enters most largely into,’ (or ‘is a main ingre- 

dient in,’) ‘the sense of shame.’ It is not quite clear in which of 

these two forms Thucydides means to represent the inseparable 

connection between cadpoctvn and aidés. But in either case the 

argument is from cadpoctyy to aldéds, not from aidds to cadpocivy, 

For ca¢pociv is the resumption of 73 efxocpov. Cp. iii, 83 init. 

kal 1d etinOes, 05 13 yervaiov mreiotov petéxet, xarayeAacbey Aavicbn, 

where the argument is from the absence of rd conbes to the absence 

of 76 ‘yevvatoy, 

Although aicyévy is often distinguished from al3és, as the shame 
which follows, from the shame which prevents, an evil act,—cp. 
aidas, péBos ent mpoadoxig yoyou" alaxivn 8, PoBos én’ aicxp® mempay- 
pévy, Niceph. Greg. see Steph. s. v. al3ésy—there is no distinction — 
in their use here. The,variation of the word is only a false attempt 
to evade tautology by a difference of sound which is not one of 
meaning. 

"First comes the habit of discipline, 3 evxoopov, then the spirit of 
obedience, then the fine sense of honour, which makes cowardice 
impossible. The connection of ideas recalls the familiar passage 
of Burke, ‘Never, never more shall we behold that generous 
loyalty to rank and sex, that proud submission, that dignified 
obedience, that subordination of the heart’ (coppoctvn), ‘which kept - 
alive even in servitude itself the spirit of an exalted freedom. . 
It is gone, that’ sensibility of principle, that chastity of honour, 
which felt a stain like a wound, which inspired courage while it 
mitigated ferocity,’ etc. (aldés and etypuyia). , 

The idea of the connection between aidés and the discipline of 
an army is as old as Homer;—II. v. 531,— 

aidopévay 8 dvdpdy mdéoves cdot } me mépavrat, 
émeécévat is dependent upon some more general word, such as 

elwOdres, understood from radeudpevor, Cp. note oni. 70. 2, Or 
more directly upon raidevdpevor; which is used by Xenophon with
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an infinitive, (Mem, ii. 1.3, 7G dpxew matdevopeve) ; the construction 

is here assisted by the words Sere dyqxovoretv which intervene. 

énefiévas may be taken either absolutely ‘to carry a purpose 
into execution,’ or with ras rév modepiov mapackevds, ‘to proceed 
against, or meet, the preparations of an enemy in another spirit 

“when we have to act. In either case %pyo is adverbial, not 

governed by émegiévat. , , , 

adots per yap xpqpard dort wohAd kat vijes Kat Error, fpiv 8& Edppaxot 

dyadol, obs ob mapadoréa tois A@nvators doriv, obde Sixars kat Adyors Sia- 

kpiréa py Adyw Kat adrods BNamropevous, dAAd ‘Tipwpyréa ev rdxet kat 

mavrt obévet, 

Prarropévous 1) refers to the allies, and is dependent partly, like 
ots, ON wapadoréa, partly on some transitive notion to be gathered 
from the intervening words ovd¢ Sixats kat Adyors dtaxpiréa, 

Or 2) it refers to the Lacedaemonians, following Btaxperéa as if 
ob Set Staxpive jpas had preceded. 

Or 3)* the words may be regarded as an accusative absolute, 

or remote accusative after the whole clause o¥8% Sikats kal Adyos 

dtaxpiréa, (cp. note on i. 93, 3,) referring either a)* to the allies, or 

8) to the Lacedaemonians, ‘And we must not be litigating and 

talking, when it is not in word only that “ our allies,” or “we our- 

selves,” are being injured.’ 

1) and 3 a) agree better with the general scope of the passage, 

in which, not the Lacedaemonians, but the allies, are represented 

as the sufferers. Compare of 8° otkére péedMovat kaxés mdoxew just 

above, xat abrovs, ‘they on their part;’ xaf compares the Lace- 

daemonians with the allies, and indicates that, if the aid offered by 

" the one be a word only, the sufferings of the other should also be a 

word, 

#4 has a subjective or hypothetical sense with a touch of irony, 

‘unless we assume that the allies themselves are suffering in word.’ 

84, 3. 

86. 3. 

7) 8€ Stayvaun atrn tis exxAgoias, rod ras orovdds Aedvabat, eyevero ev 87, 6. 

7Q rerdpro Eres cal Sexdr@ r&v rpraxovrovridwy onovdiv TpoKexwpyKuray, 

at éyévovro pera ra EbBoikd, ‘ 

mpoxexopyxudy, SCil, és rovro rb €ros, ‘which had run thus far.



87. 6. 

90. 2. 

64 _ THUCYDIDES. . 

For the position of the participle cp. i..8 med. yroo@érres ti) te 

oxevj tév Otdov évvreOappery. 

nélowy re adrods Bh retxi€ew, GAAG Kai tOv Ef HeAorovynrou paddov 

Scots guveromjxet Evyxabedeiy pera av rods wepiBédrous. 

Scars Evveorpxe, not ‘which had a continuous line of wall 

standing,’ but simply ‘which had a wall standing.’ gt» adds an 

idea of strength or firmness to the simple verb. Cp. note on 

_ Euyxarotxicarres, ii, 41. 4. -* 

90. 3. 

91. 1. 

91. 6. - 

: ‘ 
dcots Luveornxet=zSaas elornKet Kat py KareBEBANTO. 

. émoyxeiv pexpt tocotrov ews &v rd reixos txavdy atpwow Sore dropd- 

xerOat €x Tod dvayxatordray tyrous, - 

€ws dv afpwow, The present, where we should have expected the 
aorist, is used to give évdpyea to the description: ‘until they find 
that they are raising the wall to a sufficient height.’ Cp. drt retxiferal 
re at 75n Typos AauBdver, i. 91 init. : oO 

of 3€ dxovorres TG prev Geptorordet éreiOovro Sia Gidlav abrov* trav $e 
Guy aguxvoupevav cal capds xarnyopotvrev, bre tecxiferai re xat dn 
Dos AauBavet, odx elyov, ras Xp) amoricat. 

réy 8€ dddwy, 1) when the others (i.e. every one who came from 
Athens except Themistocles) came declaring, etc. ; 

Or 2) giving an emphatic meaning to «af, which may be taken 
either with cagas or katyyopotvrev, ‘but when the others who came 
quite plainly told them,’ or ‘ further plainly told them? 

doxeiv odv odict Kal viv Gpewvor elvar thy éavrod md tetxos Exety, cut 
i8ta rois moNirats Kal és Tos mdvTas Euppdxous dpedpdrepov Zrcobat. 

1)* ‘It would be better for the Athenians themselves, and better _ 
for all the allies, that Athens should have walls.’ 

Or 2) ‘It would be better for the citizens in their own. interest 
(i.e. safer for the city) and better for the citizens in their relation to- 
the allies (i. e. having regard to their influence in the confederacy) 

~ that Athens should have walls.’ So, nearly, Classen. 

93. 3. » : a 4 = ~ €meiot S€ xal rod Metpatds ra ome 6 GeptoroARs ofxoSopeiv (Smrfjpkto 
3° abtod mpérepoy ent tis éxetvou Gpxijs is kat’ evaurdy *"Abnvatos Hipte),
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+ - - + vopitov té te xwpiov addy elvat, Ayscvas Exov rpeis abropueis, kat abtods 93. 3 
vauttkols yeyermpévous cya mpoddpew és 73 kricacGat Svvapuy, 

tmjpxro 8 airov. The verb 'is used impersonally, ‘a beginning- 
had been made of it.’ kar’ euavrév in meaning qualifies épxijs, « the: 
yearly office of archon which he held.’ 

1)* atrots vavurixous yeyernpévovs is. used as the ‘accusative 

absolute,’ or remote accusative following péya mpoépety és ro 
kricacOa Sévapwv. ‘And, the Athenians’ having become sailors, 
it was greatly conducive to the increase of their power.’ The. 
subject of péya mpopépew is an idea to be gathered from the. ° 
previous sentence, ‘the possession of a good harbour.’ . 

2) a’rots has been taken as the direct object of mpopépev, rd 
xepiov being the subject, and mpop¢pey meaning ‘to advance,’ or: 
‘promote.’ But this active use of mpoépew is rare. . 

3) The words atrods vavrixots yeyempévovs have also -been made ~ 

the subject to wpopépet, ‘their having become’a naval power was.’ 
greatly conducive, etc.’. 

4) abrovs may be the subject of mpodépew, and péya zpodépew may 

mean ‘to have a superiority, or advantage, over others.’ Cp.i. 123- 

med. « dpa mdotre te viv kai eLovoia ddtyov mpodépere, ii, 89 init., 

vii. 64 fin., 77 init.. This interpretation avoids all grammatical 

irregularity, and gives the opposition between xepiov and atrots- 

which seems to be: intended. 

_ kal ray dpyny edOis Evyxatesxetate. 93. 4. 
évyxareoxetage, cp. note on ii. 41. 4. 

kat Gxoddunaav 77 éxeivou yvdpy 16 mdyos rod rTelxous, Smep viv ert SpAdv OB. 5. 

soTt mept tov Tepatd. Svo yap dyaka evavtia: aAdyAats rods Aious 

eniyyov. 

Cp. the parody in Ar. Birds, 1126,— 

AD. dor’ dv émdvw pev Upogevidys 6 Kopmapeds ° 
‘ s > e vw kat Ocoyéyys évarriw b9 Gppare, 

o : © , - ow e o inmoy dmdvrav péyebos Eovv 6 Sovptas 

band rob mAdrous dy wapedacairny. 

TIE. ‘Hpdedets. 

. , 
kat efhov tpijpers Dowikay xai dépOetpav ras mdoas és Staxogias. . -.100. 1 

VOL. I. F



100. 1. 

100. 3. 

66 — " . THUCYDIDES. 

If és ras dtaxogias, which has the lesser weight of MS. authority, 

be read, we must translate ‘amounting to 200, which was the 

whole fleet,’ rds referring to ras xdoas. The larger numbers ascribed 

to the Persian fleet by later writers, Ephorus (350), Phanodemus 

(600),—(both referred to in Plutarch, Cimon xii,)—Diodorus xi. 

GO, (340) must then be rejected. 

téy pév "Evyéa ‘Oddy abtot expdrnoay, ds etyov H8avol, mpoedOdvres 3é 

Tis Opdens és peadyetav StepOdpnoay év ApaByoxw rh "Hdanxy bro - 

t&v Opgxav fuprdvtwy, ols modduev fv 1d xwplov al "Evvéa ‘Odot 

xriCopevoy. , 

avroi, in opposition to the Edoni. gvpmdvray is the reading of 

all the MSS. and is probably correct, though the Edonians alone 
are mentioned by Herod. ix. 75, Pausanias i. 29. 4, Diodorus xi. 70.' 
It has been proposed to read ftymavres, But a) the two accounts 
are not really inconsistent, as the Edonians, being the former pos- 
sessors of "Evvéa ‘Odi, would be chiefly concerned. 4%) There is 
nothing surprising in the Thracians having collected and over- 
whelmed the new colony. Nor c) is it likely that the Edonians, a 
single barbarian tribe, could have cut off 10,000 settlers to a man. 
Nor @) does there appear any reason for the sudden change in the 
narrative of Thucydides from the Edonians to the Thracians, if 
only the Edonians are meant. Ande) in iv. 102 med. the destruction 
of the colony is attributed to the Thracians. 

It is true that the reading £vpndvrov, which is found in all the 
MSS., may be supposed to have arisen from duotorédevrov. But 
the change to gdumavres is unnecessary. 

101, 2. 

101. 3. 

TetoTo. 82 Tav Eitdrwv eyévovro of tév wodaay Meoanviay téte 
Sovludérvray dxdyovor’ F Kat Meoojyioe eeAnOnoay of mdvres, | 

| -wAetoror is, strictly speaking, the predicate: rére, at the time when 
they were conquered, implied in rév wakadv Meconviar, Cp. note 
On viii, 62. 3. 

. 

Odoroe 8€ pire eret rodtopKodpevor dpodsynoov ’AGnvators Teixds: Te 
kaehévtes, nal vats wapaSdvres, ypipyard re Soa et drrodotvat atria takd es s f * Sdpevoe xat 75 Aowmdy Pepe, rhv re Pretpov kai rh peraddov dévtes.
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The actions indicated by the aorist participles are not prior in 101. 3. 
time to that indicated in the main verb: cp. i. 108 fin., 117 fin., 
and note on iv. 112, 2. 

padtora 8 atrots éwexahécavro Ere tetxopaxeiv edSéxovy Suvarot dvat, 102. 2. 
Tots 82 tohtopkias paxpas Kaleotykuias TovrTou évBeG edaivero' Bia yap 
dy elov rd ywpiov. . 

. tobrou évdea epaivero, It has been doubted whether the deficiency 

spoken of is that of the Lacedaemonians or the Athenians, whether 

Thucydides means to say 1)* that the Lacedaemonians called, in 

the Athenians because ‘their want of skill in siege operations,’ (or, 

taking év8ea in a different sense, ‘their need of the skill for which 

the Athehians-were famed’), ‘was proved by the time during — 

which the siege had lasted,’ rots 8¢ wodtopxias paxpas xabearnxvias: or, 

2) that the Athenians showed themselves less skilful in siege- 

works than the Lacedaemonians ‘expected, ‘ which was proved by. - 

the further protraction of the siege.’ _ 

In the first case paxpas xadeornxuias refers to the length. of the 

siege before the Athenians came, in the second to its continuance 

afterwards, 

-.The reading rots 8¢ has the majority of MSS. in its favour. 

Cp. with the whole passage, Aristoph. Lysistr. 1137-1147, 

. clr, & Adxaves, mpos yap ipas rpépouat, 

ok to, or ehOdy Seipo Meptxdeidas more 

6 Adxav ’A@nvatay ixerys Kabéero 

émt rotot Bapots dypos ev hounxids, 

orpatiay mpocaray; 4 Sé Meaonvy rere, 

tpiv éveeiro, xb Oeds celwv dpa, 

eXbdy 8¢ oby én Araict TeTpakiaxiAiars 

Kipwr Odnv fcace thy Aaxedaipova. 

. tautt nabdvres rev *ACnvatav ‘ixro : 

Syotre xapay, Hs on’ ed mendvbare ; 

where however the comic poet has taken considerable liberties with | 

the facts. 

, 
' of 8€ év "WOdpy Sexdtw Erer, ds odkére eStvavro dvréxew, LvvéByoav 1038, 1. 

mpos rovs AaxeSatpovious x.T.A.



103, 1... 

68 , THUCYDIDES. 

Kriiger (Historisch Philologische Studien, i. p. 156) would read 

terdprm, not dexdre, éret. His chief grounds are as follows: 

a) If dexdr be read, Thucydides must be supposed to anticipate 
the course of events by several years in order to complete the 
narrative of the siege of Ithomé, and then to resume the thread, in 
the account of the Megarian alliance, at the point where it had 
been broken off (mpocexdpycav dé xai Meyapis ’A@nvaias és Euppaxtay, 
Aaxedatpovioy droordures k.7.A.), Without any hint of the interruption. 
Whereas in the. words immediately preceding he has already sus-. 
pended the narrative of the siege (i. 102 fin.) (We may also 
compare 101 med.) 

The Megarian alliance clearly belongs (mpocexdpyoav dé Kat 
Meyapijs x.7.4.) to the same period as the Argive alliance of Athens. 
And neither can have taken place ten years after the outbreak 
of the third Messenian War; for then room would not be left for. 
the events spoken of by Thucydides as intervening between them 
and the outbreak of the Peloponnesian War. (Cp. i. 104 init., 
110 init., 112 init, 114 med., 115 init.; ii, 2 init.: 6 +345 
+. 14 = 28 years, and there are besides a few intervals of uncertain 
duration. Cp. Kriiger, i. p. 165.) Hence the dismissal of the. 
Athenians from Ithom’ cannot have taken place Jater than.459. 

6) The. expression used by Thucydides about the settlement of 
the Messenians at Naupactus, xa adrots "AOqvaiot Se£duevor Kat’ Zx00s 
H8y 73 AaxeSatpoviwy és Navaxrov. kargxicay seems to imply that the 
measure was adopted at an early stage of their enmity, not after 
several years had intervened, and several battles had been fought 
between them. 

¢) Pausanias, who seems to follow Thucydides in other respects, 
says nothing about the war lasting ten years, but in iv. 24, 3 -Connects closely the settlement of the Messenians in Naupactus by the Athenians with the Argive alliance, -describing both as consequences of the quarrel with Sparta. "A@qvaioe 8é, riv ec abrobs ray Aaxedatpovioy tmdvotay ouverres, *Apyetos re Piro. d¢ aird €yévovro, Kat Meconvioy Trois ev "l6dun woAtopxoupévats exmecodaw bro- ondvdacs Socav Nuvwaxroy, 

2) Diodorus, it is true, xi. 64'fin., supposes the third Messenian War to have lasted ten years. But his authority is of little value,
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for he is inconsistent with himself; he makes it begin in Ol. 77. 4, 103.1; 

and end in Ol. 81. 1 (xi. 63 init., 64 init. 84 init. and fin.) , 

é) It is unlikely, @ priori, that the revolted Helots could have 

defended Ithome for ten years; and . 

. f) That the Lacedaemonians, while still engaged in the siege, 

‘could send out, to protect Doris, the large army which fought at 

Tanagra; fifteen hundred men of their own, and ten thousand of 

their allies, Thuc.:i. 107. Cp. i. 118 med., where it is said of their 

slowness in resisting the growth of the Athenian power, jotyatév 

‘te 1b mhéov rod xpdvov, Svres pep xal mpd Tod py Tayeis léva els rods 

moAguous ef pr) dvayxd{owro, To dé Te Kat wodduors oikelots eferpydpevot, 

_. The origin of the idea that the siege of Ithome lasted ten years, 

Kriiger finds a) in the desire to connect the: fall of Ithomé and 

the settlement. of the Messenians at Naupactus, with the expedition 

of Tolmides (cp. Thuc. i. 108 fin.), as is done by Diodorus (xi. 
84 fin.), 4) in-a probable confusion with the siege of Ira in the 
second Messenian War. It may be added that ten years was the 

time likely to be assigned by tradition to a siege (cp. note oni. 57. 6. 

§ 4), so that the miswriting Sexdre for rerdpre, if it once occurred, 

would readily be adopted. 

The change of Sexdra into rerépro.is not much more serious 

than that of déxa into rérrapes in i. 57..6. For the ordinal numbers 

are represented in MSS. either by a single letter with a line over 
it like the cardinals ; or by a letter with the appropriate termination 

-os, -@, etc., (sometimes in an abbreviated form) written over it. 

(See Bast, Commentatio Palaeographica, in Schifer’s Gregorius 

de Dialectis, vol. ii. p. 850.) 

But it must be admitted, on the other hand, that the reading 

dexdr@ éret, which is now found in all the’ MSS., is confirmed by the 

authority of Diodorus. Cp. note on i. 57. 6..§ 1. 

The precise chronology of this part of the history is very un- 

"certain. Thucydides censures Hellanicus for his inaccuracy in this 

respect (i. 97 fin.), but he was not precisely informed himself. Else 

why, instead of recounting the years accurately, does he omit to 

specify the duration of several intervals of time? (e.g. those between 

the fall of Eion and the battle of the Eurymedon, the battle of
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103. 1. Coronea and the revolt of Euboea; cp. especially i. 98, 100, 

105, 113, 114.) 

This consideration might lead us to infer, i in defence of the 

reading Sexdre ére, that the siege of Ithomé began some five or six 

years earlier than is generally supposed. But the beginning of the 

siege is subsequent to the revolt of Thasos and to the second 

colonization of Ennea Hodoi or Amphipolis (i. 100, 101), which 

second colonization is placed by Thucydides (iv. 102 init.) 
twenty-eight or twenty-nine years (‘in the twenty-ninth year’) 

before the third. And the probable date of the third, given by 

Diodorus xii. 32, and the Scholiast on Aeschines (ii.) De F. L. § 34, 
Reiske, vol. iii. pp. 754, 755, is the archonship of Euthymenes, 437. 
Hence the second cannot be placed earlier than 466 or 465. 
" And even if we give up the date 437 for the third colonization of 
Amphipolis, we cannot antedate the second: colonization, which 
precedes the siege of Ithomé, by so much as five or six years. 
For the second colonization of Amphipolis is thirty-two years 
after the first. (Thuc. iv. 102 init.) And the first, when the new 
city was founded by Aristagoras, flying from Miletus, must have 
‘occurred after the outbreak of the Ionian revolt. But the dates 
given by Herodotus fix the Ionian revolt in 499. Thus we 
shall be driven back for the foundation of Amphipolis to a date 
three or four years prior to the beginning of the revolt. 

The conclusion at which we arrive is that the fall of Ithomé 
cannot be placed either earlier or later than the received date. If 
therefore the reading of the MSS. is to be retained, we must 
suppose that Thucydides has anticipated the order of events by six 

. years for the sake of concluding the narrative at once. 

The inscription recording the names of the men of the tribe © 
Erechtheis who fell in battle in one year about this time w as dis- 
covered in the seventeenth century,— : 

*EpexOnidos. 
ode ev T@ TOAE po aréBavoy, ev Kumpy, év Alyinre, 

: év Dowwiky, év “‘AMetou, é €p Atyivn, Meyapol i] ToD 
‘abrov évaurod. 

Boeckh, C.1.G, vol. i. no. 165,
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Gpoddynoay S€ Kal Aiywhrat pera ravra trois ‘A@nvaias retyn te 108, 4. 

amepteddvtes, Kai vais wapaddvres, hipoy re tagdevot es tév éretra 

xpsvov, - - : 

For the use of the aorist cp. note on i. 101. 3. 

kal pera tovro of TeXomovyqotot tis *Atrixis és "EAevotva xat Opiate 114, 2. 

égBaddvres edyeoav, WAetorodvaxros rod. Mavaaviov Bacthéas Aaxedat- 

povlwy jyoupévov, kat Td mhéov obkért. mpoeAOdvres dmexmpyaay em’ oixov. 

Opie, cp. Steph. Byz. Opia, dijpos rijs Olnidos qudjs* Aéyerae Kat 

Opia. , - 

We may observe that Thucydides does not here mention, prob- , 

ably because it was more immediately connected with the later 

history, the reason why Pleistoanax was believed to have with- 

drawn from Athens. Cp. ii. 21 init. v. 16 fin. 

dnodévres Nicatay, kat Unyas xat Tportiva kat "Axaiay, . 115. 1. 

Respecting Achaia cp. above i. 111 fin., where the Athenians 

are described as taking with them Achaean troops against Oeniadae, 

iv. 21 fin., where the Athenians demand that Achaea, together with 

the other places given up by them at the. peace of Euboea, shall 

be restored. In both these passages, as well as the present, itis . 

implied that Achaea had become part of the Athenian empire, 

though the fact is nowhere expressly mentioned. 

Cp. also ii. 9 init. Aaxedapovior pév of8e Lvppayor, Wedorovvqotot ? 

Hey of évrés "IoOuod mdvres, may “Apyeiwy xal ’Ayaay (rovros 8 és 

dudorépous didia qu" TWedAgvis 8 "Aya pdvor Evveroheuouv 7b xpdrov, 

émera b€ Uarepov kal Gravres) where the Achaeans are described as 

being neutral at the commencement of the war; v. 52 fin., where 

Alcibiades is actively engaged in Achaia in promoting the Athenian, 

interests ; and v. 82 init. rot 8° ercyeyvopévov Oépous . . . AaxeSatpdvot 

ta év "Axaia ovx émirnSelas mpdrepoy txovra kabioravro, which shows 

that Achaia was not completely under Spartan control before. 

CoayyadSévrav Gre Potvuocat vies ex abtods mAcovew. ° 116, 3. 

én’ abrots is either 1) ‘to relieve the Samians,’ or 2) ‘to attack 

the Athenians.’ 

kal vavpayotvres ras évravayopévas eviknoay. 117, 1 

. For this use of the present, which need not necessarily imply
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‘which were putting out to meet them,’ see note on viii. 14. 2. 

‘More simply ‘ which came out to meet them.’ 

mpocexipycay dpodoyia. teiyds re Kalehdvtes, Kat Spypous Sdvres, 

kal vals tapaddvtes, kal xpypata Ta dvadwbévra xara xpdvous Takdpevor 
at 

‘drododvat, - 

118. 2. 

120. 1. 

' Cp. note on i. 101. 3. 

a 28 * € * , 

of 8€ AaxeSapdvict alc Odpevor obre éxddvov, et py et Bpaxd, Hovyatey 
4 - ~ , Mw a 4 4 = x ~ 2F > a 

Te TO mAéoy Tod xpdvov, dvres pev Kal mpd TOU ph Taxets lévac és rods 

moh€pous, el py dvaykdfowro, 7d S€ Te Kat odepots oixelors eLetpydpevot, 

mp 8) 4. Sivapes tay "AOnvalavy caps jjpero xal tis Evppayias airay 

Wrrovro, 

py taxeis. This.use of ny may be explained ‘ as describing an 

individual under a general aspect,’ (see Prof. Campbell, vol. i. Essay 

on Language ‘of Sophocles, p. 48. 2, especially 2 4), or as adding a 

shade of indefiniteness or subjectivity. ‘Who were not of the sort 

to be prompt,’ or ‘who are not to be supposed to” have’ been 

prompt in taking up arms.’ 

sos . a ’ Tovs péev Aaxedatpovious, & avdpes Evppayot, ox dv ert airiacalyeda, 
a a - . na . ~~ ~ as ob Kat abtot eyndiopévor tov wddeudv clot, Kat hpas es rodro viv 

Euvizyayov. xpy yap robs Hyepdvas ta Tia é& taou vépovras Ta Kowd 
~ a ae) ” > ? ~ mpockoreiv, Somep Kat év GAdots ex mdvrov WpoTtp@vrat. 

120. 2. 

7a t&a, rd xowd, correspond to xat adroi, kat Weds, above. . 
74 ida e& ivov vépovras is a qualification; ‘the duty of the leaders 

of a confederacy is first to consider the common interest, but they 
are not to neglect their own.’ The moderation of the statement 
adds to its strength. ° Cp. for a similar qualification’ iii. 56 fin. 
kaitot xp. . . 76 Evuhépov py @Xo re vopicat i} tv Lvppdyor toils dyabois 
Grav det BéeBaov THY xdpw tijs dperhs exoot, Kat TS WapauTika Tov piv 
&peXipov kaQtorirat, 

kat év Gores, ‘in general ;’. ie, where their privileges and not, as 
_here, their duties are coricerned. L 7 

tous dé tiv perdyeay paddov Kat Bi ev wép@ xatoxnpévous eldévat XP") 
-6rt, Tois kro hy py dptvect, xXaXerrarépay €ovar. THY Kataxomdyy ray 
Spaioy cat ndduy dvrAypw Sv | 9 Odd\acca. th wreip@ Si8wot, xai ray
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viv Aeyopevar py “KaKOUS Kpirds dos pi) mpornxdvrav etvat, ampooddxecPar 120, 2. 

dé more, ef ra dro mpdowro, xiv péxpt apdy ro deuvdy mpoedOeiv,. Kat 

nept atrav obxy oaov viv BoudederOat. . 

BovreveoGac may be taken 1) as depending on xp, and parallel 
to pi xaxots xperds elvat, mpoodéxecOa: or better, 2) as depending 
on some more general idea, such as vopitev, . supplied from 

-mpoadéxer Oat, Cp. note oni. 70. 2; 84. 3; vi. 12. 1. 

dvdpav yap cadpdvav. pév €or, el pit adtkoivto, jovxdlew, dyafdv 120. 3. 

8é ddixoupévovs éx pev elpiuns rohepelv, ed be mapagxev éx moképou mad 

LupBinvat. : 

The optative emphasizes the hypothetical character of the clause, 

and is here used to express the alternative which is more remote 

-or unlikely in the present case, ‘supposing they are not wronged, 4 

as you are. . . 

. Compare i. 121 med. « ei & dvricxotev, pederijcoper Kal Hyeis ev 

mdéovt xpove ra vauTixd, ‘and if, which is improbable, they should 

‘hold out;’ ii. 39 4, and note, xafroe ef padupia padrov } névev pedéry, 

kat py pera vopev Td wrelov 4 tpdmav avdptas eOddorpev xwdvvevew, mept- 

ylyverat fyiv rots -re péAdovaw ddyewols: py mpoxdpvery x.7.A., Where the 

optative modestly expresses as a possibility what is really the fact, 

not ‘if we prefer to meet danger,’ but ‘if it be the case that we 

_ prefer to meet danger ;” iii. 9 med. kat obx' ddixos airy 9 dkiocls éeorw, 

el rdxouev mapas. dAAjAous of Te aduotdpevot Kal ad’ dv Siaxpivowro toot 

pev tH ypopn dovres Kat ebvola kr.d., Sif they really stand in a certain 

relation to each other, which we and the Athenians do not.’ 

évOupeiras yap obdets Gpota rh wiotesr xat tpyp eme&épxerat, ada pera-120. 5. 

dodadelas pév So€dCopev, pera Séous O€ ev rH Epyy édAeizopev, pets 121. 1. 

S€ viv kal ddcxovpevoe roy méAepov éyeipopey kat ixavis Exovres éyeAqpara, 

kal dray duuyapeba *AOnuatous, xarabyodpeda abréy év xaip@. 

époia, the reading of all the MSS., has been altered into dpoia, 

in order to justify the article which follows. But the occurrence 

of the article in one member of the sentence and not in the 

other is, sufficiently justified by the idiomatic use of eye 

without the article. Or it may be said that the opposition is| 

not between’ eye and rH nicret, but between épy? éneEépxerat and
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evOupetrat ry micre. In other words, rf siores and épye are closely 

connected with their respective verbs rather than opposed to each 

~ other. 

121. 3. 

jpeis b€ viv KrA. ‘But we are not open to these charges of 

imprudence and over-confidence: for we only go to war because 
we are injured, and we: shall-not protract the war when the occa- 

sion for it has ceased.’ The Corinthians, having dwelt upon the 

dangers of war, now return to the other side of the question, and 
try to work upon the constitutional indolence of the Spartans by . 
two motives, a) the provocation offered by the Athenians, é) the 
prospect of a speedy settlement, . 

Sdveicpa yap woincdpevon tmodaBéiv ofot re dopey pied peilore trois 
‘Eévous abréy vavBdras. dvyth yap “AOnvatev 4 Stvapts P@ov 7 oiketa. 

a rt a“ CJ ~ 4 8€ Fperdpa focov dv roito dbo, rots cdpact 7d méov ioxvovea } 
Tois xpypact. 

rove, the liability to be bought by higher pay, referring back to 
¢ a err > x rt ‘ ~ UnoraBeiv ofot r’ dopey pic OG peilovr rods Eévous adrov vavBdras, not to 

122.1. 

evry. ‘For dvnri refers not to the possibility of the Athenian forces 
being bought: by higher pay, but to the fact that they were mer- 
cenary, as appears from the opposition to oikeia, 

dvvapss is first concrete (AGqvatay 4 divapts, forces), and secondly 
abstract (i dé juerépa, power). : 

The argument is that the Lacedaemonian soldiers, not having 
been bought by the Lacedaemonian government, which was too 
poor to use mercenaries, could not be bought by their enemies, 

&y 3 & pev edopyiras aird mpooopidjoas BeBacdrepos, 5 d€ dpyiabeis 
oy 2 3S ’ Téept QUTOY OUK éA\doow TT ate. 

odk €Adoow mraiet may be taken either 1)* as parallel to BeBatdrepos,: ‘has a worse fall than if he had kept his 
valent to guws wrafe, 

ea 

temper ;’ or 2) as equi- 
‘however angry he may be, meets with a — Teverse all the same ;’ or again 3) may be connected with rept abrév, ‘by his own fault moré than by the hand of the enemy;’ 

compare i. 69 fin. emtotdpevot Kar Tov dépBapov abroy wept atta ra 
mrele oadévra, mept adtdy, if read, must be taken w ith dépyobels, 
he who gets into a passion over war ;’ > : 

abréy, scil. roy mOAcpov,
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voy Suxalws Soxotpey &v mdoxew A Sid Setdlay avéyeofan kat Tév 122, 3. 
marépwv xeipous raivec Bat of riy ‘EAAdSa Hrevdépaouy. 

The form of antithesis in Thucydides often gets the better of the 

meaning. So in this passage; 1) Two clauses, of which one is 

really emphatic, are represented as mere alternatives. For the _ 

emphasis is to be placed on duals mdcxev, not on dd sedlay 

dvéxecba, * We shall be thought to deserve our fate, or at any 

rate to submit through cowardice’ Cp. i. 33 fin. # xaxdoat jpas 

ij opas abrots BeBardoauGu. Or 2)* there is an imaginary oppo-- 

sition of two seeming alternatives which are really in a different.- 
relation: ‘We shall be thought to be rightly served, or to be 

too cowardly to resist,’ is another way of saying, ‘it will be 

thought that we are rightly served, because we are too cowardly 
to resist.’ 

kal ovk taper, Sas rd8e Tptav rdv peylorov Evppopay dmpddakrat, afuve- 122. 4. 

cias ij padaxias } dpedeias, od yap 8h tepeuydres Taito él rhy Aci 

arous 8) Brdacav xarappdyvyow Keywpyxare, } €k Tod modods oddAdew 

76 évavtiov dvopa appootvy perwvdpactas. m, 

Either 1)* the emphasis is on od megevydres tatra, ‘For you have 

not evaded these charges when you have taken refuge in that fatal 

contempt of others, etc.,’ or 2) the clause is ironical, meaning 

‘For we cannot suppose’ (i. e. we strongly suspect) ‘that you have 

avoided these charges, and fallen into foolish .self-conceit,’ (which 

is the only other possible explanation of your conduct.) 

rh pev ov mpoyeyernueva ti det paxpdrepoy 7 és dcov tois vov £up- 128. 1. 

déper airdicbar; wept Sé tay Emerta. peddévrov rois mapovat BonBoivras 

XP) émtaXatmwpelv. . 

émradamwpetv is to be taken with .rois napodct, ‘to spend our 

labour upon. For the use of wepi cp. i. 75 fin. mae dé dverricpOovov 
. , 

7a Eupépovra tov peylotav wépt xwSudvov «3 ridecOat, 

-omovids re ob AvoeTE _ mparepary | ds ye xat 6 eds KeXevoy mrodcpety 123. 1... 

vopites napaBeBiobar, 

Cp. note on i. 53. 2. 

. : ’ 7 a > 98 . 

Ynbicacbe tov wodepov, py PoSnbévres 7d adtixa Sewdv, tis 8 an’ 124, 2.
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124. 2. abrod 816 . welovos * eipnyns eniOupnoavres’ ek woAchou pev yap eipyyy 

. padAov BeBaodrat, dp’ Havxias Sé pi wodcpioat obx Spotus dxivdvvoy. 

Tob dia mefovos, either 1*) ‘the peace of long duration,’ opposed 
to the momentary struggle, or. 2) ‘the remoter peace,’ i.e. ‘the 
peace, although it be more remote,’ opposed to the immediate 

-danger.. 

obx dpoivs dxivduvoy, i.e. ‘is not really so safe a course as to go to 
‘war ;’ or ‘is really more dangerous than to go to war.’ 

126, 2. al upGrov pév apécBes mépipavres of AaxeSatudvioce exéXevov rots 
*AOqvatous 1d tyos ddatvew tijs Ocov. 

ayos édavve, to drive out the pollution, or curse, which was sup- 
posed to rest on the heads of ‘certain persons. Compare i. 135 
init. of 8é *A@nvaiot, ds Kat tod beod Gyos xpivavros, avrenérakav trois 
Aaxedatpoviors éXadvew aité. Hence the only way of expelling the 
curse was by expelling them. Compare i. 139 init. wept tév evayav 
Tis EAdoews. , , 

126.6. €or ydp Kal "AOyvatots, Atdota & kahetrat, Atds opr) Metdexiou 
peylom, t£o ris méhews, ev 3 mavdnpet Gover, Toddot ody tepeta adda 
Odpara emydpia. Lo 

1) ‘For the Athenians also have a greatest festival of Zeus, namely, 
of Zeus Meilichius, the Diasia as it is called.’ Or 2) altering the 
punctuation, fore yap Kat "A@nvatos Atdava, & xadelrat Adds €opry x.t.d, 
‘For the Athenians also have a festival of Zeus, namely, the Diasia, 
which is called the greatest festival of Zeus Meilichius,’ 

In neither case is the at precisely accurate, for, although there was both at Athens and at Olympia a festival, and a < greatest 
festival,’ of Zeus, there was at Olympia neither a « greatest festival of Zeus Meilichius,’ nor a ‘ Diasia.’ 

126, 11. kabeCopévous 8¢ twas Kat emi ray Zepvav Ocdv ev rots Bapois ev my Traps8w Stexypyoavro. | 
, 

ev rH mapddy 1*) with xabeConévous, ‘who had taken their places at the altar as they were being led to execution past it’ The altar here spoken of is not that in the Acropolis. Or 2) with dtexpycavro, - * they slew them in passing the altar as they placed themselves at
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it’ The sense favours 1), the order of the words 2). The 126.11. 
expression ¢» 79 wapd3, ‘in passing the altar,’ applies better to 
the prisoners, who first ran to the altar, than to their captors 
who followed them thither. 

"Avrexéhevoy S€ Kai of "A@qvaioe robs Aaxedaipovious 73 dm Tatvdpou 128. 1. 
dyos eAatvew, of yap Aakedaydmoe dvacricavrés more ex tod fepod rob 

Togedévs ams Tawdpov rév Eltéray ikéras, drayaydvres diépOetpay. 

6d 89 kal odlaw airois vopitoves riv péyav cetopdy yevéoba év Srdpry. 

a) rd dré Tawdpov, ‘arising out of the affair of Taenarus.’” 3) dx 

Tawdpou, merely in the local sense, with dvaorjcavres, ‘raising them 

up and taking them from Taenarus,’ 

Cp. Ar. Ach, 509,— 

eyd Sé prod pév AaxeSatpovious ofddpa, 

xabrois 6 Loceday, otzt Tawdpw beds, 

ceigas draw éuBddot ras olxias, 

Cp. also note on i. 102. 2. 

kat mapa Mavoaviay és. Bufdvrioy émarodjyy advrererides air@ ds td- 129. 1. 

xtora Stardpwat Kal ryv ogpayida amrodetgat cai qv re abr Daveavias 

mapayyé\Ay wept rev €avrod mpaypdroy, mpdocew os dpirta Kat mo- 

Térata, . 

The words S:aréuya here, and Stérepyev just below, indicate that 

the satrap sent and did not take the letter to Pausanias. But how 

in that case could he show him the seal? The word dmodei~ar must 

be taken in a less strict sense, not ‘ show him ‘the seal,’ but ‘draw 

his attention to it,’ or ‘tell the messenger to show it him.’ That 

the satrap himself could not have gone to Byzantium is evident, for 

it was now in the hands of the Athenians. Oe 

ogpayis is the royal seal attached to the letter. Compare Xen.’ 

Hell. i. 4. 3, émorodjy re &pepe tots Kdrw mace 7d Baciheov odpayoua 

exoucay, ev F eviy xat rdde: Vil. 1. 39, ds 5€ of OnBaive éxddeoay dro 

Tay TOkewy dracav dxovaopévous Tis Tapa Baoidéws émiaroAys, Kat oO 

Tépons, 6 dépav r& ypdppara, Seifas riv Baothéws -agpayida, dvéyve Ta 

yeypappeva KA. , 

24S ? a Too 132 . 

7b pev ody édeyeiov of, AaxeSaipénar eexddayay evdds tore G10 -3
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132. 3. tpimoos rodro, kai éméypayrav dyopacti tas wédets, Saat Evyradedotca 

- tov BadpBapov eorncay rd dvd@qua’ rot pévtoe Taveaviov ddixnpa Kat 
Toto ddxet elvat, Kat ered} ev TobTW KabeorhKet, TONKS pGdov rapé- 
potov mpayOqva epaivero rH mapoton dtavoia. a 

perro, This act of Pausanias, though the Lacedaemonians 
obliterated the inscription at the time, still gave offence :—xai— 
xai— : it appeared wrong in itself, and also received a still darker 
colour when interpreted by his subsequent conduct. Observe rotro 
referring to the first offence, év rotre to the subsequent treason 
of Pausanias. 

_ The correction rére, for rodro, is unnecessary. For rotro means 
‘the offence as it'was regarded at the time,’ cp. note on ii. 15. 5. 
But woAAS pAddov is slightly inaccurate. For the correspondence 
between his past offence and his present designs would not be 

_ observed at all before the latter came to light. 
The same tripod is mentioned by Herod. ix. 81, Sexdray égeddvres 

TO ev Acdoiot 466, dn? fis & tplrous 6 xpeceos dverébn, & emt 108 
Tprxapyvou Shrog Tod Yadkdou emecreds dyx:ota rot Bwpod. A bronze 
“serpent, believed to ‘be identical with this, still stands in the 
Hippodrome at Constantinople. See an article by Dr. Frick 
in the Archiologischer Anzeiger, June, 1856, No. 90; Stein, 
Herodotus, ad loc.; Rawlinson, Herodotus, ad loc. and Appendix. 

Upon the serpent is inscribed a list of Greek states nearly 
identical with that recorded by Pausanias, v. 23. 1, to have been 
inscribed upon the votive statue of Zeus at ‘Olympia after the Persian wars. It should be observed that Thucydides speaks of the inscription as being on the tripod, while Herodotus dis- tinguishes the tripod from the serpent on which it stood. Never- theless the evidence (for which see. Gibbon, Decline and Fall, ch. xvii) seems satisfactorily to establish the identity of the monu- ment now at Constantinople with that mentioned by Herodotus and Thucydides. - 

+ 

133. , TOTE yy p pi 
4 

' 

Ot EMopor dei avTos aurou fr Ti Teva ay, 

> fe s U Ta pappa’ a, BGAAov Mev emtotey ? a : ‘ » auTnxoo. 8é BovanOévres fre yevésOa abrod Navoarloy mn A€yovros, dd . . ? : 
a a , Wapackeuys tod avOpdrov ent Taivapoy fxérov of 

diag aye 7) 7 TO). ebd WY EVTUS TLY Pp nf 

5 (rN iy QTL Ki arvB: vy €S ye yo T VT aS EKNUYWE. 

7) pi ? } € $ Ttvas ? 

Xopéevou xal oxyvncapévou
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Kat Haveaviou &s airév €XOdvros xat Epwt&vros tiv mpépacw ris ixeretas, 133. 

qobovro mdvra capée. 

‘ré before épépav 1) is connected’ with the xai which follows by 

sound (see note on i. 9. 3. § 3) and by association of ideas. The 

presence of the ephors and of Pausanias in the same hut are 

naturally brought into relation, But there is no grammatical 

connection between ré and xat, for cai joins the participles eA@évros, 

epotavros with olxyopevov, oKnrnoapevov, 

2) There may be an anacoluthon, ré and xat connecting a par- 

ticiple with a finite verb, as though the second clause had run 

xat Tlavoavias 7)A6e. 

3) 7é, xal, may join &kpupe and 7oGovro, and the relative character 

of the clause és #v «7A. may be forgotten in the length of the 

sentence, which is thus left incomplete. 

According to 3) either ev 7 is latent in és qv, or és fv is dropped 

out of sight in the clause xat Maveaviov as airév eAOdvros K.rA, For 

a similar irregularity cp. note on i. 78. 2. 

alttopévov tod dvOpdmov td te wept adrod ypapévra xat adda dmo- 133. 

galvovros Ka Exacrov &s ovStv morore abrov ey tais mpos Bacthéa 

dtaxovlas mapaBddotro, Tpotysndely 8 ev Yow Tots moots Tay Staxdver 

drrobavety. | . 

Either 1) the other messengers were to , have death, and, he with 

them, as the reward of their special services ; mporipnbein =akiobedn. 

Or 2) mportpybely év tog is an ironical oxymoron. ‘His prefer- 

ment was to be treated like the rest and put to death,’ i.e. ovdéy 

mporipndely tay dddar GdN ev iow agiobetn. 

kal abrov éuédAnoay peév és Tov Kardday, obtrep Tovs kakodpyous, eupadrew* ‘184. 4. 

trea Soke TAnTlov trou xaropita, 65 Aeds 6 ev AcAgois rév Te radov 

Barepoy expyce ois Aaxedaipoviots pereveyxety obmep dréOave KT. 

xaxotpyous, SCil. efddecav, understood from ¢pé\Ancay, an explana- 

tion which has passed into the text in the majority of MSS. 

nAyoiov mov, either near the Caeadas ; or near the place where he 

died, the God afterwards ordering him to be buried on the exact spot. 

edprou bé 77 pat Bre © OcwtatoKAs Feo mapa o€, os Kana pep mreiora 137. 4. 
’ 

‘EAAqvay eipyaopat tov Spérepov olxoy, Saor xpdvov rov ody matépa
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187. 4.émdvra épot dvdyxn jpuvdpny, mod 8 tre wrelo dyabd, ered} ev 1? 
dopaned pev epoi, xetvy 82 ev emivSdve addy 4 droKopedy eylyvero. 
kai pot ebepyecia opeiderat,’ (ypdwas Thy éx Zahapivos ampodyyedow ris 
dvaxwpicews Kai ry rdv yepupary, Hv Wev8Ss mpocenonjcato, rére de 
abréy ob diddvow,) KTAL : 

The motive of Themistocles was to bring on the battle in the 
straits, which in fact led to the defeat of Xerxes. But it is not 
surprising that after the event he should attempt to give a new 
interpretation to this astute move, though we can hardly suppose 
that such a double policy was intended at the time. We need not 
assume that Xerxes had his eyes opened by the defeat to the real 
character of the proceeding. 

At any rate, we are informed, in Herod. viii. 110, that after the: 
battle Themistocles did actually. send a second message to the 
King by the same fhessenger, as if his treachery were unsuspected, 
informing him that he might retreat at leisure, for the bridges were: 
not to be broken down. And according to Herodotus, viii. 109 
fin., he really intended on this second occasion to make himself 
a friend of the King and secure himself against the consequences 
of a Greek reverse. But it-must be observed that the pretended 
obligation was not claimed until fourteen or fifteen years after- 
wards, . . . 

It has been supposed that the words here, ri ée Sadapivos mpody= 
yeAow ris dvayopioews, refer to the second message. But a) the 
words in which Thucydides elsewhere speaks of Themistocles, 
(8s alredraros ev TG orerge vavpayjca eyévero, Sep cadécrara fowce Th mpaypara, i. 74 init.) make it probable that he is referring not to. the second but to the first message. 5) The second, according to Herodotus, was sent from Andros, not from Salamis. And c) Tip mpodyyedow rijs dvaxwpjoews would mean ‘the warning to retreat,’ not the information that Xerxes might retreat at leisure. | Here, however, a. difficulty arises, Themistocles was ep dodanéi, . and Xerxes was retreating and ep émxwdive, When the second mes- Sage was sent, but this would be untrue of the first. If Thucydides has not confused two occasions, there is a slip of language, and “the words ev dopade? pév duol-rrd. apply only to the second of the two-clauses which follow, xat THY Tey yepupav «7X,
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iy pevd3s my mpocenoryaaro. It has been objected that Themistocles 137, 4° 

dissuaded the Athenians from breaking down the bridges; so that 

these words must mean ‘the credit of which, as a service to the 

King, he falsely claimed,’ (Classen, Bbhme). But in reality The- 
mistocles originally proposed that Xerxes should be pursued and. 

the bridges broken down; to Eurybiades who opposed him, and 

who was supported by the other Peloponnesian commanders, really 

belonged the..credit which Themistocles is here said to claim. 

He did not change sides until he perceived that he had no chance 

of ‘carrying his. point with the majority; he then began to dis- 

suade the Athenians, who were still eager to sail to the Hellespont, 

from the execution of his own proposal. See Herod. viii. 108-110. 

vixeig yap Evvécer nat ote mpopaddy és airhy odSey or’ émpaldy 138, 3. 

ray Te mapaxpypa be edaxiomms Bovdjjs Kpdrioros yraopov, Kat Toy pedddy- 

tov eri mdelorov Tod ‘yevnoopévou dptoros elxaorhs. 

‘Without study before and without study after’ the occasion for 

action had arisen. 

kai & pev peta xetpas Exon, cal eEnyyoaoGar ‘olds re dv 88 Gretpos 138, 3. 

ely, xpivat ixavias odk GmidNaxto, 16 re &pewov % Xetpor ev 7H apavet ere 

mpoedpa pédora, , 

cEyyjoacbat, either ‘to explain,’ or ‘to conduct to an issue,’ 

a possible meaning of the word, but without authority, In either 

case the antithesis between Sv dretpos ety and d pera xeipas Zor 

(which cannot mean ‘things in which he was practically versed, 

Arn.) is somewhat forced. 

ro dpewov } xetpor, the Prospective a advantages or disadvantages of aa 

a given policy.’ 

'.. muxadodvtes emepyaciay Meyapedon tis -yijs Tis leplis kat rijs dopicrov. . 189, 2. 

It is not known with certainty whether the vi iepd and the yj 

déptoros were the same (as the Scholiast here says), or (as the 

repetition of the article would seem to indicate) different pieces of 

ground: and whether déporos means ‘not included within the boun- 

‘daries of, Attica and Megara,’ or ‘not marked out by boundaries 

as the property of private persons.” 

VOL. IL G
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140, 4. dpa 82 pydels vopicn mept Bpaxéos dv modepeiv ef rd Meyapéay Wigiopa 
—_ py Kabedotpev, Sep pddiora mpodxovrat, et kadatpebetn, pi dy yiyverba 

‘ pby méXepov, , ; 
. ef raaipebety x.r.d. is epexegetical of érep, ‘which they put forward 
above all things; namely, this about it, that if it were rescinded, etc.’ 
"Compare Aristoph. Peace, 606-611,— 

- - efra Tleptxdéns PoByndeis py} perdoxot rijs toys, 
tas hboas tay SeSoixds Kat tov abrodaé tpdrov, 

mp mabe rt Sevdy, abrés éléprese rhv modu, / 
. uBadrdy omvOijpa puxpdy Meyapixod Wypioparos, 
kdfeptancer rocodroy médcpov, Sore TO Kanve 

a ndvras “EhAnvas Saxpicat, tots 7 exel, rois.7 evOade, i 
For the sentiments which follow, Poppo, ed. maj. compares what 

Hume, History of England, ch. Ixiv, says of De Witt: ‘It was 
ever his maxim that no independent government should yield to 
another any evident point of reason or equity, and that all such 
concessions, so far from. preventing war, served to no other purpose 
than to provoke fresh claims and insolencies” 

4 

141.6. modepeiv 32 ph mpos épolay dvtimapackevyy aSivarot, 1° &v pire Bovdev- 
uO tpig évt xpdpevor wapaypiid re dk€ws emiteXOoe K.T.d 

- &? dy bears a sense a) of causality, 5) of indefinite time, ‘seeing 
that they cannot execute anything quickly if ever they want to do 
so.’ Cp, beginning of next ch. Beyoroy 8€¢, 17 TSv xpnudrav ondvet 
xoAtcorrat, or Gv oxory abra ropifspevor StapéAAwor, and i. 36 init. 
kat ob ra xpdriora abrats mpovody St’ &y és rév pédXovra Kal daov od 
Tapdvra méhepov evSordln xwpiov mpoodaBeiv x.7.d. 

142. 3. - kal phy od Ff emretxicts, of8€ 3 vaurixdy alrév d£iov hoByOjvat. . Thy pev yap yarerdv Kat ev elpivn mékw dvrimadov mapacxevdcarGat, 
Grou dy ev Toheuia te Kat oby Hooov éxelvors Hay évremrererxiopevur 
$pouproy 8 et trojcovrat, Tis pév yijs Prdwrocey dv re Hépos xaradpopais xat abroponias, ob pévroe txavdy ye fora emitexifew te Kodvew qpas 

amep icxtoper, rats vavoly Gpivec Oat, 
re referred to: @) the founding of a city in the neighbourhood (like Heraclea, iii. 92, 93,. Anaea, An- tandrus, iv. 52, 75,) intended to ‘control Athens ; é) the raising of detached forts, such as Decelea,’ : 

mAetoavras és thy exelvuv, kai, 
Two kinds of émtretxtors 2,
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. 7dwv'dvrinadoy is’in loose apposition with riy pev ydp. ‘For. the. 142. 3.:. 
first (scil. émreixiow), in the form of a city which could compete. 
with us, it would be difficult to establish.’ : 
. dvremreretxispévar, that is to say, while we ‘already have our city, 

which is an émureixeots over against their new city if it were possible. 

for them to establish it. The word, although describing obscurely 

a fact sufficiently obvious, has a thetorical force. There is no, 
reason for giving it a future perfect sense, as though Pericles were 

referring to some future city which the Athenians were to raise as 

the rival to Sparta. The Athenians had certainly no idea of found- 
ing a wéhs dvtimados to Sparta, though they might a gpovpto», as at 

Pylos, and again on the Laconian coast (vii. 26 med.). 
Both Decelea and Pylos (cp. especially the words énurenyigew 

kovew fpas Kr.) Seem to be anticipated in this passage. 

To 0€ vaurixdy téxyns eotiv Gonep xai Addo tH, Kal ovx évBéxerat, Srav 142. 9. 

téxn, ek mapépyou pedcTacdat, dAAd pGdArAoy pndéey é éxetvep mdpepyov &ddo 

yiyreo Oat, 

téxuns 1)* is a genitive of relation, literally, ‘naval skill i in relation 

to art is like anything else in relation to art,’ in other words, naval 

skill is like skill of other kinds. Cp. for examples, Prof. Campbell's 

Essay on Language of Sophocles, § 9. 3. 

Or 2) ‘naval skill is, like other things,’ i.e. like anything else 

which requires art, ‘a matter of art’ Cop. vi. 18 fin. kal riv adh, dv 

per Houxden, rpipecOal re abriy mept airy, Gomep Kat ado Ti, kal mdvroy 

Thy emoThpny *rrpiecaba, 

viv d¢ réde te imdpyxet, Kat, Enep kpdrioroy, KuBepvigras Zyopey nodiras 143, 1. 

kat Thy GAny dappeaioy mrelous Kat dueivous } maca 9 Gdn ‘EAs. 

kal ent 7 KwvSdvy obdels dv d€farro rav ELvov Tih re abtod detyey, xat 2, 

pera tis ooovos Gua éAmibos GAlyav Hpepav Evexa peyddou pabod Sdcews 

exeivots Evvaywviter Oat, 

tiv GAnv tanpeciav has sometimes been taken to mean ‘ our other 

petty officers.” Compare vi. 31 med. But the fact would not be © 

sufficiently important to be introduced here. . , 

' The argument is.) that the pilots of the fleet are Athenian 

citizens. 4) That the Athenian sailors, whether citizens or not, 

G2
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.148. 1. are the best and most numerous in Hellas, and that therefore the 

loss of a few hired sailors will not matter. And c¢)-that the 
éévo. themselves will be “Jess likely to desert because ‘of the 
danger of fighting against so superior a force, kal éxt 74 xwwdivo 
K.TAe ; : : 

riv abrod pevyew, ‘to lose his home,’ because after enlisting in the 
Spartan service no native of any town under Athenian control would 
be allowed to return to it.
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kat Almotou épépov ev Sndpry, kal Nuboddpou Zr. Sdo phvas &pxovros 2. I. 

"AOnvatos, perd Thy ev Toridala pdyny pyri Exrm, cal &po. Fpt dpxopévoa 

KTA, oe 

It is difficult to fix the date of the attack on Plataea with certainty. 

It took place a) ‘when Pythodorus had two months of his archonship 

to run,’ 5) ‘at the beginning of spring,’ ¢) about eighty days before 

the first Peloponnesian invasion of Attica, which occurred rod 

Oépous kal rod otrov dkpdlovros, ii. 19 init., d) about the time of the 

new moon (ii. 4 med.). But the first of these data appears to give 

a different result to the second and third. , 

a) The archons came into office on the first day of Hecatom- 

baeon, the first month of the Attic year. Hecatombaeon might 

“begin as early as the beginning of July (according to others towards 

‘the end of June), or as late as the beginning of August (according 

to others towards the end of July). The attack on Plataea will thus 

fall at the earliest towards the end of April. 
8) The meaning of ‘at the beginning of spring,’ dpa Fpt dpyopeve, 

is shown by a comparison of iv. 117 init. Aaxedaysdviot 52 kal °Ag- 

vaior Epa, Apt tod émyryvopdvou Odpous ebdis éxexeipiav erowjeavro 

énatowoy with iv. 118 fin. xat dpoddyqoay év 1B Shipp viv exexeiplay etvar 

“enauréy, dpxery 8 rivde tip ipépay, terpdda. ent Sexo. tod "EXadnBoddvos 

pyvés, and v. 19 init. dpyee 38 rav oovddv... Epyov *AdAxaios, EXady- 

BodtGvos pyyds Extn bOtvovTos with v. 20 init. adrat af crovdat éyévovro 

““geNeut&vtog Tod xetpdvos Spa Fp. ‘ 

The date thus obtained for the attack on Plataea would be the 

middle or end of Elaphebolion, i.e. roughly speaking, some time 
' in March, or the beginning of April. - But the consideration men- 

tioned in @) fixes the date within these limits to about March § or 

April 7, on which days there.was a new moon. See Boeckh, 

-Mondcyclen der Hellenen, Jahrb; fir Class, Phil. Suppl.i.p. 78. It
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2, r. must be remembered that ‘the beginning of spring’ is a point in the 
natural year, of which the place in the. civil year might vary con-’ 

siderably. In the passages just quoted, the time described as dpa 

pt rod émtyryvopevov Gépous is actually ten days earlier according to 

the civil year than that described as reAeurdvros rod xetpdvos dua Hpt, 

the first being the 14th of Elaphebolion, 3.c. 423, the second being 

the 25th of Elaphebolion, n.c. 421. 

oe c) In ii. 19 init. pera 7a ev Wdaralg rdv ecedOdvrav OnBaiov yevopeva 
WnEpg bySonxoory pddsora rot bépous kat Tod attou axpdtovros, ea¢Badov és 
“thy *Arrixiy, rod otrov dxudfovros denotes probably the time, not 
when the corn was: ripe for the harvest; but when it was ripening, 

‘or in full ear, i.e. in Attica about May 10—June 10, harvest be- 
_ginning about June 15 (see Classen in loc. and Arn. ii. 19), or 
according to Mommsen, Griech, Jahreszeiten, p. 571, 572, a month 
earlier, Cp. iii. 1 init, and 15 fin., where a considerable period 
intervenes between the dxpdfovros rod oirov and the harvest; also 
iv. 1 init., 2 init. and 6 med., where, amply tov airoy év dep etvat==rod 
.otrov ert xddpov Syros-and mept atrov éxBodqy, . 
-- These. passages tend to prove that the word depdtew refers to 
:Some time when the corn, though in full ear, was not yet ready for 
-the harvest... And although it is not impossible that deudew may 
after all include the beginning of harvest, and so may extend to a 
few days later, yet considerations of another kind show that the 
invasion cannot’ have taken place much after June 15.. For the 
solar eclipse which ‘is mentioned in ii. 28 among the events 
-Subsequent to the evacuation of Attica by the Lacedaemonians 
(ii, 24-32) is calculated to have taken place on Aug: 3. Now they 
-had remained in the country an uncertain time—as long as their 
-supplies lasted (ii. 23. fin.)—but probably not less than thirty 
days; as forty days was the longest (ii. 57 fin.) and fifteen 
days the shortest time (iv. 6 fin.) which’ they ever remained ; the 
Jatter under peculiar circumstances. To this period of thirty 
.days occupied by the invasion has to be added-a further uncertain 
-_period comprehending the events between the retreat of the Pelo- 
-ponnesians and the eclipse, ii, 24—97, Thus considerably more 
than a month would seem to have elapsed between the eclipse of 
Aug. 3.and the invasion of Attica. And for the attack on Plataea, 

+
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éighty days before the invasion, May 10—June 10, we are led back 2. 1. 

to Feb. 20—March 20, i.e. to the new moon of March x or 

within a few days of it. 

- It seems to follow, after making every allowance for the ‘pos- 

sible difference between the civil and natural year at Athens, that 

there i is a discrepancy of about six weeks between the various state-" 

ments of Thucydides. The difference may be reduced to nothing 

if we put the attack on Plataea about the time of the next new moon, ° 

April 7, and suppose @) that dxpdfovros rod ofrov extends to the be- 

ginning of harvest, 4) that the events subsequent to the invasion of. 

Attica are not narrated in chronological order, so that the eclipse 

of Aug. 3 might have immediately followed the evacuation of the 

country, ¢) that Pythodorus might have been said to have two 

months of his archonship to run during the last fortnight or three 

weeks of his tenth month of office. (Cp. Arn. on ii, 19.) But 

then we have to assume, not only the latest possible date (towards 

the end of June) for the invasion of Attica, but also the earliest 

possible date (about June 25) for the end of Pythodorus’ archon- - 

ship. This makes the reconciliation extremely doubtful. We must 

suppose then, either that there is some mistake or confusion in the 

words of Thucydides, or that an error has crept into the text. 

This might be rectified by the emendation of Kriiger (Studien, 

j. 221 foll.) who would read réecapas (8’) for dt0. On the other hand, 

there is no variation in the MSS., and it may be argued against 

Kriiger, that the Greek phrase, ‘having’ still so many months of his . 

archonship to run,’ is better suited toa shorter than to a longer 

period of time. 

‘ It is evident that Thucydides intended to give a precise ‘mark of 

time. But the state of the Greek calendar was confused, and - 

our knowledge of it is imperfect. It is probable indeed, from 

Diodorus xii, 36. and Ptolemy Mey. Suvras. iii. 2. p. 162, that the 

first year of Meton’s calendar (which was based on a period of 

nineteen years, and was reckoned from the beginning of Ol. 87. 1, 

the middle of 432 z.c., being the year preceding the Peloponnesian 

‘war), began with the first new moon (July 15 or 16) after the 

summer solstice (June 27, really 28) of that year. But we do not 

know in what years the intercalary month was added. We cannot
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2. 1. therefore in any case determine within about thirty days how far, 

the Attic months corresponded to our own. — a 

The cycle in common use in Greece, before that of Meton was 

introduced at Athens, appears to have been one of eight years. 

_We are told by Geminus (vi. 35 ¢) that the intercalary months, 

were inserted in the 3rd, 5th, and 8th years. It is further probable, 

from the passages in Diodorus and Ptolemy quoted above, that the. 

13th Skirophorion of this cycle, Ol. 86. 4, answered-to June 27, 

B.c. 432, of our own reckoning. But we do not know with what 

year the cycle began or ended. , 
It is further uncertain whether the cycle of Meton .came into 

public use immediately after its promulgation. Ideler and A., 
Mommsen are of opinion that it did; Redlich, Boeckh, E, Miller, 
and Unger that it did not. me - . 

a) It has been argued from Aristoph. Clouds, 607-621, that the 
Metonic cycle cannot have come into use at that time (423 or 422), 
or the poet would not have ridiculed the confused state of the calendar. 
But it has been well answered that he may be ridiculing the new | 
calendar, to which, although more regular in itself, he may object. 
as a novelty. oo, , ; ; 

_ 4) The arguments of Boeckh against the earlier introduction of 
the Metonic cycle, resting on inscriptions discovered at Athens, 
involve too many conjectures to be at all conclusive. From the 
accounts of the sums of money drawn at particular times. by the 
state from the treasuries of ‘Athene and other deities, and.of the 
interest reckoned on them, he infers that certain years of the 
Peloponnesian war contained ‘an intercalary month which would 
not have occurred in the Metonic cycle. (Cp. Kirchhoff, Corpus 
Inserr. Att. vol. i. pp. 146, 148). But his argument assumes that. 
we are certain of the distribution of the intercalary month according. 
to Meton’s system. 

' ¢) The Scholiast on Aristoph, Clouds mentions an eclipse of the 
moon which took place in’ the month of Boedromion, Ol. 88. 4. 
Now this eclipse is calculated to have occurred.on Oct. 9, n.c. 425. 
It is argued that, if the Metonic cycle had been alrea dy in use at. 

that date, the civil would not have been so far behind the natural 
year, and the eclipse would have fallen in. Pyanepsion, the follow-
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ing month. But the uncertain authority and probably late date of 2. 1. 

the Scholiast renders the argument extremely doubtful. 

The variety of opinion among modern authors may be illustrated 

by the following table :— 

Date of Hecatombaeon 1st, Ol. 87. 2 (431), the first day of the 

, year following the attack « on Plataea, 

Octacleris, or cycle of eight_years. , Metonte cycle. 

Redlich!, Aug. 1. , Ideler’, July 6. 

Boeckh!, Aug. 1. E. Miiller*, July 5. 
Unger?, Aug. 2. A. Mommsen’, Aug. 5. 

Dates within which Hecatombacon 1st might vary in different years. 

Octaelert's. ‘Metonte cycle. 

Redlich, July 9—Aug. 7. . Ideler, June 25—July 25. 

Boeckh, June 20°—Aug. 7. Miller, June 28—July 27. 

Unger, June 28—Aug. 9. Mommeen, July 14—Aug.12. 

(These dates are according to the Julian calendar. The cor- 

responding dates according to the Gregorian, our present calendar, 

would be five days earlier.) 

Thus we end with. uncertainty ; but it is often worth . while, 

instead of adding a new conjecture, to acknowledge that in this, 

as in many critical inquiries, .if no new evidence can be adduced, 

uncertainty is the only attainable result.- Long- after authentic 

history begins, the uncertainty of chronology continues, owing to 

the deficiency of early registers and inscriptions, and also to the 

fabrication of dates in a later generation when the truth can no 

longer be recovered. Cp. Boeckh’s excellent remarks on the un- 

certainty of inferences obtained from restored inscriptions (Jahrb. 

Suppl. ii. p. 91). 
“Os 4e 

girdy Te eonyayov KT, 

Not, as in the translation, “brought i in the harvest,’ but ‘brought 

in corn.’ 

’ Boeckh, Jahrb. fiir Class. Phil, Suppl. i., see also Epigraphisch- -chronolo- a 

gische Studien, Suppl. ii. 
om, 

3 Sitzungsb. der Acad. zu Miinchen, 1875. 

. 8 Handbuch der Chronologie, i, p. 384. 

* Pauly, Real. Encycl, i. 1. ‘Annus.’ 

- 8 Jahrb. fiir Class. Phil. Suppl. i. 

8 Until the year aLd B.C, after which it occasionally falls earlier.
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7.2. kai AaxeSayiovlors pe mpds tats adtod Smapyovoats ef *IraAfas Kat 

XixeMlag Tots tdxeivay éMopevots vais ererdxOyoay moteiaOat Kard péyebos 

tév médewr, ds és Tov mdvra dpiOpov mevraxociov vedv ecopevar, Kal dpyi- 

ptov pnrdv éromdtew, td 7 GAda ouxdLovtas Kat *APnvaious Sexopévous 

ped gis oo 
The sense given in the translation is obtained by taking a) atrod, 

‘on the ‘spot,’ as meaning in Italy and Sicily, &) ¢& "IraXlas-xai 

SixeAlas, either with rois rdxelvav Xopévots, Or with trapyotcas in 

explanation of atrod, c) the dative fAowévors aS Governed by bmapyou- 

cats, and d) by supplying either of rdketvoy EAduevor from rots rdxeivev 

dopevars, or al wédecs by anticipation from xara péyebos trav médewy, 

as the nominative to émerdy@ycav. If this explanation is too harsh, 
there is no difficulty in altering vais (the accusative) into vijes. 

It is impossible to take apés rais adrod trapxovoats €£"IraXlas xat 
ZixeAias together in the sense ‘in addition to the ships already on 
the coast of Peloponnesus from Italy and Sicily.’ For it is clear 
from iii. 86 init. that the Lacédaemonians had as yet received no 
help from: their Italian and Sicilian allies, Etppayoe 82 rots peév Supa- 
xogiots joa, mdjv Kapapwaiov, al Ghar Aapides zédets, atmep xat mpos 
THY tGv Aaxedaipoviov 7b mpSrov dpyopévov rod morguou Evppaxtay érdxOn- 
cay, ob pévror guverroAduyady ye.’ , , 

; There is no regular construction for és r& d\Aa Houxd£Lovras xai 
"AOnvaious Sexopevous pug mt. The words are really governed by 
some such expressions as of Aaxedarpdnot vabs erérafav oteto Gat latent 
in rots Aaxedatpoviots ... vads ererdy6noay roviobar, 

The number 500 evidently includes all the ships, both of the 
Lacedaemonians and of their Italian and Sicilian allies. Even on 
this supposition such a number seems extraordinary, considering 
that the Athenians themselves never had more than’ 300 triremes at 

.,.” the most (ii. 13 fin,, iif. 17), and the number of the Peloponnesian 
fleet, in the earlier years of the war at least, never approached 100 
(Cp. ii, 86 med., iii. 16 fin., 76, iv. 2 med., 16 fin.) | 

8.2. kal woAdG pév Adyta eréyovro, more de Xpnopoddyor 7Zdov. 
The opposition is not between Asya and ypyopdroyor, but between 

the general circulation of oracles, frequently of unknown origin, 
among the people, and the special predictions of professional
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‘collectors’ of oracles. ‘ Many oracles were in men’s mouths, and 8. 2, 

‘many were the predictions recited by soothsayers” 

tre 82 Afdos éxtviOn ddiyov mpd tobrar, mpérepov otra caabcioa, ag’ 8, 3. 

od "EMAnves pépyynvrat, 

Yet Herodotus (vi. 98) makes mention of a previous earthquake 

(in 490), ‘the first and Jast which had taken place up to his time.’ 
The contradiction may show equally well 1) that Thucydides was un- 

acquainted with his history, or 2) that he intentionally criticised him. ° 

év toute re KexwAGoar eddxet éxdore Ta mpdypara, @ py tis airs 8, 4. 

mwapéotat. 

Either 1)* év rovr@ is the antecedent to 83 in which case it is 

unnecessary to supply any substantive with 3, because ¢v rovre is a 

familiar adverbial phrase. ¢ may be taken as the dative after mapéorat, 

or with év supplied from év TOUTE. a 

Or 2) év rotrm may be explained, not as referring to g, but i in the 

general sense of ‘here,’ or ‘at this point of affairs,’ év rotrg, scil. 

tay mpaypdrov. With 6 may be supplied mpdypar: from ra mpdypara. 

There appears to be a confusion between éddcer 7d mpaypa 3 py 

res and éddxee ra mpdypatra ols piy tts. . 

A nearly similar form of words occurs iv. 14 med, in the de- 

scription of the conflict which took’ place in the harbour. of 

Sphacteria, kat év robr@ Kexwddobar éddxet Exacros, @ py rm kal adrés 

eye tapi, where Zpy, which is probably not-used here because 

kat \dyp Kal @pyp has preceded, is supplied with es (unless indeed 

%pye is to be taken in the sense of ‘in reality. yo 

The certain and predestined future wapéora corresponds to the 

still more absolute perfect xexwAtoOat: ‘every one thought that things 

had come to a stop when he was not going to be present.’ 

Drae worets al brroredcis odcat ev Ever toaotese, Kapla yémt Gardoon, 9. 4. 

Awptijs Kapot mpécotkot x, TA. . Lo 

The words Kapia «rd. are, grammatically speaking, in appo- 

‘sition with dAAa: wédets, but are connected in sense with the 

cognate idea fvece rocoiade, 

woot Goa evrés “Tledorovyncoy kat Kpyrns mpos ido dviexovra, wacat 9, 4. 

at adat- Kukdddes AY Mov kat Ofpas. ‘
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1)* The island of Crete and the Peloponnesus are regarded as 

enclosing the whole of the Aegean sea, and dividing it from the 

Mediterranean. évrés=inside Peloponnesus and Crete. The clause 

magat al Grae Kukdrddes wAjy MyAov xai Oijpas is partially explanatory 

or resumptive; | ‘including all the Cyclades except Melos and 

Thera;’ af daa refers not to what has gone before, b but to wAj 

MyAou xat Ofpas which follows. 

2) Poppo, who translates évrds ‘on this side of,” suggests that by 

the first clause only the islands due east of the Peloponnesus are 

intended, and by the second, those lying to the north-east of it, in 

the northern part of the Aegean, Andros, Scyros, and Peparethus. 

But why should Melos and Thera, which li¢ in the southern part of 

the Aegean, be excepted in the second clause and not in the first? 

érerdy Se éxdorots érotpa ylyvotrs, kara Toy xpovoy tov elpnpevor, 

Euvjecay ra Sto pépy amd médews Exdarns és trav "Iobpdv, , 

ered} . . . ylyvorro marks the indefinite time, and corresponds to 

the imperfect gvjecav, ‘whenever any of them were ready,’ i.e. 

“as soon as they were ready,’ 

Spas 82 rijode ofta peifova mapackevyy txovres eEpACoper, GAAG Kab. 

emt mod duvatordrny viv épydpeba, Kal abrot wAcioroe Kal dpurrot otpa- 

TEVOVTES. . 

Both rai’s=‘ also,’ the first contrasting émi moe. épxdpeba with 
Spos Oe... cn rOoper, and the second contrasting airol... orparevorres 

with émt.add\w...épxépeOa. The connection is:—‘We area great 

host, but we must remember that, however strong we may be, 

we are attacking. a city which is our equal.’ And then, lest the 

words kat émt rdw Swvareardryy viv épxépeOa coming last should leave 

a discouraging impression on the mind, the first clause, gpas d2.. 
* cbf dBoper, is repeated in a slightly different and more re emphatic 
form, ‘as the city is great, so is the host.’ 

8 A ee ¢ , 

and kat médeas éxdorgs iyyepova kat atpariarny (xpi) 73 Kad” obrdv 

det mpocddxeaat és xivduvdy twa Hew, 

Either 1)* ‘that his own division of the army “will come into’ 
* some danger.’ 

Or 2) ‘that so far as he is concerned he should be alivays alive
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to the possibility of danger. _ The meaning of 7é xa6’ airév is more 11, 3. 

idiomatic, but the connection with mpoodéxec6a: is forced. and 

weak, 

modAdats Te Td ZAagaoy TAROes Sedtds Gpewvov Hutvaro rods mdéovas, &a 11. 

76 xarappovoivras arapackevous yeveo Gat, 

duewov. Better than the larger army without caution would repel 

the smaller. 

xpy Oo det €v rh wodepla rH pev yroun Gapaadéous orpatevew, 7H dé 11. 5. 

tpyo dedidras TapacKeudteaQa. , : ‘ 

The antithesis is only partial. yropy Oapoadéous answers to &pyo 

Sedidras, but not orparedew to mapacxevdtecbar, except in so far as 

otparetew, which refers to the whole enterprise, is opposed to” 

mapasxevdteaBat, implying the details of preparation. 

maot yup év rots Sppace Kai év 73 TApAUTEKG, opay mécXovTds Tt anGes 11, 7. 

Spy} mpooninret. , 

1) This sentence would have been quite clear if more simply 

expressed ;—miot yap év tois dppace ral ev To mapautixa nacxovet 

tt dndés opyy mpooninret. 

To avoid the baldness of the expression ¢v rois dppace ndoxover 

the sentence is resumed in a new form, and épay is introduced from 

Sppace, This change has altered mdoxovor into mdcxorras, which 

thus receives a double construction, both with mpoomimret and with 

épay, €v TO mapavrika ado xorras dpav, to see ourselves actually suffer- 

ing, cp. i. 32 fin. xat fpeis d8vdvarot Spapev Svres 7H olxela pdvov Surdpec 

meptyevea at, . 

As the words now stand we have to supply nécxovet ‘with é év Trois, 

Spam, and to regard the clause which follows, év To mapavrixa épav 

adcxovrds re dines aS an expansion or aggravation of the Previous 

words, év rois Sppage (wdoxover). , 

_ Or 2) épav may’ be taken after py) mpoominret, ‘in which some 

such idea as derév éors is involved or latent (BOhme). ‘For anger 

enters into the soul of all men, when they see with their own eyes 

and immediately some unwonted suffering inflicted upon them.’.
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12. 3. roadvbe cima exopevero, Gre Se 4 Hpépa tois “ENAyot peydAwy xaxiy 

13. 1. 

13. 4. 

apke. ; oo 
There may be a reference to this saying in Aristoph. Peace, 435,— 

’ se sn ee 
onevdovres ebydperba riy viv iépav 

"EMnow dpa mace woAdGv kdyabay. 

tmoromjoas, re "ApyiSapos abrd gévos dv eroyxave, py modAdxis 
abrés idia Bovddpevos xapiter Oat. robs dypous abrod mapading xat-p} dndoy 
K.TA 

py woMAdxis, lit. ‘as often happens,’ and hence ‘as is likely to 
happen.’ Compare the use of the‘word in Plato (e.g. Rep. iv. 
424 C), though less common in other writers, in the sense of 
‘perchance,’ 

xepis 32 xpuctou dojpou kat dpyupiou % re dvadipacw iBtois Kat 
dnpocios, Kat doa lepd cxedy wept te tas mopmas Kat robs ayévas, xab 
oxtha Mndtxd, xal ef re rotourdrpomoy, adk eAdaaovos hv 9 mevraxociny 
Taddvray, 

Either 1) dco» jv was intended to follow xpvatov xa dpyupiov, but 
the construction was changed in the next clause, dca tepa oxety. 
Or 2) the words xpustov dojpov kat dpyupiov were intended to be - 
governed by otk @kaccov. But the transition front the genitive to 
the nominative in the following clauses has led to the substitution’ 
Of otk eAdecovos (genitive of price). In either case there is a 
transposition of re, é re dva@npacw ilo Kat Onpogiots © being 
equivalent to éy dvabnpaow los re Kar Snpoctots. 

Or better 3)* goa lepa oxein... oxida Mydixd= év lepots oxebect Kat 
ev oxtrors Mndixois, answering to év dvadjpacw. We must then sup- 
pose’ the genitives ypuciov xa} dpyepiov, which should have been followed by otk éAdegor, to be forgotten in the length of the - Sentence. ¢Adavovos agrees better with the following genitive than 

13. 5. 

€Aagcov (which is found only in two inferior MSS), 
‘This difficult passage may be converted into an easy one by the omission of #», which is a probable correction, though without authority, tmdpxovros must then be supplied with: éadecoves from brapxévrev above. 

co 
”, : Sok a € . . ert 8€ Kat ra ée tov Eo tepdv mpoceriber xpnpara ovk oXtya, ots
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xpioecGat atrots, kat qv mdvy ébelpywvrat mdvrwy, kal airijs tijs Geod rots 13..5.: 

meptkerpevots xpvatots. | 

tay G\ov refers to the words Snapxdvrav ev Th 5 depordhet just 

above. , 

_ We know that the public treasury of Athens was inthe Parthenon. 

Pericles, whose previous words refer to the treasures kept there, . 

_and probably to the special treasures of other temples on the 

Acropolis, now passes to the treasures of the temples not on the 

Acropolis. , oo 
xat jv... advrov, ‘and if they were cut off from the use of every- 

thing? i.e. from the use, not merely of their.accumulated treasures, 

but of the tribute paid -by the allies. Cp. note on iii. 70. 6. 

For a discussion of this passage, in connection with the i inscrip- 

tions which throw light upon the history of Athenian finance, see 

Kirchhoff (Zur Geschichte des Athen. Staatsschatzes, p. 24, Ab- 
handl. der Berl. Acad., 1876); Greek Inscriptions in the British 

Museum, Newton and Hicks, Part I. p. 46. 

These inscriptions ‘fall into two classes, 1) accounts of ex- 

penditure, 2) inventories of iep& xpqjuara, handed on from one board 

.to another’ (Newton and Hicks). Up to the Peace of Nicias no 

diminution but rather an increase of the fep& xpiara seems to - 

have taken place (Kirchhoff, p. 26). ‘But before the end of the war 

many articles of value have disappeared from the inventories and 

have been replaced by others (Newton and Hicks, p. 48), and in 

Ol. 93. 3 (406, the year of Arginusae) nearly all the treasures of the 

Pronaos of the Parthenon seem to have been applied to the 

expenses of the war (Kirchhoff, p. 38.) An dxwdxys éni[xpucos] 

(Newton and Hicks, p. 77) may have been one of the oxida Mydixd 

"mentioned by Thucydides. Large’ sums, over 4700 talents, are 

recorded as expended from the treasury in the years 433-427 

(Kirchhoff, p. 30, cp. Thuc. ii. 17. 19). 

. dxépawe 8 Exov td dyapa recsapéxovta tédavTa, otadpsy xpocou 13. 5. 

awépbov.. , : , 

According to Boeckh (Staatshaush. i i. p. 592) 40 talents 

of gold =at least 400 talents of silver, ie. £96,000 ; according to 

Kirchhoff, Athen, Staatssch. p. 26, who estimates the value of gold
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in the time of Pericles as fourteen times that of silver they would 

amount to 560 talents of silver, i.e. £134,400. 

Ordiras 8 tpicxiAfous Kal puplovs elvar dvev ray ev rois povpios kat 

Tov Tap enahgw éfaxicxidlav kat poplov. togodras yap épihaccor 78. 

mparov, éndre of wodepiot éoBddouv, Gnd TE TOY mpeoButdétuy Kal Tov 

vewTatwv, Kal perolkav Soot omNirat Hoy. 

' Cp. the complaint of Dicaeopolis, Ar. Ach. 71,— 

opdipa yap éowfdpny éya 

mapa thy émoadéww év hoputd xaraxeipevos. 

- A difficulty has been raised respecting the proportion which the 

number ‘of the ‘oldest and youngest men’ bore to the rest of the 

army. ‘The garrison troops are estimated at 16,000. From these 

we have to deduct for the metic hoplites 3000 (ii. 31 init.). The 

rest of the garrison troops, consisting of the older and younger 

men, and probably including the aepimckcr, young men between 

eighteen and twenty, though they are not specially mentioned here, 

-amount to the same number as the other hoplites, namely, 13,000. 

But could the older and younger men, if they were those below and 

above the ordinary age for service with the hoplites, i.e. twenty and 

‘ sixty, be anything like equal in number to the heavy-armed soldiers 

between these ages? Clearly this is impossible. We may therefore 

- conjecture that the oldest and youngest men here mentioned, who 

constitute half the Athenian army, exclusive of the metics, must 

have been reckoned in some other way. Nor is it likely that a 

‘force consisting only of young men under twenty and of old men 

over sixty could have been used for any important service (such as . 

the defence of Oenoé, ii. 18.). In any military state it is probable . 

that an age was fixed much earlier than sixty, at which active service 

out of the country was no longer’required, though the whole force 

might be employed at home or called out - on extraordinary 

occasions. 

The division of the Athenian army, according to the year of the 
archons in which the men were enlisted, would facilitate: such a 

’ distribution. (Harpocration, S.V. éxadvupoe and orparetat ev rots éravi- 

ots, Schémann, Griechische Alterthiimer, i i.p. 449.) “And that sixty 
was not always the limit of age is proved by: Lycurg. c. Leocr. 39,
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e amides, Tis oornpias ™ dine a ev rojs inép ertiorra ere t yeporior 13.°6- 
xabeorixerav, 

tov 8é dadnpixod telyous - orddiot # hoa. ~ 43. VE 

' ‘Were’ before their destruction, or, ‘ were’ to be guarded,, 

_ Gerep kat of ax” ’AOqvateov “leaves Ext xal voy vonifovow, / ‘1B. 4. 
The mention of the. fact that the festival of Dionysus in. the 

Marshes was common. to the Tonians is intended to prove its 
antiquity, and so to strengthen the argument from the site of the 
temples to the site of the. older town. _ Cp, i. 6 med. a” od xad 
"lévey tobs mpecBurépovs xara 1b Evyyeves ent word airy } oxev} karéoxev, 

where there is ‘a similar mention of an old Athenian custom: re- Coe 
tained by the Ionians, | - ee Se, 

kal TH Kphvy 7H viv pév, rdv tupdvvev obra oKxevacdvray, "Rwveaxpatre. 16. 5. 
xadoupévp, ro b€ médXat, havepdv tov myyav obcdv, Kaddippdy & ovopacpery, 

exetvy ve éeyyts otoy, ra mdelorov dha eéxypdvto, Kat viv ere dad. rod. 

Gpxaiou mpd te yaptxdy Kat és Gdda tév iepSv vopiferar ta Tare xpioGat. 
éxeivy is a resumption of 1} xpjyy, ‘this fountain, I say, which was: 

in the neighbourhood of the original: city.’ The resumption. 
emphasizes the. words ¢yyis otoy, which contain the point of the 
argument. ‘The city grew up on the south side of the Acropolis : 
as is proved by the fact that the sacred fountain was- near this 
quarter, as well as the ancient temples,’ . o 

Of the demonstratives ‘ofros and éxeivos, otros refers to what 

“has immediately preceded, and is therefore commonly used in re- 

sumptions.’ But ¢xeivos is here more appropriate, because the - 
-writer reverts to the more remote antecedent, not indeed in ex- 

pression, but in idea, that is, to the.old form of the fountain as 

opposed to the new. Cp. Xen. Cyr. vi. 1. 17, 6 8 tows dy rues 
ipdv hoBnocier, et. Sejoet TrOppo Tis €avtavy - ppoupeiv, pydé rotro éxvjonre: 

Huets pev ydp, ereinep ‘kat ds olxobev droSnpodper, povpncev tpiv dva- 

Sexdpeba Ta éyyirara xepta Tay modepiav, pets be ra mpdcopa tp avrots 

tis "Aoouptas, éxetva, kracbe xat epyatecGe, where, in the same way, 

in the order of fact though not of word, ré mpdcopa are more remote 

from the speaker than ra éyytrara ray grodeptov, | . ~ 

VOL. * . oH
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15. 5. Objections have, been raised to the position of ré,. But @) exetvy 

re and xal viv may be intended to distinguish the ancient and the 

modern forms of the fountain. ‘Not only did they use the ancient 

‘fountain for great occasions, but it is still the custom to take water 

from the modern fountain at marriages and other ceremonies.’ 

And 8) in any case ré is not really out of place. For ékeivy is 

not taken with the second clause; but the words vopiferas 76 vSare 

Toure xpicbat correspond to ékeivy expavro, that is to say, the 

particles ré—xai connect two clauses and not two words. éreivy 

is placed at the beginning of the sentence because it is s the re- 

sumption of rj «phy. - 

It'is therefore unnecessary to adopt the correction ékeivol re. - 

16.1. 7H Te oty ent mod kare my xdpav abrovdum oikjoer petetxoy of 

’AOnvaiot, xal ered) EvopxicOncav Bd 75 Bos ev roils aypots suds of 

nAcious T&v dpyaiwy Kat tv Dorepov péxps Trodde rod modepou mavorxnoia 

yevdpevol te kal olkicavres ob padleos ras peravacrdcets erotwdrro. 

The use-of the dative after pereiyov is very: singular, and seems to 

arise from a confusion between the manner of partaking (dative) 
and the thing partaken of (genitive). A genitive after peretyov may 

be supplied from the words év rois dypois ,.. yevdpevol x.r.A., to which 

ré—kai point forward. ‘Thus the Athenians, both by their inde- 
pendent residence in the country which long prevailed, and from 
habit after their union, shared in a rural life.’ 

The construction of kowaveiy with the dative is too rare, and 
that of vopifew, xpijoOa, with the dative too remote, to justify the 
explanation of oikyoes pereixov on these analogies. 

17. 1. éweidn re ddixovro es rb dorv, Orlyos péy ticw Snfipxov oiknoes Kai 
mapa pitov twas % olxelov xaraguyi’ of S€ moddol rd re Epnya ris wéAcws 
@xnoav kat Ta iepa Kat Ta npea wavra K. TA 

Cp. Ar. Knights, 792, where the Sausage-seller reproaches Cleon 
with his treatment of the Athenian people,— 

kat ws ob Gxrcis, bs rotrov Spav oixotvr ev rais diddxvace 
kal yurapios Kal rupySlos Zros bySoor odx edrcaipers, , 
GAXG xabeipéas abroy BXirress* 

where it may be observed that the beginning of the Peloponnesian 
war. is reckoned from the year 432. 

‘
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_ tds Te oty mpoaBodas edtperi{orvro kat GAAws évdrerpuypav xpévov mept 18.2. 
abrny, 

' _@Aas has been translated ‘to no purpose.’ But the two clauses, 
tds re oly K.1.A., kat GAXos KrA., are then too disparate. The sense > 

in other ways’ is more suitable to ré—xai, which connect -dAXos 

closely with ras mpooBodds. 

kat Tpomhy twa T&v "AGgvateey § innéay wept tods “Pelrous Kahoupévous 19. 2, 
exoujcarto. . 

Cp. Pausanias, j 1, 38. 1, of 8€ ‘Petros xahovperor pedpa povov mapéxorrat 

‘morapav" émei 7é ye USup Odragad earl adioe’ meiora 8é. dy tis Kad 

os dxd rod Xadudéav Eipiroy péovaw ind ris yas és Oddaccay xoidorépay 

eumimrovres, 

Gua 88 eat of Axapvijs péya pépos Bvres riis médews (spioxi tor yap 20. 4. 

Strat eyevovro) ob mepiderbar eBdxovy ra odérepa Siapapévra, GAN 

Sppnrety kat rous wavras és paxny. 

Miiller-Striibing (Aristophanes und die Hist. Kritik, Excurs, to 

p. 432) would read 300 (1) for 3000 (1), denying that so large 

a proportion of the Athenian army could have been furnished by 

one of the 174 Attic demes. But @) the demes may not have been. 

at all uniform in size and population; 2) the Acharnians are ex- 

pressly described by Thucydides as péya pépos dvres ris wddews, 

words which could not possibly be applied to a town furnishing 

only 300 heavy armed soldiers out of 29,000 (who are all heavy 

armed, as is clear from the words of Thucydides ii 13, 6, see note, 

notwithstanding the difficulties raised by Miiller-Striibing), not 

much more than a hundredth part of the whole. And ¢) the pro- 

' posed emendation is equally inconsistent with the importance 

ascribed to the Acharnians in the Acharnae of Aristophanes. “Cp. 

- also Pind. Nem. ii. 16,— . _ ’ 

*"Axdpvat S¢ madaiparot 

evdvopes. 

“*AOnvatoe dé, péxpt pév ob mept *BXevsiva Kal 7d ‘pidatov mediov 6 21. I. 

azparis iv, xal twa édriba elxov és rb eyyurépo atrovs pi) mpotévat, pep- 

wpévor kal WAetorodvaxra tov Taveaviou Aaxedatpoviov Bagidéa x.7.d. 

kai rwa édAmida elyov, either 1)* cat... efyov is the apodosis of 

H 2 ,
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21. t. the sentence: ‘while the Peloponnesians remained at a distance, 

so long the Athenians had some hope.’ Or 2) the apodosis is 

_ lost in the long sentence which follows. 

In the-latter part of the chapter the style changes, and instead of 

_ long periods we have a number of short hurried sentences, expres- 

sive of the various impulses by which the city was agitated. 

22.2.  tnnéas pévrot étémepmev del rod wy mpodpdpous and Tis otpartas éonin- 

tovras és TOUS dypois tovs eyyes THs TwOAEWS Kaxoupyeiv. kat igmopaxia ts 

éveyévero Baaxeia ev dpvylos K.TAAy . , 

év- in éveyévero=‘ meanwhile :’ ‘in the course of sending out 

these detachments there occurred a skirmish.’ 

22.3. 9 dé Bonbea airy ray Ococahav kara ro madatdy Evppaxexdv eyévero 

rois "AOnvaiots, 

The word adadv shows that the reference is not only to the 

comparatively recent alliance, with Thessaly, i. 102 fin., 107 fin, 

but to the old friendship mentioned in iv. 78 med. Tots re "AGquaiors 

dei more TO TANOOS THY Gegoadav etvour tmijpxer. 

23. 3. mapidvres S€ "Opardy, thy yy thy Mepatkhy doujstony, ore vépovras 

*Opdrriot "AOnvaiay tmixoot, eOywoay. st 

‘All the MSS. read ri Tepaixyy (see note on’ the translation). 

But as the expression occurs nowhere else, and the form Tepaixiy 

is strange, some editors read ri» Tpaixyy. Steph. Byz. s.v. Tdvaypa 

informs us that there was a place called Graea upon the coast, 

belonging to Oropus. He further says that different accounts 

were given of the name; Aristotle in particular identifying Graea 
with Oropus. Graea also occurs in an inscription as the name of 
an Attic deme, belonging to the tribe Pandionis (see Grote, Part IT. 
ch. xlviii). 

24, 2, tpiypes te per abrav éxarov eLatpérous énovijcarro Karta toy éviautov 

Exactov tas BeAtiotas. . 

- Not of course the same hundred, which would soan have decayed; 
but a hundred every year, which was changed. 

25. 3. = xat ‘mpooBordigavras Tav ek THs Kolhys” HNSos Tptaxagious Royabus kat 
rdv adrdGev Ex Tis TeptoiKiBos "Hetwy Haxn éxpdtnoay,
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The words *rptaxogious Aoyddas apply only to rav ek ris xoldns 25. 3. 

"HAidos. With rév airééev supply mpocBonbjcavrds (was). The 

Elean perioeci in the neighbourhood would come indiscriminately 

at once, while the chosen troops would naturally be the first to 

‘arrive from a distance. 

értxadécavres obX iktora Tod wohdpou odiow aiztous etvat. 2 OT re 

oly Feora is to be taken with airious eva, not with éemxadécavres, 

‘Cp. i. 67 med. Alywiral re Gaveps pev ob mpeaBevdpevor Sedidtes rods 

*AOnvaious, xpoa be obx Hxtota per abtady evizyov tov méAepov. 

voupnvig kata cehiyny, , , 28. 

Te. the first day of the lunar month, distinguished from the first 

day of the civil’month, which did not always coincide with it. For 

the Attic months, though lunar, had to be adapted to a solar year. 

6 82 Tipys otros 6 roU Zirdhxov marip mp&ros Odpicas rv peyddnv 29. 2. 

Bacttefay Eni wretov tis &AAns @pdkns éroince’ woAd yap pépos Kat 

airdévopdy ore Opaxav. ; . 

ent mAetov rhs GAAns Opaens. Not 1) ‘was the first to establish the , 

great kingdom of the Odrysae on a larger scale than the rest of © — 

Thrace, for this would imply that there were several other kingdoms 

in Thrace, not indeed as great as the kingdom of the Odrysae, but 

comparable to it. The meaning is 2)* ‘he extended ‘the kingdom 

of the Odrysae over a great part of Thrace (ért mciov, not emt 14 

mAciov), but not over the whole, for there are numerous tribes which 

remain independent,’ 

Typet de TO Lpéxqy thy Uavdiovos ax * AOyeiy oxerre pala mpoonjKet 29. 3. 

6 Typns otros odd K.T.A. . 

Cp. Aristoph. Birds, 366,— 

ENlOW. elé pot ri pedrer’, & mdvrav xdxidta Onpior, 

drohécat, nabdvres obdév, dvSpe, Kat Siaomdoat 

Tis epijs yuvaixds Sure Evyyevy xal pudéra; 

rk 
Tijpys 8 obre rd aitd Svopa Exuv, Bacirets re mpros év xpdree’O8pucdy 29. 3. 

eyéveto. . : 

For similar transitions from the. participle to-the finite verb cp. 

note on i. 9. 3. § 5.
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29. 5. . eAOdw Oe és ras "AOhvas & Nupdddwpos thy re Tov ZirdAKov Evppaxiav 

émolnge Kai Eddcxov tov vidy abrod "A@qvatov, Tov re én Opgxys adAepov 

imedéxero xaradicew’ meivew yap ZerdAcyy mépyew orpariay Opgxiav 

*A@nvaios inméwv te Kal weAraoTay, , 

A comic version of the same events is given by Aristophanes, 

Ach, 141 foll.,— 
@EQ, rodrov perd Sirddxous ¢ emevoy Toy xpdvov* 

“ xat Spra pirabiivacos F iv tmeppvas, 

tpadv 7 épacris iv ddnOjs, Sorte xal 

év roiae tatxats fypud’, “A@nvatot Kadal. 

68 vids, bv ’AOnvaioy énemotnpeda, 

Jpa payely dddGvras && *Anarouplov, 

xai tov marép’ nutTeBdde Bonbeiv ri warpa’ 

68 dpoce orevdav Bondicev, exov. 

orpariay tocautny Gor ’AGnvalous épeiv, 

Goov 7 xphpa mapvérav mpodéepxerat, 

Al. xdxior’ drrodoipny, ef tt rovrav meiGopat 
7. . : = &y einas évrav6t ob, TARY TOY TapydTer. 

30. 1.. of 8 ev tais éxaréy vavolv ‘AGnvaior ere Byres mept Ledonévaov SéXdisv 

Te Kopw6tov médtopa aipotot kat mapadtédact Taharpetow *Akapydvev 

pévors Thy yay Kat wédwy véweOat, 

Contrast iv. 49 fin. When an Acarnanian and Athenian force had — 
taken Anactorium, exmreppavres Kopw6tovs adtol ’Axapvaves olxnropes 

and wdvtwv Ecxov 7d xapior. 

35. 1. enol 3 dpxoiy dy eddxer elvar dvdpdv dyabav epyw yevopévav epya Kat 

dprodaba ras tinds, ofa Kal viv wept tov rdov révd_e Sypooia mapackeva- 

abévra dpare, kai pi ev evi dvdpl moAdGy dperds KwSuvevecOar ed re xal 

xeipov elrdyre moTevO Hvar. , 

The construction of these words is uncertain. 1) meorevOjvat may 

be dependent on xwduveverOar, ‘that the virtues of many should run 

the risk of being believed (or not), as one man speaks well or ill’ 

But it is simpler 2) to regard the clause e3 re.. - morevOnvat aS an 

epexegesis of xwduvevecOat, indicating the matter in which the risk 

consists, ‘that the virtues of many should be imperilled on a single 

man touching their being believed in proportion as he speaks well 
or ill?
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It is possible also, 3) instead of supplying ras dperds as the 35. I. 

subject of morevéjva:, to take the verb as impersonal, ‘ that 

credence should be’ given,’ 

elirévrt t) may be dat. after, morevjvat, cp. i. 20 init. 7a pev ody 

madata rotatra edpov, xadera évra mavrt éfis texpnpig morevout, or 

. 2) may agree with ev évi dv8pi, 

It may be remarked a) that, although such orations were fre- 

quently repeated in the course of the war (ii. 34 fin. ), this is the 

only one which Thucydides has thought it worth while to preserve ; 

_ and 6) that, although the occasion may appear trivial, for the number 

of persons killed was ‘probably very small, it is likely that in this 

single speech more speeches of Pericles thani one may ‘be summed 

‘up. ¢) The funeral oration is the panegyric over all who fell in’ — 

the war, and is intended for the reader rather than for the hearer. 

For other funeral speeches see a fragment of Gorgias, the 

Menexenus, attributed by Plato or his imitator to Aspasia, and 

the enerdgiiot Adyor ascribed to Lysias and Demosthenes. The three 

last of these differ from the great oration of Pericles a) in their 

lengthy treatment of legendary. and other history; 4) in their 

rhetorical and exaggerated common-places ; c) in their want of 

philosophical and political insight. There survives far more of 

the spirit of Thucydides in the remarkable though incomplete 

funeral oration of Hyperides. For the funeral oration of Gorgias 

see Dr. Thomson, Gofgias, App., and for those of Lysias and 

Hyperides see Mr. Jebb, Attic Orators. There is a fine fragment 

of another funeral speech of Pericles preserved by Plutarch, Pericles 

8, 6 de SrnoipBpords pyow, ort rods év Sdpe reOunnéras éyxiopidgv ent 

Tou Biparos a@avdrous edeye yeyovévat kaarrep Tous Geovs. 08 yap éxeivous 

aibrovs épapev, dAAa Tails tipais, ds €xover, Kal rots dyabeis, é mapéxovow, 

a@avarous elvat Texpatpopeba, Tavr obv tadpyew xat Tots inép THs marpides 

> a 

arobavotcw, 

xorerdv yap Td perplas cineiv, ev gd ude Kat 4 Séxnows tis dAnOelas 35; 1. 

BeBatoira, 5 te yap fuveidds cal ebvous axpoanys ray’ av re évdecatépas 

ampos & Bovderal re xal émiorarat vopioete SprodaGat, 5 re detpos Zor & 

kat wreovdter Oat Si POdvoy, ef te ip thy éaurod piow dxovot. 

- 1)* ‘It is difficult to avoid saying too little‘or too much, and ‘if
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35.1. you do avoid it (év 3), you will hardly be thought to be speaking 

’ "the truth. For the friend will think that you are saying too little, 

and the enemy that you are saying too much.’ pdéArs answers to 

xadrendv, kai after év 6 emphasizes the whole clause, and represents 

the further step in the argument— it is difficult to observe modera- 

tion, and there is a further difficulty, that you are not believed — 

if you do.’ : 

Or 2) ‘It is difficult to say neither too little nor too much: and 

herein lies also the difficulty of creating the i impression of truthful- 

ness.’ al, which is to be taken with 4 Béxnots tis dAnGelas Be- 

Raia, imperfectly contrasts the objective with the subjective— 

the difficulty felt by the hearer with that felt by the speaker, or the 

effect on the mind of the hearer with the words spoken. 

"Or 3) 4 év 6 may mean ‘in a case where.’ ‘It is difficult to speak 
with exact propriety in a case where it is so difficult to produce 
the impression of truth.” xai expresses emphatically the logical 
connection between the two clauses, and is better given in English 
by inverting them. ‘For where it is hard to produce the i impres- 
sion of truth, ‘there too it is difficult to speak with exact propriety.” 
(Cp. note on iv. 62. 4. ) 

According to 3) the words=‘ it is difficult, and there i is a further 
difficulty.’ éy orev TO Hetpios eimreiy, 

According to 2)‘ it is difficult, and the difficulty lies i in this’ & J 
= ev TO Xaderov elvat petpiws eimety, 

According to 3) ‘it is difficult too, in a case in which it is hard.’ 
€v o=ey ToUT@ ey o. 

According to any of these explanations, rai may also be joined 
with j 9 Sdxnats, i in the sense of ‘even.’ Either 1)‘ it is hard to give 
even the impression of truth, in other words, ‘ even the. simplest 
condition of oratory is not fulfilled;’ or 2)‘ you do not produce’ 
even the appearance, to say nothing of the conviction, of truth.’ 

35. 2. péxpe yap roude divertor of Exawoi etot mept érépov Aeydpevot, és Scov ay 
kat atrés éxagtos’ otnrat txavds elvat Spacat Te dp ijeovee. TO é iwep- . + 
BaAovre abroy Pbovoivres dy kat antorovow. 

Such a remark, however slight may be, the foundation for it, is 
not unnatural, when an, orator is dwelling on the difficulties of the
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task before him. Nor would it be ungrateful to the audience (see 35, 2. 

Col. Mure, vol. v. p. 170), who would be willing enough to believe 

at such a time that they could not do justice to the dead, and 

might even reproach themselves with a want of generosity towards 

them. 

” Sixacov yop abtois kat wpétov 8é dua dv 7G roidde ty Tyany Tabryy ris 36. I.- 

prnpns 6i8ec Gar. , 

For such expressions, which are frequent in Thucydides, see 

note-on i. 9. 3: 

THY yap xepav det of adrot olxotvres Siadoxy Tay emytyvopdvav peéxpe 86. 1. 

rouse édevbépay Oe’ dperiy mapéSocav. 

‘Sadox7 t&v émtytyvopervav may be taken either with dei of adroit 

oikotyres or with mapédocay, or with both. 4 

_ Itis doubtful whether d:ad0x7 is in sense neuter, ‘ by a succession 

of posterity,’ i.e. ‘by successive generations;’ or active, equivalent 
to tay értysyvopévay dtadexopévev (riv xepay). 

Ta 88 Welw adrijs adrol jyets ol8e, of viv ere dures pddtora ey rH Kae- BB. 3. 

ornxvia HAckia, ermubjoopev. , , 

ra 8¢ wAelw, either 1)* the greater. part of our power; or 2) that 

which goes beyond what we have received. 

éxnuénoaper refers to the improvement and consolidation, not to 

the extension, of the Athenian empire, of which the limits, as 

Thucydides implies in the previous sentence («ryodpevos yap mpés ols 

éde£avro Sony EXopev, dpxdy obk dréves fpiv rots viv mpooxarédurov), had 

been fixed in the preceding generation. Cp. i. 118 init. ratra Se 

ftpravra... éyévero ev erect wevrijxovra pddiora pera ris Zépéou dvaxea- 

pijceas kal ris apxis Tobbe Tov modcpou" ev ols *AOnvaioe Thy te &pxhy 

eykpareotépay Kareorjoavro, kat adrot ént péya éxdpycay Suvdpews. 

dd 82 clas re emrdedcews HOopev Ew alta, xat ped’ otas wodireias 36. 4. 

kal tpérev e& olov peydha éyéveto x.7.A. . 

JE 7Aéov, the reading of many good MSS. (not grOoper), be adopted, 

it must be referred to of warépes, and the distinction implied between 

the work of the preceding and that of the present g veneration is the 

_same as, that drawn in i. 89 init. of yap "A@nvaior tpdmy rode « FdOor 

ént ta mpdypara, év ois 1b&jOqoay, - .
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87.1.  xal dvopa prev bia 7d py eg Sdlyous GAN és mreiovas oixetv Snpoxparia 

kéxAnrat, péreore 8é kara pev rods vépous mpds ra ira Sedhopa mot 15 

ioov, kara 88 ray afloow, as Exactos ev to ebduxipei, odx Ard pépous ro 

wAelov és rd Kowa i) dad dperis mpotysarat, 

és Odtyous .. . olkeiv= Stotxeiobat Sure dlyous elvat ruvs Stotxodvras abriv: 

cp. vill, 563 fin, és dAtyous paddov ras dpxds wothooper, where the 

context clearly shows that és éAtyous cannot mean, as might be 

supposed, ‘for the advantage of a minority.’ 

péreort 8€ Kr. ‘though we bear the name of democracy, this’ 
name is an inadequate description of the Athenian commonwealth. 
For before the law all men (including the éA¢yo:) are equal, while at 
the same time there is an aristocracy of merit at the service of the 
state.’ 

dwd pépovs, 1)* ‘because of the part of the state to which he 
belongs,’ ive. because he belongs toa privileged class. Cp. vi. 
39 init. ey 8€ qhyus mpSra pév Sjpov gdprav’ Gvopdabat, ddtyapyiav dé 
Hépos, where, as in this passage, the word pépos is used invidiously. 
Or, more simply, 2) ode dé pépous, ‘not partially,’ or ‘in a spirit 
of partiality’ But thus the opposition between dé pépous and dé 
dperijs becomes merely a grammatical form. — 

37.2. od8e dtnuious Bev Avanpas bé TY Sher dyOnddvas mpoorOépevor, 
7 éecis best taken as dative after mpooriGénevor, dyéydév commonly - 

means a burden or offence; here ‘ looks expressive of discontent 
or annoyance,’ . 

mpoorOéuevor, lit. ‘adding to our own looks,’ i.e. wearing on our 
faces, 

39. 2. obre yap AaxeSaipdvide Kod" éxdorous, pera mdvrov dé és Thy yy 
EGY orparetovow. : 

1)* ‘For the Lacedaemoniahs do not come singly, but with their 
whole confederacy into our country or 2) taking the Lacedae- 
monians to represent the whole Pelo ponnesian confederacy of which xa6’ éxdorous describes the parts: (cp. ii. 12. med. Aaxedaipovion 
eEcorparevpevar.) ‘For the Peloponnesians do not come with the 
force of one of their states only, etc.’ The former agrees better 
with the words peré mdvrov ; the latter with Ka6 éxdorous, “Poppo
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would change the text without MS. authority into xa6’ avrovs. But 39. 2. 

the opposition of a6’ avrots to pera wdvrov is far less idiomatic 

and familiar than the reading of the MSS. 

xattot ef pgdupig paddov } mévev pedery, Kat pi) peta vdpov td Actor 4 39. 4. 

rpérav dvSplas eO€dorpev xvduveverv, meprylyverat juiv trois re péddovew 

GAyewois pi} mpokdyvew, Kal és abrad Godot ph arodporépous trav det 

poxOotvrav daiverOat, cat Ey te roUToIs ry wékw aétav elvat OavpdterOar 40. I. 

Kat ére év GAXots. . 

* xairot conveys no opposition to the preceding words, but only 

repeats the argument and introduces the conclusion. Cp. iii. 39. 2 

and‘note. It refers back to the sentence xai ev rais mardeiats of pev 

«A. with a slighter reference to the section beginning rexpyprov dé 

ovre ydp xd. ‘But: surely if, enjoying this entire freedom of life, 

we divided are a match for our enemies united, it is a clear gain 

to us that we do not become like Sparta a merely military city, and 

have time to attain greatness of another soit’ (ev dos, beginning , 

of ch. 40). Such is the general drift of the passage. 
6édoev is the reading of all but a few MSS., not ¢@éAoper, The | 

‘hypothesis, which is also the actual fact, is presented with a sort of | 

Greek irony, in a more subjective and remote form, ‘if it be a 

thing conceivable that we prefer’ Cp. note on i, 120. 3. 

_ pihoxadotper ydp per’ euredelas xal Pirocopotper dvev padaxias. 40. I.. 

per’ ebredetus, ‘with economy,’ which is a mark of simplicity , 

and good taste. The meaning ‘simplicity’ is inferred rather than, 

expressed in the word eéréAua, 

Trott Te Epyou padQov Katpe # Adyou Kéunw xpapeda, kai rd wéverOar 40. 1. 

ody Spodoyetv tivt aloxpdv, GhAG py Siaheryew Epyo ataxuov. 

1)* épyou xatp$ and Adyou xdure, if grammatically analysed, are in 

different constructions (cp. note on i. 71.1), ‘in the season of 

action,’ and ‘as a boast of words,’ xdpxo being simply in appo- 

sition with motte. - 

. Or 2) épyou xaipp may mean ‘as an opportunity for action.’ 

_aloxtov, i.e. alexpdv piGdov, not ‘more disgraceful than poverty,” 

which the speaker denies to be a disgrace, but ‘ disgraceful rather
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40. 1. than poverty. For a similar resolution of the comparative cp. iii. 

, 63 init. ds dé dpeis wGddAdv re Hotqxare ros “EAAnvas Kat Gbidrepot core 

néons Cnpias, metpacdépeba dropatve. iv. 61 med. xat ob rots dpyew 

Bovdopévors péudopat GAXd trois taxovew érotpotépots odo, viii. 27 

med. od yap aloxpov eivat "AGnvatous vauTik® peta xatpod tnoywpicat, 
a” , a e. ~ 

@dAG xal pera Stovoiy rpdmov aloxiov EvpBncecba Fv oonbaow. 

40. 2: povot yap rév re pndév rOvde peréxovra otk ampdypova dad’ dxpetov 

vopifopev, , . 

‘Compare Burke; Reflections on the Revolution in France: 
‘f am sure that the principles predominant in France extend to 
many persons and descriptions of persons in all countries, who 
think their innoxious indolence their security. This kind of inno- 
cence in proprietors may be argued into inutility, and inutility into 
an unfitness for their estates,’ 

40. 2. ‘Ral abroi Hrow xpivojiev ye 4 evOvpotpeba opbas +& mpdypara, 
- As elsewhere, yé emphasizes the former of the two alternatives. 
Compare vi.'38 init. ods yd od vov mparov adX’ det éxigrapat Hiroe 

Adyors ye rotoicde kat ere ‘Tovey kaxoupyorépots 4 Epyorg Bovdopevous, 
katamhjgavras 7d bpérepov mAjOos, abtods tis whos Gpyew, Xen, Cyr. 
iv. 5. 22, jpeis re, 3 Iépoa, éneét mpoodexopéba woepious Hrow praxopévous 
Ye Hj mercopdvous mapécer Oat, rayOapev ds kédhiord. . 

40. 3. Scahepdvras yap 84 rat réd8e €xopev, Sore roApay re of adrot pddtora, 
kal mepi bv enixetpiroper exdoytlesat, 8 rois DXors dpabla pev Opdcos, 
Aoytopds Se Sxvov éper. ‘ 

8, scilicet 76 exhoytCer Oat, was originally intended forthe nom. to- 
épet, but the clause has been expanded into an antithesis which 

- . breaks up the grammatical construction, , 

40. 4. . BeBatdrepos 8¢ 5 Spdoas THY xdpi, Sore Shetoperqy 8 ebvolas 3 
_BBaxe cdtew, . 

- Sore here expresses purpose as well as result; “his object being © 
to keep alive the memory of the kindness which he has done.’ 
de? edvoias is best taken With odgew, the antecedent to ¢ 3éSaxe being 
€xeive, OF eis exeivoy, OF the objective genitive éxeivou following eivoias. 

- Contrast Aristot. N, E. ix. 7. 2, ¢ > ~ 

ot eu qemotnKdres Gidodot Kat
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ayurGou tous « menovOdras xiv pydév Soe xpyo pot, pd ef torepov 40. 4. 

yévouwr dv. 

mavraxod 8¢ pynycia Kaxdv te Kayalay didia Euykatoucicavres, Al. 4. 

xaxay te xdyady, lit. ‘of the harm and of the good which we have’ 

done.’ For xaxéy cp. supra § 3, i’ olwy xaxomaéei, 

fvyxaroxicavres, either 1) ‘planting together,’ i.e. as the act of 

a whole people, or 2) ‘ planting compactly or firmly ;’ compare the 

use of ctv in the verbs ovyxainut, cvycaracxevdfw, ovhAapBdve, cvy- 

ypdbo, cvykrciw, etc. where it adds strength to the meaning of a 

word already denoting a complex action; or 3), ‘establishing 

. together with this, i.e. ‘ together with our empire,’ which has been 

described in the-preceding sentence. 

kal eipnrat ablris ta péyora’ & yap’ thy mow Spvyca, at tavbe Kat 42. 2, 

tav roravbe aperat exdopygay. a . 

é yap rhy wékw dpynoa xzd.. 1) Supply rodros with éexdepnear, 

scil. tiv wéAw. Or 2)* & ydp,==taitra yap a, is an accusativus pendens, 

The words that follow, ai ravde k.7.A., really convey the sense. 

. tourous Upynoa, being a condensed expression for dpuyca ras ravde- 

at rev roavde dperds, at éexdcpnoay aityv, ‘When I praised the city. 

I was really praising these men, for their virtues were her virtues.’ 

Compare Hyper. Epitaph. col. 7. 15, cvpBatver rov AcwoSévous Zrawov 

ént tais pdyats éyxdptoy kal trav Gov rodrav elvat, 
‘ 

' 

Boxed 3 poe dphodv GvSpés dperhy mpd te pyvdouga Kat tedeutala 42. 2. 

BeBatotoa 4 viv rdvde xatacrpopi, 

dv8pds dperjv has been translated ‘manly worth ;’ under the idea, 

that the rendering ‘a man’s worth’ required the article before one. 

or both substantives. “But the words are here used in an abstract 

sense, not ‘the virtue of a man,’ but ‘virtue in a man.’ . Although 

the transition from the general dv8pés ‘dperqy to the particular 9 viv , 

ravde xaraotpopy is somewhat awkward, the meaning thus given to 

av8pos dperqv is better Greek, and the whole reflection is of a 

finer cast. oo ; 
_ 1) réand xaé in this sentence are not perfectly accurate, because 

the two clauses are not coextensive, the first referring only to some,
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42, 2. the second to all, who had fallen. The words ‘ both first indicating 

' and finally confirming it,’ are equivalent to ‘it may be in some 

cases the first indication, but is in all the final seal.’ xpary te 

. pyviovea is further explained by trois réAAa xelpoct. 

The words have been translated, not so well, 2) ‘both when it - 

first indicates and when it.finally confirms,’ i. e. ‘in some cases it is 

the first indication, and in others the final seal.’ 

But it may be objected a) that the sense is interrupted, ‘for 

then rots 7dAXa xeipoot is connected only with aparn pyytovea, not 

also with re\evrafa BeBatotoa, And &) that ré, xai more naturally 

connect two aspects of the same action than two actions distributed 
among different classes of persons. 

42.3, kai yap roils rddAa xelpooe Sixaiov tiv és robs moduous trip tis 
marpidos dvSpayabiav mpotibecGat' dyabG yip xaxbv ddavicartes xowas 
HO2Xov Shdrnoar } ee rav lov &Bdaav. 

mporideoba may be middle or passive. In either case the sense 
is the same, ‘ they may justly putit forward as a plea,’ or ‘the plea 
may justly be put forward for them” The other explanation, ‘it 
is just that they should show bravery, gives a false sentiment. 
For then the dead would be spoken of as having done no more 
than they weré bound to do, whereas the argument is that by 
a work of supererogation they have cancelled their faults. 

42. 4. tiv b€ trav evavriay Ttpwpiay moOeworepay abrav AaBdvres xai xuwSiver 
dpa tév8e rdddorov voploavres éBovdfOnoav per adrod tobs pev Tipiwpel- 
oOar ray Se epteobat, . 

per airod, scil, rod xwdivou' rav 38 éptecda is subordinate to robs 
pep ripopetabar, ‘They wished to desire these things when they had 
already avenged themselves on their enemies, and not till then.’ 

(42. 4. eAmide pev rd apavés Tov xaropbdcew emrpépavres, 2, epyo Se wept rob 
98 Spopévov odiaw abrois G£todvres memorBévar* kat ev adtad 7d dpvvecbat 
kat rraGeiy paddov 4 Tynedpevor # rd. evddvres aalerOa, rd pev aloxpdy rob 
Adyou Epvyov, 13 F epyov TO odpart brépeway, cai SC é\axiotou Katpoo 
ToxNS dua dxph ris Sdéns padrav # ij rod S€ous dmmAAdynaav. . 

' év abr, either év 76 €pye, or better ev 7G 70 dpwopéve, which more
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distinctly expresses the idea of ‘battle ;’ their conduct in the hour 42. 4. 

of conflict answers to the resolution (afsodvres) which they formed — 

in the moment preceding it. . 

HyIedpevot wGdAdov, 1) is commonly taken i in a pregnant sense, as 

. if dey were understood: ‘thinking it right rather’ Cp. Xen. Hell. 

v. 1.15, fv d€ dvexdpevdy pe Spare xai yixn eat Oddy kat dypumviay, 

otecGe kat tpeis ratra wavra kaprepeiv. Plato, Prot. 346 'B, modAdats 

dé, olpat, Kat Stpavidys Hyjoato kal airés i tipavvoy 4} Gdov twa Trav 

rootray éravécat xat éyxepsdoat. But the presence of the article 

before duivecOa creates a difficulty, for although we might say 

olea be dpiver Oar for oteabe deiv dpiverbar, we could hardly say ofecde 

TO dpdverOat OF oteabe Seiv rd Gpiver Oat. , 

2) The article @) may be partly explained as emphasizing the 

opposition between the two clauses 1d duiverGat xal gabeiy and 7h 

&vddures odtecOa. Or 6) it may have arisen from dittography 

attéro. Cases in which the article is used with the infinitive after. 

rdyew, weiOew, etc., OF expressions like 7d pev mpooradaurepelv TH 

SdLavre KANG ovdeis mpdOvpos Fy, ii, 53 med, (Jelf, § 670. ) are not 

sufficiently parallel. 

BU eAaxiorou Katpod, NOt ev edaxlore Kap, (id, ‘after,’ or ‘after 

the interval of,) because the moment of their death is thought of _ 

asa definite though swiftly passing interval, not as a mere point 

of time. éxns may be taken either 1) with xa:pod, or 2)* with depj, 

rod déovs going in the former case with dua dxf, * 
ths Sdfns paddov 7 

in the latter with danAAdyyoan, 

Kal Grote kat metpa Tov oparelgcay, odxouv kat ri» mdduy ye ris operépas 43, 1. 

dperis d&wivres orepioxew, Kdddorov 8 Epavoy airy mpoi¢pevot. Kowy 2. 

yop 74, copara dc8dvres i8ia ray dyhpor Erawvov edduBavor xa rv tdcpov 

émtonpdrarov KT. . , . 

épaves, lit. a contribution to a friendly society. ydp justifies, the 

metaphor implied in épavos. . The antithesis, which is poor enough, 

seems to be as follows. They die all together and so make a 

contribution to the state in common; but they receive back indi-_ 

vidually the meed of honour which repays them; just as in an 

paves the contribution is made by all, and paid into a common 

stock, but the benefit is returned to each individual.
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Compare the words at ‘the end of the chapter, 8 5 pera padpns cai 

kowhs eAni8os Epa yryvdpevos dvaicOyros @dvaros, The pain of their 

death is diminished by being shared with others, but their glory 

suffers no such diminution. — 

ddyeworépa yap dv8pi ye ppdvnpa Exovre 4 [@v ta] peta tod padaxt- 

abijvar xdxwots i] 6 pera popys KA, 

_ &v 76 is probably a gloss explaining pera rod, which has been 

inserted in the text ; as in i. 6 fin, perd rod yypvdteoOa is explained 

by the Scholiast & 7 yuprdteoOa. This supposition is favoured 

by the varying position of the words, which in some MSS. are 

placed -after, and not before, pera rod, They may therefore be 

omitted. § . 

kdxwors, as the context shows, is not the disgrace of cowardice, 

but the disaster which may. fall upon the prosperous, and which 

is aggravated by the disgrace of cowardice. 

73 8 edruxds, ot dv rijs ebxpemeordrns Adywouw, Somep ‘olde péy viv. 

Tedeurijs, tpets 8€-Avmys, Kal ols éveudaiporical te 6 Plos Cpotus Kat 

évreheurijoat Evvepetpy On. 

760° edruyés, of==1) 1d 8 ebruxés exeiver elvat of, or 2) ebruyeis 82 of, 

as in vi. 14 fin. rd xadds & dptae rote elvas, bs dv Ti marpida apedyon. 

va WAEiora. . : 

fvy-, like épolws, expresses the coincidence of: the end of their 

happiness with the end of their lives. But there is a flaw in the 
language which is partly concealed by the parallelism of the 
infinitives dvev3apovqaal re Kat ‘evredeutiicat. For these words imply, 
not that the end oftheir happiness and the end of their lives, ”- 
but that their happiness itself, and the end of their lives, coincide. , 
‘To whom their life has been meted out to be happy in and to 
die in alike,’ i.e. ‘ Whose happiness was commensurate with their 
life, and was only ended by their death.’ Compare , 

_ ©Like Charicles 
Who living to a hundred years of age 
Free from the least disease, fearing a sickness, 
To kill it, killed himself, and made his death 
The period of his health.”
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‘The Twins, a Comedy, W. Rider, 1665 (Gamb’s English Dra- 44. 1: 

matic Poems, p. 519). 

Poppo would read ‘ed redeurica, or with one, not first-rate, MS. 

redeurnoat. 

-- xaXerdv pév ody ‘ol8a meibew by, éy kat modddxes éere t tmopvipara ev v AA, Ze 

@rov ebruyxias. : 

dy, scil. wept rotrav by. The words may be either masculine 

-orneuter, oe DS es 

"ob yap oly re igov Te H Sixatov BoudeveoBat of dy pi xat maidas é éx Tov 44. 3. 

Spotov mapaBaddAcpevor xwduvevwoty. 

Compare for the idea i. 91 fin. ob yap oldy 7° evar py did ‘dvtemddov | 

mapaoxeuis épotéy tt 4 toov és rd xowdy BoudederOar. 

Pbdvos yap rois Cae mpds 73 arrimador, 7d be of eumodiy d dvavra- 45. 1. 

yoviste ebyota vetipnrat, 

‘The living are exposed to jealousy because they have rivals ;’ 

lit. ‘in respect of the rivalry which exists.” The meaning is, not 

that the living envy, but that they are envied. This is proved by 

the corresponding clause, ‘the dead are not envied’. Yet at the 

beginning of the speech Pericles, perhaps for the sake of a rhetorical 

‘effect, implies t that envy extends to the dead. 

- tis te yap tmapxotons dicews ph xelpoor yevéobat tpiv peydAn 45, 2. 

4 8d£a, kai fis dv én’ eXdyuotor a dperijs népt. i poyou év rois dpoeat Kdéos 
7% | 

pH} xelpooe -yeréoOar is an expression of pity, not of contempt. .- 
‘Women are naturally prone to tears, but they must not fall below 

their ordinary nature,’ i.e. they must not give way more than they 

- an help. : 

Others suppose ris ‘tmapyotons dicews to include ‘all feminine 

virtue, implying the true womanly nature in the higher sense. As 

Arnold says, ‘ By ris trapyotons picews it seems to be implied that 

‘women were not called upon to: be for ever striving to surpass 

one another and themselves by some extraordinary display of 

heroism ; it was their praise rather to live up to the natural 

VOL. I. , 1
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excellence of their'sex, its modesty and affectionateness, than to 

aspire to go beyond it” But this, which is a modern rather than 

46. 2. 

47. 4. 

48, 3. 

an ancient strain of reflection, .is unsuited to the occasion ; and it 

is doubtful whether dadpxovoa dvors will bear this higher sense, 

Cp. fii. 74 init. al yuvaixes mapa gicw tropévoveat tdv OépvBov. In 

the words p} xefpooe no censure is necessarily implied. Cop. ii. 

62 med. r&v warépay pi xetpous pavijvat. 

viv dé &rododupdpevor 6 bv mpoonxet ExagTos, doxwpeire. 

arrohodupdpevot, either ‘when you have duly lamented,’ or ‘now 

that you have duly lamented.’ 

otre yap larpol fpxovy 73 mpOrov Gepaevovtes &yvota, ddd’ airol 
paduora COvncKov, Som Kat pddtora *perievay otre Gdn avOponea réxvq 
ovbepia, 

Either 1)* the physicians were of no avail, ‘although at first 
in their ignorance they attempted to treat the disease,’ when no 
treatment ‘could be of any use; or 2) they were of no avail, ‘ for 
at first they treated the disorder in ignorance,’ implying that they 
afterwards treated it with more knowledge, and with some, but not 
with any great success. Either explanation may find a degree of 
support from ii. 51, where we read 1) mdvra uvsfper xat ra wdoy diary 
we € a tapa Os Oeparevéyeva: and on the other hand 2) &v re ob8¢ by xaréorg 
support eimeiy 6 re xp mpoodéepovras Spereiv’ 75 yap rep Evveveyxdy Dov 
tobro <Bianre, as though remedies: might do good as well as harm. 

For the Plague see Appendix to Notes on Book ii. 

Aeyéra pév ovv wept adrod os éxaorTos ytyvdéoxee Kat iarpds kat iStarys, 
ad’ Srov eikhs Iv yevérOur aird, kal Tas aitlas dorivas vopites TocauTys 
BetaBohijs tkavds evar Svapw és rd peTaoTHode oXetv, 

peraBoXjs, gen. after ras airias, or rather after the relative dotwas, 
scil. airfas. This sentence is pleonastic. First there is a resumption - 
of peraBohijs in és rd -Petaotica. Then the words fkavas elvat are 
Supplemented by Sivapw oxeiv, which have nearly the same mean- 
‘ing, Instead of saying ixavits elvas és rd peraorioa Or Suvapey oxew 
és rd peraorjoa, either of which would have been sufficient. 
Thucy. dides combines the. two expressions in a cumbrous though 

- . er)
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not ungrammatical phrase, thus emphasizing his opinion of the 48. 3. 

insufficiency of the causes commonly assigned to the plague. 

‘They were inadequate; they could never have produced such 

a convulsion of nature.’ . 

Poppo distinguishes between peraBody and peracrioa on the 

strength of a passage in vi. 20 med. ore Seopévas petaBodijs 7 av 

ée Palov tis Sovdeias dopevos és paw petdotagw xewpoiy, where pera- 

fotn=process of change, perdoracis=the state which follows it. 

But the sense of permanent condition in’ thé passage quoted 

belongs to the substantive perdoraccs, and is not necessarily con- 

tained in peracrjoa, the aorist infinitive of the verb, which we’ 

have here. 

kat dire és Ty xapdtav ornpigat, dvéarpepe TE abriy, k kal aroxaldpoes 49. 3. 

xoh¥s macat, doa tro larpay dvopacpévat ciaiv, ényjecay, kat abrat peta 

takamepias peyddns. AvyE Te Tols mAcioow evémege Kern, oHacpov 

évdi8otca icxupdv, Tots pev peta qabta Awdtoavra, trols 32 Kal TOANG 

Borepor. ‘ , 

1)* pera Tavita Aepfoavra may be taken together. ‘There fol- 

lowed an ineffectual retching, causing violent convulsions; in 

some cases setting in as soon as the evacuations of bile had 

abated, while in other cases there might be a considerable interval,’ 

during which the other characteristics of the disease must be 

supposed to have taken their course. pera tavra refers to the 

droxabdpoets xodjjs described in the previous sentence. 

Or 2) Aw pyoavra may be joined with omacpér, and pera tatra 

referred to dzoxa8dpoes or Avyé kev}, or both. The meaning will 

then be, not that the convulsions occurred, but that they ceased, 

in some cases immediately, in others a considerable time, after the 

cessation of the evacuations or of the spasmodic retching. But 

a) we should then require some word like ed6ds or abrixa with peré 

raira in order to point the opposition to woAA@ dorepov, and 8) xai 
in the second clause agrees better with the positive notion con- 

tained in évémece and évdi8odca than with the negative notion of © 

mere cessation in AwPjoarra. 

For the use of the aorist Awpijoarra involved in 2) cp. note on 

iv. 112. 4. 

12 

4.
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“sg ass a” ‘yo, e Ft . , Xx me ’ yor of 
Ta be EVTOS OUTWS EKALETO WOTE “PTE TWY TAVY AETT@Y tpariaV Kat ciW- 

_ Sdvav tas emPBoras pnt Gddo Te i} yupvor dvéyeo Oat. 

49. 6. 

51. 1. 

Sl 3. 

- yoprdy, scil. tid Or dvra tid. yupvol, the reading of the Lauren- 

tian and a few other MSS., may be explained as though otros 

éxaiovto of vogovytes had preceded. 

4 a ~ wv ’ : s e ¢ > , > 2 £ wAXN kat td cpa, Scovmep xpdvor kai 9 véaos dxpd{ot, ovK éepapaivero, « 

avreixe rapa Sébav rij tadamupia’ Gore #} CrePOeipovro ot thetator éva- 
~ a ¢ a e 4 ~ + 4 , . rd a * , a : tatot kat B8opaior bd tod évrds xatparos, ert CxovTés Te Suvdpews, He 

dtahiyoey, emexared D ; es THY KOLAL t Axaced bry wyotey, emtxaridvros Tov voofparos és THY Kothiay, Kui EAxdoeds re abti 
> a > ae s ae se we . > ? e a ioxupas éyyeyvopévys, kat Siapfolas dpa adxpdrou énimentovons, ot moddot 
. 
vorepov OC abriy doGeveia drepOeiporto. 

The word deve is connected more closely with the first.of the two 

alternatives ‘which follow, 4 StecpOetporro « +.7t Suvdpews, than with 

the second. ‘The strength of the patients held out, so that most 

of them died not of weakness, but of internal fever. “But if they 

died of weakness, they died at a later stage, and in consequence of 

new disorders.’ ‘of wAcivrot contrasts those who died in the first 

stage with those who survived -it: of woof contrasts those who 

died in the second stage with those who survived altogether. 
dxpdrov, either 1)* ‘violent,’ or 2) a medical term, explained by 

Galen, 4 dxpyrous tmoxephoecs clobey évopatew 6 “Inmoxpdrys Tas dpixrous 

bypérnros idarddous, aitév pdvoy €xovgas eDexpw, & tirepxdpevoy xdrwo yuper, 

cire tov ris Eavbas xodjs, etre Tov ths pedaivns (In Hippocr. Aph. vil. 
Kithn, vol. xviii, 1. p. 122.) 

7d pe ody véonna moAAd kat Dra napodtnéyrt dromias ... To.wvrov Wy 
émt may thy iéav, 

mapadindvre is dative of reference after. rotovroy #v, similar to the 
dative after Soxeiv, paivec Oa, etc. Cp. ii, 96 init. (dvioret) tots 
btepBdvte Aipoy Péras, 

kat Go Tapedoret Kar” exelvoy tov xpdvov ob8ey ray eladdrav’ b bé kat 
yévorro és TobTo érededra, 

These words have been quoted as a repetition of the passage 
in ii, 49 init. +d pey yup éros, 

dvouov és 

@¢ @podoyeiro, ek wdvreav pddiora d} ekeivo 
tas GAAas doGevelas ertyxuvey ov et oe Tes Kai wpockapve Tt, €s
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totro mdvra drexpiOy. Tut there Thucydides is speaking of dis- 

orders which preceded the plague, here of disorders which accom- 

panied it. Obs. car’ ekeivov rdv ypdvov in the one case; xpoéxapvd re 

in the other. 

Yet. there is a slight contraieton, for in the first passage he 

seems to imply that all diseases were merged in the plague; here 

he speaks of some which sprang up during the continuance of the 

plague. : . 

capa te altapxes dv ovdéy Stepdyn mpds alts loxtos wépe } doOevelas, 

@\Xa wavra Evvypet, xat ta wdon Stair Oepamevdpeva. 

duepdvy, ‘proved to be,’ Sa-=‘as distinguished from others.’ 

mpos aird, scil. rd véanua, is to be taken with aérapxes. ‘After speak- 

ing of the inutility 2) of care, 4) of medical .aid, Thucydides 
goes on to speak c) of the failure of the natural constitution, 

whether strong or weak, to resist the disease. ioxios mépe 4 dobevetas, 

‘in respect of strength or weakness.’ Cp. Southey’s Life of Nelson, 

quoted by Arnold, ‘ All the prevailing disorders have attacked me,’ 
said Nelson, writing from Corsica in 1794, ‘but I have not strength 

enough for them to fasten, on.’ . , 

51. 1. 

51. 3. 

« ’ . . - aa 2 tee ” , 
Sewérarov Sé mavrés iv rod Kaxod 7 Te dOupia, Gmdre Tis aicGorro Kduvev 51, 4, 

(apis yap'ré dvédmoroy ebObs tpaxdspevor 7] yrdpn TOMAG Haov Tpotevro 

odas atrous, Kal: ovK avreixoy), kat Ore Erepos ad’ érépov eparcias dva- 

wipmhdpevor Govep TA rpdBara EOvprxoy. 

WOAAG paddov 1) may refer to dcetpGeipovro implied i in mpoievro opas 

atrovs. ‘They hastened their own ‘death by giving themselves up 

to despair.’ Or 2)* the words may imply that their death was due 

more to’ the weakness of their own minds than to the plague. 

‘They let themselves down and sank’ more rapidly’ than they 

would have done through the mere force’ of the disease. Or 

3) ‘they gave themselves up far more’. when they felt the disease 

coming, though they had been disposed ‘to do-so before. Or again 

4) TOAAG padrov mpotevro xal odk dvretyov may. be equivalent to moAAS 

paddov mpoilevro ij dvretxov: ‘when they should have resolved to live, 

they were much more inclined to throw away their lives in despair.’ 

Sonep ra mpoBara, Sc. dvaripwXara, though not ag’ érépov Oepametas.
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. ‘a ~ * a + 
kat toy mdeiorov POspov roito everoie, etre yap pry Oedorev dedidres 

adAjAots wpootévat, aadAAveTO epijpot, Kat oikiat woddal exevdOyoay azopiq 
~ . « a 

tod Oepaneicovres* elite mpocioey, StepOeipovro, kat pddtcra ot dperis 

Tt petatrorodpevor’ alcxtvy yap npeifouy obi abray, eaidyres mapa pidous: 

émel xa tds ddopupoeis THY dmoytyvopevwv TeAeuTavres Kai ol olxciot 
ree egw a ae 
eféxapvov, td Tov ToANOD Kaxod viKdpevot, 

-rouro, scil, rd Erepov ad érépov Oepamecias dvamipmdacba. etre yap— 

etre—, Either through the terror of the infection the sick were 

left to die uncared for, or those who attended them caught the 

disease: thus, indirectly by the neglect of the sick which it caused, 

or directly by contagion, the rapidity with which the infection 

_ spread was the chief cause of the mortality. 

of dperfs te perarrotovperot, not ‘claiming’ as in i. 140 init. 4 pydé 

karopboivtes tis guvécews peramoicba, but in the” better sense of 

‘aspiring to virtue,’ without any connotation of ‘pretending.’ 

Cp. Plat. Politic. 289 D, E, ots dvapdichyriras Soddous Zz exopev elrreiy, 

yKiota Backs peTaTotoupevous TéxNS, where the word may have 

either meaning. . 

éneé 1)* may be joined with the idea contained in jpei8ow ofav 
airéy, the missing link being a) that ‘such devotion was remark- 
able.’ émei here nearly==‘ whereas, and introduces an argument 

. & évayriwy, contrasting ‘this heroic conduct on the part of friends - 
with the selfishness of the sufferers’ own families. ‘Some took no 
thought of themselves in their care of the dying ; which was the’ 
more remarkable, for their very relations neglected them?” Or b)* 
more simply, ‘It was indeed an act of devotion at a time when 
even relatives deserted the sick’ 

Or 2) ¢ émet may be connected: with éotdyres mapa ¢tdous : ‘whom 
it was necessary to tend, for their own relations deserted them.’ 

Or once more 3) the clause émel caf nord. may be regarded as a 
resumption and confirmation of the statements in the previous 
sentence about the extent of the calamity, «ize yap... SueepOeipovro : 
kai pddtora .. . mapa didous being parenthetical. 

Tas éhopipceas ray droytyvopévev, It has been doubted whether 
these words mean 1) ‘lamentations of the dying’ (cf. Plato, Rep. 
387 E, op@as dip’ dv eLatpoipev tabs Opnvous Tév Gvopactay dvSpav.) 

Or 2)* ‘lamentations over the dying.’
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“Against 2) it may be urged that lamentations would be made, 51. 5: 

not over the dying, but over the dead. On the other hand, the 

word é£ékayyov seems to imply a cessation from some act of our — 

own, not a weariness of another’s act (Arn.) . 

May not the difficulty be solved by adopting 2)*, but taking 

rév droyryvopévey not for ‘those who were dying at the time when 

the lamentations were uttered, but, in a more general sense of the 

present-imperfect participle; for ‘those who were dying in the 

‘plague?? They gave up from weariness (cééxapvov), lamenting over 

those who died (from time to time),’ much more attending on the 
sick, which was less required:by religion. Cp. ¢@vyoxov, drddAvvro, 

SuefCetpovro, supra; drodvncrortes, Cc. 52,2. , 

_ kalatrot 7 mapaxphpa meptyapet kat. és tov Eretra ypévoy éAmidos tt 61. 6. 

elyov kodgys pnd dv tx DaAov voojpards wore Ere Stapbaphva. - - - 

‘ Though it was but a fancy, they imagined that having escaped 

this, the worst of diseases, they could now only die of old age,’ 

" oixiav yap ody twapxovcdy, ddr’ ev xadvBas mveynpats Opa Erous 52. 2 

duarapévay, 6 POdpas eyiyvero obSert ndope, GAG Kal vexpot én” Eddi rors 

‘drobynoxovres € Exewwto, kat év rats ddois exadtvdovvro Kat mept Tas. xpivas 

dndoas hpibvigres tod Vdaros émOupia. © 

Spa érous is to be taken with myypais, ‘ stifling from the time of 

year.’ 

vexpot is to be taken with éketyro én’ dAAnos: together they form 

the predicate. ‘As fast as they died ‘they lay dead one upon.- . 

another” The present or imperfect participle dmodvjcxovres, which 

agrees with the unexpressed subject of ékeivro, relates not to the 

particular time of dying, but to the fact of death at some indefinite 

‘time, like rév droyryvopévey supr., see preceding note. 

. Similarly, we might say in English, ‘Dying continually, they 

lay dead one upon another,’ meaning by ‘dying,’ not ‘in the act 

‘of death, but ‘as fast as they died.’ , 

+ és dAcywplay érpdrovro Kat iepav Kat ociwr dpoias, . mo. 52. 3. 

Lit. ‘things sacred and things righteous,’ ie. lawful or. innocent, 

and so ‘secular’ or ‘ profane.’
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52. 4.. Kat woddot és dvavoxuvrous Chas érpdmovto ondvet. rav emirndetay but 

rd auxvots ibn mporebvdvat oiow* ent mupds yap dddotplas pldcavres 

rods vijcavras of pev embévres roy Eavrdv vexpiv ipiimroy, ot 8€, xaropévov 

Dov, dvober emBadrdvres dv heporey dapecav. , 

és dvacytvrovs Ofxas, Either 1) ‘had recourse to shameless 

modes of burial,’ or 2)* ‘had recourse shamelessly to the burial- 

places of others.’ 
According to 1) there is a difficulty in. the word 6yKas, Onxy 

signifying ‘a place of burial,’ not ‘a mode of burial.’ Nor can the 

‘latter meaning of the word be justified on the analogy of rdpos, 

for the original idea of rdpos is not ‘ place of burial,’ but ‘ burial ; 

the signification ‘place of burial’ being derivative, and not found 

in Homer. a 

te ‘According to 2)* there is a ‘difficulty ai in the word d dvauryivrous, 

which we should expect, at any rate in a prose writer, to be applied 

to actions rather than to things ; 4) in the seeming confusion between 

64x, ‘ sepulchre,’ and upd, ‘funeral pile, implied in the explanatory 

Clause éxt mupas ydp dddorpias. But the burning of the bodies 

+ on another’s pyre may imply that they were laid in another's 

sepulchre. . : 7 

POdoavres trois vacavras applies strictly only to the clause of pev 

éméévres. With the second clause, of S¢ xaopévov dAXov, Some more 

‘general idea of anticipation, “before they could be stopped,’ has 
to be Supplied. 

53. I. mpiirby te Fpte xat és rdAXa 7H wdde emi mréov Gvopias 7d véonpa. 

' dvoplas follows jpg, lot émt rddov. mparov Fote either 1)* a single. 
‘pleonastic expression, ‘the plague was also the beginning of a 
general and widespread lawlessness,’ or 2) ‘the plague was the 
first beginning of a general and widespread lawlessness,’ i. e. the 
‘first, but not the only cause of it, implying that other causes 
came into- operation later. ; 

For the 1) pleonastic use of mparov with fpge compare a similar 
use of the word with dpxecOat ; ii. 36 init, GpEopa 8 dé rév mpoyovay 

_ mp&rov: ii, 47 med. 4 vécos aparov Gptaro yevécbar. rots *AGqvalots : 

also iv. 87 fin. (@péa mparo), For the 2) stricter and more defined 
sense cp. ii, 48 init. #p£aro 8e 70 pev'mparov as A€yerar €& Aldwonias
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tis trép Atyirrov, trea 8é eat és Atyurrov ‘xat AsBiny karéBn, where 53, 1, 
‘separate stages of the progress of the plague are described ; also 

i. 103 fin. 

kat TO pev 7 mpooradairapelv 7G Bdgavte Karg obdels mpd6vpos jv, 53. 3. 
E8nov vopiCer ef mpiv éx” abré érOety Siapapioerat, 

t@ Sdgavre ahs, not visionary as opposed to real honour, but 
‘Ty in the stronger sense of Soxeiv, ‘ ‘the recognised idea of honour,’ 
Cp. note on iii. 10. 1. 

Or 2) taking détavre of the individual, ‘an honourable resolution.’ 

Get 88 PdBos 4} dvOpdmeav védpos oddeis dreipye, TO péev Kptvovres ev BS. 4. 

Spoio o¢Bew wat ph e.t.A. 

xpivovres and ovdeis which follows are so-called nominatives 

-absolute, really depending on.some idea, such as ‘they: feared 
neither God nor man,’ gathered from the previous context. 

éyévero pev oby epis rots dvOpémors Bh} doupdy ovopdobat ve ANS Aupov. 54. 3. 
As Classen well remarks, the dispute shows not the similarity, 

but the distinctness, of the two sounds ¢ and:o: in ancient times. 

arept pev obv Tot xpnomptov Ta yryvépeva Aragov Spoia elvar’ eaBefhy- 64.5." 

kétav Sé tv Nedowownatuv  vécos fptaro ebOist xat és pev Tehordvyy- 

cov ovk eanAdev, & re Gktov xat eleiy, éreveiparo de "AGhvas pev pddtora, 

€retra 8€ kai rdv GAwv xwpiav ra rohvavOpwnérara, 

Strictly speaking there is no opposition between the two clauses, 

mept pev ody... €oBeSAnxdray dé; the second is a confirmation of the , 

-first. But Thucydides, not wishing to commit himself to the ful-*- . 
filment of the oracle, is content to lay the two statements side by. - 

‘side, leaving the reader to draw his own inference. ‘Concerning 

the oracle, they certainly fancied that the course of events corres- 

ponded with it; and it is true that no sooner had the Peloponnesians 

entered Attica than the plague began,’ etc. 

: The plague would. naturally appear to the Greek imagination as 

a fulfilment of the oracle of Apollo, he being the God who sent 

and averted pestilence, as in ‘Mliad i. and in the first chorus of the 

‘Oedipus Tyra rannus.
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BA. 5. 

56. 6. 

60. 3. 

60. 4. 
? . > 2 o ~ ala e ’ 

- olkov xaxompayias éxrenAnypevot Tod Kowod Tis cwrypias adleaGe, 

60. 7.- 

6L 1. 

In pév od each particle retains its own meaning, pév answering 

to 8 below; as in many. other places, e.g. ii. 75 init. iv. 8 med., 

iv. 112 fin. 

Gpavres dé dn’ aivav ddixovro és Lpactds, tis Aukwvixys médopa 

ém@addocioy, Kat is te yas Erepov, xat attd 1d wédtcpa ethov kat 

éndpOnaav. 

Cp. Aristoph. Peace, 242, (acted in 423 or A421? B.C.) where 

War grinds the cities of Hellas i in his mortar,— 

TO, i Upaciat tpicdéAcat xai wevrdkis 

kat qroNoBexdxts, as drodciobe ThpEpoy. 

TP. rovrt pév, dvdpes, oddey iptv apaypd wo. 

. 7d yap Kaxdv roir’ ati tis Aaxwvixijs. 

The territory of Prasiae was again ravaged in 414, vi. 105 fin. 

Kahds pev yap pepdpevos dviip- 7d xa’ éavrv, duapderpopéys THs 

marpisos, ovdev faocov EvvamdAAvrat. 

_ kadds hepéspevos, ‘ going on well,’ i.e. prosperous. Cp. v. 15 med. 

“AN of AGqvaiot ow FOedov, eB hepdpevor, emi ry ton KararvecGar; and 

v. 16 init, Nexias...adeiora r&v tére ed hepduevos ev otparnyias, 

n 2 . , 2 ron Lk a mn en a ~— , mes oF xp) wdvras dpuvew ait cat pip & viv tyeis Spare, Talis Kar 

The asyndeton is epexegetical, dpierOe being the explanation of 

dpare, cp. notes on iii. 37. 2, 59.2. The sentence would have been 

more regular if dpier@a following xe7 had been used instead 

‘Of ddicode. , 

Gor’ ef pot kai péows Hyotpevor pGdXov érépwv mpoceivar abrd modepelv 

émetoOnre, ode dv eixérws viv Tob ye &dixelv airiay hepotunv, Kat yap ols 
pev aipeots yeyévnrat tidda ebruxoiiat, wodA} Avorn morepfjoa a 3 
dvaykaiov Fv i ei€avras 00s tols médas Stakotcat # Kuwdvveboarras 
rrepryeveabat, 6 puyov tov Kivduvoy tod broardvros peprrdrepos. 

The connection indicated by xat ydp is as follows: ‘I might have 
‘been accused'of dishonesty (rod ddixetv) if I had led you into the 
‘egregious folly (aoe) of going to war without necessity. But 
‘there was no alternative.’ 

jv—either 1) the general may pass into the particular; ‘if it was
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mecessary for us at the time,’ or 2)* the statement retains its.G1. 1. 
generality, but is emphasized by the use of the past tense, ‘if it 

has once been found necessary.’ 

eis is to be taken, not with effavras but with taxotca, the 

point being, not that he who at once yields becomes a subject, but 

that he who yields becomes at once a subject. _ 

Sure ro pev AvTovY Exec FQ THY atsOqow éxdorw, THs 8é dpedelas el. 2. 

areotw erty SnAwots Gract, : 

Thucydides makes an opposition between ‘each’ and ‘all, 

either 1)* merely verbal, or 2) based upon the difference between — 
‘the private feelings of individuals, such as sorrow for the loss of 

their property and the like, and the public feelings with which men 

inspire one another, and which they have in common, such as love 

of their country and delight in her preservation. The same thought 

is presented objectively just above, ii. 60 init. éyd yap jyotpar dk 

trelo gipracay dpboupemy adedrciv tovs iWearas f nal’ Exagroy trav 

. WOMTaY evmpayovcay, GOpday 5é apadrAopérny.. - 

ev law yap of dvOpwrot Sinatotar rijs te Smapxovons défys airioOar sors 61. 4. 

pahaxiq édAelret K.T.A, , 

* Sxatovar, ‘claim the right’ to plame, etc, 

Tov 8: arévoy rév xara roy médepoy, ph yevnral re moAUs, Kat obdev pGddoy B2. I. 

meptyevdeba, dpxeiro pév byiv Kal éxetva, év ots GAAore wodAdkis ye OF 

anerka odk épdas abrdév Srorreudpevov. 

tmonrevépevov, coming at the end ‘of the sentence, gives the 

key to its whole structure; rév d¢ mévov is ‘resumed in atréy and 

governed by dédecéa; tromrevépevoy, Which agrees with mévor, supplies 

the missing construction required for py yévyrat. 

Sprdow Se eat rdSe, J pot Soxeire ot’ atrol mémote evOupnOjivar Endpyov 82. 1. 

Spiv peyéBous wept és Thy apy, ofr éyd év rois ply Adyois. a 

indpxov may be taken 1)* with 6, ‘your possession of which you. 

never seem to have considered,’ or 2) absolutely, ‘ which you never 

seem to have considered, though it was in your power to do so.’ 

_ peyéOous épt may be taken 1)* with trdpxov, ‘your possession of 

which, as bearing on the extent of your power,’ or *) with éréupy-
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* 62. x, Ojvat, ‘which you never seem to have considered, I mean, never to 

have considered its importance ;’ peyéous mépe being epexegetic of 6. 

és rhv dpyfqy may be taken 1)* with peyéOous méps, ‘as touching the 

greatness which is yours in respect of your empire,’ or 2) with 

imdpxov, ‘your possession of which as touching your empire.’ ’ 

62. 3. 000° elxds xaren as pépew atrév paddov # of Kijrriov kat Seed eorcn 

. whabrov mpos TavTny voploavras édtywphoat. 

Cp. note on iii. 36. 4, wéAw Anu diafOcipar padRov 4 ob robs airious, 

and for airév cp. note on i. 77. 3. : : 

62. 5. abynua piv yap Kal dnd dpablas ebruyots. kal Seid rive eyylyverat, 

xarappdvnats dé, ds dy xat yrdpn murredy Tov evavriov mpoéxew* 6 jyiv 

imdpxet. kal riv réApay did Tis Gpoias Toxns 7) Ebverts ek ToG brépppovos 

exuparépav napéxerat, eamidt Te Hocov martever, hs ev TO dxépo 4 ioxis, 

yropn Sé dard Tév imapxdvrav, hs BeBaorépa 7 7 mpévota, : , 

kat dd dyabias edrvxods «7d. Either 1)* ‘boasting may arise 

from fortunate i ignorance, and may be found in any coward, xai— 

xai=‘ both,’ ‘and,’ or rather 2) compressing the two clauses into 

one, ‘boasting arising from mere lucky ignorance, may. be found 

even in a coward.’ ‘ydpy is taken with moreéy, not with mpoéxenv, 

x tod txépppovos may. be: taken 1) with éxupwrépav mapéxerat, in- 

telligence gives confidence through the disdain which it inspires ; 

or 2)* with #-tveows.. But if the second, it is necessary that we 

should translate ‘an intelligence’ not ‘proceeding from,’ but 

‘ possessing, a natural consciousness of superiority ;’ the words . 
being a resumption of the preceding clause, xarappévnats dé, bs 
dv youn morety trav evayriov mpocxev, The point of the passagé 
is in either. case, not that intelligence is founded on disdain, but - 

that disdain is to be commended in so far as it is founded on 
intelligence. OS 

7 ’ . 

63. 2. js ove exoryvat, ere tpiv Eorw, Ts kat 78S ev TS mapdvre Sedios 

dmpaypootvy évBpayabiLerar 

_ etres xal rdbe dvbpayabilerat, § if any one is for practising this piece 

of virtue,’ scil. rd ckozijvat ris dpyis. 1d8e is a cognate accusative 

after av8payabiferar indicating the particular act of U dvBpayabia which 

is intended.
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TO yap dmpaypov od oderat ply pera Tov Spacrnpiou reraypévoy, obSé ev 63. 3. 
&pxoton moder Eupdeper GAN’ ev Sande dopahas Soudederv. 

1)* There is a complication of o88¢ ev dpxovoy ‘méde Evpdéper 

Sovdretew, and ev trynxédg mode doadés dart dovdevew, Thucydides 

means to say that it is not expedient for a sovereign state like 

Athens to submit to others, whereas for a subject state it is 

expedient, because this is the only chance of safety. The attempt 

to express the double thought in a single clause has led -to the 

introduction of the word dopadés, which grammatically, though 

not in the mind of the writer, refers to both clauses. 

2) According to another explanation a comma is placed after 

tance, 75 G@mpaypov is made the nominative to éupdépe:, and a) 

dogadas Sovdevew is regarded as a further result of inactivity in the 

subject state. ‘Inactivity is not expedient in a sovereign; though. 

it may be in a subject state, for men to be slaves with safety, ie. 

‘securing, as it does, safety in slavery” Or 3) possibly dovdedew may 

depend on a repetition of an impersonal fuppépee derived from the 

personal verb. ‘Inactivity is not expedient in a sovereign state, 

though it may be expedient in a subject state to enjoy a secure 

slavery.’ , , 
' But the construction of the infinitive in either case is feeble, and 

as confusion is a much more common characteristic of Thucydides 

than feebleness of construction, we shall do well to prefer 1). 
‘ 

kat Sivan peyloryy 8) péxpe rovde Kexrnpevyy, fis és diStov rois émyty- BA, 3. 

vopévos, Hv Kat viv GrerSGpev mote (mdvra yap mépuxe xal Narcotic But) 

penn xaradeActyerat. . , 

The word viv is difficult. For we cannot suppose that Pericles 
would refer to any immediate decline or fall of the Athenian’ 

empire. viv must therefore be taken as modified by wdre. ‘Even 

if’ (jv xaf) ‘the time is at hand when we shall have to abate 

_ somewhat of our claims.’ The words may be put into the mouth 

of Pericles by Thucydides, with a recollection of the conclusion 

of the war, and may be intended rather for the reader than the 

hearer. 

. ~ « , , . + Katto. tatra 6 pév dxpdypwy pepipar’ dv, 6 dé Spav te Bovadpevos Kat G4. 4. 

atras Cyddoer’ ef O€ ris pr} xéxryrar, Plovqcee.
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xairot, cp. note on ii, 39. 4, iii. 39. 2. ‘ But surely, if this be true, 

although the indolent may blame us, we shall become the admira- 

tion of the enterprising,’ etc. . 

1)* xai airés, “he as well as we,’ goes with Grace, which governs 

‘gatra, There is a slight inaccuracy in xal airés; the word {yhdcet 

64. 5. 
6. 

65. 2. 

not being applicable to‘the Athenians as it is to their rivals. A 

more general word is-required. ‘He will emulate,’ not what we 

emulate, but ‘ what we aspire to accomplish.’ 

_ Or 2) xat atrés may be taken with 8pav re Bovddpevos, “he who 

himself shares in our ambitious spirit.’ 

pioos pév yap ob ént odd dvréxet, 4 dé Tapautixa Te Aapmpsrys kat 

és 13 Emetta Bbéa deipmnoros Karadelrerat, ‘Speis 88 25 te 73 pedo 

xoddv apoyrdvres Eg re TS adtixa BA atoxpey to 475 mpobipep dnpérepa 

xrycacde KT, 

4) O€ mrapavrixa Te Aapmporis K.T.d. This sentence again is slightly 

inaccurate, for ‘the splendour of thé hour’ cannot remain in the 

future. The inaccuracy however is softened by the word deipyyeros. 

The splendour of the hour ‘is ever remembered and survives,’ or 

“survives in the memory of men.’ Or we may say that the absence 

of the article with the second substantive fuses the two ideas together, 

and renders it easier to attribute to both of them the. predicate 
(defpynoros xaraXetzerat), which, strictly speaking, belongs to the latter 

only, ‘the splendour in the present becoming glory in the future, 

remains and is remembered for ever.’ 

The two ideas are repeated in the words és rd péAAov caddy, & és To 

atrixa pi aloxpdv. - 

_6 péy dipos Sn dn” AAacadvav Sppdpevos eorépyro Kai robray, of dé 

Suvarol KONG KTHpaTa KaTa Thy xdpav oixobopiars Te Kal mohurehéat 

kaTacKeuals arodwnexdres. . 

oixoSoptais may be taken 1) with xadd, though the order of the 

words is against this explanation; or 2)* as the dative of accom- 

paniment, more commonly used with cov, or with atrds, but some- 

times, though very rarely, without, as in Eur. Bacch. 129, (Jelf, 

604. 1,)— 
dva 38 Bdxyea cuvrdvea 

képacay dduBéq bpvyloy
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y- * , a e ao 

_ avddv avetpatt, parpds te ‘Péas 
st an , 

te €s xépa Ojxay, xrémov 

eddopact Baxyar. 

‘Although no satisfactory instance of this use of the dative seems - 
to occur in prose, yet it may be remarked generally that in earlier. 
Greek writers, Aeschylus, Sophocles, Thucydides, Plato, there is a 
less frequent use of prepositions (especially wep! and ¢y), as in later 

65. 2. 

writers, where the relations of thought become more complex, ~ 
‘a multiplication of them. 

"Sy pév wept rh olkela Cxaoros FAyet, GpPBAvrepor dy Svres «7d. 

' by==totrev 4, and is to be explained as a genitive of relation with 

apBrtrepot Svres, Cp. note oni. 77. 3. 
? 

65. 4. 

of d€ taizd re wdvra és robvayriov éxpagav, xal Gdda ew to0 wohepou. 65. 7. 

Soxoivra etvat xara ras iSias pidottplas kat tdia xépdy kaKds Es re odiis 

aitots kat Tots Euppdyous émodtreucay. 

1)* ‘Which appeared to have nothing to do with the war, but 

really had.’ Or 2) in a stronger sense, ‘which cannot,’ or ‘could 

not, be supposed to have anything to do with the war’ Cp. iv. 

23 init. of & "A@nvaion eykAqpata Exovres emBpopny te 7H rexlopare 

mapdarovdoy kat GAa obk d&iéhoya Soxobvta elvat ov dmedidocay. viii. 

86 med. xal €8dxer "AAKiBiddns mpOror rére Kal oddevds EAaccov riv 

modw adhedjoa, aeppnpévav yap trav év Zdny *AGnvaioy wren ent opas .. 

abrots...KoduTys yeréabat. 

tatra mdvra. Such as the great expedition to Syracuse, the earlier 

operations in Sicily, and the attempt upon .Cydonia in Crete, ii. 

85 fin. This last instance is cited by Arnold; but it.should be 

remembered ‘that it took place within the lifetime of Pericles, 

perhaps after he had withdrawn from public affairs. 

: Oda kw rod wordpourn.t.A. The intrigues of Alcibiades at Argos, 

cited by Classen, though they led to the defeat of Mantinea, can 

hardly be regarded as disastrous to Athens, for they secured the 

permanent alliance of Athens with Argos. Much more in point 

is the revolution of Pisander, and the constant misgovernment 

of the city, as shown by the condemnation of the generals, by 

the refusal .to make peace in 410, and by the second disgrace of 

Alcibiades... Ce sa
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kaxds és robs Evppdxous émodrevoay, Not ‘with bad effects for 

the allies’ but ‘with bad effects on the interests of Athens in 

respect of the allies’ (Classen.) Cp. viii. 64. 

_kal obx fyero paddoy ba? abrod  adrés Hye Sik 7d poy KTdpevos ef ob 

mpoonKoyrayv Ty" Sdvapw mpos HBovgy te Neyer, GAN Exay ea” dhidces kat 

mpos 6pyqy Te dvretmetv. ‘ ee 

1) Classen, with some of the older editors, instead of taking € eyov 

as equivalent to durdpevos, supplies dvvayiy with it, and opposes fxav 

én’ dfidcet to xrdpevos && ob mpoonxdvray, SO that the construction of 

the two clauses corresponds precisely, ‘ not striving to gain power 

by corrupt means, but already possessing power on the strength’ 

_ of his reputation.’ Cf. ii, 62 fin. aicyiov S€ Exovtas dpaupeBfva 4} 

KTWpevoUs druxjoa. 

2)* But the repetition of Sovapuv with éyov is far jess forcible and 

idiomatic than the construction of ger (=dvrdpevos) with dvrecneiv,. 

the whole clause 8:4 13 ph xré@pevos Aéye answering to ¢xay dvremeiv, 

not xrdpevos to éyuv. The position of py after da rd creates an 

‘irregularity in ddd. The sentence would be correct, though not 

elegant, if we had éxew for fxav, or if ob (xradpevos €& ob mpoonxdvray 

_ Thy Sivapw) mpis pdoviy re A€yov had preceded. 

' 66. 11. ds ob Tocotroy yopns dudprypa iy mpas obs emyecar Soov of exnep artes 

od Ta mpéchopa Tots olxopévots emytyvdioKortes, GAAG Kara ras iias 

dcaBoras repi rijs Tod Snpou mpooracias ta te év TH oTpatoTede dpPAdTEpa 

Emolouv kal ra wept Thy wéAw mp&rov ev dddAnAots erapdxOnoar. : 

These words seem to imply a neglect of the expedition which is 

scarcely indicated in Thucydides’ own narrative. The leaving. 

Nicias in the sole command after the death of Lamachus (vi. 103 

med.; cp. vii. 16), the want of cavalry during the first year of the 

war (vi. 71 med.), and the remissness which allowed Gylippus and: 

the reinforcements to leave the shores of Peloponnesus (vii. 15 fin., 

19 fin.), are the three chief instances of neglect which he ‘mentions. 

Yet the tone of Nicias’ letter (vii. 11-15) is reproachful, and im- 
plies carelessness and the want of active and continuous aid on the 

part of the Athenians. And we can very well believe, what is 

not expressly stated .by Thucydides, that while the enemies of
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Alcibiades were in power they were more intent on destroying 65, +17) 
him than on furthering the interésts of the expedition. | The recall 
of Alcibiades himself is regarded by Thucydides as. fatal to the 
state (vi. 15). , . 

1 vd te &y rh orparomédy xt.d. Either 1)* conducted: military 
operations with less vigour, or better. 2) made the proceedings 
of the army less energetic. i ) 

oparévres 8 ev Bixedia “DAg Te mapackeuh kat Tod vaurixod 7 3 mrelove 65. 12. 
popie, xal xara riy addw Fdn ev ordoe srres, dos tplo pev ery dvreixoy - | - 7 

Tots te mpdrepov iadpyovet modeplois Kal Tos and Sixedias per adrdy,* cat 

Tov Suppdxov ére rots meioow adeornxdor, Képw te Sotepov Bucidéws 

mardt mpoo-yevopéven, bs mapeiye xpipara Hedonovaias ¢ €s To vaurexdy® kat 

ob mpdrepoy évédocay jj ij abrot év opice Kara tas idias dtaopas mepurecdvres 

éopdAncay, 

1)* The three years may be reckoned from the outbreak of the 

revolution of Athens (411) to ‘the: coming’ down: of Cyrus to the“. --~? 
coast of Asia, which must then be put with Brliger, not in 407, but 

in 408. : 

The supposition 2), which. at first sight might seem more,” 5 

natural, that the three years are to be dated from the descent of 

Cyrus to the coast (407) to’ the end of the war (404), would net 
agree with the words év ordoet #3 dvres, And the mention-of the 
revolt of the allies (rap Euppdyev fre rots meloow apeornxéaww) also 

points to the earlier period, when the chief defection took place. 

The text as it stands is not without difficulty; and we might.be 

tempted to substitute a different number of years, if we knew 

exactly how the period of time intended by Thucydides was to be 

defined. The conjecture déa gives too long a time, for eight and . 

a half years only intervened between the destruction of the Sicilian -* «+ 

expedition (autumn: of 413) and the taking of the city (spring of 

404). Cp. note on i. 57. 6. § 4. 

The words corresponding to spia pv fr are Kip@ te dorepoy, if 
tpia be retained; but if déxa, or some other number, is substituted; 

pév must be answered by kal ob mpérepoy evéSocay. . 

Ld 

~ ” a . , x f + 

*. rogabroy 7H TMepixdet ewepiocevce tore, ad dv abtés mpocyvw xal rdw 65,-13. 
. - Pe . 

dy padlas repryevécOat ray Wehonowgciay aitéy 1G mohépe. - ‘ 

VOL. I. K
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65.13. The meaning is either r)* ‘so much more than sufficient were 

the grounds which Pericles had’ (éreplacevce, scil. éxeiva), OF ‘SO 

great an abundance of grounds had Pericles ’ (émepiocevce, impers., 

scil. éxeivav), Or 2) ‘so much more than sufficient were the means 

at Pericles’ command.’ dq’ Sv according to 1)* goes with mpoéyva, 

‘from which he foresaw,’ or ‘which enabled him to foresee.’ Ac- 

cording to 2) with wepryevéo6a, ‘he foresaw that by their aid.’. 

airés==‘ of himself,’ by his unaided foresight. 

G67. 1..  xal ’Apyetos i8{q dds. 

iiia, Argos being now neutral. 

67. 2. . #} SiaBderes Gs Baoidéa Thy exetvou méAw To pepos PAdYwou, 

Cp. Ar. Ach. 147,— 
kat tov marép jvriBdder Bonbelv TH mdTpa, 

and note on ii. 29. 5. 

. , - a n a a 
68. 5... Kal HAAqvicOnoay rip viv yAdooar tére mpdrov awd 7Gv "Aumpaxtwray 

fuvorxnodvtay, . 

Cp. note on i. 3. 4. 

68. 7. of 8 ’Apndiroyor, yevopévou rotrov, biSdacw Eavrots *Axapvact, kat poo- 

qapakahdcavres dppérepor *AQnvaiovs, of abrois boppiovd re orparyyiv 
” 4 ~ ’ a ~ , € - 

Zmeprpav xal vais tpidxovra, Gdixopévou 8€ tod doppiwvos, alpotot xara 

xpdros“Apyos, kai rods "Apmpaxidras ivSpardduray, 

dé after dpixopévov connects mpoomapaxadécarres With ddixopevov rob 

Soppiavos, and indicates a slight opposition between the request 

for assistance and its actual arrival. © , 

. aipodat, scil. the combined forces of the Amphilochians, Acarna- 

nians, and Athenians. : 

72.1. ef Se py, drep kat 7 tpdtepoy Sn mpotkareodpeba, ovylav iyere «rd, 

The occasion here mentioned, probably occurring at the be-— 
ginning of the war, and perhaps referred to again iii. 68. 1 (but 

see note), is unknown. The words can hardly relate to the pro- 

clamation made by the Thebans in the course of their treacherous 

attempt (ii. 2 fin.) . 

T4, 3. , §uyyrdpoves 8€ €ore THs peév ddixias kohdecOar tots Smdpxouct mpoTép- 

ots, Tis 5¢ ripwpias rvyxdvew Tots emupepover vopipus.
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The datives indpyover, empéepover, are governed by svyyropoves. 74. 36 
But whether évyyrdpoves be taken in the strict meaning of ‘ pardon’ 
or in the general. meaning of ‘ consent,’ the construction with the 
dative gives a false sense in the first clause. ‘ Consent to the 
first aggressors that’they may be punished for their iniquity, and 
to those.who are lawfully seeking vengeance that they. may obtain 
it.’ We expect rather, ‘Consent (to-us) that the first aggressors 
may be punished for their iniquity ;’ a meaning which would require 
the accusative, rots txdpyovras mporépous. But the love of parallelism 
prevails, and the sense of gvyyvépoves, requiring the dative when 
applied to the second and principal clause, prescribes the same 

case also to the first clause. The irregularity is’ partly due to the 

tendency to transfer to the subject what belongs to-the verb: 

kvyydpovés dare xoddferOat trois imdpxover mporépas=évyyvdpovés érre 

TO KoddlecOat robs ixdpyovras mporépous. - " 
® eee 

-~ > ~ ~ * . 

kat of TAararjs roidvde tt emwvootae SieAdvres tod relxous 7 mpocémare 75. 6. 

1d xapa eoehdpouy ry yiv. 

The question arises how the earth could have been drawn in 

through the wall if the combustibles were thrown into the space -.: . 

between the mound and the wall, ii. 77 med. The answer is that 

the mound was built, not close to the wall, but as near to it as the 

besiegers could advance without extreme danger; fresh material 

was then thrown from the top so as to roll down towards the city. 

7d pera€d rod reixous kal ris mporxdcews, ii, 77 med. is the space 

‘between the wall and the highest part of the mound. 

xat Soxovs peydAas dpticavres ANtcect paxpais cidqpais dnd tis tops 76. 4. 

éxarépobev dmd KeporGv Sto emxexApevov Kai dmeprevovedy tap rod 

telxous, dveAkvoavtes eyxapalas, Smére mpooneceiabat my péAdot ty pnxav, 

adiccav tiv Soxdy xaXapais tats dAvoeot kat ob Bia Xetpos Exovres. a be 

pun eprirrovea arexavare 16 mpoéxov tis euBonrijs. 

and kepatdy (as well as dx6 ris topis, sc. ray doxv) is to be taken 

with dpricavres, od 8:4 xetpds Exovres seems to imply that the 

chains’ by which the beam was suspended, instead of being merely 

fastened to the ends of the projecting poles, passed down them, 

and after: being held there were suddenly ‘let 80; and dropped. 

the beam. 

K 2
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" Popoivres be odys baxéddous mapéBaddov dnb Tov xoparos és 7d perati 

mparov rov refxous Kal Tis mpooxaoes® taxd Sé “mAijpous yevopévov did 

mohuxetplay, émmapéoqoay Kat TAS” aNns addews Soov etvavto dxd rod 

_ Peted@pou mdeloroy | emoxelv. oe me 

Tis Gdns mddews Soov eivavro emoxeiv, ry ‘the - space, probably, 

between the-new and old wall; at any rate on the other’ side of 

the old wall. : SoU ve : 

The other: explanation 2) that-the avood was: heaped: up outside 

‘the wall to the right and left-of the mound as-far as-it could be 

thrown (the besiegers being unable to approach close to the wall 

for fear of projectiles,) is inconsistent a) with ris Ans wédews Scov 

edivavro émoxew, b) with the great ‘effects attributed to the con- 

flagration Inst below. - . ‘ ue 

on yap ev ‘Speow ‘Dy rpubbciga § in’ dvépeov pds avriy amd rabropdrou 

mip cat dAdya da’ abtod dvijxev. 

79.2 

83. 3. " 

* dn’ abrod, scil.- 1)* and ‘rot } Tpepeivar; ¢ or 2)¢ dnd rod mupds, kindled 

and then blazed. wee . 

‘AObrres 8é iad Smdpradov Thy Borruxhy tov gtroy. buehOerpav, 

. Spartolus was in Botticé,. not in -Bottia or ‘Bottiaea; but it is 

called # Borrixj, because its founders came from Bottia, cp. ii. 99, 

dvaorioavres. paxn . . « €& Tis Borrias ‘Kahoupévys Borrtaious, ot. vip 

Bpopot Xadkidewy olxovat, 

"erred | pévrot aytueapamhdovrés Te édpuv airots, mapa yy oday Kopit- 

Lopévwr, kal, éx Tarpdv ris "Axaias mpds ri dvterépas ifmetpov StaBad- 

" DNvrav emt *Axapvavias,. Katetdov. robs.’"A@nvatous db tijs Xadxidos .xal 

tov Eijvov morapod. rpoomddovtas odict, Kal odx €dabov vuKrds dop- 

podpevot, otra i) dvayxdfovrat vavpayeiv kata pécov roy mopOpsv,. 

Instead. of atrot xopefdpevor we have. apdv xopttopévey, the action 

expressed by the participle being really subordinate, not to édpay, 

but .to dvrerapamAgovras.. In the same manner S:a8addAdvrav in the 

next. clause is subordinate, not to xareidov, but to mpoondéovras. ‘The 

’ construction brings out the fact that the movements of the Athe- 

nians depended on those of the Pelopomnesians. . ‘As the Pelo- 

ponnesians coasted along, the Athenians did the same;-.when' the 

Peloponnesians tried to cross, the Athenians went to meet them.’ ;
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"Kat obx ZAaoy x.7.A. -1)* The Athenians, who were‘determined ‘that 83,'3. 
the Peloponnesians should not cross the open sea outside the 
gulf without a battle, coasted along the northern shore opposite 
to them. ‘The Peloponnesians, hoping’ to evade them, secretly lay 
to at nightfall ;’ that the Athenians not perceiving them to have 
stopped might go on and pass them; and when they- thought 
that the Athenians were far in advance, they attempted to cross 

over tothe opposite shore: ‘They would still have‘had to fight, 
but not in the open sea, where they could be attacked on all ‘sides, 
and where the superior skill of the Athenians. would tell (ii. 89 fin.) 
But the manceuvre had been detected, the Athenians bore down upon’ 

them from the opposite coast, and they had to fight in mid-channel. 

éAabov is pluperfect in sense, as in vi. 97.1 (see note), of 8¢ 7AGy- 

vaiot Tabrns ths vuxrds TH emvycyvopery’ hepa eEnrdtovro, xai Zkabov abrots 

marti yon TO P orparetpare ‘ex ris Kardyys oxdvres xara Tov Aéovra xadot-= 

" pevoy KtA.- . . 

. 2) The words ob Zdabov vuxros -  Shoppurdpevor will not bear the 

sense given to them by Grote, ‘it did not-escape the notice of 

the Athenians, that the Peloponnesians-had taken up a simulated, 

or feigned: (i¢-) night: station ;’ i.e. that they intended to slip 

anchor, and get-across to. the opposite shore: past the enemy in 

the. course of the night. 

kal Tporaioy orjoavres ent To ‘Pip kat vaby ‘dvabévres To ToveiBavu 84. 4. 

dvexapnoav és Naviaxroy, : 

_ Cp. Aristoph. Knights, 551, 561 foll. (represented i in 424, five 
years afterwards) ;— 

: trae avaé J TéceSov_ cae 

& Tepaione mat Kpévov, 

“Popplavi re pidrar ée | 

tov Dov te‘ Oedy °AGn- | 

wT * valois mpos To mapeorés, » Te Sate 

Cp. also the: fragments of the- Tagiapyo: of £ Enpotis, in which 

Phormio; i in ‘the character of a: general of the old school, seems 

to be represented as censuring Bacchus for his effeminacy, and 

Aristoph. Peace, 347,— ; 

ToANa yap iveoysuny -- 

roo ci + | mpaypard re-xal oriBddas, ds ZAaxe Popytov. °
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87.1. ‘H pév “yevoutvy vavpayla, & avdpes TeAoromijotot, et tis dpa &¢ 

abr tpev poBetrat Ty pédRovaay, otxt Sikalay exer: téxpapow 78 

exhoBijcat. , 

obyt Stxalay ki7.d. Lit. either 1) ‘does not allow in the alarm 

which it creates of any just inference, i.e. you cannot argue from 

your fears: 73 ékpoSjoa being the more immediate, and Téxpapow 

the remoter object of éxet. 

Or 2)* ‘does not allow of any just inference touching its 

alarming you,’ or ‘that it should alarm you. 73 éx@oBjoa is an 

accusative of the remoter object, like 73 NéyeoOa: in viii. 87. 3 (see 

note), dAdot & as xaraBojs evexa ris és AakeSaipova, 73 A€yeoOat, ds 

ote’ dSiel GAAG Kal caps olyerar emt ras vads dAyOGs wemAnpopevas. 

Cp. Sophocles, O. T. 1416,— 
adn’ Sv énareis és S€ov rdpecO d8e 

Kpéov 73 mpdocew Kat 75 Boudedeww. 

‘For similar accusatives, sometimes called ‘accusatives of re- 

ference,’ cp. ii. 53 med. cai 13 pév mpootadattupely’ rH Sdgavre 

KaAG oddels mpdOupos Fv: iii. 82 med. dopdrea S2 73 emPoudedoacGat’ 

Grorponis mpéacis efdoyos : vii. 36 med. tire mpdrepoy dpabia rov 

" kuBepynray Soxoven elvat, 73 dvtimpwpov tuyKpotcat (if such be the trie 

reading in this and the preceding passage): vii. 67 init. tis doxjoews 

mpooyeyernperns alto, 7d xpatiotous etvat, et Tous kpariorovs évixncapev, 

. Sindacla éxdorou 7 eanis. - : . . : . 

Poppo (ed. maj. on vii. 36. 5) well explains the so- -called.. 

‘accusative of reference’ as an accusative of ‘ more precise defini- 
tion,’ or of ‘the remoter object.’ vii. 36 med., 67 init. are instances 
of the former, ii. 53 med. of the latter; but it is hard to see how 
7é émBovdevoacGat in iii. 82 med. if the reading be correct, can be 
explained save as an accusative of simple reference. For instances 

from other authors see Jelf, 670. 1. 2.. 

87.3. Gare od kara THY tperépay xaxtay rd Hooheba mpooeyévero, ovdé Sikatov 

THs yrdpns 73 y} kara, Kpdtos vknbev, % exov O€ tiva ev atte dvtidoylay, 
Tis Euphopas 75 dmoBdvre duPrtveoOar, vopicat 3€ tats pév roxas evde~ 

xerbar opdrdecbat rods avOpdrovs, tats Se yrdpats toils adtols det 
dvBpetous SpOds etvat, kat pi) drretplav, tod | dvdpetou mapévros, mpoBaddo- 

peévous eixdtas dv & tun Kaxobs yevéo Oat.” 

The contéxt shows that ris yrdpys is not to be taken as a
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partitive genitive. Not, ‘that part of our mind which was not 87. 3: 
_ conquered,’ but ‘the unconquered quality of our mind, ‘ our mind 

unconquered (aor.) by that reverse.’ For Thucydides is not opposing 
one part of the mind to another, but the mind in its own invincible 

nature to the accidental defeat which the Peloponnesians have 

‘sustained. The use of pj is explained by the subjective character 

of the phrase, ‘what we know to be the unconquered quality,’ etc. — 
“kard xpdros, ‘by way of force,’ i.e. by superiority of mere force. . 

tis Evpopas tO droBavr, ‘by the result of what has been an 

accident,’ or ‘by the accidental result, opposed to tis yuopns... 

vexn bev. 

rais 88 yopats x.r.d. “but that in their minds, while men remain 

the same’ (as opposed to their circumstances, which change) 
‘they should always be brave. dépéas efvae is equivalent to deiv 

eva, the idea of Seiv answering to évdéxeo6ar in the previous clause. 

(Classen.) 

_ tavde 82 4% emoripy, fv pddiota hoPeiobe, av8pelav pev fxovca, Kat 87. 4. 

punpny eke ev 7G Seg emredeiv A Epabev, Gveu_ dé edpuylas oddepia 

téxvy mpos Tovs Kvddveus ioxber PédBos yap. pyijpny eemdjooe, téxvy b€ 

Gveu Adxis oddey adcperci. , 

' dvev. ddxfs is not a repetition of dvev eixpuytas : aAxy means the 

actual display of bravery which is the result of etuxfa. ‘ Skill 

is of no use without bravery. For without bravery men forget, 

and, if they forget, their skill is unaccompanied by. prowess in _ 

action, and is therefore useless.’ Cp. Plato, Rep. iv. 429 C, 

corpiay tywy’, elrov, Aéyo twa elvar THY dvBpeiav, mroiav 8} oarnptay 5 

rip rijs Odys THs td vépou bia ths maidelas yeyorvias mept Toy dewir, & a 

Té éoTt kat ota, ' 

kai Soa jpdptopev mpérepor, vov abr& tadra mpooyevdpeva, dedacxadiav 87. 7 

mapéget, 0 

mpooyevépeva, ‘ being added, i.e. to the advantages enumerated 

before. ‘Our very mistakes will be additional advantages.’. The. 

idea of ‘advantage’ is not contained in mpocyevdpeva, but is gathered 
from the context. Cp. ii. 65 fin. Kip re Sorepov Baoréos mardt 

mpooyevopeve, where mporyevopeve, in the same way, means ‘added 

to their previous enemies,’
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- obrot yap mparov pév du rd mpoverixijobat, at pnd avrot otec Oat Spotor 

fpty elvat, 73 whos roy vedv kat olx amd too tou mapecxevdcarro. 

xai joins the substantive 16 7Aj@os with the adverbial expression. 

otk dard rod tvov, ‘they have equipped this great fleet, and (made 

Preparation) on so unequal a scale.’ 

trera © piddiora morevovtes mpocépxovrat, os mpooyjxov odiew 

avdpetors ef etvat, ob 80 GAXO Te Oapgotow fH da Tip ev TH mela épretpiav Ta 

mela karopboivres, Kat olovrat opiat kat év TH vavTikd Tornoe 76 abrd. 

The grammatical antecedent to is an ‘accusativus pendens,’ 

‘as to that on which they trust,’ which is resumed in od 8¢ dAdo Tt 

Oapooior, taking up moretvovres. The antecedent in thought may be 

gathered either 1)* from &s apoojxoy . . . eivat, or 2) from 8a rH... 

xaropOoivres. The ground of their confidence i is either 1)* the courage 

which they believe to be natural to them, or 2) their experience 

and consequent success by land. The second explanation is some- 

what more grammatical than the first, for according to 1) the. 

" antecedent has to be .gatheréd: from a clause which ‘is itself 
dependent on 6... spooépyovrat. 

‘ xa\olovrat simply carries on the main sentence from-od 8¢ dddo re 

Gapoodar, and need not be made equivalent grammatically to xai 

oiguevoi, “as by Arnold, although logically, like the preceding par- 

ticiple xaropOoivres, it supplies part of the reason why the Athenians 

are confident. 

75 8. €x rod Stxaiov jpiv paddAov viv weprécrat, etrep Kat Touro év 

éxeivey, , 

vO 8é, scil. ‘success,’ gathered from xaropGodvres and moujoew | 76, 

airé, meptéorat, ‘will be found to remain with us.’ 

yg tee gt tape. , . . €ret ovK dy Tore emexeipyoay Yoonlévtes apd odd addis vavpayeiv. 
HH 6) abrav tiv Tohpav Seionre. mor Sé Upels éxelvois mrelw pdBov 
mapéxere kat morérepoy ‘kard te +d mpoveriknxévar: ’ kat ore otk ay 
Hyotvrae ph péAdovrds re E£tov ‘Tob wap& wohd mpagew avOloracGat jpas. 

Tod mapa TOA, SCil. vertxnKévat, referring to mpovevixnrévar, and also to 
iron dévres map TOAD / above. . 

° ‘ 8 ¢ ° # eG . 
Gvtimador pév yop of wAelous, Somep ovrat, rf Suvdpet rd wA€oy miovvoe
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TH youn éxépxovra’ ot 8 ék woNAG brodcecrépuy xal Fa ovK avay- 89.6. 

xaCépevot péya tt ris Stavolas 75 BéBauov Cxovres dvriroApow. ° ‘ 

1) Wemay take of mhefous for ‘the superior force’ and dvrizador 

for ‘facing the enemy,’ a meaning which is somewhat doubtful. 

- Or better 2)*, ‘For most men when they are a match for the 
enemy, etc. Thus dvrimador, as we should expect from-its position, 

will correspond in meaning to of & éx modAAG brodecorépov in the 

clause which follows. Although the Peloponnesians were in fact 

far superior in number, there is no objection‘ to their being de- 

scribed as only ‘a match for’ their enemies, no more e being required 

by the argument. . 

diderdou te otk cic od3¢ dvarrpodal, deep vebv dpewov mreovedy BQ. 8. 

tpya doriv, 

dvacrpopy, probably: ‘a turning ‘to charge,’ which: might ‘be 

made after either rowing round a ship (aepimrovs), or backing water 

(dvdxpovars). 

of 8€ TMeAorovjcrot, emediy, avrois of ’A@nvato: otk émérAeov.és tav 90, 1. 

KOArrov Kal ra oTevd, Bovddpevor dxovras frw mpoayayeiv adtovs, dvayd- 

pevot dpa & Smdcov: ext recodpwv tafdpevor ras vais ent Thy éautav 

yiv ow ext rod Kddmov, defiG xépa youpéve Gomep’ xal Sppow* ent S 

air@ elkoow trafav tas dptora mdeotoas, Gras, ef dpa vopicas eat thy | 

Navraxrov atrovs melv 6 Doppiov K7.A. 

‘ént tiv éavrév yi x.t.A. The meaning which we expect t to: find 

in this passage is that which is given to it by Grote, who supposes 

that the Peloponnesians began: to sail (Aco) from the southern 

coast to the northern. They wanted to draw the Athenians within 

the gulf, that they might surround or cut them off, and this could 

be accomplished by threatening Naupactus. Accordingly he 

accepts the: conjecture ry éxeiver yjv, which he explains to mean 

‘the shore of the enemy, i.e. the shore to be protected by the 

Athenian fleet.. But such an explanation is of course inconsistent 

with éavrav; and the substitution of éavray for éxsivoy .in all the 

MSS. is not easily explainable. - 

Three’ other views of the passage may be- taken. re ent has been 

supposed to.mean ‘along.’ But this is impossible. ‘In the passage .
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viii. 101. 1, di& raxéav draipovow ék Tis Xlov ob meddyeat.. . GAN’ ev 

dptorépa riv AéoBov Exovres Emdeov ent riy Fretpov, which has been 

quoted in confirmation of the supposed use, the ordinary meaning 

of emi, as the map will show, is appropriate. (See note.) : 

2) Classen connects the words éni ri» davrdv yi with ragdpevor, 

‘drawing up their ships four deep, with the coast behind them.’ 

But rafdpevos ext rv éavrév yh is a harsh and obscure expression ; 

and evi in such a connection should mean that the ships had 

their prows turned towards the coast, not from it. 

' 3)* The best solution of the difficulty is to read apd with 

the Laurentian, and m (Bekker’s G), and with two inferior MSS. éni, 

which here occurs five times within as many lines, may have caught 

the eye of the transcriber, and in one place have been substituted 

for mapd, . 

Grote objects that the Peloponnesians could not have sailed 

‘falong their own coast,’ for in that case @) they would not have 

threatened Naupactus; 4) a second movement, across the gulf, 

would have been necessary before they could intercept.the Athe- 

"nian squadron in the manner described by Thucydides. But a) 

the Peloponnesian fleet, by coasting along the north shore of 

Peloponnesus in a north-east direction from the promontory of - 

_Rhium (see the map) would be moving nearly in the direction of 

Naupactus, to which, after following the coast to its most northern 

point, it would be easy to strike across. Such a movement along 
the southern coast inside the gulf was quite enough to alarm the 
Athenians. . (See Sheppard and Evans, App. i. 3.) 3) The alteration 
of their direction in crossing the gulf, if any, may have been so_ 
slight that there was no need for ‘Thucydides to say anything 
further of their movements until he describes the manceuvre by 
which they tried to cut off the Athenians. Or c) if the Pelopon- 
nesians, after following their own coast for a time, suddenly struck 
northwards across the gulf, this movement would be sufficiently 
described by the words advo emotpépavres ras vads perannddv Erheov 

" just below. The whole distance from coast to coast is not much 
more than four miles, and if a trireme jin still water, and ix! action, 
could row at the rate of ten knots (about 11} miles) an hour (see 
Warre, Ancient Naval Tactics, p- 11; 150 knots are a long days’
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—eighteen hours’—journey; Xen. Anab. vi. 4. 2) the cross move: 90. i 
ment might have been effected in about twenty minutes. 

enidtdxovres 86 of "AGqvaiat rds re eyyds ofcas BaXtora vais fhaBov ef, 92, 2. 
al ras davrév detdovro, & as éxeivot mpos’ Ta yn ScapGcipavres 1d mparoy 

aveSyoavro. : ‘ 

Thucydides does not tell us what became of the main body of 
the Peloponnesian fleet numbering fifty-seven, which had originally 
driven ashore the nine Athenian vessels. ‘Yet it is clear that these 

ships must have taken part in the second as well as in the first 

engagement; else how could the Athenians have recovered the 

vessels which they had towed off? And the whole Peloponnesian 

fleet is afterwards said to have retired to Corinth. The Pelopon- 

nesians must have quitted the Athenian ships which they had taken 

in order to assist their defeated comrades. . 

otre yap vavutixdy Rv mpopuddccoy ev aird obdev, ofre mpoodoxia 93, 3. 
. x wo 

oddepla, pty dv sore of moddpior eLamwaiws ovrws émimdevcetav' eet ott’. 

Gnd TOU wpohavots Todpigar by Kad? jyovxiay, ob8é, i ‘dtevooivro, a 

oix dy mpoatabéoOat, , . 

The MSS. read ot8—otdé. It is best to substitute ofre in the 

first. place (since of8/é—ovdé is never found unless there is some 

special emphasis on the negative in the first as well as in the second 

clause, cp..Jelf, 776, 2.) and to retain od8¢ in the second. 
éret ott" dab tod mpoavois x,7.A., r)* ‘since the enemy would not,: 

in their opinion, deliberately (xa #ovxéav) venture upon an open 

attack,’ opposed to an attempt at surprise (ui) dy efamwalas obras 

éntmdedoeay.) “The words will in this case refer to the improbable 

event of a formal and ‘regular attack upon the Piraeus by sea; | 

which no one expected at the time, although provision had been 

made for it by a reserve of ships and money, ii. 24. 

Or 2)¢ dad tov mpopavois roApijoa av being the resumption of p} 

dy déamwalos obras énmdeboetav, and xa Hovxiay, ‘without the’ inter- 

ference of the Athenians’ being taken as the predicate, ‘the enemy ~ 

would not make such an open attack, if he ventured, without being 

opposed.’ 

obd€ ef Stevoodvro x.7.A., ‘nor indeed if they were entertaining such
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93.'3. a design would the Athenians have failed to detect it in time;’ 

94, 1. 

96. 3. 

97. 3.. 

ovdé emphasizes the last clause, ‘no, nor would they,’ etc. | 

cbpuxrol re fpovro moheptoe K.TA. 

“Fire signals indicating danger from an enemy! Cp. iit, 22 fin. 

dviorg 88 kat Aypiavas Kat Aatatous kat ana boca vn Matovixd, dv 

Hpxe’ kat €axarot THs apxis oboe - Hoav peéxpe Tpaaiav Tardvev kat TOU 

Erpupdvos worapov, bs ek TOD TxdpBpov Spovs Sid Tpaatey kat Aatatwy pei, 

ot cpitero 7 9 dpxy Ta mpos Iatovas abrovdpous 78n. 

- According to the: text of Poppo ‘and Bekker, which has been 

adopted in the translation,:: we must suppose that the - Graaeans 

and Laeaeans dwelt.on both sides of the Strymon, and ‘that the 

dominions of Sitalces extended to the Laeaeans dwelling on the left 

bank of the Strymon, but not, to any of the. Graaeans, the word 

péxpt excluding them, and ‘od denoting the line of the Strymon 

and the eastern boundary. of the Graaean territory.. 
The best-attested reading. is péypt Tpaciod xal- Aatatev Ladver, 

But we cannot suppose ‘Thucydides to have-written xat Zryarot ris 

dpxijs obro (including of Aaiatot) jjoav.péxpt ... Aataiwy Tatdvev, Some 

emendation of the text, such as the omission of.xat Aaafey, which 

was - probably introduced - from : the” ‘succeeding line, therefore 

becomes necessary.. Besides -minor variations, a.few MSS., in- 

cluding.the Laurentian, insert'ydp after péxpe. ‘ -ydp, however, makes 

no sense, unless with Arnold we omit od before dpitero.. . But it is 

very unlikely that of should have been inserted in all. the. MSS., 

though not improbable that ydp may have arisen.out of a repetition 

of the yp following. 

“pipes Te €k, maons ris BapBépou kat trav “ENAquiBov qmodewy, Ecoy 

mpooigar é ent Zevhov, ds Borepov SeraAxov Baaidetoas mAeloroy 8} éxoinge, 

Terpaxoctov tahdyrey apyupiou padiora Sdvapis, & Xpuods Kal Gpyupos 

ely. . : 

‘ a etn, 3) whatever ¥ was gold and silver, i.e. reckoning only gold 

and silver, exclusive of other kinds of tribute. Or. 2) the optative 

is ‘iterative’ ‘what year by year was gold and silver.’. -Cp. i. 99 

fin, kat trois piv "AGqvaiors nbEero 73 vavrixdy amd! rijs Sandvys i exetvos 

Euppéporey..
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ob phy ob’ és tiv adAqv etBounay kat Bivcow mept Tay raptrrur és 97. 6.5 

tov Blov dros dpototvrat. ae . 4 

Tay mapovrer és Tov Biov, ‘the things which exist for the purposes 

of life.’ Compare rar és xpijow pavepay, ii. 62 init. The meaning 

is, not that the Scythians are without dcuteness in the ordinary ** tere 

business of life, but that they are not -acitte ‘enough to turn to the 

best advantage, like more civilized nations, what nature’ supplies. - 

ores kata  ropupiy. éoBadoiow é és thy karo MakeSoviay, fis 6 TepBixxas 99. 1. 

IpXe, TGV yep Makeddvev eiot Kat Avyeraral kat "EAtut@rat xat adda em 

endvobev Kt. . - . 

‘tay, ydp, ‘for, besides “the Tower “Macedonians, there 2 are also, 

Macedonians in the upper. country, amongst whom are included 

the Lyncestians and Elimiots. : 
> 

expdrnaay Sé Kat tav dddav ebvav ot Maxeddves otitot, & Kat viv én: 99. 6. 

éxovor, Tév TE AvOepowvra xat Rproraving kat: Beoadriav cat MakeSdévay 2 «Ss 

adbtay wodAjy. | . nee oe Se 

of Maxe8éves obrot are the tribes. wwhich- “first acknowledged: the 

leadership of the Temenidae, and who under their. rule ‘afterwards 

conquered -the whole of Lower Macedonia. . The Maxeddves abroi 

are the “Macedonians originally so called before’ the: conquests of 

the Temenidae. © of MaxeBdves obro: of ch: 100 -init.-are all- thé 

‘Macedonians.ruled by Perdiccas, including, ‘with the exception ° of 

the partially independent Macedonians. of - the ‘upper: country 

(ii. 99 init.), the ‘ original Macedonians.’ 

cat rOKa Stexdopyce (scil. *Apxédaos) Th TE KaTa Tov TéAepov inrots 100. 2. 

kai Smdos Kal TH GAAQ Tapackevy Kpelocon 4 Etpmavres of GNAor 

Bacthijs dxr& of apo adbtod yevdpevot, 

The position of éxra is peculiar ; it is a kind of afterthought, and 

is equivalent to of dxrd-joav. Cp. with Poppo, ii. 92 init. rds re 

éyyes otras pidora vats €AaBov €&: viii. 41 fin. én ras rav "AOnvatov 

vais eixoow. The Archelaus here mentioned is the same at whose 

court Euripides resided, and whose crimes are described by Plato, 

-Gorg. 471.
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100. 2. rd re xara roy médEpo K.T.A, Lit. ‘he improved the state of the 

country generally, and (strengthened) its military force with cavalry 

and arms and other munitions of war.’ 

100. 4. gow be rovrav és Thy Bortiatay kat Ttepiay ovx adixovro, 

_ Bottiaea, the same country as that called Bottia i in ch, 99 above. 

Cp. note on ii, 79. 2. 

100.6. «al 7 pev mpoorécotey, ovdels tmépevev dv8pas_ imméas te dyabois xat 

redwpaxtopévors® Sid Sé mAyOous mepixAndpevot abtots TohAaTAagly 73 

épitw és xivduvoy xabicracay, , 

moddamhaciy TH Spite is a repetition and expansion of ia rod 

mAfGous. The dative 1)* expresses the cause, ‘by reason of the - 

enemy’s number, being many times their own.’ Or 2) dpitq is in 

the dative, as if after ¢udxovro implied in abrots és xivduvov xabicracay, 

‘against a multitude,’ etc. 

102. 4. Td te yap pedpd core péya Kal odd Kai: Oodepdy, at re vijcot muKvai, Kat 

BAjAais ris mpocydoceas TH ph oxeddvvucbar, civdeopor yiyvovrat, 

Waparrk& xal od ‘Kata aTotyov Keipevat, ovS Exavoa edGeias Siddous tod 

_Bdaros és 7b Tédayos. . - . 

- 78 pa oxeddvyva Gat, sc. ryv apécxeow, ‘by the accumulation of 

earth not scattering,’ instrumental dative. ‘There is.no reason to 

read 7é 4 or to adopt the conjecture rod py. aAAHAats in ddANAats 

EvvSecpor yiyvovrat is a ‘ dativus commodi ;’ ‘ they help one another 

to bind the earth together.’
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’ THE PLAGUE. 

GENERAL and also particular symptoms of the Plague at Athens 
recorded by Thucydides. . 

It was epidemic, 48. 1; and also contagious, 51. 4. It was 
said in former times to have ravaged Lemnos and other places, 

47.3. It was brought from Ethiopia-and Egypt to Persia and 
Greece, 48. 1; and first appeared in the Piraeus in the second 
spring of the war, 48. 2; at its commencement it was attributed-to 

the poisoning of the cisterns by the Peloponnesians, 48. 2, as the - 
Black Death to the poisoning of the wells by the Jews. - It was most 
fatal in crowded places, especially in Athens, 54. g, but scarcely 

found its way into the Peloponnesus. It destroyed more than one- 

seventh of the citizen hoplites, and a fourth of the knights, iii. 

87. 3; and in forty days there had fallen victims to it more than 

a fourth of Hagnon’s division of the army serving before Potidaea, 

ii. 58. 3. It lasted in all three years, at first for two years from 

the spring of 430 to the spring of 428; then reappearing after a 

partial cessation of a year and a half in the winter of 427-426, and 

continuing a third year, iii. 87. 1. It was incurable, or at any 

rate was never understood by the physicians; and the remedies 

which did good to one did harm to another, 51. 2. It passed 

through the body from head to foot. The patient when recovered 
was rarely, if ever, affected a second time, and_never fatally, 51. 6. 

The summer in which it appeared was generally healthy; any 

other diseases were converted into it or absorbed in it, 49. 1; 

51. 1. The plague was attended by the usual accompaniments 

of great epidemics, despondency and moral depravity, 51. 4; 53. 

More precise symptoms were :— 

Intense heat about the head. 

Redness and inflammation of the eyes. 

Bleeding of the throat and tongue, 
Foul breath.
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Sneezing and hoarseness. 

In the next stage the disorder attacked the lungs, and was 

accompanied by a violent cough. 

It then descended into the’ stomach, causing painful vomitings ; 

then followed ineffectual retching and convulsions. The skin was 

reddish and livid, breaking out in small pustules and ulcers. 

Externally the heat-.was not very great, but internally excessive. 

The thirst and restlessness were intolerable and unceasing: the 

patient desired nothing so much as to tear off his clothes -and 

throw himself into cold water. Meanwhile the strength was in+ 

creased rather than weakened by the disease. * At last; about the 

seventh or ninth day, came the end, produced by internal fever, 

or somewhat later, in those who survived this. stage, by ulcer- 

ation of the bowels, and by weakness supervening on diarrhoea. 

Loss of eyesight and gangrene of the extremities were of frequent 

occurrence in the case of those who recovered. Many of the 

survivors, when they rose from their beds, seemed to have for- 

gotten all things. ; 

Hippocrates, who at the commencement of the Peloponnesian 

war was probably about thirty years of age, is said by his bio- 

graphers' to have been an eyewitness of the plague: and his 

services on the occasion are duly chronicled in a spurious decree 

of the Athenians. His critics have generally supposed that a © 

description of the plague at Athens is to be found in the Epidemics 

(Book iii.) which pass under his name. But the same ingenuity 

which invented the spurious - decree, and ‘also the panegyrical 
oration in which Hippocrates is celebrated, would have no difficulty 

in imagining that the father of medicine must have been present at 

a time when his services were so greatly needed. And the dis- 

orders described in the third book of the Epidemics bear but a 

slight resemblance to the’ plague of Athens, and only in a few 

superficial features. , The writer of that book seems to be describing 

not one but many forms of malignant disease which prevailed 

chiefly at Perinthus: and he nowhere speaks of any. great or 

general epidemic. 

That Hippocrates witnessed the plague of Athens is very probable 
though not established by historical evidence. But that he or any
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contemporary physician should have written upon epidemics and 
have omitted to mention the great epidemic of all, which was so 
widely spread, and of so definite a character, is nearly impossible. 
Hence we are driven to the conclusion that the treatise on Epidemics 
was not really written by Hippocrates, unless we may suppose 
that an account of the plague at Athens was to be found in some 
portion of the work now lost. Not much importance is to be 
attached to the non-occurrence of his name in Thucydides, who 
has omitted the names of many other distinguished contemporaries, 
e.g. Herodotus, Socrates, Phidias. . 

No description of the plague in any medical or other writer 
is to be compared with that of Thucydides. His narration is 
conceived in the same spirit.as the rest of his history. He 
discards theories and describes the. actual facts; he gives ‘the 
‘symptoms by which any one who knows them beforehand may 
Tecognise the disorder should it ever reappear. For I was myself 

attacked, and witnessed the sufferings of others” And itis not a 

mere fancy to suppose that he was one of those who, ‘having 

' recovered, tended the sick and dying with pitying care, though in 

his impersonal manner he says nothing of himself individually. 

His description has had many imitators; Lucretius, vi. 1138- 

1286 is nearly a translation, and should be compared throughout; 

the poetical version is generally accurate, though not free from 

misunderstandings of the original. See Munro’s Notes on Lucre- 

tius, vi. 1138-1286. .One or two traits of Thucydides, or more 

probably of Lucretius, appear in Virgil’s account of the cattle 

plague, Georg. iii. 478 ff. Many more are found in the description 

of the mythical plague which afflicted the inhabitants of Aegina 

(Ovid, Metam, vii. 520 ff., who imitates Lucretius and Virgil as well 

as Thucydides). still nearer parallel is found in.the description 

by Diodorus (xiv. 71) of the plague which raged in the Cartha- 
ginian army when besieging Syracuse in 395 sc... Some of the 

symptoms as well as the turns of rhetoric seem to be borrowed 

from Thucydides. Slighter traces of Thucydides are found in the 

description given by Livy (xxv. 26) of another plague which 

similarly afflicted the Roman and Carthaginian army in the siege 

of Syracuse under Marcellus, 212 n.c. .The great plague in the 

VOL. II, L
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‘time of M. Aurelius, of which Galen was a contemporary witness, 

nearly resembles the plague of Athens in several of its symptoms, 

such as the cough, the eruptions, the internal ulcerations, the 

‘redness of the mouth, and foulness of breath (Method. Med. v. 12. 

‘Praesag. e Puls. iii. 4); and the similarity is recognised by him (De 

Simp. Medicam. Temperam. ix. 1.§ 4.) It lasted during fifty years, 

‘and ravaged the greater part of the Roman world. See Littré’s 

Introduction to the second book of the so-called Epidemics of 

‘Hippocrates, Zuvres d’Hippocrate, vol. v. p. 62 ff.; cp. vol. i. p. 122. 

The plague at Athens is described by Mr. Grote as an eruptive 

typhoid fever. Without giving a name to a disorder which’ no 

longer exists, and cannot be certainly identified with any later 

‘epidemic, we may remark that it has many symptoms in common 

avith typhus fever, and with the more malignant forms of measles 

and small pox, and seems to combine the features of several 

modern diseases in one. 

Whether our modern small pox was. 5 known to the ancients or 

not is uncertain. That eruptive diseases which are described as 

covering the whole body existed among them is admitted. But - 

no modern form of small pox is attended by gangrene of the ex- 

tremities or by ulcers (€\xy) such as are mentioned in Thucydides. 

Nor does Thucydides say anything of the appearance of the pustules 

(pAverawvar) forming a crisis in the disease, as is the case in small 

pox, and as Galen records to have been the fact with the ulcers 

which attended the ‘pestis Antoniniana.” Nor does any ancient 

writer mention: one of the most characteristic features of the 

disorder,—the marks left by small pox after the recovery of the 

patient. 

The word ¢dvxrawa, which commonly means a blister, either on 

the skin or on bread, is not sufficiently precise to enable us to 

identify it with the pustule in small pox; it might with equal pro- 
priety signify bladder-like formations of another kind. 

There are several difficulties which prevent our arriving at certain 

conclusions in these and similar inquiries. (1) The generality of the 
description, often passing over. or but slightly mentioning the © 
symptoms which to a modern pathologist would appear to be most 
characteristic of the disorder; (2) some uncertainty in the precise
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meaning. of words; (3) the fluctuating character of the diseases 
themselves which do not always retain a clearly defined type, but 
vary with climate and circumstances and the variety of human 
constitutions, There is a struggle for existence in diseases as well 
as in animals, and they increase or diminish in strength and com- 
plexity according to their environments. 

The above remarks are partly taken from Littré’s excellent 
edition and translation of Hippocrates. He maintains the genuine- 
ness of the Epidemics on the ground. that they are attributed: to 
Hippocrates by the consentient voice of. later Greek antiquity. 
But similar testimony might be adduced for writings of Plato, 
Aristotle, and Xenophon, which are confessedly spurious. ‘That 
the Epidemics belong to the school of Hippocrates, that ancient 

school of inductive philosophy which sought to rest medicine on 

ascertained facts, may be safely asserted. But where nothing cer- 

tainly belonging to an author or decidedly characteristic of him 

has been preserved to us and the writing attributed to: him also 

contains little that is characteristic, itis impossible safely to connect 

them. We cannot, out of two unknown quantities, elicit a known 

one. 

But although it is impossible to identify the plague of Athens 

with any known disease of other ages, both its moral and physical 

features may receive considerable ‘illustration from the striking: 

descriptions of two of the greatest pestilences by which the human 

race has been devastated. ; 

_ The first is the remarkable account in Gibbon, c. xliii. § 3, of 
the great plague of Constantinople, which began in the year 542 

and continued during half a century to desolate the Graeco-Roman 

world. It is chiefly based on Procopius, whose narrative is 

adorned by several terms borrowed from Thucydides, e.g. Acyérw 

peév ody ds mn exacros meph atrdv ywhoxes kat copuoris Kal pereapoddyos, 

eye 82 Sev te Fip£aro 7 vécos He cat tpém~ 3} Er robs dvOpdrous bép- 

betpev épdv Epxopar: De Bell. Persico, ii. 22. p. 142. The ex-emperor 

Cantacuzenus in the fourteenth century (Hist. iv. 8), who describes 

the death by the plague of his own son, Andronicus, about 1340, is 

a much more flagrant plagiarist of Thucydides. Agathias too, who 

L2
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gives a short account of the earlier plague (Hist. v. 10), has not 
forgotten his model ; although how far his recollections are accom- 

modated to the phrases or reflections of Thucydides, it is impossible 

to determine. A circumstance mentioned by Procopius but omitted 
by .Gibbon, and not improbable, though at variance with the 

statement of Thucydides respecting the plague at Athens, is that 

the physicians or attendants of the sick and dying generally 

escaped. - oe 
. *Aethiopia and Egypt have been stigmatised in every age as. 

the original source and seminary of the plague. In a damp, hot, 

stagnating air, this African fever is generated from the putrefaction 

of animal substances, and especially from the swarms of locusts, 

not less destructive to mankind in their death than in their lives. 

The fatal disease which depopulated the earth in the time of 

Justinian and his successors first appeared’ in the neighbourhood 
of Pelusium, between the Serbonian bog and the eastern channel 
of the Nile. From thence, tracing as it were a double path, it 
spread to the East, over Syria, Persia, and the Indies, and pene- 
trated to the West, along the coast of Africa and over the con- 
tinent of Europe. In the spring of the second year Constantinople, 
during three or four months, was visited by the pestilence; and 
Procopius, who observed its progress and symptoms with the eyes 
of a physician, has emulated the skill and diligence of Thucydides 

‘in the description of the plague of Athens. The infection was 
sometimes announced by the visions of a distempered fancy, and 
the victim despaired as soon as he had heard the menace and felt 
the stroke of an invisible spectre.. But the greater number, in 
their beds, in the streets, in their usual occupation, were surprised 
by a slight fever; so slight, indeed, that neither the pulse nor the 
colour of the patient gave any signs of the approaching danger. 
‘The same, the next, or the succeeding day, it was declared by the 
swelling of the glands, particularly those of the groin, of the arm- 
pits, and under the ear; and when these buboes or tumours were ' 
opened, they were found to contain a coad, or black substance, of 
no a lentil. If they came to a just swelling and suppura- 

» the patient was saved by this kind and natural discharge of 
the morbid humour ; but if they continued hard and dry, a mortifi-
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* cation quickly ensued, and the fifth day was commonly the term of 
his life. The fever was often accompanied with lethargy or deli- 
rium ; the bodies of the sick were covered with black pustules or 
carbuncles, the symptoms of immediate death; and in the con- . 
stitutions too feeble to produce an eruption, the vomiting of blood 
was followed by a mortification of the bowels. To pregnant women 
the plague was generally mortal; yet one infant was drawn alive 
from his dead mother, and three mothers survived the loss of their 
infected foetus. Youth was the most perilous season, and the 
female sex was less susceptible than the male; but every rank and 

profession was attacked with indiscriminate rage, ‘and many of 

those who escaped were deprived of the use of their speech, 

without being secure from a return of the disorder. The physicians 

of Constantinople were zealous and skilful; but their art was 

baffled by the various symptoms and pertinacious vehemence of 

the disease : the same remedies were productive of contrary effects, 

and the event capriciously disappointed their prognostics of.death 

or recovery. The order of funerals and the right of sepulchres ~ 

were confounded ; those who were left without friends or servants 

lay unburied in: the streets, or in their desolate houses; and a 

magistrate was authorised to collect the promiscuous heaps of 

dead bodies, to transport them by Jand or water, and to inter them 

in deep pits beyond the precincts of the city. Their own danger 

and the prospect of public distress awakened some remorse in the 

minds of the most vicious of mankind: ‘the confidence of health 

again revived their passions and habits ; but philosophy must dis- 

dain the observation of Procopius, that the lives of such men were 

guarded by the peculiar went of fortune or Providence. He 

forgot, or perhaps he secretly recollected, that the plague had 

touched the person of Justinian himself; but the abstemious diet 

of the emperor may suggest, as in the case. of Socrates, a more 

rational and honourable cause for his recovery. During his sick-. 

ness the public consternation was expressed in the habits of the 

citizens; and their idleness and despondence occasioned a general 

scarcity in the capital of the East, 

‘Contagion is the inseparable symptom of the plague; which, 

by mutual respiration, is transfused from the infected persons to
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the lungs and stomach of those who approach them. While philo- 
sophers believe and tremble, it is singular that the existence ofa 
real danger should have been denied by a people most prone to 
vain and imaginary terrors. Yet the fellow-citizens of Procopius 
were satisfied, by some short and partial experience, that the in- 
fection could not be gained by the closest conversation ; and this 
persuasion might support the assiduity of friends or physicians 
in the care of the sick, whom inhuman prudence would have 
condemned to solitude and despair. But the fatal security, like 
the predestination of the Turks, must have aided the progress of 
the contagion; and those salutary precautions to which Europe is 
indebted for her safety were unknown to the government of 
Justinian. No restraints were imposed on the free and frequent 
intercourse of the Roman provinces: from Persia to France the 
nations were mingled and infected by wars and emigrations;. and 
the pestilential odour which lurks for years in a bale of cotton was 
imported, by the abuse of trade, into the most distant regions. 
The mode of its propagation is explained by the remark of 
Procopius himself, that it always spread from the sea-coast to the 
inland country: the most sequestered islands and_ mountains were 
successiveiy visited ; the places which had escaped the fury of its 
first passage were alone exposed to the contagion of the ensuing 
year. The winds might diffuse that subtle venom ; but unless the 
atmosphere, be previously disposed for its reception, the plague 
would soon expire in the cold or temperate climates of the earth. 
Such was the universal corruption of the air, that the pestilence 
which burst forth in the fifteenth year of Justinian was not checked 
or alleviated by any difference of the seasons. .In time its first 
malignity was abated and dispersed ; the disease alternately Jan- 
guished and revived;’ but it was not. till the end of a calamitous 
period of fifty-two years that mankind recovered their health, or 
the air resumed its pure and salubrious quality. No facts have 
been preserved to sustain an account, or even a conjecture, of the 
numbers that perished in this extraordinary mortality. I only find 

~, that, during three months, five and at length ten thousand persons 
died each day at Constantinople ; that many cities of the East 
were left vacant; and that in several districts of Italy the harvest
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and the vintage withered on the ground. . The’ triple scourge of. 

war, pestilence, and famine, afflicted the subjects of Justinian ; 

and his reign is disgraced by a visible decrease of the human: 

species, which has never been repaired in some of the fairest . 

countries of the globe.’ : 

‘The other narrative is the well known account of the plague at: 

Florence, depicted by the genius of Boccaccio in the Decameron. ~ 

‘In the year then of our Lord 1348, there happened at Florence, : 

the finest city in all Italy, a most terrible plague; which, whether. 

owing to the influence of the planets, or that it was sent from God 

. as a just punishment for our sins, had broken out some years 

before in the Levant; and after passing from place to place, and’ 

making incredible havoc all the way, had’ now reached the west ; 

where, spite of all the means that art and human foresight could 

suggest, as keeping the city clear from filth, and excluding all sus-" 

pected persons; notwithstanding frequent consultations what else 

was to be done; not omitting prayers to God in frequent proces- 

sions: in the spring of the foregoing year, it began to show itself 

‘ina sad and wonderful manner; and, different from what it had 

been in the east, where bleeding from the nose is the fatal 

prognostic, here there appeared certain tumours in the groin, or 

under the arm-pits, some as big as a small apple, others as an egg ; 

and afterwards purple spots in most parts of the body: in some 

cases large and but few in number, in others Jess and more 

numerous, both sorts the usual messengers of death. To the cure 

- of this malady, neither medical knowledge nor the power of drugs 

was of any effect; whether because the disease was in its own 

nature mortal, or that the physicians (the number of whom, taking 

quacks and women pretenders into the account, was grown very. 

great) could form no just idea of the cause, nor consequently 

ground a true method of cure; whichever was the reason, few or 

none escaped; but they generally died the third day from the first 

appearance of the symptoms, without a fever or other bad circum- 

stance attending. And the disease, by being communicated from 

the sick to the well, seemed daily to get a-head and to rage the 

more, as fire will do by laying on fresh combustibles. Nor was 

it given by conversing with only, or coming near the sick, but even
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by touching their clothes, or anything that they had before touched. . 
It is wonderful what I am going to mention; which, had I not 

seen it with my own eyes, and were there not many witnesses to: 

attest it besides myself, I should never venture to relate, however 

credibly I might have been informed about it: such, I say, was the 

. quality of the pestilential matter, as to pass not only from man to 

man, but, what is more strange and has been often known, that 

anything belonging to the infected, if touched by any other 

creature, would certainly infect, and even kill that creature in a 

short space of time: and one instance of this kind I took particular 

notice of, namely, that the rags of a poor man just. dead, being 

‘thrown into the street, and two hogs coming by at the same time 

and rooting amongst them, and. shaking them about in their 

mouths, in less than an hour turned round and died on the spot. 

These accidents, and others of the like sort, occasioned various 

fears and devices amongst those people that survived, all tending 

to the same uncharitable and cruel end; which was to avoid the 

sick, and everything that had been near them; expecting by that 
means to save themselves. And some holding it best to live tem- 
perately, and to avoid excesses of all kinds, made parties, and shut 
themselves up from the rest of the world; eating and drinking 
moderately of the best, and diverting themselves with music, and 

such other entertainments as they might have within doors; never 
listening to anything from without, to make them uneasy. Others 
maintained free living to be a better preservative, and would baulk 
no passion or appetite they wished to gratify, drinking and 
revelling incessantly from tavern to tavern, or in private houses ; 
which were frequently found deserted by the owners, and therefore 
common to everyone; yet avoiding, with all this irregularity, to 
come near the infected.’ And such at that time was the public 
distress, that the laws, human and divine, were not regarded ; for, 
the officers to put them in force being either dead, sick, or in want 

of persons to assist them, everyone did just as he pleased. A 
third sort of people choose a method between these two 3 not con- 
fining themselves to rules of diet like the ‘former, and yet avoiding 
the intemperance of the latter; but eating ‘and drinking what 
their appetites required, they walked everywhere with odours and
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nosegays to smell to; as holding it best to corroborate the brain: 
for they supposed the whole atmosphere to be tainted with the 
stink of dead bodies, arising partly from the distemper itself, and 
partly from the fermenting of the medicines within them. Others 
of a more cruel disposition, as perhaps the more safe to themselves, 
declared that the only remedy was to avoid it: persuaded, therefore, 
of this, and taking care for themselves only, men and women in 
great numbers left the city, their houses, relations, and effects, and 

fled into the country : as if the wrath of God had been restrained 

to visit those only within the walls of the city; or else concluding 

that none ought to stay in a place thus doomed to destruction. 

- Divided as they were, neither did all die nor all escape; but falling. . 

sick indifferently, as well those of one as of another opinion, they 

who first set the example by forsaking others, now languished 

themselves without mercy. I pass over the little regard that 

citizens and relations showed to each other; for their terror was 

such that a.brother even fled from his brother, a wife from her 

husband, and, what is. more uncommon, ‘a parent from its own 

child. On which account numbers that fell sick could have no 

help but what the charity of friends, who were very few, or the 

avarice of servants supplied; and even these were scarce, and at 

extravagant wages, and so little used to the business, that they 
were fit only to reach what was called for, and observe when they 
died; and this desire of getting money often cost them their lives. 

From this desertion of friends, and scarcity of servants, an un- 

heard-of custom prevailed; no lady, however young or handsome, 

would disdain being attended by a man-servant, whether young or 

old it mattered not; and to expose herself naked to him, the 

necessity of the distemper requiring it, as though it was to a 

woman; which might make those who recovered less modest for 

the time to come. And many lost their lives who might have 

escaped had they been looked after at all. So that between the 

scarcity of servants and violence of the distemper, such numbers 

were continually dying, as made it terrible to hear as well as to 

behold. Whence from mere necessity, many customs were intro- 

duced, different from what had been before known in the city. It 

had been usual, as it now is, for the women who were friends and
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neighbours to the deceased, to meet together at his house, and to’ 

lament with his relations; at the same time the men would get 

together at the door, with a number of clergy, according to the 

person’s circumstances ; and the corpse was carried by people of 

his own rank, with the solemnity of tapers and singing, to that 

church where the person had desired to be buried; which custom: 

was now laid aside, and, so far from having a crowd of women to: 

lament over them, that great numbers passed out of the world. 

without a single person: and few had the tears of their friends 

at their departure ; but those friends would laugh, and make them- 

selves merry; for even the women had learned to postpone every 

- other concern to that of their own lives. Nor was a corpse attended 

by more than ten or a dozen, nor those citizens of credit, but 

‘fellows hired for the purpose ; who would put themselves under 

_.the bier, and carry it with all possible haste to the nearest church; 

and the corpse was interred, without any: great ceremony, where 

they could find room, 

‘With regard to the lower sort, and many of a middling rank, 

the scene was still more affecting; for they staying at home either 

through poverty, or hopes of succour in distress, fell sick daily by 

thousands, and, having nobody to attend them, generally died: 

some breathed their last in the streets, and others shut up in their 

own houses, when the stench that came from them made the first 

discovery of their deaths to the neighbourhood. And, indeed, 

every place was filled with the dead. A method now was taken, 

as well out of regard to the living, as pity for the dead, for the 

neighbours, assisted by what porters they could meet with, to 

‘ clear all the houses, and lay the bodies at the doors; and every 

morning great numbers might be seen brought out in this manner; 

from whence they were carried away on biers, or tables, two or 
three at a time; and sometimes it has happened that a wife and 
her husband,-two or three brothers, and a father and son, have 
been laid on together: it has been observed also, whilst two or 
three priests have walked before a corpse with their crucifix, that 
two or three sets of porters have fallen in with them ; and where 
they knew but of one, they have buried six, eight, or more : nor 
was there any to follow and shed a few tears over them ; for things
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were come to that pass, that men’s lives were no more regarded 

than the lives of so many beasts. Hence it plainly appeared, that. 

what the wisest in the ordinary course of things, and by a common 

train of calamities, could-never be taught, namely, to bear them 

patiently; this, by the excess of those calamities, was now.grown 

a familiar lesson to the most simple and unthinking. The con- 

secrated ground no longer containing the numbers which were 

continually brought thither, especially as they were desirous of 

laying every one in the parts allotted to their families; they were __ 

forced to dig trenches and to put them in by hundreds, piling them 

up in rows, as goods are stowed in a ship, and throwing in little 

earth till they were filled to the top. Not to fake any farther 

into the particulars of our misery, I shall observe that it fared no 

better with the adjacent country; for to omit the different castles 

about us, which presented the same view in miniature with the 
city, you might see the poor distressed labourers with their 

families, without either trouble of physicians, or help of servants, 

languishing on the highways, in the fields, and in their own houses, 

and dying rather like ‘cattle than human creatures; and growing 

dissolute in their manners like the citizens, and careless of every- 

thing, as supposing every day to be their last, their thoughts 

were not so much employed how to improve as to make use of. 

‘their substance for their present support: whence it happened 

that the flocks, herds, etc., and the dogs themselves, ever faithful 

to their masters, being driven from their own homes, would 

wander, no regard being had to them, among the forsaken harvest; 

and many times, after they had filled themselves in the day, would 

return of their own accord like rational creatures at night. What 

can I say more, if I return to the city? unless that such was the 

cruelty of Heaven, and perhaps of men, that between March and 

July following, it is supposed, and made pretty certain, that up- 

wards of a hundred thousand souls perished in the city only ; 

whereas, before that calamity, it was: not supposed to have con- - 

tained so many inhabitants.’ :



BOOK Ill. 

o ne * , 
Gpa TG cir@ axpafoyrs. 

Cp. note on ii. 2. 1. 

2.1, pera 8 Thy eoBodyy trav MeAotorvycioy evdis AéaBos tqv MyOdprns 

aréaty am *AOnvaicv. 

Yet in 412 Methymna, first of all the towns of Lesbos, joined 

the revolt of the allies against Athens, viii. 22 fin. So capricious 

was the popular-feeling in Greek states. Cp. Arist. Pol. v. 4. 5, 6 

who gives a somewhat different account of the revolt of Mitylenc. 

2.1.  Bovdnbévres pév xai mpd Tod mrodépov (GAN’ of AaxeSarpdrior od zpooedéE- 

avro), dvayracbévres Sé Kal tadtyy Thy dwéctaciw mpdrepov # dtevooivro 

mousracbat, 

" xol ratrqy thy dndoracw, Although they had wanted to revolt long 

“before, ‘yet even in this revolt’ which they actually made, as 

opposed to that which they had only intended to make, ‘they were 

still unprepared.’ 

‘ray te yap Atpevay Thy ySow xat rerydv olxoddpnow Kat vebv wolnow 

éwepevoy TeNecOivat, Kat Soa ex Tov Idvrov der Adixeabas, rogéras te 

Kat otro, kai & petareprépevot Hoav, Tevédioe ydp K.1.A, 

The first sentence—réyv re ydp x.7.A. —explains why they wanted 

to delay; the second, Tevéd:o: ydp, why they were. compelled to 

hurry; the second ydp reverting to the main idea dvaysacdévtes 8¢ 

xat tatryy riy dxdotacw mpdrepov dtevoodvro moeioGar, and the words 

which intervene being parenthetical. ° , 

énépevoy takes two constructions, @) the infinitive Tedeobjvat, 

2) the accusative dca eet dgixéa bar, 

ore tevourttouat Te Thy AdoBov és thy MuriAnvay Bla al thy mapacKevyy 
2. 8 ; Gmagav pera Aaxedatpovieoy kat Bowwtdv guyyevOv Svrav emi drocrdoet 

émetyovrat, 

1)* ‘They were compelling the inhabitants of Lesbos to settle in 
Mitylene.’
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Or 2) ‘They were seeking to centralize by force the government 2. 3. 
‘of Lesbos in Mitylene.’? But the Greek word, without further ex- 
planation (such as is given in ii. 13 med.), hardly admits of this 
meaning. For the other use, cp. i. 10 init. odre Euvouxtobelons wéAcos 

xr. And the Mitylenians would naturally wish to bring into 

the city the inhabitants of the country who were friendly to them- 

selves, that they might not fall into the hands of the Athenians, 

and perhaps to take hostages from those who were in the interest 

of the Athenians, that they might be prevented from joining them. 
Compare the similar measures taken by Perdiccas previous to the 

Chalcidian revolt, when he transplanted some of the inhabitants - - 

of Chalcidict to Olynthus, i. 58 fin. 

For Botwray tuyyevav dvrwy cp. vill. 100 med. 

oa *AOqvaiot, Hoay yap retadatmwpypévot dnd te rijs vdcov Kat Tod 3. I. 

moAgpou Gptt Kabiotapevou cat dxpdCovros. , , , 

‘The war which was newly begun and was at its height.’ 

Poppo objects to this explanation ‘that a war is less oppres- | 
sive at first than afterwards.’ T’o which it may be replied, ‘that it 

is more felt,’ and therefore its novelty may be deemed an aggra-. 

vation of the evil. ‘There is no reason for taking the words dort 

xaGiorapévov in any but their usual sense (cp. dp&dpevos evis xafiora- 

pévov, i. 1 init.) Poppo himself translates, ‘the war which was just 

then on foot;’ but the precision.thus given to the word apr: is 

unmeaning. A year afterwards, iii. 68 fin., the war is still spoken 

of as dpri rére xadtordpevos. 

pelfov pépos vépovres TH pi BoddeoOar ddyby eivat. , 3.1. 

Cp. Dem. Olynth. iii. 33, & yap Bovderat, rouP Exacros kai oterat, - Ta 

be mpdypara qoAAdKis odxX odT@ mécpuxev. Cp. also Thuc. iv..108 med. 

cloOéres of dvOparot, ob péev enOvpotcw, amis dnepioxémre Siddvat, dé 

pi) mpooievrat, Aoyiope abroxpdropt Siwbeiabat, 

; . : . * a ° 4 . : ¢ . 

kal TWéptrouoly eEamwaiws tercapdxovra vais, at eruxov wept Hedondr- 8, 3. 

é iv* KNeinmidgs 82 6 Acwlou rpiros airds éorpa-" - vycov mupeckevacpévat mreiv*” Kreinmidns d¢ 6 Aewlov tpiros abr p 

o 
, rd a 

rivet. eomyyédOn yap airois, &s ety ’Andd\ovos Maddevros tkw ris 
- . ’ ? ? 

aédews €oprh, €&v 3. mavOnpet MuriAnvaics doprdtovar, kal éAmida eivat éret-
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xOévras emineceiv Ayo’ xat fw perv Eop Bi 4 wetpa, ef Sé pH, Murcnvatos 

elaety vais re napudotvat Kat relxy kabedetv, pi merBopéevev O€, woAepetv. 

jv expresses what the Athenians hoped to be the more probable 

alternative, « the remoter or:less probable. Compare iv. 13 fin, 

ah 8 botepaia mapacxevacdpevor das ént vavpaxiay dviyorto, Hy pe dyrex- 

mac ebadract odio és tiv ebpuxeplay, el 82 py, ds abroi emeamAevood- 

pevot. . 

With eizeiv some verb such as xedevovow is to be supplied from 

wépmovaty, . 

TAG xenodpevos kal rptruios éx Tay "AGqvav és Mursdjuqy adixdpevos, 

aAS xpnodpevos does not necessarily imply making a favourable 

voyage,’ but only ‘having found it possible to sail.’ The ordinary 

merchant vessel, although furnished with oars, would wait for a 

_ favourable wind. Aods=opportunity of sailing, the reverse of 

" dmdowa: cp. Soph. Phil. 464,— 
bs éanuie apy Geds 

mou Hpiy etky, THViKadd” éppdpeba. 

So the words péxp: mAots yévnrat, i. 187 med., referring to the 

storm which overtook Themistocles off Naxos, are to be explained 

* until sailing was possible.’ 

», of 82 otre és roy Maddevra efqdOov, ta te GX, TSv Texdv kai Apevav 

Tept ta HpuréAcota hpakdpevor epidaccoy, 

td re dda, ‘and for the rest,’ referring back to the clause rév re 

yap Adve thy ySow x7.A. in c, 2 init, 1)* may be taken in con- 

nection with ¢$vdacaoy, ra reixn kal ras Awévas having to be supplied 

with épidacoov from ~ppagdpevot mepi ra Heirekecta ray rexdv kat 

Ayévov, Or 2), throwing back the accent on zép:, the clause ray 
Terxay kat Atpéveor népe may be regarded as explanatory of rd re G\Aq, 

* and for the rest, namely, in respect of their walls and harbours, 

they barricaded their unfinished parts and guarded them,’ 

trav re SiaBadddvrwv Eva G peréuedev FOr. - 

Scil. one of the proxeni mentioned in c. 2 med. 

ev rotre 82 dmootéhhouct xat es tiv Aaxedalpova mpéoBes rpuiptt 

Aabévres 73 Tov *AOnvatwy vavrixér, of Sppowy ev tH Madéa, apss Bopéay 
mis moheus,
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According to Strabo, Malea was a promontory to the south of 4. g: 
Lesbos, xiii. 2. 2, dd MyOdpuns els Madlav 7d vortdrarov axpov ev Setiq 
Exovet THY VpgoY,.. . orddioi clot Tptaxdctot TeTTapdxovra, . . . MurtAjvy 

6€ xeirae pera£d MnOopons kat tis Malas 9 peylorn wiNs, Stéxovoa Tis 
MaNias ¢BSopjxovra aradiwv.: How are these words to be reconciled 
with €v 77 Madég mpés Bopéav rijs wékews ? And if Malea was distant 
about eight miles from Mitylene, how could the Athenians have 
had their naval station and market there, ili, 6 init.? 

Other statements of .Thucydides affecting the question are as 
follows :—@) The Mitylenaeans make an attack with their whole 
force upon the Athenian station (iii. 5 init.), ie. the station at. 
Malea: 4) In iii. 6. x (see note on the words) the Athenians are 
said to have anchored round, or to have taken up a new position to, 
the south of the city: ¢) They now established two camps (iii. 6), 

one to the north and the other to the south of the city, and block- 

aded both the harbours: d@) Their hold of the country did not 

extend far beyond their own lines, and Malea was rather a naval 

station and market than a camp. . 

We may suppose 1) that Thucydides made a mistake (see remarks 
on the Geography of Thucydides in the Introduction). 2) That 

the words apis Bopéav ris wédews are ‘a gloss.’ But there is no 

variation in the MSS. And why should a gloss contain so palpable 

a mistake? 3) That there are two Maleas. One of the harbours 

of Mitylene is said by Aristotle (p. 973, dvépav Béces xat mpoonyopiat) 
to have been called 6 Maddecs. (Katkias* obros ey pey AésBo - -Kahectat 

OnBdvas' “vet yap dd OABys wediov rod tmép tov *Edatarikdy xddrrov Tis 

Muotas, evoydet 3é roy MuriAnvaiov Atpeéva, pdducrra b€ roy Madderra). But 

the Malea where the Athenians lay is clearly distinguished by 

‘Thucydides from either.of the two harbours of the city which they 
blockaded later. And the words of Aristotle, although they clearly 

refer to the northern harbour, do not prove that Cape Malea was” 

near it. 

4) It is a better solution of the difficulty, with Stahl, to connect 
‘the words apis Bopéav tijs médews at the end of the sentence with 

€v rotr@ b€ dmuaréAdovary at the beginning. To this way of taking 

them it may be objected, with some force, that ‘they are too far 

off? But it t may be replied, with still greater reason, that they supply
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the answer to the question which naturally arises, how, in the face 

of an Athenian fleet, any one could find a way out of Mitylene? 

They are-in fact an explanation of the clause Aabdvres 13 ray 

*A@nvaiay vaurixdy, which is closely connected with dogréAdovos. The 

trireme. conveying the embassy goes out of its way round the north 

of the island by the Andramyttian. gulf, in order. to deceive the 

‘Athenians, who are stationed at Malea, the south-east point. 
The remainder of the narrative is quite consistent with this inter- 

 retation. The Athenian station was eight miles off, because, not 

having military possession of the island, the Athenians could occupy — 

.no, place nearer. The communication afterwards between the 

5. 3. 

‘blockading force and the naval station was by sea and not by land. 
They were not in possession of the harbour of Mitylene, and there 

is no harbour along the coast between Mitylene and Cape Malea 

in which they could find s. elter. 

Compare the proposal of Lamachus (vi. 49 fin. ), that the Athe- 

nians, while besieging Syracuse, should form a vatorafpov at Megara, 

about twelve miles off. 

' There is indeed no harbour at Malea, but not far off there is a 

land-locked gulf (now Port Iero), which runs up towards the 

centre of the. island. within two miles from Mitylene. We can 

hardly suppose that the Athenian fleet would have failed to make 

use of this harbour. Thucydides does not mention it: may we 

not infer that he was imperfectly acquainted with the geography 
of the country? 

kat of wey és rip Aakedatpova radamdpws Sid t08 wed yous xopicbévres 
abtots énpagcoy Srws tes Bondea Feet. 

dia ro meAdyous, through the open sea, i.e. not touching at the 
islands on their way. 

avrvis is a ‘dativus commodi’ referring to the Lesbians, and 1) 
may be connected with the whole sentence, as its position’ suf- 
ficiently indicates, not simply with gpacooy. Or 2)* it may be 
taken with #ée. In either case the embassy, of péy, is distinguished 
from the whole people, adzois, 

» € a c vr * retra of pév novxatoy, ek NeXomovyyjcou Kat per’ GdAns wapacrevis
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Bovddpevor et mpooyévortd te xivduvevew? Kai yap abrois Meddas’ Adkay &, 3. 
ddixvetrar kat ‘Eppardvdas OnBatos x:7.d. 

BovAspevor «.7.A,, ‘intending when they had n more help’ (cp. c. 2. 
2,) but not till then. - : ea 

per’ @dns, “with more preparation than they have,’ is explanatory 
of ék Hehorovvjoou, but also includes the’ aid expected from Thebes. 
éx Hehomovvicou is governed’ by the idea ‘afterwards expressed i in 
mporyevoird Th 

"of 8€ "AGnvaion wodd emipSwabévres Sid Thy Tey MuriAqvalev ijovyiav 6, 1. 
“ Euppdxous Te mpogexddovr, of word Odccor waphoay Spavres obdev ixxupdy 
azé trav AecBiav, kar TEptoppucdpevor 7d Tpos vétov Tis wédews crelyeoay 
orparéreSa Svo0 éxarépabey Ths moAews, s kat Tabs Bdppovs é er’ duporépors 
Tots Aipeow erotobvro, : fe 

This passage does not show that Malea was north of the city 
(iii, 4 fin.), as mepiopproduevos need not imply that the Athenians - 
were on the north side of the city before and changed their position 
to the south, but only. that they 1)* came to anchor all round the 
south part of the city, or 2) took up a new position south of the 
city. For 76 mpas vorov after eproppurdqevos cp. note on vi. 63. 2. 

iv S€ "Odupmeds F Awpreds ‘PdStos 75 Sedrepov evixa, , 8. 1. 
The name of Dorieus was famous among athletes. He became 

an Athenian citizen, and afterwards, being exiled and outlawed, 
was taken fighting at sea against Athens, and then out of pity 
forgiven on his appearance: in the assembly. Thuc. viii. 84,-" + - 
Paus. vi. 7. 2, Xen. Hell. i. 1. 2; 5.19. He is finally said to have 
been put,to death by the Lacedaemonians. But Pausanias intimates 
that this part of the story is the invention of an obscure writer _ 
named Androtion, who, wanting to counteract the odium raised 
against the Athenians by the condemnation. of the ten . generals, 
brought a similar charge against the Lacedaemonians, - ' 

. eiddres obre gidiay iBidbras BéBaov yeyvopevny offre kowaviay méheow'1O, 1, - 
és obdév, ef pip per dperijs Soxodons és Eddidous yiyrowro, kat Ta\Aa 

Gpordrporoe elev, 

per’ dperis Soxovans, not apparent as opposed to real, but ‘apparent 

VOL. II. . M
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to each other” ylyvowro, scil. Gidia cat xowavia, In the following 

clause kal... elev, the subject is changed. ‘ 

ered} 32 EwpSpev abrods Tip pév to} Mndov ZyOpay dviévras, ryy 6 Trav 

Evppdyov Sotrdoow eraryopevous, od ddecis Ere Fyev. 

The middle érayopévovs emphasizes either 1) the activity of the 

agent (for this use cp. Kriiger, Sprachlehre, 52. 8), ‘ Themselves 

actively bringing subjugation (SovAwcis.not Sovde“a) on the allies,’ or 

2) the self-interested character of the action, ‘bringing, in their own 

. interest, subjugation on the allies’ Bekker suggests, though he 

10. 6. 

does not adoptein the text, the conjecture émetyecda. But the 

change is unnecessary. , 

od yap exis iv abrots obs pev pel’ qpdv évomdydous eroioavro Kata- 

otpeyracbat, tovs bé isodolmous, et mote Gpa eSumpOyoav, py dpaca 

TOUTO, . . . / 

el more dpa éduviOnoav. There is a confusion between the past 

and the present feelings of the Mitylenaeans. From the point of 

view of their past feelings, at the time when their fears were 

aroused, they had thought it improbable ‘ that the Athenians, who 

attacked others, would spare them, if ever they had the power to 

attack them,’ ef wore duvybetyoav, But this last clause is expressed 

. from their present point of view, ‘if ever they had had the pow er’ 

i. I.- 

(which they never had), e¥ more dpa eSuvqOnoav. 

So x > », > Eo . - xat ef pev adrdvopor ere juey dravres, BeBadrepoe dv piv Foav pydev 

vearepteiy’ StToxeiplous $8 Exovres tobs ahelous, Hpty Sé dd too toou 
. « ~ . > . Optdobyres, xaremdrepov elxdras epeddov olga, Kat ampds 73 whetov oy 

elxov tod syperépou ert pdvou avricoupévou, Daras re xat Gow svvardrepot 
abrol abrdv éylyvovro kat fpeis epnpdrepot. 

kal apds 7d mAelov ... dvricoupévov is a repetition of the previous 
clause, troyerpious 82... dpidodvres, in a new form, which points the 
contrast between the situation of the Mitylenaeans and that of the 
other allies. Compare for a similar pleonastic expression i. 39 fin. 
1) ‘They would take offence at the footing of equality on which 
we stood, especially when (kat) they remarked the contrast between 
that equality and the submission of the majority,’ xaf influencing
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the whole clause. Or 2) xai may be. closely connected with mpés 11. x, 
78 mAelov dq eleov, ‘even although the majority had already yielded. , 
Or 3) «ai may be taken simply in the sense of ‘and,’ coupling the 
clause kal mpos... dvricoupévov with the clause $ trroxetpious «+» OptAoovres, 
‘While they were holding the majority in subjection, but associ- 
ating with us on equal terms, and while we alone were retaining 

our equality, although the majority had yielded, ” ete. ’ 

dpa pey vp paprupie éxpavro py dv rots ye igoyjous dxovtas, ef pf Te 1. 3. 
ROikovy ofs expecay, fvorpareveiy, o 

There is a confusion in this sentence. éxovras seems to bea a 
’ condensed expression for @ dxovras donep £uvectpdrevoy dy di QKorTes, € 
0) Kat. Cp. i. 38. 4, otf émtatparetoper exmperds py kat Beatepor 
tas Te ddicovpevor, where similarly éemperds (according to one expla- 
nation, see note) is equivalent to éxmperas, Gorep éxnpends dv é <weoTpa- 
tevonev, Cp. also i. 40. 2, Kal darts py toils deLapevars, e c@ppovotat, 
mérepov dvtt elpnyns momoet, and iv. 86 med. ovde doadph thy eAevOe play 
vopiCer énupépew, ef 70, wdtpioy mapeis Td mhéov 1 Trois oniyors j 7 7 éhagcov 
tots waoe Sovkdoatpe, 

_ Allthese passages have three ‘characteristics in 1 common, a) there 
is a negative preceding 3 8) there is a hypothetical clause following ; 
and ¢), with little or no alteration in the expression, the omission of 
either gives a clear and good sense. E. g. in iv. 86 med. we might | 
either say obd¢ doadi riv Acvbepiav vopites ‘émepépew, OF kai doahi thy 
€hevOepiav vouiCoys av émepépew ef rd warpuov mapels rd. It is im- 
possible to point out the exact course of thought which the writer 
had in his mind when he became entangled in these perplexities of 
language ; and they may be analysed in various ways. Cp. notes 
on i, 38. 4, 40. 2. 

Amold on i. 38 compares a somewhat similar form of speech 
in a line quoted from Shakespeare by Ben Jonson, though the 
exact words do not occur in our present text (Julius Caesar, Act iii, 
Se. i.j— 

‘Caesar doth never wrong but with just cause ;’ 

‘but what he does always has a just cause.’ 

Sp. also Cic. De.N. D. ii. 57. 144, ‘Flexuosum iter habet (cil 
auditus), ne quid intrare possit, si simplex et directum pateret.’ 

M2
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‘The flaw seems to arise from the attempt to express two sen- 

tences' in one. .For other forms of this confusion cp. ii. 63. 3, 

and note, oddé ey dpxovon mde Euphéper Gdn év dandy daadis 

-Sovdevew 3 Vv. 95, od ‘yap Togovroy Has Prdaret 7 ex6pa t tpav Scov 7 pidtia 

-pév doGevelas, 7d dé pigos durdpews rapdderypa Tois apxopévors Syrobpevov, 

ey 10 abrG d8 kal Ta Kpdriora ent Te robs rodeearépous mparous Even: vy TQ adTa ra Kp@ i ¢ trodeearépous mparous Evvery 

» you Kat 7a TedcuTata Aumdvres Tod GAAov weptpypevov dabevécrepa epeddov 

12. 1. 

12. I. 

efew, 

The participles re, kai connect fuvenpyov with Aurdvres as well as 

with Zuedrov ELew, mpdrovs * corresponding to ra reXevraia. 

‘kat ra Tedevraia, ‘leaving them to be the last.’ “The article marks 

as a distinct class the allies who were left. 

tis ovv ait 4 gidia eytyveto 9 édevGepla moth ; 

Either 1)* reading 7 for 9 before ¢iia and taking mor} closely 

with ¢Aia and édevdepta, ‘what sort’ of reliance could be placed 

either on a friendship or on a freedom like this?’ avry is the 

subject. Or 2) reading } ia and regarding morj as a sort of 

afterthought, ‘Of what sort then was this friendship or freedom? 

could it be trusted?’ - . ; 

_ 6 re tots GAdots pddiota. etvoia aiativ BeBouot, iptv todto 6 pdpos 

éxupoy mapetxe. . 

é answers to rotro and is in apposition, either with ior, or 

better, with mony BeBaot. taken as a single word; rodro, scil. 7 

BeBaotcba riv wiorw. ‘And that which good-will confirms for 

others, namely, their good faith, or.‘and that which good will 

assures for others, namely, the confirming of their good faith, that 

to us fear assured.’ 
This passage is verbally, but not really, inconsistent with shat 

has preceded, iii. 11 init, r3 8¢ dvrimadov Séos pdvor mordy és Evppa- 

xéav. There mutual fear is said to be the only basis of a sure 

alliance, but here it is the mark of a.treacherous alliance. The two 

statements are easily reconciled. The fear which is the true basis 

of mutual alliance is that which is founded.on equality of power 
_ and on mutual respect. The false. fear which takes the place of
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good will, and which relies upon artifice and flattery, is that in which-12. 1. 
there is no equality ; one of the parties is overmatched, though 
both have their reasons for fear.and suspicion, -The latter is 
the sort of fear which Athens and Mitylene inspired in each other., 
In these and similar passages the mind of the writer goes off upon, 
a word which he repeats without considering its effect on the con- 
text. Or there is a false resemblance of sound without sense. 
Compare pédAgot, dyripedAijoat, just below. _ 

Gore, ef ta Soxodpey ddixeiv mpoanoordyres Sic thy cxelvar péedAnow.12, 2, 
Tév és jpas Seway, abrot obx dvravapelvavres capds eldévat, ef Tt avray 

€orat, otk dpbas oxore?, ef yap Suvatot Rev ex tod Yoou xal dvrentBou- 

AcBoat xal dyripeAdijoat, ri et jpas ex tod Spolou én” exelvois elvat; én” 

éxelvots 3¢ dyros det rod ertxerpetv, kat ep’ piv eivac Set rd mpoaptvacbat, 

dyryzeAAijoat is an echo of peddAqow, i.e. of the sound but not of 
the sense, for péAAqors in this passage implies only ‘delay,’ dvryped- 

Ajoa, ‘threatening’ Poppo reads dvripedAjoar, but dvremtpeAAjoat, .* 

which is found in the majority of MSS., is probably the true read- 

ing. For although there is no authority for such a word, ém- adds 

strength to the idea contained in dyripeAdjjoar, and the parallel with 

dvremBovdedoas is more precise. 

éx tod époiov is a repetition of ek rod ivov: a different word is , . - 

used to avoid the appearance of tautology. ¢ék rod éyotov-is not 

however taken immediately with the verb, like é rod fcov in the 

previous clause, but with évras understood. Cp. iv. 10 fin. cat ob« 

ev yi otparés éariy éx Tod dpoiov petlav. . . 

The argument is that the Lesbians were not on an “equality with 

the Athenians, becausé they were necessarily at their mercy. The - 
past tense éde refers to the time of the revolt. 

" xat evopi{opev Grocricecbar dumdqv dnéoracw, and te tév “EXMjvev 13. 1. 

py bv Kas moveiv abrovs per ’AGnvalwv, ddd LvvedrevOepody, ané te 

*AOnvatwy, py abrot SiabGapivat tn’ ekelveov év torépe, ddd mpomotjoat, 

4 pévrot Ardotacts jpév aocoy yeyémrat xat drapdoxevos. See 

r) Poppo takes the word drocrjcecGa in the ordinary sense of 

‘revolt in both cases, and explains ‘EM jvav of the Athenian con- 

federacy regarded as distinct from the Athenians. themselves. It
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13. 1. is better with Arnold to suppose 2)* that the word droarnoecbat is 

employed in two senses, a) separation or ‘standing aloof’ from the 

Hellenes, 3) ‘revolt’ from the Athenians. For the former sense . 

cp. iv. 118 med. otdevds yap dxooricovrat, Soa dv Sixata Aéyyte, obre of 

Aakedatydviot obre of Ebppayoe! vii. 7init. eres... mavrdmact ert dpearixer 

rod modguov. The truth is that the word has a wider signification 

than any single English word, and in this passage denotes a violent 

separation. ‘To tear ourselves away from.’ But the ordinary 

meaning of droorjcecba: is not excluded, as is proved by the use 

“of the word dréoracts in the following sentence. a 
It is rightly observed by Classen that there is a: reference to 

c. 10 med. Sdppayor pévror éyevdueba odk eit xaradovdacer toy ‘EMAjvav 

*AOnvatots GAN én? devdepadoet arb rod Mydov rois”EAAnot, The’ wider 

sense of ‘alliance’ adopted there prepares the way for the wider 

sense of ‘revolt’ here. . 

13. 5... od yap év rij ’Arrixh Eorat 6 wodepos, ds tis olerat, GAG BU Hy Artix} 

apereirat, 

db? qv, nearly equivalent to ag’ fis: cp. iii, 39 fin. ris mpoodSou 

8? Hv ioxvopey, and note on i. 83. 2, Sanavns, S¢ iv ra Saha dered. 

14.1. & of +6 fepd toa Kal ixérar dopey werd. 
ica is here used adverbially, caf as in ds 8 avras Kd i erbially, kai as in ds 8 avras Kdomerpot xat 

. Hapixdyoe évecdyaro Spoiws kal vy ro wet (Herod. vii. 86). The 
” SS © 7 - . words ica xat ixérae are the predicate, not ica simply. Cp. note 

on i. 25. 4, p. 30. 

14.1, Wow pév rdv xivBuvov roy copdrev mapaBadXopévous K.7.d. 
Compare the old Homeric expression, II. ix. 322,— 

. aiéy epi ~uxhy mapaBaddépevos modepicer, 
Lit. ‘we alone exposing the risk of our lives,’ abstract for concrete, 
= ‘we alone exposing our lives which we risk,’ 

16. 1.  aicOdpevor 8€ atrods of ’ I, TOVS Of te C O He AGnvaion Sid katdyvacw dobevelas afav 
mwapacxevalopévous K.7.A. 

' ofév is governed 
: ? g ‘by the verbal sense of katdyvaow, * because 

they imputed weakness to them,’ dr kuréyvocay aay dobévear.
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dotepoy dé vaurixoy mapeokevaoy 8 te méuyrovoty és Thy AéoBov. 18. 3. 
. 6 7, referring to a definite object, is used when any indefinite or 

- general notion, such as that of purpose, ‘which they might send,’ 
is expressed by the relative clause (Jelf, 816. 5. 7). Cp.-iv. 22 
init, fvvédpous 82 oglow exédevoy Aécat ofrives... fupBijcovrat. 

kal kata rév xpdvoy rodroy, dv al vies EmAcov, ev trois WheloTat 8) vies 17.41. , 
Gp’ adrots évepyot Kdddet eyévorro, TapawAyora: Se. xat Ere welous 
Gpxopévou tod wodepou, ryy Te yap "ArriKiy kat EvBorav cat Sadapiva 
éxatdv épidaccoy, kai rept Tedondvqoor & erepat éxardy Hoay, xapis dé al 
aept Horidatay Kat év rots ors xepiots, Gore al mac dpa éyiyvovro év 
évt 6éper Staxéorat Kat mevrixovra ... ra pev oby Xphpara otras travarddn 
18 mpStov, kal vijec rocabrat 8) whetorat émAnpabnoay, ' 

Thucydides here says that at this time the ‘Athenians had the 
greatest number of ships ‘effective by their fine condition,’ &vepyor 
xdddet, “which they ever had? But to avoid misunderstanding he 
adds that they had about as many or even more at the beginning of 
the war, that is to say in mere numbers, not ‘effective by their fine 
‘condition,’ (Cp. vi. 31 init. sapackev} yap adry... modvteAcatarn 87 
kal elxpeneotdtn tév és éxeivov roy xpdvov éyévero, dpOpa S€ veav kat 
éndtrév Kal i) és ’ExiSavpov pera Mepixdéous .. / odk CAagoov iv.) He is 

' thus led on to speak generally of the resources and expenditure 
of Athens at the beginning of the war. eiora: at the end of the 
chapter refers to the number of ships employed in the first year 
(ré mp@rov), not in the fourth, 

. & rois wheiorat is equivalent to mdelorat, The expression 1) may: 
arise out of a combination of mielorat and éy rois mdeloros 2: 
or 2) there may have been originally an ellipse of the participle, év 
Tois yevopévors Aciorat éyévovro, Cp. viii. 68 fin. quoted below. Or 3) 
év trois may be simply the demonstrative article, as in the well- 
known use of +4 8¢ (rd 8 fy dpa, etc.). The confusion of genders 
must be explained by supposing that, the whole expression being 

considered as one word, the gender of.the article or pronoun is lost 

“sight of. For the neglect of the concord cp. Zor of. 
This and- similar forms are generally periphrases for the super- 

lative, but they may have either an intensive or a qualifying 

sense according to the context. Cp. vii. 24 med. péyorov 82 kal év
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17.1. TOUS mparov éxdkooe Td orpdrevpa ro tov "AOqvaiay 7 tov TAnppvpiov 

Ayes: viii. 68 fin. kal Enpapérys 5 rod “Ayvavos év tots Euyxatadtoucr 

tov Sijpov mpatos Fv: vill. 90 init. “Aplorapxos, dvijp év tots pédota- 

kal dk mdelorou évavrios 7G Shug. In these three passages the super- 

lative, if modified at. all, has a qualified and not an intensive 

sense. For the capture of Plemmyrium was not the ‘very’ first 

thing which weakened the Athenian army, and Theramenes and 

Aristarchus were not the ‘very’ foremost among the subverters of 

the democracy. In some other passages the meaning of the 

superlative appears to be intensified. iii. 81 fin. ofras dp} ordoss 

mpodxdpnce, xat Eoke pGdroy, didte ev tols mpdry eyévero, cp. fii, 85 

init. roratrats dpyats tats mpdtots és dAAjAous expyoavro: Plat. Symp. 

°178 B, otro modhaxoGev Spodoyeirat 6 6 "Epos év rots tpeaButaros elvat, 

mpeoBératos dé dp peyloray dyabav Heiy -atriés éoviv. AS different 

meanings suit different passages it is probable ‘that éy rois mparos, 

meioror «.t.d. have all these three meanings: i.e. the 1) simple, 2) 
‘qualified, 3) intensive’ "Superlative. Compare note i. 13. 3 on the 
word pducra. 

4 : . wo . : ad  &vepyor xdddet Is a Singular expression, but as there is no vaticty 
of reading we should hesitate to pronounce it corrupt. It may be 
_supported by other somewhat strange uses of the dative with 
adjectives i in- Thucydides. Compare ii. 52 init. év caddBars mveympais 
Gpa Erous diatropévay: ii, G5 init. of Se dvvarot Kaha Krijpata kard THY 
xepav otxoBoplcas te Kat moduTeAgor katacKeuats drokwhexdres (if olxo- 
Sopias is not to be explained as a dative of accompaniment): 
ji, 22 init. rypioavres voxra Xeyreptoy Gare kat dvépe. , 

Staxdatat Kat revrqxovra. The number 250 does not dgree with 
the estimate put into the mouth of Pericles, dnéawe .. « Tpufpers ris 
Toipous tptaxocias, ii, 13 fin. But Pericles may be speaking of the 
whole number of vessels, including those in the’ docks, while the 
words of this passage may refer to those on actual service. 

The number of ships mentioned as employed in active service at 
this time is 170. Cop. iii. 3 med. (40), 7 init. (30), 16 init. it. (100). 
For ships sent out later cp. 18 fin., 19 init. 

There is little or no correspondence between the statements of 
‘the present passage as to the ships on service in the’ first year of 
the war, and-the accounts given by Thucydides elsewhere. For
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the ‘hundred ships cruising off the Peloponnesus’ ep. ii, 17 fin 17.1 
But nothing i is said in iii. 17 of the thirty ships mentioned in ii, 26 
init. ‘as cruising off Euboea and Locris; 3 and nothing is said in the. 
earlier part of the history of the hundred ships which are here 
described as keeping guard about Attica and Euboea. Seventy 
ships are also said to have been engaged at Potidaea (i. 57 fin, 
61 init.), and no mention is made of their recall (cp. ii. 58), whereas 
here it is implied that only fifty ships were employed at Potidaea 
and in other places. 

The discrepancy with the statement of Pericles would be removed 
if we took év rots mAciorat in- the sense ‘among the most,’ and 
supplied évepyor-xdédAet with the second clause. But the "passage, 
thus explained, is wanting in point. For Thucydides would hardly 
have appended the subsequent discussion to a statement that - 
Athens had at this time not ‘the largest,’ ‘but one of the largest’ 
fleets i in good condition which she ever had. 

of 8€ atrepérar mdeboarres tay vedy Adikvodvtat xat weprterxifoucr 18. 5. 
Muradjuqy ev xixdo dndG teixer ppotpia 8é €orw of éxt tay Kxaprepov 
éykatoKodépyrat, , : 

_ No satisfactory explanation of the perfect éynargnoBSpnrat has 
been suggested ; for Thucydides can hardly be supposed to refer, 
without further explanation, to fortifications ‘ existing to this day’ 
at a distant place like Mitylene. éyxaro:xoSopeirat is the correction 
which departs least from the form of thé MSS. and agrees best 

. With the context.. Cp. the historic presents above dgixvodvrat and 

meptrerxiCouct. 

ekemepyrav kat emt tous éuppdyous apyepohdyous vais 3d3exa, 18.1 

Cp. note on iy. 50. 1. 

guveperphoavro 8é tats emiBodais Tov TAWor, 20. 3. 

'Compare Livy’s account of the taking of Syracuse, xxv. 23; 

which, unless Livy was acquainted with the work of Thucydides, 

exhibits a singular coincidence: ‘Unus ex Romanis ex propinquo . a 

murum contemplatus, ‘numerando lapides aestimandoque ipse 

secum, quid in fronte paterent singuli, altitudinem muri, quantum 

proxime conjectura poterat, permensus.’ .
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rmophoavres vixra xeupepiov USare Kat dvépo. 

Explained by xetudy vorepés above. Cp. note on évepyor adder, 

iii. 17. 1. , 

xara oby peramipytov mpocépicyor mpds tas émdd£ets, elddres Ere Epnpot 

clot, mp&rov pév of ras KAipaxas pépovres xat mpordberav. Erera Yidot 

Bddexa Ldv Eepidio cat Odpaxe dveBawwov, Sv iyyeiro "Appéas 6 KopoiBov, kat 

mparos dvéBn, pera S¢ adrov of Excpevor bE ed” Exdrepov Tay mUpyuv dve- 

Botvovs fretra ydol AAXot pera Tovravs Eby Bopariois exdpouv, ots Erepot 

xarénw tas domisas eepoy, Oras exeivor paov mpooBalvouey, kal €peddov 

Sdoetv, éadre mpos Tots aodepios etqoar. 

c& ef’ éxdtepov t&v mipyev dyvéBawov must mean, not, as in the 

English text, ‘six ascending each of the two towers on the right 

- and left,’ but ‘six ascending the wall and proceeding towards 
each of the two towers,’ dvéBawov being a repetition of dvéBawvoy 

-above. This explanation, though harsh, is rendered necessary 

. by the context, for the small body of six could not have mounted 

22, 7. 

the towers without first killing thé guard, and probably could not 

have done so without ladders. 

_ The words éxépouy and dvéSauwoy have been transposed, but with- 

out necessity. Thucydides describes how the first body of twelve, 

when they reached the top of the wall following their leader, in two 

parties of six each, proceeded towards the two towers right and left 

of them. These were ‘the forlorn hope, armed with breastplates 

and daggers only, because they had to fight at once, and not, like 
the rest, with short spears and shields which were to be handed to 
them. As soon as they had mounted they. would rush towards 
the déo8es of either tower, and, first having killed the guards, would 
protect the flanks of the main. body ‘who were ‘ moving onward’ 
(éxépouv), ie. scaling the wall in the space between the towers, 
when ‘many ladders together had been placed there. The rest of 

the guards, who were in the other towers, until a noise was made 
by the fall of the tile, were unconscious of what was happening. 

kat of Tptaxdotot airéy ofs éréraxro mapaBonOeiv, ef re Séot x. nh. 
The use of the article is explained by the clause ols éréraxro which 

follows.
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of & GwepBalvovres tov Matady ay Toure (os of mparot atréy 23, 1. 
avaBeSixecav cat rod nopyou éxarépav rods pidaxas diapGeipavres éxexpa- 
Theecav), tds te diddous Tov nipyov évordvres abrol epidagcov pySéva 8.” 
aitéy émBonbety, kat kXiparas mpocévres amd Tod telxous rots mupyots Kat 
éxavaBiBdoavres EvBpas ahetous, of pev dad ray nipyev robs émiBon- 
Govvras kat xdrwOev Kat dvwley elpyov Bdddovtes, of B ep Tour@ of 
mAeious moAAds mpoobévres kKAipaxas Gua rat ras énddfes drdcavres did 
Tov peranupyiov’ " barepéBatvor. 

The words of 8 SrepBaivovres ray Marady év rovre refer to the 
whole body. But the words which follow (after the parenthesis és 
of mporo airdv... éxexparijxecav) refer only to part of them, viz. a) 
to those who occupied the passages of the towers (rds te S:d50us rév 
mipyev évardvres atrot epidaccoy pydéva be airay émBonOeiv), as well 
the ‘forlorn hope,’ of zparot abrav, as others; and 4) to those who 
assisted their comrades in mounting the two towers, xat KAipaxas 
mpoabévres dé rod teixous tois mipyots, Kal exavaBiBacavres adpas 
mAcious, melovs, ‘more men,’ not than those who were on the top 

', Of the towers, for there were none as yet, but than those who 
occupied the towers, i.e. the passages below. ; 

The words oi pév—oi dé should, in strict grammatical sequence, © 
indicate a further division of this latter class. But they really return 
to the main ‘subject of trepBalvorres, which they now divide ex- 
haustively into those who secured the main body from molestation 
by the enemy as they crossed the wall, either from the upper or 
lower part of the towers (of pev amd ray mupyov Tous émPonbotvras Kat 
kdtwbev Kat Gvabev elpyov Bdddovrres, resuming all that has gone 
before), and the main body, who meanwhile crossed under their 
protection (oi 3 év rotre of meious... trrepéBawvov). 

The parenthesis as of zpéro: atréy may end, either at ékexparnkegay 
as above, or at émon6eiv, The former alternative is the’ more. 
probable, because the xaf before wAfpaxas drags if joined with the 
rai following, and connects better with the ré in rds re 3:d8ous. 

abrol, ‘taking ‘the place of the enemy's guard in the towers.’ 
Observe that in the words xAjuaxas mporbévres the ladders are applied _ 
to the towers, in the words woddas xpoobérres kAipaxas to the wall. 

kptoradrds te yap éxemiyet ob BeBalos ev attri dur emedOelv ad’ olos 23, 5: 

anndtérov } Bopéov tSaradys HAMov,
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The omission of paAdov with 7 is softened by its occurrence after 

_ bdarddys, The ice was half water rather than ice, or rather than 

26. I. 

firm (8¢8aos), as might be expected when the wind blew from the 

east rather than from the north. The East wind, blowing from the 

Aegean, was naturally of a gentler character than the North which 

blew from Pindus. , . 

Tas és Ty MuriAnyqy “duo kai tecoepdxovta vais dméareday Exovra 

"Arki8av, bs Fv adrote vavapyos, mpootdgavres. 

The ships have been spoken of as only forty in iii. 16 fin., 25 

med. There may have been some addition to the fleet; or Thu- 

cydides is here describing more precisely what he had previously. 

mentioned in round numbers. - 

26. 2. 

26. 3. 

29. I. 

In the words which follow either gyovra or mpoord£avres. are 

superfluous. There is no necessity to alter the reading. The 

pleonasm is no more than ‘they sent in charge of forty-two ships 

Alcidas the Spartan admiral, whom they had appointed commander 

of them.’ . 

imép Tlavoaviov rov Tetorodvaxros viléos. , . 

Pleistoanax was at this time exiled from. Lacedaemot. Cp. ii. 

21 init., v. 16 fin. : 

Ejooay Se ths “Arrixiis ré Te mpdorepoy TeTpypEeva, kat ef tt €BeBda- 

arnxet, kal doa év rats mpi €oBonais WapeA€AeuTrT0. 

rai before ef me is omitted by some, editors, but there is no 

variation in the MSS. 1)* It may describe the same act of de- 

struction under two different aspects, ré being joined, not with the 

first but with the second. kai, xat doa xd. S They. ravaged what 

they had ravaged before, and whatever had sprung up afresh. they 

destroyed it.’ For a similar use of xa? compare note on i. 80. 2. 
Or 2) three cases may be described. The Peloponnesians 

destroyed a) what they had ravaged before, i.e anything which 

they had spared in their previous invasion ; 6) what had grown 

up again, in the parts then visited by them ; and *) they devastated 

- Fegions hitherto untouched. 

Tools Bey ex iis médeus’ Atnvatous AavBévover, mptv 8h 7 Ti. * athe Zaxor,
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mpoopi£avres an’ abrijs oF "Ixdépea Kat Muxdvea murOdvovrat mparoy, én 29.1. 
4) Muradin éddoxe. . 

The sending out of a hundred ships is mentioned in iii. 16 init. 
and of thirty in iii. 7 init. But this was in the preceding year, and 
the return of the hundred ships is distinctly mentioned (c. 16 fin.). 
No special fleet seems to be referred to in this passage, but only 
_guardships, ii. 24 init. @udaxds xareorijcavro xard yiv kal kata Oddac- 
cay, or merchantmen, or the Salaminia and Paralus mentioned in 
iii, 33 init. amply. 8 x.7.A. Not implying that they were sighted by 
the Athenians at Delos, but. that they had now got safely over the 
part of their voyage in which they were most likely to be sighted. 

"Ikdpo ral .Muxdvew, see Introduction ‘on the Geography of 
Thucydides. 

kat piy droxviowpev roy xivSuvev, vouloavres obx dAdo tt elvar 73 Kawvdv 80. 4. 

Tov woAgpov Hj 76 ToLodTov, 8 ef ris orparnyds ey Te abrS gvddccorto -Kal 

Tois moheplots evopay emtxetpoin, wrelor’ dv épOoiro, 

7 xayév, the unknown or surprising element in war. One or 

two MSS. read ré xevdy, with little or no meaning. 7d xowéy might 

also be suggested, ‘the element in war which equally affects all.’ 

Compare, in the Melian controversy, v. 102, dAX’ émordpeOa ra Tov 

Troképwv Eat Gre KowoTépas Tas TUxas AapPdvorra KA, 

There is a similar variation between xawd and xevd in Arist. Eth, 

Nic. iii. 11 (8). 6, doxet yap elvae moda Kevd tod modeuou, & padtora 
ouvewpdxacw odrot (scil. of orpariérat), and i in Many other Passages 

’ of different authors (Classen). a 
73‘ rowiroy, i.e. ‘such an enterprise as I propose, which i is attended 

with danger : ” with a reference to By drroxvygapev tov xivduvoy, 

It makes little difference whether we suppose 76 xawdv, which is the 
more emphatic word, to be the antecedent to 6, or 73 rovodrov, which 
more immediately precedes. 8, so far as it follows gvAdeaorro, is 
the act of surprise; so far as it follows évopay it is used with some 

. degree of inexactness for the opportunity of the surprise, or the _ 
negligence which gives that opportunity. . 

_ Addor 8é twes tv dx? "Tovias GvydSep kal of AdoBior Eupadéovres 31. I. 
mapyvovy, éreidy rodroy tov xivdvvoy PoBeira, rév ev Iavia aédewv xara-
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AaBeiv twa } Képny civ Alodida, dus éx médeas Sppdpevor tiv ‘Taviay 

droarhowow (<Arida & elvarr oddert vip drovoias . apixéat,) Kat thy 

mpécoov tatryy peylommy ofcay "AOnvater Fv Spéhuc, Kal dpa fy 

hoppodor adrois Samdyy apfor yiyyntat’ weioew re otecOat kal To- 

aoudyay & ore Evprrodepetv. | , 

fv ehoppotow abrots dardyy adios ylyyyrat is the reading adopted. 

There is less authority for optor Samdvy or atrots. éoppotow isa 

conjecture, all the MSS. reading égoppdcw. The alteration, though 

not absolutely necessary, is very slight and gives a better. sense. 

1)*. The Ionians and Lesbians mean to say, @) that the Pelopon- 

-nesians might cut off a main source of Athenian revenue if they 

induced Ionia to revolt; 4) that, even though they incurred some 

expense; the attempt would be worth making; c) that Pissuthnes the 

satrap might be persuaded to assist them, meaning, probably, that 

he would provide. them with money. This might be set against 

the expense incurred (Sardyy). Cp. iii. 34 init. whence it appears 

that Pissuthnes did assist with. auxiliaries the party at Colophon 

which was opposed to the Athenians. . 
The main confusion lies in the second of these clauses, xat dpa 

...ylyrat, which is to be subordinated to: the ‘previous words xat 

“THY ae ipAroc. kat dua fy=‘although. The apodosis of jv iparoot 

is suppressed, or rather anticipated in éAqida evar, which is to be 

_ repeated after xat in some different form, such as cadés éew, This 

is not a strictly grammatical explanation, but is the best .way of 

analysing, mpés 76 onpaopevoy, the course of thought in the mind of 

Thucydides, my . 

airois refers to the Athenians, sgiot to the Peloponnesians; 

époppoduw abrois appears to be the dative of the reason, ‘ by reason 

of their blockading,’ or (éfoppdaw) ‘attacking them.’ 

Or 2) the MS. reading é¢oppdc: is retained, and taken as the 

subjunctive after qv, and Samdvn odioe yiyvyrat is dependent upon ézas, 

dazdvy being explained, not of expense, but of the means of meet- 

ing expense: ‘and that if they deprive Athens of this great source 

of revenue—even if’ (or, ‘ and also if?) ‘they, the Athenians, block- 

ade them, they, the Peloponnesians, may have the means of meet- 

. ing the expense.’ But ) gras is too far off, or rather separated by 
too many subordinate clauses, and 4) the meaning assigned to 

»
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dardyy is not justified by. the context, as ini, 83 init. cat Zorw 5 Bl. 1. 
mddepos odx GzAwv 75 mhéov dAAd Sandys, O¢ Av rd Enda addgeret: i, 99 

” fin. kat rots pev ‘A@gvators nigero rd vaurixdy amd THs Samdins fv éxeivor 
-Evppépoev: viii, 37 fin. éndon 8 dy orpartd ev TH xopa rh Baoréws 7, 

_ betawenypapevov Baoidéas, thy Sandynv Bacthéa mapéxew, And c) there 
is the further objection that ogiow and adrofs are referred to the 
same persons. ‘This ‘might be avoided if we suppose the Pelo- 
‘ponnesians to blockade the Athenians, But such a revolution in 
the situation at this period of the war is quite inconceivable. 

Or 3) Sardvy odict ylyyra may still be dependent on ézas, but 
-the word Sardvy taken in its usual sense, the Athenians being the | 
subject of époppdcr, and odio: referring to them and airois to the 
Peloponnesians: ‘and that, if they deprive the Athenians of this 
great source of revenue, and at the same time if they,’ the Athe- 
nians, ‘ blockade the Peloponnesians, they,’ the Athenians, ‘ may 
themselves incur expense.’ This explanation is supported by the 
comparison of iii. 33 fin., where Paches the Athenian commander 
congratulates himself on having escaped the necessity of blockading 
the Peloponnesian fleet. But a) epice cannot refer to the Athe- 
nians, although they are the subject of ¢opydct: for the whole 
clause Sandvq adios yiymra is connected by érws with the prin- 
cipal subject. And 4) there is an awkward change of subject in 
the clauses qv bperwor and jy ehoppdar, which, according to this 
interpretation, are parallel in sense. 

The last two explanations are greatly assisted by leaving out 
the #v before ipddAwo:, which is then dependent on érws and 
parallel to docrjowow, But there is still a flaw in the word ipAwor, 
which is too weak to express the purpose indicated by ézas. | Two 
important MSS. (It. Vat.), and a third of less authority, Reg., read 
aparwar. ’ 

Or 4) the apodosis to the whole sentence is found in the last 
clause, mete re ofecOat kal Miocov6myy Sore fupmodepetv, But this 
explanation, besides being somewhat wanting in point (for the 
adherence of Pissuthnes was not the main object of the Lacedae- 
monians but only a means to it) gives no sense to the particle ré. 
Yet it may be argued, on the other hand, that, as fifteen years after- 
wards, the money of Persia seemed essential to carrying on the
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81. 1. war with success; and that the ré may be explained by an obscure 

connection with the words. dzws dnogricwot thy "Ioviay (cp. note on 

i. 9. 3. p. 13), ‘that they might induce Ionia to revolt; and if they 

deprived the Athenians of this great-source of revenue, etc., they 

thought that they might also induce Pissuthnes to join them.’ 

On the whole'1), which is adopted in the English text, seems 

the best of these and some other alternatives. 

32. 1. rods alypaddrous, obs Kuta wAody cine, dréopake robs woAXots. 

For similar cruelties cp. ii. 67 fin. 

832, 2. . drexyfotou yap ovens tijs *Iavias péya to d€éos eyévero pl) wapumAdovres 

of Tedorovypaio, et Kal ds ph Sievoodvro péverv, ropliow a dua mpoonin- 

tovres Tas TOMES. : . 

- kal ds, r)* ‘even although they might plunder them.’ és refers to 

mop6éow which follows, not 2) to the unwalled state of Ionia (éret- 
xiorou yap otons ris "lovias), which, though it would be an inducement 
to the Peloponnesians to plunder, would not be an inducement to 
remain. Or 3) xai &s is simply equivalent to ‘in any case,’ as in 
i. 44 med. <ddxee yap 6 mpss Uehomovynaious médepos Kal Ss ZrecGat 

atrois: vili. 51 med. xat of pév roy Teixtiapdv re mapeoxevalovro, Kal &K 
-~ ae a a ~ 

Tow ToLovTov Kal Os péANovea Edyos Gagoov cresxyioby. 

84,1.  mapatdov 8¢ mddw Exxe Kai és Nériov rd Kodopaviar, of Kargxnvto 

Koopariot ris ava addews fadexvias bad "Irapdvous kat ray BapBipar 

kara ordow iStay eraybévrav. : 

There is no reason for altering idiav to iia, although the expres-_ 

sion ordots ida is obscure. It probably refers to some local or 

family quarrel, as distinct cither'from a more general movement . 

on the part of the government of the town, or from the great strife- 
between oligarchy and democracy. - : 

8G. 2. ° Kat mpootuveBdhero obk éAdyioroy tis dppiis. al Ledorovrnotov viies és 

‘ "Ieviay éxetvors Bondo tohpycacat rapaxwovvedoa, 

. mpootuveBarero, and not wpocEuveddBero, mpoo€uveddBovro or mpockuy-’ 
«B8ddovro (adopted by Poppo), which alh alike rest on weaker MS. 
authority, is probably.the true reading. - The ‘genitive ris Sppijs is
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governed or partly governed by oi éAdxtoroy, though it may also 3@, 2: 
be a partitive genitive after zpooguveBddero. Cp. Eur. Med. 284,—- 

£upBddXerar 6é wodAd tobSe dSeiparos, 
‘ The greater part of this strong feeling was caused by the fact 
that,’ or ‘it conduced greatly to this strong feeling that.’ There 

‘is no difficulty in the use of the singular npoofuveBddero, for af 
vies ToApioaga=rd ras vais roApioat, 

kal 77 borepaig perdvod ris edbds Rv adrois Kat dvadoytopds Gpey 7d 86, 4. 
Bovreypa rai péya eyaobar wédw édnv. diaPGeipar pGddov 4% ob rods 
airtous. , . 

Cp. ii. 62 med. padQov i} ob xijmov Kal éyxa\Xomopa wAotrov. The 
Words paddov # ob occur repeatedly, not only in Herodotus, but in 
Dionysius of Halicarnassus, the imitator of Thucydides. The 
expression is most easily explained as a confusion of # od with xat od 
or dAX’ of. In other words, the negation of the following clause im- 
plied in 7 is repeated in a more definite form; generally (see ex-_ 
amples in Jelf, 749. 3), where a negative has preceded; here the 
negation is implied in dpéy. Cp. the French, ‘il n’écrit pas mieux 
cette année-ci qu'il ne faisait Yannée passée, and the Italian, 
‘tuo padre ha pit potenza sopra di me che non il tuo amico.’ 

ov oxomoivres, Ore ruparvida exere Thy dpxiy Kab mpos émPBovdevovras 37, 2. 
atrovs xai dxovras dpyopévous, ot od é& by dy xapi{nobe Bramrépevor abrot 
dxpoévrat tpav «rd, , 

ot, which is here supplied, is wanting in nearly all the MSS. It is 
possible also to supply xaf before odk éf bv dy Xapi{nede, or to change 
ox into ofdé. It is not however certain that any emendation is 
‘necessary, either here or at iv. 10 init., where é has been similarly 
inserted by Poppo and other editors. The clause ove e& by... pay 
may be regarded as an epexegesis of dkovras...dpyopévous, as in 
iv. 10, perdvrwv fudv Evppayoy ylyverat may likewise be an epexegesis 
of 71d ducépBaror hpérepov vonite. Cp. ii. 60 med, xat pi 8 viv typeis 
Spare, rais kat’ olkoy kaxonpaylats éxwemAnypevot tod Kowod tis owrnpias 
apiccOe, 

1 a 
a Cavpdto 8é xat boris forat é dvrepay kat déidowv dropaive tas pev 38, 1, 

VOL. I. N
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88. r. MutiAqvatuy aSixlas Apiv Sdedipous ovoas, ras 8° sperépas tuphopds 
tots Euppdxots BAdBas xaQtorapévas. : 

ras jperépas Evpopds, although general in form, alludes to the 
sufferings of the Athenians about the time of the revolt. Cp. iii. 
3 init. of 8 "AGnvato: (joav yap reradarmwpypévor tid re Ths vdcov Kal Tod 
ToX<pou dpre xabtorapévou Kal depdovros) péya pev Epyov iyotvro eivat 
AéoBov mpoomokepdcacbat K.7.d. adixias is opposed to ~vpdopds as 
agedivous to BAd Bas, . sO 

The meaning is, ‘ Who will pretend to say that the crimes of the 
Mitylenaeans are for our good, or that there is such a community 
of interest between us and our allies that war and pestilence 
cannot injure us without injuring them? There would then be 
an excuse for their revolt, which there is not? The insertion of 
od before rois gvppdyors, adopted by Poppo, gives a meaning not _ 
only obscure but pointless. 

38. 4. alriot 3” ipeis xaxds Gywvoberoivres, fries etbOare Gearai pev tev Aéyav 
yiyvecOai, dxpoarat S¢ ry Epyov, Ta pev péAXovra Epya did rv ed elmdvrav 
oxorotvres ds Suvard yiyverOa, Ta Be metpaypéva, 78q ob 7rd Spacey 
mordtepoy, Sipe. AaBdvres 4 73 dxovadey ard tév Adya Kahds émeripy- 
cavray, 

Either 1) ra mexpaypéva is governed by cxomoivres repeated from 
the previous clause, and dwd rév Adyo Kadds entripnodyray answers to 
dnd ray eb eindvrey, in which case od 13 SpacOev. . . 3 dxovabév forms 
a parenthesis; or better 2)* it isan accusativus pendens resumed in 
8pacéév: the clause dad ray «7A. being governed either by dxovabéy 
Or Aasévres. The words mordrepov \aBdvres are to be taken closely 
together, and dye qualifies both of them,=* not taking the fact as _ more certain because you have seen it,’ or ‘not accepting the ocular 
demonstration of fact.’ For this use of AaBérres cp. note on iii. 
59. 1. 

a 
Cp. for the thought Atistoph. Knights, 1111, a passage in which 

‘the chorus of Knights administers a similar rebuke to the 8jpos,— 
& Aime, xadjv 7 exes 
dpxqy, ore mdvres éy- 
Spero deSlacl o So- 

wep dvdpa rbpavvov,
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aA ebmapdywyos e, “88. 4. 
bamevspevés re xai- 

pets xd£arardpevos, 

mpos tév ve A€yovr’ det 

xéxnvas’ 6 vods 8é cov 

wapdyv atrodnpel. 
Cp., for line 1114, iti, 37 init. 03 cxomotvres ort tupawida tyere ry” - 
“dx , 

kal peta kawvdtnTos ev A6you draraobat aporot, per& Sedoxtpacpévov 88. 5. 
Oe py fuvérecOat Bereiy® BSotAor Byres Tov Get Gténwv, trepénra 8é tov 
eoOdrav™ Kat podtora pév adrés eltety cxacros Bouddpevos SUvacOat, el 6. 

:8€ py, dvtayonlspevor tots toadra A€youst pp Torepor dxohovdjcat 
Soxety 19 yrdpn, dkéws 3é re A€yovros Tpoetratvéoat, kat mpoacbécOar re 
arpd0upor etvat ra Deydpeva kal mpovojcat Bpadeis ra é£ abray amoBn- 
odpeva, OO , 

Tois roatra A€youet. roiabra is to be explained 1) from the general 
Sense of the preceding sentence, pera xawérnros.., .tav.elwOdrav, Or 
2)* from pddtora abrés elrety Exactos BovAdpevos SivacGa. The mean- 
ing may then be a) ‘who thus speak,’ i.e. ‘who are good orators, 
as the others would be if they could.’ Or rather perhaps 4) the 
speakers who get in their-word, ‘who use this liberty of speaking - 
after their fancy,’ are contrasted with the hearers who want to do 
so, but can only anticipate them by signs of assent and dissent. 

Soxeiv and mpddupoe «vas depend on dvrayoutdsuevot (compare iii. 
38 init. 7 Acyew mtorevcas 7O rdvu Soxoiy dvranodivat &s otk éyvworat 
dywvicatr’ dv), or perhaps on SovAduevor understood from Bovddpeves, 
dxohovOjoa and mpoenawécat on Soxeiv, mpoacbécba on mpdOvpor elvat. 

ti Edo obrot 4 ereBotdevedy re at énavéstyoay padXov 7 dnéommoay 39. 2. 
(dnéoracis pv ye Tév Biady te wacydyrav coriv), etirnody re perd tov , 
woNeniordray yas ordvyres dap Ocipar’s ratrou Seurdrepdy éorw 3 el Kad ~ 
abrovs dtvapiy erdpevor dvremodéunoay. 

‘They have not broken off from us, but have risen and turned 
upon us.’ By this forced opposition Cleon means to say, ‘I will 
not use the common term dméeracis, for that often implies pre- 
vious oppression: it was simply a brutal insurrection against us,’ 
‘enavaoracts, 

N2
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39. 2. xatrot is not adversative, but reflective or pathetic, and introduces 

a conclusion with an appeal to the reason or feelings of the audi- 

ence. ‘But surely to conspire with our enemies was a far worse 

crime than to make war against us on their own account.’ Cp. 
notes on ii, 39. 4, 64. 4. 

40.1.  odxowy Set mpobeivar Amida otre Myy moThy ofre Xpypaciy avynniy, 

és Luyyvduny dpaprety dvOpwnives Afovrat. 

The two datives may be taken either in the same or in different 
constructions, 1)* Aéyp morjqv==‘ assured by words;’ 2) morés= 
miswvos: cp. Plato, Laws, vii. 824 B, vuxrepeuriy 82 dpxvae xat wdexrais 
morov pndeis pndémore edn pndapod Onpedcat. 

Xpijpacw dynrqv applies, not to the hope, but to the realisation of 
the hope. There is a confusion of object and subject. 

40. 2.  eya pév oby Kat tére Tp&tov xat_vov Staudyopat pi pretayvdvar tas 7é 
mpodeSoypeva, 

The words tére mpSrov are not, strictly speaking, applicable to 
Pi petayvdvar pas ra mpoSeSoypéva., For the original resolution 
must have been passed before it could be repented of, 

40.6. pddtora 82 of pi Eby mpopdcet Tivd Kax&s To.wtvres éme£épyovrat, kal 
Stédduvrat, réy xivSuvoy tpopdpevor rob trodermopévov exbpod. 6 yap 
‘BF fbv dvdyxn ri rabdy Xakerdrepos dtiapvydv rot did ris toys ex Gpod. 

d:é\Avyrae can only be taken as a passive or neuter. It is r)*an 
allusion, inserted somewhat out of place, to the fate of the Mity- 
lenaeans, 

, . 
Or 2) éweképyovrat Kat didAAvyrat May mean ‘go on ina desperate . 

course of revenge.’ Compare Soph. El. 140,— 
GN’ did rev perplov én apnyavoy - 

. ahyos det orevdyouca d:dAveat, 
Or 3) kai &:ddAvvrat may perhaps be a gloss. 
Or 4) we may adopt the ingenious emendation of Stahl, «at 

dodAtvvat, ‘they pursue their vengeance even to their enemy’s 
destruction.’ . 

According to the alternative rendering of the last sentence, 6 vép pi «rd, given in the English text, the supposition that the
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Mitylenaeans might have conquered, (xparjoavras Spdy above,) is 40. 6. 
now dropped; ydp refers to the general context, not to the words 
immediately preceding; and the clause which follows, pi) Eby dvdyny 
-++ €x8pod is applicable, not to the Athenians, but to the Mity- 
lenaeans, giving an additional reason why they should be punished. 

- A great part of: Diodotus’ speech is a verbal answer to Cleon, 
whom he pursues throughout. Cp. 42. 2 with 38. 4, 40. 2; 42.3 
with 38, 2; 43. 4 with 37. 5; 44. 1, 2 with 40.1; 44. 3 with 40. 
8; 46. 1 with 40. 8; 46. 3 with 39, 8; 47. 34 with 39. 6; 47.5 
with 40. 4; 48. 1 with 40. 2, 3. 

xaAerdrarot dé kat of esl xyphyace mpooxarpyopodvres errideckiv rwa, 42, 3.7 
‘But there is another class (xaf) who bring a further charge 

(xpoc-), that of making a display of eloquence for a bribe, and 
they are the most difficult to meet.’ xai arises out of a confusion 
of xaderot xal of mpooxaryyopodvres and xakendrato. 3é of mpoo- 
KaTyyopouvres, 

xp dé roy pev dyabov wodirny pi expoBotivra robs dvrepotvras GAA nd 42. 5. 

to toou gaiverOat apecvov A€yovra, Thy 3€ cdppova wédw TH Te wreiors 

€0 Bovdevovre py mpooribévat Tiphy, GAA pyd CAaccoir rijs trapxoians, 

kat rév pi) Tuxdrta yvdpns oby Sras Cypiodv BAdG pa dripacew, 

exo8oivra is parallel to awd rot igov, ‘not by intimidation, but 

by fair play.’ The first ddA& yydé=‘ but not either,’ ‘but again not:’ 
the second=‘ but not even.’ 

_obrw yap & re xaropbav faora ay éxt TO Ere peCdvav akovcda mapa 42. 6. 

yopny ve Kal mpds xdpw déyou, 6 re py emTvxdv épéyorro TA adTG, Xapt- 

LsSpevds te Kat adtés, mpoodyeaGat rd mAROos. , 

xapc{épevos x7.A. is epexegetic of 14 aird, ‘by the same means,’ 

‘that is to say, ‘ by imitating his rival’s complaisancy” 

- dy ijpeis tdvavria Spdpev, kat mpocért, iv tis Kol Gwomrednrar xépdous 43. 1. 

peév évexa, Ta BArwra 82 Saws reyerv, POovfcavres ris ob BeBalov Soxijrews 

rev Kepddv tiv havepav ddediav rijs wéAcws aparpotpeba. 

Strictly speaking the word éromrevnra: only applies to xépdous evexa, 

some more general notion obtained from it has to be supplied with
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43. 1. 1a BeAriora Aéyew. kal is to be taken, not with émomretyrat, but with 
this more general notion, #v tis xat voultyrat «7A. ‘Ifa man is sus- 
pected of receiving money, even although (iv xa’) he be thought 
nevertheless (épos, i. e. notwithstanding his receiving bribes) to say. 
what is best,’ etc. . 

43. 3... pévny te wéd did rds mepwolas fb moijoat ex Too ampopavots pi) efara- 
Thoavra adévaroy. 

- The absence of the article has caused a difficulty, but pdvqy addy 
is really the predicate. ‘Athens is the only city which,’ etc. The 
words have been taken to mean, ‘It is impossible to do good with- 

. _ Out deception to a city (though it may be possible in the case of 
-. + individuals.’) But Diodotus cannot mean to say this of every state; 

nor is there any reason why a state should be more subject than an 
individual to these suspicions, nor any hint in the context that such 
2 contrast is intended. 

43. 5. viv O€ mpis Spyty Hvtwa téynte Zor Sre aoaévres thy Tod melcavros 
play yopny typroire, kal od ras tperépas abrédv, ef modal odcat fuv- 
efjpaprov. . / 

The construction is viv 88 mpos cpyny, mpos Furwa rixyre (nutodvres, 
Symoire, For a)if we join apés épyiy, not with ¢yutobre, but with oda-' 
Aévres, there is a want of point in the words. The meaning is not 
‘according to any passion which led you into disaster,’ but ‘accord- 
ing to any passion under the influence of which you punish.’ 
In other words, ‘ You punish, when you have met with a disaster, 

_Which will sometimes occur, according to the temper of the 
moment.’ And 3) {nutodvres mpds épynv is a more natural expression 
than odadévres mpbs épyiv, 

44, 2 - Fv re yap dropive mdvy adixotvras abrots, ob did todro Kal aroxreivat 
kehetow, et pi) Evpchépov' Hy re Kat Exovrés re Evyyvdzins tev, e TH mode 

_ BY dyabev datvorro, ; 
1° fy ge wat... elev, 1)* #v is used as in the previous clause ; but as the alternative of the Mitylenaeans having an excuse is rhetorically. 

represented to be the less probable of the two—(‘and even if; which I take to be a remote possibility ’—) the optative is substi- tuted for the subjunctive—in other words there is a confusion of
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jv Sow and ei elev. No other instance is found in classical Greek 44. 22 
of the use of # with the optative, although the converse incon- 
gruity occurs in the use of e with the subjunctive (2 fvordcw al 
mores hoSncioa:, Vi. 21 init.). : 

Or 2) we may suppose a corruption of the text; lev may be a 

reduplication of the e? following; the various reading ef ev rH moder 

for «i rH wé\ec is found in several MSS. If elev be left out, dc 

may be supplied. One good MS., the Clarendonianus, reads 
éxovras, which would follow dropjve. . 

The aposiopesis is natural where the speaker wants to suggest 
without expressing the opposite and less pleasing alternative; ‘I 

will not say that they are to be acquitted,’ od 84 rotro cat py do- 

kreivat keXetow. Cp., although not precisely parallel, iii, 3 med. xat 

iv pev Eup} meipa—et Sé ph, MuriAnvalos elmeiy etd. Plato, Rep. 

ix. 575 D, éav pev éxdyres treikoorv—(scil. cards Eyer) dy dé pu) exirpémy 

‘4 weds... Thy warpida.. . xoddcerat, and Prot. 325 D. 

Or 3) a comma is placed after vyyrdpns and «fev taken in the 

ordinary sense, ‘Be it so, ‘let mercy have no place.’ A way of 

- explaining the words equally repugnant to the position and to the 

. meaning of efev. Is there any example of an interjection in the 

middle of a sentence in Thucy dides ? 

pets 5€ ob dtxalépeba mpis airovs, Gore trav Sixaiov Seiv, GAXa Bovdev- 44. 4. 

dpeba rept abtay, dws xpnoinws efovaty, 

Cp., for the general meaning, Burke, Speech on Conciliation. 

with America: ‘At this proposition I must pause for a moment. 

The thing seems a great deal too big for my ideas of jurisprudence. 

' ...It looks to me to be narrow and pedantic, to apply the ordinary 

ideas of criminal justice to this great public contest. I do not . 

know the method of drawing up an indictment against a whole | 

people.’ 

nepixact te dravres xat i8ig' kat Snpoota dpaprdverv, ’ 45. 3. 

ré is here expressive and emphatic, ‘Moreover all sin ‘by .. 

nattire, etc.’ 

- - oe kal eixds 76 mdhat rév peyicrar ddiypdrav padaxwrépas Ketoat adrds, 45. 3. 

mrapoBatwopevav bé +8 xpdve és tov Odvarov al modal dyqxovot kat tobro 

spos mapaPatvetar,
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totro refers to Odvaros, but wapaPalverar is said inaccurately, not of 
death, but of the law which is sanctioned by the penalty of death. 
So. mapaBavopevev really refers to the idea of a law contained in 
Cnutév just above. 

} toivuy Sewdrepsv tt touTou Séos etperéov early, 4 168€ ye ovdey enicyer 
GAN 9 pev aevia dvdyxy ray ro\pav tapéxouca, 4 & eovoia GBpet riy 
mdeovekiav Kai dpovijpart, al 3’ Dra Evvrvytac Spyq Tav avOpdrav, ds 
éxdaty tis xaréyerat tr’ dyyxégrov ties kpeiccovos, ébdyouaiw és tots 
KwSuvous. , 

rotrov and réde refer to the same antecedent, the fear of death. 
The change is only made to avoid tautology. Cp. for a similar 
variation of the pronoun vi. 61 fin. of 8 ’AOnvatoe epqun Sikn Odvarov 
karéywocay abtod re Kal rv per’ éxelvou: Soph. Ant. 296,— 

, TOUTO Kai wdreLs , 
mopbci, 188° dvdpas efavicrnow Sdpor, 

dvdyky and €8per xat gpoviyare are most naturally explained as 
datives after zap¢yovca, In the third clause 1)* the construction 
changes, épyf rap avOpérav, the dative of the instrument after efdyovew, the principal verb, taking the place of the participial 
Clause dvdyxy tiv réApay mrapéxovea K.7.A. Observe that in sense dpyj corresponds to the accusatives TéApay, heovegiav, and the clause és éxdorg tts... xpetrrovos to the datives dvdyky, E8pet, dpornpate, For 
7édua and mAcovegia are passions; dvdykyn, U8pts, and Ppevnpa are the 
fatal powers which overmaster the several £uvrvyiat, or conditions of 
life. Or 2) the same construction ‘may be retained, épyj being the 
dative after mapéxovea, and some general idea being supplied from 
TéApav and mAcovegiay, ‘the several occasions of human life furnishing 
a similar incitement to human passion’ With 2° duqxéorou rds 
xpeiogovos we may then repeat épyjs. ‘The parallelism of the sense 
is thus less precise, but the parallelism of the grammar more 
complete. , oo, . 

Thucydides here revels in personification which almost passes 
into allegory. 

; co 
é€dyovow, ‘lead them astray,’ or ‘out of the way.’ és rods xwdivous, 

“into the dangers which await them. © 

45. 6. se ce 22 9 mas 
y 

Kat 1 TUXH Er abrois ovdev EAagcov upBddXerat és rb éraipew adoxnres
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a rd J ae “~ ‘Yap €orw ore wapiaTapev Kai ex Tdv troScertépwy Kvduvevery riva mpodyet, 45. 6 
kai oby Hooov tas médes Som wept t&v peylotwv, edeubeplas 4 &Aduv 
Gpxijs, kal pera mdvrav Exacros ddoylatas eni mAdov Tt abtav eddeacev, 

There is far more MS, authority for atrdy than for abrév. 1 abrav, 
' some of these seductive aims,’ ra péyora, édevdepla, and épxy. 

For the expression re adréy cp. i. 83 fin. ofrep 3é kat rév dmoBa- 

vévreav rb whéov en’ dusrepa tis alrias £ouev, obrot Kat Kab? jouxiay Te 

atray mpoidopev, Cp. also v. 26 fin., vi. 92 init. 

quly te Os ob PAdBy Samavav Kabnpevois Sid Td dobpBarov, xat fv 46, 3. 

opev rdw, épOappéevgy wapadaBelv, xa ris mpood8ov 1b Aourdv dx’ adris 

orépec Gat; 

Cp. Burke, Speech on Conciliation with America: ‘A further 

objection to’ force is, that you zmpatr the object by your very en- 

deavours to preserve it. The thing you fought for is not the thing 

which you recover ; but depreciated, sunk, wasted, and consumed 

in the contest. Nothing less will content me than zwhole America. 

I do not choose to consume its strength along with our own; 

because in all parts it is the British strength that I consume, 

6pav Eras és tov terra xpdvoy perpias KoAdCovres rats méAeow Efopev és 46. 4. 

xpnudray hMyov irxvovcas.xpioGat. 

‘In respect of money,’ or ‘if money be taken into consideration.’ 

od viv rdvavria Spavres, Gv twa édevOepov Kat Big dpxdpevor eixdrws 46, 5. 
8 > a, > , ’ ”~ oe a me 

pos AUTOVOLLLaY GrogTavTa xetpwodpeda, xaderas oldueba xpivat Tywpei- 

abar? xpi dé rods eheudepous od dgiotapévors oddpa Koddfew KT A. 

€devOepos here signifies something less than adrévopos, and refers 

either to all the allies of Athens or only to those who, like the 
Lesbians, furnished ships but did not pay tribute. Cp. note on 

i.19 in ‘the English text. In iii, 39 init, however Cleon, who is 

exaggerating the case against the Mitylenaeans, calls them aérévopo:. 

Both words are used by Thucydides to distinguish the independent 
from the tributary allies of Athens. Cp. iii. 10 fin. qpets $é atrd- 

vopot On Svres xat erevbepar TO ovépare? Vi. 85 med. (where Arevbdpas is 

the stronger term,) kat yép robs éxet Evuppdyous ds Fearroe xpyotpos 

éfnyotpeda, Xlous pév kal MyOupvaious vedv wapoxy abrovdpous, tovs de
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46. 5. wodAovs yonpdravy Ruadrepov hopG, ddovs 82 xat mdvy €devepus Evp- 
Haxovrras, and vii. 57 init, of drs Evppaxlas abtévopor, 

47.5. Kal rotro TOMAG Evphopadrepov yotpa és Ti Kdbekw rhs dpyis, éxdvras 
Has abixnOjvat, } Sixalus obs Bi Set StadGetpace nat rd KXéavos v3 ated 
Stkavoy xal Evppopov Tis tipwplas ob eiploxerat éy atte Suvardy by dua 
yiyvec Oat. : 

év airg, ‘in the course advised by Cleon,’ referring either 1) to 4 
‘ Tiwwpia, OF 2) to dixalas obs py Set dtapGeipac. For the neuter in 1) cp. 
vi. 82 fin. SotAetav 8é adrot re eBotAovro Kat Hplv 73 abr éxeveyxeiv: v.27 
init., and iii. 45. 3 quoted above, xal todt0 pws mapaBalverat, 

49.1. pydacdv &¢ trav yopar tovrav pédtota dvrinddev mpos ddAndas, of 
, *AOnvator FOov ev és dyéva Sus tis O6fns Kat éyévorto ev TH xetporovig 

dyxdparo, expdrnce 88 9 TOD Atoddrov, | ' 
Sus, ‘in spite of the change of feeling,’ or reaction, already de- scribed, iii. 36; and also in spite of Diodotus’ speech, the decree Was not repealed without strong opposition (dyyéparo). There is ’ veiled in the words yropav and dydv a new form of the old oppo- sition between Adyos and épyov, ‘after so much had been said on both sides they proceeded to try the issue.’ 

49.2.” kal rpunpy ebOds Agv dréoredrdov ard orovdiy, Brus jy, Pbacdons ris Seurépas, edpwor StePOappdrny thy aédw- mpocixe O€ jpépa kat pucri pddtora, 

Either 1) the words éras BD epwor Sehbappémy=éras cacwst, the nominative to mpoetxe, the first trireme, being implied in pbacdons: But this order of the words is harsh. . Or 2) through a confusion, or to avoid awkwardness, a second yy may have been omitted. The text might have run érws Bh, BH POardons Kerr, Compare a similar omission of of, where it is necessary to the sense, in vii. 75 med. ox dvev [odx] édiyov émOeacpav, The other readings, érépas, mporépas; are clearly corrections. | Seurépas cannot possibly refer to the first trireme. , 

49. 4. rapa rocotroy pep 4) Muradjun §dOe xwdévov. 
1) A confusion between Tapt tocatroy HAGev &€Opov and és rocobroy
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Oe xwdivov. Or 2) rapa rogotrov xwSivou=és rocotrov Kwdivov, an 49. 4. 

extension of the local use of wapd. Or 3) xivdvvos may bear a 

stronger sense, approaching to that of dAeGpos. Compare note on 

i, 20. 2. Or 4) xwdtvov may | bea genitive of respect, and not par- 

titive’ or local. 

rous & ddAous dv8pas obs 6 Tayns drémeppev K.r.A. 50. 1. 

The disappearance of Paches from the scene is sufficiently 

explained by the fact of which Plutarch (Nicias, vi.) has pre- 

served a record, viz. that he drew his sword and killed himself 

when brought before the dicastery to give an account of his conduct 

as general, a statement which is confirmed by the epigram of 

Agathias (a.p. 570) narrating the prosecution instituted against 

him by the two ‘Mitylenaean, women whom he had violated after 

killing their husbands. — 

eBoddero 8¢ Nuxlas viv udaxiy abrddev b° EAdaaoves rois *AOnvatois kat 51, 2. 

pay ad Tod Bovdépou xal tis Zadapivos elvat, tos re NeoTrovyna tous, Stas 

BH movdvrat -ekmdous abrddev AavOdvovres Tpinpwv re, ofov Kal 7d mplv 

yevdpevoy, kal Agotav Exropmais, Tots re Meyapedow dua pydev eowdeiv, | 

1) The words rots HeAomovyqoious and érws py are dependent on 

rots "AOnvatos thy pudakiy elvat Which =rods "A@nvalovs guddocew. 

Or 2)* gras py nodvrar takes the place of p} oeioOa, answering 

to pndev eomdeiv below. The change gives emphasis and liveliness. 

ré before HeAorovqotous is connected with the following 7é in rois 

TE Meyapetow, the clauses rots re HeXomovynctous and rots re Meyapetow 

being subordinate, not parallel, to that which has preceded.. 

Addy ody and THs Nicolas mparov Sto sipyw mpodxovre pyxavais &k 51, 3. 

Gardoans Kal tov Zomdovy és 7d perakd tis vhoov édkevdepaooas; éreretxile 

Kat td ek Tis Hmelpou, 7 Kara yépupay did “revdyous emiPonGea Rv Th vyca 

od word Stexovon tis hmelpov. cs dé robro eLepydcavro ev Hpépats dvlyats, 

Sorepov 8} Kat ev TY vigw TetXos €ykatatmdy kai dpoupay dvexdpyce tH 

orpaTo. 

The island being now joined to the continent, it is impossible to 

identify. the localities exactly.. We are therefore dependent for our 

knowledge of the geography mainly on the words of Thucydides,
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from which we may gather that the island of Minoa was divided 
from the mainland by a channel, crossed at one point where it was 
shallow by a bridge, and defended at another by two towers pro- 
jecting into the sea, possibly one on either side of the channel. But 
their position is not precisely described unless mpoéyovre be taken 
with dé Nicalas. 

For &év pnyavais cp. the Aristophanic burlesque, Birds, 363, where 
 Peisthetaerus has entrenched himself behind the pot and kettle — 

4 copédrar’, y’ dvedpes abrs wat oTparnyikas’ 
trepaxovrifers ob y° #3n Nexlav rats Enxavats. 

dzd ris Nivalas, either r)* ‘on the side of Nisaea,’ or 2) after 
mpoéxorre, ‘ projecting from Nisaea,’ and therefore on the opposite 
coast. But the order of the words is unfavourable to 2), dmeretyite 
kai 73 ek tijs iretpov, 1)* ‘he fortified the side of the island nearest 
to the mainland,’ the words being opposed to the previous clause, 
hav obv ... édevOepdoas. Nicias turned his attention first to one side of the island and then to the other. : 

Although Nisaea was itself on the mainland, 73 ék ris iyretpou 
may very well be opposed to dri THs Neoalas, For the island is likely to have approached the mainland more nearly at the point ‘where they were connected by a bridge over the marsh, or by a bridge and a way through the marsh, than at Nisaea, 

It is also possible 2) that the fortification may have been con- structed, not on the island, but on the mainland, which would have given the Athenians a greater command of the country on the other side of the channel. A better meaning is thus given to xa‘ before €» 9 vice, the fortification on the island being then opposed to the fortification on the mainland, Otherwise «af must go with the whole clause, év rj wo@ retyos €yxaradimév, as in the English text. From the present appearance of the coast it can only be gathered a) that Nisaea lay to the east of the island, where remains of ancient buildings are still found, 6) that a mole ran out from the island towards Nisaea. On this, one or both of the ‘two projecting ‘towers’ may have stood. 

2 
* s > ~ e 

. 
mpoonepmet S€ abrois xijpuxa Ayovra, et Botdovrar wapa8oivar tiv md exdvres tos Aaxedatpovios xat Stkaurais exelvors Xpicacbat, rovs re adixous KoddLeuw, mapa Sixny b€ obdcva,
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' The construction adopted in the English text is that of Arnold, 52. 2. 
who supports it by iv. 37, exijpuédy re ef Boddowro ta Sera mapadoivar 

kat odas adrois "Adqvaiots, Gare Bovdetoat 6 tt dy exelvors Soxp. ‘He 

sent a herald to say, “ Are you willing?”’ i.e. to ask if they were 
_ Willing. - All the infinitives depend on Bovdovra, and the subject of 

xohd¢av is understood from ékxeivos. Cp. also v. 115 med. extpugay 

82, ef ris BotvAcrat mapa agdy "AOnvatous Anitec Oat, 

Tiy per mapdboaw ris rédews, & AaxeSapdmotr, maretoarres bpiv énom- 53. 1. 

adpeba, ob rotdvde Sixnv oidpevor ipeferr, voptpwrépay S€ twa ZrecGat, kat 

év Stxactais otk év GAdors SeEdpevor, Gomep Kal eoper, yeveodar } Spiv 

Hyotpevor rd too padior’ dv pépecOar. 

Somep xal éopév has been sometimes erroneously connected with 

év Dros, ‘We accepted you and not others for our judges, but 

we are in the hands of others ;’ or, as the Plataeans say below, ‘ we 

fear that we are sacrificed to the Thebans,’ But the Lacedaemo- 

nians are really the judges of the Plataeans, and this point of view 

is maintained throughout the speeches, both of the Plataeans and of 

the Thebans. To obtain the proper sense for Somep xat éopev, 

defdpevor must be taken in close connection with jyodpevot, Either 

1)* the words ev Stkacrais ... # Sut are subordinate to fyovpevor.. . 

dépecbat, ‘ thinking that we should best secure justice by accepting 

you as our judges, as indeed you are.’ (Se£dpevor= ererdy edeEdueOa.) 

Or 2) wyotpevor is epexegetic of deédpevor, ‘accepting you as our 
judges because we thought,’ etc. The Plataeans complain, not that 

they have not received the judges whom they desired, but that the 

judges whom they have received are partial. 

" Texpatpdpevot mpoxarnyopias Te Hay ob mpoyeyernperns 77 Xp avreimetv, 53, 2. 

GAN abrot Adyov yrncdpeda, rd re éxepornpa Bpaxd ov, 3 Ta prev adn Oy 

Groxpivacbat évavria yiyverat, ra 88 yevdij Creyyov Zyet. 

Either 1) ré ddy63 may be dependent on droxpivacéa. ‘To answer 

' this question truly is adverse to our interests,’ evavria being used 

instead of évarriov, by assimilation to ddy6j. 

“Or 2) droxpivacda: may be taken as epexegetic of ddn67. ‘The 

truth, if we answer what is true, is opposed to our interests.’ , 

kal Sédipev ody) pl} mpoxarayrdvres fudy tag apetas fooous evar ty 53. 4.
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53. 4. buetépwv fyxAnpa abré moujre, ddd Bi EAdows xdpwv hepovtes ext Sueyvas - 
operny xpicw xabioropeba. 

Tas dperds facovs etvat xd. Not as the words are taken by 
Gdller and Arnold, ‘that our services to you are less than your own,’ 
for thus iperépov has no proper meaning, but simply ‘that our 
virtues are less than your own," cp. ili. 57 init. 

It is doubtful whether xdpw péepovres refers to the Plataeans or to 
the Thebans; whether the words mean 1) ‘that we are being 
sacrificed to gratify others,’ or 2)* ‘that you, to confer a favour on 
others, are sacrificing us.’ 2)* is in accordance with the use of 
the expression which invariably has an active and not a neuter 
sense, but the construction is harsh, xdpw ¢épovres, although 
So near the verb xa&ordpeba, being a ‘nominativus pendens.” When 
the doubt lies between an unusual meaning of a word or phrase 
and a harsh construction, the latter is in Thucydides the more 
probable. It may be further remarked that xdpw gépovres naturally 
refers to the same subject as zpoxarayvdvres, 

Compare, for the thought, Isocr. Plataicus (xiv.) 67, évOupeiode 
& Gre AaxeSaiportav peylorny emoeiobe katyyoptav drt OnBators XaptCopevot, 
Tots rév “EAAqvev mpoSdrats, pas robs evepyéras SéPOetpay, 

55. 3. — xal mpodoiva atrots obxért iv kaddv, Dros re xat obs eB mabdy Tis Kab 
atrés Sedpevas mpoonydyero vppdyous kat moAtrefas peté\aBev. 

xat before atrés 1) connects e8 wad With atrés deduevos, or 2)* 
answers to the xai following, and connects mpoonydyero fupydyous 
With qoAdirelas peréhaBev, Either 1) ‘especially when, having ex- perienced good at their hands, and at our own request, we had - been made their allies and shared in the privileges of their city,’ or 2)* especially when we had experienced good at their hands, and, at our own request, had not only been made their allies, but also shared in the privileges of their city 5’ moXtrelas peré\aBev answers to airés dedspevos, ‘have gone out of our way to ask for protection and in return have received the tights of citizenship’ But according to 1) maddy, being closely connected with Seopevos, must refer to a time previous to that of the alliance (xpoawydyero), whereas we never hear of any earlier benefit conferred by the Athenians upon the Plataeans, According to 2) wafév may be
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defended as the historic aor. (see note on iv. 112. 1). The kindness 55. 3. 
shown by the Athenians will then be their ready reception of the 
Plataeans into their alliance. 

"The speaker implies that the Plataeans already possess the rights 
of Athenian citizens: but if so they must have been admitted to 
them before the fall of Plataea, probably at the time of the original 
alliance, cp. iii. 63 init. éyévecOe emi rj Hmerépa tipwpia, os garé, 

?AOnvaiov sSyge kal woXirat, . 

This earlier connection of Plataea with Athens was ignored, or 

at any rate is not mentioned, by Isocrates, whose Plataean oration 

contains many reminiscences of Thucydides. He speaks of rights | . 

of intermarriage and of Plataean citizens who were descended from 

. freeborn Athenian women (§ 54). But whether he is referring to 

the times before or after the fall of Plataea is uncertain. If the 

earlier connection existed, it probably extended no further than to 

such privileges as émeyapia and ty«rnots. It is remarkable, and 

strikingly illustrates the hold which the mere name of their native 

city had upon Hellenes, that the Plataeans, who had been made 

Athenian citizens, should within a few years have thought it worth 

while to reestablish their ruined home. 

OnBaior S2 wodAd pev Kal Gada Hpas Adixyoav, 7d $2 Teheutatoy airot 56. I. 

finore 80 Gwep kai rade maoxopev, 

80 daep need not be taken with rd redevraiov, which stands as an 

accusative absolute at the beginning of the sentence; ‘and as for 

their latest crime, 1) you yourselves are well aware what are the 

causes of our present misfortunes.’ Or 2) putting a comma after 

fivere, d? dep may be connected with @ Adixqoav jas supplied from 

the previous clause after éiore. Poppo would read &’ érep, but 

.the plural dvep answers better to the plural rdde. 

xat before rdde answers to xat before dda, ‘ besides our old . 

wrongs, these fresh sufferings.’ : 

et yap To avrixa Xeno tuay te Kal exeivav “qrohepio ro | Bikatoy 56.1, 

AypeoGe w.7.A. 

For Aiysode i in the sense ‘to conceive of’ cp, note on 59. 1 

infra.
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The dative ypyo%z6 may be explained as the dative of measure, 
similar to that following ekkd{ew, cradpaca, etc. ‘For if you are 
going to measure justice by the rule of your own expediency.’ The 
two dative cases connected by the same article and’ by ré, kal, 
forcibly express the double aspect of the motives by which the 
Lacedaemonians were influenced. 

of ply ra Ebuhopa mpds riv Epodov.abrois dogaXela mpdocorres, . 
For the other reading, ra Eiugopa abrois, cp. note on English text. 

katrot xp} ratra wept ré&v airéy Spolas chaiverOat ytyvaokorras, kal rd 
Suppépor pip Gddo re vopica 4 rdv Evyppdyov roils dyabois Grav det BéeBarov 
Thy xdpw Tis dperiis Exwot, cal 73 rapautixa Tou iptv ddéeAtpov 
Kaborirat. , 

These words, though in form general, are really aimed at the 
Lacedaemonians, ‘You ought to show that you do not entertain 
different opinions of us at different times, when our conduct is the 
same. You should remember 1)* that true expediency is nothing 
but the manifestation of a lasting gratitude to good allies, com- 
bined with a’ proper regard to one’s own immediate interests, 
—with gxwor supply from datvecat, ‘men in general ;’ 2) or ray 
Evppdyov of dyabot being made the subject of exoor,-——' that true 
expediency is only this, when, in our relations with good allies, 
they are sure of a return for their goodness, while (as a matter of 
course) our own immediate interests are sufficiently secured.’ 

The second clause, though parallel in form to ‘the first, is in 
reality a limitation thrown in by the way, and the undue emphasis 
which it gains by parallelism is softened by the indefinite particle 
mov=‘although at the same time there must be some regard paid 
to one’s immediate interests’ There is no need to read éxouer, 
which is feeble, and spoils the rhythm of the sentence. 

The MSS. vary between jpiv and tuiv. The sense of jpiv is. 
general: if we read ‘piv there is a return from the general to the 
particular; i.e. to the case of the Lacedaemonians. 

In the last clause dPéAqsov seems to be substituted for gupdépov 
merely in order to avoid tautology. ‘* Your true interest is to com- 
bine gratitude to good allies with your own immediate interest.’
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- Spare Stras pi) ok drodégovrar dvdpav dyabav mépt, abrovs ayeivous BY. 1. 

-dvras, drpenés Te émtyvvat. 

éntyvéva. ént- implies that the Lacedaemonians ; are going out of 

their way to pass sentence on the Plataeans. Cp. i. 70 init. ra Sadp-*~ 
xovrd Te _ obgey, kat emyvGvat pnd€v, xal epyo otde tdvayxaia €Etxéo Oat, 

ofrwes MiSev te xpatnodvrey dmwdddpeba Kal viv ev Spiv rots mpl 57. 3. 
PaArdras OnBalov joodpeba, xat dio dydvas rods peylorous iméornpev, 

wore pev ri wodey ef py wapéSopey ps Brad dapivar vov &€ Oavdrov 
xpiveo@at, ty : 

‘Who .after the’ Persians had the upper hand (i.e. after Ther- 

mopylae, when the Persians gained possession of Boeotia) were in 

a state of ruin,’ or ‘ were all but ruined.’ 

rére pév x7. These words refer, as Arnold tightly remarks, 

not to some ‘fancied danger of ‘starvation’ in the Persian war, but 

" to the recent siege. _ Cp. infra, 59 fin. cueba yap dv Ais reeuriioat, 

tére==‘ just now.’ Cp. note on viii. 62. 3. 

xatrot dftoipdy ye kat betsy bi €vexa TOY Suppaxexdy more yevopévay kat ris 58, 1. 

‘perijs tis és robs “EAAqvas kappOjvat bpas’ xal perayvdvat, ef re id 

OnBaiov émeioOnre, Thy te Swpedy avtaratrigat abtots py xreive obs ph 

piv apére, oddpovd te dvtt aloxpas Kopicacbar xdpiy, cab py, F8ovyy. 2 

Bévras dAXots, xaxlav abrods dvttAaBety. , 

Gvranariicat, The Thebans request the Lacedaemonians to 

' slay the Plataeans. .The Lacedaemonians are supposed to make a 

counter request to the Thebans that they shall not be asked to slay 
the innocent. : . . 

oodppora te avri aloxpas koploacbat xdpw. It is not clear whether 

xdpes refers x} to the gratitude which would be shown by the 

Plataeans in return for an honourable compliance with their wishes 

on the part of the Lacedaemonians, contrasted with the gratitude 

shown by the Thebans for a dishonourable compliance; or 2)* to 

the honourable boon to be granted by the Thebans, contrasted 

‘ with the dishonourable boon which the Lacedaemonians, if they 

slay the’ Plataeans, will grant to them, ‘to receive an honourable 

boon instead of (granting) a dishonourable one.’ According to 2)* 

the language is somewhat inaccurate, since xopicav@u does not 
apply. to alexpas xdpiros, | But the sense obtained is more forcible. 

VOL. II. 0
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58.1. xoploacéat, dvriAa8eiv are parallel to dyrarairfcat, not to p} kreivew, 

and follow dgwotpev. 

58. 4e * eripdpev kata Eros fxacrov Snpooig éoOhpact Te Kat Tois Gots voptuots. 
_ Either r)* with offerings of garments, or 2) more probably with 
mourning garments, i.e. used in processions. These are not said 
to be offered like the fruits of the earth, and there is no evidence 
for the practice of offering garments to the dead. For the case of 
Periander (Herdd. v. 92. 28, 29) is exceptional. It is true that 

‘the explanation ‘garments worn in processions’ goes beyond the 
natural meaning of the words in a prose author. Cp. however 
Aesch. Eum. 1028,— , 

howixoBdnroas évdurois éoOfpace 
.  Tipare, . . 

And Plutarch (Aristid. xxi), a good authority on Boeotian matters, 
preserves the fact that in his own time, on the sixteenth day of 
the month Maimacterion, the commemoration still continued, ‘at 
which the chief magistrate of the Plataeans, wearing a purple 
garment and carrying a funeral urn, led the procession, sword in 
hand, through the city to the tombs of the fallen. 

59.1. gelcacbat 88 xad emdacbjva +7 yop otktw adpporr daBévras, ji} 
: dp mevodpeba pdvoy Sewvdryra xaravooivras, Gd’ ofol re dv dvres mdbotper, 

kat ds dordOunrov 38 ris Eypdopas, €rwe aor’ av Kat avakiea ~vuprécot, 
okra aégppou, ‘by reasonable compassion ;” reasonable, a) be- 

cause we are innocent, 4) because all men-are liable to the same. 
A favourite strain of reflection among the Greeks; cp. Soph. Aj. 
121,— So, , ‘ 

eroxreipa O€ vy 
dvoryvov Zuras, kaizep dvra Sucpevi, 
Sbobver’ tirg cuyxaréteverat kakij, : ’ 

, ovdev 73 tovrov paddoy f todpay oxordp, : 
1)* olerep odporr is the dative of the instrument after émedacOjjvat; 

The construction being weakened by the interposition. of th yopy is supported by AaBévras, “be softened by pity, taking pity,’ like dyyare 8 spre mpoori@eds, ‘tell him with an oath, adding an oath,’ 
Soph. El. 47. 

ae 
- Or 2) AaBdvras may mean ‘taking,’ i.e. ‘regarding’ our case with
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‘pity. . Cp. iti, 38 med. of 73 Spacbév morérepov Ser AaBdvres 7 70-59, 1. 
dkovoGev: iii, 56 init. e yap 7G adzixa xpyoipo tpadv te Kab. exelvav 

_ wodepl 75 Sikatov Anperbe x.rd.2 Vi. 53 fin. wdvta tadnras. éAdpBave, 
‘Cp. also iv. 17 med., vi. 27 fin., vi. 61 init. 

@s dord@pyrov x.d. ‘How uncertain it is on whom the hand of 
misfortune may fall, however (xai) undeserving he may be.’ 

pets te, ds mpérov tty Kat ds F xpeia mpodyet, atroupeba & opas, Gcobs 59, 2. 
reds SpoBwpious cat kowods rOv ‘EAARVeY émtBodpevot, teisa, TaS€, mpohe- 

popevor Spkous ous ot matépes Spay Gpocav By é&pynpovety, i ixérat yoyv- . ‘ 

pela, indy ray rarpdav tdpov, xal émixadotpeba rovs xexpnxdras sph 

yeveobar ind OnBators, pnde rots exGlorots Pidraros dvres wapadobjvat. 

mpopepspevot ... ni durynpoveiy may be taken either 1) with the 
preceding, or 2) with the following words. . 

1) ‘Calling upon the Gods whom the Hellenes worship at 

common altars, we entreat you, at the same time appealing to the 

oaths which your fathers swore, to be persuaded by us, that is not 

to forget those oaths :—we are suppliants at the sepulchres of your 

fathers,’ etc. pi) durqpovely is governed by atrovpeda, and is‘’a further - 

explanation of meioa rd8e, The ‘anacoluthon is to be accounted 

for a) by the passion of the sentence, 6) by the intervention of a 

participial clause, which makes it easier for the writer to lose sight 
of the preceding finite verb. : : mot Gd 

Or 2) the whole clause from mpocbepéuevor down to sapadobjjvat 

may be an explanation of rdde, the asyndeton.being accounted for 
by the explanatory.nature of the words. (Cp. note on iii, 37. 2.) 

‘We entreat you to grant our request, and our request is: 

this:—appealing to the oaths which your fathers swore, that 

they would not forget them’ (or, with a change of subject, ‘and 

beseeching you not to forget them) we become suppliants. at. 

your fathers’ tombs,’ etc. dprqpoveiy may follow either dpocay or 

mpoepdpevot. , ; , 

neioat rade, lit. ‘that we may persuade you of these things.’ pi 

yw
 

yéver Gar, scil. Has, a a a 

TH pévror adri i8éq Uorepo idvrav ’Aqvatoy eri rods "EAANVaS, pévous 62, 2. 
av Bowwray arttxicat, xatros oxepacbe, ev otw elder éxdrepot Hav TotTo 

enpagav, : 

02
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62. 2.°. rf abrf t8éq, ‘in the same manner,’ or ‘ on the ‘same principle ;’ 

cp. vi. 76 med. 7H 82 abty iSéq. éxeivd re Exyov kai ra évOdde viv 

meipavrat, : : : 

év ofp ciber: ei8os from the general sense ‘form’ may mean either 

‘state of things,’.as here and in viii. 90 init.. of d¢ ray rerpaxociay 

pddsora évavriot Svres TG rowire ide, or ‘mode of action,’ as in vi. 

77 fin. épavres abtods ent roito ré el8og rtperopévous, Sate rods pév 

Abyors Hud Stiordvac k.TA., viii. 56 init. 

62. 3. dmep d€ dort vopots pe kal 73 owppoveotdte evaytidtatoy, . 

.*That which is most opposed to the laws and to the idea of 
moderation; or ‘to the most perfect form of government.’ 

G2. 4. at odrot iSlas Suvdpets eXmicavres Ere pOAXov oxjoew KrA. 
The absence of the article shows that t&éas is to be taken closely 

with oxjcew, ¢ that they would have a, still stronger hold on power 
for themselves.’ 

63.1. ds 538 § bpets paddy re WBexjxare Tots “EXAnvas Kat dfudtepot eore mdons 
Sauls. uh, 

: Cp. note on ii, 40. 1.°- 

63.1. odtxotv xpiv ra mpos npas pdvoy bpas ¢ énéyeoBar atrots, kat py vvereevar 
per’ abrdv Mra. .- : 

‘ Poppo reads emdyeoOa: for tndyecOat, against the authority of nearly 
every MS. The change however seems to be required by the sense, 
and is supported by emnydyeode infra. . 

63. 3. .. kat Aéyere és. alaypsy Fv mpoSoivat rods edepyéras* mond: dé. ‘ye aloxtov 
kal ddtxérepoy rots mdvras “EAAnvas KaTamposoévat, . 

» The stronger word xarampodoiva: is reserved for the greater, 
offence. 

63. 4, "pets pep yap Gdixodpevor atrovs, as dard, émydyecbe, tots 88 Adtkotow 
Drovs suvepyot karéorgre, xairot tas Spotas Xdperas py dvrideBdvar. 
aicxpiy parddoy } ras perd Bexavootvgs pev Spedydeloas, és ddixiay 8é 

: drodidonévas,
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: Opis pév ydp xd. “You say that you summoned them to your aid 63, 4. 

when you were wronged, but you became the accomplices of the’ 

wrong doers.’ It is better to take rots ddixodex generally than in the 

sense of ‘them when they were doing wrong. For although the -~* 
article followed by 8¢ is constantly used for the demonstrative (see’ 

note on-iv. 33, 2), yet here an opposition would be introduced’ 
between adrod’s and rois 8é, which really refer to the same persons. 

. ras duolas ydpiras, favours or obligations which are attended’ by 
no inequality, because they were honourably conferred and can be 

honourably returned. ‘It is dishonourable’ not to repay honourable 
obligations; but the reverse of dishonourable not ‘to repay those 

which are justly due but cannot be honestly repaid.’ ; 
Cp. obx tony abrois tiv xdpw dvrawédore supra, and also ili. 58° 

. 

init. cdppovd re dvr aloxpas xoploacGat xdpw. It-is true, as Poppo’ 

observes, that the xdpes here is different from the xdpts spoken of 

in c. 58 init. But the mention of xépis in the speech of ‘the! 
Plataeans may have suggested to the mind of Thucydides the 

repetition of the thought in a different connection. 

dyAdv te eroufoare ovdé rére Tay ‘EAAnvey evexa pévot ov pydloavres, 64, I 

GAN’ Gre’ ob" "ACnvaiot, Spets Se rois pev ratra Bouddpevor sroceiv, trois be 

Tavaytia. ; , _ - ; 

With dpets d¢ BovAduevor supply either 1)* d9dov émotjoare OF 2) dpAov 

émowjoare od pydicavres. tots d€, either 1)* ‘thé Thebans, or 2) the’ 

Hellenes exclusive of the Athenians. In the latter case the speaker’ 

is chiefly thinking of the conduct of the Plataeans, not in | the’ 

Persian war, but i in more recent times. 

* “€BovAovro rots te bpav xeipous pyxére pGddov yevéo bar, Tous Te dpeivous' 65, 3. 

ra aka exew, copponcral dvres tijs youns, kat Tov capdroy Ty moh 

otk GAdoTpLOOvTES, GAN’ és Hv Evyyéveay olketobvres, 

paddov x.7.d. 1) ‘Should no* longer be bad ‘instead ‘of ‘good’’ 

(p@Mor, scil. } dyabots): or 2)* ‘should no longer go on growing 

worse and worse’ (padAov xelpous). capponcral dvres Krad. Ine | 

tending to reform your principles, and not to alienate (or estrange) 

Plataea from your persons (i.e. from her citizens, by death or 

exile), but to bring her back-into the circle.” of her kindred.’
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B85. 3. dddorpiotvres is joined with réy copdrav, but in its opposition to 
' olxetoivres is to be taken absolutely. 

66.2. @ dpa kat CSoxodpéy re dvemtetxéarepov mpagat ob perd rod rhyOous tpdv 
évedOévres, ra pev Spota ob dvrané8ore Hiv, Hire vewrepioat gpyw, Adyous 
re wetoew Sore éberbeiv, emOépevor 82 mapa rhy LépBaow xz. 

_ ,vewrepioat and wefoew are both explanatory of guoa, the indefinite 
or negative notion taking the aorist and the affirmative the future. 
In the future weicew the simple fact seems to be expressed as an 
intention. See English. téxt, and compare for similar uses of the 
future iv. 9 fin. odios d& rod telyous tatty dabeveatdrov: Svtos, emt 
ondoacGa atrots jyciro mpodupycecbai: iv. 126 fin. rod re és xeipus 
eMely morérepoy 73. exboBicew quds dewSives Fyobvrac éxelva yap dy 
mp6 tobrou ‘éxypavro, where in. the same .way the negative rod... 
\éciv is expressed by the aorist and the affirmative 73 ékpoSpccw 
by the future. 

67.1, xal tabra, & Aaxedayzdnoe, robrov €vexa eneEjAOoper Kat treép tay kat 
, jpdv, va tpeis pev eidfjre dtxalos abrav kaTayvwodpevot, fueis Se tre 

Sotdrepov TeTywpypevor. . 
karayvoodpuevot refers to the sentence ‘which the Lacedaemonians 

-are about to pass on the Plataeans, reripwpnpevot to the vengeance. 
which the Thebans have already taken upon them by assisting to 
capture their city, and by urging their execution. Cp. § g infra, 
otk dvranoddvres viv riy tony tipwpiay* Eyvopa yap wetcovrat, where the 
past and future sufferings of the Plataeans are similarly blended. 

" qpeis 8 ere Soebrepov TerTipwpnuévor is to be construed, not with 
«ldGpev supplied from «djre, but with some verb like dawépeda, i.e. 
the passive of ei3Spev, ‘that it may be shown how righteous has 
been our vengeance.’ Probably the change in construction has 
arisen from the desire to combine antithesis in the form of the. 
sentence with conciseness, i 

oe ¢ a a . : . . 87. 6. ob Adyav robs dydvas mpoOncovres, XX’ epyav, by dyabéy pey dvrey 
- e > e > -~ Bpaxeia 4) drayyedta apxéi, 6paptovondévay be Adyot Srear koopnbevres 

mpoxadtppara ylyvovrat, | 

- duapravopévey 8é,-scil, épyar, like qpapridn & mods, ii, 65 fin.
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GAN. iy of Fyepsves, Gowep viv Spets, xepakawcarres mpds tobs fup- 67, 7. 

mravras Stayvdpas toujonabe, foody res én’ adixots. ¢ <pyos Adyous KaXovs 

Cnrioes. 

hy Sorep viv ipets mojoncbe= iv, Gowep viv tpeis Siayvdpas woteiobe, 

dtayvdpas noujowvrat, xepadatdcavres refers to the shortness of the 

Lacedaemonian question, apis robs fvpmavras to its being asked of 

all the captives without distinction. , 
Here again (cp. note on c. 67. 1) the Thebans consider the ques- 

tion as already involving the condemnation of the prisoners. 

of 8é Aaxedarpdvtot Sixacrat vopllovres 1d éxepornpa odpicw épbas Eewv, 68, 1. 

cl tt &v 7G mode bn’ adbrav dyabdv wendvOact, Sidr. tév TE Gov xpdvor 

Aglouv B49 Gev adtods xard ras wadaids Haveaviou pera tov Midov omovdas 

jovxdtew, Kol Ste Sorepov & mpd tod TeprteryifecQat mpoelxovto abtots, 

xowods: elvar Kar’ éxeiva, ds otk eSdfavro, Hyovpevoe 7H Eavrdy eixaia 

Bovdtoe: txonov8or #3n bn? adrdv cards menovbévatr, abfis 7d adtd eva 

exagrov mapayaydvres kat eparéyres, et rt AaxeSatpovious kal rods Euppdxous +. - 

dyabiy ev TO TOAEBO deBpaxéres cloty, dnére ph hater, ddyovres dnéxrewov, | 

xat efatperor éxouqrarro otdéva, . 

rév re GAoy xpévov refers to the time between ‘the Petsian and 

Peloponnesian wars. The assumption that the Plataeans were 

bound by the treaty made with Pausanias never under. any circum- 

stances to fight against the Peloponnesians was regarded by 

Thucydides as a mere pretence (576). - 

jélow ... jovxd¢ew need not imply a formal request. Such a request 

is certainly mentioned in ii. 72 init. but it is better to refer the 

words to the general attitude of the Lacedaemonians. For the 

imperfect aélow and the general expression of time (rév aAov- 

xpévov) indicate not so much a particular. occasion as the stand- 

ing offence which the conduct and temper of the Platacans gave 

to the Peloponnésians. —_ 

The construction of the passage is doubtful. 
Either 1)* dre crepoy is dependent on as odx édéEavro. The réin- 

rév te Gov xpévov is slightly out of place; for it should have been : 

joined with Sidre: ds odx edéfavro answers to Sire Aétovy and gives 

the second reason for the conclusion of the Peloponnesians. 

Or 2)6 dre Dorepov is dependent on 7éfouv Hovxdgew avtous repeated,
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68, I. and ds otk déavro after dre vorepor involves an asyndeton, which i 1s 

concealed by the complexity of the sentence. 

In either case a second spoefyovro has to be supplied, ére dorepor, 

& mpd rod mepirerxiferOat mpoetxovro abrois, mpoetxovro, 

‘Or 3) glow yovxdfew abrods being still repeated before Gre, 

there is a confusion between ére Uarepov, & mpd rov meptretyiler Oar mpoci- 

‘xovro avrovs, xowods elvat xar éxeiva, odx ed€£avro, and Gre Vorepoy apo. 

Tov meptretxiCeoOat mpostyovro abrois kotvors etvat kar’ éxeiva, ds ot édé£avro, 

Or 4) placing a comma after ére dorepov, ds may be a resumption 

of dre, the clause 4 mpd Tod mepirerxilecOat x.r.A. being the remote 

- accusative after é8¢éfavro: ‘and when, in reference to.the offers 

which they made, when I say they did not receive these offers.’ 

‘Lastly, and this is the simplest explanation, 5) ds otk édé£arro 

may depend on the clause which follows, #yyoumevor x.7.d., rather than 

upon vopiforres x.7.0., Of which it is the resumption. 

68. 4. oxeddy 8d te kal 73 Edurav cept Ddarady of Aaxedaipénot otras 

drorerpappévar eyévovto OnBalay evexa, vouifovres és tov médepov adrods 

Gprt tére Kaliordpevov der{uous elvat, Kat Ta pév xara WAdratay ree. 

tpity Kal evernxoora, ereidi "AOyvalav Eippaxor eyévovro, obras ereded- 

TOE. , re : 

- oxedav Sé Tt kal 76 £iprav=‘pretty nearly throughout the whole’ 
affair, or ‘all through the whole affair:’ xaf adds emphasis to ro: 

Ebprav. oxeddy vt, though in form qualifying, is not so in meaning.’ 
dpm rére, Cp. note on iii. 3. x. 

‘trea tpirg xt. The 2 prior? reasons urged by Mr: Grote 
(Part ii. ch. xxxi. ad fin.) against the date here assigned to the 
alliance of Plataea and Athens (519 s.c.), and partly inferred from the’ 
narrative of Herodotus (vi. 108), have a good deal of weight. But 
they can scarcely be allowed to counterbalance. the ‘express and. 
particular statement of Thucydides. 

69. I. al 8 réescapdxovra vies rey Tehorovynciwy at AcoBiors BonOor édGoreat, 
as rére edyoucar did Tod meddyous te re ray *AOqvaioy EmBiwyOetoat kak 

. mpos Ty Kpnty xetpacbetoas Kal dn adris omropddes mpos rhv Tedordy- 
mov KatqvéxOnoay, katadapSdvovow ey rh Kuddivg tpioxatdexa rprypets: 
KA. ‘
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xat- after xetacbcicae joins the preceding participles 1) with 69. 13° 

onopddes,==onapeicat, or 2) placing the comma after da® adrjs in- 

stead of after omopddes, with dn’ adrijs,=urodcat -adriy, omopdbes 

being then closely connected with xarqvéxOycav. 

- €Bobdovro yap of Aaxedatpdror, ds Tis AégBov ijpaprijxecay, mreov 73 69. 2 

vaurixdy womoavres és Thy Képxupay mredoat oractdfovcay, Sddexa pév 

vauct pévats rapdvrov "AOqvatay wept Natmaxrov, mpiv 8 wheoy Te em" 

BonOijoat ek tBv ’APqvay vavrixdy, STS apopbdowst. 

Eros mpopbdcwat follows és rv Képxupay micioat. _The ‘construc- 

tion would have been clearer if Thucydides had written dmos 6¢ 

mpopOdcwct mpiv'mAcov tt éxtBonbjcat ex rév ’AOqvév vaurixdy, but the 

present order brings out the connection between: dadexa pev vavol 

_and api &€ wAéov K.r.A. : 

7 pev Ady@ Sxraxogiav zahdvrav tols mpotevors dupyyunpévor. "90, 1. 

trois mpokévos not exactly= bad roy mpogéver, but a ‘dativus ethicus” 

‘bailed on the security ‘of their proxeni, that is of Corinthian 

citizens who were the representatives of Corcyra at Corinth. As 

the captives numbered about 250 and the nominal sum required 

was 800 talents, or £192,000, the ransom of each man would 

_be 34 talents, or £768. Cp.'i. 55 med. where it is said of the 

captives, éréyxavoy 5€ kal Suvdpet abrév of -mAelous mparot’ dures ris 

wédews. But, as the sum was never intended ‘to be paid, we need 

not, with some of the commentators, discuss the unusual amount 

of the ransom. 

indyovaow abréy obrot of dvbpes és diknv. “70. 3. 

Scil. the conspirators who had returned from Corinth; not, as in 

the English text, the partizans of the ‘Peloponnesians generally. 

Cnpia 82 nad”. éxdomqy xdpara émeéketTo oranip. : Lot - 70. 4. 

_ The values assigned in the notes on ‘the: English text to the _ 

Corinthian drachma (i. 27 med.) and stater, and to the Aeginetan 

_drachma (v. 47. 6; 63 med.) are those usually given on the as- 

sumption a) that the Corinthian drachma was identical with the - 

Aeginetan, 2) that the ratio between the Aeginetan and the Attic.
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70. 5. 

71. 2. 
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drachma was 5:3.. Hultsch (Gr. und Rom. Metrologie) denies 
both these statements, and estimates the ratio just mentioned not 

at 5:3 but at 7:5. He would reckon the Corinthian and Aeginetan 

drachma, not at 1s. 4d., but at 6d. (p. 260) and 1s. 1d. (p. 258)'re- 
spectively, and the Corinthian stater, not at 2s. 2d,, but at 1s. Gd. 
(p. 260). The other view of the ratio between the Attic and’ 
Aeginetan standard rests on a direct statement of Pollux, iv. 76, 86. 
To this view other, but less direct, statements of ancient writers, and 
the actual weight of coins which have been preserved, are opposed 
(Dict. of Ant. s. v. Pondus ; Hultsch, p. 134 ff.) 

prdvrev 82 abray cal mpds ra lep&a ixerdv xabeCopéevov did wAROos rijs 
Cnuias, Stag tafdpevor dro8daw, & Welas (ériyxave yap rai Bovdijs év) 
meiOe, Sore 75 vdpo xpnoacba, of 8 éxerd) TO Te vopup eEeipyorro, xat 
Gua «7A, 

Gros rabdpevor droddow, ‘That they might pay by arrangement,’ 
or ‘by instalments,’ lit. ‘fixing’ the times. Cp. i. 101 fin. ypipard 
re Oca zee arosotvat airixa Tagdpevor kal Td Aouvdy bépaw, . 

TO véuq, either dative of cause or reason, ‘by reason of the law,’ 
or dative of instrument (cp. Herod. ix. 111, td rod vépou ékepyd= 
pevos).- eLeipyovro, ¢ they were prevented.’ Either 1)* generally, ‘they 
could do nothing.” Arnold compares Herod i. 31, ékAniéuevor ti 
&pn, Isocr. Archidamus (vi.) 84, av & dpa Wevobipev téy eAri8ey Kat 
mavraxdbev efetpydopeba, Or 2) ‘they were prevented from doing 
what they wanted,’ i. e. paying by instalments, roo tafdpevor drodotvat 

Possibly the offenders may have had the care of the sacred wood 
or grove which surrounded the temple. But of this occasion and _ perhaps aggravation of their offence Thucydides says nothing. 

méumovor 88 at és ras *AOnvas ebOds mpécBes mept re rév mempaypévay diddgovras, ds Luvépepe, Kat robs exe? karanedevyéras ‘meicovras pndev dverrerjSecov mpdooew, Stas Bi Ts emozpoph yernta. 
Gros py KA. is to be taken after meioovras, not after xpdocew. 

For the anticipated revolution or reaction would be dreaded, not by the refugees at Athens, but by the oligarchs at Coreyra. — 
74.1,  Stadiodons 8 Fpepas Bdxy abéts ylyverat, 

. Scil. the day already mentioned in c. 73.
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Seloarres dE exeivor, wh es Tas’ AOHvas dromeppOact, xabiCovew és 7d ray 75, 3. 

Atoskotpoy tepdv, Nixdotparos 82 abrots dvicrn re kal mupepudeiro, ds 8 

ovx exebev, 6 dhpos émdabels éxi th mpopdoet ratty, ds oddev abrav tyes 

Seavoovpévey TH Tod ph Eupwdety dmorig, rd re Emha abrdy ék ray oixdy 

ZraBe xat abtav twas, ots eméruxoy, ef py Nexdorparos exddrvee, dvepOerpay 

dy, dpavres 8¢ of GMdow ra ytyvdpeva xabi{ovow és 73 “Hpatov ixérat, kat 

yiyvovrat otk éddaoous rerpaxociov. 

rh Tod pi Evpwdciy dmorig. Either 1) the mistrust which was 

shown by their not sailing, or by their reluctance to sail, or 2) »9 

being a repetition of the negative in dmoria, ‘by their mistrustful 

reluctance to sail,’ cp. ii, 49 med. 4 dmopia rod pi) Hovxdtew, ‘ their 

distressing inability to take rest.’ 

‘avrSv twas, probably a few who, unlike the rest, had accepted the 

offer of Nicostratus. of dAdo, those of the suppliants in the 

temple of the Dioscuri who did not accept the offer of Nicostratus. 

They fled to the temple of Here probably because they considered 

ita holier sanctuary. But it is not easy to see how they could 

have passed safely from one temple to the other, unless under the 

protection of Nicostratus or when the opposite party was not 

watching them. of @Ao: cannot mean ‘ those who. had not taken 

refuge in the temple of the Dioscuri, for then Thucydides would 

leave unfinished the narrative of the fate of those who had taken 

refuge there. 

of pev ov Iedorovyjoioe ras vuerds «ddis cata tdxos éxopifovro én’ 81, 1. 

oteov mapa vy yy. ‘ oo oe 

_ For similar sneers at the proceedings of Alcidas cp. the narra- 

tive of his expedition to Ionia, especially iii. 33 init. as 7 éxobowos. 

od oxfooy Dry i MeAdcrovice. 

Kepxupaiot 82 aloOédpevor tds re "Arrixas vats mpoomdeavoas tds Te THY 81. Ze 

‘qodepiav olxopévas, AaBdvtes rots Te Mecanvious és tiv addy ifyayov 

mpérepov ta dvras, kat ras vais mwepemdctoat xedetoartes, Gs emdjpooay, 

1és roy ‘YAKaixdy Ayeéva, év Sow mreptexopiLovro, ray éxOpav ei ria AdBotey, 

dréxretvoy, kat ék rév vedv Soous Eresrav eoBivat exBiBdtovres GrexpGvTo. 

The popular party divided their enemies. Thucydides, as his 

manner is, is silent about the incredible perfidy. of the Corcyraean 

’
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81. 2. democracy, who thus put out of the way the men who had _ 

volunteered to help them (c. 80 init.), rots re ixérass jeoav és Adyous Kal 

ois GAdots, Sas cwbfoerat 4} mds’ xal twas. abray Execay és ras vais 

eo Bqvat, : , , 

The Hyllaic harbour in which the massacre took place was the 

part of the town most completely in the hands of the democratic 

party (c. 72 fin.), dgixopévys be vucrés 6 pev Sijpos és Thy dxpérodw kal ra 

peréopa Tis moAEws karagebyet xat abrod Evddeyels iSptOn al rév “YAAaixoy 

Areva etyov, This harbour appears to have ‘been south of the 

town, as we are told that the other harbour was the one facing the 

mainland. The ancient Corcyra was situated upon the promontory 

south of the modern town. 

&y ba@ neptexonitovro, The massacre was the work of a few 

minutes : while the ships were going from one harbour to the other 
the popular party slew any of their enemies whom they caught in 

the town, and when the ships arrived slew the oligarchs who were 

in them. 

exBiBdtovres dexpSvro, Nearly all the MSS. read drexdpnaay, 

which gives no sense; for we should not be told what became 

of the captives. dmexpavro, the reading of one (Ven.) and found 

in the margin of two good MSS. (Aug. Cl.), and dvexpjaavro, a 

very natural emendation, are both attributed to Thucydides by 
the lexicographers. Neither drexpGvro nor dveypfaavro are found 

elsewhere in Thucydides, which is some reason for assuming that 
one or other of them is the true reading in’ this passage. One 

inferior MS, (Parm.) has dvexpvro in the margin. - 

- BL. 3.. Kal ék trav dédpar tuvds dayxovro, , . tee 

Ie.‘ from the trees which were in the. precinct of the temple.’ 

. € ao e goa > , e > ’ ~ : ‘8 4+ pépas re énrd, as ddixdpevos 6 Etpupédwy rats éfjxovra vavoh mapépetve, 
. - a on sas ~ Kepxupaion addy abrév robs exOpots Soxotvras etvat éddvevoy, Thy peév 
2 3. e ~ “ a oo aitlay émepovres tots tov Sipov Katadtougw, améGavoy dé tives Kai 

iSias xOpas. Evexa, xat GArow ypnpdrov odiow Sherhonévay band tép 

AaBévrav. 

| The stress is upon ry alriav, ‘The words trois tiv Sipov xara- 
Avovew express not the fact of the men’s guilt, but the nature of
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the charge brought against them, scil. roi rév djpov xatadvev. The 81,4. 

article with xaradvovow means that the charge which the people 

brought was only applicable to those who aimed at subverting the 

democracy. But the fact was that men were put to death from all 

sorts of motives. — 

ovras apy ardaws mpodxdpyae* Kai edofe paddoy, didre ev trols sporty 81, 6. 

éyévero. 
: 

ordots in the first clause is general, ‘revolution,’ but, with Boke, 

ordois must be supplied from the sense of the words otros Oph 

ardots mpobxapyce. For év rots mpdry cp. note on iii. 17. 1. 

‘Other revolutions were worse, although this seemed the most 

atrocious because it was the first of them.’ This is the spirit of 

the words @oge paddov x.7.A. And the same point of view is main- 

tained throughout, and is indicated by the expression mpoeroduiOn in 

84 init, and probably by rotatrats épyais rais mparats exphcavto, 85 

init. (although it is possible that these words may refer to the 

second massacre at Corcyra, iv. 47, 48). Having regard to the 

strength of language used by a writer who does not often ex- 

aggerate, we naturally ask, to what does Thucydides refer when, 

after describing every sort of perfidy and cruelty, he speaks of the 

Corcyraean sedition as only the first in a series of similar and even 

greater horrors? 

The chief disturbances which occurred in the lifetime of Thu- 

cydides were those attending the establishment of the 400 and of 

the 30 at Athens; now in both these, though the oligarchs were cruel 

and arbitrary, great moderation was shown by the party which 

overthrew them. There were also contemporary with Thucydides 

a revolution at Megara (Thuc. iv. 74. 2, see note), referred to 

possibly, but not certainly, -by Aristotle, and with a difference 

(Pol. iv. 15. 15, ve 3. g, 5. 4), in which the aristocracy put to. 

death 100 of the democratical party, although they had taken an ! 

oath to observe an amnesty; revolution at Argos (Thuc. v. 82); 

at Syracuse (Thuc, viii. 85, Diod. xiii. 63. 73); and at Samos 

(Thue. viii. 21, and later, Xen. Hell. ii. 2. 6, ed6ds 88 xal j Gry 

‘EAAGS dperorjxer AGqvalav pera THY vavpayiay mAqY Saplov’ obrot oe 

odayas tay yroplper Tomcavres Karetxov tiv wédw). ‘The story told
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81. 6. in Heraclides Ponticus of the cruelties committed by contending 

~ factions at Miletus (Athenaeus, xii, p. 523), probably relate to 

that earlier time of civil strife which is described by Herodotus, 

v. 28. | 
But none of these revolutions were attended, as far as we know; 

with any special circumstances of cruelty or with the extirpation of 

the opposite party, except: those at Argos (cp. Pausanias, ii. 20, 

Diod. xii. 80) and at Samos, It may be observed, however, that 

Thucydides appears in his account of the ordovs at Megara to refer 

back to his general description of ordces. He thus leaves the 

impression that he here means no more than actually occurred at 

Megara. Cp. the language which he uses iv. 74, dpxdcavres mlorect 

peyddas pydéy prnoixaxioew ... Kal rovrav mépt dvayxdeartes rv Sjpor 

Pijdov pavepdv dieveyxeiv, ds xareyvdoOnoay, Exrewav, with iii. 82 med. kat 

Spxot et wov dpa yévowro EvvadAayijs, 83 init. ob yap jy 6 dcadvcoy ofte 

Adyos exupas obre Spxos Hofepds, 82 fin, perd piou adixov karayvdacas. . 

There is no trace in Aristotle’s account of revolutions in Greek 

states that exaggerated cruelty generally prevailed. 

“We can only reply to the difficulty thus raised that Thucydides 

may have been led away by a real sense of the political evils of 

. party, may we say also by a love of rhetoric which for once is too 

strong for him? The picture is aggravated by the horror of 

anarchy in the writer’s mind. In this passage, and perhaps in this 

passage only, he has forgotten the character of a critical historian, 

But it may be suggested that he is writing under the impression 

created by the tyranny of the Thirty and the revolutions in the 

islands, which were abetted or encouraged by Lysander. Through- 

out the Athenian empire, after the fall of the city, the miseries of 

the allies must have been great, and we find Lysander playing 

much the same part in them which is attributed to the Athenian 

generals at Corcyra (Plut. Lys. xiii), otre yap dpiotivdgy ofre mdov- 

rivdqy dreSeixvue robs dpxorvras, GAN ératpeiats kat Eeviais xapiCdpevos re 

mpdypara xat xuplous troy tips Te xal KoAdsews, moAkats b& mapayerd= 

pevos abrés aayats kat cuvexBddrwv rods tv hiroy exOpods odk émeixes 

edi8ou rots"ENAqat Setypa ths Aaxedatpoviay apxijs. We should probably 

understand this and some other passages of Thucydides better 

(cp. notes on ij. 65) had he lived to complete the whole work. -
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Or Thucydides may have been silent respecting’ other atrocities 81. 6: 

because it did not come within his general plan to dwell further on 

the details of Greck revolutions. Something may be allowed for 

our ignorance of the facts. Scenes like those which occurred at 

Corcyra may have been enacted elsewhere, and no record of them 

may have been preserved. Nameless cruelty, like nameless virtue, 

has often been hidden from the eye of posterity. . 

énel Dorepsv ye Kal wav, os elnetv, 7d "ENAquixdy éxiv0n, Saopav 82. 1. 

- odadv éxacrayod trois te tov Sjpwv mpoordrais Tods *A@nvaious emdyea@ar 

kal rois éAlyots rods Aaxedatpovious, kat év pév elpyun ode ay éxdvrwv mps- 

diac, ob8° Eroipwv mapaxadeiy adrods’ modepovpévav Sé cat Euppayias . 

dpa exardpos tH Tav evarriay xaxdoet xat oplaw abrots éx tod atrod 

mpooroujoet fadios at énaywayat toils vearepicer Te Bovdopévots éropi- 

covro. : 

‘The infinitive endyerOat is governed by the idea of an object 

contained partly in éxwn, partly in diapopay, Notwithstanding 

- Amold’s argument from usage to the contrary, some sense of the 

verb diapépew probably enters into the substantive Siapopd, as into 

the adjective Sidopos in i. 68 init, ds vexev rav adrois iia Siadépuv 

Aé€yover, and in iv. 87 init. obra woAdjy mepromy tov Hpiv és ra pepora 

Staddpey mootpeda. 

évppayias ... exopifovro, Again the construction is uncertain. 

Evppaxias is either 1)* a genitive absolute with which some verb 

such as trapxovons is to be supplied from the previous sentence— 

cp. dagpopdv ovady above: or 2) the genitive after af émaywyal, 

being the emphatic word, and therefore placed at the beginning | 

of the sentence. “When they were at war, then (cai) an alliance 

was readily introduced’ - ‘ 

modepovpéevay corresponds to év pév eipayy. But for the genitive 

absolute which should have followed, answering to the clause ob« 

dv éxévrav..,od8¢ éroipoy, the finite verb eropttovro has been “sub- 

stituted. 
. , ~ 

kat emérece moda Kat xahend .xard ordow Tais mOAECt, yeyrdpeva. 82, 2. 

pev Kat del dadpeva éas dv Hh avrh dios dvOparrey. lo pGddov be kat 

ovxatrepa kat rots eidect SupAaypéva, ds dy Exacrat at peraBonat Trav 

Luvruxegy egroravrat. oe Lg
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82.2.  paddov==1) pGdrov yeyvipeve, ‘or 2) paddoy xadkerd. In cc. 82-84 

82. 3. 

82. 4. 

82. 4. 

Thucydides is describing the features of revolution not in Corcyra 

only, but in Hellenic states generally,. and the whole passage is 

one of those digressions in which Thucydides sometimes indulges, 

e. g. the digression about Pausanias and Themistocles, about Teres 

and Tereus, about the fall of the Pisistratidae, etc. It may have 

been added after the fall of Athens. . The first words, xal érérece 

kd, are a resumption of émet dorepdy ye K.rA., at the beginning 

of the chapter, which prepare the way for the more general con- 

sideration of the subject. 

éoraclaté re ov Ta TOV wohewv, kal To epuorepifovra mov muaTeL sav 

mpoyevopevev z0Ad enéepe tiv SmepBodiy Tod Kawotedat Tas Stavoias 

rav 7 emiyxeiphoewy meptrexvijcet kai Toy Tipwpiay aromia. 

Ta rev médewv IS a periphrasis for ai wédets (as Ta epuarepttovra for 

al édvorepitoveat), but has a somewhat more general meaning 

‘everything about the cities was in a state of revolution.’ 

aboret tov mpoyevopévay x.rd,, lit. ‘by reason of hearing what had 

been done before greatly exaggerated the extravagance of the 

revolutionary temper.’ In a certain sense the report of what had 

been done before ‘might be called the cause of later excesses, for 

it suggested possibilities of still greater atrocities. If succeeding 

generations had never known the crueltiés which had been com- 

mitted by their predecessors, they could not have consciously’ 

exceeded them. 

kat tiv elodviay atloow Toy Svopdrow | és Ta Fpya dyrqafav i] 

Stkadoet. , 

dtiwots=' value,’ or generally received meaning. és ra épya ZOes 

with ddfoow.. rij Sixatrdoet 1), fin their estimate,’ scil. of men’s con- 

duct ; or 2)" *by their thinking fit,’ i e. fas they thought fit? 

73 8 eumdyxras 8b dvdpbs potpg mpocerébn, dapddera dé rd nia 

AetcacGat, dxorponys mpepacis eDAoyos. 

_ daddrea 82 7d émBovrcioacGat, the reading of nearly all the Mss, . 

is not indefensible. Either 1) rd éaeBovdetoacbar may be an epexe- 

getical acc. after dopddea, ‘security, i.e. ‘deliberation,’ a possible
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meaning of émBordesoacbat, or 2) 7d émBoudeboaobat may be taken 82. 4. 

in the more common ‘sense of ‘ conspiring,’ as the so-called ‘ace. 

of reference,’ (cp. note on ii. 87. 1) after dogddea, =‘ caution in con- 

spiring’ But the loose construction of ‘sd emBourdedoacbat with the 

simple substantive is very harsh. , : 7 

For the dative do@adelg (one bad MS. and Poppo) cp. iii, 56 fin. 

of ph ra Eduopa mpbs riy Epo8ov abrois dopadela mpdaocorres. 

od yap pera roy Ketpévay vopov adhedlas af rorairar Eivodor, ddAG wap 82. 6. 

rods xabear&ras mreovefia. Loa. oo 

1) éxpedlas may depend on zév vépor, ‘ for such combinations are 

not formed in-accordance with established laws which have for 

their objéct the public good ;’ or 2) ry vépov may follow adperlas, 

"are not based on the public good of established laws;’ i.e. like 

established laws on the public good; or 3)* Qpedlas may be taken 

as a predicate with étvodo, ‘such combinations are not formed for 

the public good. ; Thus the antithesis to wAcovetig becomes more 

_ pointed. 

. 

. ad re-dnd ray évavrley Kadds Deydpeva evedéxovto Epywv gudaxy, 82. 7. 

apodxoter, Kar ob yevvardrntt. , ot ; . 

_ Either 1)* by watching their enemies’ actions, or. 2) by watch- 

fulness in their own actions, i.e. by increased precautions.. The 

Jatter gives the better opposition, and is confirmed by dné rev 

Zpyov ris émedelas, by the vigilance of your administration,’ 

iii. 46 fin. ef xpofxoter, Scil. of évavrios. 

paov & of qro\dol Kaxotpyot Svres SeLiot KéxAqvrar if) dpadeis dyaboi, 82. 7. 

kal 76 pe alcxbvovrat, émt 88 13 dydAdovrat. , ; L . 

These words have been translated, 1) ‘men like better to be 

called clever when they are rogues than simple when they are good. 

‘But this meaning of faov with a passive verb cannot be maintained, 

we can say Ago» xadodoe in the active, ‘they more gladly’ call,” but 

not ‘are more gladly called,’ Saov xékAqurat, which could only mean 

.2)* ‘they are more easily called.’ 

76 pév—ré dé, either 1)* ‘ goodness,’ and ‘ cleverness, or. 2) com- 

bining the two ideas dyabets—dyabol, and Seftoi—xaxovpyot, s they 

‘are ashamed of simple goodness but glory in clever dishonesty.’ 

YOL. Il P
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ol ‘yap év tais wéAect mpoordvres peta Svoparos éxdtepot ebmperois, 
- a , 

mdfous te icovoplas modurixis Kat dpirroxparias odPpovos mporipyset, 

ra pev kotva Ady@ Oeparretovres ZOda éwowwtvro KA. 

The dative mporpyoes is a variation of the genitive with perd. 

in the preceding clause, intended to support mAjdous re .. . cdppovos, 

82. 8. 

which is too remote to be governed by the preposition. 

mavt 0d tpdre dya{épevor d\AjAov “meptylyverbat érddpnody re Th 

dewwdrara erefjeody Te Tas ripoplas ert peifous, ob pexpt Tod Sixatov Kat 

rh moder Evpcpdpov mpoterres, és dé rd Exarépors mov del ydorvjy xov 

épifovres. 

‘ And they went still further in their revenges.’ pei{ous expresses 

the result of érefyerav. The somewhat feeble construction of ras 

tipwplas with émefjecar (cp. iii. 108 init. of Meoojmor..! rd Todd ToD 

epyou €éndOovr), is supported by the words od péxps : . . mporibévres. 

mporBévres, the more difficult reading, has also in this passage 

‘better authority than apoor@évres, ‘ inflicting ;’ mpor@évres may 

83. 2. 

mean 1) ‘fixing beforehand,’ i.e. imposing. od negatives mpor:Bévres 

as well as péxpe rod Stxalov x.7r.A. For the partisans whom Thu- 

cydides is describing did not ‘fix beforehand,’ or ‘ enact’ punish- 

ments by law at all, and therefore could not be said to ‘enact’ 

their revenges in disregard of justice. Some such idea as ¢npias 

must be supplied from ripwpias. 

Or 2)* mporOévres may be taken in a more general sense, 

‘ proposing no definite limits of justice or expediency to their 

revenges.’ 

ob yap iv 6 Sadia obre Adyos exupds ofre Spxos PoBepds, kpetovous © 

Sé Svreg Gravtes Royo és 78 dvéAmotov tod BeBafou, pp wadciv 

paddoy mpoeckdmovy 3 miorevoat edvvarro, 

xpelooous May mean either r) ‘they were strong rather,’. i.e. 

‘instead of trusting oaths and promises they were strong in de- 

spair ;’ or 2)* ‘they were strong in despair rather than in anything 

else.’ ‘The thoughts of all men irresistibly tended to despair of 

security.” Aoy:ozG, dative of manner after xpefoaovs, ‘ strong in their 

calculations.’ Or 3) xpelocous dvres may be taken in a different sense, 

and AoyiepG may be joined. with mpocoxérovy, * All men, when
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superior in power, by consideration of the hopelessness of security, 83. 2. 

were Jed to provide for their own safety, instead of being able to 

trust others. Or 4) rod BeBalov,=4 7G BeBaiy, may be taken after 

kpetacous : ‘all men having regard to the uncertain event, found 

. more strength in making calculations than in securities such as 

oaths and promises’ (Stahl, Classen). But the force of the words 

‘is thus weakened, and the construction. of the genitive, though not 

ungrammatical, is unnatural. ésmeither 1) ‘in view of, or 2) ‘in 

reference to,’ or 3).carries out the idea of motion contained in 

xpelacous dvres Aoytape, ‘ inclining to.’ 

ol 82 karappovoivres kav mpoaraécbar kerd. 83. 4. 

mpoatabécba is governed by the idea of vopifovres or jyobpevoe 

latentin xaradpovoiyres, ‘thinking in their arrogance that they would 

perceive in time’ 

The genuineness of c. 84 has been denied by the Scholiast, 84. 1. 

and doubted by several modern scholars; among them by Bekker, 

Poppo, Classen. Dr. Arnold in his first edition, vol. i. p. 613, 

-was of opinion that there was ‘no other Greek writer at once so 

good, so wise, and so eloquent as to have been capable of being 

its author’ But in the second edition, while continuing to maintain 

that the thought is quite worthy of Thucydides, he is induced by 

the authority of the Scholiast, ‘whose judgment in such matters 

as well as that of other scholiasts he has learned to value more 

and more highly,’ to deny the genuineness of this chapter, which 

now appears to him ‘affected and caricatured in style, probably 

the work of some student of Thucydides living at Constantinople 

in Christian times.’ - 

It is argued on the one hand, , 

1) That Dionysius of Halicarnassus, De Thue. Hist. Jud. 28-33, 

having commented on c, 82 down to the words émi 8@ r@ dyda- 

Aovrat § 7, and having made a transcript of the rest of c. 82 and of 

c. 83, there stops. But Dionysius likewise omits to comment 

upon a considerable section of c. 82. §§ 1, 2, kal ey pev elpayy os 

ras épyas Tay modhGy spool, besides part of § 4, 74 & eumdier ws of 

dvdpds polpg mpoceréby, and of §§ 6, 7, xal ras és oas abrobs... 1} 

aponabeiv, and having made a transcript of a long passage may not 

P2
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84, 1. have thought it worth while to complete the quotation. The words 
by which he introduces the citation are as follows, O70 5é cai ra 

eqs, ob8€ plav ert Ackw epavrod mpooribels. No promise is here given 
that he will write out the whole passage. —~ ‘ - 

' 2) That the Scholiast rejected the passage (ra dBedcopéva oddé 
av efnyyrev eoke Oovevdidov civar. doagiy yap xat TH tin Tis 
‘€ppnvelas Kat trois Stavohpact wodty éuaivovra tov vewrepiapov). But it 
is unlikely that he has preserved any ancient tradition. ‘This will 
seem the more improbable when we consider that c. 84 is con- 
tained in every extant MS. And the reason given by him for the 

" ,tejection of the passage by himself and others is merely the 
obscurity or enigmatical character of the style, which Dionysius, 
regarding such obscurity as characteristic of Thucydides, attributes 
equally to the whole description of revolutionary Hellas, as wel 
as to many other passages, , 

_” ‘This argument is one of which we are at least as well able to judge 
_as the Scholiast himself, and the obscurity of the 84th chapter of 
Book III is not a strong ground for doubting that it was written 
by the author of the preceding eighty-second and eighty-third 
‘chapters, and of the Melian Controversy;. of the Introduction 
i, 1-22, of passages like. the beginning of iii. 68, and part of 
vili. 89, etc. oe 

On the other side it may be observed that, 
1) The precise coincidence of the supposed spurious passage 

with our chapter 84, considering that the division into chapters 
was unknown to Thucydides, is very improbable. If 84 is an - 

‘insertion, we may as well assume at once that the whole of 82, 83,. 
are also inserted by a later hand. oo : 

2) The interpolation of a long paragraph in any writer of the 
age of Thucydides, or Herodotus, or Xenophon, would be without 
parallel; and no motive for it can be imagined in this passage. 

3) If the complexity. of the language seems to be a caricature 
of Thucydides, it is more probable that he: should have been 
“exaggerating his own style than that a later’ writer should have 
‘elaborated so curious a forgery. mo . 

4) The thought though obscure and involved is weighty and 
comprehensive, And the words have some latent or ‘undesigned?
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"coincidences with the language and thought of Thucydides, which 84, ra. 
seem to lie out of the range of the forger’s art. Compare § 3,- 
akwoial re rods xowobs wep) rav rowdray of dOponor vopous... v Grav 
Ttpapiats mpoxaradvew, With v.90, 9 pév 34 vouifopév ye, xphotpov... By 
karahtew tpas rd xowdy dyabév. The same remark applies to the 
opening words of the 84th chapter, ev ody 7] Kepxépg ra odd abray 
TpoerorpnOn, compared with the concluding words of 81, &dér: ey 
Tots mpdry éyévero, and with ra epuorept{ovrd mov x.rA. (82. 3), a 
similarity probably too ingenious for a forger. A fainter re- 
semblance is found in 81. 4, dréOavoy Sé rwes xad iBlas ExOpas evexa 
kal dddot xpnudrav odiow épetdopéver rd roy Aafévrav, compared with 
Badtora 8 dy Bid mdbous embupoivres ra Tov médas éxew. But this 
argument, though an element in arriving at a conclusion, is “not 
equal in strength to the preceding. 

Nothing is said in the above criticism of differences in the use 
of words or constructions, because such arguments are too un- 
certain to have much weight on either side of the question. There 
is no word or construction which we can affirm positively not to 
belong to the age of Thucydides. And the very small amount 
of Greek prose writing which existed in that age and is now 
extant, renders the determination of. such questions generally 
impossible, especially as the Greek language was then still ‘fusile,’ 
and the meaning of words was rapidly changing. — . 

' We infer therefore - without. any doubt that chap. 84 is the 
writing of. Thucydides. 

ev & obv ch Kepxtpa 7a TOAAG adrav mpoerodnhbn, kat éndca UBpe 84, 1... 
pay d apxépevat +3 wAgov 4} cwppocivy bd rev THY Tieplay mapacydvrev ot 
dvrapvydpevor Spdcerav, mevias. Sé Tis clwOvias daaddakelovrés reves, 
Hauora 8. bv 818 wd Oous émOupodvres Ta trav médas exew, mapa dixny 
yeyrdoxotev, of te py emt. mreovefia, .dxd trou: 8é, pauora emidvress 
dradevota spyis mretorov exepdpevot, pds Kat dropairijros érréNOotev. 
' T& wWOAAG abréy...xal éméca. The long. period with its several 
members, érdca Ppdeevar—yryrdonorey—enerborey, j is an explanation 
of ra wodAd. The main verb throughout is mpoerodphdy. kat Sraca 
x7... particularizes the general statement which has preceded, 
‘both what men would be, likely to do from desire of revenge,
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and what from impatience of poverty, and what from party spirit’ 

But in the subsequent words the construction with pév and dé 

takes the place of xat, which should have followed, an antithesis 

being introduced between those who are stimulated by revenge 

only, and those who act under the pressure of poverty. 

r)* The participles express what actually did take place, to 

which the verbs in the optative add the notion of. what was 

likely to have taken place in consequence, and in fact did take 

place. This sense of the optative is, or arises out of, that of 

indefinite recurrence in past time, ‘ and all that men would naturally 

have done who-,’ lit. ‘did from time to time who—.’ Cp. vii. 71 
med. fv re ev 1G abtd orparedpare tév "AOqvalav...advra épod dkodoat, 

Sropuppds, Bon, vixdvres, xparovpevot, Eda Soa ev peydrp nitive péya 
orparéredov rrodvetdy dvayxdfouro pbéyyec Oat. . 

& in the second clause, pddtora &. dv did mdOous emOupotyres Ta 
Tév méAas Exe, mapa dikny yyvdcxoter, probably goes with the participle 

and not with yryvdoxorey, because no 4yis used with the correspond- | 
ing finite verbs. ‘The dishonest designs of those who wished to 
be relieved of their poverty, and who would be above all men 

. passionately covetous of their neighbours’ goods.’ 
2) But it is possible to take a with yeyydcxorev and to supply it 

with dpdoeav, érédOotev, in which case the explanation of the opta- 
tive given under 1) is unnecessary. 

&:a wddovs. 1) ¢ passionately,’ or ‘in their excitement.’ Cp. 
78 éporixdv mdGos in Plato, Phaedr. 265 B., and Aristot. Rhet. i. 2. 5, Laren 3 nw > = - dia S€ rév dxpoar&y, Stay eis mdOos ind rod Adyou mpoaxéSaw, These 
examples aré sufficiently near to. justify the somewhat rare sense 
assigned to wdéos in this passage, which is probably an anticipa-- 
tion of the more abstract uses prevailing later. 2) It is also pos- 
sible that the word may be used in the more common sense of 
‘ suffering,’ i.e. @) ‘in their suffering state,” an expansion of the 
idea contained in mevias elwOvias ; or 5) desiring to have their neigh- 
bours’ goods, all the more because they inflicted suffering,’ i.e. they 
enjoyed their gains most when ‘something had happened to’ the 
previous possessors. . 

That the savage Corcyraeans were not insensible to the need of 
unity among themselves is shown by an inscription found at Dodona
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(date uncertain), in which they ask ‘to whom of Gods or heroes 84. 1. 
they should sacrifice and pray’ in order to attain it,— 

dedv T[d]xav dyably . 

én{e] xowdrra rot K[o]pxvpa[ io’ 7 Aire 

Ndo kal r& A[e]éva rive xd [cv 4] 

fpdov Ovor[r]es kat eby[épevor] 

épovooier é[a]t raryabsy, 
-(emtxowdyrg==émixowobvrat, ‘communicate with, or ‘make inquiry of 37 
rdg=vaiy,) M. Carapanos, ‘Dodone, i. p. 72; “Hellenica, P. 443, 

of peéy oby Kata thy modw Kepxupaiot roairats Spyais Tats mpdrars 85.1 

| és GAAAous expycavro, 

tats mpérats. ‘Thucydides seems here to return to the words at the 
commencement of the description, dére ev trois moern éyévero: see 

note on iii. 81. 6. 

7 Odhacca éraveNBoitica did rijs rére ofans yas Kal kuparadeioa émihde 89. 2. 

THs Téews pépos Tr. ‘ 

The MSS. all read éxedGoica, which, if genuine, must be taken 

‘in the sense of advancing, i.e. retiring from the shore, towards 

the mountain wave which afterwards broke and inundated the 

_ city. But the harshness of this. explanation, the tautology of 

enedOodca and én7@Ade, and the use of the word éravaydpyors in the 

description of the corresponding phenomenon. at Pephrethus, 

lead to the conclusion that éraveNoica is the true reading. Cp. 
droor&Aew, § 5. The natural event seems to have been understood 

by Thucydides as. follows: When the earthquake occurred ‘the . 

land rose near the shore; the waves became heaped up for a 

moment, and then returned, but so as to form permanently a new 

coast line. ‘A similar disturbance occurred at Peparethus, but with 

a difference, the sea retired, but did not advance beyond its old 

boundary. The same phenomena have been observed to attend 

earthquakes in later times. Seé Darwin, Naturalist’s Voyage, ch. 

adv; Lyell’s Geology, vol. ii. ch. xxx. 

. a - 
airioy 8 éyaye vopite. rod rototrov, 7 loxupéraros 6 ceopos éyévero, 89, 5. 

xara tovro &moordAKety re tHy OdAacoay Kal damlivns waduy emomaperqy 

Bracérepoy thy émikAvow motrely.
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89. 5. Thucydides is pointing out the connection between the earth- § 
quake and the inundation. Where the earthquake was most violent, : 
there the inundation’ was greatest. But the effect was indirect, 
being immediately caused by the recoil of the sea after the earth- - 
quake was over; hence ri 6édaccav and not, as we might expect, 
roy cetopdy, is the subject of zoxeiv. drooré\Aew, either act. or neut. 

90. 1. . rod 8 abrod Odpous erodépouy pev Kat EAdot, ds éxdorots LuvéBawey, ev,” 
, Th SixeXia, kat abrot of SicedtGrat én? dAddovs otparetovres Kat of 

*AOnvator tly Tots oderépors fuppdyos & 82 Adyou pddora déia pera 
“ray "AOqvatay of Lippayor Expagay.4 mpos rods ’A@nvatovs of avreroheptot, 
Tovrey pynoOnoopat. . : 

kal atrot, kal of "A@nvaiot, are not contrasted with xat @arot, all 
the armies which were fighting in Sicily, but are subdivisions of. 
them ; ‘many were fighting, a) the Sicilian Greeks, 6) the Athe- 
nians.’ 'The general statement, kat GAXox «%7.4., is opposed to the 
particular. which follows, & 8€ Adyou pddtora dha «rA. But the 
opposition is imperfectly expressed, for the first clause speaks of . 
the peoples who fought, and the second of the operations in which 
they were engaged. 

, 

92.4. énite yap 17 Edfola vavrixdy mapacxevacbivar dy Sor’ éx Bpaxéos ri 
ddBaow yiyvec Oat, rijs te érrk Opdkns mapd8ou xpqoipas eer, 

Thrace is here as elsewhere put for that part of Thrace in which the 
‘Athenian operations were carried on, generally called ré emt @pdns. 

Compare i. 60 fin. xal dgpixvodvrat Teocapaxooth iuépa vorepov ent 
_ Opens, # MoriSata dnéom: iv. 70 init. ént Opdkys. orpareav mapacxeva- 
Cépevos: “Vv. 34 init. fxdvrav abrois rép Gmé Opdxyns pera Bpacidou ’ 
eEAOdrrav orpariwrév: v. 35 init, rods ent Opdkys fuppdyous : 
med. robs émt Opdxns orpartmras: fin. Meconvlous re kab toads Ethoras 
etayayeiv, Somep xat abrot robs dnd Opdns. / : . 

THs mapddov. Cp. for the use of the Genitive i. 36 med. ris re yap ‘IraXlas kal SixeAlas xahds wapdt dou xKeirat Kr, wdpodos, either 1) simply ‘the way into Thrace, or 2). ‘the way past the enemy’s ‘ country into Thrace,’ 

9 . ~ S oy ~ ‘ a 2 : 4 : ’ 
2.5. — mpdrov pev aby ey Aedhois roy Gedy emnpovro, xedevovros B€, eEémeppar 

ToUs olkjropas K.r.A,
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We may observe that in this instance the God is stated to give 92. 5.: 
his sanction to an enterprise which ends in complete failure. 

- vedpid te mapeckevdtovro Kat jpfayto xara GeppombAas Kar’ airs 73 92. 6, 

orevdy, Eras edpudaxta, abrois etn. ” 

Gpfavro. They began the works connected with ‘the docks at 
Thermopylae, four and a half miles east of Heraclea. émws ebpi- 
Aaxra ety, either 1) scil. ra vedpia, for the better protection of the 
docks themselves, or 2)* for the better protection of Heraclea, 
and the road which led to it, against enemies from the south. 

- ebpvdaxra is used like wAwudrepa (éyévero), i. 8 med. ‘that every- 

thing might be well protected.’ Compare viii. 55 med. edduAaxré- 
| Tepa yap abrots éylyvero, ef wor dmraipoe ré rSv TeAorovnoiay vavrixdy. 

airtoy S€ iv" of Te @cocahol 2 ey Suvdper Syres kr, 98, 2. 

ré implies a clause which is to follow. There were two causes 

which ruined Heraclea, a) the jealousy of the Thessalians, 4) the 
brutality of the Lacedaemonian governors, of te Ocoaadoi xai of 

dpxovres. But in expressing the second reason a different con- 

struction is employed, ob pévrou ixtora of Gpxovres x.T.A. 

: Anpoobéms 8 dvarelOetar xara tbv xpdvov rovrov irs Mecanuiay, ds 04, 36: 

xadbv abré atpariis rocatrns £uverheypévgs Alrowdois émbécOat, Navrdxre 

ze modelos oat, kal Hv Kparhon abrdy, padles kat rd GAXo Hretparixdy 76 

ratty "A@nvatots mpoomotyjcety, , 

.See note on i. 9. 3. § 6. 

_ xpnober adr év Nepéa rodro mabey. 96. I. 

Thucydides, curious. as he always is about oracles, records 

one respecting the death of Hesiod. For the circumstances see 

‘Plut. Sept. Sap. Conv. 19, p- 182 Cc foll. (Wyttenbach, vol. i. part 
II. p. 639). < 

TH TOXN eAnicas. , : : ‘ . 97. 2," 

Literally, ‘induced to hope by his good fortune,’ not ‘relying 

‘upon his good fortune.’ 

: . péxpe pev oby of roférat eixdv re Ta Bédy abrots xat ofol re Hoav xpiobat, 98, 1, 

of 3€ dvreiyov' (rokevdpevoe yap of Airwdol dyOpamrot.yidot dvecréddovro")
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98.1. émetdy 8 rob te rofdpxav dwobardvros obrot StecxeddaOncay, Kat avrot 

exexpjxecay kal emi mohd 7 alte wévea Evveyduevor, of re Alrwdot evéxewro 

kal éonxdyricoy K.1.2, : 

t atrois is what is called by grammarians the dativus ethicus, or 
the dativus commodi or incommodi, that is, a dative expressing not 
merely a relation but a feeling or reflection about a relation. ‘As 
long as the Athenians saw (airois) that the archers still had their 
arrows,’ etc. 

xai emphasizes either émt odd or the whole clause which follows. 
7@ air wévp xr.A., ‘harassed for a long time by the same ever 
continuing trouble’ 

98.4.  débavoy 5é ray re Euppdxwy rool Kat abr&v AOgvaloy émAtrat mept — 
cikoot pddiora kal éxatdv’ rocotroe pév Td wAROos Kad Adtxla 4 adr 
obrot Bé&Ariotoe 5) dvdpes ev 1G modtum rade ek ris *AOnvaiay mdédews 
StePOdpyoar, . 

pAccia 9 adry, scil, iy, ‘they were in the same prime of youth.’ 
It would appear from this passage that chosen battalions (BéAr:erot) 
were sometimes formed of troops of the same age. Cp. note on 
ii, 13. 6, 7. 

100. 1. 105 8 abrod bépous Alradot TpoTréppavres’ mpétepoy €s re KépwvOor kat 
és Aaxedaipova mpéoBets ++. meldovow Sore ohice wéuyra oTpatiay ént 
Nataaxroy dd Thy tOv "AOqvatuy eraywyiy. 

mponéuvavres mpérepoy, having already or previously sent envoys, 
before the point at which the history has now arrived, and so 
before the Athenian expedition into Aetolia. ‘The Lacedae- 
monian expedition did. not come of itself, but I must go back 
a little to explain why it came’ 

dia Ty ray “AOqvaiov énaywyhy, because the Naupactians had 
invited the Athenians, iii, 94 med. 

101. 2. gvuvérpaccov 8€ pddtora aitG ty Aoxpdy Auircis, Sa 1d Tay 
uxduv éxbos SeSidres. - 

The Phocians, although reckoned among the allies of the Lace- 
‘daemonians (ii. 9 med., viii. 3 fin. ), were friendly to the Athenians, 
and therefore the Amphissians, who were enemies of the Pho- 
cians, were glad to help the Peloponnesians, Cp. iii, 95 init. fos
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karaBaln é és axéas, ot mpobipos éBéKow » xara TH "AOnvaiwy def more pidav 101. 2. 

Evotparetew j i xdy Big mpocaxOjvat, 

It is clear from this chapter and from ii iii, 95 fin. that the Ozolian 

’ Locrians generally were allies of the Athenians. Hence the Lo- 

crians mentioned ii. 9 med. as members of the Lacedaemonian 

- alliance, must be the Opuntian and Epicnemidian Locrians only. 

éni te Moddxptov édOdvres, THY KopwOluy pev amorkiav, "A@nvatwv $2 102. 2 

GmjKooyv, alpovat, © 

Molycrium is a second instance of a city standing to Athens and 

Corinth in the same relation as Potidaea, i. 56. 

Anpoobérns 82 6 *AOquatos (ere yap érbyxaver dp pera ra ex ris Alrwdias 102, 3. 

sept Navwaxrov), mpoatcOduevos rod orparot cai Seioas epi atrijs, eddy 

weiOer ‘Axapvavas xaderds bia Thy ék ths AevxdSos dvayapyow BonOjoa 

- Navidkro, kal mémovoe per abrod ént tav vedv xidlous érAfras, of 

éoedOdyres mepterroincay 7d xaptov. 

It is not likely that these words refer to Acamnanian ships. The 

fleet which Demosthenes had brought with him is spoken of as 

having returned to Athens, c. 98 fin., while Demosthenes remained , 

behind in disgrace. The Corcyraean squadron had also gone home 

(c. 95 fin.) There seems to be a reference by anticipation to the 

twenty Athenian ships of which mention is made in c. 105 fin. 

dydot Oé pdAcora “Opnpos, Ste toadra jy, év rois Exeoe roiade, d corw x 104, 4. 

apootptou *Amd\Awvos. , 

Wolf (Prolegomena, p. cv) considers that the so-called Homeric 

hymns were pooiia in honour of the Gods, i.e. are made up of | 

' preludes, or fragments of the preludes, with which the rhapsodists 

introduced their recitations of the Homeric or other poems. Cp. 

Pindar, Nem. ii. 1-3,— 

SOevrrep cat ‘Opnpidac 

panray énéwv ta wOAN doidot 

&pxovrat, Atés éx mpooipiov. 

This i is very probable in itself and is confirmed by the meaning 

of the word ‘rpooipiov, and by the concluding words of some of the 

hymns, cp. especially those of the third, ninth, and eighteenth,— 

cet 8 cya dpEdpevos pera8noopat GAdov és Tpvov"
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of the seventh,— - 

xaipe, Téxos Lepedns ebwribos* ob8€ my Eorw 

aid ye AnOdpevov yruxepiy KogpRaat dodyv" 

of the thirty-second,— 
, xaipe, dvacca, bed Aevxdareve, Sia TeAqvn, 

mpoppor, eindéxapos* ofo & dpxépevos khéa hardy 
Goopat HycOdwv, Sv kdelova? Zpypar’ dordol, 
Movodev Gcpdrovres, dnd cropdray épodvrev, 

But the authority of Plutarch, by which Wolf in the Prolegomena 
supports his view, is not worth much. De Mus. 4. 6. 1132 D, 
1133 C (Wyttenbach, vol. v. part I. p. 631, 633), memolyra 8¢ TG 
Teprdvipw xat mpooluia xOapodicd ev freow (in hexameter verse)... 
vdpot yap mpoonyopebOncar, ered) otk efiv mapaBnva xa? éxacroy vevo- 
piopévor eldos ris rdoews. ta yap mpos tous Geods ds Bovdovrar ddo- 
atwodpevot, Bator edOds ent re ry ‘Opnpov xat ray Gov notow. 
djdov 8€ robr’ fore dtd roy Teprdvpov mpootztor, 

The lines which follow in the MSS. of Thucydides differ con- 
siderably from the text of the Homeric hymn which has come 
down to us. They may be fairly regarded as presenting a text 
prior to the Alexandrian edition, and are: therefore interesting 
as showing the kind of recension to which the Homeric poems 
were subjected. We may compare the two forms. 

. Hymn to Apollo, 146-150. 

As in Thucydides,— 

' Ddore Aho, LoiPe, pddiord ye Oupdy eréphns, 
&vOa rot Akexlroves’ doves HryepéBovrar 

aby ohoiow rexdeoor yuvattl re chy és dyudy* 
&vda oe mvypayty [re] xat é Spxnorvi Kai dordj 
pyodpevor réprovaw, Srav xabécwow & aydva. 

As in Wolf’s Homer,— 

AAG ob Afro, SoiBe, Boker” exirépreat Atop? 
€vOa Tot Axextraves * Tdoves HyepéBovrat, . 

_: aby adoiow rexéeoct eat aldoins dddyorcw* 
of dé ce Tuypaxty re Kat SpxnO ne Kar aordy 

..Byyrdpevor téprovow, be dy orhowvrat dyava, 
The other quotation contained in the chapter agrees with « our
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“present text, except in line 168, where the reading i is e8d8 a * dvelpyra 104. ‘4. 
Selves radametpios eAGdy, ’ : 

‘ Olpae lay on the Ambracian gulf, at a place where remains are 105.- - 
-Said to be still found, about three miles north west of the Amphilo- 

chian Argos, which is situated in a hilly country about twenty miles ~ 
-South east of the town of Ambracia. The Peloponnesians marched 
from Proschium about thirty- -five miles nearly in a straight line 
-northwards.. They found the country deserted by the inhabitants, 
who were for the most part allies of the Athenians, and had gone 

to protect Argos. On approaching Argos they struck into the 

-Mount Thyamus, and descending by night into the plain between 

-the two stations of the enemy at Argos and at Crenae, effected a 

_jJunction with the Ambraciots at Olpae, on the other side of Argos. 

-Argos is described by. Thucydides (c. 105 init.) as émadacaia, but 

_the probable site of the town is about a mile from the sea.’ We 

“may suppose, either that ém@adacoia is used in a loose sense, or 

that an inlet which now runs up into the land near the town 

“formerly extended to the town itself. See Leake, Northern Greece, © 

vol. iv. p. 244 foll. 

xatadapBdvovow “Odras, reixos éxi Adgou ioyupdy mpos TH Gaddoor, 105. 1. 

6 more *Axapvaves Tetytodpevot Koa Sikacmply é Expavro. 

‘ xowd, either ‘common to all the Acarnanians,’ or ‘common to 

the Acarnanians and Amphilochians;? more probably the former. 

73 8 GdNo "Axapvaives ds Exacror reraypevor eretxov. 107. 4. 
émeixov, ‘were spread over,’ or ‘occupied. 7" Cp. i. 48 med, rd de 

Go | abrot erieixov. ‘ 

zravayupotvres 32 ds édpwv 1d mdéov verxnpevoy, kat of MAAoe ’Axap- 108. 3. 

vaves' aodict mpocexcivro, xyadrerds Suecdtovro és tas “OAmas, Kat moot 

‘drrébavov abrav drdxras kat obderi xdaoji mpoomimrovres TARY Mavtivéwy. 

obrot 88 pddtora Evyreraypévor mavrds tod atparod dvexcopnpav. 

« ’ ‘abréy, not the right wing of the Peloponnesian army just men- 

-tioned, for the Mantineans were-on the left; but, generally, ‘ of 

‘their army. smpoomizrovres, either 1) attacking the enemy, or 2)* 

dashing into Olpae after the retreat. 1) agrees better with the
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' 108. 3. meaning of the word and with the general sense, 2)* is more ap- 
propriate to the particular situation, Cp. duerd{ovro, dvexdpyoav, 

. ~ a“ wo a a 109. 2. dvaydpyow S8 ex pév rod mpodavods ode éomelaavro Gract, xpupa Se 
Anpoodémns pera trav Evorpariyyov "Axapydvar omévBovrat Mavrivedot Kat 
Mevebaig kai rois GAos dpyover rév Hedonovynciov xat Soot abrév Foav 
Gkwodoydraror dmoxwpety Kata Téxos, Bovddpevos Wddoat rods *Apmpa- 
xibras te Kal tov proPodédpov Sxdov Tdv fevikdy, pddtora 8 Aaxedaipo- 
vlovs Kat Ileorovrnaious diaBadreiv és rods exelvy xpHlov "EAAnvas, ds 
xarampoddvres 7 €avrdy mpoipyiairepoy éerotjoavro, 

YASeat, ‘to leave weak and helpless.’ 
rév pabodspov Sxdov roy Eevrxdr, i. e. mercenaries in the pay of the 

Ambraciots, who have not been previously mentioned, probably ~ 
from - the’ neighbouring tribes of Epirus, cp. ii, 68, 80. It -is 
unlikely that the Peloponnesians would have left behind their own 
mercenaries if they had any. And in c. 111 infra no distinction 
is drawn between different classes of Peloponnesians, but only 

- between Peloponnesians and Ambraciots. 

111. 2. 

The subject of dmroyapeiy is ‘the Peloponnesians’ to be supplied 
. from ‘the leaders of the Peloponnesians.’ Demosthenes negociated 

_ With the Mantineans, Menedaeus, and the leaders of the Peloponne- 
sians, not for their personal safety only, but for the safe withdrawal ° 
of their forces; the Ambraciots, their allies, being left to their fate. 

of 8 "ApmpaxiGrat kat of dddot, oor peév eréyxavoy oftus GOpdor Evved~ 
Odvres, ds Zyvocay artéyras, Spunoay cai abrod cat %eov Spépue, émtixara- 
AaBeiv Bovdduevor, of BE Axapyaves rd Hév mpdroy xat advras evduicay 
dmtévat dowévbous spots, kal rods Tedorownaiovs evedtoxor. 

pev after dot, which is slightly out of place, is opposed to 8é in 
the following sentence, of 8” "Axapvaves, and has the same effect as if 
the words ran of pev *Apmpaktdrat kat of Aor ++ Of 8 "Axapvaves, . 

1) as éyooay may go with what follows, and ofras may mean 
‘on the instant, ‘ at once.’ . 

Or 2) otrws may answer to és before eyvacay, ‘who happened to have come together when they saw the others running away.’ Cp. 
‘iv. 135 med. rod yap Kddavos mapevexOevtos, oftusg és TO Sidxevor, mply_ 
eraverGeiv rov mapabdiddvra airdy, 4% mpéabects eyévero,
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A considerable portion of the Ambraciot army is evidently 111, 2 
included in éo0, for not Jess -than 200 of them were killed, 
iii. 111 fin. 

kat yap rovs Meoonpious mpdrous emirdes 6 Anpoobéns mpotrake kat 112. 4, 
mpocayopetew éx€heve Awpida te yASocay lévras Kat Tois mpoptrake more | 

mapexopevous. 

. For the employment by the Athenians of their Messenian allies 
against a Dorian enemy cp. iv. 41 med. . 

6 dé Tvbd8apos .. . &rAevoe reAevrGvros rod xepdvos emi 7d Aoxpav 115. 6. 
potptov & apdtepov Adxys ethe. 

‘The fort which Laches had taken’ (c. 99) must have been - 
retaken i in the interval by the Locrians. 

eppty 82 wept adrd rd Zap robro & plat tod mupds ex tis Alzyys, Somep 116. 1, 

kal rd mpérepov, kat yay td EpOeipe rv Karavatov, of emi tH Airy 76 

Spec olxodaw, Srep péycordv eorw Spos ev rH Suedig. Aéyerau 8 wevry- - 2, 

. KOOTH Eret purvat tovro pera To mpérepov pevpa, 7d dé kipray pis yeye- 

vijoOat rd pedpa, dd? ob SexcAia td ‘EAAnvep olketrat. 

Thucydides here mentions three eruptions, the latest in the sixth 

‘year of the war, 426; one fifty years earlier; and a third earlier 

still, but occurring after the Greeks had colonized Sicily. Another 

eruption is said by Diodorus (xiv. 59) to have taken place in the — 
year 396. We may infer witli reason that the history of Thucydides, 

or at least this part of it, was written before, and not revised after, 

the year 396. ,
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1. 4 kal dAdat at m\npodueras eueAdov atréce éynaboppuadera roy mddepov 

evretbey rompoerbat, ° . 
Either 1), as Classen suggests, af has crept in from the end of 

the previous word, or 2) the ships which were being manned are 

opposed to the ships which were already manned, rather obscurely 

implied in the preceding clause, al 52 vijes Mecojyny epotpouy. 

2. 1.. .aply rdv cirov év dxpi etvat. 

Cp. note on ii, 2. 1. 

3.1. 6 pev Elpupédav kal Zopocdjs pretyovra és rhv Képxvupay, 6 de Anpo- 
bens és thy Tudov mparov éxédeve ‘oxévras avrods Kat mpdgavras & Set 
tov mAoty moteio Oat, . - 

mpdgayras & dei, ‘after doing what was to be done.’ "Either 1)* 
a reference to etroy xpiioGat tais vavolt rabrats tmept Thy TleXorrévbnooy 

above, ‘after executing the design, whatever it was, which De- 
mosthenes had in his mind” The language is purposely vague. 
Or 2) to be explained from the words which follow, yélov tetxi- 
¢eoGat 78 xwpiov, ‘after doing what was necessary to fortify the — 
place.’ Cp. c. 5 med. tetxicavres of *AOqvaioe Tov: xepiov Ta mpos 

pretpov kat & pddrora eer, 

Is Sphacteria the island now called Sphagia, and the harbour of 
Pylos the bay of Navarino, Paleokastro being identified with 
Pylos itself; or are we to look for the scene of action to the - 
north of these places, and to assume Paleokastro to have been 
Sphacteria and the lake of Osmyn Aga the harbour? in which 
case Paleokastro must once have been an island, since joined to 
the mainland. 

Dr. Amold first suggested the latter alternative, to which he 
himself inclines, chiefly on the ground that the bay of Navarino 
is too large and the entrance too wide to answer to the description 
of Thucydides. The length of the island given by Thucydides
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~ (iv. 8 med.) is fifteen stadia, or about 13 of a mile; the actual length 
is estimated at 23. geographical or more than 22 statute miles, 
Similarly the southern entrance to the bay is about 1400 yards in 
width, and the ‘northern, which is at present only practicable for 
boats, about 150 yards (Col. Leake, Morea, i. p. 401 fol). But 

- the southern entrance is said by Thucydides to have been a pas- 
sage through which. not more than eight or nine ships could 
pass abreast, while the northern did not admit more than two 
ships abreast; and both were to -have been closed by ships placed 
with their heads looking towards the sea (c. 8 med.). 

To these objections we reply, that, whatever difficulties attend the 
ordinary explanation of the localities, much greater are involved 
in Dr. Arnold’s attempt to identify Sphacteria with Paleokastro, or. 
the lake of Osmyn Aga with the harbour of Pylos. i . 
‘1) It is much more probable that. Thucydides should leave 

unnoticed the lake of Osmyn Aga and the hill of Paleokastro 
than that he should make.no mention of the bay of Navarino and 
of Sphacteria. The latter, as Mr. Grote remarks, would naturally 
have afforded a landing-place for the Athenians, as the bay of 
Navarino would have given them a harbour, when they passed the 

- night at the island of Prote (iv. 13 med.):: for the island and the - 
harbour would not, in the supposed case, have been in possession. 
.of the Lacedaemonians, And Thucydides would not have. op- 
‘posed ri Frepov simply to riv vicov (iv. 8 fin.) had there been two 

" adjacent islands close to the coast, ° CC 
2) Itis impossible.to suppose the name of Sphagia, which was 
given to Sphacteria in ancient times, cp. Strabo viii. 4. 2 (xat 4 

. Mpookempéva mryolov rod Tdov' Spayia vigos* 4 8 airy Kal 2paxrnpia 
Aeyouévn, x.t.d.), to have been’ transferred from Paleokastro to the - 
present Sphagia. Of all old traditions the names of places are the 
most trustworthy, and such a change of name as is suggested by 
-Dr. Arnold is most unusual, if not unparalleled, in ancient geography. 
And this change is supposed to have occurred in. the name of a 
-place which, according to Pausanias (iv. 36. 4), was known to all 
.mankind for its historical associations, It is true that Pliny, N. H. 
iv, 55 (12, 19) says that there were ‘ante Pylum tres Sphagiae,’ 
But there is no proof whatever that any of these ‘were ‘identical 

VOL. I Q ,
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with Paleokastro, or even that Paleokastro, now joined to the 
mainland, was an island at all in ancient times. 

3) It is possible that Thucydides may have been in some degree 
mistaken (see Introduction on the Geography of Thucydides), or 
that the coast may have changed, or both. Some change in the 
coast is indicated by a shallow running out from the southern side 
of the southern channel, and extending nearly half way across. 
Here the water is only six or eight fathoms deep, whereas in the 
deepest part of the channel the depth is thirty-five fathoms. See 
Dr. Arnold’s map. 

4) The localities, according to Col. Leake, exactly answer to the 
description given by Thucydides, with the single exception of the 
size of the island and the width of the channel. No such exact re- 
semblance is to be found in Paleokastro, which is much too small 

to have been the scene of operations, being about a statute mile in 

3. 2. 

length. And very great changes must be assumed in the forma- 
tion of the coast if Dr. Amnold’s theory be adopted. 

5) The remains at Paleokastro, which are very considerable (see 
Dictionary of Geography, Pylos), show that the place was inhabited 
from a remote time. But Thucydides tells us that the island was 
covered with wood and pathless, having never been inhabited (da 
Thy det épyplay, iv, 29 med.). 

It should be remembered that Pylos, the ‘fort’ of the Athenians, 
is situated to the north of Sphacteria, and may have been the 
Acropolis of the ancient Pylos, which was somewhere in the neigh- 
bourhood. “But the ‘site, and almost the name (for the Lacedae- 
monians called the place Coryphasium) were lost in the time of 
Thucydides. Cp. the oracle, partly quoted in Aristoph. Knights, 
1059, (whatever it meant), gore IdAos mpo IvAoo [IvAos ye pév 
€ort kat GdAp. | : 

kat drépawe modAjp edroplay Sbdov te Kal Adar, Kal dice Kaprepop 
bv ‘kal Epynpov adtd te Kat emt aodd THS XSpas. 

épypoy aizé re xai x7.d. is an inexact expression, some such idea 
as épnpia jv having to be supplied from Epypov with emi modd rijs Xepas. 
Lit. ‘the place was barren itself, and over a great part of the 
country,’ i.e. there was barrenness. The substantival use of such
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phrases with éri is not uncommon, cp. ii. 76 fin. play pev (ynyavjr) 3. 2. 
i} ToD peyddou oixoSopjparos, xara 7d xSpa mpocayGcica, ent péya re 
-Katécee Kat rods Tararéas €PdByoev, where éxt péya is an accusative : 
iv. 100 med. cat dceotdfparo emt péya kat rod dAdov £ddov, where it is 
a nominative, as here. 

dméxet yop otadious pddiota % Tvdos ths Ladprns rerpaxogious, cai Zorw B. 2. 
év 1H Mecaqvia more obcn yi. 

Cp. Strabo, viii. 4. 2, dyat 82 Oovvdidys, vaterabpov txdpga rév 
Meconviey tatrqy rv Wédev, where it may be observed that Strabo is 
not quite accurate, for Thucydides only speaks of Pylos as situated 
in the ancient territory of the Messenians, and says nothing about 
their ir having used the bay as a harbour. 

of 8€ moAAas tacav elvar dxpas éphuous tis edorovvjcov, fv BotaAnra 3. 3. 
katadapBdvey Thy médw Samavaey, 

1)* The use of daravay in the active sense, ‘to waste the resources 
of the city,’ is sufficiently defended by Antiph. De Caed. Herod. (v.) 
30, ai dy péy rére napaxphpa €Bacdvicav, obros pév obdév ele mept euov 
praipov* bv 8 Hpépats dorepov wodXais &Sandyyoav (two MSS, repeat 
€Bacducar) «2. odros fy 6 maabels nd rotTwv: App. Civ. i. 94, avepss 
Te ToNUs dumecdy é¢ rogodroy abriy (rip modu) Bandyycev ds pydev 
x tis médeas Adpupov yevérbar: Suid. s.v, Oovxvdidys de tiv aékw 
Sararav pyow, dvtt rod ets dvaAdpara peydda epBddrewv. 

It is not impossible, however, 2) that the word may be taken in 
its more ordinary neuter sense with iv médw for its subject : ‘if he 
by occupying these places wished that the city should be put to 
expense.’ xaradayBdver then involves an anacoluthon; but cp. 
note on iii, 53. 4. 

Tobs Meconvious oixetous dvras atte 73 &pxator, 3. 3- 
“The Messenians who were the ancient inhabitants of the place,’ 

not ‘The Messenians who were attached to him of old.’ 

cos 8€ otk Exeibev otre Tous orparnyods ofre rods otparidras, Gotepoy 4, 1, 
kal tos tafidpxots Kowdoas, fodxatey énd Gmolas, péxpt adrois rois 
orpatiatats sxoddfouow spn} éxéece Tepiotaow éxretxioat 7d xapiov, 

We know too little of the circumstances to be .able to explain 

Q2 

.
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. why Demosthenes, having addressed first the generals and then 
the army, should have applied last of all to the taxiarchs or officers 
-Who were next in authority to the generals. He may have said, 

‘the order of the words is adverse to this interpretation. 

‘I can do nothing with the generals or with the soldiers ev masse, 
I wish you would use your influence with them in detail.’ It has 
also been supposed that the clause dorepoy ». . xowdcas is explan- 
atory Of otx éeev trols orpartdras, and implies that ‘Demosthenes 
addressed himself to the soldiers only through the taxiarchs. But 

jodxatev ind drdvias is a confusion of two ideas: he was pre- 
vented from sailing by the bad weather, and he was reduced to 
inactivity by the refusal of the army to co-operate. - 

meptordot, not ‘changing their: minds,’ but ‘ standing about.’ 
mepticracOat is not used in classical Greek of persons in the sense 

‘of ‘change.’ The aorist (see note on iv. 112. 1) is retained in the 
participle, as well as in the principal verb éxretxioat, although the 
participle coupled with it, exoAdfover, is in the present, with which 
the meaning of the verb has a natural affinity, meptoraow is more 
definite than cxord{ovet, and, said of the sailors, ‘ hanging about,’ 
is the beginning of the picture in which ‘Thucydides goes on to 
describe their unwonted activity. Or 2) mepioréow may be closely 
connected with éxretxioa in the sense of surrounding or coming 
about the place=mepiorivat xa éxretyioat. 

_. éaénece is the reading of the great majority of MSS. Though not so idiomatic as érémece and évérece, it admits of a sufficient sense: ‘There fell amongst them’a desire.’ Classen thinks that the vivid representation of detail in this passage is due to the testimony of ocular witnesses, perhaps even of the historian himself. Though the narrative is probably derived from ocular testimony, is not the liveliness of the picture rather due to the writer’s own gehius? . 

+ 
gare ’ » 6 : of bé €opTyy tiva €Tuyvov ayorres, 

A frequent cause of delay in Spartan military operations : cp. _ ¥. 54 med. 82 and Herod. vi. 106 (before Marathon), vii. 206 (be- - fore Thermopylae), ix. 7 (before Plataea), | 
6.1. 

1 
a a A - Gua 8 mpd eoBaddvres, kai rod giroy ere xAwpod Svros, comdugoy rpo- ize tots moots. - 

‘ a
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” rois moNXols, for the main body, exclusive: of the officers, and 6,.r. 
“those who had money. \ 

xara $€ roy adrév xpdvov Stpavidns *A@qvatoy otparyyos "Hiova Thy emt 7. I. 
Opdays, MevSalov.drotktay, toAepiay d2 ofcav, ... xarddafe. 

Not Eion upon the Strymon, which had belonged to Athens 
‘since the time of Cimon. ‘The name of Eion, meaning. ‘shore, 
was a common one, and is attributed to three if not more places. 
-Thucydides tells us that the Eion here mentioned was on the coast 
‘of Thrace, but the exact spot cannot be defined (Arnold). 

vais...at tmepevexOcioar tov Aevxadiov icdpdv Kat NaQotdcar ras ev 8. 1. 
ZaxtvOe *Arrixas vais x.7.A. ‘ 

kat AaGodeat, not ‘and so escaping,’ but and. also escaping,’ for 
Zacynthus: was far south of Leucas. 

tiv 8 vicov Tatryy | oBotpever, my e€& abrijs tov méNepov odici roavrat, 8, " 

SmAiras bieBiBacay els aitiy, cat mapa thy Fmetpoy GAdous Erakav. ofr 8, 
‘yap Tois "APqvaios hv re vagov Trodeplay cea Oat Thy Te 7merpov, aréBacw 
otk Exougay’ Ta yap aris ris Wvdov ef rod eondod mpas rd méhayos 
ddipeva Svra ovk Ebew Sev Sppdpevor SpeAfoover rods abrav, © 

The passage. distinguishes between the shore in the immediate 
neighbourhood of Pylos, which had no harbours, and the adjoin- ; 
‘ing mainland, on which the Peloponnesians posted soldiers. ydép - .- - 
-explains, or rather completes, the explanation of daéSacw otk 
‘€xovgay. ‘For the mainland (—as opposed to the island—where it 
was not defended by soldiers,) was by nature inaccessible.’ - 

. 74. yap abzijs, either 1) a nominativus pendens, rods ’A@qvaious being 
the subject of ey, or 2) governing é&ew, which =zapétew. 

“ai rds. zpinpets, atmep Foray att@ dnd ray xarakebOercay, dvarndcas 9, 1, 
¢ > ? , 5 ‘ Ea > a, oe yy Aeros, tnd rd reixiopa mpocectatpuce, xal robs vatras ef abréy Sadicev donios 
te avrats kat olovivats rats woAXais. 

‘ " mpooerratpoce, 1)* planted a stockade close to the ships, for their... .- - 
‘protection, or. 2) joined the ships by a stockade to the fort. 
‘ dowiot te davhas xai==doniot + paihars re xa, . Compare note on, 
49. 3- §1. :
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9:2. # pddcta exelvous mpocedéxero meipdcev dmoBaivew és xwpia pév 

xaderd xal merpbdq mpds 7d wédayos rerpappéva, odict dé rod Teixous 

ratry doOeveotdrou Svros émandcacbat abrovs iyyciro mpolupycecOar, 

1)* The subject of émondcacOa is some notion such as 16 daGevés 

rod refyous gathered from o¢ic dé tot Telxous .. . dvros. mpobupt 

ceoba is used in a pregnant sense:—‘ to be eager or energetic,’ 

‘i.e. ‘to make this their point,’ and so ‘to make the. attack.’ 

The future implies that their course was already decided by the 

weakness of the place. ‘The weakness of the wall would attract 

them, and so they would determine to make the attack.’ Cp. note 

on iii, 66. 2, The aorist (émondoucOa), being the historical or in- 

definite tense, is sometimes used when we should expect the future. 

Cp. ii. 3 med, évéuicay emBuevor adios kpatioat: iil. 24 init. vopigovres 

yaiara opas rabryy avrots broromygat TpatrécGat. 

' 2) emoandoacba has been altered into émomdoecOa (pass.). 

_ @) The subject of ¢mowdcecOa may then be adrovs, the Lace- 

daemonians. 4) It is also possible with Poppo to make émomdcecOat 

dependent on mpobupnoerba, ‘they would be desirous to be drawn 

on.” But the ideas contained in the two words émondoecOa, 

mpobupioecbat, thus connected, contradict each other, the one being 

passive and the other active. 

The change of reading is, however, unnecessary. - 

10.1, “AvBpes of Evvapdpevor rovde rod xwduvov, pndels Spay év rh roride dvayky 

évveris BouddoOw Soxeiv elvat, exroyiCdpevos may 75 meptecTas pas Sed, 

Hadov 6é drepicxérras. eledms Sudce ywpicas rois évavriots, Kal ex ToUTWY - 
&v meptyevdpevos. 

Sudce xepioat, scil. BovdéoOw, xai emphasizes. ek rotrov: ‘Jet 
him resolve to meet the enemy unteflectingly with a good hope, 
as one who will survive even these dangers. kai ex rotrav dp 

- mepryevopevos refers to the feeling and not to the fact, and is to be 
taken closely with eveAnts. 

. . ~ 4 ’ 4 - e - 10.3. rod re yep xwpiov 7d ducépBarov Hyérepov vopite, {8] pevovtay qpoy 
. +’ J « ¢ ” , Evppayoy yiyverat, Groxwpyoact 8, xairep xaAendv dy, etropov Earat, 

‘ , . + 48 : padevds Kwdvovros’ Kal tov modnoy Sevdrepov ELopey ph padios aird 
wad ovens Tis dvaxwpicews, vy Kat ip? jpav Bid¢yrat,
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6 before pevévrwv is omitted in nearly every MS., but has been 10. 3 
restored by recent editors in order to escape the harshness of the 
asyndeton. The necessity for the insertion is doubtful. Cp. iti, 
37. 2 and note, where of before, otx é¢ dy av xapltnobe . . . dxpodvrat 
tudy is similarly omitted and inserted. 

troxepycact corresponding to pevdvrev is.a dative of relation, 
or a ‘dativus incommodi,’ referring to the Athenians, ‘ so far as 
concerns us, if we retire,’ or ‘we shall find if we retire,’ and is 
therefore not to be taken after: efzopov, The meaning is, ‘ but 
if we once retreat, although tugged, it will be easy enough for 
the enemy.’ Cp. i: 73. 2, and note, ei cat 8 you pGdXov Eorae det 
apoBahdoperots. . 

rai indicates a further stage: after the Lacedaemonians have 
effected a landing, it is conceivable that the Athenians may rally, 
and press upon them in turn, but then, not being able to retreat, 
they will resist to the last. , 

al otk ey yf otparés eorw ek Toi Spotou peifav, GAN dd ved, ats 10. 4. 
WoAAG 7a Kalpia Set dv TH Oaddoon EvpAivat. 

ex tod épofov is an amplification of é&v y9 and equivalent to dare 
etvat x rod éuolov, ‘and it is not a larger army on land, where it 
would be (otherwise) on an equality, but one on shipboard, and 
ships require many favourable accidents.’ 

kal dua da bpds, "AOqvaious évras kal émorapévous eumetpia ray vav- 10. 5. 
tiny én’ Gddous dréBaow, Gri, ef ris bropévor Kal py PéBo pobiov xai 
vey dewvérqros xatdtov broxepoin, otk dv more Bidtotro, kal adtods 

viv peival re kal duuvopévous rap’ abriv riv paxiav cate yas te adrots 

kal rb xopior, 

kai adrovs, ‘now that your own turn has come.’ The naval ex- 
perience of the Athenians should have taught them how difficult it 
was to force a landing in the face of an enemy: they should 
remember this now that they were on land themselves and had to 
meet a naval attack. 

rais vavoly dpa, otcats Tecoapdxovta Kal prot, : "12. 
“Sixty was the number of the ships which had gone to Corcyra
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and had returned to Pylos (iv. 8 init.) - But only forty-three are 

engaged in the attack on Pylos. How the remaining seventeen 

ships were employed during the battle is not stated. 

€v ti xopq meptibely reixos meTonpevous. 

, ‘Who have (or had) constructed a fort in the country.’ ‘The 

perfect or pluperfect participle presents the fact as continuing to 

the mind, and therefore more vividly than the aorist. 

12. 3. 

' 13.1 

_ Qetv 

138. 2. 

138. 3. 

ent mod yap eroter ris dédtys ev r rére toils pev Pmepdtas pdédora 

elvat kat Ta rela Kpariorots, Tots be Garacciors te Kal rais vavol wAciorov 

mpoéxew, ; 

émotet, not 1) ‘ for the prevailing. opinion was that the Lacédae- 
monians were superior by land,’ lit.‘ made for the’superiority of,’ 
emolet being intransitive (cp. iv. 8 med. y be edvora mapa moAv émofer 

trav dvOpdreav paddov és rods Aaxedaipovious) ; but 2)* taking rots pév 
rd. as the subject of éroie, fto be superior. by land was a great 
part of the glory of the Lacedaemonians,’ For émi odd, in either 
case, cp. note on iv. 3. 2. 

I. Anitorres 73 Kata tov Apéva TETXos twos pév exew, dmoBdceus Se 
padvora ovons édety pnyxavais. 

Either 1) as they could certainly land there, 0 or 2)* as that was 
the best landing-place. retyos is the subject of Zyew, the object of 

"allée ris ZaxivOov vijes ray *A@nvaiay sapaylyvorrat TeEVTHKOVTG. 
mevrnxovra, the reading of two good MSS. (Cl. Ven.), must here be 

substituted for recaapdxovra, the reading of all the rest. For @) the 
Athenian fleet, which already numbered thirty-seven (cp. iv. 2 init., 
5 fin., 8 init.), must have numbered more than forty after receiving 
the reinforcements mentioned in ‘this passage; and 6) the subse- 
quent addition of twenty ships makes the whole number seventy 
(c. 23 fin.) 

tH 8 dorepalg Wapaokevacdpeves Os ext vavpaytay aviyyovro av pev 
Gvrexmdely Coot odiow és rv stpvxepiay,: et Be Ba @s abrol émec- 
mAevaovpevot. 

:
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‘fv peév, as in iii, 3 med. followed by e7’dé, indicates the preferable 13. 3 
alternative. The order of words is inverted for the sake of bring- 
ing the clause qy pev dvrexmAciv «rd. into nearer connection with 

. the clause to which it is opposed. The whole sentence would 

have run more naturally rh & torepaia dvipyovro, fy pév ,dvrexmdely 

" €édaat adiaw és tiv ebpvxaptay, mapackevacdpevor Os én vavpayiay, 

ei 6€ pi xd. There is therefore no necessity to suppose an. 

aposiopesis. . 

cal émdidxovres as bid Bpaxéos & érpwcav pev rro\dds, mévre & €AaBov 14, x. 

ed. . ; Lo 

Not 1), as Kriiger, ‘they pursued them, and, as the distance was 

so short, disabled many and took five.’ For a) ds dd Apayéos goes 

awkwardly with érpocay, and 5) emdidkovres Seems to require a 
qualification. But 2)* ‘pursuing them as well as they could in such *” 

a narrow space,’ ds d& Bpaxéos being the correction of émididxovres. 

' As far as it could be7called a pursuit when the land was so near.’ 

cat év toutw Kexwddcbar eddxes Exaotos @ ph Tit + al adres & pyo 14. 2. 

‘raphy. 

év tours may be either 1)* taken adverbially in “the sense of 

‘meanwhile,’ i.e. ‘in this state of things,’ or 2) connected with 

epye. a 
According to 1)* the subject of xexwhicGa is Eoyor supplied from 

@ run Epyg, ‘each man thought that any work, or part of the action, 

in which he did not himself’ (kai, as well as others) ‘share, was 

‘marred. . Lo - 

According to 2) 2 ey TOUT@. $ Ba rit tpyo Taphv= ev ‘robrg rE eye 

Sm ph mapqy, ‘in any part of the action in which he was not 

himself. present;’ and either a) xexoddaba is impersonal, or 4) _ 
éxaoros Bbner xexadbobar may mean, ‘ every one appeared to have 

been kept back by force from any part of the action . in which he 

did not himself share.’ 
Or 3) py» may be taken closely with _mapiv in the ‘sense of 

£ actually,’ and ¢v rovre ... are connected.as in ii. 8. 4 (see note), ont 

év robre re kexwhigbat ddket Exdate Td mpdypara, § py res abrés wapéorat, 

We cannot however argue that the construction here must be.
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14. 2. similar to that in ii. 8. 4, for Thucydides may have connected the 

same or nearly the same words differently in different passages. 

15. 7%. Bovdctew Tapaxphia épGvras, 6 re dv Soxj. 

‘That, having the facts before their eyes, they should at once 
take such resolutions as might seem good.’ 

15. 2. kat xwduvevery obx eBobdAorro 4} Ord Apod re abeiv abrods, % bard Anus 

BiacSévras, [4] xparnOijvat. : 
Several good MSS. insert # before xparnOjvat. The meaning will 

then be ‘fearing lest they should die, either by starvation, or over- 
whelmed by superior numbers, or be captured.’ But it may be 
remarked that the words 7: macy and xparnéjvat, according to this — 
reading, must have a somewhat forced explanation put upon them. 

16.1, gvddooew S€ Kai rv vicov "AOnvatous pndev Fooov boa ph droBai- 
vorras, , . 

‘Doing everything but disembarking,’ or‘ but not to dis- 
embark,’ the two words, like én: jsf, having by usage passed into a 
single adverb, in which the grammatical construction is lost sight 
of. The phrase here may be analysed grammatically into dca fv 
Guddcoew pip droBatvovras. Cp. Amold on i. 111. 6. 

16. 3. ai pe» omovdat ent rovrats eyévovro, kat al vijes mapeddOnoav odcat mept 
éfjxovra, 

The Lacedaemonian naval force never approached anything 
like*the high figure of 500, which was the aim of the confederacy 

. at the commencement of the war (ii. 7 med.). At this time the 
ships engaged in the sea-fight, including some which belonged to 
the allies (iv. 11 fin.), together with all the ships on the coast of 
Laconia, amount only to sixty. Of the ‘forty-three which had 
been engaged, five had been taken by the Athenians (iv. 14 init.). 
So that, if the terms of the contract were strictly fulfilled, the entire 
Lacedaemonian fleet at Pylos and elsewhere, including an unknown 
number of allied vessels, could not have exceeded sixty-five, 

18. 2, kairot obre duvdpews evdeig éxdOopev aité, otre pet{ovos mpocyevopérns 
UBpicavres, and 3€ tov del Srapyévrwy youn oadérres, dv G mace rd 
aird éuolos imdpyet
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Not ‘ we were deceived by the course of events,’ but ‘ without 18. 2. 
any change in our circumstances we were mistaken in our judg- 
ment.’ 

&v Sarr. scil. &v 76 opdddeoOat youn, ‘and in a matter of judg- 
ment a like error may befall any one. 

cuppdvay S€ dvSpay, ofrives tayaba és dppiBodov dopahas eevto, 18. 4. 
(kai rais Evppopais of abrot ebfuverdrepov dv mpoapépatvro,) rév Te mdAe nov 

vopicwot py, ad Soov dy ris abrod pépos Bovanrat peraxetpicew, todTe 

Euveivat, GN’ ds dv al royat adrav Hyhowvrat. 

In the first clause there is a confusion of cappéver 8¢ dv8pav 73 

G€obae and caddpoves 88 avdpes otrwes Cerro. Cp. ii, 44. 1, 76 & 
eiruxés, of dv xr.4., and note. As the sentence proceeds the con- 
Struction varies. xai rats Eupopais ... mpoop{powro is a paren- 

thesis: rév re modepov vopicwct resumes the thread of cfriwes. . . @evro, 

but as if of dy instead of oirwes had preceded. rév re wddepov K.t.d. 

Lit. ‘and who consider that war waits upon a man, not in that 

precise measure in which he wishes to take it in hand, but as the’ 

accidents which may befal men (atrav)—or the accidents which 

govern these matters—may determine.’ rovre refers to the person 

implied in ris, atréy may be either masculine or neuter. In the 

former case it refers to some general notion implied in dv8pes 

oddpoves, i.e. ‘mankind.’ In the latter it means ‘these matters,’ the 

antecedent being obscurely implied in the previous clause. For the 

thought cp. iv, 64 init, pepia piroveckdy ipyciobae rijs te olxelas yuapys 

Spolws atroxpdrwp elvat xat iis ouK apxo Tuxns: vi. 78 med, ob yap oldy 

te dua ris re émOuplas kat Tis Toxns Tov adrdv dpoiws Tapiay yevér Oat, 

kal dpewvoy jyotpevor duporépots By StaxwSuveverOat, etre Bia Siapdyorev 19. 1. 

maparvxovans twds cwrnpias, etre xat exmo\opanOevres paddov Gy XEtr — 

pobcier, 

_ phy StaxwSuvederOar xr... ‘not to run the risk whether they are 

to escape, or whether, on the other hand, they may not be forced 

to surrender, and pass still more completely into your hands.’ 

diapdyotey is the deliberative optative, Fyovzevor, which has preceded, 

being the imperfect participle =éret jyoivro, ‘ thinking when they 

came hither’ In the second clause the construction changes, the
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- only remaining, and therefore the more definite, alternative being 
expressed by the optative with dv. 

voutfopév re Tas peyddas txOpas pddor’ dv dcadrteobat BeBaias, otk i: 

dvrapuvépevés rts kal émxpatioas Ta hé@ TOD mohepov Kar’ dvdyxny Spros 

éyxatadapBdvev ph dad rod trou fupB7, GAN fv, mapdv 75 aitd dpacar, 

mpos Td emtetkés Kal dpet# abtd vexnoas, mapa & mpoceSéxero, perpins 

évvadday7. 

Either r)* 13 atré refers to the course of action. implied in the 
previous sentence, aird to the feeling which dictates it, ‘ having, in 

a’ spirit of moderation and by an effort of. virtue, overcome the 

temptation to enforce an oppressive peace ;’ or 2) 73 atrd Spacat 
may mean ‘to: effect the same object’ which might have been 

obtained by war, ‘in a gentle manner, the comma being placed after 
emetxés, not Spaoa, and atrd vixnoas, having: won his point, It may 

be fairly objected to this explanation that the two participles, mapép 
"and vixjoas, are then made to refer to ‘different times. 

20.1.7 

20, 2. 

_ mapa & mpocedéxero, stil. 5 €xOpds.to be supplied from the general 
meaning of the sentence. 

The reading atrév, adopted by Classen on slight MS. authority, 
and referred by him to the words roi ‘soXepiov (an emendation of 
Tov rontioy) is an unnecessary alteration of the text. 

év & dudyxn at8.ov & tpiy 2xOpay mpos TH Kowy kat iSfav Zyew, 
’ The speaker i is attracted by a connection of sound, and perhaps 

a fancied connection of sense or etymology, between ¢ tidtov and 
istav, For a similar play of words cp. iv. 63 med. kat adrot pa- 
Arora pev és GtBrov EypBaper, ef 32 ph, xpévov ds wrciorov omecdpevor tas 
iSias diahopds és atéts dvaBaddpeba: iv. 87 fin. &8rov Sdfay Karabéo bat, 
kat abrol rd re Yia wi Prabéqvat xr. ra 

kat attol te dri modépou elpyyny » Edbpeba kat rois @dos “EXAnow 
dvdmavow xaxay Tromeropev" ot-Kal ev toute tpas airiwrépovus Hyngovrat, 
mohepoivrat per yap -doahds Stotépay ‘GpEdvtav xaradicews dé yryvo- 
pévys, fis viv Opeis 73 wAdov Kbprol €ore, THY xdpwy. tyty apocbjcovew, : 

" of kat év rotr@, 1) xai qualifies the whole relative clause and not 
év rotre only, ‘ who, as they obtain ‘peace, will ‘also acknowledge 
you to be the chief authors: of it.’ a . 3
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Or 2) ‘ who will consider you to be the chief authors of peace, 20: 2 
as they consider you to have been of the war.’ But the latter 
statement would be too strong, and would be an ungracious topic 
for the Lacedaemonians to introduce. It would: also be incon- 
sistent with the words which follow, doadas 6 Grorépwr dpédvrav. 

Or better 3) kai év.rotra=‘ who will give you the. credit of the 
peace, as they will hold you answerable if the war be renewed. 

mohepodvrat, either x), from oXepeiobat, ‘they are at war,’ or, 
translating the passive more literally, ‘war is made upon them,’ or 

, 2) from wodepoiebat, ‘ they are forced to go to war;’ the first accords 
-best with the indefiniteness of adoapis Srorépay pédvray 

pay yap ai tpdv ra abta deydvrav 76 ye ENO “ENAgveKdy fi tore ore 20. 4.. 
brodeéorepor & op 7a péptora tTipnoes, 

That the jealousy of the other Hellenes was speedily aroused by 
a temporary combination of the Lacedaemonians and Athenians, 
which they regarded as a conspiracy against their liberties, we learn 
from v. 29. : : 
ep. Aristoph. Pax, 1082,— . 

efor orerapévors Kou} ths ‘EdAddos di, dpxew. 

épavres 8é of Aaxedatpdviot obre ochiow oldy re bv dv ander eimetv, ef 11 22. 3. 
kal md tis éupdopas eSdxer adrots Suyxupetv, py és rots _eandous 
StaPrAnPdow eirdvres xat ob ruydvres Kr, 

el rt kai x.7.., not ‘even if they were willing,’ but ‘although they 
might be willing; or ‘however willing they might be.’ That this ’ 
is the meaning is shown by the use of e? xuf not xat ? (see Jelf, 
861. 2), and also by the context. The Lacedaemonians were clearly 

willing to make concéssions. Cp. viii, 66 med. dare xépbos 6 i 

mdoxar ; tt Bia, et kat ovysn, evdpsle, 

kal aurol 8€ dreBeBAiKeray mavdnpei € és THY yay abrav, 24, 2, 
’. xai may here be emphatic, not copulative. ‘And (4) they them- 
selves too.’ But see note on i. 9. 3. 

- This is probably a new invasion, ‘for the Locrians, after their 

former invasion, . are described as having retreated, iv. 1. And 

cp. c, 25. 3. a
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25. 2. at vixndévres bad raév ’AOqvalav dia tdxous dwéndevoay ds Exacror 

eruxov és ta olxeia orparéneda, rd te ev.79 Meoonyy cal ev to ‘Pyyia, 

play vaiv dmodécavres, . 

év 76 “Pyyig, not literally ‘at Rhegium; which was friendly to the 

Athenians, but ‘in the territory of Rhegium,’ which had been in- 

vaded by the Locrian army. Cp. ili. 91 fin, cat orparevodpevos 

Tabryy thy jpépay ev Ti Tavdypa édjouv Kat évqudoarro: iv. 5 med. 

xai tt kal abrots 6 orparés Ex év tats A@jvais dv frecxe: v. 63 init. 

Aakedaipdmor dé éredy dveydopnoav ee “Apyous: v. 77 init. & "Em- 

Sadpu éxBovras. 

25. 4. mpoomdetcavres dé of ’A@nvatos xat ‘Pyyivor dpdvres ras vais Kevas 

€véBadov, xat xetpt oidnpG em PryOciog play vai adrot dmddeoay, roy 

dvdpav droxodupSyadvrayv. , 

The MSS. vary between atroé (Poppo) and atrois (Bekker). The 

context shows that play vaiy atrois dé\ecar can only be interpreted, 

‘the Athenians lost one ship in relation to the enemy,’ i.e..‘ the 
enemy succeeded in disabling one of their ships,’ not ‘the Athe- 
nians disabled one of the enemy’s ships.’ For in the latter case 
érépay vaiy dmoddvouat, § 5 infra, must mean, ‘the Athenians disabled,’ 
not lost, ‘another ship,’ which is inconsistent with ot« ZAaccop @: Exovres 

of Supaxéowt, § 6. It is better therefore to read abroi. 

25. 5- kal pera robro t&v Supaxocioy eoBdvrwy és tas vais, kat mapamdedvrwy 
dd xdhw és tay Meoojyny, abfs mpooBaddrres of ’A@nvaia, drootpwodv- 

6. tev éxeivuy Kal mpoepBahévtwy, érépav vaiy droddtovct, Kab ev TO Tap- 
dnhy kat TH vavpaxia TotovroTpdme yevonévy obk Zdacaoy éxovres ot 

Zupaxdéctor mapexoploOnoay és rév ev TH] Meooivy Atpéva, 

dmogipwadvrev x1.d, The Syracusan ships, which were towed, 
and therefore more out of the reach of the Athenians, made a 
sudden turn outwards, and so struck an Athenian vessel before 
they could be struck themselves. . By the words é 7 mapdrde ob« 
€Aac cov Exovres Thucydides implies that the success of the Syracusans 
was partly due to the manner in which their ships were towed from 
the shore. drocpéoat is explained by Suidas and by a grammarian 
‘(quoted in Classen) TO emuxtypat kat Ty wuyny mporetvat yupyyy: so 
here, ‘turning round another part of the ship.’
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_ The expression otk fAaccov exovres of Evpaxdorot naturally suggests 25. 6. 
to the reader’s mind the memorable crisis in which the Syracusans 

became more than a match for the Athenians. And this may 

have been intended by the writer. otk f\accov: the Syracusans 

‘had rather the advantage, having taken two ships against one 

‘ 

which the Athenians had taken of theirs. 

7H 8’ botepaig rais pév vavol mepimdedoavres Kata Tov "Axecivny woTa- 25. 8. 
poy thy yy edgouy KTA. 

nepirdeboavres, Sailing round a promontory, which projects from 

the coast south of Naxos, towards the river Acesines. Cp. for 

the absolute sense of mepumdelv viii. 34 init.  rév "AOqvatey orparit 

tais vavaly €k tod Kaptxou teptm\gouca kar’ "Apyivoy émrvyydver tpict 
sg ~ , ~ 

vavot Tay Xiwy paxpais. 

rois 88 apedjs 5 xardmAous xabeorixer’ emdxeddov yap ta wdoia reti- 2B. 7. 
pypéva xpnudror. 

The Athenians had to be careful of their ships; but the crews 

of the boats which tried to land were reckless, because they were 

insured, 

OpGvres rév re éxirySelav thy mepi tiv Wedorévyncov xopidjy ddivaroy 27, 1. 

€opevyy, Gua ev xwpio epripw xal od8 ev Ofper olod re Svres ixavd 

Tepiméumey, Tov Te Epoppov xupiwv ddipévoy svrav odk eodpevoy Kd. 

Gpa év xwpio épiz. The words are to be loosely connected 
with what precedes, as if odow or Svrev were supplied. The deso- 
lation of the place was an additional reason why provisions were © 
likely to fail, a reflection which naturally affected the mind of the 
Athenians. The clause dua év ywplo .. . wepuréumey is parenthetical. 

mdvrev 8€ époBodvro pddtora robs AaxeSatpovious, & Ore éxovtds te io- 27. 2. 
xupov abrobs évduilov odxére opiow emuypuxeteabar, 

‘Because they thought 1)* that the Lacedaemonians, having 

something to depend upon, were not likely any longer to negotiate, 
or ‘not in the way of negotiating, with them; or. 2) ‘that the 
Lacedaemonians were not now negotiating with them, - because 
they had something to depend upon.’ The. Gréek is in favour of 
2), which agrees better with the pres. émxypuxeveoOat, but the sense
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27. 2. is not so good, for the fact that the Lacedaemonians sent no more 

embassies is too abruptly introduced. : 

27.5. ral és Nixiay tov Nexnpdrov, orparnydy dvra, Arreohpawvey K.T.A. 

ano- in drocnpaiva, as in drofhénw, strengthens the medning of the 

_verb, ‘He expressly pointed to Nicias.’ It may be to this occasion 

_ that the poet Phrynichus alludes,— 

Ry yap modirns dyabés, as @& oS eyo, 

xox tsorayels eBdbifev Gomep Nexias. 

Meineke, Frag. Com. vol. ii. p. 603. 
‘Cp. Aristoph. Teapyof (Fragm. 156), Plut. Nic. ‘viii.— 

“A. "EGédw yeapyeiv,  B, Elrd res ae Kodvet ; 

AL Speis. "Emet 8iSope xtAias Spaypas 

édy pe Tav dpyay adare. B. Aexdpeba* 

SioxQua yep cioe aby rats Nexiov, 

’ The latter words seem to imply that Nicias would pay any fine to 

get off a command, 

More express. allusions to the whole affair occur in the Knights 

of Aristophanes, 54,— 

Demosth. kat mpony y enod 

pata pepayédros ev WvA@ Aakwovxiy, : 

mavoupyorard Tas meptdpapdy opaprdcas 

» abrds mapébnxe THY On’ euod pepaypevqy. - — 

Cp. ‘also 391-394, quoted below, 702, 741-745, 1051, foll, 
1200-1201. 

28,1. 6 8 Nuxias ray re ’AOqvaiey tt tmobupyBycdvrwy é¢ trav KXéwra, 6 nt ov 

kal viv wAci, ef padidy ye abrd aiverar. KT . 

Either 1)* ‘why he did not sail at once,’ or 2) ‘why he did not 
sail as it was,’ i.e. without being general. 

én, ‘why,’ is more graphic than dr, ‘that’ or ‘ because’ 

28. 4... AaPdv éx pév tis méhews oddéva, Anpvious d2 eat *IpBpiovs robs sapévras 

kal medtaaTds, ot Roav x te Aivou BeBonOnxéres, Kat GddoOev toféras 

‘retpaxogious. - 

. ze te Aivou ... Kat aNrober, : an anacoluthon, Té, though answering | 
‘to caf following, comes.too late in the sentence. ‘The words should
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have run meAraords Té of Roa &£ Alvou PeBondnxdres, kat ddobev rofdras 28. °4; 
TeTpaxoctovs, . 

: Tey 83 orparwwréy dvayracévruy dice tiv orevoyopiay THs yncoU Tots 80. 2. 
éoxdrots mpocicxovras Gptotomotciadar dit mpopudaxijs, kat epmphoavtds 
Tivos kara puxpdv ris Ans dxovros, kat &md ToUTou mvevparos emeyevopevou,’ 

78 wONd adris Zhabe kataxauder. : co : 

1) dzé rovrov may be out of place, being really connected with 
fAade. éumpijoavrés rivos... kal mvevparos ertyevopévov .. . amd TobTOU abe <= -- . 
karaxavOév. Or 2) xat may be used as if a finite verb had preceded, 
evérpnoe not éumpioavros. Or 3)* placing a comma after rotrou, xat': 
éxé rovrov=‘even from this trifling cause.’ (Or 4) dad rotrev=: 
‘afterwards’ But: this expression, though not uncommon in 
Herodotus, is not to be found in Thucydides. 

‘ otra 3} rovs te AaxeBarpovious padrov kariddy wrelovs 8 avras, trovodv 30, 3. 

mpsrepov &\dcaoar rv oirov adtos conéprew, 76 te ds én’ dkidxpewy Tods 
“AGqvatous padXov aoroudhy mrovetoOat, THY Te vaOY eanofararépay oboay, 
THY emyxelpyow mapecevdcero, 

,, Adocoot==‘ for a smaller number than they said,’ or, ‘than now 
appeared.’ 

1) bro’, although we should have expected aréce, is probably 
genuine, arising out of a confusion of rest. and motion not un- 
common in Greek.. Cp.- iva wep 13 mparoy Sppyvro in iv. 48 fin., 
74 init, It must be admitted however that the confusion of motion 
with rest is less frequent than that of rest with motion. " rt 

2) Dr. Kennedy, quoted by Mr. Graves (in his edition of Thucy- 
dides iv. 1-41) suggests 4 new and ingenious but not a probable 
explanation. He supposes atroi to refer to cirov. ‘For a smaller 
number of men than the corn.’ But the order of the words is harsh ; 

and although the meaning given, ‘less than’ or ‘too few for’ the 
corn, is grammatical’ and a possible translation of the words, the 
idea, not being assisted by anything in the context, is too abruptly’ 

introduced. 

2+ 3) avrovs méprev OF abrovs éonéumey for abrod donépmew is. an 

ingenious but unnecessary emendation. 

7é re. The MSS. read rére. But if we are to avoid an asyndeton, 

VOL. IL. R
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80. 3. which would be here inexcusable, 8¢ must be inserted after rére, or. 

rére must be resolved into two words, ré-re. 76. woeto@ar is then 

governed by xaridév, and is parallel to wAcious dvras, Ti vigor eb- 

amoBarwrépay odcay, ods ’AOqvaluus==the forces at Pylos, not the 

Athenians at home, who could not as yet have heard of the 

burning of the wood, or of the discovery which made the attempt 

better worth making. 

32. 1. - of 82 AGqvator rods pev mpdrous pidaxas, ois éemédpapor, edOds Siapbei- 

povow év te tals edvats Er, dvakapPBdvovras Ta dna, Kat Aabdvtes Ty 

‘ dréBacw, olopevev atray ras vais xara rd eos és Epoppov rijs vuxrds 

me, 

ré answers to kal, joining év tats evvais s (of which avadkapBdvoyras Ta 

émda is an explanation) with Aadévres, although the subject of the 

two clauses is different. ‘The Athenians disembarking unobserved 

by the enemy’=‘ the ‘enemy unconscious of their disembarkation.’ 

Classen compares Tacitus, Hist. i. 45, ‘ita simulatione irae vinciri 

zussum ef tmoaiores poenas daturum adfirmans praesenti exitio 

subtraxit.’ 

82, 4. - xatd vdrov te del euehdoy airois, 7 xephoeiay, of wodeuior Erec bat Yrrod 

kat of dropdtaror, rofevpace Kat dkovriois Kai AiGots Kat operddvais éx 

woAdod Exovres GAKHY. 

of dxopédrarot, not ‘the poorest class of citizens,’ and therefore the 

most poorly armed, but ‘the most difficult to deal with.’ 

33. 2, rods 2 Wrdods, 7 pddwora abrois mporOdovres spocxcowro, Erperov, kat 

ot Grootpeportes Aptvorto, dvPpwmrat koddus te eoxevacpévor Kat mpodap- 

Bdvorres fadlas ris Guyijs, xuptuv Te xahendryte Kai bard ris amply. <pnuias 

Tpaxéov Svrav. 

1) kal of droorpéporres, ‘and those who retired defended them- 

|. selves’ That they retired again is implied in the preceding word 

érperov. For similar uses of the article cp: iii, 63 fin. Upeis pév yap 

adixobpevoe adrovs, ds até, empydyerGe, Toig 8e AdiKoscw BAdovs Evvepyol 

karéoTnte: 81 fin. rhy ev alriay énupépovres tolg Tov Sjpov Katadvovow ? 

v. 5 med. rovras ov 6 daiak evrvxdy tots ‘Kopifopevors' ove Diener? 

10 init. onpatvew te dpa éxédevev dvaxdpyoty, Kat mapnyyetAe Tots dmofow 
> a 

ent rd ebdovupoy Képas . .. Udyew ert ris "Hidvos.
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Two other passages, i. 69 init. of vip Spavres BeBovrevpévor mpds od BB. 2.) 
dieyvoxsras, 439 kat ob pddorres, érépxovrat, vi. 36 init. of yap SeSidtes 
i3ta re Bovdovrat tiv wow és exmdnEw xa6tordva, in which the article. 
cannot be explained from the preceding words, might seem to 
indicate a less fixed use of it than occurs in later Greek, like that .: . 
of the Homeric poems, in which 6, 4, 76, are used with a force 
greater than that of the article, but less than that of the demonstra- 
tive. But this use can be shown to occur in Thucydides only veer 
&é follows (ep. iv. 26 fin. rois 38 aged}s 6 xardtdous xabeoryxet). 

is therefore better to take the article as referring to particular adh. 
viduals or classes considered under a general aspect, ‘the men of. 
energy,’ i.e. the Athenians, ‘those who have private reasons for © 
alarm,’ i.e. the Syracusan oligarchs. And some of the passages 
quoted above (iii. 63 fin., 81 fin.) may be explained in. the same, 
way. 

2) of, the old demonstrative pronoun, not ol, is required in 
iv. 68 fin. xarayopeter tis Evverdds rois érépos 7d emiBobdevpat kat ot. . 
uorpadévres dbpdo #AOov, where there is no antecedent to which the 
article can refer, and it may be the right reading in this place. Cp. 
Xen. Anab. vii. 6. 4, xat of elrov: Cyr. v. 4. 4, xat ds ebararnbels dudxet 
dva xpdros: and the stereotyped phrases } 8° &s—’s pév, bs 8é—xat Ss. 

koupus re... évrwv, té may be joined either 1)* with xaé, before 
mpodapBdvorres, in which case the second ré belongs to xaé after .; . 
xaAenérqrt, or 2) with ré after. xoplov: either 1)* the Athenians were 
lightly armed and easily outran their pursuers by reason. of the 
difficulty of the country, etc. :. or 2) they readily.retreated and de- 
fended themselves, because they were lightly armed, etc., and by 
reason of the difficulty of the country. 

we
 

we
 

kal atrol ry te Sper rod Gapoeiv rd wAeiotov etdnddres, mohhamhdavor 34. 1. 
owvdpevor krA, . 

The last words are the resumption of 19 dpe. xf Receiving the 
greatest encouragement from their own eyes, they appearing to 
themselves many times the number of the enemy;’ ive. ‘from their 
own eyes which showed them their superiority in numbers.’. Or 2) 

‘ from their being able to see around them;’ i.e. from the burning 

of the wood, cp. supra c. 30 init. 

, R2.
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34.3. _ droxerAgpevos pev TH Sipe rod mpoopay K.r.d, . 

_ Lit. ‘prevented in their sight from looking before them.’ rj der 

is opposed to écaxovovres above, and is supplemented by rod apoopav,. 

36.1. . dened 3€ dréparyroy fv, mporeAOdy 6 rv Mecanviey arparnyis Kréont 

kai AnpogOéve GAdws ey moveiv ahs" «i 52 Bovrovrae éavrg dodvat rv. 

toforéy pépos tt kal toy Yiddv wepudvat xark vdrov avrois 656, 9 dv abrs. 
eUpn, Soxely Bidcacbat THY Epodor, . . 

The accusative (opis) is used because. the subject is chariged 
from the singular to the plural, the reflexive pronoun because the 
Messenian leader. regards himself as a part of the Athenian army. 
He said, ‘ Our troops are labouring in vain.’ Cp. vi. 49. 2 and note.. 

. wepuévat, infin: of purpose, after Sodva:, ‘if they. were willing to. 
give him’a few archers and light-armed troops for him to find a way: 
round,’ ete. 

tf 

36.2. Katd 13 dei mapetcoy rod xpnprddous ris vicou mpocBalvay Kai y of 
Aaxedaipduros xwpiov loxti moredcarres obk éptdAacaov KrA. . 

. Kara 7 def x.r.d., ‘wherever the cliff allowed him a footing ;° xat 7. 
is added in explanation of rod kpnpvddous, ‘and by a way which the’ 
Lacedaemonians had left unguarded,’ , 

36. 3. . Kat of ‘Aaxedarpdvior Baddspevol re dudorépaber #5n Kat yeyvopevor ev. 
76 aird Evprrépart, as puxpdy peydho eixdoat, rd ev GcpporvAas, exetvot. 
Te yap.rH drpanrg neptehOdrvray roy Hepody SceepOapycay, oStol te appi- 
Bodot ¥8y sures obkért dyreixoy, GAAG. odois Te oXLyor., Haxdpevor Kat 
debeveia copdray dia. thy orrodeiav brexepovy’ kat of *AOnvaios . expdrouy 
78n trav épddar, . ; tote. . 

An anacoluthon; grammatically, there is no verb following oi 2, “Aaxedarpdvior RaddASpevor :- the end of the Sentence is absorbed in the illustration ekeivol re x.r.A. But the requi ght i ied i 
the words ovkére avreixov RTA ™ red thought © Supplied " 

: Poppo places the words éxeivol re... oftol re in a parenthesis,- 
omitting the comma after. ‘duepOdpyoav. ‘For the. men. of Ther- mopylae were destroyed when. the Persians found the .path round. the mountain; and so were. these .men,’—repeating See Odpqoray.’ 
But (2) it is impossible to separate ‘ofrot re from dyiforo: which
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follows; and (3) dePOdpyoav does not describe the fate of the 
Spartans at Sphacteria who, instead of falling, surrendered. 

86. 3.. 

In remarking on the similarity of the circumstances Thucydides 
may have intended to contrast the behaviour of the Spartans at ‘~ 
Thermopylae and the Spartans at Sphacteria (BeepOdpyaay,—obxére 

dyretyov dX’ imexdpour). 

a&mioroivtés re pip elvat robs mapaddyras trois reOvedorv Spotovs, Kal TWOS 

€popévou moré Borepoy réav "AOnvalwy Evupdyawy d¢ dyOnddva Eva ray ek ris 
40, 2. 

vigou alypadoray et of reveres abrav xadol xdyaboi, &mexpivato aire 

‘modded av akiov elvar tov Stpaxtov (Aéywr Tov siordy), el tots dyabovs 

dteylyvocke, SpAwaw motodpevos srt & evtuyydvuy Trois re ALOors xad roted- 

paow drepbelpero. . 

amiorotvres has no verb, and may be called, in “the. Janguage of 

the old grammarians, a nominative absolute. ‘The general dis- 

belief in the courage of the survivors elicited the following ‘answer.’ 

&rpaxros, an uncommon word in the sense of ‘an arrow,’ found 

however in Soph. Phil. 290, Trach. 714; Eur. Rhes. 312, and re- 

tained in mediaeval Greek (Ducange). Either 1) it was the Laco- 

nian word for an arrow (of which however there is no evidence), 

or 2)* it is here used contemptuously by the Lacedaemonians in its ° ” ry
 

ra 
ordinary sense. In either case the word would have suggested 

fa spindle’ to Athenian ears. 

For the wonder and curiosity with which the’ Spartan captives 

must have been received at Athens compare Aristoph. Clouds, 

184,— ~ 

ST. db “HpdkAets, ravrl rodara ra Onpia 3 : 

MAO, ri e6atpacas ; 76 cot Soxodary elxévat ; 

ST. rots ex WvAov AnPOciat, rots Aaxavixots. , 

Cp. also Knights, 391-394, 
GAN Gpos obros rowwdros dv dravra rév Biov, 

? 7 a 
xGr’ dvijp okey elvat, rdAASrpioy dudy Oépos, 

= 8 ‘ , >? a. yn ) 
viv 8€ trols ardxus exeivous, off exeidev qyayey, 

é&v tke dyoas dates xarrobéc Gat Bowherat, 
.« 

6 évrvyxdvey, ‘the chance or average man,’ not the specially 

brave. 

eAnifer re tiv Aaxauxiy Kai meiora EBdamrov Sudpavor bvres. ’ i, 2.
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“a 41.2.° For a similar advantage gained by the employment of the’ 

Messenians at the battle of Idomené cp. iii. 112 med. : 

Al. 4. . of 88 peitbvor Té apéyorro, kal woAAdKis pordyray abrods dmpdxrous . 

drémepmov, : 

Cp. Aristoph. Knights, 794,— 

AA. "Apyemrohépou 8€ dépouros 

- rh elpnunv e€erxédacas, ras mpecBelas r dreAauvets 

; éx ths médkews pabarvyilwy, al tas omovdas mpoxadodyrat, 

Peace, 215,— 

ei & ad rt mpdgar’ dyabéy drrixwvtxol 

xadOotev of Adxwves cipnyns wépt, 

eddyer dv tyeis ebOds' eLarardpcba 

vi) thy "AOqvav, vy AP, odxt weoréor" . 

Hover kates, jv Exopev riv Uddov. 

.665,— 

 anboted now abropdrn pera tay TlvAg 

‘orovdey d€povea 7H médet Kiorny mréav 

arroxetporovnbivas tpis ev TAKKANOIG. 

-42. 2, : mdéovres 8é, Gpa ey Zoxov peragi Xepoovijcou re Kat ‘Peirov és tov. 

atytadsy Tob Xepiou tirép ob & Sodtyetos Adgos early, , ; 

The context shows that dua € is to be taken with Zoyov, not 
with mddovres. Cp. ds S8.abrots Zrabov urs xaramAevoavres, 
infra § 4. , —— 

és rév alyaddy x.rd. lit. ‘to the beach of the district which the 
Solygeian ridge overhangs.’ 

Cenchreae lay on the coast about two miles south of the narrow- 
est part of the Isthmus. A little to the south of Cenchreae a spur 

of Mount Oneium comes down to the sea. . In the neighbourhood 
‘was situated the ‘Chersonesus’ mentioned by Thucydides, the stream 
Rheitus being further to the south, The Athenians landed about 
two miles to. the south of Cenchreae ; near which place the Corin- 
thians, who had missed their place of landing, were awaiting them. 

_ Leaving half their forces at Cenchreae to protect Crommyon, a 
town on the coast about nine miles to the north-east (which was 
attacked by the Athenian fleet after the battle and plundered, c, 45 

. init), and detaching another division under Battus to protect
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Solygeia, a village somewhere on the hill south of Mount Oneium, 42, 2. 

beneath which the Athenians landed, the Corinthians hurried to 

" meet the enemy. But owing to the interposition of Mount Oneium 

the engagement which followed was not perceived by the other half 

of the Corinthian army stationed at Cenchreae until the dust began 

to rise. Corinth, from which the reinforcements came, was about 

seven miles north-west of the scene of action. 

Kopivétor 8¢ mporvOspevor é& “Apyous ore} otparia Wéee ray "APqvaiay, 42, 3. 

ék thelovos eBonOncay és "IoOpdv mdvres mAjy tev a "loOpov. 

e€”Apyovs. Cp. note on v. 28. 2. . 
éx mAciovos, either 1)* with ¢8o7O,cav, answering to aps in mporru- 

@spevot, ‘having heard beforehand, they had come some time 

before,’ or 2) with zporv@dpero; cp. iii, 100 init. mpoméprparres ™po- 

Tepov es re KépwrBoy kat és AaxeSaipova mpéopes. 

dvo yap Hoa av TH pdxy of mapdvres. . 48.1. 

Not strictly ‘in the battle” for it does not appear that Battus 

‘was engaged, but ‘ on the occasion of the battle.” 

+d Sé dAdo orpardnedov auhorépwber épdxeto guvexds. 43. 5. 

‘ Fought steadily or continuously,’ i.e. without such vicissitudes of . 

fortune as had befallen the Athenian right wing. 

fjoav yap rois ’ACnvaiots ot tneis apddipor Evppaydpevor, rav érépwv 44, 1. 

OuUK éxdvTav inmovs. 

Cp. the famous parabasis in the Knights of Aristophanes, 595— 

610, in which the services of the horses on this occasion are duly 

commemorated. 

év 88 rh tpong tatty Kara rd defidv xépas of wAciorol te abrdv dwé- 44.2 

avoy xa Avxéppav 6 orparnyés. 4 Sé BAy orpartd tote TH TpdTO 

‘ob kata diogw moddjy ode raxelas uyis yevopérns, émel BidoOn, érava- 

Xepycaca mpos Ta perewpa iSpvn, 

Toure 7 Tpérg, ‘in this manner,’ i.e. ‘under these circumstances, 

* because the right wing was defeated.’ 

rav év th vaow welboval rivas ddtyous, dronépyvavres pidous Kai SiddE- 46. 5.
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46, s. avtes ds Kat’ edvoray Sh A€yeww, Gre kpdriarov adrois etn os rdxiora 
arodpavat, wAoiov Sé rt adtol érotdoev. : 

1)* ws kar’ etvoray 84 qualifies diddfavres, not Agyew. The friends 
of the captives went in good faith to them and told them 
what they had been made to believe by the leaders of the de: 
mocracy. -The perfidy (8) was that of the persons who instructed 
them, Se , 

Or possibly 2) idtous refers to persons who had been friends of 
‘ the oligarchs but had now come under the influence of the. 
democrats. 7 : ; 

atroi, the democratic leaders. 

47.1. as 8€ Erecav, xai PyXarncapévav 1d mAciov exmdéovres eAnpOyoar 
KT . , . a 

PXavycapévey, scil. the democratic leaders acting perfidiously, in 
concert with the friends of the captives, who acted in good faith, 

47. 2. EvveAdBovro 3€ rod Totovrou obx Fxtora, Gore axpiBy thy mpddacw 
yevéo@a, xal rods Texrnoapévous ddeérrepov eyyeipicat, of orparnyo) ray 

. *AGnvaiav, Karddpror Svres rods G£8pas pry dv Botreobar én? @rov xope- 
/ o@évras, disre adrot és Sixedav Emdeov, Thy tyshy tots ayovat mpoc- 
Tomoat, 

. . 
Gore dxpiBi xr. 1)* lit. ‘so that the pretext was strict,’ or _ >, exact” The word dep} which, properly speaking, refers to the 

interpretation of the agreement, is inaccurately applied to the mpigaors, because the interpretation of the agreement, regarded from another point of view, was the ‘pretext’ for delivering the prisoners up to the Corcyraeans. Or in other words, the pretext is called ‘strict’ because it was founded on a strict interpretation ~ of the agreement. . oo : . Or 2) mpdpacis referring to the pretext by which the prisoners were induced to leave the island, ‘ that the pretext should precisely, accord with,’ or ‘ be justified by, the facts’ meaning either a) that ‘the chief reason which made the false pretext turn out to be the actual truth,’ i.e. which realised: the fear of the - Corcyraean oligarchs that they would be given up to the people, ‘was the “ known disinclination of the Athenian generals,’ etc., or ) that ‘the |
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chief reason which | made the pretest appear satisfactory to the 4i. ae 
prisoners was,’ ete. 

paotryopépor TE Tapidvres emer dxuvoy ths 6800 Tovs oxoRalrepov Tpog- ‘AT, 3. 

LoyTas. ~ 

-mapiévres, ‘walking by their side:’ rods oxoXairepov’ mpoatdryras, 

‘those who lingered on the way thither,’ i.e. to the place where 

the two rows of hoplites were stationed. — 

kai és pv dvdpas éEnxovra Ehabov rods evr oixqpate tovTe To Tpdrg 48, I. 

eayaydvres xat Stapbeipavres’ Govro yap airo’s petagtygavtds mot 

Gdroge dyew. 

‘The aor. peraoricavras, the reading of all. the MSS., may be 

defended on the ground that‘it is the historical tense, as we might 

say peréotncav abrovs xat Hyov (cp. note on iv. 112.1). The tense. 

may also be explained as describing not the completion, but the 

beginning, of the act of removal. 
mot GAoce goes with peracrycarras, but is to be repeated with 

_ Gye, 

- ékédevov ads, ef Bovrovrat, abrods duapGcipat. so ABT 

atrots, scil. the Athenians, eas, the Corcyreans. . - 

of dé Kepxupaior xara pév ras Oépas ob8 abrot dtevoodvro Pidtec bai. 48. 20 

ov8é—‘ The populace had no more idea of forcing their way in 

than the captives had of letting t them in.’ 

ot bé épuddooorrd re &s #ovvarto Kat dpa of moddol opis abtols 48. 3. 

Srepbeipoy, diorovs te obs dilecay exeivor “és ras opayas xabsévres, kal éx 

KAwéy twav at ervyov atrois evotcat tats omdprous kal ex rév iparlov - . > 

mapatphpara movodvres drayxdpevot, wovit tpémy rd moAb tis vuctés, 

ereyévero yap v0E TG mabhpart, dvadouvtes odas. abrovs kal Baddépevoe 

trd rdv five SrepOdpyoav. 

The participles xa&cévres, dmayxdpevor, clearly belong to ods 

abrots didpOepor, not to deepOdpycay, and therefore ré after éiorais 

cannot supply the connection between the two finite verbs, but 

must answer to «af following. The asyndeton before aarti rpdre 

’
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48, 3. may be explained either as a resumption, or from the vehemence: 

- of the expression, or from the numerous participles which make the 
writer forget that a finite verb has preceded. For a like asyndeton 

caused by the passion of the speaker cp. iii. 59. 2 and note. 

mapatphpata rrowotvres==rapaiphpace, parallel to rots omdprots. 

dvadodvres is a conjecture of Heilmann, supported by the trans- 

lation of Valla, and is confirmed in some degree by the authority 

of the ancient grammarians, who quote the participle dvadotyres as 

occurring in Thucydides in the sense of dvatpodvres, although not 

found in our extant MSS. The reading of the MSS., dvadotvres, 

is far inferior in sense, and can only be defended if the words dva- 

doivres ads abrovs be taken as a resumption of drayydpevor; they 

would then describe the most striking though not the only way in 

which the prisoners killed themselves. ‘In every sort of way, some 

tying themselves up, others hit by their enemies from above, they 

perished.’ Such a repetition of one of the particulars after the. 

words ravri rpéz@ is extremely harsh. And the change of ‘reading . 

from dvadvivres to dvadodvres, A to A, is the least possible. 

It is remarkable that the instinctive love.of life 1) led some of 
them to shelter themselves (ébuddeaorro), while others only sought 

_ to put an end to their own lives: or 2)* led them to seek shelter 

from the enemy while putting an end to their own lives. 

49. airot ’Axapvaves oikyjTopes arb névruv Erxov rd xwpior, 

~ This circumstance seems to be mentioned as a contrast to that 

related in ii. 30, of & & tais éxaréy vavoly "AOnvaios ere dures sept 

TleXondvenaov SédAdAdy Te ’ KopiOlov mwédopa aipotot xat- mapadiddéace 

Dedatpeiow *Axapvdvuv povots thy yiv kai rdw véperOat, 

50. 1. t&v dpyupodéyur vediv...al eLeréudOnoay mpos rods Evppdxovs. 

‘ Sent to collect arrears, or to exact extraordinary contributions. 

The regular ¢épos appears to have been paid at Athens, at the. 

Great Dionysia (Boeckh, Staatshaush. i. p. 243). 

50. 2. kat abrot KxomtoOévros of "A@nvaioe ras pev » emarodas weraypaydpevot 

ékx téy "Accuptuv ypappdtey dvéyvocay, 

éx Tay *Acouplov ypanpdrov, i, e. the cuneiform characters 3 which:
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the Persians employed in their public inscriptions (Herod. iv. 87), 5O. 2. 

Ornodpevos 82, kai tov Béowopov (6 Aapetos) orpdas fotyce bio én’ air 

ALGov Aevxod, Evrapav ypdppara, és pév rv Acodpia, és dé chy “EAAnrid,- 

ZOvea mdvra Scanep Hye,) 28 here in a public document. They were, 

in various forms, the common alphabet of several languages. 

_ Trowodpevor pévroe pds "AOnvatous miotets Kat BeBausryra éx ray 51. 1. 

Suvaréy pydev wept ohis vedrepov Bovdeboev, 

Not ‘having given pledges and securities to the Athenians,’ which 

is inconsistent with the word pévre, but ‘having effected’ or 

‘gained pledges and securities. Cp. dea momoduevov, ‘having 

obtained a promise of pardon,’ vi. 60 med. 

kat Fv adtav 4 Sidvora rds re dAdas méders ras *Axraias Kadovpévas, 52. 3. 

ds apérepov MuriAnvatoy vepopevey *AGqvaior elyov, edevOepodv, kal mdvrov , 

padwora Thy “Avravdpoy, kal kpatuvdpevor abriy, (vais te yap edrropta 

roretabar adrdber, Ethov brapxdvray ai ris “18s emxerperys, kat TH GAAn 

oxeuy}), padlos da’ abris déppdpevor thy te Aé€oBov éyyis ovcay kakdcew 

kal Ta €v 79 fweip AlodtKa modcpara xetpdoacba. . 

xparuvdpevot, as if dexootvro instead of Hy  didvora had preceded. 

vais re... oxevg. The second xai follows ré: either 1) the con- . 

struction changes from the infinitive to the dative, jv edmopia woeicbar 

vais, fv ednopia ti DAg oxevg: ‘There was a facility for building a 

ships ; there was a facility for (obtaining) other supplies :’ or 2)* 

kat 7H} @AAy oxevg follows as if vavot had preceded, and is connected, 

with xaxécew. oxevj, the reading of all the MSS., not occurring 

elsewhere in Thucydides in this sense, has been corrected without 

necessity into mapackevj. 

. 

jw yap abrois tay Te an? Alybrrov cat AtBins édxddav mpooBoan, xai 53. 3- 

Agorat Spa’ rhy Aaxovixiy hocov eAtnovy ék Oardoans, Hrep pdvov oldv 7 

jv Kaxovpycicbary aoa yap dvéxer mpds 73 Xexeduxdy kat KpnriKév 

TENGYOS.. 

1)* The only danger of the Lacedaemonians was from attacks. 

by sea, mica ydp x.r.d., for their whole country, running out into the 

Sicilian and Cretan seas, is exposed to piracy. 

Or 2) dvéxe: may refer to the island, and ydp may explain, not
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why Lacedaemon was exposed to attack, but why it was protected: 

by Cythera; ‘for the whole island runs far out into the two seas,’ 

so that a guard posted there can keep watch over both coasts. 

3) Mr. Grote suggests another interpretation. He would trans-. 

late, ‘The whole Laconian coast is high projecting cliff where it: 

fronts the Sicilian and Cretan seas. He supposes Thucydides to 

mean that Cythera protects the only vulnerable point of Laconia, 

the inner part of the Laconian gulf. 

But a) would the whole of the north coast of the Laconian gulf 
be described as if it were a point, #ep, at which Laconia is vulner-: 

able? Or 4) is it likely that rep is separable from 6uddcog? And’ 

¢) too much meaning is attributed to dvéxe. 

Compare for the importance of Cythera to the enemies of Sparta, 

“+ and therefore to Sparta, Xen. Hell. iv. 8. 7, pofovpevos Se tiv re 

54, 1. 

BA. 3 

ddtpevéryta THs X@pas, Kai Ta Tis BonOeias, kat ta THs oravocitias (scil. 

6 baprdBatés re xai 6 Kévar), raxd re dvéorpee kal dromhéwy eppisOn ris 

KuOypias els Powixodvra, and the saying of Chilon in Herod. vii. 235, 

KvOnpa, ti» Xdov, dyijp map’ qyiv copdraros yevdpevos, Képdos pétoy' 

py elvas Enapriqrjct xara ris Oaddoons xatadeduxévar pGddov § taep- 

€xew, 

karagxévres ody of AGyvaint rH otpard déka pév vavot kat Sroxidlors: 
Midyotuv émhirats yy éxt Oaddoon wdkw ESxdvdecav cadovpéerny aipotot, 

dioxtAiors seems to be an error of the MSS.; cp. supra c. 53 init.,’ 
where it is the number of the Athenian hoplites, and viii. 25 init.,- 
where the Milesians, close to their own city, bring only 800 hoplites 
into the field. , 

8:3 xat Oaccov Kai émirndeidrepov 75 te Trapautixa Kal 73 rere THs 
dpohoyias émpdx6y abrois* dvéotnaav yap av of AGvaior KvOnplous. 

‘Both the immediate and the subsequent steps in the agreement: 
(cp. c. 57 fin.) were more quickly settled, and the terms were milder,’ 
There is no need to insert rd before zis suodoyias against nearly’ 
all the MSS., since the Greek admits of the above explanation. 

éy must be inserted after dvéernoav against the MSS,, for here we 
are compelled to desert their authority; a can only be omitted i in 
an apodosis of which the protasis is expressed.
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pera 82 ryv EtpBaow of ’AOqvaior tiv te Exdvdecav 7d emi 7G Aye 54. 4.7 

imédcpa TapahaBdvres Kal tov KuOnpwv pudaxiy momodpevor K.7.d. . / 

mapadaBévres, taking the government of Scandeia from the ...°- 

-Cytherians. The word seems to imply that they had not imme- 

diately after their victory taken formal possession of the place, 

-which was now handed over to them. 

és re ra modepixd, elnep more, padtora 89 dxynpstepor éyévovro. a 55. 2. 

_ _ xympérepot, 1) the comparative has a qualifying force, ‘inclined to 

hesitation,’ rather than ‘ more hesitating,’ as the cumbrous addition 

of pad\tora 6) shows; ‘more than ever.’ Or 2) lit. ‘more hesitating 

than usual, in a higher degree than ever. 

‘ 

kai roure mpés "A@quaious, ols TO pu émxeipotpevoy » ded éAXures fv ris 5G. 2. 

“Soxhoeds re mpage, 

_ £To whom anything which they ever failed to attempt always 

left a void in their aspiring thoughts.’ dei, though adhering to the 

Participle, is to be supplied again with the verb. Cp. i. 70 med. 
& dy énwongavres He é£\Oacu, oixeia orépecba iyotvra: iv. 63 init. 73 

“dunes Tijs yoopns dy Exaorés re Pinner mpage. 

“gots 82 "Abnvalois rére Thy mapabaddeotov Spoor rd pév moda Hou- 5G, 1. 

xacay, ds cab? exdoryy ppovpav ylyvorrd Tg andBdors, wAjOe re Adooous 

Exacrot iyyotpevot elvat Kal év TH ToLoUTe. 

trois 6¢ ’A@nvaios is a dative of relation after jovyacav. The con- 

‘struction, which is somewhat feeble, is supported by és yévorrd THs 
ané, ages. . 

év 7 rowvTe, ‘under stich circumstances and in such depression 

of mind;’ scil. jodxacay, answering, though i ina different construc- 

tion, to edderaous jj Hyotpevor elvat. ‘ 

Top apxovra bs map’ , abrois ca Tay AaxeSatpoviay, Tdvradov tod 57, 3. 

“IlarpoxAéovs. 7 

Although the Lacedaemonian troops retired to a place of safety, 

‘the Lacedaemonian governor of Thyrea remained in the town. 

“Eppoxparns 6 5 “Eppwvos, Supaxdawos, 6 domep kat Erreroe padtora aitous.: 58, 

See note on English text.
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- - . : ., 
abra 8€ rabra ef pi} Kaipd tixoue éxdrepot mpdogorres, at wapaweces 

a“ - nn * a ’ tay Ewadhaydv dpéripor, 8 nat qyty ev 7G wapdvre meBopévars mAelarou 
. , 

“dy Gfwov yévorro, ta yap tia exacroe eD Bovrevduevor Sy O€cOar rd re 

‘mp&rov érodepnocapev kat viv mpds dAAndous Of dvTiAoyiGy metpopcba 
. ~ _* > Co s 

.kaTaAdayivat, Kal fy dpa py mpoxepyon taov éxdate Exovre dwedOciv, wad 

Todepiroper, Kattor yrdvat xph, dre ob rept rdv iSiov pdvov, ef cwppovod- 

pev, 4 Evvodos Eara, GAN ef émtBovdevopéyny tiv macay Puxehiav, os 

- €yd kpivo, ta? *ABgvalav Sumodueba & ért Staceoat. 

' 6, ‘which thing,’ either ‘proposals of reconciliation,’ or ‘the 

recognition of their utility.” The connection may be traced as 

follows :— . 

Either 1) the words ra yap ta xr. are subordinate to xatrot 

yravat xpq three lines below : ‘Counsels of peace will be useful to 

us; for hitherto, whether in going to war or in making peace, 

we have been considering only our own individual interests, and- 
our peace was hollow. But there is a higher light in which the 
question should be regarded, namely, that of the common good. | 

Or 2), ‘Counsels of peace are useful to men when they 
are pursuing their own interests out of season. And they will 

‘be useful to us. For this is precisely what we are doing. But 
surely we ought to be thinking, not of our own interests, but of the 
common good.’ 

of divapww exovres peylorqy rev ‘EAAjvev rds Te dpaprias % nov rnpodaw, 
éXyats vauot mapdrres, kal Svdpore evydpe Senpaxtes 18 dtcer moh€ptoy 
edtpems és 78 Eupdépov xallotavrac. 

édiyas vavel, Yet the Athenians had more than fifty ships ir in 
Sicily (cp. iv. 2 init, 25 init.) But Thucydides, by the mouth of 
Hermocrates, is here contrasting the earlier expeditions of the 
Athenians to Sicily with the great and fatal expedition. 

_Ordépare ewéspo «tA, Either 1)* the Athenians are the natural 
"enemies of Sicily, but by ‘ disguising their enmity under the honour- 

able name of an alliance,’ an alliance such as they have made with 
some of the cities in Sicily, ‘they speciously turn this enmity to: 
their own interest’ It is a proof of the insincerity of the Athe- 

;, ians that they convert what, if they were straightforward, would . 
be enmity, to their own n advantage. Or 2) 73 dice moXéueoy May
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have a‘ concrete sense, ‘they turn their natural enemies to good 60. 1. 

account.” 

wdAcpoy yap alpopéver jpdy kal éxayopévav abrous, av8pas ot Kal tods BO, 2. 

Py errexaoupvous adtot ématparevouct, kakdis Te Huds abtovs moiouvrer 

réXeae rots oixelots K.T.A. , 

émotparevovor, éni- in composition seems to be used, like the 

preposition by itself, in the sense of ‘to’ as well as ‘against.’ 

‘Who go with an army even to those who do not invite them,’ 

_ Compare ii, 67 init. orparedoa emt thy MoriSatay, i.e. to relieve 
- Potidaea: iv. 85 med, dada xal, ots dy élw, hoody ris euol mpdcetot, 

’ Buorxepes moodpevos ef ent obs mparov HAOov tyas ... wh edéEacbe: and 

v. 110, rpdrous’ dv... emt tods owrods rSv Evupdywr, oovs py Bpacidas 

énqdOev. For the acc. cp. iv. 92 med. qouxdtovra... émtorparevew. 

There may be a touch of irony in the expression, for the one 

meaning of émorparedover suggests the other, If the Athenians 

go where they are not wanted their movement is really hostile, not 

friendly. - 

THs Gpxijs dpa mpoxomrdvray éxetvos K.7.d. 60. 2. 

rijs dpyijs is best explained as a partitive genitive, lit. ‘ cutting out 

in advance for them a portion of their empire,’ i.e. ‘ Preparing the 

way for an extension of their empire.’ 

voptoat Te oTdow padtora pbeipew ras médets kat Thy Zixedlav, 6L 1: 

Either 1) ‘faction is the great destroyer of the states which are 

. subject to it, and of Sicily in particular ;’ or 2)* ‘of Sicily and her 

cities.’ . 

 @3f\ooay 82 yop év tH ToD Xahxedixod yévous “mapardhoet* trois yap 61. 4: 

obdendorore odiot card Td Evppaxexdy mpocBoyOjcacw abrol 13 Sixatov 

pad Qoy Ths fuviixns mpobupas mapeoxorro, 

’ Cp. iii, 86 med. éc ody tas “A@nvas méuyravres of trav Acovrivoy 

: Ebpupaxor, katd Te TaAatay évppaytay, cal ore "loves j Faoav, weiOovat tovs 

"AOnvatous mépyyat adic vais" tad “yap Tay Suparoc tay Tis TE yis eipyovro 

Kal tis Oaddoons. Kat Emrepypav of *AOnvaior, Tijs pev olkerdTyTOS mpopdcet, |- ms 

Povdépevor 52 pire otrov és rv TeAoméyqcov ycaOar adbrdbev, mpémetpdy
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re mototpevoi, e& adior Suvard ely Ta ev TH Ztehig mpdypara brroxelpia 

yevéo bat, . 

The genitive rijs EvvOqxys is to be ‘construed, not with ardor, but 

with 73 décatoy. pGdXov==not ‘rather than,’ but ‘instead of;’ the 

Athenians had gone out of their way to observe the treaty: ‘instead 

of waiting till they received help,’ or ‘instead of following the 

‘example of the Chalcidians’ (nado), they had ‘voluntarily (adroé) 

offered the rights of the treaty” (rd Sixatoy ris SvrBiens) te to the Chal- 

cidians. ° 

kai ob Tots dpxew Bovdopevors peppopat, GAAG rots tmaxovey Erorporépors 

ovo, . ; , 

érowporépots. Not ‘more ready,” but ‘who, instead of wanting to 

rule, are ready to serve.’ 

For other instances of the resolved comparative see note on ii. 

40.1. 

4 Soxetre ef ro re Eorw dyabdv 4 ef ree Ta evavria odx Hovyia paddov 

mddepos 7d ev watoat dv éxarépo rd dé guvBtacdoat, cal ras Tysds Kat 

, Napmpérnras dxivSuvordpas Exetv Thy eiphyny. 

, Either 1) matoa, £uvdiacdcat are infinitives dependent on Boxeire, 

houxia, médenos. being nominatives ‘to Soxet understood in doxeire: 

ov is then supplied from the previous clause with the words xai ras 

Tipas,.. elpnyyqv, or with doxcire from ody jovyia. 

Or 2) zatoa a and gvvducdoa may be optative : Soxeire being 

parenthetical in the first clause, and governing Exew ri elpnyyy 

in the second. 

yoods dre mhelous 7y Kal Tipwplats peridvres rods adixoivras Kat edmi- 

gavres Erepor Suvdpet ret mAcovexrpcery, ot pev obx Scop ove ptvavro GAN 

avd’ €odOncay, tots 8 dvrt rob mA€oy yew mpookaradurely ra'abréy tvvéBh. 

The word zAcious includes both the clauses, xat ripwpias x.7.A. and 
kat Amioavres & érepot x.t.A., Which are resumed and more distinctly 

opposed by peév and 8 in the clauses which follow, of pév=zol peridvres, 

tots Sé=Tois eAnicacw, 

Tipwpia yap obk ebruxet Bixaius, 3 Sre Kal G8txetrar’ ob8€ ioxds BeBarov, 
Ocért kal eGeAm.  . -
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- Cp. supra ef ms BeBatos re 4} 7G Sixaie ij Bia mpdgew oferat, where 62. 4. 

BeBalos ‘answers to féBaov here, ro bixaiy to dixaiws, and Bia to 

ioxus. 

|. Ste xat dBixetrat, As in iv. 17 fin. det yap rod mA€ovos édids dpéyovras . 

Sia 75 Kal ta. mapdvra Gdoxyrws evrvyijoa, the antecedent, and not as 

in English would be more natural the consequent, is emphasized. 

Not ‘because vengeance is taken for a wrong, it is not therefore 

as fortunate as it ought to be’ (ripwpia yap ov cat evruxed Sixatws, dre 

déixeirar), but ‘vengeance is not as fortunate as it ought to be, 

because it is first wronged.’ Cp. note on ii. 35, 2. , 
With ddcxeirae supply, from the personified ripwpla, 6 rip@pouperos. 

kai viv rod ddavots te rotrou dd 7d .dréxpaprov Séos xat did 1° Hfdq BB. 1. * 

oBepots Tmapdvtas *AOnvaious, kar’ duddrepa éxmAayévres, kai td eNAvarés 

Tis yrdpys Gv Exaords tig GHOnpev mpdkew rais kodvpats tabrats ikavds 

vopicavres elpxOjvat, tots epeotdras mohepious ex tijs xdpas dromep- 

TOPEY, eos s toe : 

mapévras, For the use. of the participle with the article after the 

preposition instead .of the infinitive cp. note on i. 2. 5; and viii. 

105 med. da 7d xparicavres ddeGs Gddor GAAqv vadv Sidxovres. —_ 

. 76 €&Adevés. Either 1) an accusativus pendens which may be re- . 

garded also as a remote accusative after eipyOjvar, ‘And as to what ; 

is wanting to,the fulfilment of our purposes, considering that we 

have been prevented,’ etc.. Or. 2)* rd é\Aumés ris yudpns may be the 

subject of eipy6ijvat, the expression being pleonastic. 

éy is governed by 7é €Adurés. or by 76 eAdemes ris yrduns taken 

together; it may also be construed with elpyOjvat or With xodAvpats. 

If 1)* we read ris after exaoros, dy=sotrav d, ‘of the things which we ‘ 

hoped severally to accomplish;’ if 2) ri, Sy=rovrev dy, ‘lit, ‘of 

which we hoped to accomplish some part, or ‘which we hoped in 

some degree to accomplish.’. on@qpev answers to tis yrapns. 

od mept Tou mipophoacbat Twa, adAd, kal dyay et aéxouper,, pire ey dy 63, 2. 

ois exOicrots, Sidpopoe S€ ofs ob xpy nar’ dvdyxny yryvopeba. ‘ 

ef rbyouser, SCI]. ripwpias. pidor pev dy «rr. supply yeyvolpela. The 

stress is on the latter part of the sentence, which expresses the fact, 

and in which accordingly the indicative is substituted for the optative 

VOL. Il. s
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63. 2. with a None of the MSS. read yeyvoipeba, but either yyvdpeda, 

which is better supported, or yeyrapeba. 

64.1. kat éyd pév, dep xai dpydpevos eioy, wékuw te peylorny mapexdpevos 

kat émdy ro paddov } duuvovpevos, d&iéd mpoerSdpevos alrav Evyxupeiy, 

kal pry robs évavrious cttw KaxGs Spay, Gore .altds ta mAcio BrdrrecOat, 

pydé popia drdrovecxdy tryeioOat THs te olkelas yrupns Suoiws adbroxpdtup 

elvat xat fis odk Epyw rbyns, GAN’ Scov elxds Hoodcba, Kai tods BdAous 

Stead tadrd por worjout, if” Suav abrev kat ph bad rev ToXepioy Tovro 

nabeiv. : , : 

dit mpoeSépevos: the MSS. read mpoetdonévovs and adrods, but 

mpoeiddpevos, airds, seem to be required by the words oixefas yopns 
and atroxpdrwp which follow, as well as by the next sentence cai robs 
Drovs dxard rabrd por woijou, and- has been accepted by all the 
recent editors. Yet a writer so irregular as Thucydides may have 
made a speaker pass from his audience to himself, and back again 
to his audience, with whom for an instant he is identified. 

mpoetdéuevos atrév, ‘having an eye to these things,’ i.e. the con- 
siderations put forward in the previous speech. 

G4. 3." obdev yap alcypdy olkelous olxetov yooacOa, } Awptéa tik Awptios 
. Xadedla réy Evyyevav, 75 82 Edpmav yelrovas Syras kal fuvotkous puis 

Xepas Kat trepippdrov, kat svoua ey KexAnpévous ZeceAtoras, | 
‘76 8€ Etpnav yeirovas Svras xr.A. These words cannot merely give 

a reason for the clause which has preceded (olxefous.. . vyyeva): 
‘There is no disgrace in kindred giving way to kindred, Dorian to 

_ Dorian, Chalcidian to Chalcidian, while we all recognise that. we 
have a cornmon tie.’ For why should the Dorian yield to the 
Dorian, etc., and not also to the Chalcidian? “We must rather 
Tepeat obdév alcxpiy dApAav joodoba with 73 32 fdprav. ‘Not only 
may kindred give way to one another without disgrace, but every 
people of Sicily may give way to every other without disgrace, 
because they are neighbours,’ etc. The Opposition expressed by 

. 8€ is only an opposition of the part to the whole, i.e. of individual 
Greek races to the whole of the Greek inhabitants of Sicily, The 
words might have run tecde6a Bev olxeléus olketwy, fouacba Sé 
yetrovas yerrdvov, Classen’s emendation, ré, is unnecessary.
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kal meptppvrov, ‘which is also an island,’ an additional reason why 64. 3. 
the Sicilians should unite. 

tov & atrob Oépovs Meyapns of év rH médet mteCdpevos tad re “AOnvaiov GG, 1, 

TH modrdpe, det xard Eros Exagrov dis éoBadddvrewy avorpards és" tip 

XOpay Krd. 

Cp. Arist. Acharn. (acted in Feb. 425, or about eighteen months 
before this time), 761 foll.,— 

Al. odde oxépoda ; 

ME, zota oxépod’ ;: bpes ray det 

Sxk éoBddyre, rds dpovpaiot pues, 

- mdogae ras dydOas eLopiocere, 

The whole passage contains a comic account of the sufferings of 

the Megarians. Cp. also Peace, 246,— 

110, 3 Méyapa, Méyap’, os émrerpipeo 6 afrika 

dwafdzayra KarapepuTrorevpéva, 

TP.‘ BaBai, BuBadk, ds peydda cai Sprzéa 

toigw Meyapetow evéBadev ta xdatpara. 

: ind rév oderépwv puyddov. oe , 66. 1. 

Probably the same who are mentioned in iti, . 68 med. as having 

_ been permitted by tye Thebans to live for a year in Plataca after 

the taking of the city in 427. At the expiration of the time, they 

appear to have seized Pegae, a Megarian port on. the Corinthian 
gulf. 

jy 8 oradioy péMora sktd dd tijs Okews ext tiv Nicatav rév Aepéva BG, 4-. 

aitay, 

Megara is here said to be eight stadia from Nisaea, but according 

to Strabo ix. 1. 4 the distance was not less than eighteen stadia. Cp.. 

Remarks on the Geography of Thucydides in the Introduction. 

dxdreov ducpnpixdy &s Anorat, ek woAdod reOeparevkdres my dvortw tév B7, 3. 

nurdaey, cidBecay ent dudén welOovres tov dpyovta Sid ris rdppov KataKo- 

pilfery ris vuxrés én thy Oddaccay Kat cxmdeiv. , ‘ 

The foss here spoken of, which was outside the wall, must have 

reached the sea at a point beyond the limits of the harbour:(cp... . 

infra, py dvros cv 7G Atueve wAotov havepod pydvos) which was formed 

by the island of Minoa, then in possession of the Athenians, The 

$2
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67. 3. whole proceeding was of course. a trick, intended to secure the 
opening of the gates before dawn on a particular morning. 

67. 4. 08 viv rd rponaidy ear, 

. ~~ Itis interesting to remark that many years afterwards, when the 
soil on which it stood had passed into the hands of the defeated 
party (cp. iv. 109 init.), this trophy still remained standing. Cp. v. 
10 med. where Thucydides speaks of the trophy on the hill outside 
Amphipolis as in existence at the time when he wrote: and viii. 
2¢ init, . 

69. 2. dpfduevor 8 dd rob telxous 8 efor, Kai ScorxoSopycartes rd apis 
Meyapéas, dm’ éxetvou éxatépuber és O¢daccay Tis Nicatas tdppoy te Kat 
tetxyn Siehopevy a otparid, zk Te rod mpoacretov ABors kat mrivdas 
Xpapevot, kal kémrovres Ta Sé8pa cal DAnv démrectatpour et wy Sdourd re. 

StorxoSopioavres. The Athenians first of all block up.the double 
_wall which connected Nisaea with Megara ; they then proceed with 
their line of circumvallation, and finally, c; 69 fin., break off 
entirely the connection of Nisaea with Megara, , 

, tod refyous. The double wall (cp. ra paxpd refyn, iv. 66 fin.) is 
described as a single one, cp. il, 13 fin. ro pera£d tod re paxpod 
kat rod adnpixod, . we, . 

The construction of the sentence is defective. The main verb 
was intended to be mepterefxtCov or Some similar word, which must 
be supplied in sense with én’ éxeivou éxarépabev... SteAopévn 9 orparid, 
and.also with % ve rod... xp*pevor. But this has been omitted, 
and dzrecratpowv, which is applicable only to xai xdémrovres RTA, 
concludes the sentence, as if some other finite verb had preceded. 
Séorro= déou, - Cp. Soph. O. C. 570,— 

. ; Sore Bpayéa por dic Oat dpdoa: . . 
Dem. De Cor, (xviii.) 186, ots? clonyero by ébcir’ aird: and iv. 130 - 
med. kat rivos ‘atrd ray dé rod Shpov dvreméyros kata T6 oracterKéy, 
Ort ovK ené-erory, obdé Sorte modepety «.7.A., Where however déoro 
may=‘he did not wish to fight,’ ’ ° 

70. 2. as 8é érd0ero (Eruxe yap vurrds ent tov Tpimodicxoy aehOir’, dmroné£as - ’ ~ sy ~ “ Tplakoatous Tov orparod, mply exmvaros yevéo Oat, mpoogrGe rij rey Meyapéav mddet Aabiy rods "AGnvaious évras mept tiv Odhaccay,
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tos 8¢ éiero, scil. dAdvat thy Nicalay, , IO, 20 

efcAddy, i.e. having come out of the hills. . Cp. supra § 1, fore 

a RC) TO Spec tH Tepaveia. 

" -ydp, 1)* ‘for he did not arrive at Tripodiscus until night? i.e. the 

“night after Nisaea was taken, and therefore could not hear sooner. 

Or 2) yép may explain what follows, ‘he was enabled, with a part 

of his army, to reach the town of Megara undiscovered, for he 

had arrived at Tripodiscus after’ dark? So 
Brasidas made a descent from the pass on one side of Megara, 

while the Athenians were on the other side by the sea. 

Bouddpevos péev 73 AOyy Kat dpa ef Sdvairo Epyw rijs Nioaias wetpacat, WO. 2° 

- 7d 82 péyoroy, Thy rGv Meyapéwy wédw eoedAOdv BeBardoacGat, 

The meaning of the favourite opposition is here somewhat 

obscure. ‘He professed that he wanted, and really meant if he 

could, to attempt the recovery of Nisaea, but his first object was 

to make sure of Megara,’ i.e. to counteract.the efforts of the 

popular party. . 

76 déyo is to be taken with Bovdguevos, & epyo with metpacat. 

ore dred 82 Kal FAdev 6 dyyedos, TOAD paddov {pfdanoar, kat dxoorel- "72. 1. 

Aavres dtaxogtous nat Sioxsdlous SwAiras kat innéas éfaxooious Tots mheloow 

arqdOov addu. - 

_ eredy 8é rat, ‘But when there came also a request from out- 

side.’ 
“ mOAAG padrov eppdobqoav . ... ois meloow da@rdov médw, The 

connection seems at first sight strange. But the meaning is that 

when the Boeotians heard of the intended march of Brasidas they 

thought that only a portion of their own troops would be needed. — 

od perro. fy ye 7H mavtl epyw BeBatws obdérepor redevtngavres 72. 4. 

‘dmexpiOqaay. . Os 

‘Still (uésror, although the Athenians succeeded in’ gaining an. 

isolated advantage), in the whole action neither party when they 

separated ended with a decided superiority.’ 

“adds 82 evépilov opbiow dppérepa Few, dpa pev TS py emcxerpely 78, 2, 

‘aporépous pnd? pdyns-xat xwSdvou éxdvras dptat, emerdh ye €v avepo
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Bergav Zrompor Svres dptvecOat, xai adrois Somep dxoveri ryy vicny Sixatws 

dy tiBeoPar. . 

ered ye KT. explains why the Pcloponnesians congratulated 

themselves that they were not taking the offensive,—they had 

clearly shown themselves ready to fight if attacked, and therefore 

could not be charged with cowardice: otherwise the refusal to 

begin would have been construed into defeat. 
ridec6a either 1) is in the same construction with émyepeiy and 

included under 7é, or 2) follows évdprfov. 

of yap Meyapis, ds of "A@qvatos erd€avro dv mapa ra paxpa reixn 

. EedOvres, Hovxatoy Sé kat adroit ph emidvrwv, AoyiCdpevor Kat of exetvav 

aorparyyot py dvriadop elvar agiot tov xivdvvoy, émetdy kat ra TA abrots 

mpoexexopyxet, dp£act pans mpos mAciovas abr&v 9 AaBety vixqoavras 

Méyapa ij obadevras tH BeAtiote rod érAitixoy BraPOjvat, toig. Se Eup- 

amdons THS Suvdpews Kal Tay mapévTey pépos Exactor xivbuveder eixdtus 

ebddew ToApay x.7.A. . 

of yap Meyapys is resumed after many interruptions in of rap 

evydvrev pido: Meyapis which follows several lines below. 

pip exdrrav, scil. the Peloponnesians. 

In the last clause the emphasis is on gupmdonys tis Svvduews. rois 
éé is a dative of relation. ‘But in the enemy’s case, that the several 

contingents of their whole force, which were also the several parts 

of the army now in the field (rév zapévrev), should run the risk, w. as 

a thing which they would naturally be willing to venture.’ A subject 

is supplied with ¢@éAew from rois dé: the clause fupmdons .. . xwvdu- 

vevey being dependent on rodpav, 

The meaning is, that whereas the main body of the Athenian 
army consisted of the best of their own heavy-armed (rd BéAriorov 

_ Tob émurixod), the Peloponnesian army was formed of many parts, 
each part being a fraction of the whole force of the confederacy. 
‘The loss to the Peloponnesians would therefore-be less from two 
points of view ; (a) relatively to the confederacy; the contingents 
were only a part of its whole force, present and absent; (2) relatively 
to the army; each contingent was only a part of the troops now 

-in the field; whereas the Athenian forces were (a) the flower of . 

their whole army, 4) drawn from one city. It is assumed that the
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loss would fall more heavily on one part of the army present than 73. 4: 
another. If the Boeotians suffered it mattered little to the Co- 

rinthians or Sicyonians. But in any case the loss which might 

be incurred would fall heavily on the Athenians. 

Classen’s emendation, rév mapdvrev pépos éxdoter, which he trans- 

lates, «A portion only of the forces of the several confederates 

represented in the field,’ is ingenious, but unnecessary. 

of &¢ ey rij wodec Meyapeis x.7.A. . , , 74. 2. 

The account of the overthrow of the Megarian democracy given 

by Aristotle is inconsistent with this narrative. See Polit. iv. 15. 15; 

v. 3. 8, 5. 4, where he speaks of the democracy being overthrown 

after a battle with the oligarchs, and by reason of the anarchy and 

disorder which had previously prevailed. It is not however certain 

that this is the occasion referred to by him, since long before, in the 

time of Theognis, faction had been in extremes at Megara. 

of d€ dredy ev tais dpyais éyévovro rat eféragw sondev énouioavro, 74. 3. 

‘Staorioavtes Tovs Abxous é&erACEavro rSv re €xOpSv, xal of eOéxowv pddtora 

Lvpmpaka ra mpds tots *AOnvatous, dvSpas as éxardy, 

Cp. the narrative of Hippias, vi. 58. Under pretence af in- , 

specting the arms they separated the troops from their arms, and 

the different divisions from one another. 

ex ordoews petdoraots. . 74. 4. 

Cp. ii. 62 fin. p} ppovjpare povoy adAG Katappovnpare: ili. 39 init, 

enavéstnoay paddov i) daéarncay. , 

. The later internal history‘of Megara is uncertain. The long 

walls were retaken and destroyed by the Megarians in the course 

of the ensuing winter, iv. 109 init., and Nisaea is’ said by Diodorus 

to have been recovered by them in the year 409 (xiii. 65). Isocrates, 

*. De Pace (viii) 148, 144, mentions the peace and Prosperity which 

- Megara enjoyed in his time. 

éppnoas és tov Kddnra moTapoy drrédAvart tas vais, Udatos cyaOev yevo~ 75. 2. 

peévou kal xarehOdvros aidudio rob pevparos. 

wdaros dvabey “yevopevou, Either 1) from the sky,’ in which case 

Thucydides. seems to be describing something of the nature of a
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75. 2. waterspout, or 2)* as Arnold supposes, rain fell in the upper country, 

and coming down from the mountains swelled the stream with 

such rapidity as to’ swamp or dash in pieces vessels - drawn up at 

the mouth. : ' 

' Arnold is however wrong in maintaining that dvaéey cannot mean 

“coelitus;’ whether such a use is to be found in early Greek or 
not, it is evidently contained in the original idea of the word. 

77. 2... Kat é pev Anpoobéms aduxdpevos Oluddas Se ind Te *Axapydvev mdvtwy 

, xaTyvaykac pévous karadapov és tiv "AOnvatayv Evppayiav Kal adrés* dva- 

orhoas 7 Evppayexdy 7b éexelvy way K.T.A. ca. : . 

- Oeniadae had hitherto been the only town in Acarnania which 

had favoured the Lacedaemonians and successfully resisted the 

Athenians (ii..102 init.) -xat adrés answers to iné re "Axapydvev, and 

opposes the single activity of Demosthenes to the combined efforts 

of the Acarnanians. katyvayxacpévous és, § coerced into.’ 

x 78.2. TH yap Ocoaadiav @Aos te otk edropov Av: Suévar dev dywyod, Kat 

pero, Sxdwy ye 8h Kal rots nat ye spolws “EAAnow Urorroy kabeor axes 

‘ THY Tav wédas py meloavras Budvar, ; ; 

These words contain either two or three distinct statements. 
Either 1)* ‘under any circumstances it would have been no easy 

“matter to cross Thessaly without an escort, indeed for an armed 
force to go at all through a neighbour’s country without his consent 
‘was a suspicious proceeding in the eyes of all Hellenes.’ It flay be 

" objected to this interpretation, a) that yZ is twice repeated, and 2) 
that the words pera ézdov ye 84 (notwithstanding the position of 
tiv yap Seccariay before Gdws re) apply generally, and not to 

_ Thessaly only. But these objections are not serious. 
Greater fault may be found with 2). ‘It was not easy to pass 

through Thessaly without an escort, certainly not with an armed 
force (putting a colon after yé 84); and to go through a neighbour’s 

‘country without his consent was a suspicious proceeding, ” ete. 
@) The clause kat ToIs maol ye , '. Suévat, without pera ordov, has a 

feeble sense, and can- hardly liave been true; 5 2) yé 87 is awkward 
at the end of a separate clause.
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éret xat réke Expaéav GoSodpevor abrdy thy vedryra Kal td whAGos. ° 80. 3 

That this atrocity should have been committed at the very time 

when the Spartans were sending out a body of Helots on a foreign 

expedition is improbable in itself, and is contradicted by the words 

below, xai tére mpobipos’ T® Boaoida atraiv ~vvérepapav émraxosiovs 

éndéras, which clearly imply that Thucydides is led by associa- 
_ tion to speak of what had occurred on some former occasion. 

‘ Shortly after the expedition of Brasidas the Spartans changed 

- their policy towards the Helots, and emancipated those of them 

who had served with him (v. 34 init). They: had previously 

given promises of emancipation which were believed, and therefore 

probably fulfilled, to Helots conveying food into Sphacteria (iv. 26 

med.). If, as Bishop Thirlwall assumes, and Mr. Grote admits (part 

II. ch. liii. init.) the massacre here mentioned did not take place 

at this particular time, it is useless to speculate about any other 

‘time at which it may possibly have taken place. - 

mpocinoy airay Soot akvotow ey tots moheplors yeyeriiabar odiow 80. 3. 

apioror, ‘xpivecOat, & ds edcvbepdaorres. 

kpiverOat, probably passive. Cp. mpoxpivavres below. 

kal ovdels Hobero Sra tpém@ Exacros SiepOapy. . 80. 4.. 

The manner in which the greatest crime in Greek history was 

perpetrated, though unknown to Thucydides and to Plutarch, was 

known to Diodorus, or rather imagined by him, xii. 67; he sup- 

poses that the two thousand Helots were distributed among the 

chief Spartans and secretly put to death by them : droypaypapévav 

dé Btoxidion, 1 rovrous pev nmpooérafav ois kpatiorous droxreivat Kat’ oikop 

éxdorou. 

ore trois AaxeSatpoviots yiypec bat fupPaivew te Bovdopévors, orep 81. 2. 

‘énoincay, avrardSocty Kat. drrodoxiv xeplov, Kal tod modguou dad Tis: 

TleAorrovvjgov ABPyoty. : 

tupBalvew te Bovdopévors answers to kat rod woddpov K.7.A., the latter 

words being equivalent to kat moAepotat, rot modepou and ris TleAomov- 

whoo Adar. ‘When they’ wanted to'come to terms they had 

‘places to-offer in exchange,. and as long as they continued the war 

it did not press so heavily upon Peloponnesus.’
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81. 3.  mpatos yap eéedOay kai Odfas elvai xara mdvra dyabds edwiSa eyxarédure 

BéBatov ws Kat of GAdot rototrod eict. 

mparos, 1)* the first of a series: of Lacedaemonian generals who, 

in accordance with a new policy, were regularly sent to the 

dependencies of Athens either that they might raise revolt or that 

they might govern a town already revolted (cp. iv. 132 fin.). apéros 

contrasts Brasidas, not with Pausanias, Salaethus, etc., but with 

-Astyochus, and’ with the Harmosts who afterwards became so 

notorious. 

Or 2) apGros may be qualified by xai ddgas era. He was the 

first, not merely who went out, but who proved himself to be a 

good man. oS 

_For instances of the misconduct of Spartans abroad, see note 

on English text, i. 77 fin. , 

83. 4. dua S€ te wat elpfxecay rotobrov of mapa rod Tepdixxov v 7 Aaxedaipove, 

@$ WONG avrois Tov mept avbrov xeoptov gippaya Towjoot, Gore ex Tov 

_ ToLovTO KOH] UGAAOY 6 Bpagidas rd rod *APpiBalov jtlov mpdocerv. 

Perdiccas had promised to make his neighbours allies of the 

Lacedaemonians, This gave Brasidas a right to interfere. ‘ For,* 

he would argue, ‘you are not making an ally” but an’ enemy of . 

Arrhibacus.’ 

xowy, either 1)* jointly, or 2) impartially. 

84.2. meaodev rd mdjOos tnd tod Bpacideu détacbai re adrdv' pdvoy Kat 

éxotgavtas Bovrctoacbat, Séxerat. 

The accusative ¢ appears to be used because the subject is partly 
changed, ‘The popular party being persuaded by Brasidas to 
receive him singly, and then that they (i.e. both parties) should hear 
him first and decide afterwards.’ Cp. Lobeck, Phrynichus, p. 750. 

85. 4. pels pev yap of Aaxedarpdnot, oldpevot Te mapa Eoppdyous xal mply epyo 
apixécOar tH yoow yopy Féew xat Bovdopevors tecbat, xivSuvdy te 
roodvde dveppivapev, Sti tis dddotplas wodddOv f Hepa Sddv i idvres, Kat 
may 7 mpddupoy Tapexspevor, 

‘ré after oldpevot answers to xai before Bovdopévors, ‘ thinking that 
we were coming to allies . .-and that you would be delighted to 
receive us.’ , ,
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TH your youn, scil. Svras tyas (Evppdyous). | 

ré after xivduvov 1)* corresponds to kat before wapeyspevor, but the 
attraction of iévres has given the latter part of the sentence a parti- 

cipial form; mapeydpevor instead of mapexopeOa OF mraperxspeda, 

85. 4. 

Or 2) ré, though really belonging to dud ris dddorplas idyres, may. 

be put by ‘anticipation with the first word of the sentence, like 
ré after oidpevoe just above. 

For ré see note oni. 9. 3 §$ 1. 5 
aveppipapey is clearly the true reading (cp. xivduvov dvapfinreiv, 

iv. 95 init, vi. 13 med.), though several MSS. have deppivapev, — 

nullo sensu. 

kat thy aitlay oly eo morhy dmoderkvivat, GAN } dSccov ray eAcv- . " 
Gcpiav emihépew, } doOevijs kat advvaros ripwphoa ra mpds "AOqvatovs, 

jy enloaw, apixa 

With the infinitive enupépew 1) we may supply airéav fo in 

a different sense, ‘I shall be charged with. Not only however 

has airiavy é£o to be supplied in a different sense, but the words 

have to be connected in a new manner ; for alriav in the preceding 

85. 6. 

. clause is the accusative after drodexvivar, not after fo. émipépew — 

is therefore more probably to be taken 2)* in apposition with or as 

an explanation of ri airfay, ‘I shall be able to give no reason 

for my rejection, but shall have to confess that the liberty which 

I offer is false.’ Lit. ‘I shall have no reason to give except the 

reason that.’ . 

kairot orparta ye THO, fv viv eyd ya, ést Nicatay épod BonOqcavros, 

ovk }0ednoav *AOnvator mAéoves Svres mpoopita’ date otk eixds wytry ye 

airods 7 év Nicaia orpare ivov wrjOos ep” tpas dmooreiAat. : 

. After yqizy supply orpard from ré év ti Neoala orpar®. The read- 

ing found in the Venetian MS., which places orparé after vir ye 

as well as after Nicafg, although probably a gloss, indicates the 

true meaning of the text. ‘With a force superior to mine they 

did not attack me at Nisaea. Therefore with a force necessarily 

inferior to that which they had at Nisaea, because brought hither 

" by sea, they certainly will not do so now.’ The conclusion implied 

in dere is imperfectly expressed, for we should expect ‘ they will 

85. 7.
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85. 7. not attack you here,’ instead of which Thucydides only says, ‘ ‘they 

will not send an equal force hither.’ 

The whole statement is manifestly untrue; for 2) the numbers 

under the command of Brasidas at Nisaca were more than equal 

-to those of the Athenians, cp. iv. 73 med. Acy:fépevoe kai of éxetvav 

orparyyot (i. e. the Athenian generals) py dvtimadov elvat adior riv 

xivdwov ... dpace pdyns mpds mAelovas abrav # Aaeiv uxpoavras Mé- 

yapa x.r.d., and 4) it was not only the Lacedaemonian contingent 

now with Brasidas which the Athenians feared to encounter, but the 

selected contingents of the allies: iv. 70 med. xat adrés Zyov prev 

éxraxogious pév xat Sirxidlous KopivOiav émdiras, P\taciov dé rerpaxoatovs, 

- Suvoriav de éLaxogious kat tovs pee €avrod, doar Fdy Euvetheyuévor 

hoav, 

Cp. iv. 108 med, tov Bpacidou “echodxit kat ov ta dvra Réyortos, 

Os aire ent Nioatav rh éavrod porn oTpaTta ovK HOeqoav of ’AOnvator 

EvpBaretv, 

86.1.  Spxots re Aaxedatpoviov karahaBoy r& Tédy Tois peylorors 7} piv obs dv 
, fyaye mpocaydyopat fuppaxous Ecea Gat avrovdpous, 

Not because Brasidas himself distrusted the Lacedaemonian. 
magistrates (as Grote supposes, part II. ch. li. fin.), but as a security 
to which he could appeal when addressing the allies. 

86. 2. obkobv d£d of? adtds tromredecOat, rioters ye Stduts ras peylovas, 
diite tipawpis dddvaros vopiabivat. ; : , 

airés. Brasidas opposes one aspect of himself, i.e. his personal 
honesty, to another aspect not equally personal, his ability to 
-help the Acanthians. ‘My personal character ought not to be 
suspected by you, nor my power to assist you undervalued.” Cp. 
airés, 86. 1. . 

86.4. od yap Lvotacidcar 7 ijKa, obde dcahh riy édevOepiay vote enuchépeew, et 
76 mdrpiov mapels rd mov Tors ddiyos # 7d CAaccov tols wact Souddcorpt. 

e TO mdarptov mapeis x7.A. is an explanation of doagi, ‘ as I should 
do, if? Cp. notes on i. 38, 4; 40. 2; iif. 11. 3. It has been 
argued that Brasidas could not have said this, because -his own 
country was an oligarchy. In iv. 126 init. he himself boasts to the 
Peloponnesian soldiers that they belong to a country in which
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the Few rule over the Many. But Brasidas, as Thucydides has told 86. 4. 

us, was something of a rhetorician (iv. 108 med., cp. 70 fin., 84 fin.) 

and need not be expected to speak the precise truth at all times, 

- or to use the same language under different circumstances. 

kal pty rois AaxeSatpoviors otk dv dytt mévav xdpis xadicracro, av7i 886. 5. 

82 tiuns cal ddéns airia piddov* ots re rods "AOnvaious éyKAjpact Kara-: 

mrohepodper, atrot dy dawvoipeba éxOlova } 6 pH tmodeiEas dperqy xaraxré- 

pevot. , 

We may note the-use of dyri in the parallel clauses,- meaning 

@) in return for ; 4) instead of. 
1) ofs, scil. ratra ofs. €x@iova, scil. tatra ra éyxAjuara, lit. ‘in a 

more hateful form.” Or 2)*-more simply, the clause ofs xara- 

wohepodper (==ratra ols karamodepodzer) represents a nominativus 

pendens, ‘as to the charges with which,’ and ¢y@iova =‘ charges 

more hateful.’ 

kal obx dv peilo mpds tots Spxois BeBatwow AdBorre } ots Tad tpya 87. 1. 

ex tay Adyov dva0potpeva Sdxnow dvayxatay mapéxerat as kak Supdipe 

dpotws os elroy. 

' ols, scil. 4 rotrey ofs, ‘than they give whose actions examined 

from the point of. view of their words, (i.e. compared with their 

words,) lead necessarily to the inference that their interests,’ or 

‘their hearers’ interests, are really (kai) as they say.’ 

mpoceivas dé th por kal Kara S00 dvdyxas rd eDAoyor, Tay pev AaxeSat- 87. 3. 

poviwy, dros pp td Sperépw ebva, el pi mpocaxOnaeabe, ois amd Spay 

XpHpact pepopévors map’ "AOnvaiovs Prdntavrat, of 8 “EAAqves va py. 

codtavrat ig? tpdy dovdetas émaddayijvat, 

i, either x) adverbial, like wo’, ‘methinks ;’ or 2) agreeing with 

78 ebdoyor, ‘that I do not act altogether without reason.’ In either 

case zi is a litotes. , ; 

_ rév Aaxedatpoviny x,t. A. play pév, dros py of f Aakedarpdviot Brantovrat 

r&v AaxeSapoviey is governed by dvdyxqv, ‘a necessity imposed by 

the interests of the Lacedaemonians.’ rois dxd tpdv xpipacw, 76 

imerépp ctv, are both dependent on Brdrravrat, the first being, the
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87. 3. dative of the nearer instrument or cause, the second of the more 

remote. : , 

87. 4. ob yap 89 elkdtas y dy Té8e mpdooorper. 

rdde==1d Syotvras thy yi metpiobar PidtecOat. 

87.6. apbs ratra Bovdeterbe «3, kal dywvicacbe toils te “ENAnow dpgae 

mparot edevOeplas kat didrov ddgav xarabéodat, kai abrol ré re TSta pH} 

PrapOjva kat Evpadon ti wédet Td KdAMOTOY Svopa TepiOeivar, oY 

trois te “EAAnow...xai adroit, The freedom of the Hellenes 

generally, and the glory of sharing in a great Hellenic struggle, 

‘is contrasted with the individual interest of the Acanthians and the 

fair name of their whole state. “The contrast however is somewhat 

imperfect. It is difficult to sce precisely the distinction between 

didioy déEav xarabécbar and -KOANoTOD dvopa mepiOeivat. But the first 

clause seems to refer to the general fame of the Acanthians in 

Hellas, the second to their own consciousness of it (xat avroé). 

Or +d xddXioroy évona may be taken in a more precise sense, 

‘a name of honour,’=‘liberty.’ Cp. vii. 68 med. (mpocééecav dv) 

node tH aon Thy aloxioray éxixAnow, Scil. SovrAeay. 

There seems to be a play of sound on didsov and idia: cp. iv. 

20. init. év @ dvdyxn GiBvoy tyiv ExOpav apds ri Kowij wat lav eyew: | 

iv. 63 med. kat atrot pddtora pév és Gidiov ~vpBadper, ef S2 ph, xpdvov 

és mheiotov amretodpevos tas iSlas Suahopas és abOis dvaBaddpeba. 

90.2. rtdppov perv kik mept 7 lepbv kal Tov vedy Eoxatrov, ex 8 rod dpiy- 
.paros &véBaddov dyzl reixous tiv xotv, Kat cravpods mapakaranryvivtes, 
Gpunehov Kéwrovtes Thy wept 73 tepdv. éo€Baddov, Kal AiBous Epa Kat 

-mdVGov, ck TSy olxoTéduv Tay Cyyis kaOatpotvres, xa avril tpéme duered- 

prfov 7b Epupa, : 

The full construction would be dpmedov xérrovres thy wept +6 iepdv, 
éaéBaddov (abrfv), kat Aldous dpa Kal wAlvOov (éc€Badror), é €K TOY olkorédwy 
tov éyyis kaOarpoivres (aird). 

éx T&v olxonéduv, cither 1) from the substructures of the houses 
which, like the cloisters, had fallen down; or 2)* from the houses. 

€oxamtoy, dvéBaddov «7.4. For the sake of greater liveliness the 
imperfect is used throughout the description instead of the aorist,
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- nak elt Symov rrodepiot, ev @ re Gv xapie katahyp0dcr, kat dev éned- 92. 1 

Odvres modepta ESpacay. , , 

There might be a doubt about the land in which they were _ 

caught; there was none about their hostile actions. Hence the 

subjunctive followed by the indicative. Cp. émig and émépyerat 

below. 

yun 8°, ef rq Kal doaddarepoy edokev elvat, perayvdra, So 92, 2. 

_* But now, as matters stand’ (alluding to the unwillingness of the 

other Boeotarchs to fight beyond the borders of Boeotia), ‘whoever 

does (xai) think it safer not to fight, let him change his mind.’ vi - 

Sé answers to xpqv pév at the beginning of the chapter. 

mpés Te yap Tols Gotuyetrovas mace Td dvrimadovy Kat édedBepoy xabi- 92. 4. 

aorarat, kat pds tobrous ‘ye 34, of kal ph rods eyybs dAAG Kal tots daadev 

metpavrat Sovdodcbat, was ob xPN K.TA. 

‘For, as against neighbours always, where antagonism is, there 

is liberty’; or ‘ where men are ready to fight they are also free.’ 

pi) tobs éyyés, ‘you must not say their neighbours only,’ an- 

swering to rots doruyeirovas, y= pi) dre. 

, mapddSerypa Se Exopev robs re dytimépas EtBoéas xal rijs Os “EdAdSos 82. 4. 

7d OAV, ws abtots Sidetrat. 

’ abrois is a dative of relation, ‘To what a condition they have 

reduced Euboea and the greater part of Hellas,’ 

“7G 88 ‘Inroxpdret, Syre wept rd Atdioy, ds abtG jyyéAOq ort Bowwrot 93. 2. 

émépxovrat mépmes K.TA. 

" 7G 88 Inmoxpéret was intended to follow }yyéAy, but the construc- 

tion is changed, atrg being inserted.as if 6 82 ‘Immoxpdrys had 

preceded. 

elyoy 8¢ Sefiby pév xépas OnBaior kat of Edppopor abtots. - ' 93. 4. 

of dppopor adrois==ol Evverédovv és adrovs, cp. supra, c. 76 med. Xar- 

péveay dé, 4 és "Opxoperdy ... Evvredci, and for the Ebppopor of Thebes, 

Strabo ix. 2. 24, robs Hapagwmlous... dnavras $xb OnBators Svras’... 

év 8 tH OnBatay eioi xat al Oepdmvat, xat 6 Tevpnoads; § 31, Glisas ;. 

§ 34, Acraephion.
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wapaoTy dé pysevt tudv as ev ri dAdorpia ob mpoanKov roodvde' xiv-- 

Suvov dvappirrodper, ev yap th rourav tép ris hyerepus 6 dyov Eorat, 

Either general assumes that the country in which-he is fighting 
belongs to the enemy. Compare 91, 92 init., 99. 

troxwpycdvray yap ‘autos tév mapatetaypévay K.T.A, ; 

avrois is the so-called ‘dativus ethicus,’ expressing the effect on 
the mind. Cp. note-on iii. 98. r. ‘For when they saw the troops 
tanged at their side giving way.’ ‘ 

. The presence of Socrates at the battle of Delium, where ‘he 
kept his head better than the soldier-Laches, and showed by his 
bearing that he was not a person to be trifled with,’ is described 
at length in the Symposium of Plato, 220 D—221 C, and alluded 
to Apol. 28 E, Laches, 181 B. 

Tocatra Tov Kijpuxos elzévros, of "A@nvatos rrépypavres rapa robs Botwrods 
éavrdy kiipuxa TOU péy lepod otre GBtxijoat epacay oddév, oi're Tov AorToD 
éxdvres Brier? ode ‘yap, tip dpyiv coedbeiv ent rovrm, dX’ ba &é 
atrod tobs ddtkoGvtas padXov odds dptvevrat. . a 

obre ddujoa .. . Brdyew. Though ékdv Brdrrew is said to be 
equivalent to ddcceiv (Nic. Eth. v. 9. 4), this is not the case here, for 
éxdvres is really separated from Bddyew. Not ‘they would not. 
injure, but ‘they would not, if they could help, do any harm.’ 
In a promise the expression <xav BAdrrev is far more forcible than 
the repetition of ddicfoew would be. . 

tovs ddtkodvras oas. 1) This is a piece of sophistry intended 
to answer the unusual demand of the Thebans. . From the Athe- 
nian point of view the Thebans were now the aggressors, either 
because they had crossed the frontier, or because they were attack- 
ing Delium, which the Athenians maintained to be theirs by right 
of conquest. Of course this was no real excuse for the occupation 

“of Delium, which took place before either of these pretended acts 
of aggression. 

Or 2) the words robs dduKodyras adas.may be taken in a more 
general sense. They wanted to. defend themselves against those 
“who were doing them a wrong by joining in the Lacedaemonian 
invasions of Attica,
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In either case paddov is connected with coedbeiv, not with dé&- 98. f. 

xoupras. 

rév 88 vépov trois “EAAnow eivar, dv dv 7 rd xpdros ths yas éxdorns O8. 2. 

Yv re mdéovos fv te Bpaxurépas, rovrwy cal Ta lepa del ylyverOat, tpdros 

Ocpanevépeva ols by mpds Tots eiwOdor Kat Sivevrat. 

_ The last words are a limitation on rois elwOdor, ‘ which besides 

being customary were possible,’ or ‘ which were customary when- 

ever possible.’ 

: * . 

” xat adroit pév ent wdéov SurnPivat ris éxelvav xparijoat, ToOT dy exew, 8. 4. 

dumOjvac in orat. obliq. =e eSur#Oycav. roiro, scil. ‘the ownership 

of the Boeotian temples.’ , , oe 

aabds re éxédevov odiow eimeiv pi ‘dmtotow ek Tis Bowwtay yijs,’ (08 98. 8. 

yap év 7H exelvav Ere elvat, év 9 52 Sopt exricavro,) GAXG ‘ ard 7h marpta’ 

Tovs vexpods ‘améySoucw’” dvaipeto bar. 

capas etmeiy refers to the second condition, not to the first. 

crév8ovew appears to be used here, and here only in classical 

’ Gréek, in the sense of omevdonévors. , 

of 8€ Bowwrol dmexpivavro, et pev év TH Bowwtig eloty, dmidvras. cx ris 99. 

-€avrev aropépecbar ra opérepa, et Bé ev Ti exelvwv, adrods yryvdcxew 7d 

mounréov, vopitovres tiv péev "Qpwmiav, év 7 rods vexpods év peOopias ris 

paxns yevoperns xeiabat EvvéBy, *Abnvalov cata rd inijxoov eivat, Kat odk 

av abrods’ Bia opav xparjcat abrév* ob ab éonévBovro SHlev inep ris 

éxeivav’ 7S Sé ‘ex THs. daurav’ ebmpenes etvar amoxplvacOar ‘dmdrras, 

kat GrroaBety & aratrovow.’ 

- At first the Boeotians argue that they ar are not bound to give up 

the dead bodies, unless the Athenians previously give up the temple 

which they have profaned. They now shift their ground, and 

offer the following dilemma. ‘ If Oropia is yours, take the bodies ; 

if it is ours, first leave what is not your own,’ i.e. leave Oropia and 

the temple, That the Thebans were in the wrong, according to 

Hellenic international law, is shown by their giving up the bodies, 

without insisting on the Athenians quitting Oropia (iv. 101 init.), 

when they had recovered the temple. 
The clause xat otk dv atrots is really opposed to what has 
VOL. I. ‘ T 

/
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preceded, but is expressed as though coordinate with it. The 
 Boeotians knew that Oropia was de facto subject to the Athenians, 
and they also knew that the Athenians could not bury the dead 
bodies, although lying in their own country, without the permission 
of the Boeotians. Their answer was‘a sophism, which in effect 
would deny the right of burial to the conquerors of a new territory, 

‘if for any reason they could not obtain possession of their dead, 
unless they first renounced their conquest. Both clauses, vopitovres 

.. elvat, and cal otk dy... exetvar, give a reason for the second part 
of the answer, «i 8¢ év rf eketvav, abrods yeyrdaxev rd rronréoy, ‘ they 
should themselves decide what was to be done ;’ while the first part, 
ei pev év ri Bowwria eloiv, dmidvras éx Tis €avrdy dnopéperOa ra opérepa, 
is justified in the words 73 8¢ ’Ex tis éavrdv...& drurodow, 

696cv is to be taken either 1)* with eorévorro, or 2) with rijs exetvur. 
Either r)* the Boeotians profess that it is unnecessary to make a 
truce when the landin question belongs to the Athenians, or 2) they 
are unwilling to admit indirectly the Athenian claim to Oropia. 

oppavro 82 ex ris "Hidvos, iw adrot eiyov eundpiov emi 16 ordpart Tod 
morapod eméaddector, mévre zai elkoos oradlovs aréxov dxd ris viv 
médews, fv Andimodw “Ayvav dvépacer, bre én dpdédrepa meprppéovtos 
108 Xtpupdvos, Sd 73 Teprexery abrijy, relyec Haxp@ drrokaBav ék worapod 
és rorapév trepupavi és Oddacady Te Kat Thy Hretpov dace, . 

Thucydides means to say, a) that Hagnon called the city Amphi- 
polis=‘a two-fronted city,’ because on either side it was surrounded 
by the Strymon, and was conspicuous both from the land and 
from the sea, 4) that the portion of land within the bend of the river 
he cut off by a wall when founding the city. The two statements, 
though disparate in meaning, are closely combined in grammatical 
construction. The reason for the-name of the city is given in the 
subordinate clauses, én’ audérepa... rod Erpupdvos, mepibary . . . Firetpov, 
not in the verb dxev, nor in the participle droraBdv. 

da rd mepicxew aiziy, either 1)* ‘because he wanted to enclose 
it ;” or 2) a repetition of Tepippéovros rod Xrpbpoves, * because the 
river surrounded it! 

For the dates of the different foundations of Ennea Hodoi or Amphipolis: see note on i. 103, 1.
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od xaéciro tefyn, ; 103. 5. 

I. e. there were no walls going down to the bridge and com- 

municating with the town. 

Covxvdisyy rip *Oddpou bs tdde Evvéypayer. 104. 4. 

For the conduct -of Thucydides with regard to the _loss of 

Amphipolis see note on v. 26. 5. 

mddeds Te ev TE tow ob orepioxdpevor Kal xerdivou mapa Sd€av adué- 106. 1. 

pevot. , 

év 76 iow, either 1) scil. rots *AOzvatocs, being treated with the 

same lenity as the Athenians; or 2)* remaining in possessiori 

of their city as they were before. 

exoperns Se tis Appirddews, of *A@nvaior és pcya S€os xaréotycay, 108. I. 

. Dros te Kal Sre pepe pév Tod Erpupdvos Fv wdpodos Ococaday diaydvrov 

nt tots Evppdxous addr tots Aaxedatpoviots’ tis Se -yepipas j} kparoby- 

tay, dvablev pév peyddns odons ent word Aigvys rod worapod, ra dé mpis 

"Hidva tpifpece tmpoupévav, obx Gy Sdvac0ar wpochOety rére Se fagdea 

75n evopitero yeyeria Oat. _ a 

tnpovpévay, Scil, rv AaxeBatpovior, 

odx dy Sévacbat x.r.d. is governed by some word such as évduicay, 

partly gathered from the subjective character of the preceding 

sentence, partly supplied in evopifero, 

Zort dé dxd rob Baodws Stoptypares Erw mpotxovaa, kat 6 "Adas airs 109, 2. 

Spos typydov redeurg és 16 Alyatoy méAayos. 

ow is said not, as might be expected, with respect to the main- 

land, but with respect to the peninsula and to Mount Athos, which 

was the boundary of the lower district called Act, or coastland. 

af olxotyrat Zuppikrors Z6veot BapBdpav Styhdcowy kai te Kal Xadxidixdv 109, 4. 

ém Bpaxd, 13 8 mActorov NMedacytxdv réy xal Aijpvdy aore Kat *AGhvas 

Tupanvav olknodvrav, cat Buradrixdy kat Kpyorevxdy kat “H8aves. 

For the Pelasgians and their language cp. note on i. 3. 4. 

of 88 mpdocovres adr, eldéres dre FEor, kat tpooeNOdvtes Twes avTGv 110. 2, 

AdOpa Sdiyor, erijpour riy mpdoo8or, xal ds Jo8ovro- wapérta, eoxopif- 

ougt map’ abrovs éyxerpidia Exovras av8pas Yidots Extra. 

T2
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‘110. 2, The words xat mpocedOdrres... dAéyor are not to be taken with 

erqpowy and écxopifovar, but form a: parenthesis (=poced Oévrav reir) 

and refer to a part only of the main subject. 

‘1123. kai 6 Bpaci8as adv 7h LivOnua ee Spdye, avaotyoas Toy oTpardy 

epBojoavrd re dOpdov kal Exmdygwv wodAgy trois ev ry méhet mapacxévra. 

épBoncavrd Te dOpéov. As elsewhere, the participle of the’ aorist, 

like the aorist itself, is used historically, i.e. simply to indicate the 

- occurrence of an event without any specification of time. Thus 

the action referred to in éu8ojcavra, so far from preceding that of 

dvacrigas, is in fact subsequent to it, ‘who then raised a shout.’ 

Cp. for a like indefinite use of the aorist ii. 68 init. “Apyos 13 

*Audidoyexdy kai Appidoxlay rhy GAdnv Extice ...’Apidoxos 6 "Apdrdpew 

... Sudvupor rij éavrod marpiés”Apyos dvopdoas. Cp. notes on i. 101. 

3, ii, 49. 4, iv. 4. 1, 48. 1, vi 14. 

117.1. AaxeSatudriot S€ cai "A@qvatoe dua Hot tou emvytyvopévou O€pous edbds 

exexeiplav eroumoavro tmavctov, vopicavres "A@nvaior pév ... Aaxedaypdriot 

8é ratra robs *A@nvaious yyotpevor, Amep Wercav, HoBetaOat, xat yevopérns 

dvaxayjjs kax&v kat radaureplas p@ddov emOuphoey abrods metpacapévous 

EvyadXayival re kal robs dvdpas olow drodéyras onovdas roroacbat Kat és _ 

2. rov mAelo xpdvov. rovs yap 59 GvSpas mept melovos crototyro Kopicacbat 

ds &rt Bpaoidas ebrixer’ kat tueddov, exit peiCov yopycavros abrod xat 

dvrizada Kataoricartos, ray pev otépecOat, trois 8 ek rov trou duvvdpevot 

xwdvvete Kal Kparncew, 

robs yup 3} dv8pas «7A. The connection with the previous sentence 
is as follows: 1) The Lacedaemonians divining the apprehensions 
of the ‘Athenians, and wanting to recover the captives, made’ a 
temporary peace: for they were anxious to recover their men while 

the good fortune of Brasidas lasted. 

mept metovos, they valued the recovery of their men ‘ more highly’ 
than anything else, and i in particular more highly than the prospect 
of further success, or even of ultimate victory. 

orépec Oat here=3simply ¢ remain deprived of, not necessarily “be 
deprived of them’ by the execution of the Athenian threat mentioned 

aa in iv. 41 init. ju 8 of Hedorovvitot apd rovrov és THY ya eoBddAdwow, 
eLayaydyres drroxreivat. For while the prisoners remained at Athens 
there was no likelihood of an invasion of Attica.
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trois dé, not ‘with the rest: of their ‘forces,’ for ‘their forces’ 117. 2. 

have nowhere been previously mentioned; but ‘against the Athe- 

nians, the dat. being governed by the idea of ‘ fighting’ contained 

in the words which follow. Cp. note on ii. 100. 6. 
xopicacéa is to be taken closely with és ér Bpagidas edrixer, ‘To 

- recover their men while the good fortune of Brasidas lasted, was 

their great object. On the other hand (xai, cp. note on iv, 99) there © 

was a danger if he carried his successes further, and established an 

equality, that they would remain deprived of them, 2)* even although 

they might be finally victorious.’ xa/, concurrently with the loss of 

their prisoners they would have a chance of conquering. The 

emphasis is on r&v pev oréperba: the antithetical form has got the 

better of the logical point of the sentence. Cp. ii. 42 fin. rods pev 

tyswpetobar trav dé épler Gat. 

But 8) xai may have another meaning, and be taken more closely 
with xparfcev, which it immediately precedes, ‘even their chance 

of victory would be doubtful.’ In this case both clauses are equally 

emphatic, and represent a disadvantage which might ensue from 

allowing Brasidas to continue the campaign. 

Mr. Grote objects to any such mode of rendering this passage, 

that if Brasidas had carried his successes further the Lacedae- 

monians would have had more places to give up, .and therefore 

more chance of recovering their men. It may be replied that the 

Lacedaemonians only consider two alternatives, making peace now, 

or fighting on until they had taken Athens. They prefer the former, 

which would restore to them the prisoners, whereas in the other case 

they might be deprived of them for an indefinite time. : 

2) Another turn is given to the passage by Herbst and Classen, 

who regard the words rots ydp «.7.A. as areflection of the Athenians 

"on the motives of the Lacedaemonians, and as the reason of the 

preceding words, padrov embupnoew atrovsrA, rots b€ kA. is then 

the emphatic clause, not rév pév orépeoba. - * The Lacedaemonians 

would remain deprived indeed of their men, but there would be a 

danger that they would actually (kai) be victorious ;’ xwSvvetew re- 

ferring to the fears, not of the Lacedaemonians, but of the Athe- 

nians. The rest of the explanation given by these two cgmmentators 

‘is less satisfactory than their view of the general, connection, which . .~ “7
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117. 2.is quite consistent with the natural interpretation of the passage 

given above. ‘The Athenians were anxious to make peace, 

because they knew that they could get good terms from the 

Lacedaemonians, who were anxious to recover their prisoners 

before Brasidas met with any disaster.’ 

118. The chief stipulations of the provisional treaty are,— 

1) The security a) for free access to the Delphic oracle, and 

8) for the protection of its treasures. Considering that the oracle 

was notoriously favourable to the Lacedaemonians, it was deemed 

necessary for the Athenians to assert an equal share in it (cp. 

for the general sense Aristoph. Birds, 188,— | 

0’ Somep Hpeis, jv tévae Bovddpeda 

Tiv6add_, Bowwrovs Siodov atrotpe6a). 

The second provision may possibly refer to the intention which 

the Corinthians expressed at the beginning of the war of con- 
verting the treasures of the temple to the use of the confederacy, 
i. 121 med. 

2) The remainder of the treaty asserts the ‘uti possidetis.’ 
This principle applied especially to: Pylos, Cythera, Nisaea, which 

had been won by the Athenians, to Amphipolis, and the other 
towns in Thrace which had joined Brasidas, or been taken by 
him, and to the territory of Troézen, upon which the Athenians 
appear to have encroached when they cut off the peninsula of 
Methoné, iv. 45. For éy Tporgqju, put for év r7 Tporgnvid:, cp. note 

on iv, 25. 2. 

3) The Peloponnesians are allowed to sail along their own 
coast and that of their allies in small trading vessels, but not: in 
ships of war. 

4) Provision is made for diplomatic intercourse, for arbitration, 
and for the extradition of deserters. _ 

The whole form of the treaty, especially the words of the last 
clause, idvres és AaxeSaipova diSdoxere, show that the terms of it had 
been first agreed upon at Sparta, and were afterwards sent to 
Athens for acceptance. 

¢ 

. 2 tous ° . 118. 4. tods dé &y Nioaig Kal Mwadg ph trepBalvovras Thy Sdov thy amd rap
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TuAdy Tay Tapa Too Nigov émt 7d Toserdavioy, dzé $€ rod Tocedewviov 118. 4. 

etObs ext ray yéepupay Ti és Mivway, , 

Having regard to the direction of the road, the gates of the 

temple of Nisus, (or possibly the entrance to a statue of Nisus 

near the city,) are spoken of as the ‘gates leading from the temple 

of Nisus.’ 

mepi dé ras fpépas tabras, als émpxovro, = Teton ev tH Taddfun wéMts 120. I. 

dnéatn dn’ "AOnvaiwy mpbs Bpaciday. 

émipxovro, ‘they were coming and going? But the word is 

doubtful, because the imperfect of gpyozat is not found in Attic 

prose. It is therefore proposed by Herbst (on Cobet’s Emen- 

dations, p. 10) to make it the imperfect of émdpyopat, which is’ 

supposed to=towévdovro c. 119 init. supra. 

But a more general word seems to be required in this place. 

Not ‘about the time when they were making the offerings at the. 

ratification of the treaty” but ‘when they were ratifying the 

treaty.’ We must therefore adhere, though with some doubt, to 

the received interpretation. We cannot tell whether éxjpyorro 

refers to the transaction of business connected with the truce, or 

to the negotiations which followed it, and which may have begun 

' immediately. For Scion’ revolted only two days after the con- 

‘clusion of the truce (c. 122 fin.)’ 

Tpipper pev bat mpomreovon, aurés Sé ev KeAnrig drader ependpevos, 120, 2. 

bras, ef pév rin Tod radnros pilot moto mepirvyxdvor, % Tprnpys dpivy 

aitd, dvrinddov dé GAAgs rpujpous emeyevopems, ob pds Td Edacoov 

voptteoy rpipecOat, GAr’ emt ry vaiv, kal év rotre airy Siacdoew, 

air is here the reading of nearly all the MSS. 1) It has been 

‘altered by Hermann and others into atr7. This would mean that 

the mere appearance of the trireme would be a sufficient protection 

against any larger vessel not a ship of war. But the explanation 

of airf is forced; it is better 2)* to read aird, scil. TQ xéAntt, OF 

16 Bpacidg, the # in atrj being probably a repetition of 7 in the 

previous word. : 

idig 8€ érawiou re Kal mpoonpxovto Semep dOAnrR. 121. 1. 

The same doubt arises about npoofpyovro as about émipxovro
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|: 1211. ¢, 120. 1, supra. If from mpoodpxopa, it-means ‘made offerings’. 

of flowers, etc. to Brasidas, i.e. threw flowers upon him, an honour 

constantly shown to great athletes, and other popular favourites. 

See Herbst, p. 7. Cp. Plato, Theaet. 168 C, ratra, 3 OcdSape, 7S 

€raipy cov els Bonferay mpoonptdpyy Kar’ epi Stvapiv, opixpa dnd 

optxpov. But the ordinary rendering gives a sufficient sense, ‘came 

up to him,’ i.e. to congratulate him. . 

121. 2. yyotpevos Kal rods AOqvalovs BonOFjoat av ds és vicov, Kai Boudépevos 

pbdoat. : , . . , 

xai, ‘that the Athenians as well as himself would come with an 
arméd force’ (though with a different object). Bonéeiv need not 
‘mean ‘come to the rescue ;” cp. iii, 24 fin. rijs Boydelas mavodpevor, 
‘desisting from ‘the pursuit. 

123. 1. kat atrods dé£aro 6 Bpagidas ob vopifov ddieiv, ore ev TH éxeyetpia 
gavepds mpocexdpynoav’ tome yap & xai airds évexddes tots "A@nvaios 

.mapaBaivery ras omovdds. $5 Kat of MevBaior paddop érdAunoay, THY TE 
tod Bpagidou yudpny épavres éroipny, Texpatpopevor xai did rijs Sxubygs Gre 
od mpovdiSov, xal dpa Krd. ; , 

a6 refers to.what precedes, and is further explained in what 
follows. - ‘And therefore (i. e. because they saw that Brasidas was _ 
already charging upon the Athenians a violation of the treaty) 
the Mendaeans were encouraged to revolt, observing as they did 
the zeal of Brasidas, which they inferred also from his unwillingness 
to betray the cause of the Scionaeans, It is evident that Brasidas 
wanted, if possible, to set aside the treat SO , 

125. I. kat €v rovr@, Stapepopever abr&y, jyyéAn, sre Kal of ’TAduptoi per’ 
"AppiBalov mpoddvres Hepdixxay yeyérnvrat. 

kai, either ‘besides other reasons for retreat,’ or ‘in addition to 
the army which he had, that Arrhibaeus had been reinforced by. 
the Illyrians,’ , 

126. 2. dyaOois yap elvat tpiv mpoojner rh wokéuia ob did Euppdyev mapovciav 
éxdorore, GAAG 8! otkelav dperny, kal pndev wdjjOos mepoBinabat érépay,: 
ot ye pydé dad woktreOy rorodrwy Hxere, ev als oF model ddlywv
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Epxousiv, GAdk wActévav pGAdoy eAdacous, odx AA til xryodpevar Thy 126. 2, 

Suvacrelav i} 7 paxspevor xpareiv, 

roiovrey, scil, dv of wodirat wAROos mepsBqvrar, refers to 5 what: has 

preceded. ‘For you do not come from cities in which men fear 

a multitude, but from cities in which’ not the many rule over the 

few but the few over the many.’ The antecedent to év als is really 

to be obtained, not from dé rowdtreay wodiredv, but from dad ph 
rototrey rokredy implied in the previous clause. ‘You do not come 

from cities of a kind, implies ‘You come from cities of another 
kind, and in those cities not the many, etc.’ Cp. vi. 68 fin. of 

pev ydp, Gre mept warpidos Exrat 6 dydy, ey Sé, Gre 00k év warpibr, ef 

3s xparety Set } py Sadlos droywpeiv. : : 

BapBdpous 8¢, obs viv dmecpia dédure, padeiv xph cE dv re mponyonode 126. 4e 

tois Maxeddow abréy, cat df dv eye eixdfo te kat Dav dxéy éniorapat, 

ov Sewods coopévous, Kal yap Soa pev 76 dure Gober] dvta T&v Todeptov 

Béxnow €xee loxvos, Sidayiy GAnOys mpar-yevopern mept avray ebdpouve padXov 

robs dpuvopévous’ ots $é BeBaiws Tt mpdceatw dyady, pi mpocrbios tis dp 

' abrots ToAunpérepov mpoopéparro. . 

ydp. You ought to’ know (saéeiv xpq), for to know will do you 

good. ca pé is the more emphatic clause. ‘If an enemy is weak 

his weakness had better be revealed, although if he is strong his 

strength had better be concealed.’ 

ovre yap rdgw exovres aiaxwOeiev dv Arety Td yopay Piacpevor, 7 re 126. 5. 

guy kat 7 &podos abrav tony exoura Ségay Tou KaAoU dveféheyxrov kat 

1d dvSpetov exer, 

‘ Truly it would be a strange thing to use so noble and costly ¢ a 

machine as a British army, with all its national reputation to sup- 

port, as lightly as those Spanish multitudes, collected in a day, 

dispersed in an hour, reassembled again without difficulty, incapable , 

of attaining, and consequently incapable of losing, any military 

reputation. ’-Napier, Peninsular War, bk. xi. c. i. 

Tob Te &s xeipas eAOeiv marérépov 7 exoPioery jpas daivdéves jyodvrat, 126. 5. 

75 eéxpoBicev, ‘The attempt to terrify us without danger ‘to 
themselves. For the future cp. note on iii. 66. 2. -
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~ ~ ‘ ~ a ™ a a 
128.1. 6 8 yrods mpoetre rots ped” abrod rpraxociots, Sy weTo pGddov Gv édelv 

Tov AShwr, xwpjcavras mpds adrév Spdpe, ws tdxtora Exagros Sivarar, 

dvev ré£ews metpacat an’ abrod éxxpodcat tovs 7by Exdévtas BapBdpovs, zpiv 

kal thy mAciova KixAwow opay atrdéce mpocpitat. ; 

bv gero x.r.A. Either 1) which he thought his troops could best 

occupy; or 2)* which he thought the barbarians were most likely 

to occupy. The latter explanation is not inconsistent with éxdvras 

which follows, for although the enemy had occupied the defile, and 

some of them were already on the hill (rods dq édvras BapBdpovs), 

they might not yet have taken complete possession of it. 
émdvras is a correction of the MS, reading émévras. Cp. infra 

131. 2, mpooBaddvres & arg xara xpdros of "A@nvatot xai payn éxxpotoarres 

rois énévras x.r.., Where éxévras has the authority of one good MS., 
the Clarendonianus. . In both places the word éxkpoteat is strongly 
against ¢mévras, For we can hardly speak of ‘ dislodging ’ those 
who are ‘attacking.’ And émévras would be unsupported by any- 
thing in the context. 

> 4 o ry , , . 128. §. 470 rovrov re mpérov Tepdixxas Bpaciday te Toe poy evdpice, kat €s 

129. 

76 Aourdy MeAomovvyotoy rH pev yopn Se ’AOnvatous 08 Edvnbes pics etye, 
tay 8é dvaykatav fupspuv Stavacras expaccer, dre tpére tdytcra roils 
pev SupBycerar, trav 8 dmadAdéerat, 

7H youy and do’ ’A@nvaiovs are to be taken with od Edvnbes. Per- 
diccas cherished a feeling of hatred towards the Peloponnesians, to 
which the mind of one who was an enemy of the’ Athenians might 
have been expected to be a stranger, , 

tay & dvayxatoy fupddpor Siavagrds, lit, ¢ departing from’ (Le. not regarding) ‘his necessary, or most pressing, interests,’ - 

An inscription is extant containing the names of those who fell a2) in a battle, or probably two battles 
5) at Potidaea (three names only), ¢) at Amphipolis, d) emi Opdxns, e) at Pylos, /) at Sermylia, &) at Singus (one name only in the case of the last five places). Kirchhoff (C.I.A. vol. i. p. 200) assigns 
the inscription to 425, the capture of Pylos; Mr. Hicks (Newton and Hicks, Greek Inscriptions in the British Museum, Part L p-106), following Boeckh (C. I. G. vol. j. no. 171), to 423, and to the expe- 

which are unknown to us,
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dition against Mendé and Scioné recorded in the present chapter. 129. 

It may be conjectured that an Athenian soldier fell in defending 

‘the bridge at Amphipolis (iv. 103 fin.) and that some trifling en- mo 

gagement, which is not mentioned by Thucydides, took place at 

Potidaea (cp. iv. 135) Sermylia (or Sermylé) and Singus (see note 

on v. 18); But such hypotheses can never be brought to the test, 

it is therefore better to refrain from them. 

The names of certain ¢yyp[agoe], rogérat, and devo are recorded 

in the inscription. Boeckh compares iv. 129 init. (aAirais 82 ysAious 

” Eavrév kat tobéracs efaxociors Kat Opafi proSwtots xiAlors Kai Gddors TEV 

airdbey guppdxuv wedracrais), and supposes the zyyp[ador] to have 

been metics enrolled among the citizen hoplites (émdtra: éavriy). 

But, again, such combinations are hazardous, for the Athenian army 

would probably be composed of the same elements on many dif- 

ferent occasions. We know of no one time at which soldiers were 

falling at Potidaea, at Amphipolis, and at Pylos. We are ‘only 

sure that the inscription cannot be earlier than the capture of Pylos, 

or later than the first year of the peace, 421. 

Besides the two similar and more celebrated inscriptions cited in 

the notes on i. 63. 3, 108. 1, we have a list of names (of which 

part was discovered 1834) including the title é @do[~]. The latter 

words may suggest that the inscription is the monument of those 

who fell in 465 against the revolted Thasians (i. 100 med., Kireh- 

hoff, no. 432). 

e aA ~ 24 ~ én + . a a - * a. 

Kat Tivos ard Tav amd Tov Onpouv avreimovTos KaTa TO GTATLWTLKOY, OTL 180. 4 

ovk eméketoty, obS€ S€ort0 rrodepety K.T.A, 

Cp. note on iv. 69. 2. 

meprrerxeLoperns 88 tis Exudvys, Hepdiexas rots roy *AOnvaiav 182. 1. 

aotparnyois emixnpurcuodpevos Spodoylay srotcirae mpds tous *AOqvaious 

dua Tip rod Bpacidou FxOpav wept THs ek Tis Avyxou dvaxephoeos, 00d 

tore Gpédpevos mpdocew. Kai ériyxave yap téte "Ioxaydpas 6 Aaxedat- 

ponos otpariay péddov wely mopetoew os Bpaciday k.T.A. 

For Scion’ cp. Aristoph. Wasps, 209 (acted in 422),— 
n> 

vy AU 7 pot Kpeirrov Rv 

mpety Sxdvqy dvtt rovrou rod murpés. 

For the fate of the city cp. v. 32 init.
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182. I. For eds rére x.7.d. see note on English text. 

135.1, rot yap xdSovos wapevexOévros, obras és 7d didxevoy, mpiv émavedGeiv 

rav rapadiOdvra abtév, 7 mpdabeats éycvero. 

otras refers to rod xddavos mrapevexGévros, ‘ thus—taking this oppor- 

tunity.’ Cp. iti, 96 med. riy yap yopny elye rddda KaraoTpeydpevos 

obtws emt "Odioréas . . . orparedoat vorepor. : , 

Cp. the orders issued by Peisthetaerus to the builders of Nephe- 
lococcygia, Birds 842,— 

xodwvocpopay neptrpexe,—xat xdOevd? exe.
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Tod 8 éxyryvopévov bépous, al pév enavoror crovdal Srehéduvto péxpe Lr 

v6iov" kat dv TH exexetpla, ’A@nvaior AnXious avéstyoay ex Andou... 

kat of pey Andtot *Arpapurtiov apvdxou Sdvros avrois év TH "Agia @xnoay, 

ddtus Gs Exactos Gppyto. KAcav bé *adqvaious meloas és Ta ent Opaxns 2. 1 

xopia eéérreuce peta Thy exexerplay. 

The truce expired in Elaphebolion, March—April. The Pythian 

games were celebrated in the Delphic month Bucatius, which 

appears, from inscriptions found at Delphi, to have corresponded 

to the Attic Metageitnion (August—September). See Kirchhoff, 

Monatsb. der Berl. Acad. 1864, p. 129 foll. And it is “clear from 

v. 12 that the battle of Amphipolis took place at the end of the 

summer. Nothing i is said by Thucydides of operations preceding 

the expedition to Amphipolis. ‘Thetefore the words &AéAvyro 

péxpt Uvéier cannot imply that the war was renewed before the 

Pythian games. 

* Scedédwro, Either 1) ‘ the truce of a year had expired, having 

' continued ‘till the Pythian games;’ which is said in the same 

manner as pexpt rotde dpicde tyav 7 Bpaduris, i. 71 med., lit. ‘let 

your. sluggishness, having continued so long, here have an end. 

The meaning is that the truce, V which should have come to an end , 

- at the beginning of spring, had by a tacit understanding been pro- 

longed until the Pythian games ; the interval was ,an dvakox} 

donovdos, like that between the. Athenians and Corinthians in, 

v. 32 fin. : 

Or 2) the emphasis may fall on buehdwrr0, lit. “the truce of a. 

year had expired until the Pythian games;’ in other ‘words, not 

the truce but a state of affairs in which the truce was no longer .: .» 

- in force (indicated by the pluperfect) continued - ‘until the Pythian 

games, In this case the silence: of Thucydides must be held to. 

imply what he does not, actually say—that-there was No . renewal: 

of the war, although preparations may have been making during 

the interval for the expedition to Amphipolis. - 7
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2.1. The word éxexetpia (cp. c. 2 init.), which follows, refers either to 
the period during which the truce with the Peloponnesians was 
informally protracted, or to the sacred truce observed during the 
festival, The purification of Delos would be naturally connected 
with the celebration of the Pythian games. 

oirws os Exacros Spyyro, i.e. each man went to Adramyttium 
when and how he pleased; there was no regular new settlement. 

2. 2. at mpoodaBady abrébev éndtras Tey poupdy xarémevcev és rov Kodo- 
puriov Mpéva, tv Topavatay dréyovra ob odd Tis wOdews. ; 

No mention is found elsewhere of this ‘harbour of the Colopho- 
nians.’ But Strabo (vii. p. 330), Photius, and others, speak of a 
kaos Aruiy near Torone, as Xen. Hell. ii. 4, 31 speaks of one at 
or near the Piraeus. And a ‘landlocked harbour’ (Leake, North 
Greece, iff. p. 119), just south of Torond, is still called Kufé. 
Hence Pluygers (Cobet. Nov. Lect. p- 381) conjectures Kaddy, 
and Leake Kod¢éy, for Koroparior, For the medning of cogds Ash, 
a harbour so completely protected that the sound of the waves 
was not heard in it, cp. Plut. Mor. p. 778 C, Wyttenb. vol. iv. 

_ part I. P. 122, domep év dkdtare Acuén kat kos. The emendation 
is probable but by no means necessary. For we cannot be certain 
that there was not near Toron’.a harbour which for some unknown 
reason was called the ‘ harbour of the Colophonians.’ 

3.2, of O€ "APgvaioe POdvovow of re dad rev vedy Advres tiv Topdyyy ral 6 
mess emomdpevos abroBoel xara 1d Suypypévov relyous. Tod maAawd 
Luveomecdv, . 

atroBoei, ‘dashing in immediately together with the enemy * 
_ (geveomerdv) on the retreat of Pasitelidas, a variation of the 
common phrase atrofoci Aciv, used to avoid tautology, Advres 
having just preceded. 

4. 4, > kai kataotdvres ek ray retyav éroépovy, 
Either r) ‘and. there taking up a position carried on war from 

the ‘two forts;’ or 2)* connecting xaraordvres with énodépovy, § car- 
ried on a continual war from the two forts. , 

5.2. — robvrats ofy 6 aia’ evruxdv tots kopulLopevors,
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. Either 1) ‘who were returning home,’ or 2) ‘being those who 5. 2 
were on their way,’ the article referring to the preceding words rots 

éx Meaonuys érolxos éxrerraxdow. Cp, note on iv. 33. a. 

Bpacibas 88 ruvOavépevos tatra dvrexdOyto Kat ards emi rH Kepdvdio. 6. 3. 

em r@ Kepdvdlo goes with dvrexdOyro, not with cat adrds, or cal would 

be inappropriate, - For Cleon was not stationed upon Cerdylium. 

Cp. c. 8 init. caraBas xat ards dd rob KepdvAiov. 

7. 2. - ab Bouddpevos adrots 81d 75 ev 7H arg Kalnpdvous Bapivec Oat, 

Cp. note on i. 2. 5 ; and iv. 63. 1. 

- kat éxpyoaro 74 tpér@, grep kat és rv Tlddov edtuxyoas éniorevsd 7. 3. 

povety, . 

érep is to be taken both with edruxnoas and with é énlorevoe. 

kat ri peito mapackeviy mepiepever, obx ds TG doarel, Hy dvaykd{yrat, 7. 3. 

meproxnowy, GAN’ ds xikho meptotas Bia alpjoay Thy wow, : 

‘Not under the idea that he would by the help of his reinforce- 

ments get the better without risk, should he be compelled to fight’— 

that was not his meaning, ‘ “but he was going to surround and . 

storm the city.’ 

Sore al, pnyavas Sre od Kati Oey Exar, dpapreiv eOdxet*’ Activ yap dv 7. 5. 

ry mow Oud 7d Epnpov. 

1) xard in xarjAev has been taken i in the sense of ard in kardyety, - 

‘when he landed in Chalcidice.’ But even if this meaning of the . 

word were allowable it would still be strange that Cleon should not - 

have brought siege-engines from Athens. And the meaning re- 

quired by the context is not ‘landed,’ but 2) ‘came to the town.’ 

Whether the word will bear this meaning is uncertain. 

Bekker adopts the correction otk dv@\ée, ie. ‘that he did not’ 

come up from the sea,’ but dva- gives an unnecessary degree of . 

precision, ‘since dvj\@ev is subordinate to zyar. We require ‘he. 

had not brought siege-engines,’ not ‘when he came up to the city,’ 

but simply ‘when he came to the city.’ Better od« 7Aéev, though 

the departure from the text is slightly greater.
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el yap detkere trois evavriows +5 te whiOos xal rv Smdiow dvaykalay odcay 
trav ped” Eavtod, obx adv Hyeiro paddov meptyeverOat ij dvev mpodpeds te 
airav Kat ph dnd tod Svtos karadponjoews, 

‘He did not think he would be more likely to succeed than if 
“they did not observe him ’=* he thought he would be more likely 
to succeed if they did not observe him.’ In the latter words kat 
Pi)... karappoviicews there is a confusion of two: ideas— if they 
did not despise him on real grounds,’ and ‘if they despised him on 
unreal grounds,’ between dvev xarappovficews dnd rod évros, and pera 

- katadpovacews pi) dard rob Svros. The two clauses i dvev... xaracppo- 
vacews taken together are a somewhat: clumsy. way of expressing 
el py mpotdotev, xat ef pi dnd tod Byros Karadhpo noeav. The negative Hi) mpoiSoer, Bi por g 

/in the second clause is pleonastic, as often where a negative has 

9.7 

preceded. For the meaning cp. iv. 126 med. éca per TO Sure dobena 
dvra ray Todeplov Séknow exer toxvos, diday} aAnOjs ‘Tpooryevouem rept 

a, a m7 ~ ‘ > a, avray €Odpovve pGdAov robs duvvopévous, 

tiv d€ emyelpnow tpér@ Stavoodpat rrovetobat didabo, iva py td te 
kat’ 8Mtyov Kat. ph Gmavtas xwSuvetew, evdeds aivdpevoy drodplay 
mrapdoxn. , SO . ; : 

ré is slightly misplaced, and. there is only a verbal opposition 
between kar’ ddtyov and pi dnavras, as in i. 36. 3° (see note), tots 
te Euunaot xad xa’ Exacroy. + 

Four of the best MSS, read ré re kar’ 8déyov. Poppo would read 
BY Te 7d kar’ odréyov, which is adopted by Classen. 

: ob 8€, KAcapida, Borepov,... aidudioos ras midas dvoléas émexOety xal: 
énelyeoOar ds rdxwora fupptéa. . 7 

Infinitive for imperative; not found elsewhere in Thucydides, 
except perhaps in vi. 34. 9, sapaorivat dvr, (see note,) but not 
uncommon in other writers... 

kal ride dpiv rh hyépa } dyabois yevopevors edevbeplav re tmdpyew kat. 
Aaxedaipovlay Evppdxots kexAyjabat, 4 *AOnvatay ve Sotdors, jv ra dpora 
dvev avSparodiopot 4 bavatdaeas mpd£yre, kat Soudelay XoAerwrépay 
amply elxere, TOs Bé Nowmrots “EMAyot KwAurais yevéoOar eevOcpdaews, 

dovdeiav is a cognate accusative after. dovAois or after the verbal.
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‘idea Soddors KexdAjoGar:—‘ you will be called slaves, and slaves en- 8. 9: 

during a slavery more cruel.’ Cp. Plato, Rep. 579 D, Zorw dpa...” 

6 ro Ovre Tupavyos 3 évrt SodXos tas peyiorus Owmrelas Kat Soudelas xat 

xodak tév worpordrav. ré after ’A@qvalav corresponds to 6€ in rots 8é 

Aorrois “BAAgow, ‘You will be called slaves of the Athenians, but 

more than this, you will be hinderers, etc. Cp. note oni. 11. 1.. 

7 5é Kream, havepod yevopevou adrod «xd rod Kepdudlov xataBdytos, 10. 2. 

kal dv rh wdhee éxibavet otoy tLabev mepi rd lepov rijs "AOnvas Quopevou, 
‘ a > ’ . > ° 4 , “sk : 

xal Tatra tpdogovros, dyyéAXerat (mpotxeyopyxer yap TOTe Kara Thy Oéav), 
a. ” Low. 
OTe 7) TE OTpaTia ataca KTAA, 

- 1G KAéou is governed by dyyéAAerat.only, not by pavepod yevopsevon, 

xat tata mpdgoorros, either 1)* the ceremonies of the sacrifice, or 

2) the preparations for the sally: cp. supra, ryy re Z£o3ov mapecxev- 

d(ero airés xr. In the first case ratra mpaaaovros contrasts the 

sacrifice with the more warlike preparations. mpdocovros may be 

parallel either 1)* to qavepod yevopevov, to which xaraBdyros and @vo- 

pévou are subordinate, or 2) to xaraSdyros and éyopévov, the word 

thus becoming subordinate to qavepot yevouevov, But then ratra 

mpdacorros, if we are to escape tautology, must refer, not to the 

sacrifice, but to the preparations forthe sally. 

- onpaivery re Gua éxédevey dvayopyuty kat mapiyyyethe tots dmovow, éri 10. 3. 

7d evovupoy képas, Gomep pévoy olév 7’ Iv, bxdyew én tis Hidvos. 

tois dmotow. We should expect dmovow, but the article refers to 

dvaxépnow. There is however a slight inaccuracy in the expression, 

for at the time of giving the order the retreat had not yet begun. 

Lit. ‘he bade them sound a retreat, giving at the same time a 

special order to those who were the retreating force that they 

‘should withdraw upon their left wing in the direction of Eion, . 

Cp. trois xopifopévors v. 5. 23 iv. 33. 2, and notes. - 

ws 8 aire edéxe ayod} ylyverOar. “10. 4. 

1)* ‘As there appeared to him to be delay.” For this sense’ 

cp. viii, 95 med. oxoAH wAnpoupévar, and Aesch. Agam. 1059,— 

ot & ef re Spdoes ravd_, pi) cyorijy ribet. , 

Or 2) ‘As he appeared to have plenty of time’ (a resumption of 

VOL. II. U
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10. 4. oldpevos POjceabar dmedOdv above), and therefore did not mind ex- 
posing his unshielded side to the enemy. 

10.9. xkaié pev KXéav as 3 TpGrov od Stevociro pévew, ebOds hevyov xt. 
Cp. c. 7. med. és payny pev yap obdé PAriwév of emekcevat ovdéva, Kara 

Oéav 8€ pGddov &hn dvaBaivew rod xewpiov, 

10. 9. of 8 abroé cverpapévres Gahirat ent rov Adpov K.7.A. 
, That atro# is x) a pronoun, scil. Kiéwvos, and not 2)* as Classen 

supposes, a local adverb, is rendered probable by the opposition of 
& pév KAéwy and of d¢ abrod éaXtras. 

Ir. kat ry drokiay ds olka} mpooéGeoay KaraBaddvres TH “‘Ayvdvera oixo- 
Sopypara Kat dpavicavres ef re prnpdovvév mov Epeddev abrod ris olxicews 
neptéceabat, vopicavres roy ev Bpaci8ay curijpd re cay yeyevoOat Kat 
ey T$ wapdyre dua thy roy Aaxedarpovioy Evppaytay Pé8o ray ’A@nvalov 
Gcpametovres, tov 82 “Ayvava xara 75 Todépioy téyAOnvalav obk dv Spotws 
agiot Evpdépas ob8 dy WSeus tas Tipas fxeuw, 

Ta ‘Ayvédveta olxodophpara, either 1)* the public buildings which 
Hagnon had erected, or 2) the shrine which was dedicated to him 
as to a founder. dpolus #8éas, either 1)* so agreeably to them, or 2) 
so agreeably to himself, as formerly. ; 

If the second interpretation of ra “Ayvéveta oixoSopqpata and W0€as 
(Miiller-Stritbing, p. 718) be correct, Hagnon must be supposed 
to have died before this time. He is last mentioned in ii. 95 fin. 

. He cannot then be identified with the Hagnon of v. 19 fin. 24 med., 
or with Hagnon the father of Theramenes (viii. 68 fin.), who is said 
by Lysias, c. Eratosth. (xii.) 66, to have been one of the mpéBovrot 
appointed-after the Sicilian disaster. . , 

For the idea cp. the dying speech of the Plataeans, in which 
they urge that the battlefield of Plataca will no longer be ‘agreeable’ 
to the heroes interred there if inhabited by the Thebans (iii. 58). 

18. 1. ‘vopicavres ob8éva Kaipiy ert elvat, TEV Te *AOnvateay joog dredyArvdsrav, 
rat otk dgidypeay atray dvrov dpa re Sv kdxetvos erevéet, 

They had two motives for returning. The Athenians had gone 
“home defeated, and they were themselves incapable of executing 
what Brasidas on his part had designed: rdeivos, i.e, Brasidas,
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as contrasted with the Lacedaemonians who succeeded him. The 13. 1. 
Greek and English idioms here differ. In Greek the word kai 

commonly adheres to the standard of comparison (cp. dozep xa‘), 

in English the corresponding word adheres to the person or thing 

compared. Cp. fora use of «ai in a similar position the note on 

iv. 62. 4. 

EvvéBawve 8¢ kat mpos tods *"Apyetous atrois ras tpiaxovracreis omovdas 14, 4. 

"én? €&68e elvat, xat DAas ovK POedov onévderOat of *Apyciot, ef py Ts adrois 

Tv Kuvovplav yi dnodéce’ Got addvata etvat epaivero “Apyciors kat 

*AOnvatots Epa wodepeiv, 

‘So that they felt the impossibility of fighting with the Argives 

and Athenians combined;’ a compressed way of saying, ‘so that 

they would have to fight with the Argives and Athenians combined, 

which appeared impossible.’ 

kal oby fjooov ois Aaxedatporiots, emibvpia tév dvdpav trav ex ris 15. 1 

yoo xopicag@at* qoav yap ot Sruptiarat avray mp&rot TE Kat dépotus 

aioe Evyyeveis. 

I.e. the Spartans among them were all of the purest Spartan 

‘blood. ‘poiws gvyyeveis, 1) not one more than the other, but equally, 

related to the first men of the state; or 2) éyoiws may=‘cor- 

respondingly ;’ ‘they were of the first rank, and, as being of the 

_first rank, were related to the governing body” ‘These words 

clearly imply that there were degrees of rank among the Spartans. 

But owing to our ignorance of the social state of Sparta the ex- 

pression is obscure to us, and some of the words may be corrupt. 

. The difficulty is considerably increased by the circumstance. that 

the 120 Spartans thus described were taken by lot (iv. 8 fin. &e- 
BiBalov és tiv vijcov robs SaAiras dmoxhnpdcavres awd mdvrwv Toy Adywr), 

as we must suppose therefore only out of others who’ were equally 

Spartans of the first blood. Either the persons described were 

not guvyyeveis in any strict sense of the term, or the body to which 

they belonged must have been small, and its members must have 

constantly intermarried. 

éretdy 88 kal 4 ev "Apdurddet oa rois "AOnvalas eyeyénro, Kal éreOvixes 16, 1. 

Kyéav te kal Boagidas, oftep dudorépwley pddiora Rvavriodvro 7H. elphvy, 

U2
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© 5 pev did 7d ebruyely re Kat ripdcbae éx rod modepeiv, 5 S€ yevopérns 

fovxias katapavéctepos, vopilov dy elvar Kaxoupyav kat dmortérepos 
diaBddrov, rdre 2 [ol ev] cxarépa rH wédec oweUBovtes Ta pddora Ty 
tyycpoviay, WAeorodvag re 5 Mavaaviov, Baciheds AaxeSatpoviay, kat Nextas 

6 Nixypdrov, mdciora trav rére eb epdpevos ev otparnyias, WOAAG 87 
padXoy mpoeOupodvro KT. 

The words oi év after rére 8€ are only found in one fair (F.) and 
three inferior MSS. (Reg. Lugd. Gr.). ‘They seem to be required 
if the sense is that which is usually given. There is however some 
difficulty in the Greek, omedSovres riv yepoviay, which more naturally 
means ‘striving after the supremacy for,’ than ‘striving after the 
supremacy 7, their respective states.’ The word owed8ew in the 
absolute sense of ‘striving after ’ without a dative following, occurs 

- rarely if ever in prose. But even if this sense could be supported 
by examples, the words seem hardly applicable to Pleistoanax and 
Nicias, who were not ambitious of i increasing their own power in © 
‘the state, but only of keeping themselves and the state out of 
trouble, while in either sense they are appropriate to Cleon and 
Brasidas. The words oi év therefore, independently of the want 
of MS. authority in their favour, are better omitted. . rére 82... 
yyepoviay will then be referred to Cleon and Brasidas, not to Plei- 
stoanax and Nicias. The apodosis of the whole sentence will 
begin at MAcorodvat re. 

ereOvixer KAéov te xal Bpaoidas... dia8dd\Xwv. The motives here 
attributed to Cleon and Brasidas by Thucydides are of course not 
such as they were conscious of to themselves ; they only show the 
light in which their career was regarded by an opponent. . 

There is no redeeming feature in Thucydides’ portrait of Cleon. 
‘He was the most violent of the citizens, and exercised the greatest 
influence,’ iii. 36 fin.; iv. 21. He proposes the massacre of the 
Mityleneans, and is the instigator of the impossible terms offered 
to the Lacedaemonians after the affair of Pylos. ‘He is laughed 
at in the assembly.’ ‘His success would be a good thing, but his 
death a better,’ iv. 28 fin. “His own soldiers disparaged him in 
comparison with the Lacedaemonian commander,’ v. 7 init." 

For the motives of Cleon as. described by Thucydides cp. 
Aristoph. Knights, 801,—
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AA, oby bay’ dpén, pa A’, *Apxadlas mpovoutpevos, add’ tva paddov 16. 1. 

av pév dprdtys wat Swpodoxijs mapa Tap TéAewv’ 6 Se Shpos 

tnd rot wohéuou eal rijs Suixdys & wavoupyeis uy xaboph cov. 

Also 864,— ° 

AA, Gnep yap of ras éyyéXets Onpdpevor mérovOas. 

Grav pév 9 Aipyn xatacrh, AapBdvovorw ovddy 

ay 8 diva re kal dra rév BépBopov kuxdow, 

aipotiot. Kal ob AapBdvers, Hv rv wédkw Tapdrrys. 

And for the feelings with which his: appointment as general in 
425 was regarded by his opponents cp. Aristophanes speaking 
by the mouth of the Clouds, 581,— / 

cira tov Ocoiow éxOpiv Bupood&pny Habdaydva 

_ uty’ ipeiabe atparnysy, tas Sppis auvyyopey 

xdrototpev Seva? Bpovriy s €ppdyn 8C dorpamis* 

9 cednn & eereume ras ddovs' 6 8 Pdtos 

thy OpvadrXi® els Eaurdy ebbews Evvedxicas 

ob paveiv Spacey bpiv, e oxparnyqoe KACov. 

A comic aspect of the turn of events here described is given in 
Aristophanes, Peace, 267-284, where the servant of the War-god,- 
finding that his master, who is intending to pound the cities of 
Hellas, has not got a pestle, goes to borrow one, first at Athens, 

_ then at Lacedaemon. Both are missing,— 
IIOAEMOS, odros. KY. ti dorm; 0. ob pepes; KY. 74 deiva ydp, 

ardor’ ’AOnvaiorow dderpiBavos, 

6 Bupcowaadns, és éxixa ray ‘EAAdSa. 

TPYTAIOS. eb ¥, & wérma déomow’ A@gvala, modv 

dnddod’ exeivos kav Sorte Th méhe.. 

KYAOIMOE, ofpor rdAas, ofpos ye kar’ ofsos pada, 

HO, ri eon; pov obk ad épes; KY. drrddwde yap 

kai tots AaxeSatpovioicw dderpiBavos, , 

M10, was, & wavoipy’; KY. és dt Opens xwpia 

Xphoavtes érépos abrav el’ dnddecav, 

Nixias peév Bovddpevos, ev & dnabjs Fv xal pfotro, diardoacba thy 16. 1 
ebruxiay, xat és te 1d adrixa mévor mematobat kat adtés Kal tots woXiras 

madoat, kat TH péAdovTt xpdvp Karahinely & Svopa, ds obSev ody ras ld ao 

moh Steyevero,
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We can hardly suppose that Thucydides wrote these words 

without intending silently to recall to the reader’s mind the singular 

contrast between the hopes of mortals and their final destinies, or 

without a recollection of the old Greek saying, that’‘no man could 

be called happy before he died He who desires only peace may 

be the author of war; he who aims only at the safety of the state 

_ may, by the irony of fortune, be the prime mover -in its de- 

struction. . 

Cp. note on vi. 23. 3, and, for a possible allusion of a similar 

_ kind, on iv. 25. 6. 

16. 2. 

16. 3. 

ei 8¢ py, dpyupéa evAdka edradgew, 

I. e. 1) they would reap no harvest, however costly might be the 

implements of their husbandry. Cp. Suet. Aug. 25, ‘minima 

commoda non minimo sectantes discrimine similes aiebat esse 

aureo hamo piscantibus cujus abrupti damnum nulla captura pen- 

sari posset” Or 2) as the Schol. explains, ‘bread would be as 

dear as if a silver ploughshare had been employed.’ 

kal ijpiov tis otkias tod tepob rére rod Ards “olxotyra PdéBo ray 

Aaxedatpovioy, 

rod tepov, the genitive after ji ris olkias, as though the sentence 

“Tan. 76 ypicu Tis olxlas Tod icpod jv, * half the house which he occupied 

17. 2. 

18, 

belonged to the temple.’ 

kat mpds 75 ap JOn wapackeut te wpoeravecelaby dnd Trav AaxeSarpo- 

vio... Kat ered ek Tov Euvdduv Gua, words Sixatchoeis mpoeveyxdvrav 

GAAnrors, tuvexwpetro, Gore & éxdrepor woddu@ Eaxov aroddyras Thy 

elpjyy moteicOae . . . TOTE BY wapaxadécavres tots eavrdv Evppdyous of 

AaxeSatpdmot . . . mototvrat THY upBacww, . 

ré after apacxevy corresponds to xai before éredy, The final 

result (rére 57) was due first of all to the threatening attitude of 

the Lacedaemonians ; secondly, to the circumstance that the com- 

missioners of both parties were just then finding, after many dis- 

putes, a possible basis of agreement. dpa thus goes with kat eredh, 

not with woAAds, ‘many claims at once,’ , 

The fifty years’ peace is based, not like the treaty which preceded 

it, upon the principle of wé poss¢defis; but on that of compensa-
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tion. As in the preliminary treaty, the right of access to the Delphic 18. 

oracle is maintained for all Hellenes; and a clause is inserted 

guaranteeing to the Delphians their independence. (Cp. i, 112 

fin.) Great concessions are made by Sparta to Athens, chiefly in 

return for the Spartan captives. Her recent acquisitions in Thrace 

are to be surrendered, though clauses are inserted in the treaty 

providing for the independence and the protection of the cities 

thus surrendered, so long as they pay to Athens the tribute origin- 

ally fixed by Aristides, and permitting individuals, if alarmed for 

their own safety, to emigrate. It is not clear from the words of the 

treaty whether these provisions extend to Amphipolis or not. It 

may be remarked, though the difference of wording is perhaps 

accidental, that the word drodidévar is applied to Amphipolis, and 

mapadidévar to the other cities, They fall into three classes: a) the 

states which had revolted to Lacedaemon, Argilus, Stageirus, etc.— 

these had a claim for protection on the Lacedaemonians; and 4) 

certain other states which appear to have remained faithful to 

Athens, Mecyberna, Sané (iv. 109 fin.), and Singus, had a similar 

claim upon the Athenians. The latter may have been expressly 

mentioned, because they were in some peculiar danger from their 

neighbours. (Cp. v. 39 init., where the Olynthians take Mecyberna.) 

Kéhler (Zur Geschichte des Delisch-Attischen Bundes, p. 143) 

argues that Mecyberna and Singus must have revolted from Athens 

at the beginning of the war, from the fact that their names do not 

occur in the tribute lists after 431 B.c. But we cannot venture to 

. draw this inference. For Mecyberna certainly, and Sané, which goes 

with Singus, probably (i.e. if it be the town mentioned iv. 109 fin. 

and not Sand in Pallen) continued loyal. And it is possible that 

the names may have been omitted for some other reason. c) The 
revolted cities which had been already recovered, such as Mendé 

and Toront, or were now besieged (Scion’) by the Athenians, are 

- Jeft at their mercy. Why Sermyl® is included in this class, we do 

not know. It appears to have remained faithful to Athens when 

Potidaea revolted (i. 65 med.) But it may have shown symptoms 

’ of disaffection at a more recent period, Cp. note on iv. 129. 

For the protection of the Peloponnesian and Chalcidian -garrison 

shut up in Scion’ (iv. 123 fin.) a special clause is inserted. The
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recent acquisitions of the Athenians are given back to their former 
owners, except of Nisaea, which is allowed to balance Plataea and 
Panactum. There is no provision forbidding the sea to Lacedae- 
monian ships of war such as occurs in the truce. ‘ 

- The result was far from being favourable to the interests of the 
Athenians. They gave up the Spartan captives, whose detention 
would have secured them against invasion (iv. 41 init). The 
Lacedaemonians, if they could only recover Pylos and the prisoners, 
were ready to promise anything, and to perform nothing. They 
successfully evaded their engagement to ‘restore Amphipolis:(v. 
21. 35), and gave up Panactum only when it had been levelled 
with the ground by the Boeotians (c. 42), , 

Saas S€ wédets mapéSooay Aaxedarpdnos "ACnvaias, ebéotw dmévat Erou. 
dy Bovd\ovrat, abrots kal ta Lavréy Exovrast ras 8¢ wddets hepotoas tay 
dépov tov ex? *ApiotetSou abrovépous elvar, 

mapésocav. ‘The aorist is usedas a kind of future perfect, taking 
for granted that the stipulation will be carried into effect. 

roy én’ Apioreidov gépov. According to Thucydides the tribute 
was first fixed at 460 talents (i. 96). But at the beginning of the 
war it had already reached the sum of 600 talents (ii, 13 med.), not 
probably by an increase of the rate imposed upon the allies, but 
from the extension of the tribute to new cities and by the com- 
mutation of ships for money. No general increase appears in. 
the tribute lists. They show on the contrary (K6hler, Del.-Att. 
Bund., p. 127, 134 foll.) that the tribute, partially at least, was - 
lowered in 450 and 446, and restored to its former amount, or 
in a few cases raised, about 437. . ‘ 

- The Orators (Andoe. De Pace, (iii.) 9, Aesch. De F, L. (ii.) 186, 
Pseudo-Andoc. in Alcib. 11.) affirm the tribute to have been raised 
from 600 to 1200 talents. Andocides and Aeschines say that more 
than 1200 talents came in yearly during the peace of Nicias 3 the 
Pseudo-Andocides says that Alcibiades persuaded the Athenians to. 
depart from the just assessment of Aristides and to double the amount 
imposed upon each of the allies, (Aristides, the rhetorician of the . 
2nd century, a.p., xlvi. 149, and the Scholia on him, also ascribe 
a great increase to Alcibiades, although their authority is not good
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for much). The testimony of Andocides, who was a contemporary, 18, 5. 
is of considerable weight, and the statement is not improbable in 
itself. It is argued by Mr. Grote (part II. ch. xlvii. note, ad init.), 
that Thucydides could not have failed to mention the doubling’ of 
the tribute if it had really taken place, especially when he speaks 
of the alteration of the tribute into a customs’ duty of five per cent. _ 
in the last years of the war (vii. 28 fin.) But how dangerous it is 
to argue from the silence of an ancient author is shown by the fact, 
recorded in a recently discovered inscription, that in the year 

425 sc. the tribute imposed on the islands was doubled (Kohler, 

p. 147 foll., Kirchhoff, C. I. A. no. 37). Only the part of the in-. 
scription relating to the islands is preserved with any completeness, 

but the statement of the Orators, the probabilities of the case, and 

the other fragments of the same tribute list (K6hler, p. 205 foll.) 

justify us in supposing that the increase of the tribute extended 

to all the allies, And a part of the same inscription now in 

. fragments records the passing of a general measure about the 

tribute in the same -year, although its scope cannot be made out 

with certainty, - 

As the inscription belongs to the archonship of Stratocles, 

' 425 s.c., the raising of the tribute is prior to the peace of Nicias 

(421), and to the appearance of Alcibiades as a political leader 

(420), described by Thucydides (v. 43). The inscription therefore 

only partly confirms the statement of the Orators. Plutarch is also 
convicted of inaccuracy (Aristides, xxiv), Hepixdéovs 8° dmoavévros 

entretvovres of Sqpaywyot Kata pixpdv els xiAloy Kal ‘Tpraxoolwy raddvrav® 

xefddatoy dviyayou, . 

The tribute lists were of two kinds. In one there is affixed to 

the name of each town a very small sum, which is probably the - 

one-sixtieth portion of the tribute, dedicated as an offering to 

Athent (the words ryv drapxiy 1H Oe priv dad rod taddv[rov] are 

found upon one of these lists (Kéhler, p. 78). Of the second 

class a single inscription remains, that of 425. In this the sums’ 

are larger, and the inscription appears to give the rate at which - 

each city was assessed (dpos érdyy occurs on this, Kéhler, p.71, 
cp. p. 103 foll.) 

The date of the several inscriptions was for a long time uncertain. '
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Most of them are headed by words like the following, [éx]i ris 
tpi[ ras dpyijs], emi ris dpyas tis terd[pr|qs, ext ris rpirys kat dexdry[s] 

dpxjs. But it was not known in what year the series of dpyai com- 
-menced, until an inscription (first published in 1865, Kohler, 

’ p. 78, Kirchhoff, C. I. A. no. 260) was found which contains the 

18. 9. 

20. 1. 

words jipxe dé *A@qvaiots "Aptotiov, and emi ris rerdptns kat rp[taxooris 

épxijs]. Aristion was archon in 421, and therefore the series begins 
with the year 454, Ol, 81. 3. 

Spvivrav 8€ roy emixdpiov spxov éxdrepor tov péporov €& éxdorys 
wodews, . , 

e€ has been needlessly altered by Ullrich and Classen into émra- 
xaidexa («¢’) because this is the number of the subscribers to the 
treaty. €& éxdarys méAews, each of the cities on either side swearing 
in the form of their own most binding oaths. Either é may be 
taken with rév péyorov, equivalent to év, or rivés may be supplied. 

atrat ai orovSat éyévovto TeheutT&vros Tod xeipdvos dpa Fp, éx Atovu- 
giov ebOds rev dotixdy, abrddexa erav SuedOédvrav Kat hpepav sdlyov. 
mapeveyKoucéy, ij bs 13 mpérov 4 eaBody H és thy Arrixjy Kal } apxy rob 
TorEpou rodde eyévero, 

The date of the treaty (cp. c. 19 init.) was Elaphebolion 25, i. e. 
about the end of March or the beginning of April. sapeveyxovody, 
either 1)=d:eveyxovedy, ‘with a difference of a few days ;’ or 2) 
taking apd in the sense of ‘beyond,’ ‘with an excess of a few 
days.’ The latter explanation accords better a) with the precise 
words of the Greek, atrodéxa érav dueAOdvrav Kat jpep&v oAlywy mape- 
veykouoav, 6) with the natural meaning of apd in composition, c) 
with the use of the word in v. 26 med. etpfoee tis rocadra &rn Aoyied- 
pevos Kata tos xpévous Kal juépas od modAds Tapeveykotcas, where 
Thucydides is speaking of the duration of the whole war. For 
he probably reckons the beginning of the war from the attack 
on Plataea, (i.e. ‘the beginning of spring,’ Elaphebolion, March-—— 
April, 431, cp. ii. 2 init), and if, as Plutarch (Lys. xv) informs 
us, the ships and Long Walls were surrendered on the 16th of 
Munychion (April—May), 404, it is clear that the ‘few days’ did 
not fall short of, but somewhat exceeded, the twenty-seven years.
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It might indeed be argued from the present passage that the 20. 1. 

commencement of the war is reckoned not from the attack on 

Plataea, but from the first invasion of Attica. But the difference is 

then too great to be described by jjepdv ddtyov. For the invasion 

did not take place until eighty days after the attack on Plataea. 

ckonettw 8¢ Tis kaTé& Tols Xpdvous, Kal ph Tav éxaorayod } dpydvrav 20. 2. 

}} dvd tepis rwds Thy awaplOpnow Tar évopdrav és ra mpoyeyernpéeva 

oniawévray marevcas paddov. ob yap dxpiBés ort, ofs Kat dpyo- 

pévots Kat pegodat, Kat Smas Eruyé re, éweyéverd te. Kata Oépyn dé xab 

Xepavas dpipdv, Gowep yéypawrat, edppoe, €& fyoelas Exarépou rod 

enavrod thy Sivanw Eyovros, Séxa pév bépy, toous dé xetpdvas 7h mpdro 

Troképa T|dE yeyernpevous. 

ti» draptOunow 1) may be governed by xard, but the preposition is 

then tqo far from its case; 2) better with oxoneire, the construction 

being varied, oxomeira xara rots Xpévous, cxoneira thy dnapiOpnow, The 

sentence would have run more regularly eal p} cxometra tiv dmapi- 

Opnow Tay dvopdrav trav Exaotaxod } dpxyévray i dnd tins tiwds onpat- 

vévrav és ta mpoyeyernpéva, Tov dpxdvrav } awd rinse Tivds onpawovrov, 

is the genitive after dvopdrwv. onyatwévrov (unnecessarily placed by 

Poppo after xpoyeyevnuéva) is to be construed both with dpydvray and 

with dad ripis tides: 4% dpydvtov=i) dpydvrav onpawdvrav. éxagrayed 

qualifies onpatvévrev not dpxdvray 4 dd tins rwés. The prominent 

place of dpydvray in the sentence brings out the contrast between 

‘the two ways of reckoning , by xpsvor and by dpyorres. 

&anep yéypanra, ‘according to the plan which I have adopted’ 

éxarépou, scil. rod re Oépous kal rod xetpdvos, lit. 1) ‘each of the two 

having in half measure the value of a year,’ i. e. having the value 

of a half year ; > OF 2) taking tod emavrod with ef aptoetas, each Te- 

ceiving its value for the half of the year. 

This passage proves that the summers and winters of Thucydides 

are each of them periods of six months.. Nor could we possibly 

suppose that Thucydides would divide the year into unequal periods 

without further explanation. It is true that the winter months 

during which navigation was closed are reckoned as four in the 

speech of Nicias, vi. 21 fin. ¢ fis pyvav ot8e recodpav Tay xepepwor 

dyyedov pddioy éddciv, But there Thucydides is speaking of the natural
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20. 2. division of the year, here ofa conventional division, adopted for 

21, 3. 

22. 

22, 2 

I. 

purposes of chronology. If his winter were of four months’ dura- 
tion only, he would have had to reckon the summer as com- 
mencing not later than the first of March, unless he ended it 
later than the first of November. ‘ 

aités pev, wddww meprdvray rév AaxeSaipovioy Kal xeeudyray padtora 

pev xat rd xeplov mapadodvat, ef 8¢ ph, dardcot Vedomovyycioy evecw 
eLayayciv, xara rdxos eropevero. of b¢ Edppayor ev Ti Aaxedaiyou abrot 
Eruyoy dvres k.T.A, . 

1) The exact force of airés may be traced as follows, ‘he came 
to plead the cause of others, but he was himself sent back ; or 
more precisely, ‘he came to propose that the Chalcidian cities 
should not be surrendered, but he was himself sent back to execute 
the surrender.’ . 

Or 2) airds név may be emphatically opposed to of 3 Edppayor, 
‘He was himself sent back, but the allies who were present at 
Lacedaemon carried on the opposition to the treaty.’ 

- --abroi 8€ pbs robs *AGqvaious Evppaylav émoodrro, vopiLovres Fiore 
av afiot rots te "Apyetous, dred) odk HOcdov ’AprediSov Kat Alou 
MOdvrav emonévdecba, vopioavres adtods dvev *APnvaiwy ob Sewods 
elvat, kal riy GAnv Tedondwycoy pddor’ dv youxdtew xpos yap dy robs 
*AOnvaious, et éfqy, xXepelv. 

vopicayres airots ... eivat, These words are.a.resumption of the 
previous clause, vouifovres Fxtora dy oict rovs re *Apyciovs, vopivovres 
(pres.) representing the state of mind in which the Lacedaemonians 
acted, vouicavres (aor.) the conclusion which led to this state of 
mind. 

mpos yap av ... xwpeiv.’ Either 1) after évupaytay erootvre. ‘The 
Lacedaemonians made an alliance with Athens, for they. knew 
that the other states of Peloponnesus would if they could have 
gone over to the Athenians.’ : 

Or 2)* ydép may be explained by a suppressed clause inferred | 
- from jovxdtev ay, ‘the states of Peloponnesus would not have kept 
quiet otherwise, for if it had been in their power (which it would 
no longer be when the treaty was made,) they would have been 
going over to the Athenians,’
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The new agreement was a defensive alliance made between the 23. 

Athenians and Lacedaemonians, and was confined to. one or two 

points. The clause which is repeated here from the previous 

treaty, empowering the two contracting parties, of themselves and 

without the consent of their allies, to add to or take away from 

either treaty, naturally created a panic among the Peloponnesians - 

(v. 29), whose independence was threatened by it. The allies or 

tributaries of Athens were not in a position to make a similar 

complaint, for most of them had suffered already what the Lace- 

daemonian allies dreaded, nor had those of them who were 

independent anything to fear from Lacedaemon. The provision 

respecting the revolt of the slaves applies to Lacedaemon only. 

This indicates that the Athenians were in no such danger from 

their slaves as the Lacedaemonians were from the Helots. The 

older treaty remained in force, and, in accordance with its pro- 

visions, the prisoners from Sphacteria were now restored. 

kat 7) Oépos Ipxe rod évdexdrov érous. taira d¢ ra Sdka ry 5 mddepos 24, 2. 

vvexds yevspevos yeypamrat. 

raira 82 rd dea Eq. The antecedent is implied in rod éde- - 
xdrov frovs. The words are the accusative of duration after yevd- 

pevos. 

of 88 Kopivétat kat rdv év Wedoronvgag aodedy tives Stextvouy Th nenpay- 25. 

_péva, rai edfds GAAy Tapaxh xabloraro rav Evpydywy mpds ri Aaxe- 

daipova, 

Ay refers to what has gone before. Either 1) a new disturb- - 

ance of the peace at once arose in addition to the previous efforts 

of the Corinthians to set aside the treaty, or 2)* a disturbance at 
once arose in consequence of the efforts of the Corinthians to set 

aside the treaty. ddd, is then used pleonastically, (cp. Soph. 

Ajax, 516,— . 

- kal pntép GAY poipa rév Gucavrd re 

xadetrev, “Ardou Gavacipous olxyrdpas*) 

and merely implies a change in the situation. 

According to 1) Scextvouy ra mempaypeva refers to the previous 

attitude of the Corinthians, rapay7 to the events- recorded in c, 27.
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But there is not enough in the narrative of Thucydides to justify 

this distinction.. The whole sentence. must refer to the intrigue of 

the Corinthians with the Argives, distinguishing only the temper in 

which they began from the overt acts in which they ended. 

kat ént &§ Ery peév wat Séxa pivas dirdoxovro wh emi ri cxarépwv yy 

otpareboa, éEwbev b€ per’ dvaxwyis ob BeBatov @Brarrov adApdous Ta 

pédora’ emera pévror kal dvaykacbévres Adoa Tas pera ra deka ery 
arovdas adlis és wédepov havepdy xaréotycav, — 

The first war began in the spring of 431, and the peace ten 
years afterwards in 421, at the same time of the year within a few. 

days. The peace of 421 continued six years and ten months, and 
was terminated by the resolution of the Lacedaemonians to renew 
the war, after the appearance of the Syracusans and Alcibiades at 

Sparta, vi. 93. This resolution was formed during the winter, 

some time after the first campaign in Sicily was over, i.e. early in 

" the year 414, and at this point Thucydides fixes the limits of the 

26, 2. 

peace, not at the actual descent of the Athenians upon the Pelo- 
ponnesus in the following summer, vi. 105. Cp. note on i. 57. 6. 
§5. As the six years and ten months ‘are continuous with the 
ten years of the first war, it is clear that they are reckoned from 
the peace, not from the alliance. ‘Thucydides seems however at 
the beginning of the chapter to regard the two as practically con- 
temporaneous: peta Sé tas oovSds kal thy guppaylay roy Aaxe- 
Satpoviay al rdv A@nvaiay, al éyévovro pera Toy Oexaerh méAepoy K.TA. 

kal riy dia péoou EbpPaow et tis pry détdoee wodepov volte, odk opbas 
dixaidoe, tois te yap Epyors ds Suxfpyrat dOpetra, xai edpfoer od« eleds 
dy elpqyny adtiy xpiOjvat, ev 9 otre dxéSocay advra ovr’ aredéEavro, & 
Evvébevro, ef te tobrwv mpds roy Mavtinkdy kai *Emedavptov méAepov 
kal és GdNa-dphorépors duaprhata éyévovro, nal of emi Opdxys Etpuayor 
ovdéy Hogoy moAepice Hoar, Bowwrol re éxexetplay Sexrpepov Hyov. 

Sujpyrat, scil. 7 Sia péeoov EipBacrs, Statpeiy here takes the mean- 
ing of ‘defining,’ from the notion either of dividing or analysing 
a thing in itself, or of separating it from other things. 

rois re yap Epyos x.t.A. 1) The particle which should have an- 
swered to ré is lost in the sentence, which takes a different turn,
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the irregularity being concealed by a connection of sound with 26. 2: 

kai ebpyoe, Or sé may have the meaning ‘too,’ ‘let ‘him consider 

it too with reference to facts, and not merely with reference to 

names such as peace and war.’ See note on i. 9. 3. § 3. 

This is better than 2) taking rois re yap Zpyous with Zw re rotrav, 

‘let him consider what the facts of the case were, etc.:’ ‘besides 

this there was 2 Mantinean and Epidaurian war, and the Chal- 

cidians and Boeotians did not recognise the peace.’ For all this 

is a part of the ‘facts of the case.’ 

exexetpiay Sexnuepoy, a. truce for ten days, or more precisely a truce 

which could not expire until ten days’ notice had been given. 

kai EvvéBy por hedyew tiv epavred try elxot pera ryv és "Aphinohy 26. 5. 

orpatyyiay, Kat yevopévg tup’ dporépas rots mpdypact, Kat odx ooov 

tois Hedorovvgciov ik thy» puyyy, xa jovyiay re abrav p&ddov al- 

oberGat, 

It is remarkable that Thucydides speaks of his exile only as 

affording him a means of obtaining information from both sides; 

from any other point of view it was in his eyes a’ matter hardly 

concerning either himself or his readers. Hence he introduces 

the circumstance of his banishment out of its historical place. 

He does not expressly say, though there is no reason to doubt, 
that he was banished for his failure to relieve Amphipolis, perhaps 
because he did not choose to discuss a matter in which he was 

personally interested. For his grand impartiality extends to him- 

self as well as to others, 

The actual statement respecting the cause of his banishment 
rests only on the evidence’ of the two Lives of Thucydides usually 
prefixed to his history. One of them is anonymous; the other, 
called by the name of Marcellinus, is a work of unknown date 
and authority, and probably made up of different writings. Mar- 

cellinus also furnishes the sole evidence for the statement that the 

influence of Cleon led to the condemnation of Thucydides, § 46, 
_ epuyabetOn. tro’ ’AOnvatey, ScaBddXovros rod KXéwvos, This latter as- 

sertion, though probable, is not much confirmed by so late an 

authority; nor is such a motive needed to account in a man like 

Thucydides for a severe judgment on Cleon.
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Was the loss of Amphipolis due to the negligence of Thucy- 

dides? Bishop Thirlwall thinks that he did all that was possible 

under the circumstances. Mr. Grote is of opinion that he should 

himself have ‘changed the circumstances.’ The activity of Bra- 

sidas, the capitulation of Acanthus, and the fall of Toron’, must 

have been known to him, and he ought not to have been ignorant 

_ of the necessity for defending the bridge over the Strymon leading 

to Amphipolis. At this critical moment ‘he should not have been 

at Thasos, which, being an island, was in no danger from Brasidas.- 

Mr. Grote concludes by remarking, what none will be disposed to 

deny, that posterity has greatly benefited by his banishment or. 

voluntary exile. 

We may observe a) that Thucydides certainly showed no want 

of energy or ability in relieving Eion when the situation of affairs 

was made known to him. This is a presumption that he was not 
guilty of any gross carelessness with regard to Amphipolis. 2) 
But whether he knew, or ought to have known, of the recent pro- 

ceedings of Brasidas and the danger of Amphipolis, turns on the 
question how long he had been at Thasos, or in the region of 
Chalcidice. He may have sailed straight from Athens to Thasos, 
and have just arrived there at the very time when the news from 

Amphipolis reached him. He may have gone from Amphipolis to 

Thasos for some necessary purpose, as for example to raise troops 

against Brasidas, cp. iv. 105 med. pa} ddixvoupévov abrod (rot Gougu- 

didous) rd wAHOos rdv ’Apdinodirdy, OAnicay &k Cardcons guppoxixdy 

kal did tis Opdkns dyelpavta. airdy mepiromoew opds ovxére mporywpot: — 

or to put down disaffection. Or we may. suppose him to have 

been lingering with the Athenian fleet in the neighbourhood of his 

own home and property. But for none of these suppositions can 
a particle of evidence be adduced. ¢) And it must be remembered 
that Eucles and not.Thucydides was in charge of Amphipolis at 

the time, 

Bishop Thirlwall naturally desires to acquit the great historian. 

Mr. Grote in condemning him shows what may be called the . 

bias of impartiality, or perhaps a too great tenderness to the faults’ 

of the Athenian people. But unless we knew how long he had been 
at Thasos and why he went there—and neither Thucydides himself
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‘nor any other writer gives the necessary information on either of 26. 5. 
_these points—we can neither acquit nor condemn him. / : 

If it be argued that his silence is suspicious, it must be remem- 
_ _ bered that he had the facts at his disposal, and could have given to 

, posterity any version of them that he pleased. 

amobeifar 8 aySpas éhéyous dpyiy abroxpdropas, . _ 27. 2. 

Either 1)* ‘having full powers in their-office ;” ep. for the ace. * 
. 4pxjv, note on v. 9. 9: or 2) dpyq» may be taken in the sense 
of ‘from the first.’ 

of.re ‘Apyeiot dpiora %rxor toils nacw ob Evvapdpevor rod *Arrixod 28. 2. 

_ wodépou, dudorépos 8¢ paddov Evorovdor Svres exkapTwcdpevot. 

éxxapracduevot, 1)* && duporépay, or 2) ek rijs eipyyqs understood in 
_ apgorépors évorovSot dvres. Cp. the satirical reference to the Argives 
in Aristoph. Peace, 476 (acted i in 421 B.c.)— 

kareyéXov rv radaurapovpéver 

kat tadTa Suxdev picbopopoirres aApira. 

"And cp. ii. . 67 init., iv. 42 med. 

Gore dopevos mpos Tods “Apyeious érpémovro mdAw te peydAny vonifovres 29. I, 

..vopioavres wAéoy re elSdras peracrivat adrovs. 2. 

The present expresses the constant’ feeling; the aorist the’ ° ‘ 

‘feeling or opinion at a particular moment: cp. note ¢ on c. 22, 2. 

of 82 "Hyefor... Thy gv Oheny mpopiporres, €i év F elpnro, & Zxovres és roy v 81, 5. 
"Arrixdy wOdepov xabloravrd twes, ratta tyovras Kai efedetv Ket AL - 

This agreement is nowhere else mentioned. We can op infer 

‘that it was made, probably at the commencement of the Pelopon-' 
nesian war, between the members of the Peloponnesian alliance. 

éyévovro 88 ‘ai of KopivOtor ebbbs per” exelvous, kal of emt Opdxns Xadxidys, 81. 6. 
*Apyciov Edppayot. Bowwrot 82 xat Meyapijs 13 abrd Aéyovres Hovxalov, 

Teptopdpevor bxd r&v Aaxedaysovior, cai voulforres aioe rv "Apyeiov 
Onpoxpariay abtots oheyapxoupévors F hoooy Evucbopoy etvat Tis Aaxedaipoviav wo 

qoAtretas, : : ; 

The. word repiopiia Oat has two principal meanings; 1)* ‘to look 
carefully at,’ and 2) ‘to overlook,’ and we have to determine by the 

VOL, It. x ,
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81. 6, context which of these is more suitable to this passage. Now it is 

very natural 1)* that the: Lacedaemonians should watch carefully 

the proceedings of the Bocotians and Megarians, but very unlikely 

2) that they would neglect or overlook them. epsopacéat, like 
épacéa, may be. passive as well as middle. The meaning of 

‘watching carefully,’ which is common in the middle voice, is here 

transferred to the passive. Another meaning 3) which has been 

" . given to meptopdpevo, ‘being left to themselves’ (Grote), is incon- 

‘ sistent with the usage of the word, for weptopacOa in the passive 

is not used absolutely in the sense of ‘let alone,’ though wepiopav 

in the active and in connection with other words=‘to overlook,’ 

or ‘not to notice’ an act, i.e. ‘to permit’ it, A more satisfactory 

rendering 4) would be obtained by taking zepiopdpevor in an active 

" sense, ‘ watching the turn of affairs,’ if we were justified in omitting 
tnd ray AaxeSatporiev (Dobree and Classen). But there is no trace 
of any variation in the MSS., and we have no right to improve the 
text without regard to their authority. 

jotxatoy, i.e. ‘did nothing,’ ‘remained as they were,’ refusing to 

come into the treaty with the Athenians, but forming no closer 
connection with the Peloponnesian malcontents, 

82. 1. wept S€ robs abrovs xpévous rod Oépous rotrov Sxiwvaious pev ’AGvaiot 
exmoMopxicavres aréxrewav robs }Rarras, matdas 8€ Kal yuvatkas 
AvSpamddicap. 

It hence appears that the removal of the women and children 
spoken of in iv. 123 fin. was not complete. 

32. 1, avOupotpevor rd tds TE €v rais pdyats Evpopds Kat rod év Acddois cod 
Xphoavros, . , 

There is a slight irregularity in this sentence owing to the mis- 
placement of ré, which should have followed évOvpotpevot, ré then 
answering to xai in the succeeding clause. 

832. 5. tas Sexnuépous emorordds, . 
The preposition ém:-, 1) may refer to the ever-renewable character 

of the ten days’ ‘truce upon truce’ between the Athenians and 
Boeotians, (cp. note on 26. 2); or 2) may imply that it was made
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as a supplement to the first’ treaty between the Athenians and 32. 5. 
Lacedaemonians. Cp. v. 22 med. rods "Apyetous ered} obx HOeXov ” 
«0. emtonevdecbat, 

kal Jatepov ob TOAAG adrots peta tay NeoSapwSar és Aépeov xatéorn- 84, 1. 
cay, keipevov emi ris Aaxovijs kai ris "HYelas, -dvres {by ddhopor 
"HYedlots. / 

The vecSauaSers appear to have been an enfranchised class at 
Sparta, of whom from this time forward-(Arnold) mention fre- ° 
quently occurs. They are distinguished here from’ the newly- 
enfranchised Helots, but further than this nothing is certainly 
known about them, although much has been conjectured. 

tod 8 abrod Oépous kai Qiocoy rip ev rH “Ab@ AveriBuijs ethov, "AOnvaioy 35. I. 

ovcay Ebppaxor. . 

‘ The Dictidians are nowhere else mentioned, but it is unneces- 

sary to alter the reading to Aujs with some commentators, or to 

Xadxidjjs,- as Poppo “suggests. The Dians were still allies of 
Athens, c. 82 init. 

eruxov yap Epopar Erepor kal obx ef’ Sv al amovdai eyévovro apyovres 86. I, 

90y, Kai twes abray xal évavriot orrovbats. . ' 
For the absence of the article see note on i. 53. 2. 

. kat metpaobat Bowwrtods, ’Apyetor yevouevous mpatov abrods Euppdyovs, 36.1. 

adds peta Bowtév "Apyeiovs Aaxedatpoviots moijoat Euppdyous. 

There is a certain formality and precision in the- repetition of 

Botwrdy where we should expect ¢avréy, such as occurs in the treaty, . 

v. 18. 5, jy» d€ "A@qvator metbwor tas mddets, Bovronévas tatras éféora 

fuppdxous rroteioOat adrovs "Abyvatoss 

€héobar yap AaxeBayjovtous mpd Tis "ACqvatuv ExOpas xat Siadicews 36. 1. 

rév onovdav Apyeious aice pidous kat Lyppdyous yevécbat. 

' There is here a confusion between two ideas: ‘The Lacedae- 

monians cared more for the Argive alliance than they cared for,’ or 

“feared, the enmity of Athens, and the dissolution of the treaty?’ 

and, ‘They preferred the Argive alliance to the friendship of 

Athens and the maintenance of the treaty.’ Cp. for the same 

X2
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36.1. sentiment in a generalized form i. 36 init. yrdro rd pév Sedids abrod, 

icxdv Zyov, robs évayrious paddov PoBijcov, rd 8é Capcodv py SeLapévov 
dobevés bv mpds ioxtovras rods éxOpods dSeéorepov eaduevov. Classen 
takes pé in the sense of ‘ before.’ ‘They would have liked to have 
the Argives for their friends before they declared war against the 
Athenians,’ But this explanation seems to force the meaning of 
érhéoOat. 

36.1. 7d yap “Apyos det iynlotavro émOvpoivras tods AakeSatpovious Kadds: 
ogiar pidtoy yevérbat, Hyodpevor toy lw Tedorovvjcou mddepov pda dy, 
elvat, 7d pévrot Udvaxroy ovo BowTtods Stws mapaddcouct Aakeda-, 
poviots K.7.X. . ; 

kadés, not ‘on a favourable opportunity ’ (Stahl and Classen), 
’ but ‘ on satisfactory terms, . 

jyotpevot, the reading of all the MSS., must be corrected into 
Hyounévous. The word was apparently mistaken for the nominative 
to irioravro. . . 

The accusative, Borwrots, is unusual after ’iovro, eBéovro Botwrovs 
Eras= eBéovro &: das Bowrof. Cp. note on iii, 51. 2. 

38. 3. ob ydp elmov adrois of Botordpyat ta ék ris Aaxedaipovos, ort rév.re 
éddpav KredBovdos xat Zevdpys kat of Hiro: mapawoicw "Apyetay mparov 
kal KopwOiav yevouevous tvppdxous Uorepoy pera. Tov AaxeSatpovioy 
viyver a, 

Lit. ‘afterwards to- become their allies in’ company with the 
Lacedaemonians,’ i.e. the Boeotians after first forming an alliance 
with the Argives and Corinthians,. were afterwards to, form -an 
alliance with the Lacedaemonians as well, in which the Argives 
and Corinthians would be included. os 

39.2. eylyvoyro yap det Adyot rois te *AOnvaiots Kat Aaxedatpoviots rept dp 
elyov dAAjAov. a 

ré, i.e. both Athenians and Lacedaemonians, sometimes one 
and sometimes the other, introducing fresh points of difference. 

39. 3. Aaxedarudmor 82 elddres pev, re aucheovew *AOvaious, eipnpevov aveu 
BAAHAwy pire ondSeo0al To pATE qohepety, BovrAspevor, dé. 76 TIdvaxrov 
mapadraBelv ds Thy TlvAov dvr’. abroo Koptotpevot KA,
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“This provision is not found either in the treaty or in the alliance, 89. 3: 
but’ it may be understood, as Bishop Thirlwall remarks, in the last 
clause of the latter (v. 23. 6), or in the provision that neither party 
should conclude a war without the consent of the other (v. 23. 
1,2). Or it may have formed part of a separate agreement, which 
Thucydides has not given. 

It may be asked how the Lacedaemonians could expect to 
obtain Pylos in return for Panactum at a time when they were 
flagrantly violating the treaty by a separate alliance with Boeotia. 
The answer is that they expected. the alliance to remain a secret 
until they had gained the advantage. Cp. c. 42 fin. Aeyopévar dé 
Tobrav of AOyvaiot Setvd emoiovy, vopltovres ddixetoOae td AaxeSatpovioy 

Tod re Tlavdkrou rh Kadatpécet, & edet dpddv mapadodvat, kal TruvOavdpevor . 
Ste Kat Bowrots i8{q Evuppaylay mewofyvrar. Yet the alliance was 
no secret to the Argives, c. 40 init. 

kat 16 Idvaxrov ets KaOnpetro. ‘ 39. 3. 
"ds... 7d Udvaxrov FoOovro KaGatpodpevoy, 40. 1. 
Cp.-73 pév Tdvaxrov ... xadgpnpévov ebpovy c. 42 init, when the 

-work was completed. 

Gry dv Evyywpy. : 40. 3. 
‘In any way in which it could be agreed upon.’ The imper- 

sonal sense, though not found elsewhere in any undisputed passage, 
is justified by the analogy of éyyapeiy. 

 Emecrad? obx edvtwv Aaxedatpovioy pepvijrbat rept abrijs, GAN ek Bovdovrat 41, 2. 
onévderbat & donep mpérepov, Erotpot elvat KA, 

€rotpor eivat is dependent on some words such : as éredy Dheyov, 
implied i In odk edvrev, 

' popttovres ‘kal robro drodiévat, See note on English text. 42.1. 

ot "ABqvaion Bewa étrolouv, vonitovres abixeiobar td tev Aaxedat- 42. 2. 
poviey, : 

‘They made a great noise’ or ‘fuss’ about it; cp. Herod. iii. 
14. 6, rév Drov Alyuntiay ray weptxatnpevay abrov xKAatdvrav kat 

Sewd moreivravy, Thucydides nowhere else uses the expression,
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42. 2. 

43, 2. 

43. 3. 

44, 3. 

45, 2 

but in two other places a 102 fin., vi. 60 fin.) dewdy roveioat, ‘to 

consider it monstrous.’ 

*AdKiBiddns & KAewiov, dvip Hruia pev. ere tére dv véos ds ev @Aq. 

WOE, . / 

The exact age of Alcibiades is uncertain. But the statement of. 

Cornelius Nepos, Alcib. c. 10, that he was about forty years old at 

the time of his death, must be rejected. . According to Plutarch, 
Alcib. xxxviii, xxxix, cp. Isocrates, De Bigis, (xvi) 50, he perished. 
during the tyranny of the Thirty in 404; and Xenophon tells us 
(Hell. ii. 1. 25) that he had warned the Athenians of their danger be- 
fore the battle of Aegospotami in the preceding year. So that had 
the statement of Cornelius Nepos been correct he would have been. 
twenty-four years old at this time, s.c. 420. There would be, 
nothing improbable - in the age thus ascribed to him, if it were 
reconcileable with the statement in the Symposium of Plato, 219 E, 
220, that he served in the’ campaign of Potidaea (432-429) at 
least nine years previously, when, if he was .only twenty-four in 
the year 420, he would have been too young for military service. 

GN’ iva Apyetous aioe ometoduevoe €béXwor. 
‘Grow, 1)* ‘overthrow’ or ‘destroy,’ 2) ¢ get rid of, ‘put out of . 

the way.’ 

adixovro 8€ xai Aaxedatpovloy mpécBets .. . Prdoyapidsas ‘kal. Aéwy kat 
a” . a, . Evdtos, Setoavres x.r.A. . 

dcicavres refers to the Lacedaemonians in general, who are 
implied in the Lacedaemonian ambassadors, cp. v. 61 med. kat 
metoavres (scil, the Athenians) ex rav Adyav rods ~vppayous, eis. 
éxdpouv ent *Opxopevdy tov *Apxadixoy wédvres mAnv "Apyclov. 

robs Aaxedatpovious mele, wiorw adrois Sous, jv ph époroyjnowat ev 
7@ Snug airoxpdropes Fev, Uddov re atroly drodécet (meloew yap airs 

46. 1. 

*AOnvaious & Gorep kai viv dvridéyetv), kat rade Evvadrdéery, 
The infinitives zefcew, dvrthéyev, are © dependent on ‘On implied in 

weiee which precedes. 

a > ¢ ’ a sa TH ® borepaia dexdqota & Nuklas, xaizep rdv AaxeSarpovlay abrav.
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Wrarnpévay kai abrds eEymarnpevos wept tod py avroxpdropas épodoyjoat 46. x. 

Wretv, Spas trois Aaxedatpovlors Ey xpivat pidovs pGddov ylyverGat Kr. + 

The clause ray AaxeSatpoviav abrév Fmamnpévev is subordinate to 

kal abris é€ymarnpévos, xai emphasizes airés. The force of atrav 

and ards is slightly different. When the Lacedaemonians, who had 

the nearest interest in the matter, and were least likely to be de- 

ceived, themselves fell into the snare, Nicias too (kat airés) was 
deceived even more completely than they were (ééy7arnpévos, cp. 

iii. 63 med., where mpodotvat is repeated in the more emphatic form 

xatampodotvat), Alcibiades told a direct falsehood to the Lacedac- 

monians, and through them deceived Nicias. 

elmeiv re exédevoy St. Kat oes, ef eBovdovro ddixelv, oq dv “Apycious 46. 3. 

fuppdxous werorobat, os mapetval y abrovs abrod totvrou evexa. 

. Two constructions are confused: the clause beginning with 

drt xal adets proceeds as if elmeiv exédevoy ods had preceded. : 

The hundred years’ alliance between Athens, Argos, Elis, and 47. 

Mantinea, and their allies, is defensive only. All the confederates are 

to act together. The other provisions ‘relate to the conditions on’ 

which assistance is to be given to any state which is. attacked, 

and to the formalities necessary for the ratification of the treaty. 

We may remark, with Mr. Grote, that Mantinea and Elis, no less 

than Argos and Athens, are spoken of as imperial : states, the 

meaning being that the towns which Mantinea had acquired (v. 

29 init.) and Lepreum, which was claimed by Elis (v. 31), are 
recognised as their allies and subjects (fvppaxot Sv dpxover). 

A fragment of a marble tablet containing small portions of 

twenty-six lines of this treaty was discovered in 1877 on the 

Acropolis, and has been published by Kirchhoff (Hermes, xii.’ p. 

368 ff.) He notes thirty-one variations between the text of Bekker 

and the inscription. But of these only seven occur in the inscrip- 

tion itself, the rest are but variations from Kirchhoff’s conjectural 

‘restoration. It should be observed however that the inscription 

appears to have been written cro:ynddy, i. e. in equal lines, and that 

each letter fills up the same space; hence it can in some places 

be restored with tolerable certainty. 

.
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The seven variations between the existing part of the inscription 
and the text of Thucydides are as follows. In § 1 the inscription 
inserts wpds ddAAovs after "HAciot.. In § 3 the inscription has [Ma]v- 
Tivéas Kat "HALeious], and Mavrivéas xaé for cat Mavtivéas, showing that 
words were transposed; and similarly. in § 4, r}y "Apyefov # for 4 
tiv "Apyciov,’ At the end of § 4 the inscription has édv for #. In 
§ 7 it has -vy 7h o-, showing that some other word than THY rye 
poviay followed peramepyapén, and-also -s rails [wéreor}, showing 
that some other word than ddéy preceded rais. These differences 
are very slight. On the other hand it may be remarked that they 
occur in a fragment which amounts only to about a twelfth of the 
whole treaty. , 

Assuming for. the moment the correctness of Kirchhoff’s con- 
jectures, we may compare the text of Thucydides with the treaty as 
restored by him. - Of thirty-one variations (see Classen, Intr.to Bk. 
viii. p. xxiv), thirteen are merely orthographical (édv for #y or 6ddarray 
for 6ddaccav). In three cases the order of the names, ‘Eleans, 

* Mantineans, Argives, is reversed. In: four cases the inscription 
inserts or repeats, probably for the sake of clearness, words which 
‘do not occur in our text, On the other ‘hand our text inserts rais 
modcow after doxg in § 4. In eight cases the variations occur in 
places where the restoration has little’ or no ground on which to 
rest. . If we set these aside, the variations reduce’ themselves to 
two more or less probable conjectures, éxt say yiv for és thy. -yiv 
(§ 3), and ¥ dpyouce for dv dv dpxwor (§ 5). The ‘importance of 
these variations, even if they could be substantiated, is reduced by 
the fact.that dy dpyovew and émi viv -yiv are apparently used as 
equivalents for dy av dpywow and és my yiv in other parts of. the 
treaty (§§ 1, 4). . “ ne 

. The uncertainty of the whole subject is greatly increased by 
the circumstance, a) that a very small fragment of the inscription 
remains, containing in all not more than seventy words or parts of 
words out of several hundred; 4) that the letters required by the 
missing portions of the tablet’ appear to be, in three lines out of 
the twenty-six, greatly in excess of the number found in the text 
of Thucydides; ¢) that the restoration of the inscription is in many 
Places so uncertain that no inference can be drawn from it. 

’
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- It must be admitted, either that several words (though we cannot 47," *- 
tell what they are) should be added to the text of _i hucydides, or 
that the lost portion of. the treaty was not regularly written, or in 
some other way different from the existing portion. . 
So far from the inscription tending to overthrow the text of Thu- 

cy sydides (and from this point of view Schéne, Hermes, xii. p. 476, 
thinks that ‘its importance cannot be. estimated highly enough’) 
no conclusion can be drawn either way from such a mere fragment. 

‘The verbal differences are very slight, and they may have- come * 

from Thucydides himself. Nor do slight inaccuracies in the copy- 

, ing of a treaty afford any real ground of argument as to the text 

of other Parts o} of the history. ' 

Sha 8é py cay Exovras Stiévar emi modepe “bud TAS yas ths oderépas 47. 5. 

aitéy kat ray Eopndye, Sv dv dpywow exdrepor, pyde kata @dhaccay. 

' Not as'Classen supposes, because the sea was the domain of 

Athens, but because the provision against allowing troops to pass 

by land would have been useless if they had been allowed to pass 

by sea. Cp. note on c. 56. 2, where the duty of Athens to protect 

her allies from attack by sea is not based upon this clause. 

“ois S€ Bunbodow 4% wédts 4% mépwovea mapexera péxype pev rpuixovra 47, 6. 

HpEpay oiroy, emi CAOn és thy wédw ri enayyeihacay BonOeiv, Kat dmotos . 

xaTa Tavura, . . 

dmovat, i.e. besides the provisions for the thirty days after their 

arrival, they were to receive provisions for their j journey homew ard, 

(not necessarily for thirty days). 

Tpeis 8Bddous Alywatous . | Spaynty Alywaiav, St, "47. 6. 

_ Cp. note on iii. 70. 4. “ , 

at AaxeScpdvior TOU lepod “td ’HAetov elpxOncay, 6 Sore py Ober, pn’! 49. I. 

dywviteaday, obk exrivovres iy Sieqv abrois, jy ev rh *Odvpmakd vdpo *' 

Hyeiot xaredixdoavto abtav, pdoxovres adis ent ‘@opxov re retxos émka 

emeveyxeiy Kat és Aémpeov a abrav Smdiras & ais “Odupmeaxais onorbais €o- 

aréuypat. . ae , 

; ois reverts to the more remote subject of the whole ‘sentence, 

of AaxeSarzénot (so Classen). It may be regarded as the remnant of -
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49. I. the Herodotean usage of apéas, etc. for abrovs, which is not altogether 
extinct in Thucydides (cp. iv. 113, of 5¢ *A@qvator... of pév ries OXiyes 

Siapelpovrat ketaA xarépuyov b€ kal r&v Topwvaiwy és abtots scot Foav 

opiow emirqdeot). , 

The use of it in these two places may have arisen partly out ofa 
desire to avoid the repetition of adrovs, Cp., fora similar tendency, 
notes on iii. 45. 4, vii. 69. 2. . 

49.4. of € Aaxedayidvior SreAdpBavov od xpedv elvar adrods enayyethat Ere és 
Aaxedaipova, ef ddixciv ye Sn éevépstov abrots’ adn’ ovx ws vopifovras 
todro Spaicat, cat Stra obdapndce ert abrots emeveyxety, 

éneveyxeiv, Scil, abroi, referring to the Lacedaemonians, as Spaca 
to the Eleans: Both are dependent on smeddpBavov. 

50. 3. dws b€ of *HAcion dedidres, py Bia dicwot, Eby Smdos Tay véewrépov 
uray efyov' FAOov 82 adtots Kab *Apyetot kal Mavrivijs, xi\tot éxarépar, 
kat A@nvalay inmnijs, ot ev “Apyer imépevoy thy éopriy. . 

The expression #Adov atrots (‘came to their support’), applied to 
the Athenian inmeis, would be misleading according to the ordinary 
interpretation, 1) which supposes that, instead of coming to Olympia, 
the troops waited at Argos in case they should be wanted. But 
Argos was seventy or eighty miles distant from Olympia. It is 

_ therefore more likely 2)* that they remained at Argos only until 
the time of the feast and then came on to Olympia, as indeed 
is expressly said in the word 3d6ov, , 

ot indpevov==' who had been waiting,’ the imperfect expresses 
duration without specification of time, and is therefore capable of 
being referred to the time preceding #Adov, or, in the language of 
old grammarians, is ‘ put for the pluperfect’ Cp. ii. 23 init. dvrav 
d€ abrav ev rH yf, of *AOnvaiot daréorethay ras exardy vais rept Tedordy- 

_ moor, domrep TrapeckeudLorro, ‘ which they had been preparing.’ 

50. 4. dare odd 8} padrAov émepéBnvro wdvres, kat eddkee re véov trecbat, 
of pévrot Aaxedarpdyiot jobyacdy re, Kai 4 opti aibtots otra bcydOev. 

avrots refers to the same subject as mdvres, ‘and so they had no 
disturbance at the feast,’ not to the Lacedaemonians, 

The old grudge was not forgotten by the Lacedaemonians; 
cp. Xen. Hell. iii. 2. 21. ; ‘
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{Boxer SE kai dvev tijs airias thy "Emidavpoy rH re AdKiBiddy Kal rois 58. 

"Apyciots mpoodaBely, iy» Suvwvrat, TiS Te KoptvOou évexa Houxtas, Kat 

éx tijs Alylys Bpaxurépay EveaOar riyv Boneay } ZxbAAatoy mepeTAciv trois 

*AOnvaios. mapecxevatovro ody of Apyetoe ds abtol és riy "Enidavpov od 

tov Ovparos tiv eaonpatw éaBadoivres. 

évexa and écecOat are parallel in. sense, but with éexa, eBéeee 

mpooAafev is to be supplied ; with éreodar, éddxec only. Cp. note on 

i. 9. 3. § 6. 

abroi, of their own accord, i.e. independently of the influence of. 

Alcibiades. 

Appi 3’, dvaxwpyodvrav adtGy, rod mpd Tod Kapvetov pyvis éLedOovres 54. 3. 

rerpdd: pOivovtos, cat &yovtes Thy Hpepay tauryy wdvta Tov xpdvor, 

éaéBaddoy és ri ’EmtSavptay kat edjouv. . 

The Argives, instead of keeping the month Carnea (Meta- 

geitnion or August-September) pretended that they were continuing. 

to keep the 27th day of the previous month, on which the ex-. 

pedition started. 

See note in Grote, part II. ch. lvi, init. It appears from Xen. 

Hell. iv. 7. 2. 3, v. 1. 29, that on a subsequent occasion the Argives 

tried to arrest a Spartan invasion by sending heralds to Agesipolis, 

warning him that it was the time of a sacred truce, though in reality 

it was not, and that he did not venture to disregard the warning, 

until he had obtained the sanction of the oracles at Olympia and 

Delphi. 

kat kal’ dv xpdvov ev rh "EmSaipy of "Apycion foav, és Mavriveav 55. 1. 

mpeoBelat dad rav rédewv EvvpOov, "AQnvatuy wapakaheodyruv. 

The conference was summoned by the Athenians, but the 

remark of Euphamidas, the Corinthian envoy, which follows, gave 

it a turn opposed to the Athenian interests. 

kat ’A@nvatwv abrots xiAco eBofOnoay SmAtrat, cat AdxiBadys orpatyyds* BS. 4. 

mvOdpevoc S¢ robs AaxeSapovious efeotpatedabat, cat cs obdey ere abrév 

fet, andor. 

The meaning given in the English text agrees best swith the 

context. But it requires that, in the same chapter, ¢korpareiioat
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55. 4. should be used in the sense of ‘making, and efeotparetoéa, of 

“Shaving terminated, an expedition.’ Either 1) the latter meaning 

is to be attributed solely to the perfect tense: or 2) the verb ék- 

otpareveww, like egavdciv, c£adetw, exavetv, cp. also dmodopipeoGat, has the 

double sense of ‘acting’ and ‘ceasing to act.’ .The ordinary 

meaning of exotparevecOa is clearly out of place. For the hostile 

movement of the Lacedaemonians could not possibly be a reason 

why the Argives had no need of the Athenians (kat ds obey rt atray 
eet). 

56. 2. . “Apycios 8 eAOdvres map’ ’AOqvaious, émexddovy, Sri, yeypappévoy ev rais 
- omovoais Std ris éautdv éxdorous ph éav rohepious Oti€vat, edoetav Kate 

, Oddaccav mapamdedout, . . 
xara 6édaccav. The sea, or at any rate the sea opposite to Attica, 

is here regarded as Athenian territory, and the Athenians are held 
responsible for allowing ships of ‘war to pass through it. . It is 
observable that the Argives do not appeal to the words of the. 
treaty which forbade the members of the confederacy to allow the 
‘transport of troops by sea for a hostile purpose, v. 47. 5, Smda 6¢ 
hi €av Exovras Sitévar eri mohéu@ Sit tijs yas oerépas. airév ... pydé 
kara @dkaccay, perhaps because the other way of raising the question 
was more flattering to the Athenians as lords of the sea. 

56. 3. "A@qvator dé, *AAKBuddov weloavros, Ti pev Aakoviky otidy taéypayay, 
_ 8rt ob évépervay of Aaxedatydviot rots Epxots, © 

The effect of these diplomatic manceuvres on the minds of Athe- 
+ "nian wives may be seen from Aristoph. Lysistr. (411 3.c.) 512,— 

AYSISTPATH, eft’ ddyotaat révdobev & tyas éravnpsped? tiv yeAdoacat, 
ré BeBoddevrat wept tév onovdéey év rij oridn mapaypdyat 
&v tO Sipe thpepov Spiv 5 3 Th OE cor ror; Fe és dy drip, 
od otyncet; kdy® "olyov. TYNH, A, ddd’ obk dp €yo mor’ eatyar. 

AY. erepdv rt srommpdrepav Sirrov Bovheupy ereriope dv Spor 
ely’ npoped? ay és taidr’ » Qvep, Stanpdrreal’ SS dvontws 3 
6 O€ p eb bbs broBrébas av pace’, ef py trav orqpova via, 
Srorifeadat Haxpa thy Kearny: médepos &. dvdpecat pedioet, 

58. 1. | *Apyetor 82 rpoaaé 5 8 , Wy rap J vlcov, poatalopevor To Te WMpHtov riy mapackeuiy Tov Aakedarzovior,
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Kat érerd} és rév bAtodyTa Bouhépevor tots G\Aors mpocpiéas & €xopour, tore 58. V. 

8) éEeatpdrevoay cai ato. . 

“76 te mpOroy answers tO xat ened, with which aloBéuevoe must be 

supplied from rpoao@épevor. The Argives received the first intima- °° ’ 

tion of the intention of the Lacedaemonians from the preparations 

of their allies; afterwards their purpose was more distinctly revealed 

by the march of the. troops to Phlius. rére 84 refers only to the 

clause beginning xat ée:dj;, The sentence would have run more 

regularly, ” Apysiot 82 mpoyodovrd re... Kal exerdy K.T.A. 

&y @ Aaxedadviot te mavorparta Foav, kat ‘Apkddes xat Botwrot kai 60. 3. 

‘KopivOtor xat Sixudvioe xat TleAAnvijs kat PArdovot Kat Meyapijs, Kat obo. 

mdvres hoyddes ab’ Exdotwy «7A. . 

But cp. c. 57 fin. @Addowe 32 maverpara, Sre ev rH exetvay Fv rd 

otpatevpa. 

tov Te OpdavdAoy dvaxwphoavres ev 7 Xapddp, obmep tas dd ozpareias BO. 6. 

Sixas, mpiv éarévat, kplvovawy, ip~avro Acvew. 

We remark that nothing is said here of Aleiphron, the other 

Argive who went to Agis, perhaps because he was not ohe of the 

generals; see c. 59 fin. 

Opus yap Tas oxovdds Sxvouv Atcat wpos Tobs AaxeBatpovious. - 6L4. 

_ Spas, either 1)* although they were dissatisfied with the treaty, . 

or 2) although the Athenians had come to their aid. a 

at Dreyor of *"AOnvaiot, *AdKtBiddou mpeofevtod wapévros, év te rois Gl. 2. 

_Apyelos kat Evppdyois tata, dre obk dpOas ai onovdai dvev trav Dov 

Evppdyov kat ‘yérouro, Kat viv... anrecbat xpjvat Tod TOhépov. - 

_tatra is to be explained by the clause which follows, drt obk k.rA. 

The correction ra’rdé has not a sufficient antecedent i in the words 

karqvdykagay Sedpevor; supra. — oe 

xai=z‘ even, or ‘at all,’ and need not be connécted with the kat 

following. ‘They had no business to make a treaty at all without ._ 

the consent of the other allies.’. Cp. i. 15, 2 and note, 7 waves Beh joay 

Boot Kat €yévovto, mpos duspous Tous ogerépous éexdorots. © 

The ‘robust sophistry’ of Alcibiades is plainly visible i in this
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61. 2. matter. ‘It was no question of breaking the treaty, for the treaty 
, ought never to have been made.’ 

61. 4.  Bovddpevor Gros re mporyevéerbar odie cat spnpor ex THs Apxadlas 

qoav adiré&e ind Aaxedaipovioy xefpevot, 

The omission of érc before xat spot gives emphasis and liveliness. 

Here, as in i..110. 2 and elsewhere, Thucydides, beginning to speak 

in the person of others,.suddenly changes to his own. Poppo 

compares some examples from Latin historians, Livy wiiii. 19, 

Tac. Ann. i. 62, Hist. i. 76, ‘penes Othonem manebant, non 

partium studio, sed erat grande momentum in nomine urbis.’ 

63.2.  déka pupudat Spaypav. 

Cp. note on iii. 70. 4. 

65. 2.  dyddv tijs €& *Apyous exatriov dvaxwphoews rip wapovoay <dxatpov 
mpodupiay dvdAnyuw Bovhopevny elvar. 

Bovdopérny is altered for the worse by Classen against the authority 
of the MSS. into Povddpevoy, scil. Agis. Cp. iii. 14 fin. yiyveobe 8 

a ~ avSpos oloyorep tpas .. . 7 ijucrepov dos Botderar, 

65.3. 6 Se etre kal Sa 7d exeBdypa, etre kat adrd GAO TH Kata 73 adrs Sdtav 
eLaihyns, médw 7d orpdrevpa Kard tdxos, mp Evppifa, drizye. 

The received mode of rendering the passage, 1)* ‘ because some 
. Rew thought struck him,’ is not free from objection. The words 

kara 73 aité are cumbrous, and ill suited to express the meaning, 
‘his previous purpose.’ For the -pleonasm, however, cp. Herod. 
vill. 4, mapa 8éav re m™piypara dxéBawe # ij os abrot xaredéxeov,) But as 
they are found in all the MSS. we are not justified in omitting them 
if a reasonable meaning can be ¢licited from them. And 2) a fur- 
ther alternative may be intended. ‘Some other motive may have 
influenced him, or the same idea may have occurred to him inde- 
pendently,’ etre xai abrd dXo re (8é£av), 4 xara 5 abrd ddfav, 

65. §. clr” reid} dvaywpotvres exeivor amékpuipay «7.0. 
Scil. abrovs=‘ passed out of their sight, said in the same way as 

hebyew els 1d méekayos TY Adyar Grroxpiavra qv, Plato, Protag. 338 A. 
Cp. Virg. Aen. iii. 291, Phaeacum abscondimus arces.
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of te Aaxedayidviot dvd rob Baros mpds Td ‘HpdxAetov wdduy és 7d adrd BG, I. 

‘otpardreday idvres dp&at S0 sdlyou robs evavrious dv rake. re #Sq mdvras 

“Kat did rod Adgov mpoeAnduOdras.  pddtota 3} Aaxedatpoviot, és & éud- 

pynvto, év tobTw 7G Kotp@ efemAdyyoay. dia Bpaxelas yap peddijoeas 7 

mapackeuy abrois éylyvero K.T.A. 

It is useless to ask, with some commentators, why the Lacedae- 

monians, who had originally designed to draw the Argives into the 

.plain, should have been dismayed by their actual appearance. 

Thucydides says that such was the fact; and it is clear from his 

narrative that, wherever they expected to find them, it was not at 

.that moment or in that place. Agis had supposed that they would 

descend into the plain to prevent the diversion of the stream, but 
they had not done so ; hence the Spartans were naturally surprised 

to find them in the plain at all. To meet.such an imaginary 

difficulty it is unnecessary, with Campe'and Meineke, to alter éte- 

mrdyqoav into éetepdvqoav (the Lacedaemonians appeared in their 

true character), in itself a somewhat forced and feeble expression. 

Baothéns yap dyovros bn’ éxeivou mavra dipxerat, _ 6B. 3. 

-I.e, notwithstanding the limitations imposed upon “him when at 

home, he is supreme in the field. 

dpOpav 8€ ypdyar. . . odx dy eSuvdpny dxpBés. 68, 2 

The use of dv has been explained by the ellipse of some such 

words as ei #Oehov, ef Cretpdunv, But such ellipsés are only gram- 

matical explanations, and are seldom present to the mind. It is 

better to regard the words ¢évvdyyy dy as an example of the 

tendency to soften the force of the indicative mood, especially 

with the first person. 

Adxou pev ydp éudyovro era dvev Ixpirdv, Svrav éfaxociwr, év de 68. 3. 

éxdote Abx@ mevtnxooTues Foav Técoapes, Kal ev TH mevryKoTTOT evaporiat 

réooapes. tis Te evoporias eudxovro ey TO Tpare toy récoapes* ent 82 

Bdbos erdgavro pév od mdvtes dpotus, dAN ds Aoxayds exacras éBowRero, © 

ent may 8€ xaréorqcay émt dxtd. mapa 8é dray why Zxepirdy rerpaxdarot 

kat dvoiv Séovres wevrixovra dvdpes i mpdry rdfis By, 

A curious result would seem to follow from this passage. Forif 

the number of évwporia in the Asxos was fixed, and if on this
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68. 3. occasion there were four men in the front rank of each éveporia, it 

69. 1. 

69. 2. 

. is clear a) that the Aoxayds could only deepen one. part of the line 

at the expense of another, 4) that he could only do so at all by 

breaking up the ¢eveporiat, that is, by posting the rear rank of one 

eveoporia behind another. 

Mr. Grote is of opinion’ that the Aoxayds had the power of 

altering the number of éveporiat in the Adxos before the battle began. 

But 1) it is impossible to suppose that Thucydides in the same 
description, without any hint of a change, refers a) to the normal 
arrangement of the troops as they. marched out of Sparta, 2) to 
their disposition on the field of battle.’ And 2) how could the 
Aoxyayds have had the power of varying the number of éveporia in 
a Adxos, if, as Thucydides tells us, the front rank in the field num- 
bered 448, and.there were always four men in the front rank of an 
enomoty 2 

The array of the Spartan army a appears to have varied at different 
times. The form of the enomoty on this occasion does not agree 
with the statement of Xenophon, Hell. vi. 4. 12, that at the battle 

‘of Leuctra the enomoty consisted of thirty-six men, three in the 
first rank by twelve deep. Moreover Xenophon (De Rep: Lac. 
11. 4) makes mention of the pépa, commanded by the zodeuapyés, 

: and containing four Adxor, as the largest division of the Spartan 
army. .Thucydides, though he describes the srodepapxés as superior 

. to the Aoyayds (c. 66. med., cp. however, c..71 fin. dy makes no 
mention of the Hepa, 

*Apyeioes 82 & tmep ris re mahards %} fiyepovias kal ris ep Tedoromioy moré 
icopoiplas. . . - 

The first in the Homeric and Heroic ages, the. second in the 
times before the Persian war, not forgotten at Argos, when the 

 Argives fought with the Lacedaémonians about the - debatable 
Cynurian land. Herod. i. 82, vii. 148, 149; Thue. v. 41. 

“Aaxedarpdyioe 32: xa” éxdotous Te Kat peta tay mohepixdv yépnuv 
€v adiow abrots dy 7 yrictavra Thy mapakédevow™ THS prynpns dyabois obow 
€rotobvro, 

1 € They encouraged one another as individuals, and in 1 the martial 
strains which they s sang in common,’
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*Apyeior pev xat of Edppaxor evrévas kat épyh xwpodvres, AaxeSaipdvot 70. : 

de Bpadéws xat bd adAnrav modAdv vépou eyxabectdrav, ob Tod Gelov xdpu, 

GAN iva éuadds pera fpvbpod Baivovres mpo¢ddorer, kat py Siacmacbetn 

atrois 7 Tdéts, 

Cp. the well-known lines of Milton :— 

‘Anon they move 

In perfect phalanx to the Dorian mood 

Of flutes and soft recorders: such as raised 

To highth of noblest temper heroes old 

Arming to battle; and instead of rage 

Deliberate valour breathed, firm, and unmov’d 

With dread of death to flight or foul retreat.’ 

Paradise Lost, i. 549. 

ta otpatémeda rout pév xa Emavta toro, ént ra Sefd xépara abrav 71. I. 

év rais ~uvd8os paddAov eEwOeirat, xat mepiicyovot xara 73 Td évavriay 

eldvypov duddrepar 7G debid, dtd 7d oBoupérous mpooreAnew ra yop 

€xagtov &s padtora +h rod év Se£iG mapareraypévov doni8t, ai vonitew vip 

nuxvéryta Tis EuyrAyjcc@s edboxemactérarov elvat’ Kat iyyetrar pev tis 

airlas tabrys 6 mporoardrys rod Sefod xépas, mpobupodpevos eEaddAdavev 

dei trav evavriay ri éavtod yéproow, Erovra be Sid tév abrov pédBov Kal 

of @DAow 

Wyetrat ris airias ravrns, ‘is the beginning of the disorder,’ lit. ‘of 

the cause of blame.’ Every one is pushing to the right, because he 

is trying to protect his right or unshielded side. The movement 

begins with the man on the extreme right in the front rank. He 

tries to get more and more to the right of the enemy so as to keep 

his shield between himself and them.. The next soldier tries to 
get under cover of his neighbour’s shield, and so on, along the 

line. Now the army of Agis was sufficient to outflank both the 

left and right extremity of the enemy’s line. But it was so disposed 

that, while the Spartan right far more than outflanked the enemy’s 

left, their left wing was liable itself to be outflanked by the enemy’s 

right. To remedy this defect the Sciritae on the left wing of the 
Spartan army moved further to the left. The vacant space should 

then have been filled up by troops taken from the right wing. But, 

they refusing to come, the gap which had been made’ remained. 

VOL. Il. a
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71,'1, and could no longer be closed. Mr. Grote reminds us that Agis 

72.1 

72. 2. , 

could not ‘deprive the Sciritae of their post of honour-at the 

extremity of the left wing. 

kai xedetcavros abrod, ént robs Sxiptras os ob map9\bov of Adxor, wad 

ad odior mpocpiéat, pi} Sun 6jvar ére pn dé robrous fuyxhyjoat. 

opiot, the Lacedaemonian portion of the line under Agis. Cp. 

éLayayévras dnd oar, c. 71 fin, p8é robrous guyrAjeat, 1) ‘even to close 

up the line,’ i.e. to bring together the Sciritae and the Lacedaemo- 

nians who were on the other side of the opening, Agis being the 

subject and rotrous the object of gvyxAjoar, and the latter referring 

inaccurately both to odio: and the Sciritae; or better 2)* taking 

Tourous as the subject of evykAjoa, ‘but neither could these close 

up ‘the opening,’ sci]. the Sciritae, opposed to the two Adxo: who 

-- should have done so. 

. GAG padtora 8h Kat wdvra rp epmeipia Aaxedarypdvtoe edaooobérres 

tére 7} dvbpela Werkav oby Hocov mepryevdpevor, . 

_ ‘The utter inferiority of the Lacedaemonians in military tactics 

showed,’ r) ‘that they gained the victory by their courage in spite 

of this deficiency’ (odx fjcoov), or 2)* ‘that they won by sheer 

courage,’ i. e. by courage rather than by skill or tactics; ody foo 

paXov, and is to be closely connected with 79 dv8pedg. 

; padwora 64 is to be taken both with Aaccodévres and with @efav, 

‘ being signally inferior in every way in military skill, they signally 

72. 4. 

showed. that they won nevertheless by their courage,’ or ‘that they 

won by sheer courage.’ rére may be taken‘ either with Aacoabévres 

or with %efar, ‘being then beaten in tactics,’ or ‘ they then 

showed; etc. ; or with both, ‘on this occasion being signally beaten 
in tactics they signally showed.’ 

erperpav ob8€ és xeipas robs modXods bropelvarras, add’, as énjecay of 

Aaxedatpdvior, ets évOdvras, Kat éorw ods ral xarararnbévras, 705 pi 
$0fjvar Thy eyxardéhy iy. , 

* rod ph POjvat, either 1) after evdévras, ‘that the overtaking troops 
(rip eyxarddnyw) might not prevent’ or ‘be beforehand with them;’ or 
2)* after karamaryOévras, ‘because they could not escape being over- 
taken.’ The genitive in the latter case may be explained by the
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notion of cause or reason. Cp. Soph. O. T. 1478,— 72. 4. 
: ' xat oe riabe tis 6808 , 

duipov dpewvov 4 "pe ppovpyoas réxot. 

The alteration of rod into +G, though slight, is not necessary. 

as d€ ratry evedeSdxee ro tr&v *Apyetov nat Sunndxen oTpdrevpa, tapep- 73. I, 
piyvurto #8 dua ai ep? éxdérepa. 

‘They were broken away towards both sides,’ i.e. the centre of 
the Argive line was separated from the right which had gone for- 
wards in pursuit and from the left which had not yet been forced 
back. Cp. iv. 96 fin. cat dudorépader #0, tad re rod rowodtrov ai bad ; 
Tay OnBateov eheropeévav xa mapappyyrdvrav guy) xabeorixe ravrds tod 
orparot Tév "A@nvaiov, where similarly the Athenian left are broken ; 
away from their own victorious right. In vi. 70 med. (Scapévor 88 «: 
tév Apyelov mpdrov rd eddvupoy xépas Tov Zupaxoglay, kat per’ abrobs ray 
"AGnvaiwy rd xark ois abrovs, Tapeppryvuto on Kal 7d GXo orpdrevpa 
Tv Evpaxogiay kat és huyhy xaréorn), napepsiryvuTro must have a slightly 
different meaning, ‘broke away by degrees,’ Cp. mapapBdtvew, mapa- 
reiBeww, mapatphyew, mapapOopd. Lit, ‘broke away each man from 
the side of the next’man,’ the converse of mapardocew, 

of 8¢ Mavrivis xat of Etppiayor xat ray Apyelov of Aoyddes... es Huyiy 73, 3- 
érpdmovto, Kai rey pev Mavtwéav Kal TAetous BrepOdpnaay, tev dé” Apyctov / 

ae Aoyddav 1b TodY eodOy. / 7 
Either 1)* the order of the clauses is inverted; aAelovs is said 

by anticipation, and contrasts the greater loss of the Mantineans 
with the smaller loss of the Argives implied in 13 odd éodby, 
‘And moreover there perished of the Mantineans a greater number . . 

’ than of the Argives.’ xai is then to be taken, not with mheious, 
but with &epédpyoay, ‘there was loss-as well as flight.’ 

Or 2) more simply, cat wAefous==‘even more than those who 
escaped,’ and corresponds to 18 moAd ray "Apyetav, fa greater number 
of the Mantineans were slain, but most t of the chosen Argives 
escaped. , 

of 8€ Aaxedarpdnor mpodepevor tov Tohepluv vexpav 70 émha Tpomaiov 74, 2, 
ebas t taTacay, Kat rods vexpovs €oxu\evoy, 

| mpobkpevor xr. Not ‘stationing themselves in front of the 
enemy’ s dead,’ which would have been expressed mpé ray rodepiap / 

¥2
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' 74, 2 vexpav Oépevor ra 6rrka—but ‘ making a display of the shields, spears, 

“etc. of the dead, i.e. of the best of them, The conquerors after- 

wards rifled the dead more completely, éoxuAevov. 

74.3.  Aaxedapovior 8é of pév Ebppaxor od éradaurapycay, dare xat a&iddoydv 

tt droyevécbar’ abtav 88 xademdv pev Fy Thy ddjGeay mvOéaba, éX€yovro 

32 rept tprakogious drodavelv, 

atrév is governed by mept tptaxogious: xademiv pep fv... wvdécbat 

being a variation of the construction originally intended. 

75.3. TUX pév ds éddkouv Kaxthdpevor, ony dé of abrol Ere dvres. 

See note on English text. 

76.1. rod 8 emtytyvopévov yxempdvos dpxopévov edObs of Aaxedarudviot, énetd} 

7a Kdpyeta fyayov, eLearpdrevoav. 

The Carnea were celebrated in Metageitnion, i.e. Aug —Sept. 

But the words éwed} ra Kdpveta Fyayov, ‘now that the Carnea were’ 

over, are not intended as a mark of time, but have reference 

to the advantage taken of the Carnea by the enemies of Sparta 

(c. 74 fin.). They therefore prove nothing about the time at which 

Thucydides’ winter begins ; see note on v. 20. 2. 

76.3.  dv0 Adyw hépav és rd “Apyos, Tov per, Kad’ 6 7 el BotAovrar sohepedv, 

tov &, ds ef cipirny dyew. 

We must supply after Kae? & th |, modephoouet 5 3 after as, elpiyay 

above, 

77.79. These two treaties imposed by the victorious Lacedaemonians 

upon Argos mark the final dissolution of the alliance between Argos 

and the discontented members of the Peloponnesian league, and 

also of the alliance between Argos, Athens, Elis, and Mantinea. + 

By the terms of the first treaty the Argives are to restore their 

hostages and to evacuate Epidauria. The quarrel with Epidaurus, 

which had given the Athenians a prétext for interference (v. 53), 
is to be amicably settled. 

A note’ of hostility to the Athenians is now first openly expressed 

(§§ 2, 8), not unnaturally, since the captives were recovered and the 

Athenians had taken part in the battle of Mantinea. 
.
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The independence of the cities of Peloponnesus, ‘small and 77.79. 
great,’ is proclaimed, probably to avoid the suspicion which had 
been engendered by the former treaty between Lacedaemon and 

Athens, c. 29, and on the other hand to prevent larger states, like 

Elis or Mantinea, increasing their power by the subjugation of 
smaller ones; cp. note on v. 47. 

All Peloponnesians are to unite against enemies from without 

(obviously against Athens, cp. c. 52, 61 init. 75 fin.) 

The allies of Lacedaemon without the Peloponnesus, i.e. Boeotia, 

Megara, and probably the Chalcidian cities, which had not been 

given up to the Athenians, are to stand on an equal footing with 

the rest of the allies, and to retain'their present territory. 

Before the second treaty was concluded the Argives _expressly 

renounced their alliance with Athens. ; ‘ 

The second treaty establishes an alliance offensive and defensive 

for fifty years between Lacedaemon.and Argos, to which the rest 

‘of the Peloponnesus and the allies of either party without the 

Peloponnesus (no longer including the Athenians) are admitted on 
condition of submitting their disputes to a fair arbitration. The 

guarantees for the independence of the Peloponnesian cities, and 

for the integrity of the possessions of the rest (rav abrév zxovres) 
are repeated, and new provisions are introduced for the séttlement © 

of differences. It may be observed that in the second treaty, § 3, 

which corresponds to § 6 of the earlier treaty, the power of ap- 

portioning military burdens is transferred from the Peloponnesians 

generally to the Lacedaemonians and Argives. 

Still the original treaty of peace between Athens and Lacedaemon 

is supposed to bei in force. © Cp. vi. 105, vii. 18. 

rept 88 7 or coparos elpev Aijy Tois "Embdavpiors 6 Spxov, Spey 83 abrots 77, 4. 

Spica, : . . 

The readings are in great confusion ; the words which seem to 

underlie them all are ctparos nev or eiuev (of which there are traces 

in -atpev) Ajy, elper being the Doric for ea. The parallelism with 

ddpuer affords some ground for thinking that the word Aqv or Ajv is 

a form of AapBdvew or AaBeiv. This gives a good sense, but there 

is unfortunately no authority for such a form. . We must therefore
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‘ 77. 4, suppose either 1) that the’ word is corrupt, or 2)* that it is the 

77.7. 

infinitive of the verb Adw=ééédu, ‘we will (Ajv) that there be an 

oath to the Epidaurians,’ i.e. ‘that the Epidaurians be allowed to 

take an oath.’ With Aj» some notion such as ‘we say’ has to 

be supplied from doxet at the beginning of the chapter. avrovs, scil. 

the Argives. Cp. for efuev dpxov v. 18 fin. Zora 58 AaxeSarpovtors Kat 

rots uppdxors xara tabr&a Spxos mpds *AOnvatovs, and for Aq, Aristoph. 
Lysistr, 1161,— 

AYZIZTPATH, +i 8 ob diadddyyre 3 épe, ri rodpmoddy ; 

AAKONES, — dpés ye MGpes, al ris duly totykukAoy 

uo Aq toir’ droSépev, AY. moiov, & ray; AA. rh Iddov. 

domep mddar Sedpeba. 

Scot 8 ekrés Ledomowdow rev Aaxedatpoviav Edppayol 'évtt, ev 7H 

ate €ocodvrat ev TOTEp xal Tot Toy Aaxedarporian kat Tot Tov *"Apyelov 

Edppaxoi evri, tov abtay exovres. 

trav atrév Exovres. These words mean that the sfafus guo'shall be 
maintained. They seem to imply an undertaking that Amphipolis and 
the other Chalcidian cities shall not be given up to the Athenians. 
Both now and afterwards (c. 80 med.) we must suppose the Lace- 
daemonians to disregard the clause in their treaty with Athens 
(v. 18. 5) which provided that these cities should not .be counted 
as allies of either party. rot ray AaxeSatpoviay-xat rot ray *Apyetov 
tppaxor, as the context shows, refers to the other allies of the 
Lacedaemonians and Argives, namely, to those within the Pelo- 
ponnesus. In the corresponding passage in the second treaty 
(c. 79. 2) the -allies without the Peloponnesus are to be in the 

. Same position as the Argives and .Lacedaemonians themselves : 
though it is difficult'to see what may have been the difference 
intended. 

77. 8. emdeiavras 8€ Tois Evupdyors EupBarécba, at ka avtots Soxjj* ai 6é vt 
Sox rots Euppdyors, otkad? dmidAAnv. 

Either 1) ‘the Argives shall communicate the treaty to their allies 
and make an agreement with ‘them if they, the allies, are willing, 
but if the allies want anything more the Argives shall send them 

~ home for instructions.’ This, however, is not a condition which a 
victorious power like Lacedaemon would be likely to allow, and
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the word dmadnew seems to imply, not a friendly ‘sending home 77. 8. 

for instructions,” but a dismissal. . 

Better 2)* referring atrois to the Argives or to the Argives and 

Lacedaemonians, ‘they shall, if.they think fit, communicate the 

treaty to their allies and come to an‘understanding with them; 

but if the allies have any different opinion on the matter they shall 

send them away home.’ . 

- +3) The translation may be further varied by taking émdeiEavras, 

not &upBadéc@a, as the emphatic. word, ‘they shall communicate 

the treaty to their allies before they conclude it,’ or by rendering 

ai xa adrois doxj, ‘in case the allies are willing to come into it.’ 

tots Evypdyas clearly means the former allies of Argos, the Athe- 

nians, Eleans, and Mantineans, who would. naturally. be opposed 

to the present treaty, and yet could: hardly be left unmentioned. 

The Athenians are to have the opportunity of consenting, but, 

if they do not, they are to be dismissed. . 

éni8ei£avras, though in grammar referring, like dAe&épevar above, 

to the Lacedaemonians and Argives, has in sense a, more. particular 

reference to the Argives. We naturally suspect that this clause 

was‘aimed principally at Alcibiades, who at this very time was the 

representative of Athens in Argos. . 

ai 3é rt Sox, scil. dAdo. A few. MSS. read dAdo or Kut @AXo. 

ai-Bé tut tay modioy 4 apidoya, 4 sav dvrde i} ray ders Medonowdow, 79. 4. 

aire mepi dpov atre.mept GAdov tivds, StaxpiOqpev, ai S€ 11g rOy Evppdywv 

_ mods woret epilor, és mod dbeiv, dvriva tay dudoiv rais woAlecat Soxoiy. 

rots dé Erats xarra marpia dixdgeoOat, , 

The difference between the two clauses ai 8¢ rw. .. at 6é vs lies 

a) in the words 7 duioya and épito, the one denoting a mere 

difference of opinion, the other a downright quarrel; 4) in the er 

use of the subjunctive and optative moods respectively, the one. ~ 

denoting the nearer, the other the more remote alternative :—f, 

there be a difference of opinion, it shall be determined’ (i. e. by the 

cities themselves), ‘and if the difference become a quarrel, it shall. 

be referred to arbitration” , te 4 
rois eras, dative after the passive tert, which appears | to bei 

here used impersonally, a ae ee
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79.4.  érat are private citizens (woNirar, Snpdra, Hesychius); this meaning 
of the word is confirmed by a very ancient inscription at Olympia, 
recording a treaty between the Eleans and the Heraeans, Boeckh, 
C. I. G. vol. i, no. 11. § 4; Newton, Essays, p. 104, atre: gras atre 
rehéora atre dapos evri, , 

The meaning of the clause is, either 1) that citizens of each 
state shall be judged by their own laws in their own state: this 
provision would protect those states over which a sort of quasi- 
sovereignty had been claimed, as by Elis over Lepreum, by Argos 
over Epidaurus, by Mantinea over some lesser Arcadian towns: or 
2) ‘justice shall: be administered among citizens of the same city 
according to their ancestral customs,’ i. e. whether oligarchy or 
democracy is in the ascendant, in all judicial matters the weaker 
party shall be protected. Or 3) applying the clause to disputes 
between citizens of two different Cities, ‘they are to be determined,’ 
either a) ‘according to general Hellenic law,’ or 3) ‘according to 
ancient agreement between the two cities in question.’ There 
would be special need for such a provision in the case mentioned 
under 1). . : 

s 

80.1. ai pev omovdat Kat 4 Suppayla airy éyeyévyto’ Kal éxéca a@AjAwv 
Todeue i et re GAXo elyov, SelUcavro, ti; 

etxov is taken in two senses, Whatever were the places belong- 
ing to one another which they had gained by war (exov) they 
restored, and any other complaint which they had to bring («xov, 
they settled with one another. dedveavro in strictness belongs . 
only to ef + dAXo efyov: some word such as drédocay having to 
be supplied with éroca ToAg@ €ixov, , 

80. 3. 5 8e dbuxcpevos at dyavd twa mpdhacw youvixdy Eo rod poupiou sroun- 
oas, ds €éjOe 73 dro hpoupixdy, anéAyoe ras rihas, Kat dorepov’EmBavp- 
tows Avavewodpevor Tas onovdas adrot of "AOnvaio: dxéBocuv rd reixiopa, 

mpépacw, scil. an excuse to induce the allies to go out. De- mosthenes seems to have acted partly from bravado, partly because he preferred to give up the fortress to the Epidaurians, rather than 
leave it in the possession of the confederate troops, which included those of Argos, now in alliance with Sparta. By the terms of the
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_ first treaty (c. 77 init.) the Argives equally with the Athenians were 80. 3. 

bound to evacuate the fortress, but this may have been unknown to 

_Demosthenes. The treaty referred to is probably that made at the 

general peace (v. 18), which, after the many vicissitudes of Athenian 

and Lacedaemonian politics, might well need to be renewed in 

any: particular which was henceforth intended to be observed. 

The Epidaurians are mentioned by name in the armistice (iv. 
119), butare only included, without being named, among’ the allies 

of the Lacedaemonians in the treaty. 

_ Kai Aaxedarpdviot Kat "Apyetor, xéAtor éxdrepot, Evotparevaavres, rd 7” ev Bl. 2. 

Sexvdve és dAlyous paAdov xaréaryaay avrol ot Aakedatpdvioe erOdvres, kat 

per éxciva Evvapddrepor 7dq Kat tov ev “Apye Sjpov Katéducay, 

AaxeSaysdviot kat "Apyetot, nominative to xaréAveav, being the whole ° 

under which the part, of Aaxedarpérior, is subsumed and.to which : 

the sentence returns in per’ éxciva Evvappédrepor. Bad padrov ji 7 

Tporepov, 

of dé Aaxedarpdyiot, ws pev adrovs petemepmovto of Pitot, obk FNov ek S2, 3. 

aelovos, dvaBadrdpevos S€ ras Tupvoradias éBo4Gour. - 

éx mdetovos, scil. xpdvov, ‘did not come for a long time,’ not with 

perenéumovro, ‘ while their friends were sending for them for a long 

time:’ which the order of the words forbids. ‘The thought ‘but 

they did come at last,’ is implied in dvaBaddpevor 8%, answering to 

Ss pey KrA, 

xarékAgaav 8€ rod abrov xetpavos Kal MaxeSorias *AOnvatot Tepdixxav, 83. 4. 

émikadodvres tiv Te mpos ’Apyeious Kat AaxeSatpovious yevoperny Evvapociay, 

kal Ore “wapackevacapévev air&éy orpariay dyev én Xadkiddas tobs émt 

Opdens kai “Apimodw Nextov rod Nexnpdrov orparnyotvros efpevaro Thy 

Svppayiay, xat 4 orparié padora 8ieAtGy éxeivou Gmdpavros’ TroAgptos 

ody jy. 

Maxedovias, a genitive expressing place. The construction is 

harsh, but is assisted by the word Hep8ixxav following, and may be 

compared with the loose use of the genitive of a country, followed © 

by a substantive expressing something in the country. ii, 18 init. 
6 &e orparés trav TleAorovyatay mpoioy apixero TAS ?ATTEKAS és Olvdnv 

a mparov: iv. 78 fin, 8 td 7G "Opa Maxedovias mpds Ocacadovs
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méMopa ketrae: cp. also viii. 96 med. e of aoAduror ToApHoouGs veviKn= 
kéres bus opdv ent toy Metpard tpnyoy Svra vedy rely, ‘ 

Nothing is known of the expedition in which Perdiccas deserted 
the Athenians, except what may be gathered from this passage. 
The word dmdpavros, ‘having quitted’ some place where he ought 
to have remained in order to fulfil the terms of his alliance, seems 
to imply that Perdiccas failed in an engagement to meet the Athe- 
nians, who must therefore be supposed to have actually started 
from Athens, perhaps even to have arrived in Thrace, and not to 
have behaved as they had done twelve years before to Sitalces, 
when they failed in sending an expedition to join him, ii. 101 init. 

For a possible trace of the employment of Nicias. during this 
year see Inscription quoted in the Appendix. 

kal emt Midoy tiv vicov ’AOqvatot éorpdrevaay, : 
An attempt had been made by Nicias to reduce Melos in the 

summer of 426, The attempt according to Thucydides (iii, 91 
init.) was unsuccessful. Yet in the tribute list of the following year, 
425, we find the Melians assessed at fifteen talents, the same sum 
with the Naxians, Andrians, and Eretrians. See Kohler, Geschichte 
des Delisch-Attischen Bundes, Pp. 70, 146, 148,. It is difficult to 
reconcile these two statements, unless we suppose that previously 
to the conquest of Melos an assessment was made of the revenue 
which the Athenians intended to take from it. oo 

In the same list the Dorian island of Thera is rated at five talents.- 
Thucydides tells us that Melos and Thera were the only Cyclades 

, hot subject to Athens at the beginning of the war (ii. 9 fin.), but . 

88. 

he nowhere mentions the conquest or submission of Thera. (Cp. 
Kirchhoff, Tributpfichtigkeit der Ath. Kleruchen, p. 11. Abhandl.’ 
der Berl. Acad. 1873.) , , a Do 

W pév émetxea ToS SiSdoKew Kad Houxtay adydous od péyerar, rad, 
. 8€ rod wohguou mapdvra H3q Kat od PEAovra, Stahépovra -abtod aiverar, = ; a. on Spapev yap abrots te xpiris fxovras tpds tov AxOncopérav, gal’ chy, 

v8 oA ‘ so? a “Tedeurqy ef alto’ card rb elkds meptyevopevois. pév tH dixaly, kal S¢ adrd, 
Hy evdoter, wéAcuov hpiv hépovcay, recbeiar 88 Sovreiay, os 

o 3 
: a Siahépovra adtob, thy redeuriy €& adtod, scil. rod Siddoxew Kas? Youxiav. 

aAAHNous,
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ot Spas dkotper ....otecOat aeivew, ra Suvara 8 cE Gv eExdrepor 8D. 

GAnOds Ppovodpey SiampdacecOar, emiorapévous mpis ciSdras dre Slxarc 

pev evr dvOpareta Adyo dd ris tons dviyxns Kpiverat, Suvara 2 of 

mpovdxortes mpicoovet kat of doGeveis Evyyapotow, 

dianpdooecOar, though grammatically joined with tyas, derives 

a new subject from éxdrepot, not ‘you’ only, but ‘you and we,’ 

Cp. emarapévous mpbs eiddras. 

dixuia xpiverat, These words seem to mean that things are only 

measured by the rule of justice, ceferts paribus ; but whether the 

‘emphasis is 1) on dékaa, or 2) On xpiverat, is uncertain: whether 

the meaning is 1) ‘things are regarded under the aspect of justice,’ 

i.e. determined to be just or unjust,—or 2) ‘justice is estimated,’ 

i.e. justice enters into the decision,—only when the pressure of 

necessity is equal : xpiveras is nearly equivalent to vopiferas. 

7 Bev Sh voptLoudy ye, xphoupov (dvdyxy yp, émetdy tpeis ‘ote mapa 90. . 

7d Sixaov rd Evphépov Aéyew SmeGecbe,) py xaradvew bpas 1d xowwdv 

dyabdv, Grd 1H det év xuvdivep yryvopéve elvar Td. eixdta [xat] Sika, 

kat te kat évrds rod dxptBods tetoovté Twa dperyOivat. : / 

5 pev 8) vopltonéy ye is supported against 7 pév 89 by some good. 

MSS. and by the canon of the ‘more difficult reading.” The MS. 

"correction ipeis, adopted by | Bekker, is unnecessary, and is rendered 

less probable by the occurrence of the same word pets at the begin- 

ning of the preceding and following chapters. The best MSS.°. 
read ra eixéra Sixaca without xai. According to either reading the 

sense is probably the same, S‘kaa being the predicate. If kai be 

taken as the simple copula, ‘ that they should have what is equit- 

able and just,’ the parallelism of the words with the following 

clause kai re xat évrds x.r.A. is lost. 

The reading wefvovra has been doubted. It may be easily altered 

with two bad MSS. (Ar. Chr.) into wefcavra, But the alteration .- 

is unnecessary. ‘The future may express the consciousness of the 

Melians that they were certain to fall short of the strict rule laid 

down by the Athenians. &peAnéjvae may refer by anticipation to. 

the advantage which the weaker party may fairly claim when the 

time comes for them to advance their plea: ‘although he may be 

destined to fail in making out a strict case, he should be profited.’
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‘90. Arnold argues against taking dicaa as.the predicate, that the 

Athenians have not denied the justice of the Melian plea—they 

have only said that justice has nothing to do with the present 

question; and if so, how could the Melians plead with advantage 

that strict justice ought not to be enforced? But the true point 

of the passage is that justice, which is interpreted to mean the 

non-enforcement of strict justice, is expedient, both for the Athe- 

nians and the Melians. The Athenians say to the Melians, ‘Do 

not argue on grounds of justice, confine yourselves to expediency,’ 

The Melians reply, ‘ Well then, adopting your own language, we 

will convert our argument from justice into an argument from ex- 

pediency : and we say that it is expedient both for us and you that 

you should remit something of the strict claim of justice.’ 

Yet itis also true that the Melians, while trying to accommo- 
date themselves to the Athenian point of view, fall back several 

~ times in ‘the course of their argument into an assertion of the 
~ claims of right against might. - 

90. - kat mpas tpav oby facov robro, dam Kal ent peylorg Tipwpia obo 
Aevres dy rois dAXos Tapdderypa yévoraGe,: . , 

1)* éri=‘on condition of’ ‘ you cannot fall without incurring 
the heaviest vengeance, and becoming an example to mankind,’ 

Or 2), we. may take qwapddeypa as referring to the precedent 
which the Athenians would afford fo others by their treatment of | 
the Melians, and éni rywpig as meaning ‘for the infliction of 
punishment.’ ‘And your own conduct will afford a precedent. 
which will justify others in inflicting the “heaviest vengeance upon 
you when you fall’ (o¢adéres), or ‘ when your turn comes.’ . But. 
the intransitive mapdderypa yévourbe is weak if taken in this sense. 

O1. 1. od yap of dpxovres GAkwy, Somep ‘kat Aaxedatpdnot, obtot Setvol trois 
vxnOeiow, (ore 88 ob mpds Aaxedaypovlous fpiv 6 dyédv) Kr.d, 

Probably an anticipation on the part of Thucydides of the actual. 
event.. Cp, Xen. Hell. ii. 2. 19, emet 8 Fxov, éxkAnoiav éroingay, év 
J dvrédeyov KopivOior xat OnBaior paAtora, oddot be kat GAoe Tay EAAvar,. 
Hy onévderOat "AOnvaios, add’ e€aipetv, (20) Aaxedatpdvot 88 odk épacay 
méAwv “EMAnvida dv8panodieiv, péya dyadby cipyacpémy ev ois peyiorois
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xi vdvvors ‘yevopevors rh ‘EAAdS:. For the words which follow see note 91. 1.) 

on English text. oy 

GAN’ fy of Exfxool mou rdv dpdvrev abrot embduevoe xparqowct. 91. 1. 

atroi is emphatic: either 1)* ‘if they too’ (who might be least 

expected to do so), or 2) ‘ if they themselves without the help of 

others turn upon them.’ sou, indef., either 1)* ‘ perchance,’ or 2) 
‘our subject states anywhere.’ 

ob yap rogotroy iypaGs Bddwree H exOpa ipar, Soov 4 gidla per 95. 

dabeveias, ro 8 picos Suvdpews mapdderypa trois dpyopévacs SpAodpevoy, 

This is a condensed sentence in which the reason of the state- 

ment is included in the statement itself, and the reason for both 

clauses is included in the second. It would have run more easily 

in two sentences, dcov girta—h pev yap iria doOeveius K.r.A. 

With 7 pitta supply do@evelas mapd8erypa bv Brame, with 1d picos, 

mapdSerypa éort, 

' gxorotet 8 ipady obras of tafxoor 15 etxds, Sore rovs re py mpoojk- OG. 

ovras, kat Soot GarovKkot Svres ot stoNot Kat dnoordytes Tues keXetpwrtat, 

és 76 abrd riOéacty 5 . 

The verb xexefpovrat does not apply strictly to doco: but only 

to revés, and under the influence of dmoardyres is used instead of 

a more general verb, such as dpxovrat, a 

The Melians reply ‘that the relations of great and small states - 

vary greatly, and the rule. which applies to them in different cases 

varies also. The small state may be wholly unconnected with the 

larger ; or it may be a revolted subject.’ 

Gore Ea xat roo adedvew: &péat kat rb dodahes jpiv - Bid 13 xara- 97. 

otpapivat ay mapdoyorre, GAAws te Kal ynodrat vaukparépwr, kal doGeve- 

arepot érépay Svres, ef pi TEptyevorobe, 

vauxparépay is governed by mepeyévoibe in the sense of ‘ survive 

in spite of us,’ nearly equivalent to ‘if you are not subdued by us.’ 
The verb has been used in the same sense just above, xara Stvapw 

82 rods pev mepryiyveoOut x.7.., but here takes a genitive by associa- 

_ tion with its other meaning ‘ overcome.’ 

.. The Athenians argue that ‘the impression created by the inde-
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pendence of the Melians will be all the more dangerous to Athe-' 
nian interests, just because they are insignificant islanders.’ 

ey 8 exelvw ob vopitere Gopddeav; det yap ad xat évraida, Sonep 
tpeis ray dtxalov A}Syav jpas éxBiBdcarres TO tyerépa ~upddpe tra- 
kovew aeiGere, xat fas +d qHiv xphotpov diddoxovras, ef tuyxdver al 
e ~ a > 5 - a ’ oe a ~ , e ‘Ube 
Up rd abrd EvpPaivoy, meapicba melOew. Saor yop viv pyderépors é p> 
paxotor, ms of Trodepdioec be aitous, drav és rdde Bréhavres iryjoavral 

Coa AS ovo ~ we. . wore vpas xat ent ogas ifew ; 

év 8€ exeive, either 1) ‘in the considerations just laid before you 
(cc. -94, 96), implying that you -should allow states with which 
you have no concern to be -independent;’ or 2) ‘in not making 
enemies of neutrals,’ the idea to which ¢éy ‘ékeive refers being 
gathered from éca ydp kr.d, which follows. — 

doddreay, 6a security,” or rather the avoidance of a danger, which is likewise indicated in S00 ydp eA. , erBiBdoavres. - The authority of several of the best MSS. which tead ékfidoavres (in this sense a late word) is outweighed by the 
idiomatic force and appropriateness of exBiBdoavres, as in vi, 64 
init. ede ray vedy mpos mapecxevacpevous exBiBdlouev, where there is the same difference of reading, 

Kady tobr@ ri Xo ij tobs pév trdpyovras moAepious peyadvvere, robs be #8€ pedMjcovtas yevécOa dxovras éndyeoOe; : HeAAjcovras, the aor. HeAAjoavras, “who were not even thinking of being your enemies,’ would be easier; but the future tense harmonizes better with the incomplete action expressed by the present, erdyeo@e, and is more forcible, ‘ you are tending to make enemies of those who are never even about to think of being your enemies,’ i.e. who are never even likely to be your enemies (unless you make them). 

- oF yap vonttoper iptv rotrous Setvorépous, Scot Qmeipdral gov dures 7B Aevbep@ TOAD Thy StapédAnow THS mpas Hpas gudaxijs moroovras, adda ods ynoidras é “Tou &rdpxtous, Gorep spas, kat rods 5y Ths épxis 7d avayxain mrapokuvoxrevous, mo, 4 ’ 
a» , : 

: , 

. Tove MaGt@ras Te.. «Kal. rots #Oy KTA. Te goes with the whole clause,
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not with »cdras only. For the distinction implied in the latter 99...” 

‘part of the sentence is not between islanders ‘and inhabitants of 

the mainland, but between dvdpxrovs. and rots 98 tis. dpxas 74 

dvayxaic mapoguvopevous, between the independent islanders, who were 

always expecting to be subjugated, and the discontented subjects 

of Athens, whether islanders or inhabitants of the mainland. For 

the last class cp. vi. 10 fin. ef Xadxidis ye'ol emt Opdxns éry rocaira 

adectares ap dy ere dxeipwrot cot, rat GAAoe twés Kata tas ‘irelpous 

évdoragtas di dxpotyrat. 

‘ob yap wept dvdpayabias 6 dyav dxé tod (cov dpiv ph atoxsvyy Spdetv, 101. 

rept 82. cwrnplas Hav F % Boudh apis Tovs xpelggovas TokAG ph avO- 

fotacGar. - 

wept avdpayadias and dx 108 tov both follow.é & dydy, mepl dvdpaya- 

Gias being slightly the more emphatic. ‘For you are not fighting 

to show your courage, on equal terms, in order to avoid disgrace, ° 

but you are advising for your preservation, and. that you may not 

have to resist a greatly superior power.’ 

ph dvOloracGat is either 1)* the subject matter, or 2) the purpose 

or object of the deliberation : 1)* ‘whether you shall abstain from - 

_ resistance,’ 2) ‘that you may abstain from resistance.’ The some- 
what unnatural construction of the infinitive with 4 Bovdy is sup- 

ported by the more natural construction of the infinitive in the 

corresponding clause, pu) alcxivgy drei, with 6 dyav. , 

Adnis 82 xwdive mapapibvoy odca rods pev amd areptouotas xpepevovs 103. I). 

abry, av Bhan; ob xabeine tois S¢ és Grav Td Gndpxov avappurrodar 

(Sdmavos vip pice) Epa re yeyvdonerat aopadevray, cat ev Srw ert pudd- 

erat ris abrnv yopisbeioay, otx @Adeimer, & tpets, doOeveis te xal emt 

porijs pias dvres, py BovAcoOe madeiv, 

dd. repovotas, ‘ out of their abundance,’ i.e. having something 

else to depend upon, (cp. Dem. De Cor. (xviii.) 3, ofros 8 ée meprou- 

alas pov rarqyopel, ‘my accuser can afford to lose’). oo 

rots 8 és dzav wT.A. dvappurrotat is used absolutely, ‘to those who 

make their throw to the extent of all they have.’ 
é\Xefree means either r)* “does not’ fail so long as he- might 

recognise and guard against her,’ or 2) ‘leaves him nothing in
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103,'1. which he can guard against her now that she is recognised, i.e: 
leaves him nothing to protect against her. For this active use of 
Xdcinw cp. Eur. El. 608,—~ , , 

ad 3, ék Babpév yap was dvypnca pidos 

otf eAdedowras Aris... : 
According to 1)* dua is taken. closely with o@adérav, ‘in the 
moment of their fall;’ and qvddéera yropiaeicav=yvepicet Kat 
Gudd£erai rts: according to 2) the words dpa te yryvioxerat answer 
to xat otx éddeimer following, and yrwpicbeicav==‘ now that she is 

" known.’ ré—xal according to r)* may be translated ‘but;’ or rather 
Thucydides coordinates two clauses which are really opposed, the 
second going back to an earlier period of time than the first. 

& iets xr.A, 6, though in form a simple relative, is in sense 
strongly adversative: 

108. 2. dmetdav mefopévous adrobs eridtracw al gavepat édmides, emt ras 
apaveis xabicravrat, pavrixiy re Kai Xpyopods cat Soa ToLadTa per edmidur 
Avpatverat, 

, 
kal Sga rotaira per’ €ArBav==xat Scat rota rides. The repeti- 

- tion of Asides, in the ‘form per? eAriday, is an awkward evasion o 
tautology. | , 

104. Sos S€ morevopev rh pév roxy ex Tod Oelou 4 ehacadcecbat, srt 
Savor mpds ob Stkalous lordueba rd. ; . 

‘In respect of fortune, we trust that Heaven will not allow us to 
‘fall behind you. 79 pév réyy is to be taken both with morevoper, 
and with eAacodcccba. Here, as in v. 112 med. tH péxpe rodde 
caloton Tixn ék rod Ociov airiy... morevorres, THxn is connected with 
76 Ociov, as though in the uncertainty of fortune, on which Thucy- 
dides loves to dwell, the operation of the divine power might 
still be recognised... : ~ 

105. 1, Tis per rolvw mpos 7 Oetov edpevelas of8° jpets olducba AedelecOar. ; 
‘In good-will in regard of heaven, neither do we think that 

we shall be behind. you,’ is said for ‘in regard of heaven, neither 
do we think that we shall be behind you in. the good-will of . 
heaven,’ St ,
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elddres Kal tuas dy kat dAdovs, ev 17 abrh Surdpet jyiy yevouivors, 105. 2." 

Sparras av ads, | 

Spavras dy » airé, scil. dpxovras dy od dv kparéat 

© iypets 82. kar’ atrd Toit H8y Kal pddiota morevoper 7S Evpd€povrs 106. 

‘adrév | ‘MnXlous Gtroixous _ dytas py BovryoerOat mpoddvras tets peév 

eivots TOv ‘EMAnvav drlctovs xatagrivat, Tots b& woAepions apediuovs. 

“in, either, ‘now you have come to the very point,’ or, ‘we already, 

for this very reason, most-especially trust them,’ i.e..we are already 

aware,..without being toldit, that they will follow their interest: 

kai emphasizes padiora. 76 Evpéporte adréy is either,1) an epexe- 

gesis of xar’ airé rovro: or.2) we may separate xar’ aird rotro from 

16 fvpépovr: air&v, and supply the antecedent from the previous — 
- ‘chapter, ‘we for this very reason, i.e. because they are’so selfish, - 

© confide in the interest of the Lacedaemonians.’ * Others 3) con- 

nect tO Evphéporvrs abréy with py Bovdjcec ba, ‘ we. trust that by 

reason of their interest they will not'be willing,’ etc. But when 

theré is a doubt in which of two ‘constructions a word is to be 
‘taken, the nearer and more natural is to be preferred. We must 

therefore conclude that ré ‘fvpdépovrs follows morevoper. 

The next words, MyAtovs daotkovs dvras K.T.A.; may be taken either 

with moretopey or with 7 Evudépovre airév, ° Either 1), ¢ we believe 

that they will not give up their colonists the Melians,’ or 2)* ,‘we rely 

upon t their sense of interest which will forbid them to give up,” ete. 

oveouy otecbe 7 fupdépoy pév per’ “opedeias elvat, ro b€ Sieatoy kat 1107, 

xaddv pera xwdvvov Spica. oo : , " 

Spica is the reading of nearly all the MSS.; ; supply twd, The 

easier reading Sp@oéar, found in M™,a MS. in the British Museum 

‘of uncertain value, is unnecessary. , 

éo@ apos pev ta Epya Ths Tledorovjaou eyyts xelpeba, TAs 88 ysns 108. 

TE Evyyevel mordrepot érépov cope... : 

mpos Ta épya, ‘for military action, whether 1)* af the Melians on 

the mainland, or 2) of the Peloponnesians on the island, or 3) of 

both. ris yvdpns, either 1) genitive of relation with mordrepot; or ‘ 

‘2) with rd gvyyevet, ‘more trustworthy because our feclings are’: 

. those of Dorians toward Dorians.’ - : . o 
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of 8 Kat Gddous dv Exotey wéppat. 

J, e. the Corinthians or other naval allies of Lacedaemon, ii. 9 med: 

kat et rove apddXowro, tpdrow?’ dv xat és thy yy Spav Kal ent tobs 

Aormods tHv fuppdywv, soovs pi Bpacidas émjAGe’ xal od epi ris ph 

mpoonkovans f HadRow § } THs olketorépas Sernexibos Te Kat ys 6 advos 

piv fora. : 

- The opposition of yj to évppayis, though in‘itself harsh, is made 

clearer by the correspondence of the words with the foregoing 

clause, és rijv yijv ipav kai ent rods Nourods rSv ~uppdyov. ‘But about 

the land of your allies and your own territory, which are both far 
nearer to you.’ 

TouTuv pey Kat memerpapévors dy Tt yévorro Kai tyiv, Kat ovK dy- 

emtoThpooty, drt 088" did. puds mamore rodtopxias ’AOqvaios Se GAXwy PdBov 
dnexepyoav, 

‘Yes, and some of these things may ¢ come to pass in your case 

too, and if you should ever have -experience of them, then you will 

know too well that the Athenians have never yet raised a siege 
through fear of others,’ i.e. because they were attacked in some 
other quarter, as by the Corinthians during the blockade of Aegina 
(i. 105 med.), and by the Lacedaemonians during the blockade of 
Potidaea (ii. 70, init.), and Mitylene (iii. 16 init.). The meaning 
of the sentence is obscured by the awkward juxtaposition of were- 
papévors and otk dvertoripoow, which are not really. parallel in time, 
the one referring to the coming of the assistance for which the 
Melians looked, the other to their subsequent experience of the 
endurance and persistency of the Athenians. The irony of ay 
yévorro increases the obscurity; a affecting the meaning of zeretpa- 
pévas as well as of yiotro, kal emphasizes Trevretpapevors, ovK dvent- 

othpocw=c8 eiddow, totrey refers to the invasion of Attica, or to the 
‘Stirring up of a revolt among the allies, with which the Athenians 

i. 3. 

have just been threatened by the Melians. The perfect participle, 
neretpapévors, implies that the Melians were not to expect this assist- 
‘ance from Lacedaemon until they had had experience of it, 

od yap 34 ent. Ye THY ev trois aloxpois xat mpodrras xwduvors metora 
dtadbeipoveav dvOpdrovs aicxivyy rpiecbe.
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Compare i i, 122 fin. ob yap oy mepevydres tabra emt rip mdelorovs 8 111. 3: 

Bdévaoay rarasipeoyeey x Kexwoprxare, 

ToAhots yap mpoopopévors erty es ola ¢épovrat, 7d aloxpoy xadotpevoy 111, 3. 

Svdparos eraywyod duvduet éneondaaro, joonbeiat tod piparos, epye 

Evpchopais dyqxéorois éxdvras TreptTecelv, . oo “ 

moAXots, joonbeiot, datives after éreondcaro. éneatdcaro, scil. vé 

mepimecev éxdvras, lit. “has drawn down upon them a fall into. 

‘irremediable calamity which they bring upon themselves.’ 

" oxomeire oby Kal peracrdyroy qpay, xa évOupeiobe moAndxis, Ere wept 111. 5. 

rarpidos Bovdeder Oe, Hv pads mrépt Kat & pilav Boudty Tuxotody Te kat . 

BY katopidcacay & €orat. - : 

Although the grammar of the last words { is desperate, the read- 

ing in the text is probably genuine. The comparatively slight 

variations of the MSS. are sufficiently accounted for by the difficulty’ 

of the passage. With éorae may be supplied BovAcverOa: from 

Bovdcvecde. There is a confusion between two modes of expres- 

sion, jy play kal és pilav Bovdiy tuxotedy re xal pt) KaropOdoacav fora 

Bovaevecbar, and jjs pas mépt kat és play Bovdyy tuxodons te xal py 

_ karopacdans torat (dpiv) Bovdcverbat, 

The city is considered, first, as that which deliberates ; 3 secondly, : 

as the subject of deliberation; ‘which is your only city, and 
which, whether saved or lost, at one conference only, will have 

an opportunity of deliberating.’ és piav BovAjy may either be taken 

1) as above, after BovdeverOat, or 2)* after ruxotady re Kerd., ‘Of 

which the ruin or salvation depends upon the result of your deli- 

beration.’ The reading fore for Zorae somewhat improves the 

grammar, but it rests on weak MS. authority, and coming at the 

end of the sentence enfeebles the sense. 

GANG 1H te péexpt tovde cwloten tix ek To Oelou abriy kat tH G1d 112, 2. 

tay dvOpimay Kal Aaxedarpoviov tipwpla morevovres metpacdpeba od- 

CeoGat, 

The desire to oppose the single idea dz3 rv dvépdrav to ek rod 
éefov has led to a formal distinction between dvOpérev and Aaxe- 

Satpoviey, ‘from men, and in particular from Lacedaemonians.’ 

22
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gi.) kat AakeBaxjuoviots kal roxy Kat éedmioe “ghcioroy oF ‘napaBeBAniitro 

kat mioredaartes mheiarov Kai cpadyoecbe. % 

The dative cases are taken after moretoarres, , which is qualified 

* by mapaBeBdnpévor, ‘trusting, in the most reckless manner, the Lace- 

daemonians and fortune and hope.” For the hyperbaton cp. iii. 68 

init. abbes 7d aurd éva éxagrov mapayaydytes kat epuraivres. 

W5. 4.0 » dreveyndevot oirdy te rat éoa mdeiora eivavro Xpjoupa, , . 

xpnpaciv, the reading of most, MSS., gives no sense. ‘xphorpa has 

therefore been restored out of one good (H.) and one inferior MS. 

- (I). Cp. for the fate of the Melians, Aristoph. Birds, 186,— . 
tots & al Geods drodcire Nip MyAla, 

‘although nothing is said by Thucydides of their being ‘competed 

"to surrender by famine. _ ‘ ;
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Thucydides, like Herodotus, retains the. spirit of. the older 1. 
geographers and logographers, and at the beginning of his narrative 

of the Sicilian expedition describes Sicily as if it. were an un- 

known country... That-he may have: borrowed from Antiochus of 

Syracuse is possible, but it is equally possible that his description 

is the result of his own travels or inquiries, The slight coincidences 

of language (see note on c. 3.1 infra) or statement which are 

" found in the fragments of Antiochus (Miiller, i. p. 181), when com- 

pared with Thucydides, are by no means sufficient to support the -* - - 

hypothesis first suggested by Niebuhr, and confidently maintained 

by later writers, that the account of Sicily 3 in Thucydides i is derived , 

from his contemporary. , ss 

The great apparent antiquity of - these Sicilian coloniés, and the 

precision with which the dates are given.are remarkable. Yet we 

must consider that Thucydides. is speaking” of times which, in 

-his own language (i. 21), have ‘ passed into the region of romance.’ 

We know nothing of the source whence he obtained his chronology, 

and cannot therefore determine whether it was the invention of a 

later age, or whether it had some real foundation in ancient and 

contemporary inscriptions, whether lists of magistrates, or docu- 

ments of any other kind. In Thucydides, as in Herodotus, we must «.: . + 

distinguish between the record. of events which occurred in his 

own or in the. preceding generation; and of those which he re- 

ceived by tradition from a distant antiquity. ‘ 

StxeMas yap wepimdous pév cor 6dKddt- ob wohAG Tit EXaccov Fj éxrd Ly 26 

" qpepay, kal tocatTy ovca_ ey etkooe orabioy pddtota pétpe THs Baddoons 

Steipyerat 75 py ifmetpos elvan. see 

.. Thucydides seems to think that there is a a geographical incon- 

gruity in.so large an island being separated from the mainland by © 

s0 narrow a channel. --. .. - *: ' co
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1,2. 1 ph fretpos obca is the reading of all the MSS. but one (H). odca 

may certainly have crept in from rocavrq ovea in the preceding line. 

But it is not in itself indefensible ; cp. note on i. 2. 5. . 

‘ind , # 4 3 . ~ . A “s “mw, wy . 4 ? @xiaOy dé ade rd dpyaiov, kat roodde COvy Eoxe ra Lbpravra. 
t ode has no MS. authority. There are numerous various readings, 

» de, 7de, 7de, 71, 787, and the mere variety of them seems to show a 

2. 5. 

corruption of the text. Most of them give no sense; #3e, which has 
the greatest MS. authority, 2 poor one, and #3), which has less 
authority, not a very good one. Upon the whole it seems better to - 
accept the emendation dde. . : 

The subject of exe may be either rocdde On (Exxe riw ZixeXiav), . 
or better 7 Scxedéa, the subject of the preceding verb gxicdy. 

Tovs re Sixavols kparotvres pdyn améorerhav mpos Ta peonpBpwi kat 
fonépia airis. . oo 

dnéorethay, the reading of the MSS., has been altered by Bekker 
into dvécrevhay, on the ground that the meaning of the word is un- 
suited to this passage. But it is much more likely that dréoredav 

2. 5. 

should’ be used with a different shade of meaning, ‘send 
them off,’ or ‘drive them,’ instead of simply ‘send them,’ (cp. iii. 
89 fin. airov 8 %ywye vopite rod Totovrov, 7 iyupéraros 6 cacpos. 
€yévero, xarc rodro dmoaré\New re Tv 6ddacoay «.r.d.), than that all the 
MSS. should agree by mistake in a word which is employed ina 
somewhat unfamiliar sense, , 

.} x ¢ ~ ~ * 
. , Kal ta xpariora rijs yas Gxqoav Exortes, eet deByoav, érm eyyts tpra-. e . . ; xéata, amply EAXnvas és Zexediay €dOciv. 

€xovres, Scil, ra xpdriora ris vis. &rq -rpiaxéota,- accusative of 
duration. 

*Amd\Nwvos dpxnyérou Bapdy, Satis viv e£w rijs wédeds earw, Bpicarro, 
éors for 8s appears to be a remnant of poetical language which 

1S occasionally found, as here, in prose without difference of meaning. It is common in Herodotus (Stein on iv. 8), ep. i. 167, _ exTHGavTO Tw yas tis Olvarptns Tavrny irs viv ‘Yédy xadéerar: ii, 151 , 
€v dpevt AaBévres 1d. re wownOev é&x Vappyrixou kal ro xenoThpiov é t
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exexpinrd age: vi. 18, 6 b€ Aldens, map’ drev robs Adyous éS€xovro of Edit, 3,.1,° 

mais pev hy ZvNocGvros Tod Aldkeos, x.r.A. Cp. also Antiochus, Fragm. 3, 

THY yi» tavTqy, iris viv “Iradla xadéerat, 7d. madaidy elyov Olverpoi, 

Hermann’s account of the use of doris for és as explanatory (Praef. 
ad Soph. O. T. p. xi) is inapplicable to many places in Herodotus, 

and is not suited to this passage. Neither can the word be here 

defended as expressing ‘ purpose’ or ‘general character ;’ cp. note 

on iii, 16. 3; viii. 92.6. * 

of 82 dor ex THs Odyou dvacrdvres, "YBravos Baothéws Sikedod mpo- 4, I. 

Sdévros thy xdpav xal xabrynoapévon, Meyapéas @xtoay robs ‘YPAalovs 

xAnOévras. : 

dvagtdvres, either ye ‘being driven out’ from Thapsus, or 2) 

‘breaking up their settlement.’ The former is the more common 
meaning, and occurs a few lines below, but the Jatter is justified by 

another use of the word, ‘breaking up an encampment,’ and is in 

better keeping with the context, for nothing is said of the circum- 

stances under which the settlers left Thapsus; the only reason 

assigned for their quitting the place is that they were guided by 

Hyblon to another, 

mpoddvros tiv xépay, either 1) ‘giving up the country,’ i.e. the 

territory of Thapsus, whether of his own choice, or. because he 

was pushed out by his enemies; or .2)* betraying the country, 

i.e. the territory of Megara, to the Hellenic settlers, how or why i is 

not said, . 

npw € dvacrijvat, éreoww. Corepov éxardy 9 adrots olxjeat, Tduthdov 4, 2. 

mépavres és Tekworvra xrilovaw, , 

airovs, referring to the subject of the verb, is irregular. The 

irregularity is sufficiently defended here by the position of abrots pre- 

ceding the verb erigovgt to the subject of which it refers. 

pddtora 8 atrots éEéppnoav Eyeotaluy te rpéoBes mapdvres tA 6. 2. 

Cp. note on i. 9. 3. § 2. 

SG a . mo, ’ e 

Sore thy yevopevyy éxt Adynros xal rod mporépov modépov Acovtivuw of 6. 2. 

* - “ . “- 

*Eyeorator Euppaxtay dvapsvyoxovres robs "AOnvaious, é8éovro adict vais - 

, > 
méppavtas érapivat.
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‘ Aeovriver is to be taken, not with zodéuov, but with oppayiai. The’ 
Egestaeans reminded the ‘Athenians that they had already interfered. 

in the affairs of Sicily, which was a reason for their interfering: 

again. It is nowhere stated that the Athenians had made an 

alliance with the Egestaeans, previous to that of vi. 8. But the words: 

robs Aowrods’ ere ‘Evppayous abrSv,—pera ray ivodoinev ere Euyppdxav,—. 

below. probably include them, as well as the other Sicilian states. 

mentioned as allies of the Leontines, and theréfore of the Athe-» 

_hians, in.iii, 86 med. The Egestaeans naturally call themselves 

* allies of the Athenians, because they are willing to become so. 

Te Be eAGovray b€ "AGnvaiov ob TOMAS Borepov vavol tpidxovra kat é£axociots’ 

Gndtrats, of ’Apyeiot pera tév "AGqvaicn, mavotpartg efeOdvtwv, Tavs év 

"Opveats play Hepa éroXidpkouv* td 82 vixta, athicapévou rod orparet~" 

paros dnaber, éxdidpdaxovew of ée tay *Opvedy. ; . : 

' Either the MSS: agree in a mistake, arising out of the similar: 

ending: of rév "Aéqvaiov which precedes, and we.should read ¢fed- 

Gévreés, or we must ‘suppose that there is-a rather abrupt change 

of construction. We may place a comma after. pera. rév "A@nvatov 

and éeA@édvrev, and refer the latter word to both-the Athenians and 

Argives. ' This explanation is supported by v. 33 init. AakeBaipdvioe 
...€orpdrevoav...és Nappacious, Mavrivéwy. ianxdous ovras, kara ordow 

émkahecapévay opas.’ Cp. also vii. 57. 11: vil. 76. 5, and notes. ° 

There is'a reference to the bloodless capture of Orneae in the 

Birds of Aristophanes (395-399), which was exhibited rather more 

_ than a year later, i in the spring of 414,— 

8.1. 

6 Kepapecxds dékerat » va 

Onpéota yap ta rdpapev 

picopey mpos rods orparnyods: 

paxopéve trois modelo . 
’ ~~ - tee arobaveiy ev Opveais. . , 

éfjxovra tddavra dojjpov dpyupiou, ds és Effxovta vais pnvds pods. 
I. e. if the ships had a crew of 200 sailors; a-drachma a day,’ or 

_ double the usual pay. Cp. note on viii. 29, 2. 

8. 2. Evyxarorkicat 8€ xai Acovrivovs, Hy te meptylyyqrat abrois rod modEpov. 
. * . . . - Either 1)* ‘if they had any spare time or means’ from the war,’
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lit. ‘if they had anything remaining over from: the war ;’ or 2) ‘if 8. 2.- 

they gained any success in the war.’ But this latter proviso seems 

hardly consistent with the sanguine “temper which animated the 

Athenians at the time. 

exxdnola abs eylyvero, Kab”.o te xp} Thy mapacKevhy Tals vaval tdyora 8. 3. 

yiyvec Oat. , 

xaé’ Sri=‘as to the manner in which, , 

-' at qouxafdvrev pev tyav bvépare orrovdul éoovrat, otte ‘yap nee re 10, 2. 

dvdpes Expakav abtd xat éx tay évavriov. : 

Scil. Alcibiades, and the Lacedaemonian Ephors (ve § 36 init.). 

atrd=1a mept tas orovdds. 

ob pev dvrixpus wodepoUary, ob BE Kak ded 7d AaxeBarpovious ere fouxdtew 10. 3. 

dexnpgpots omovdais Kai avrot karéxovrat, : 

of Hey, scil: the Corinthians, v. 52 fin., 115 med. ot 8é, scil. the 

-Boeotians, v. 26 med., and the Thracian Chalcidians, vi, 7 fin. 

SexettSrar 8 dy pot Soxodow, Bs ye viv Zxoucr, kal tre dv Roooy Sevot 11. 2. 

hpiy yevécOar,. dptecay abr&y Svpakéait’ dep of "Eyeorator. padiora 

Has exoBoior, viv wey yap kav @\Ooev tows Aaxedatpovioy Exacrot 3- 

xapire, éxelvws O° ok elkds apxiv ent dpxiy orpareboat. - 

Soxotaw, Ss ‘ye viv zxovet, scil. od Bewot eivat, supplied: from the 

swords, which immediately follow, kat ere dy hoooy Seevot piv “yevéabat, 

“ In their present condition they are not dangerous,’ said, perhaps, 

“with reference to the defensive policy adopted at the congress of 

Gela, i iv. 65. Otherwise the sentence must be translated, ‘looking at 

‘the present state of Sicily, the Sicilians would be even less dangerous 

‘than they are now if they were subjugated by Syracuse.’ But the’ 

words viv pev yap... éxeivos dé clearly show that ds ve vov éxovge is 

‘opposed to e dl dpgeaw x. rd. . 

“S yap Gy tpémw riv jperépav peta Nedomovyyciwy apédovrat, elxds 11. -3. 

‘bm rév airy kat 7 oderépay 84 Tod abtod xafaipeOqvat. — oo 

tnd rav abréy, i.e.‘by the Peloponnesians. did rod abrod refers to 3 

dv rpére, that is to say, ‘by combination.’ ‘ By whatever process they 

combining with the Peloponnesians deprive us.of our empire, by
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11. 3. the same process may they expect their own to be overthrown, 

and by these same Peloponnesians combining with the Athenians. 

Whatever dangers threaten the Athenian empire from the union of 

Sparta and Syracuse would equally threaten a Syracusan empire 

from the union of Sparta and Athens. The union of course is 
in the one case voluntary, in the other involuntary: but the desire 
to make a point has led the speaker to overlook this distinction. 

TL. 4. 0 jjpas 8 adv of exe “EAAqves podtora pév cerrerrdrrypevor elev ef ph 

me adixolpeba x.t.d, 

‘We shall not frighten them by going to Sicily as the Egestaeans 
would have us believe ; they will fear us most if we keep away 
from them.’ 

I. 6. xpq 8€ py apes ras rbyas. réy evavrioy €naipecOai, GddG tas Stavolas 
kparnaavras Oapceiv, 

Amold compares Livy ix. 6, ‘habere Samnites victoriam non 
praeclaram solum sed ‘etiam perpetuam; cepisse enim. eos non 
Romam sicut ante Gallos, sed quod multo bellicosius fuerit Roma- 
nam virtutem ferociamque.’ a 

For the contrast of d:dvora-and roxy cp. note on i: 70. 6. 

11.7. Gras rod BC adtyapytas emtBovrevovoar dftas pudrakdyeba, 
Nicias, who was himself suspected of sacrificing Athenian 

interests to Sparta, here strikes a note likely to elicit a response 
from the demus: oe ddtyapxias, ¢ a state contriving our ruin,’ either 
t) ‘by setting up an oligarchy,’ or 2) ‘in the way of oligarchy,’ i.e. 
by the influence.of the Spartan oligarchy over the aristocratical 
party at Athens (Plato, Protag. 342 B,C, Aristoph. Birds, 1280 foll.), 
or 3)* simply ‘ oligarchically,’ ‘like an oligarchy ;’ 3’ Ov ddcyapxias, like 
6¢ dpyijs. 

The first case would be illustrated by the Thirty, the second by 
the Four Hundred. The third would be more general. 

12.1, xat pepriicbat Xph fuas Ste vewort dnd vécov peyddns Kal. wokduov 
Bpaxd re Adodijcapey, Gore xai xpiuace eat rots odpaow nvéjabac Kat 
raira tnép judy Slxatoy évOdde elvar dvadoby xat BH tirép dvSpay duydSur 
Tavee ¢ €mtxovpias Seopevor, 

dixatov is joined with etvar, the infinitive being dependent on some
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general idea such as vopifew contained in peprvoar, The separa- 12. 1. 

tion of the words gives force to éevéade, 

The envoys are contemptuously called puyddes, because the. 

Leontines, with whose cause they identify their own (vi. 6 med.), 

had been expelled from their city. C. 19 init. shows that some 

Leontines were present in the assembly. 

ols 75 re etoacOat Kadds xpyoipoy, Kal r@ Too wédac xwSive, abrav 12. 1. 

Adyous pdvoy wapacxopévous, } earopOdcavras xdpw py ablav elBévat, } mral- - 

wavrds Tov rods Pidous Suvarrohécat, . 

xadés, successfully or plausibly; cp. ofs xédapos xadds rotro Spay, 

i. 5 med.: dad ray Ady xddws emeripnodvroy, ili. 38 med. 

The MSS. are divided between atroés and avraév. atraéy or otray, 

‘of themselves,’ or ‘ of their own,’ is more euphonic. The force of - 

xphowov extends to xdpw ph dgiav edévat, but is forgotten in the 

alternative 4 mraloavras . .  Evvarodécat, fuvarodéobat, the MS. 

reading, is too harsh. —— 

et ré Tis Gpyew Aopevos aipelels wapawel piv demdeiv, 75 Eavrod pdvov 12, 2. 

sxordy, Gddug Te kat vedtepos Ett dv és 73 Gpyxew, Gros Oaupacdy pev 

dad tijs trmorpodias, 81a Sé wohutéAccav Kal GhedyOy te ex rHs dpxis, 

pydé rotre éumapdoxyre TG tijs wédews xuvdivy idia édAaumptver Oat, 

Mar re xal, the youth of Alcibiades increased his exultation at 

holding a command. The structure of the sentence is somewhat 

disorderly, the sense apparently requiring this clause to be connected 

with dpyew dopevos aipeels and not with +4 éavrot pévoy cxoway. 

éras Oavjiac6j pév, the emphasis is on the second of the two 

clauses, S:é 8¢ mohuréAeray xvr.A., ‘that he may be admired for his stud 

of horses, and at the same time, since they are a great expense, 

may make a little gain out of his command.’ 

kal dhednO7 «7A, is anticipated in 76 éavrod pdvov oxondy. 

vopicas, & dppobeis rd dvayypicat, 73 pey Avew Tods vdpous py pera 14. 

roa&vs’ dy papripwy aittav axe, ths 6€ médcas Rouheuoapérns larpos 

ay yevéa Oat. , 

7d pév Avew Tous vdpovs may be x) the subject of airiay oxeiv, ‘to 

break the laws before.so many witnesses will be no crime,’ or 2) the



14. 

15.2. . 

kal Kapxnddva AnyeoOat Kal rd Bea Gua ebruxnoas xpnpaat te xat boty 

15. 4. 
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remote accusative, and the pronoun, either of the person or of the 

thing, may be supplied with cyeiv, ‘as to a violation of the law, 

you will incur no blame of the kind,’ or ‘that will incur no blame’ 

Whether the course proposed by Nicias was a breach of the law 

is uncertain. The.words rd pey hiew rods vdpous, however taken, 

seem to imply that the law would be broken: the case of the 

Mitylenean decree, iii. 36, points in the other direction. At first — 

‘ sight. the words ris mékews BovAevoapérns are rather pointless; but 

. some idea of danger or crisis is really implied in them; hence the 

Prytanis is exhorted to be the physician of the state. ‘ You will. 

minister to the state when in the act of deciding.’ The aorist 

refers to a point of time identical with that of the main verb, cp.’ 

note’on iv. 112.1. The addition xaxés, found only i in one or two 

MSS., is unnecessary. a, oO, 

ne ~ a! kat piora orparnyieat te émtOupav, kaiedmitov Zexedlav re BV abroe + 

apednoew. 

de-abrod, 1) scil. ba tod orparnyqoat, Alcibiades being the subject 

of AjyerOat; in this case the words d? a’rod are principally connected 
in sense with the latter part. of the sentence, ré Za «rd. ‘by his 

office of general he would obtain money and glory,’ or 2) adrod= 
Alcibiades, andthe Athenians are the subject of Ajyeoda. A good 
contrast is: thus afforded with ra Zia. Cp.-note on viii. 12. 2, 
*Evdig te aizd idia Dreye xaddv elvat 80 exetvou G@rogrical re "loviav k.7.),° 

PoBnOévres “yap aitod of wodXot 76 pdyebos ris re Kara rd éavrod cpa 
mapavopias és riv diaray, Kat THs Stavolas Sv Kad” ev éxaotoy, év ota: 
ylyvowro, Expagcey, ds rupavvi8os emOupoiyre woN€épiot Kabearacav. ' 

1) ‘ The extreme lawlessness of his personal life and the greatness 
of the spirit which he showed in everything which he did on any 
occasion in which he was concerned,’ caf év éxacrov being the ante- 
cedent of év dra yiyvorro, or 2) af’ éy Exacrov may. be joined with dv, 
“of the temper which he showed,’ lit. « in the things which he did: 
taken singly,’ i.e. ‘in every single thing which he did;’ & éra. 
yéyvorro will then become an- independent clause, ° whatever he was 
about.’. The whole. sentence Wills=rs Stavoias exdoroy a, ev ire
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~ylyioiro; Zxpascev.. Cp. the admirable description at the beginning 15. 4. 

-of Alcib. i. p. 104, 105, though probably not Plato’s, of Alcibiades 
and his aims. 

kat Sypocia xpdriata Stabdvta ta rod woddpou iia exagrat tois émirn- 15. 4. 

Setpacty abrod dyOeaGévres, xai dddots emerpéyravres, od Std naxpes éagydav 

Thy wodw. 

_ dabévra, the reading of all the MSS. but’ one, must be explained 

.by an anacoluthon, or as the ‘remoter object’ of the following 

‘sentence. The dative, which is found i in H. and adopted by Poppe 

in the text, is almost equally harsh. . 

Thucydides attributes the ruin of the-state, not wholly to Alci- 

biades, but partly also to the citizens who took offence at his private 

.character. His feeling about him is much the same_as that expressed 

in the remarkable lines which Aristophanes puts into the mouth of 

Aeschylus, Aristoph. Frogs, 1431,— , 

ov xpi A€ovros oxipvoy ev wdret TpEper, 

[pddtora peev d€ovta py 'y mde rpepew,] 

iv 8 éxrpéhn Tes, Tois rpéros banpereiy. 

wong pev yp ret ra Towra, ék 8 T00 Bpujévou kat Bivapes dpa 16. 2 

drrovoetrat. 

“Public opinion holds stich things to be a credit, and from what 

you actually do there arises in the mind an impression of power,’ 

i.e. ‘such displays, besides the value which the world puts upon 

them, have a real effect by creating a, belief in the power, of Athens.’ 

‘yoo and éx rod Spopévov is a new disguise of the old opposition 

“between reve and & Zpyo. 

kai ov« &xpnaros 48° 4 dvow, Ss dv rois iBiors rédeot py eaurdv povoy 16. 3. 

“aAG kal tiv mow apéry. . oo 

- 48° doa, the folly of the extravagance: just before described. 

dvoa has the weaker MS. authority, the common reading being 

, advo, which gives but a feeble sense. Cp. c. 17 init. 4 ‘ei vedrns 

“kat dvota mapa ptow Soxotca elva, For 78 i) dvowa bs & cp. note on 

‘Gi 44. - ‘ . 

ode ye Gixoy ep? éavtd péya ppcvotvra py icov elvat, émet kal 6 xaxds 16. 4.
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16. 3. xpdoowr mpds otdéva ris Euuopas igopoipet? ANN Gorep Suctvyoivtes 

od mpocayopeusea, &v 7G Spolw tis dvexéclw kat bxd tv ebmpayouy- 

tav érepppovouperves, } Ta Toa vépuv Ta Spore dvtagtovre. . Ve. 

Had the words run ‘GAN Somep robs dvoruxobyrds Tis OV mpooayopevet, 

ev TO Spoig dvexéoOo xal td ray edrpayotvrev trepppovoiperos, the 

connection with what follows would have been clearer. ré toa vépov 

is emphatic, ‘let him claim equality only if he is willing to grant 

it.’ In ‘this singular passage Alcibiades expresses the Greek notion 

‘of peyadowuxia, which did not exclude self-assertion. To the charge 

‘of haughtiness he replies that such haughtiness is natural to all 

men; when they are in prosperity, they look down upon those in 

‘adversity ; when they are in adversity themselves, they expect to be 

‘looked down upon. And Alcibiades (5 etmpayév) is to the persons 

whom he is addressing as the well-to- do citizen is to those who are 
in adversity. 

16. 6, TeAcrovyacov yap ta duvardrara ~vorioas dvev peyddou tyly xwbdvyov 
kai Sarrdvys Aaxedatpovious és ploy ipepav katéomjoa vy Mayriveia mepi, 
Tav drdvrev dywvicacbar’ e& ob, cal mepeyevdpevor +7} pdxy, oddéro Kat 
voy BeBalos Gapootc:, . 

/ és play mepay, t)=pla § ipepa, scile karéornoa yovtoacba. ‘I caused 

them to stake all they had in one day;’. or 2)* taking és in a different 
Sense, as-in és play BovAnv, v. 111 fin. ‘on the issue of a single day.’ 
kat viv, although three years have passed since the battle of 
_Mantinea. 

With this boast of Alcibiades may be contrasted the statement 
‘of Thucydides respecting the restoration of ‘Lacedaemonian 
prestige after the battle of Mantinea: v. 75 med. kai Thy bad Tay 
‘EAAnver - -rére emipepopévny airlav zs re "podaxéay Sia Thy ev ri vyoo 
Eupgopay kal és tip GdAnv GBovAlay re xat Bpaderira évi epye Toure 

_dredicavro, tixy pev ds edéxouv kaxt(dpevot, yvdpn be of abrot ere dvres. 

17. 1, kat tadta. 4 ny vedrns Kat dvota wapa dvaw Soxoica etvat és ny Tledo- 
_Tovvygioy Sévopty Abyors. re mpémovew dpihnge, kat spyii wiotw mapa- 
OXopevy Sretae. Kal viv 1) mePdBnabe abray, GAN gus dyd re ere dxpato 
Her abris xat é Nixtas ebruxns Soxet etvat, dnoxpncacde 7H éxarépov Hpav 
Opera. ,
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Alcibiades ‘ironically defends hiniself against ‘the atrocious 17. t-- 
crime of being a young man.’ ‘ . ‘ 

Tatra Splanoe. raira is 1) an accusative cognate with opiryae, 

‘thus did my ‘folly deal with the .Peloponnesians ;’ ‘like’ 7dé8e 

avipayabierat, ii, 63 med, Others explain, not so well, 2) ratra 

épidyoas mpage, ‘ This did my folly accomplish by intercourse with 

them.” . ; 

Opyji mlotw mapacxopéevn, ep. iii, 82 med. 6 pév xaXeralvav mords del. 

pi) mepoByobe is a conjectural emendation for repoSjc6a, which 

‘would be taken after ¢reoe, ‘has persuaded the Peloponnesians 

even now not to be afraid of it? The pointlessness of kat viv and © 

the feebleness of the opposition conveyed in dAad, if placed at the 

beginning of the next sentence, justify so slight a change. 

kat oddels ¢ abré os mept ¢ cixelas marpibos otre ta mept 7d cSpa Smhos 17. 3. 

efnprurat, obte ta ev TH xep9 vopipots katacxevais® 6 re S€ Exaoros 7 &« 

Tod Adyar TrelBeww oterac 4 atacidlev dad Tob xowoi AaBdy, aXdqv yi, 

pay xatopbacas, olkjoew, Tatra éroipdterat, : , 

vonipors Katagxevais, ‘customary public works,’ i ive. ‘fortifications 

and the like. -- - . 

' 8 re is governed by Aaa». The whole clause ¢x rod A€yov metOew 

is parallel to cractdtwv. The obscurity of the latter part of the 

sentence arises from the principal idea being expressed by the par- 

ticiple and the subordinate idea by the verb. ‘Whatever each man 

thinks that he can obtain from the common stock by persuasive 
speech or by factious violence, 1)* determining if he fail to take it 

away and settle elsewhere, that he provides for himself. * Or2)not 

connecting AaBé» in sense with olkjeev, but only p xaropfdcas, 

‘determining if he fail to settle elsewhere.’ More simply, ‘ what- - 

ever a man thinks that he can obtain from the common stock,’ 

1)* ‘and settle elsewhere with it if he fail,’ or 2)‘ having only, if he 

fail, to settle elsewhere.’ 

kat why 088. dadiras ofr’ crelvors Scoimep xopmotvrat, obre of Gd 17. 5. 

"EAAnves Sehdvyady rogotros dvres, Ecous Exacror ohas adrovds jplOpovy, 

AdAG peytorov 8) abrovs Byevopery 5 9 ‘EAs pedis éy rede tO modeue 

ixavds drdtoOy:



17. g. 

18. 2. 
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od duehdvyoay, ‘did not stand out as being,’ (8a-) or ‘prove to be’ 

épevopevn, 1)* ‘being deceived about,’ or 2) ‘having falsified’ or 

‘exaggerated’ the number of them. The emphasis may be laid, 

either on dxAloby or on pods. Either ‘Hellas in this war, though’ 

with difficulty, was sufficiently provided with hoplites:’ or ‘ Hellas 

in this war hardly had a sufficient number of hoplites, compared 
with other troops.’ The words look like a reflection rather of 
Thucydides than of Alcibiades, who can hardly have used the 
expression ¢v rgde +4 mokéue in a time nominally. of peace. 

‘Thy te dpyiy ovras exrnaducla xa jpeis rat Soon SH GAXor Fpéav, wapa-, 
yeyrsuevor mpobipes ois det } BapBdpets 4 "ENAnow émixadovpevois* Enel, 

” : - « . elye tjouxdlouev mdvres, 9 dudoxpivotey ofs xpedy Bonbeiv, Bpayd dy 
Mpooxrdpevor adri wept abrijs dv rabrys pGddov xiwduvevoiper. 

jovxdgoey, although in the third person, does not refer to dco 8 
“dot Fpéav, but means, ‘if everybody at Athens’ (like Nicias, cp. 

18. 2. . 

18. 3. 

18, 4. 

¢. 11 fin.) ‘ were to stay where they are, and to make distinctions of 
race,’ dvdoxpwoiev, which has greater MS. authority than roxpiwoier, 
‘make nice distinctions.’ _ The reading Pvdoxprvoter is also confirmed 
by the language of the Athenians at Camarina, vi. 84, 85. init., 
where they show that they.do not in fact make distinctions of race. 

Tov yap mpodyovra ob povov émidyra tes dpiverat G\XG Kat Bh) gras free 
mpokaradapBavet, oo. . ; . 

For p before gras cp. pi) dd dyrumddou mapacxevys, i, 91 fin.:, dr 
otk &k mpoankdvray dpaptdvovet, iii. 67 init.. In all these passages the 
negative gains force from the peculiarity of its position. 

kal odk éx rod abrod émioxenréoy tpiv rots dds rd Fovxoy, et pi rat 
Ta émrndetpara es 75 Spotov Petodn pete, : 

‘You must not think of peace as others might, unless you are | 
prepared to make a corresponding change in your policy.” Fora 
similar use of peradapBdve cp. i. 120 med. rv wéAepov avtt elpyyns 
HetadapPdvew, and note on 
Spolou peraddBere, - : 
t 

Vi. 87. 5, kat dvremBovdedcal more ée T0d. 

’, , ‘ ¢ , - : - iva Nedorovynolwy te TrOpeowpev rd hpdvypa, ef SdEoper Smepiddvres
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‘thy év td mapdvrt Hovxtay Kat ent Sixedlav mevoat, kal dpa § THs ‘EdAddos, 18. 4. 

TOy éxel mporyervopevay, maons TQ -elkdre &ptopev, # 0 kaxdoopey ye Zvpa- 

Koo ious. . . 

" ré goes with xat dua, notwithstanding the change of construction’ 
‘from a dependent to an independent clause. 

“73 88 dofadés xad pévew, fy re mpoxeph, kat aredOelv ai vijes Tapsfouoe 18. 5. 

vauxpétopes yap codpeba xal fuprdvrav Suedorav, , 

All the MSS, here read mapéfovew* avroxpdropes, also the Scholiast, 
who seems puzzled by the words. It is better to read with Valcke- 

naer (on Herod. v. 36), rapéfoves* vavroxpdropes Or rather vavxpdropes, 

the former word being a false form of the latter, occasionally found 

in some MSS., cp. v. 97, 109. The converse change, aroxpéropas 

into vavroxpdropas, also occurs in good MSS, (Vat. H.) vi. 8 med. 
mpoxoph, ‘if we meet with any success,’ though read only in 

two inferior MSS., gives a better sense than apooxdpp, ‘if any of the 

Sicilians join us;’ which is here weak and unmeaning. ‘ 

Sonep xat of marépes pov Gua véot yepacrépos Bovdevovres és rade 18, 6 ° 

. pay aird, 

This is the spirit of. Pericles speaking by the mouth of Alcibiades. 

. Cp. i. 144 fin. of yotv marépes judy... és rdde mpotyayov ard, 

kat tip modu, dy pev jovxdly, tplpecOai re airiyy rept abriy omep Kal 18, 6, 

do Tt KA, 

' A philosophical thesis on w hich. Socrates i in the Theaetetus 153, 

enlarges with great fervour and eloquence. 

may yap Ndgou xat Kardyys .. . GAdat elolv ard. : 20. 3. 

‘Scil. Syracuse, Selinus, Gela, Agrigentum, Messen’, Himera, © 

. Camarina. | 

- Supaxoatots 8€ kal drs BapBdpav twav dn’ dpxiis déperat. . 20. 4. 

1)* dw dpxis péperat (scil. xpfpara) is the reading ofa majority 

of MSS., da’ dpyjs meaning either ‘from old times,’ or ‘as a token 

of subjection ;’ 2) dwapxy déperat or elodéperas is another reading. 

But though the word dzapxq occurs in the sense of a rent of ‘the 

VOL. Il. Aa
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.20. 4. produce of the soil in Plato, Laws, vii. 806-D, it is doubtful whether : 

-it will bear the more general meaning of tribute. : . 

21. 1.. apis obv rowabrny Sivayw od vautixijs Kat pavdov ‘orparias pévov Set, 

GAAG Kal weCov modby upmdeiv, etrep Bovddpeba d£iov rijs Stavoias Spar, 

kal pi bwé timéwv odGv etpyecOat Tijs yijs «.7.A. 

The infinitive eipyeada: may depend, either 1) upon Bovddyeda, 

or 2)* upon éé. Either 1) ‘if we intend to do justice to our designs 

and not let ourselves be confined to our lines by the enemy’s horse- 

men,’ etc.. This however would be a reason for taking cavalry, not 

for taking infantry. Or 2)* BotAecGar, following det, may. express 

indirectly a new thought, ‘we must have infantry, and not allow 

ourselves to be kept within our lines by the enemy’s cavalry,’ i.e. 

‘and we must have cavalry.’ But on the other hand a) the Athenians 

only took thirty horses (vi. 43 fin.), nor 4) does Nicias in his estimate 

of the forces mention cavalry at all. ¢) It is not with cavalry, but 

with slingers .and javelin men, that he. proposes to resist the 

Syracusan cavalry. And d) in the words immediately following he 

_seems to rely for cavalry solely. on ‘the Egestaeans and other 

Sicilian allies. 1) is on the whole the preferable explanation.. We 

may however defend 2)*, if we’ suppose that we have here a.re- 

flection, of Thucydides made after the event and put into the mouth 

_ Of Nicias: ep. note on vi. 37.2. A similar remark (ols y’ ériotapat 

ot® immovs dxodovbijcorras of avrdbev. moptobnoopevous, ef pi (ddtyous 

Twas mapa ‘Eyecratwy, vi. 37 init.) is made by the Syracusan Athe- 

nagoras, for which Thucydides must also be made responsible. 

The want of cavalry was a. main cause.of the delay which turned 

out to be the ruin of the Sicilian expedition. 

21.2.  -yvdvras, dre modd Te dd Tijs uerépas aitdy péddopev mAetv, Kal ob« ey 
TG Spoiw otpatevadpevor, kal ev rois rHde Eanedois Edppayor #AOcre exi 
tiva, Bev padiat ai comdai ex rH idias dv mporeder, GAAG és @orpiav 

‘nagay Graprigortes, €£ is pyvav obdé tevodpay TOY Xetpeptvar dyyedoy 
bgbioy edciy, : . 

otk is inserted before ev rois r78¢ tanxdots in all the MSS. The 

‘insertion has. probably. arisen out of a misunderstanding of the 
- previous clause and an intrusion of the general meaning of the
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sentence.. The MSS. vary between orparevaodpevot (five first-rate 21. 
and three inferior MSS.) and erparevodpevot, draprigavres and: drap- 
rnoovres (four first-rate and eight inferior MSS.). We shall do well 
io adopt the same tense in both cases, though either the future or 
the aorist is defensible; the latter as being the historical tense 
after pAdopev wreiv, though the future would be more idiomatic. 
See also note on English text. If however we read orparevospevor, 
dzaprijaavres, the latter may be made to depend « on the former, being 
parallel to ovk ev rh spole, : 

os 

Etppayor GAGere ext sea follows év 7 Spot xat, and is a variation 

‘of orparevadpevor= fippaxor erOdrres, or of re éotparetoacbe. 

The whole clause may be translated literally, ‘You are not going 
to make an expedition such as you made among your subjects 
here, when you went as the allies of others to attack some one, in a 
region whence you had only to send and procure from a friendly 
land whatever you wanted.’ 

éx Tis ' pirias, from the adjoining friendly country, E. g. when the 

“Athenians were attacking Mitylene they were among allies who 

Could effectually’aid them, such a8 the Methymnaeans or Chians. 

és ddAorplay wicav drepricovres, ‘depending on an entirely strange 

land,’ _Envay kt.A. Cp. note on v. 20. 2. 

rov 8€ Kat abrétey giroy év éAxdot, mupovs Kat meppuyuévas xpibds, 22. 1. 
yew. . , ° , 

' The supplies taken out from Athens are contrasted by 6é with 

the supplies which would have to be procured by plunder or other- 

’ wise in Sicily itself. 

airééev is to be explained as a confusion of two notions, 

abrddey dyew and Gye rdv abréOs cirov, ‘we must bring with us from 

home,’ and, ‘we must bring the corn which is at home’ Cp. infra 

ce. 25 fin. roédray ray abrdlev, and Plato, Republic, ‘567 E, rots &€ 

airddey dp’ obk dv berger; | 

- ra &e zap’ *Eyeoralwv, é Adyetar exet €rotpa, vopigare kat Ayy a ap 99, 2, 

padtora érowa elvat, 

" at dMéye is an ironical repetition of A¢yerat. ‘For as to the sup- 

plies which are said to be awaiting us at-Egesta, you had better’ 

Aa2
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22. 2, assume that they do indeed await us in word,’ or ‘that they are 

only sazd to be awaiting us.’ , 

23, 1,. fv yap adrot EAGwpev évOevde pi) dvtinadoy pévov napacxevacdpevor, Thiy 
Ye pds 1d péxtpor adrav 76 SmAuTiKdy, AAR Kal twepBdddortes rots mact, 

pods otras ofol re éodpeba T&v pév kpareiv, ra Sé kai Stacdcat. 

abr, ifwe ourselves, not depending on allies like the Egestaeans_’ 
Are the words wAjv ye... éwAirixdy intended to be an assertion 

that the Athenians 1) would, or that they 2)* would not, equal the 
Syracusans or Sicilians (ef gvordow al modes, c. 21 init.) in the 
numbers of their heavy armed? The connection seems to require 
the first, the Greek the second. Nicias has been insisting in 
the previous chapter on the number of hoplites which must be 
brought to Sicily, and then to say casually 2)* that ‘of course we 
cannot hope to rival them in the number of their hoplites’ is in- 
consistent with the preceding tone of thought. On the other hand 
it is hard to see 1) how the words can mean ‘having equipped an 
army of our own, not only equal (although our hoplites will not 
of course be equal in number to their fighting men) but in every. 
way superior,’ mapacKevardpevor being repeated before émXertxév. For 
the opposition thus made between payipdy and dzAcrixdy is too 
indistinct to be admissible. Nor would there be any point in con- 
trasting the number of the Athenian hoplites with the whole 
fighting population of Sicily, . ; 

It is better to suppose the words, though where they stand they 
may be rhetorically faulty, to be a qualification introduced some- 
what out of place by Nicias, and in harmony with the general spirit . 
of his speech, - ‘ Except indeed as regards the number of hoplites 
which they can put into the field’ ‘For in that respect equality is 
impossible’ is the Suppressed premise, While exhorting the Athe- 
nians, he is secretly discouraging them. ‘You must do all you 
can to be a match for your Opponents’ is the general drift of the 
previous chapter, and yet he throws in by the way, ‘but in the 

_ reat arm of war you cannot be a match for them. This explana- 
tion is in some degree confirmed by the parallel sentiment uttered 
from the Syracusan point of view, vi. 37 init. ols énicrapat ot6 « > , tame ap ey? - mirous axohoubjoovras.. - omXlras icomdpbes Tots Hperépots.- |
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8 re Adxtora 7H rUxn mapadods epavrdv Botdopat exmdeiv, mapaoxcuj b€ 23.°3. 

did tév eixérav dodads éxmdeCoar, . 

Nicias, who is to afford the greatest example of fortune in his 

~ own person, is the most anxious to place himself above the chances 

of fortune. But, as in the case of other doomed men, tovvdvrioy 

nepiéoTy adrS, the greater’ the precaution, the greater the ruin. 

The irony of Greek tragedy, which is never weary of repeating 

‘that none can escape destiny,’ though not obtruded on the reader, 

is present to the mind of Thucydides. Cp. note on v. 16. 1. 

wapacxevy 8é x74. ‘To go forth in all probability secured against 

danger by the greatness of our armament.’” éxmAedoa is merely - 

a variation of éxmAeiv, intended, without difference of meaning, to 

avoid tautology. 

vopifeor rods "A@qvaious TG mAHOa Tov mpayparov 4 Amorpébew 7, ef 24.1. 

dvayralorro grpatevecOat, pédiota oltes dapadds éxndcioat, , , , 

Either 1) 7 before dworpépev is out of place and should have 

preceded tous ’A@nvaious, Or 2) tovs "AOnvaious -is the object of ‘dro- 

tpévew and the subject of ékmcteat, notwithstanding dvayxd{orro pre- 

ceding. In either case the slight irregularity is not sufficient to ° 

justify the omission of 7, which is found in all the MSS. 

5 38 dkov pév elev Ste Kal.per& rav Evvapydvrav xaP jouxlay padQov 25, 2. 

BovAeigorro, doa pévrot 98n Soxely tra Kr. os 

.. The caution of Nicias still continues, and is graphically described 

by Thucydides. Cp. vii. 48. That the‘temper of Nicias in the 

conduct of the expedition * was well understood by the Athenians at 

the time is shown by the jest in the Birds of Aristophanes, acted in 

the following year: 638,— ° . 

Kal py pd Toy AC odxt vuordtey y Ere 

_Gpa ory hpty ob8e peddrovexiay, 

kat perd, ‘consult further with his. colleagues,’ or, ‘ not only by 

himself, but with his colleagues.’ 

. : , a. go? : 
Tpifpect pév ovx ~hacoov # éxatdv mrevaréa elvat (abtav B ’A@nvaiuy 25. 26 

Zocrbar Srdtraywyots Scat dv Soka, xai Eas ee rv Evppdxov pera- 

weparéas elvat) adirats O€ K,T.A,
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25. 2. adrév & *A@qvatey kd, “and there might be as many troop-ships 
belonging to the Athenians themselves as they thought proper.’ 
That ‘these are included in the hundred triremes mentioned just 
above, and that das refers to Tpijpeat, NOt to émAtraywyots, is proved 
by c. 31 init, 43 init. rodroy ?Arrixat Hey Foav éxardy,. Sv al pév 
efixovra rayeiat, al 3° DAat otpartwrides, 76 S¢ GAXo vautixdy Xiov xat 
ray Gro Evppdyav. ‘ 

26.2. ere fAtxtas mhiOos emcyeyeunuévys K.T.A. 
‘In respect of the new population which was now grown up,’ 

27.1.° eoi 82 kara 1d éxtydptov, 4 retpdyevos epyacia, woAXol Kai év iSlors 
mpobepos kal év fepoie. , , 

Cp. note on English text. 

27. 1. - of metorot (scil, *Eppat) Teptexonnoay ta mpdcwra, 
oo ‘All but one,’ according to Andocides, that one. being close to 

his father’s house. Andoc, De Myst. (i.) 62, xat &4 ratra 6 "Epyns by 
pare mdvres, 6 maph thy marpday olkiay riy hyerépay, by  Alynis dvéOyxev, 
‘ob meptexdmn, pévos Tov ‘Eppav rev "AOHunow, 

ae a 
. « -' 29.3. 8 re dijpos pA padaxityrac, Ocpamevuv Gre Ot exeivov of rv "Apyetor fiuos pi) pa , , PY 

Ewveorpdrevov kat rdv Mavrivéay tivés etd, 
Cp. note on English text. 

31.1.  mapackeu} yap airy updm exmrctoaca pias médews Suvdpet “EAAquixy 
mohureheorér 3) xal edtpereordry tiv és exetvoy Tov xpdvov éyevero, 
props Be vedv kal daderdv Kal iy és "EwiSavpov: pera Tlepixddovs ai 4 
‘abri és Moridaay pera “Ayvovos ofk éddocwv qe rerpdeis yap ido 
‘Sadr K.TA, , 

Either 1) xprq refers to the first Sicilian expedition as distinct 
from the second: or 2)* the. form of expression is changed ;— 
Not modvreAcordry Kat eimperectdry tov és éxeivov Toy xpdvov, but otra 
‘moduredts kal edxpemjs should have followed. Surdpet “EAAyuey is a 
dative of manner to be taken with ékmdetcaca. The words pias 
wddews recall the confederacy against Persia, which is not an excep- 
tion to the statement, because the fleet was not supplied by a single 

“city. “mpdrn éendedoaca x.r.A. will then mean, ‘such as no single city 
ever before furnished.’ durduee ‘EAAnuG in the same,way implies
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that the writer is speaking only of Greek and not of barbarian 31. z.: 

armaments, . ° 

dpdpo S€ veGv xr. Compare a similar turn of thought ii 17: 

init. kal xara rév xpdvov rotroy, bv al vijes Erdeov, ev trois mAeiaTa by vijes 

Gp adroisévepyot xdddet eyevdvro, tapamdjouat Sé Kal ere aadelous 

dpxopévou rot moheuov. thy Te yap “Armixyy Kat EdRoav kal Sadapiva’ 

éxarov v épidagcoy KT A, ° 

e 
otros 8¢ 6 orddos os xpdvids TE eodpevos kat kat’ aubsrepa, « ob dy 81. 3. 

8én, kai vavol kal melo Gi, dua etaprubels, TO pev vaurixoy “ peyddas Sardvars. 

Tov TE : rpinpdpxov- kal tijs moXews éxrrovg ev 207d > de meov karaddyots 1 TE 

xpnorots dxxpibey K.7A. 

.1) xar’ dpddrepa, scil. éodpevos. ‘ But this expedition, being in- 

tended to be long away, and to act both by sea and land wherever , 

necessary, was well provided both with, sea- and land forces,’ etc. 

With the participle, since. no finite verb follows, &pundy may be 

supplied from dppf Onoav in the preceding clause. Or better 2)*. 

éfaprvéels may be taken as parallel to xpdvos eodpevos, and connected 

with xar’ dudérepa, ‘The real predicate will then be found in the . 
< long clause into which the subject odros 6. orddos is distributed, 

TO pev vavrixiv. .. To O€ meCov KT. - 

Tod pév Snpogiou Spaypiy rhs jpépas OG vairy éxdoto Sidévros, xad Zl, 3. 

vais mrapacxévros kevas éLfxovra pév raxelas, tegoapaxovra 8¢ émAtra- 

yoyots, Kal Smmpeoias ravrats Tas kparioras, tar be tpnpapxoy empopds 

Te _mpos To éx Snpooiov moO Sidéyrov rots Opavirais Tay vavréy Kat 

Tals Sampeciats. : 

The meaning of é tnnpectas is uncertain. ‘The context shows that 

it cannot be used in the same sense as three lines previously, 
where it means the entire crew; for here af imypeciat are distinguished 

from the highest class of rowers, Opavirat.. It may be supposed to 

mean the lower benches of rowers, ‘the crew’ being put for ‘the rest 
of the crew,’ and some distinction between the payment of the Opavirat ° 

and of the rest of the crew being implied. | drnpeciat has also been 

explained, ‘ petty ‘officers’ as in the English text, or ‘the soldiers’ 

. servants,’ cp. of Gepdiovres, vii. 13 med., or the sailors, i.e. those who 

worked the ship, as distinct from the rowers (cp. Graser, De Vet. Re 

Navali, § 49); but there is no authority for any of these’ meanings.
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BL 3. «1d 8€ melov Karaddyos re ypyorois exxpibev KA, 
‘Chosen by the help of good muster-rolls,’ i.e. of muster-rolls ; 

made up for this service which contained none but good names. 

31. 4. . LwéBy 32 mpds Te ahs abtods dpa ep yevéobat, 3 ris Exacros mpoce~- 
74xOn, kat és robs Adous”ENAgvas eiSerzw BaAop cixacOivat tis Suvdpews: 
kal £ovcias }} emt roheulous wapagKeuny, Ce 

Thucydides presents the expedition under two aspects, of which 
. the connection is not obvious. For the hour it was to the 
Athenians themselves a game, or race, and to the Hellenic world 
a grand spectacle. The more serious purpose was left out of sight, 

31. 5. Tis nev rodews Sea re 6 mpoceretedexer xa d Exovras Tovs orparyyous 
dméoredre KT. / . ot 

" mpoo~ in mpocererenéxee is proleptic, ‘what the ‘city had already 
disbursed added to what she sent. in the care of the generals.’ 
There is no need to read mpoerereAéxet with Poppo. 

31.6. ° kal  orddos odxX Focov TApys re OduBer xut reas Aapmpéryre mept- 
Béyros éyévero 4 otparias mpbs obs emjecay SwepBohy, Kat dre peyoros 
Hin Otdarhous did rijs olkelas xa emt peylorg ehmi&e ray peAdévray mpds 

. 1a Smdpxovta emexetpnon, me 
_ kat ent peylory «7.2, Shaving the grandest hopes of future success, 
when they contemplated their present power,’ i.e. their hopes were 
based on the actual resources: which were before their eyes. 

Thucydides is not reflecting, as Arnold supposes, upon ‘the 
smallness of the actual- power of the Athenians compared with the 
magnificence of the prospect; this would be inconsistent with 
otparias trepBodj: but on the adequacy, or more than adequacy, of 
the means to the end, and on the greatness of both. : 

32.1.  exmdpace xpuacis re kal dpyupois ot te. émBdrau kat of &pxovres 
onévdovres, : - . re 

Not as in the English text, « both. officers and men,’ but ¢ both 
the officers and the marines,’ i. e. «all who were not rowing.’ . 

, 5 . * , . 33.3 _ dpare amé tv étapxdvtwv Srp Tpéx@ KédXaora duveigde abrots,
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' dé tév drapxévror, either 1) after épare, ‘keeping in view the facts 33. 3 

of the case;’ or 2)* after rp rpdry, ‘in what way with your existing* 
means you will best defend yourself against them.’ 

. 08 wept i Zexehig mpérepov forat 6 dyay Tob exeivous Trepatwlivae 34. ‘4: 

ov *Idviov. . . 0 

od mepl rij ZcxeXig, either 1) in the neighbourhood of Sicily ; or 
2)* for, or about Sicily. This latter meaning is uncommon with 
the dative in prose; but cp. Plato, Prot: 313 E, Spa, & paxdpe, pip 

mept tots pidtéroig xuBetns re xat xvduvetys-: Antiph. De Caed. Herod. 
(v.) 6, dvdyan 82 xevduvetovra rept aire xat mob re kat éefapapreiy, - 

. TOD wepatwOjvat is gen. after 6 dydy, 

& 3 ad ro Taxuvavrotvee adpowrépe couptoavres mpoaBddotey, et pev 34, 5. 

kdtrats xpjoawto, exoipeD dv xexpyxdow? et Be BA Soxoin, Zorre’ xat 
iroxwpioat hyiv és Tépavra, - : , 

et 3€ pi Soxoin is in form opposed to. el pév xdmas xpioawro, 

‘but in meaning to émOoipef dv. ‘If they have to use their oars, 
they will be tired out, and we can attack them ; or if we think better 

, 

not,’ either because they have a fair wind, or because they have 

any. other advantage, ‘we may retreat to Tarentum.’ 

at dé per? ddbyow efodiav ds ent vavpayia mepatwbévres dmopoiey dv 34. Be 

kard xopia tpypa, xal i} pévovres rohtopxoivro dv, 4 metpdpevot, mapamdelv 

rhv te GA\ny mapackevyy dmroNiroey ay, kai Ta TOv mde obk ay BéBaa 

Exovres, et brodéfowro, dbupoiev. : 

-The two alternatives suggested by Hermocrates are 2) the fighting 

part of the Athenian fleet, if they wait for the rest, will be blockaded 

in some desolate place ; or 4) if they sail on they will have left their 

supplies behind. them,. and having no. cities on which they can 

rely will be driven to despair. _ The sanguine orator does not 

stop to discuss how or where the Athenian fleet i is to be blockaded 

by any force which the-Sicilians could bring against it. - -- 

Sor’ tyoye totrTe TH ropops Fyodpat drroxAgopévous atrots ov8 84, 6. 

_pévous, Srocoi 7° eopey. kal &v 3 xapie, eLwoOqvar av tH dpa és xepava,_
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34.6. The ‘historical aorist diaBovdevoapévous, expressing a series of 
actions as taking place together, and without reference to time, is- 
combined with the present xpwpévovs, expressing continuous action.: 

34, 7 rév 8 dvOpdbray Tmpds 7a heySpeva kat ai yopa toravrat, xai rots 
mpoemtxetpodvras,  Tois ye emxetpodot mpobrrobrras, & Gre duvvobrrat, pPaddop: 
nepoByvrai, igoxivBdvous Hyotpevor; . , : 

' mpos ra deydpeva xr.d.- Cp. i. 140 init, mpos tas Evpdpopas kat ras 
yvopas TpeTopévous, : 

icoxwdévous, 1)*. * remembering that the enemy are in no greater 
danger than they,’ i.e. that they are both in equal danger. Or 2) 
‘equal to the danger,’ icos being used as in. other compounds. of 
tgos, tadBeos, looxerdns Khe 

34. 8. - ‘emépxovrat yap jpiy és “otk duvvoupéevors, Stxaias kareyyoxéres,. ore 
abrots ob pera AaxeSatpovlov epbcipoper” et & Torey Tapa yspny 
ToAphoavras, TO aBoxjre padhoy a av xatamayeiey i Th dz tod adybois 

 Suvdet, us us : Oo - 
mapa yopnv. Either 1) ‘ contrary to our better judgment ;’ cp. 

the description of the Athenians, i i. 70. init. ads 88 of pev kat mapa 
dévapw ToApyTat Kat mapa yvduny xwOvuvevrai: or 2) ‘ contrary to 
their expectation,’ the words being resumed in 76 ddoxjro. 

‘It may be urged against r)* that the expression is calculated 
rather to alarm than to encourage the Syracusans. - But it may be 
replied that Thucydides does not always maintain such dramatic 
proprieties. Cp. i, 120 fin. when the Corinthians, who are en- 
couraging the Spartans to fight vigorously, nevertheless describe 
in ‘lively colours the uncertainty of war. Against 2) it may be 
argued that 76 ddoxpra becomes a feeble repetition of mapa yopnv. 
But the connection with the preceding words is better maintained. 
“They rightly judged us to be cowards, but, if contrary to their 
judgment, they now find us brave, the unexpected discovery will 
terrify them: more ‘than our real strength.” For kareyvoxdres’ CD. 
note on viii. 8. 4. 

34.9. eibecbe ody pddtora péev tata ToApyeartes, et O€ Pl ot rdxsoria 
TadAa és rov méAepov erode, Kat Tapacrivat navi To pep karagpoveiv
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tots éemidvras dv rav Epyav rh ddnh Seixvvcbai, 73° 8° 4$n, tas. perd 84. 9: 

pé3ov mapackevds dopadeordras vopioavras, ds: ent Kwdivou mpdocew, 

Xpnotwerarov dv EvpBivat, . 

The construction is varied, both roApqoavres and éromdtew follow- 

ing meiderbe: melOeabe taira rodunoavres, meiOeabe Erode, 

‘mapaativat mavri is governed by some general notion implied in 

metbecbe which may be expressed by,supplying Sore. There is no 

need to suppose that the infin. is here used for the imper. 

76 8 #on x.7.d., 75 S€ opposes the present preparation to the future 

action, 73 pév, hereafter in the moment of action will be the time wo 

for contempt, for the present the best thing that we can do‘is to _ 

make careful preparation.’ +d 8 fy is adverbial. apdecetv is to 

be taken absolutely, not as governing mapackevds.. The construc: 

tion is 13.8 73q, xpyotpararoy dv EupBijvar el ds emi Kwdivov mpdaoorre, 

vopicavres Tas pera pdSov mapacxevas doadeordras etvat. Or 7d 3° dq 

may be taken with mpdocew, answering to rd pév xarappoveiv, ° . 

ot yap dedidtes ida re Botdovras riv mddw és femdybev xabiordvat, érws 36. 2. 

73 KowG PiéBo 1d odéerepov éxpvydtevrat, 

ol ydp, cp. note on iv. 33.:2. oo ‘s 
. 7 oérepov, not déos, understood from 73 “Kowwd 68a, but; more 

‘generally, the ¢ state of their own minds ;’ or, “what they know only 

‘too w well.” mo ‘ 
eet 

ols ¥ éniotapat of’ immovs deodovOjcovras, ob8 abrébev mopicbnao- 37. 1. 

pévovs, ef uy ddlyous ries napa "Eyearaiwv, otf émdtras icondnbeis rois 

juerépos emi vedv ye edOdvras, (néya yap TO Kat abrais rats vavot ‘kovpats 

tosotrov mAoby Sedpo KopicOjvat,) rh» re EAAnv mapackevyy, ony det ent 

wddw roojyde tropiabqvat, obx 8Xyyv odcav. 

otk Glyn odcay is best taken 1)* as the predicate of the clause 
‘Thy G@Anv rapackevny Sony Sei ropicOjvat, and as governed bye énlorapat, 

Heya yup-... kopioOqvat being a parenthesis. ms ; 

_ Poppo 2y connects the words rv re ddAqu .. od ddlyqv odcay with 

‘peya yap ro kopic Ojvat, putting a full stop after ¢Aédvras, and a comma 

‘after deny di. ‘It is hard to accomplish so long a.voyage even - 

with ships only, and no troops or lading; and not less ‘difficult 

‘to provide all the supplies required against so vast a city, which
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37. 1, cannot be inconsiderable,’ But according to this interpretation, ‘a) 
the second clause, riv re. ..odcav, weakens the first, 73 xai adrais 
++-xoptoGgvat, And 4) the precision and length of the clause rv re 
@Aqv mapackerny ... . ofcav shows that these words describe a case 
which is real, and not merely hypothetical. 
"Or 3) viv re BAqy mapagxeuny (=obre rv GdAqv wapackeuiv) may be 

taken with Kopi Onoopevny understood from xopicOjva, and yet re- 

37. 2. 

garded as parallel with o%6 inmovs—ot@ énXtras. 

‘Gore, apd. rosoitoy yuyvdoxw, pods av Hot Soxudow, ef méduv érépav 
rocatTny, Scat Zupdkovoai eiaw, EdOorev ~ €xovres, Kal Suopoy oixycavres 
rév médepov mowoivto, otk dv sravrdace StafPapiiva, Frov ye 4 ev mdoy 
mohepia ZxeNNa, (gverhoerat yap") orparonédy Te &k vedv iSpubévre 
Kat €x oxnndioy kat avayxatas mapacKeuns ouK émt TOAD & uno Tay MeTépwy 

innéov éfidvres. 

mapa Toootroy yydcxe, )* “to such a length do I carry my 
opinion,’ mapa Tocobroy= és Togotrov, cp. maparav, and note on iii, 
49. 4. 

: 
Or 2) ‘by so much do I decide’ (otherwise), i i.e. ‘so far do I 

differ from my opponent's view.’ Cp. expressions like mapa odd 
vxay, to win by much.’ 

otpatonéd may be explained-as the dative _of cause or reason, 
“by reason of their having a camp, or, as the dative of circum- 
stance, ‘when they have a camp.’ The orator is enumerating in 
various constructions, ¢» xdoy woAepia StxeXia, orputorédy x.t.d., the 
causes or circumstances which would lead to the destruction of the 
‘Athenians ; ‘they will be in a country of enemies united against - 
them ; their camp will be hastily pitched by men just landed ; they 
will have only small huts and meagre supplies; they will be almost 

‘imprisoned by our cavalry,’ 

éx Gxqvidloy kat dvayxaias Tapackeuns, 1) may be connected with 
efidvres, Or 2)* may be parallel to éy mdoy modepig Etxeda... oTparo- 
nédg, describing a third feature in the situation of the. Athenians; 
ox én modd,., é&dvres will then bea further explanation of the 
words x oxpiSiov Krd » ‘from which they will. not be able -to 
go far. . Te 

dvayxaias mapaoxevijs, 1) may be governed by é, or 2) may be.
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-regarded as a genitive absolute (scil. o&oys), partly supported by ¢k. 37. 2. 

Cp. iii, 82. 1, and note, wohepoupévar d¢, cat uppaxtas dpa éxarépoars.: 

Compare the facts (particularly in vii. 4 fin. 18) which Thucy- 

‘dides in the person of the orator is anticipating. 

kal raira épotes cal kata Td Bépy cat §duravta ev dypoxparig 39.1. 

toopotpetv,- . . 

Either 1) these classes. in a democracy have in their several 

places and all together (i.e. in their assembly) a fair share of power. 

Or better 2)* xara ra pépy may be regarded merely as a pleonasm, 

“each and all.” Cp. note.on i. 36. 3. 

QAX Er kal vov—3 advrov Géuverdrarot, ef pi pavOdvere xaxd onet- 40. I. 

dovres, } Gpabotatol ore dy ey olda ‘EAAQvar, 9 ddixdrarot, ef eidéres 

ToApare—GXN’ Fror poldvtes ye,  perayvdvres, 73 THs mérews Lipmace 
xowoy avtere, ‘iynodpevoe ToUTo pev dv kat toov xat mdéov of dyabot tay , 

Wmep To THs TOAEWS mAjOos peracyely, 

aX’ ére xr. There is no variation in the MSS. The text 

is probably genuine. The construction changes as: the writer 

proceeds. There should be no full stop after rod\pare. The words 
GdN’ Fre kai viv were intended to be followed more closely by 

the imperative affere. But Thucydides has gone ¢ off upon the word 

a€vyeradrarot, 

The clause ef pi pavOdvere xaxd onebBovres may be connected 

either 1)* with dévveréraro:, or 2) with duaééorarof éore which 

follows. 
ON’ Frot is a resumption of the first dAAd, as dyaéécraro, sug- 

gested by pavdvere, is of dfuverdraroz. The idea.is further. de- 

veloped in paéévres.”. As pdéovres answers to Spadioraros so pera- 

yrortes to ddtxdrarot, , ., 

Torro péy kd. scil. rd ris nédcos xowdy governed by oxev con- 

tained in peracyeiv. 

- atty 8 ef’ atrijs oxonoicd rots te Adyous ag’ tpdv os zpya Suva- 40; 2: 

pévous kptvel K.T.A, . 

‘She will consider the matter independently,’ i.e. without your 

assistance, ‘ and judge the words which proceed from you as
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40. 2. equivalent to deeds.” duvapzérous, either ‘having the.effect of or 
‘to be reckoned as, deeds,’ : cos 

41, 3. ‘kat hv dpa pydev denon, odenla BEBy ToU Te + Kody KoopnOjvae Kat 
izmots Kad mats kat tois Gddots ols 6 oheuos ‘dyddXerat (rv & éripédetav 
kat é£éraow atrav jets ELower), kal trav mpos ras wéAdets Staroprdy xr. 

The Syracusan general, like military commanders in_all ages 
and countries, sees no harm in increasing the army, 
_ TOU Te KTA. to be joined with ‘ray Siamoundy. Both are governed 
by AddBy. If the connection is thought harsh, we must read yé 
instead of ré, placing a full stop’ after dydAdera, . ' 

44.1. — adoia 8¢ éxardy d €& dvdynys perd tray dAkddey LuvérAct 7d, 
€& dvdyxns, pressed into the service, opposed to éxotero, infra. 

44,3. Kal mpds te robs “Pryivous Asyous énoifcayro G£wivres Xadxdéas évrus 
XadkiSetow ofce Acovrivors BonOciv, of 8 ob8o pref érépwv eacay 
€oeoOat x.r.d, . ; 

Either 1)-ré is simply ‘ too,’ see note on i. 9. 3; Or 2) as Classen 
Supposes, it joins Adyous érowjoavro with the’ previous verbs xaré- 
axevdcavro and jotxacay, as kat (=also ’) connects the Rhegians 
with the inhabitants of other places to whom the Athenians had 
applied. Or 3) the construction is interrupted by the interposition 
of the clause of 8¢ o8é «7.4. and ré is resumed in the next sentence, 
of 8¢ mpos ra ev tH Sixedia mpdypata éoxémovvz=kal mpés, OF mpés te, Ta evrpSueMarrd So Oo 

. 47, 2... xai ti wédet, Sanavavras rd oixeta, pup xevSuveverv, 
TH wOAet is to. be taken with xevduvetew, not with dazavay, as in ii, 

65 med. rH wéAee xivduvedovras: vi. 9 fin. Tots. éroipots xwdvvevery 
“not waste their resources, and run a risk which would imperil the 
State.’ ré oixeia, their own. Tesources, as opposed to those of their 
Sicilian allies. , ‘ 

pw AGeiv, TH yvdun dvabapoodvrus v6pdrous kai rH Sper xarappoveiv ~ 
a 

~ . 
Haov, aidvidios be. iy mpoonérwow, ws ere nepidecis mpoodéxovrat, 

49.2. 1 yap mpadrov may orpdrevpa Setvératoy elvart iw 8€ xpovion mpiv. és 

Baar dp odds neptyevécbat.xat Kare -mdyra dv abrods expoBijcat, 7H
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te SWet, wretato. yap dv viv avivat, cat 1} mpoc8oxia bv metcovrar, 49« 2+ 

Hadiora 3 dy 1h abtixa xevdive ris pdyns. . 

7 bet, dative of circumstance; ‘after a delay men recover courage 

in their minds, and when the enemy is present to their eyes,’ lit. 

with their sight of him, ‘they rather despise than fear him.’ xara- 

ppoveiv paAXor is opposed: to Sewérarov in the previous sentence, and ‘” 

rij Sper to +h -yvopy, ‘ when they actually see him? 

ogas meptyevéaOat, The reflexive is used, because Lamachus is 

referring to his own army, and the accusative odds because the 

reflexive pronoun includes others besides the speaker. odeis would _ 

.have-been equally correct, and to this construction the writer reverts , 

in mdeiorot below. . 

Cp. iii. 111 med. vopicas karanpobitoo6a ods: iv. 36 init. dred} 

8é dmépavrov jy, mpocedOay 6 Tov Meconuiav aTparyyos KXéwve kat 4Ay- 

poobéver Ddos en mrovety apas. 

cixds 8€ elvat kat ev rots dypois woods ArrohndORvar fo. © “49.3. 

drohapbjvat is the reading of several .g00d | MSS. The sense _ 

rather favours drrodnpOjvat, 

vaborabpoy be énavaxwpicavras kat Y eboppodérras Méyapa tn xpivar 49. 4. 

mouia dat, 

- See note on English text. 

’ If 1)* we adopt the conjecture of Schaefer, efopprodévras, “ cast- 

ing anchor,’ the fleet, according to the proposal of Lamachus, 

must be supposed to return to Megara after the army has esta- 
blished itself at Syracuse. Cp. the vatoraOyov of the Athenians at 
Malea during the blockade of Mitylene (note on iii. 4.5). 

' If 2) ehoppydéras be retained, éxavaywphoavras must imply simply 

“making Megara a base of operations,’ without any idea of ‘re- 

treating’ We may translate, ¢ withdrawing to’ a safe position, and’ 
then attacking Syracuse. But it must be admitted that époppaca, 

in the sense of ‘attack,’ does. not occur elsewhere i in ‘Attic prose. 

- wdAee pev By ob BSétacdar, d dyopav 8 tka mapéfeur, ae no "50. I. 

The form of the. two clauses slightly varies:.‘They cannot’ 

receive them into the Clty but they will. - provide a. market. out- 

side.’ , :
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50. 4, rods obv Svras ey Supaxoicate Acovrivay. ds mapa didous xai ebepyéras 
’AOnvaious ddeds Gmévat. . : oo . so 

. "A@qvaious, which is.found in one bad MS. (Dan.), all the rest 
reading ’Aéyvafev, must here be adopted. 

52. 1. elonyyéAnero 8€ adrois && te Kayaplyys, os, ef borer, mpooxepoler dy, 
, kal Ste Zupaxdctoe wAnpovet vaurixdy. . 7 

. - & Te Kapapivys corresponds to xat Ste Supaxéowt. The first mes- 
sage only came from Camarina. 

| 64, 3.7 emBovrcier bbs ds ard Tis Srapxovons BEuscews xarddAvow Th 
Tupavvid, | . oT oe 

as dnd ris tmapxovons dfidcews, he was a pécos moXlrns, and took 
such measures as a citizen in his station could; that is to say, 
he conspired’ with a few friends to assassinate’ the tyrant, in- 
Stead of raising a party against him, as the Alcmaeonidae might 
have done, 

54, 4.” kal ey Totr@ 6 “Inmapyos ds avis metpdcas ob8ev padrXov txede tov 
, “Appddiov, Biauoy pev oddev €Bovrero Spav, ev térre 8é tut adavet ds od did 

5, Toto 8) mapacxevdtero mpomdaxiv abrév, od8e yop thy GAnv dpyiv 
éxaxOhs Fv és rods ToAdobs, GAN’ dvemipOdvas kateoriaato’ Kal érerfdevoay 
€ni melorov 3} tépawor obtot dperhy kai fiveow, xai "A@yvatous elxoo- 
Thy povov mpacodpevor tiv yeyvopévw rip te méAw abray Karas Siexdo- 
Hycav Kat Tods ToAepous Siepepor kat és rd fepd ZOvov, , 
"ey rome tim dpavel xrd., ‘to strike a blow at Harmodius some-. 
where where he could not be found out, as though the insult which 
he meditated had some other motive than the real one.” The 
reading of the MSS., though the expression is somewhat singular, _ 
is far better than the emendation éy tpéme rot apavei, which is feeble,. 
and in which the preposition (though it is sometimes found with 
rpém@) is superfluous. . oo 7 

~ ob88 yap tiv Dry dpyty xt... Although Hipparchus was not 
tyrant at the time, Thucydides himself attributes some kind of doy 

‘to him, and hence he might seem, if he were not the author of the 
Opposite view, to have fallen into the popular error. répavvor obrot 
below. is said generally, and probably includes Pisistratus as well: 
as the rest of the family. On the other hand, we are told that.
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 Pisistratus levied a tax of ten, and not like his sons of. five, 54. 4. 
per cent. and therefore répayvos obrot Must mean Hippias and 
Hipparchus. But see Grote, part II. chap. xxx.. ‘For the state- 
ment of Boeckh, Dr. Arnold, and Dr. Thirlwall, that Pisistratus 
had levied a tithe or tax of 10 per cent., and that his sons reduced 
it to the half, I find no sufficient warrant; certainly the spurious 
letter of Pisistratus to Solon in Diogenes Laertius, i. 53, ought not 
to be considered as proving anything.’. See Meursius, Pisistr. 6, 7, 9. 

The statement that Hippias and not Hipparchus was the tyrant 
and the elder son may well be believed on the testimony of 

Thucydides, who had made special inquiry into the facts at a 

time when these were still capable of being verified by tradition. 

‘His account is confirmed by Herodotus, v. 55. The only im- 

portant witness on the other side is the author of the Hipparchus, 

attributed to Plato, in which Hipparchus is called the eldest son of 

Pisistratus, 228 B. The dialogue is probably not more than a 

generation after the age of Plato, because included in the Alex- ” 

andrian catalogue of his works. The testimony of Aelian (circ. 

150 -a.p.), who follows the Hipparchus, is not worth considering. 

tipavvot ofrot x.7.A.-Poppo inserts the article before répavvo., 

but this is not necessary if répayyoe be taken as the. predicate, 

‘these men, for tyrants,’ etc. dperjy, cp. note on viii. 68. 1. 

Tous modéguous Siépepov, ‘they carried their wars through,’ or 

‘brought them to a successful issue :’ cp. rév ‘mpds UeAomovnatovs 

modepov mpobtpws dtoicew, viii. 75 med. ; ‘ persevere in the war.’ - 

ra 8¢ Dra adth # rods roils mpiv xetuevors vépows expijto. 54. 6. 

airy implies that the city still retained a kind of independence, 
‘the city itself,’ as opposed to the tyrants. 

kat tO pey dv rR dyopa mpoootxoSopjcas Borepov & dipos *AOnvaiov 54. 7. 

peifoy phxos, 705 Bapot Addvuce robalypappa’ rod 8 év Tvdiov émt Kat ; 

viv dnddv dorw duvdpots ypdupact Aéyov rdde* ‘ 

Mvjjpa ré8° hs dpxns Iletoiorparos ‘Inniov vids 

Ojxev "Arrdddovos Hubiov ev repévet. 

" sod Bono’, may. be taken either 1)* with robmiypappaj or r 2) with 

pijKos. 

VOL. IL Bb
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ére kat viv, ‘Tt ds equally legible to this day, the marble on which 
it was inscribed having been accidentally discovered in a courtyard 
near the Ilissos, by M. Kumanudes, in 1877.’ Newton, Essays on 
Art and Archaeology, p. 192. See also Kirchhoff, C. I. A. vol. iv. 
(Supplement), no. 373 c. 

The marble slab is broken into two pieces, the half word and 
. Word -TPATOE HINMIO, being lost by the fracture. Beneath the 

55. 2, 

55. 3. 

inscription is a leaf moulding. Thucydides tells us that in his 
time the letters were already ‘indistinct,’ duv8pd. Yet there is no 
indistinctness in their present state, and they still retain their old 
Athenian character. We may conjecture, either that they were 
plastered over after the fall of the Pisistratidae, and that the plaster 
gradually wore off: or that at an early date, but after the age of 
Thucydides, they were washed or restored without losing their 
antique form. 

_ elxds yap fv tiv mpeoBdratov npdroy yfpar. Kal ev TH abt orndy 
mpiros yéypantat peta tov marépa, od8€ TobtTo ameouKdtws Sed Td Tpeo- 
Bedew te dn’ abrod Kal tuparvedoat. 

_ The logical order is inverted. What Thucydides means to say 
is, ‘Hippias married first, and his name was placed first on the 
inscription: both circumstances afford a strong presumption that 
he was the eldest son.’ Instead of this he says, ‘Hippias natu- 
rally married first, etc., because he was the eldest son.’ 

€v rh air othdy. ‘See note on English text. 

_ GdAG Kat dtd rd mpérepov LivnOes rots pev modtrais poPepsr, és dé rots ent 
xoupous axpiPés, mOAAG 76, rrepedvre Tod dodadais xatexpdryce, Kat obx as 
ddeAdis vedrepos dv amdpnoey, ev dob mrpstepoy Euvexs ducdjKer TH dpxy. 

The two xat’s are really connected, though the connection is 
somewhat obscure: not only was Hippias more than secured by the 
terror which he had inspired in the citizens, and the habits of obe- 
dience in which he had trained his mercenaries, but being an ex- 
perienced ruler, and not a mere younger brother, he knew how to act. 

ev GB... dpidjee tH dpx§. 1)* ‘He was in no perplexity, as 
a younger brother would have been who had not before been 
constantly in the habit of command.’ éy ¢ nearly=és, ‘in that he
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had not,’=‘who had not.” od and not pf is here required by 55. 3. 
the sense, not indefinite, ‘supposing him not to have,’ but direct, 
“who had not,’ or ‘not having, been familiar with power,” ‘ quippe 
qui in imperio non constanter versatus eset.’ Or 2) supplying dv, 
and making Hippias, not the hypothetical ‘younger brother,’ the 
nominative to dpirjee, ‘in which case he would not have been 
familiar, etc. Cop. viii. 86 med. dppnpévov yap trav év th Edpq *AOn- 
vaiov wAeiv emi apas atrots, év d capéorara "Ieviay xat ‘EXAfonovrov 

ebOus etyor of mohéptor, xoduris yevéoba. © . 

od Luvexds pdjxer, either 1)* ‘had not constantly been used to 
command,’ or 2) in a more precise sense, ‘had not been uninter- 
tuptedly used to command,’ i. e. ‘had suddenly succeeded to it,’ 

kat ee dpéat pev atrods, Evverapdver dé ebOds rd apis Tous Sopu- 56. 2. 

gépous, exetvous. 

atrous, ‘themselves,’ scil. Harmodius and Aristogiton. ékeivous, 
scil. robs EvverOnoopévous ™ €pye. 

kai meptéruxov 7 ‘Iarmépxy apa 73 Aewkdpiov Kadodpevor. 57. 3. 
Between epi and mapé the reading is doubtful. One good 

MS. (H.) reads mepi, which is illustrated by the parallel place 

in i, 20 med. r6 “tendpxe mepituxdvres mept Td Aewxdptoy xadotpevor, 

But wapd may be sufficiently explained by the common confusion ° 

of rest and motion. Cp, note on viii. 108. 2: Xen. Anab. iif. 4. 9, 

Tapa tary tiv médv iv mupapls AuBixg: Andoc. De Myst: (i.) 38, 
énet 6€ mapa rd mpomtAatov rb Atovicou Hv, and § 62, rév ‘Epugy rév wapd 
76 bopBavreiov, and 6 mapé ri warpdav olxiav. 

kat Dorepov AnPéels ov padius Srerdby. , , 57. 4. 

Either 1) ‘was not easily disposed of;’ or better 2)* ‘was 

tortured,’ 

adjros TH Sper wAacdpevos mpas tiv Lupopdy. , 58, 1. 

‘Making up his countenance when he heard of the calamity, so 

as to reveal nothing.’ 79 dee may be taken either 1) with ddjAes, 

or 2) with wAagdyevos, 1) ‘Making up his countenance so as to 

reveal nothing in his countenance,’ (wAacdpevos, scil. aérqv), or 2) 

‘making himself up in his countenance,’ 

Bb2
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‘kal abris ofjpa év Aapwdke éotlv éxiypaupa eyov rébe. - 
Attributed by Aristotle (Rhet. i. 9. 31), who quotes the third’ 

line, to Simonides. , 

60. 1. kat mdvra abrois éSdxer emt Evvopocia ddtyapyixy wat rupavixi me- 

60. 2. 

60. 3- 

mpaxOat, . . 

. Cp. Aristoph. Wasps (acted in 422, seven years earlier), 488— 
@s dav hyuiv rupayvis err xat Evvopérat, 
qv te peifov qv v Edarrov mpaypd res karnyopiy, 
ijs ey odk ffeovea rotvop’ ob88 mevrixovr’ érav" 
viv 8€ mOAAG rod rapiyous early dfwwrépa, 

@AAG Kab? fuépay éeredi80cav pGdov és 16 dypuitepév re Kut wdelovs inép B yptsrep 
ért EuddapBdverv. oo, 

v\AapBavew, as well as dypidrepov, is to be taken with és rd. 

| AMywv 38 Eretcer airév, s xpr, et Hi) Kat Spaxev, airdv te derav 
mommodpevoy cScat xal rhy wodw ris napotons browias raidcat. 

és xpi follows déyor, not tmecer; ‘the argument by which he 
persuaded him was, that he ought, etc.’ 

ef p} kai is taken as a transposition of ei xat pf. It is better to 
say that xaf emphasizes 3éSpaxev, ‘if he had not really,’ or ‘ actually, 
done it.’ So 

Betay romcdpevor, cp. iv. 51, noinodpevor aiores, ‘having obtained 
pledges.’ , 

There can be no doubt that the person who is said by Thucy- 
dides to have informed against himself and others in the matter 
of the Hermae was Andocides, whose Oration ‘Concerning the 
Mysteries,’ as it is called, has been preserved to us. This Oration 
was delivered in the year 399, sixteen years after the events to which 
it refers, and had been preceded by another, still extant, under the 
title ‘Concerning his own return from exile,’ in which eleven years 
previously the author had defended himself against similar charges of 
impiety. In the affair of the mysteries he protests his innocence 
(De Myst. 10; 29 foll.): in Tespect to the Hermae he acknowledges 
that he was cognizant of the mad freak, but says that he had no 
part in it, having been ill at the time ; and in proof of his asser-
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tion he declares that the image nearest to the house of his father 

.was the only one that remained uninjured (De Myst. 60-64). * 

Who was the author of the two outrages was a question not. 

cleared up in the age of Thucydides (c. 60 med., fin.), nor likely 
to be cleared up by us. Some ascribed the mutilation of the 

‘Hermae to Megarian and Corinthian agents, who wanted to stop 

the expedition (Plut. Alcib. xviii.) ‘The ingenuity of some modern 

‘ historians has led them to imagine that, not only was the story 

‘devised, but the crime actually perpetrated, by the enemies of 

Alcibiades. Of such far-fetched fancies Thucydides knows no- 

‘thing. -On the other hand, he expressly says that the profanation 

was supposed to be part of an oligarchical conspiracy. But how- 

ever natural it may have been that the Athenians, in their: sus- 

ceptible state of mind, should have suspected tyranny everywhere, 

it is not easy for us to understand why a conspiracy against the 

‘State should have been commenced by a profane act, such.as 

the mutilation of the Hermae,-or the celebration of the mysteries 

.in private houses. The most probable explanation is also the 

simplest, viz. that Alcibiades or some of his companions, on more 

than one occasion, never thinking of the consequences, were guilty 

- of a profane and drunken frolic (cp. Plat. Symp. 212) and that their 

“conduct was interpreted by malice into ‘a conspiracy against the 

State.” Such, according to Plutarch (1.c.), was the view taken at the 

time by some who appear to have been of the wiser sort at Athens: 

© hex “pév ‘ov, Ore Kopivorot && robs Supaxocious drotkous dvras, os 

emaxécews tcopéns mpds Tav olavav 4 perayvdoews Tod mwodepov, Taira 

Spdoaav, ob why Frrerd ye tov modddv otP obros 5 Abyos off 5 rav 

onpeiov detvdv eivat pndev olopevov, GAN’ ola pidet Hépev dkparos dxoddo- 

tov véov els UBpw ex madias Sropepopévav. spy9 8 dpa xat PéBo xd 

yeyovds AapBdvovres Gs ard ovvapocias emt mpdypact peyddows teroApy- 

pévov Enacay ééjratoy tdvoray muxpos 7 te Bovdy ovmotca sept rovTay 

kat 6 djpyos [ds] ev ddéyas Hpépas woAAdes.—That this extraordinary 

outrage was the result of aristocratic insolence, and therefore likely 

to be the more odious to the people, may very well be believed. 

The graphic picture of the misery and despair of the prisoners in 

Andocides, De Myst. 48 foll., agrees with the more unimpassioned . 

narrative of Thucydides. They also agree in their description ‘of
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the salutary effect which the confession had in calming the excite- 
ment of the. city, De Red. 8, De Myst. 36, 66, 68. But the in- 
former is said by Thucydides to have confessed his guilt, whereas 
Andocides maintains his own innocence. His speeches undoubtedly 
show that his conduct, both at the time and afterwards, incurred great 
obloquy: and hence we are led to suspect the truth of his account. 
In De Myst. 52, 53, 67, 68, he protests that no one was put to 
death upon his information; Thucydides implies the opposite. 
And it is not impossible that he may have admitted in 415 what he 
denied in 399. As Professor Jebb remarks (Attic Orators, vol. i. ¢. 
iv. vi.), Andocides almost pleads guilty in the first speech (De Red. 
§ 7), at any rate he admits a degree of indiscretion. At a later 
period he is making the best defence of himself which he can, ata 
time when the circumstances were no longer fresh in the memory : 
of Athens, and his former confessions were forgotten. Once he had 
asked to be forgiven a little harm which he had done to the city for 
the sake of a greater good (De Red. 8, 25); now the offence is put 
out of sight, and he has become the benefactor of his country (De 
Myst. 56, 59)—The statement that Andocides accused himself is 
confirmed, if it be a confirmation, by Plutarch, Alc. xxi. and the 
oration of the Pseudo-Lysias, c. Andoc. § 52. For some minor 
differences from Thucydides see Professor Jebb, Attic Orators, 
vol. i. p. 121 foll. 

There is also a slight discrepancy between Andocides and 
Plutarch. According to his own account, Andocides was induced 
to confess by his cousin Charmides (§ 48 foll.): according to 
Plutarch (Alc. xxi.), by another fellow-prisoner named Timacus. 

Andocides did not himself inform against Alcibiades. But the 
supposed success which had attended the efforts of the Demos to 
discover the authors of the mutilation of the Hermae delated by 
Andocides, seems to have encouraged the enemies of Alcibiades 
to proceed against him for profanation-of the mysteries. . 

A curious and perplexing light is thrown on this period of 
Greek history by the fact, which we learn from Andocides, that 
Peisander was the chief agitator in the whole business (Andocides, 
De Myst. § 36), Metcavdpos kat Xapixdrijs, » a on - ovres pev TOY Cnrnrav, S0- *. s > > t ~ Z, > so %. 

. 
kouvres 0 ey exeiva TG xpdvy edvotoraros elva t 7 Onno, Edeyor ds ety ra
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epya Ta yeyenpéva otk ddiyav dvopev adn’ ent rq rod Sypov karadioet, - 

Cp. also Isocrates, De Bigis (xvi.) 4, dnavres yap toacw or did ‘ods 
avrovs dvdpas jf re Snpoxparia caredtby xdxetvos (scil. Alcibiades) é« ris: 
méhews éLérecev, - We are also informed by Plutarch that Thessalus 
the son of Cimon was the accuser of Alcibiades (Alc. xix, xxii). 
On this occasion the leaders of the oligarchical party seem to have 
combined with demagogues like Androcles (Thuc. viii. 65 med.). 
Cp. the words of Alcibiades at Sparta (vi. 89 fin.), dor 8 Foav kal 
ént rév mddat kai viv, of éxt ra movnpérepa efipyov rdv Sydov" olmep kat 
eue éfjhacav. We cannot be surprised that Thucydides in his °° 
impersonal manner should have omitted the names of Peisander 
and Thessalus, as he has also omitted that of Andocides. Nor is 
there anything amazing in the fact that an oligarchical faction 
should use the democracy for its own ends (cp. viii. 48 fin. moptoras 
évras xat eonyntas ray Kaxdv 7G dipo é& dv 1a wrelo adrods dpedeio bat.) 

.But the strangeness is that Peisander, the chief mover in the Athe- 
nian ‘Popish Plot, should within four years be himself the first to . 
promote the return of Alcibiades to Athens, or that Alcibiades 
should have been willing to combine with him. Political enmities 
in Greece were short-lived; but such a reconciliation (transient as 
it proved, viii. 56 fin., 63 fin.) seems hardly within the limits of 
human nature. 

BeBasorépay yap airG cwrnpiav etvat épodoyjoavre per’ ddcias, i} dpvy- BO. 3. 

Oévre Bid. Stns edOetv. 

The construction is varied. The infinitive 8:4 Sicys édéeiv, not 
the participle dpyydévrt, corresponds to the participle Spodoyhoavre, 
We should have expected either épodoyjoat, or dpyybévre wat dud 

dicns Odvr, Cp. ii, 89 init. ob 8? Dro re Oapsotow 4 dc Ty év TO 

mel@ tumepiay ra wAclw KatopOoivres, where xaropbotvres, not da Thy 

epmetpav, corresponds in sense to 8 dAdo tt. 
a 

kat éneidy rd Tov ‘Eppdv govro capes Exew, wodb 3) pGddAov kat 61, 1. 

ra puotixd, Sv énalros fy, Beta. toG atro# Adyou Kat tis Euvwpocias 

éxito Snpwo aw éxeivov éddxet rpaybs c RU@ ar €KEty €00. wpax vat, . 

vvepogias, 1) is governed by Adyov, and the second xaé repeats 

the first xai. ‘When they believed themselves to have discovered
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the offenders in the affair of the Hermae, much more did the 
profanation of the mysteries also seem to be his act, with the 
same explanation, that this also’ (that is, like the affair of the _ 
Hermae) ‘was a conspiracy against the people ;’ ris Euvapoctas 
referring to the words in c. 60 init. cat mdvra adrots e8dket emi fvve- 
pogia ddvyapxixy Kat rupavyeny menpaxOat, 

. This is Jess harsh than 2) supposing fwvwpoclas as well as Aéyou 
to be governed by perd, for the two ideas are too disparate.. 

cipnto 5é mpoeineiv airG drodoynaopeve dxodovdeiv, EvdrauBdvew dé Ba, 
Oepamedovtes 15 re mpds tobs ev TH Zixehla orparidras re ogberépous kal 
trodepious py OopyBelv, at oby Ferra robs Mavrivéas Kat *Apyetous Bovddpevot 

mapapeivat, ot’ ékelvov vopifovres wero bijvar ois Evorparevery. 

Gepametovres is used as though élpfxecay, not elpyro, had preceded. 
_ 763s to.be taken with apés rods orparwras, and not with bopuBeiv, 
‘with regard to their soldiers in Sicily” p} GopuBeiv, scil. atrots, 
‘not to create an agitation, whether among their own Soldiers, or 
among their enemies,’ 

_ wees Oqvat obas £vorparetew., odas has been suspected by many 
editors. But x) it may be put, as in Herodotus, for atrots, a usage 
of which some vestiges occur in Thucydides; cp. note on v. 49. 1. 

Or possibly 2) o¢as may bear its usual reflexive sense, because 
the Athenian magistrates, who are the subject of the sentence, may 

. be regarded as identifying with themselves the Mantineans and 

61, 6. y 

Argives who have just. been described as orparidras oderépous. 

ered) eyévovro ev Qouptots. érepaiddy és Wedonévqooy ek THs Ooupias. 

Steph. Byz. s.v: Govprot, wéAts "Iradias.. -A€yerat Kat Qoupla, cat 
Gotpiov ... 7d cOvixdy Spavipws Covpior xa Covptaxol, év Covplois ma p p 
_tefer either to the town or to the people. 

62. 4. Nexias 8 ebOds ef “Yexdpuv ent *Eyéoms wapamhedous, “Kal raAXa 
xpnparicas kal AaBov tddavra rpidxovra Trapfy és 1d oTpdreupa’ xal 
+avSpdmoba dnéSocay, kat éyévovro €& abrav elxoot xat éxardy rddavra. 

- The sentence Nexias... orpdrevpa is really out of place, and may 
be regarded as a note added by way of explanation. After the fall.” 
of Hyccara the infantry returned through the Sicel country to 
Catana, and the ships went round the island southwards with ‘the
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slaves. Meanwhile Nicias had gone from Hyccara to, Egesta 62.-4. 

(which was near, although not on, the sea) with a portion of the 

; fleet. Whether he returned to Catana by land or by sea is un- 

certain; probably the latter, as he would naturally return in the . 

ships with which he had sailed to Egesta. apf és rb orpdrevza, 
‘rejoined the army at Catana, 

There is a difficulty in the word anéBoray, which +i is probably 
corrupt, but 2) if genuine, must be taken in the same sense as 

the middle dxéSovro. The explanation of Arnold, 3) ‘they produced 

their slaves for the public benefit,” gives too much meaning to 

the word. Nor is the translation of Grote, 4) ‘gave them back 

(after they had been ransomed) to their Sicanian friends,’ as he 

thinks, by a private contract, more tenable. If they were ransomed 

immediately after their capture they could not be described as 

dvipdroba, That éréSocav does not mean ‘ransomed’ is also proved 

by vii. 13 fin, efot 8’ of kal, abrot dumopevdpevot, avdpdmoba “Yxxapixa 

dvrepBiBdoa imép odav metcavres tovs tpinpdpxous Thy ‘dxpiBeav rod 

vautixov a¢bypyyrat. 

és Tovs TGV EexedGy ~vppdyous meptémAevoar, i. e. sailed round to the 

points on the coast which were nearest to the Sicel settlements. 
There is no force in the objection made to the word meptérAevcay, 

that the Sicels dwelt inland, and therefore no necessity for altering 

meptémdevoay into septéreumov with Classen. 

kat ered mAdovres Th Te erréxewa. ris TixeAlas Todd amd chav epai- 63.2. 

vovro, kai mpds rv "YPAav edOdvres al metpdoavres odx eldov Pia, ere 

mAéov xaretppdvycay. , . . 

té before éméxeva is slightly out of place, and should have fol- 

_ lowed déovres. ‘And now, when they had not only sailed to the 
extremity of Sicily, and seemed far.away from them, but had 

- failed to take Hybla,’ etc. ra énéxewa is either accusative after 

whéovres, or an adverb like ré& wohAd, ra exel x.A. Cp. iv. 23 fin. rijs 

é vuxrés kal dracat meptoppovy, mAjy Ta Wpds TO méhayos ¢ v. 59 med. 

éx pev yap tod mediov of Aaxedatpdnior elpyor rijs TONES... xadirrepOev 

. 82 KopivOtot ,. . 13 8€ pds Nepéas Borwrol, 

It is not certain whether woAd drs ody is to be taken with mé- 

ovres Or with édaivovro, The latter construction, which gives a
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63. 2. better sense, is justified by vi. 68 med. word dd Ths tperépas abrév 

64. 1. 

64. 3. 

+ 
€ivat, 

ciddres otk dy dpolas durnbévres [Kat] ef ex TOY vedy mpos TmapecKevac- 
pévous éxBiBdLouev, } card viv isvres yracbelnoay, 

sai, though found in all the MSS., is omitted by Poppo. But 
it is not wholly indefensible if cat <i, instead of being connected 
With dpoiws, be taken as coordinate with i following ;=:e 4 dk ray 
vedv éxPiBdtorev, % xara yijv iyres yroabeingay, For ex8iBdgouy see 
on v. 98. 

EXeye 8€ rods *Adyvaious abrilerOar and trav Sdov ey TH mwodet, Kat et 
Bodhovrat éxeivor mavdqpel ev hepa pnry dua So ent 13 orTpdreupa, edéeiv, 
abrol pév drroxdyoety Tos wapa odior Kat tas vais €pipyoey, éexetvous de 
pgdins 13 atpdreuna mpooBadévras TO oTaupspate aipyoev. 

There are some considerable differences of reading, a) atrots, 
which has the better MS. authority, for rots; 3) for TS oravpopart 
the Laurentian and a few less important MSS. read 76 otparetpare, 
If this be accepted, rd orpdrevpa before mpooBaddvras must be 
omitted, or altered into 73 oratvpopa. 7 

Besides the uncertainty in the reading, there is a seeming if not 
a real inaccuracy in the description. If the Athenians all slept 
within the walls of Catana (reye dé robs *AGqvatous adhiverOa drs tov émrwv év +H méda) how could there be any army (crpdrevya) in the 
entrenched camp (cratpwpza) which the Syracusans were advised to 
attack? Whether we read atrots or rods the clause eye 32 robs 
"A@nvaious x.r.d. is inconsistent with To otpdrevpa x.r.d., the former implying that the main body of the Athenians, the latter that only 
a part of them, were in the town. And further, the reading 
avrots is inconsistent with rd otpdrevja.x.t.d., and the reading rots 
with @reye 3 er. | , 

Probably the statement that the Athenians slept within the walls is not to be taken literally of all of them. Part took up their quarters in the city, and these were to be shut up by the Catanae- ans, part remained in the camp, and these the Syracusans would get 
into their hands by taking the Palisade. But ozpdrevpa can: hardly be used to describe first the Athenian army generally and then the
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smaller division who remained to guard the camp. It seems better 64. 3.: 

to omit ré otpdrevpa in the second place, supplying +6 cratpwpa with 

alpnoew. » 1d orpdrevpa, occurring only once, will naturally describe’ 

the whole Athenian army, whether in the city or in the camp. We 

may either read atrovs, or take robs mapa ogice to mean ‘the Athe- 

nians who were in the city, but not with any opposition ‘to ' 

Athenians outside. 

elvat b€ rabra rovs fvydpdcovras mohAods Karavaiov, cai iyrotpdo8at 64. 3. 

Won, ap’ Sv atros jeev. of 8€ orparyyot r&v Supaxogiov pera rod xa és'B5. 1. 

‘ra G\da Oapoeiv Kai elvar év dtavoig kat dvev robrev lvat Tapeokevdobat 

ént Kardyqy x.r.A. 

mapecxevdcéat scems to be a repetition of Fromdoéa, As the 

Catanaeans were prepared to receive them, so the Syracusans were 

already eager to have everything ready for the expedition. The 

perfect may be translated as a present, ‘to have got all things 

‘ready’=‘to have all things in readiness.’ For a similar pleonastic: 

. description of a fact by the indirect antecedents of it cp. iv, 9 fin. 

émondoacbat abrovs jyeiro Tpobupyceo@at. : 

But the sense is not very good, and it has been suggested 

that mapeoxevdabat i is a gloss on ‘rod Ban, which has found its way 

into the text. , 

kat _avrol (78q yap kat rév fuppdyav TeAwovvriot kal GAdAot twes BS. 1. 

mapijcav) mpociroy mavOnuet macy eftévat Supaxociots. 

ytp expresses the reason why at this particular moment the 

/syracusans wanted to go and attack Catana, viz. because their 
forces were now collected. , 

_ €&éBawor és 76 kara Td "Ohupmueiov. : ‘65. 3. 

Ie. at the point of the great harbour just opposite or in a line 

with the temple of Zeus Olympius on the south bank of the river 

Anapus. Cp. vi, 97 init. oydvres kara rp Aéovra KaXovpevor. 

paxpas ovens tis 6500 abrois. , . oo c 66. 1. 

The distance from Catana to Syracuse by sea is about thirty 

miles, by land much longer.
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66.1. fear’ dv adbrods xat ev TO €pyo xal mpd abrod AUMAoeww, 
é with the future infinitive occurs in:four other passages of 

Thucydides, ii. 80 ‘fin., v. 82 fin,, cviii7:25 .fin., 71. init. It is 
therefore unnecessary to alter the reading. here. . 

66.1. 7H pév yap retyia re Kad olxfa elpyov kat dévdpa Kad ripvn, mapa 8é 
TO Kpnpvol. , . . . 
‘The Athenians occupied part of a line of low heights reaching 

from the promontory north of the bay of Dascon (now Punta 
- Caderini) to the temple of Zeus Olympius. They were thus pro- 

. tected on the right by the cliffs which formed the north-west face 
of the heights, and on the left by the marsh ‘Cyan’, and by houses, 
perhaps those in the’ neighbourhood of the:temple (cp. } & ro 
"Odupmeto modéyy, vii, 4 fin.), which was not.yet guarded by the 
enemy. The erection’ of a fort upon the shore of Dascon was 
intended to protect them against an attack, whether by land or. 
Sea, upon their right flank. 

66.1. _ mapa te ras vatis cratpopa émn£Eav, Kai ent 1$ Adokwr epupa... 
SpOacay xr.n, 

Adoxwy, either 1)* a bay inside the Great Harbour, ep. Diod. 
Sic. xili. 13, 6 yap Eipupédav .. . drednpdy apes tov KéAmov roy Ado- 
kava pev kadovpevov, tad d€ tov Supaxogiov rareydpevov: xiv, 72, TO 
mpos TG Adoxwrt xwplov: or 2) a place on the shore of the bay, 
cp..Steph. Byz. s.v. Adcxav, Scxedéas xoplov’ Bdtcros éxrg Stxeduxdy, 
els roy TAnppipioy xal Adoxava, 

67. 3. pedRovat dé rois "AGqvatots mporépas émyepnoev & Nectas xat& te” 
€0vy emimapiby eacra kat Upmace rode qrapexedevero, 

fiprace is used as if 2Oveow éxdorots had preceded instead of 
kara 0m émmapidv éxacra, * passing along one nation after another, 
and to all, he spoke as follows,’ , , 

68.3.  mapagryre d€ rin Kat ré8e, odd re dd Tis nperépas abrav elvat kal mpéos 
Ya odes Grrig, feta ph abrot Baxdpevor xraceabe, 

A topic of encouragement found in Homer, Il. xv. 735 foll.— 
co Hé tivds hapev elvar doconripas éxiccw | oy 

> ”~ 4 HE te relxos dpetov, 6K avdpdoe dovydy dpovat 3
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ov pév re oxeddy dart més Tipyots dpapvia, 68. 3. 
e > 3 ’ > oe o ~ wt. . 1 « drapvvaipecd’ érepadkxéa Sijpov txovres 
24572 2 ‘ ’ . : ’ s 
GAN’ év yap Tpdwv nedio wixa Owopyxtder, 

mévre KexAdtpevot, éxas iueba marpisos ains* 

TO év xepot Gdus, od perdtxly modcuoro. 

of yey ydp, dre wept marpidos éara 6 dywv, ey O€, dre obK ev Tatpid., B8. 3. 

eg js xparetv Set 4H ph padius droxwpelv, . 

There is a slight irregularity in é& js, the definite antecedent év 

ob warpid: having to be supplied from the indefinite otx év marpid:. 

‘Cp. iv. 126 init. of ye pyde amd modtreay torobrav ixere, ev als od 

moAXol GALywv Gpyovatv, dAAd mAedywv paddAov éAdcaous. 

of 8 Supaxdotos dmpoaddknra pv év 7q KOtpG tovT@ Foay os 78n BO. I. 

paxotpevot, kai ties abrois eyyts tijs Tokews ovans nai dtedynUbecar, 

‘ The Syracusans did not expect at that moment that they would 

have to fight immediately.” In the next clause ézenAdéecay is the 

reading of a great majority of MSS., but daeAndueoav is required by. - 

the context. : 

Spus d8 obk ay oldpevr adios rods "AOqvalous mporépous émeddeiv, kat 69. I. 

Sit rdxous dvayxatspevot apivacOat, dvadaBdvres ra Enda edObs dvremjperay. 

épus refers both to what precedes and to what follows. ‘But never- 

theless, i.e. notwithstanding their want of skill (and) although they 

did not think that the Athenians would be the attacking party,’etc. 

émetra Sé év rrapépyo kai ef rt GX fvyxaragrpeWapévots paov atrois 69, 3- 

iwaxodcetar. — 

No certain parallel is found for Sxaxodcera: in the passive sense, 
which the meaning of the passage requires here. But the alteration 

of traxotcerat into smaxobcorrat (gvyxaraorpeydpevor being read with 

one good MS. Pal.) is too great a departure from the text. And 

there is-‘no reason why traxovgoza should not, like other future 

middles, oreppoeoOat, iii. 2 fin., BAdpovras, vi. 64 med., duxhoecGat, vi. 

87 med., be used passively, merely because it is the substitute in 

‘common use for the future active. 

rods b¢ dvGeoTaras aroAW, pello exrdyt ph viKwpevous mapéxew, 470, 1 

See note on English text.
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70. 2, .mapeppryyvuro 78q Kat rd GAN orpdrevpa Tay Supakogioy. 

70. 4. 

71, 2. 

72. 3. 

See note on v. 73..1.. 

of d€ Supaxdcrot dOpocbévres és thy "EXapiy é3dv Kat ds ex rov Tap- 
-~ « ~ ~ évrav Evvratdpevat, és re 1d °OAupreetov Opus ofdy abrdy mapénepyav 

urakyy, Seicavres k.t.d. 

. Notwithstanding their defeat and confusion, they did not neglect 
to protect the Olympieum. 

Xetpav te yap Fy, xat rov médepov abrdGev moteiobat otmw edéxer Suvardy 
elvat, mpiv dy inaéas re perarépyaow éx t&v*AOnvav Kat éx tév airddev 
Evppdyar dyetpwow, ... Td re Ga, Kat girov Kat doar déor, mapackey- 
dowvrat, ds és ro tap émyetphoovres tais Supaxotcats. 

xai before cirov answers, not to ré before adda, which connects 
the whole clause with the preceding part of the sentence, but to 
kat before saw 8éor. 

THY pey yap ywopny aitaéy ody’ Hoojaba, thy dé dragiay Prada ab 
Hévrot tocotrdy ye AePORvat, Soov eikds elvat, GNNws Te Tols mpdrote Trav 
‘EAAjvey dnretpia, udtas ds elreiv Xétpotexvats, dvraywvicapévous, 

The MSS. all read xeporéyvas, with three exceptions. In one 
good MS. (Aug.) an « is written over yeporéyvas, in another (CL) 
xetporéxvats is corrected into xerporéyvas, and in one of less authority, 
(m, Bekker’s G.) xetporéyvats is inserted in the margin, © 

1) Classen, who defends xetporéxvas, says that xeporéyus in good 
authors means an ordinary working man in contrast to one who 
pursues some higher occupation, as in English we might oppose 
a mere handicraftsman or operative to a soldier. According to 
this rendering the Syracusans are described as common workmen 
(xetporéxvas) without military training (iSéras), opposed to the 
Athenians, who are the first soldiers in Hellas, oe 

But the word xeporéyuns is thus taken quite literally and without 
regard to the context, whereas the juxtaposition of iStdrns rather 
suggests .2)* the common opposition between unskilled persons 
and those trained in particular arts (iddra: and texvirat). The 
word is applied to a skilled physician in Hippocrates, De Vet. Med. 

- 1.10 (7), .6 xadetpevos tntpds kat épohoynpéves xetporéyvys, and to a’ 
skilled soldier-in Dion Cassius, who may perhaps: be imitating this .
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passage, 50, 16, xai aavrds efSous pdxns ent tocovrov yxetporéyvar earé 72. 3. 

Gore xat xa éavrovs Exagrot hoBepot rois dvrurddors elvat, 

@Aws re, which is equivalent in sense to dAdas re xal, introduces 

a new consideration. The participle dyrayoncapévovs agrees with 

the subject of AcPOjvar, and r¢ really connects the clause with the 

preceding njv 6 dragiay BAdyar, from which, in order to supply a 

grammatical construction, a suppressed clause such as drafig BAad- 

Gévras must be understood with A«POjvar, ‘considering that they 

not only were injured by their want of discipline but had to fight 

against the best soldiers in Hellas.’ Or the clause to be supplied 

may be more general, cp. Hermann, ad Viger. p. 779, who explains 

the phrase, ‘per se—quod non additum cogitatione suppletur— 

alioque modo.’ Cp. Isocr. Panegyr. (iv.) 73, Soxet 8€ pot xat epi 

Tay mpas robs SapBdpous TH wéAee wempaypévav mpoonxew eineiv, GAAws T° 

ered} xal tov Adyov Kateatnadpny wept tis Hyepovias rijs em’ exeivous. 

Although the general sense of @Adws tre and dAdos te eal is the 

same, it should be observed that the reference in dAdas is different. 

dos te xai=* both for other reasons and because, etc, dddws 

re==‘(for various reasons) and in another way, namely, because,’ 

etc. 

dvbpelas pev odiow trapxovons, evrakias de és ra Epya mpooyevoperns 72. 4. 

énWacew yap dpdédrepa abtd. 7 

‘For both these things would improve,’ not ‘of themselves’ 

(Classen), an explanation which introduces a needless: subtlety, 

and is inconsistent with the position of aird. .aird, as elsewhere, 

(cp. mpoopaoba aird, c. 78 fin. below) =raira. ‘ 

Tous Te oTpuTpyods Kat ddiyous Kat airoxpdropas xpivat édéoGar, xat 72. 5. 

épéoat abrois 15 SpKtov # pyy édoew apyeww inp ty énioravrat. 

"sh Spxcoy, not ‘the usual oath,’ which would be at variance with 

the context; for Hermocrates is evidently proposing something 

new. The article is explained by the words which immediately 

follow; 13 Spxov==‘ this oath, namely, that the Syracusans would 

suffer them to command according to the best of their judgment,’ 

npépas 8é pelvavres rept rpets kat déxa of "AOnvaiot, os éxetpdfovro cui ra 74, 2,
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74. 2. émcrqdera odx eiyov xat mpobydper oddéy, dredOdvres 2s Ndgov Kat cratpupa 
mept 1d atparénedov roiodpevor abrod dieye(patov. , 

és Nd£ov xat @paxas cratpopa (or cravpdépara) is found in nearly 
every MS. pias may be a corruption of ydpaxas, and this again 
a gloss on cratpwna or oravpdpara. Classen, following the’ in- 
genious suggestion of Pluygers, Mnemos. xi. p. 92, regards @paxas 
as a corruption of dpa kai (OPIAKAI, @PAIKAC), which may have 

-been the reading of the Scholiast. Hesychius explains épro», 
tefxiopa, dpaypdv: also pia, t4 vedpia, But both the word and the 
explanation are too uncertain to justify the conjecture. 

76. With this speech of Hermocrates at Camarina should be com- 
pared his former speech at Gela in the year 424, especially iv. 60, 
61 with vi. 77, 78. 

76.1. , O0 Tip mapodcay Sivan rev AOnvalav, & Kapapwaiot, py abr Kara- 
mayne Setoavtes émpeaBevodueba, GAG pGddov rods BedAorras dn’ abréy , 
Adyous, mpiv rt kat Hpadv dxodoa, HH) Spas melowow. Fxover yap és tiv 
Zixeriav mpopdcer pey F muvOdverde, dvavoig 5é Hv advres Sxovoodpev. 

" -ydp is explanatory of deicavres ph duds mefowow. ‘For whatever 
they may say, the truth is,’ . 

76. 3. tH 8 abr i8da ckeivd re Zoxov Kai rd evOd8e viv wetpovrat, 
‘On the same principle, cp. note on iii. 62. 2. 

78. 3. yepdves yap yevdpevor éxédvrev tév te "Idévev cal Scot ard ody joav 
, Evppayot ds ent rod Mydou Tipwpig, Tobs pév Aevroorpartay, tods 88 én* 

G@Andous arparevew, Tols 8 ds exdarots rivd elxov airiay ebmper} emevey- 
kévres, xaTeatpepavro, : 

dnd ody, Either 1)* ‘any who were descended from them and 
became their allies,’ for there were such besides the Tonians, cp. i. 
12 fin. "Iwvas pév "A@qvator Kal yyowwrdv robs roddods @xicav, Or 2) 

- ‘any others who of their own free choice were their allies.’ drs 
opav is then merely a variation of éxévrav, : . 
" The accusatives rots pév . . . rods -8¢ are governed by xare- 
arpéyarro, In trois 8€ which follows, the construction is changed 

_, from the accusative to the dative by attraction with éxdoros .. . 
emeveykdvres.
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To 1) it may be objected that, a great part of the allies not 76, 3. 
being descended from the Athenians, the description is more or 
less inaccurate. This however is not a serious objection. Hermo- 
crates is the speaker, and the words are intended to put ‘strongly 
the guilt of the Athenians. He means to imply that those whom 
they enslaved were their own descendants. 2) again may seem to 
require the more usual éaurév or ody abrav. Cp. however i. 25 
med, ¢Addvres 38 of "Emddunor és rhv Képw8ov xara 16 parreiov mapédocay 
Thy dmatxlay, rév re olxoriy drodenvivres obGv éx Kopivéov dvra x.rA.t 
ii. 65 fin. cat ob apérepov evédocay i abrot &v odict xar& tas las da- 
popis mepireadvres eapddyoar: vii. 5 init. rots AGois Xpepevos ods oi 
*AOqvaiot mpomapeSddovro opiow: viii, 10 med. ras yép ray Xiov éxrd 

mais dv 76 dpiOus peta obav tyovres ob moras évdpitor : viii, 105 med. 
apiv of Medorovyjocot,..fpéavro péper tun adv draxrérepot yevéo ar: 

cp. the ordinary use of the pronoun in the words which immediately 
follow,—ydvres S€ of wept rov SpactBovdoy, Tas émt odtor vais éme- 

xotoas... ebOds hptvavto'nrd. (See Kriiger, note on ii. 65. 9) 

i} pévopev Eas dy exacror xara wéders AghOGper, elddres, an tabry pdvov 77. 2. 
Grorol caper, cat Sp&vres abrots emt tobto 14 el80g speropdvous, Gore 
Tols pév Adyors judy Stiardvat, Tods 32 Evupdyov erwide exmohepodv mpos 
GdAAjrous, Tos 6€ ds éxdorois re mpoonves Adyovres SUvavrat kakoupyety. 
" roiro 78 el8os, ‘this-manner of action,’ cp. note on iii. 62. 2. - 

kaxoupyeiv stands in a, double construction, with Svvavrat and with + 
dere. Most editors supply Aéyerv, not xaxoupyeiv, with Sévavrat, but 
in that case we should not have’ expected Ayorres to come between 
és and Sévavraz, The order would have ‘been, rots 8¢ ds éxdorois re 

mpoonvés Sivavrat déyovres xaxoupyelv, as in 76, 3, rois & ds éxdorors 

. +. cmeveyxdvres: see above. éxdaros as well as ‘rois is put inthe ~ 

- dative after A¢yoyres, not in the accusative after kaxoupyeiv, For the 

change robs pév, robs dé, rois dé, cp. preceding note. 

evOupnbfra ob mept Tis epis paddov, ey iow 88 al ris éavrod duu ev 13-78. 1, 

én paxodpevos, rocovre be xal dopadéorepor, bae@ ob mpodiepOappevov 

epod, yay S€¢ Eippayor, ead, nat obx Epypov, dyaveetrac’ réy te "A@nvatoy 

BY Thy rot 2upaxogiov €xOpav xohdoacbat, ri 8 du mpopdcer thy éxeivou 

didlay ody Focor PeBardoacbat BovrAccbat. 

VOL. II. ; cc
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78..1. otk ésnyov is the reading of all the MSS., Epquos being merely 

78. 2. 

78. 4. 

inserted by another hand in three. 
1)* We may substitute Zpnuos, with Bekker. . 
Or 2) @pyyov may refer to the allies of Syracuse (vi. 67 med.). 

But the new thought, ‘ but will have me for his ally, and an ally 
not destitute of friends, could not well be thus incidentally intro- 
duced. ° 

Or 3) éepypov may be referred to yav 8 Eppaxov epé, “he will 
have me for his friend, and I shall. not be left destitute :’—or, ‘I 
shall be his ally, as he will be mine,’ that is, ‘we shall form a’ 
mutual alliance.’ The obscure play of words is in the manner of 
Thucydides. ; . 

Or 4) with gpqyov may be supplied dyava from dyavicacbat, epnpos 
being used as in enn (8é«n, etc.), though in a different sense. 
* nip exetvou fidiay, lit. ‘is quite as desirous of making sure of his 
friendship’—of course in the bad sense of making the Camarinaean 
his subject. - We may translate, ‘what he really wants is to make 
rather too fast a friend of him,’ or ‘establish a friendship with 
him from which he will never free himself,’ or ‘make a friend and 
something more of him.’ But it is difficult to teproduce the half- 
expressed irony of the passage. 

ovk drOparims durdpews BovAnow eAmiter. : 
The word fotAjow is emphatic, ‘he hopes for what he wishes, 

and his wish is not to be accomplished by the power of man.’ 

kai pddtora eixds Fy bpais, & Kapapwator, Guépous Svras xal rd Setrepa 
xwdvvebcovras mpoopacbat atta xat BH} padaxds, donep viv, Evpipayeiv, 
abrots 82 mpis hpas paddov idvras, &mep, ef és thy Kapapwatay Tp&tov 
dgixovro of "A@nvaior, Sedpevor By emexaXciobe, taira ek rod dpolov kal 
viv mapaxedevopevous, Sas pydev evBdoopev, daivecBar. 

Gmep Sedpevor dv érexadeiobe, radra qapakeXevopévous paiverOat xr.d., 
‘as you would have been entreating us, so you should now be 
exhorting us, not to give way.’ There is a slight flaw in the double 
reference of the words éras pydéy évdécouev, which apply better to 
the actual than to the supposed case. They are suitable in the 
mouth of a Camarinaean, encouraging Syracuse by the offer of help, 
when Syracuse has been attacked first; but not equally appropriate
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when a Camarinaean is asking help from Syracus¢ because Camarina 78. 4 

has been attacked first. 

: wat Secvdy ef exeivor pv TS Epyov Tod Kaho’ Stxardparos inonrevovres 79, 2. 

Asyws cadpovotary, tpeis 8 edddyo mpoddcer rods pev hice modeptors 

Bovheabe dhedeiv, robs Se ere Bao pio Evyyeveis pera Tov éxdiovav 

ScapGeipat. - 

76 epyov x.7.d., ‘suspecting that there is no real ground for the 

fair-seeming plea,’ or, in other words, that the appeal to the tie 

of kindred is all a pretence. , 

ipets etdéy mpopdoe has been explained, 1) ‘you urging a spe- 

cious pretext,’ i.e. that of your previous alliance with the Athenians. 

But the context seems to require 2)* that edAdye should corres- 

pond in meaning to dAdyws. ‘Whereas the Rhegians act prudently 

{in rejecting the Athenians and Leontines) without being able to 

give a reason for it, you, who have a reason to give for doing the 

same, make friends of your natural enemies, and enemies of those’ 

who by a nearer tie of nature are your kindred.’ etdAdye xpopdoer is 

loosely connected with the verb, being a dative not of manner but 

of circumstance. Not, ‘you taking advantage of a plausible ex- 

cuse for accepting the Athenians,’ but, ‘ you having a good reason 

for doing otherwise.’ It might appear unreasonable that the 

_ Rhegians, who were Ionians, should refuse to join the Athenians ; 

but there was every reason why the Camarinaeans, who ‘were 

Dorians, should not join them. 

. Gore ode dOpdous ye Svras cixds dOupetv, iévar 8 és civ Evppaxtav BO, 1 

‘mpobupdrepor. 

With ot« cixés d@upeiv must be supplied in sense jas, with iévat, 

tpas (Classen). - , .- ‘ 

igvat és thy Euppaxfay, The Camarinaeans were ‘already allies of 

the Syracusans, and had sent a few men to their aid (c. 67 fin.), 

but they did not‘enter heartily into the alliance, and were disposed 

to wait upon fortune. dévat és Hv Evppaytay must therefore mean 

‘enter into the alliance,’ in the sense, not of joining a new alliance, 

but of taking a more energetic part in an old one. Cp. py padaxds, 

Sonep viv, Evppaxeiv, Cc. 78 fin, tévaris dependent upon eds, detached 

cc2
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80. 1. from otk dOpdous ye Svras etkds. mpoOupérepov may be taken either. . 
1) as a resolved comparative, cp. note on fi, 40. 1, ‘there is no. 
reason why you should despair, but there is a reason why instead 

. of despairing you should enter into the alliance heartily,’ (in which 
case the. clause=paddov 8 iva es THv. Evppaxtay mpobipes); or 2) 
‘you should enter into it more heartily.than you do.’ In either 
case the general sense is the same. 

80. 2. ob yap tpye toov, Somep TO Stxatdpari dorw, 
‘For this course (73. pnderépors Boy Geiv) is not impartial in fact, as 

it is in the statement of right,’ i.e. in the abstract. 

80. 5.  oxoneire oty Kat alpeiobe 909) ray abrixa dxwdéves Soudelav, # Kav 
mepryevopevor peP indy tovade te ph aicxpas Seomdras daBetv, xat Thy 
pos Huds fxOpav ph dy Bpaxetay yevopévny Staduyety, , 

dy, in xdy before meptyevdpevor, is to be taken with deondras AaBeiv, 
Stahvyciv, not ‘subjection,’ ‘escape, but ‘the chance’ or ‘ danger 
of subjection, ‘the hope of escape.’ 

82,2. 73. nev oby peprroy Hapriptoy abras etmev, Ste of “laves del gore qroNépuot 
trois Awptetoly clow, exet 82 Kal oftws* jets yap “Iwves Svres Medo- 

, rrovrnatots Awptetot Kat mAelocty otar Kat wapatcovow coxeyrdueba sro 
tpére@ Fora abtay imaxourdpeba., , 

exet 2 kal ofras is not ‘put for xat ¢yet 8¢ obras,’ but kat emphasizes 
otras, ‘And it is even’ or ‘exactly so,’ , 

atréy is the genitive after traxovodpeba, and is the resumption of TeAozovgaios, which is a dative of relation, and not governed by 
.traxoveducba, For we Tonians, having regard to the Peloponne- 
sians who are Dorians, and more numerous than we,’ etc. . 

82.3. abrol 88 rap tro Bache mporepov Syrav nyeudves Kataotdvres oikodpev, 
vopicovres fxor’ dy bard Taomovyatas obtas elvat, Sévapw exovres 7 dpuvodpeba, kal, és 13 axpiBes cizely, ob8€ aSlkug kataotpedpevoe rovs te “Iavas kat vyoidras obs Evyyevels dhacly dyras pas Evpaxdcior deSou- 
AdaGat. . / . : 

adrot 8¢ «rd. ‘Being once established as chiefs of the king’s former subjects, remain in that Position :’ ofkodiev is a more concrete éeopéy. 
. :
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kal... 0088 ddikws karaorpeydpevor is connected with voploavres xr.d., 82. 3- 
‘to which Stvayw gyovres is subordinate, being the explanation of. 

obras. ob8€ qualifies 1)* ddikes Kxaracrpeyduevor, ‘and, 'to speak 

" Plainly, neither was there any injustice in their subjugation,’ or 2) 

"ddixos only, ‘and, on the strictest principles, their subjugation was 

no more unjust than it was inexpedient.’ , 

xai obx érd\pyoav droordvres ra oixeta pOeipat, donep pets ékdurdvres 82. 4. 

ray wddw, Soudretay 52 adroit re ¢BotAovro Kal fly. 18 abrd émeveyxeiv. . 
avd ‘by déol te Svres dua dpxopev, Ott Te vaurixdv mrcioréy re xat 83. I. 

mpobvpiay dxpopdotorov mapecxépeba és rods "EdAnvas, xat Sidrt Kat ™@ 

Myde érotpws toGto Spavres obror yyuds EBAawrov, Gpa $8 sijs mpos 
Tedorovmatovs icxtos dpeyéspevat. _ 

"73 abré, scil, Sovdelav, Cp. note on iii. 47. 5. 

dpa 8€ answers to détol re Svres, and xat didre to Ore re. 

rodro may refer either 1)* to dovdelay above, rotro Spavres==8ou- 
Aevovres, OF 2).tO Some general idea.to be gathered from the - 
words immediately preceding, zpoévpiay dnpopdatorov mapecxopeda, 

‘doing the. like for the Persian,’ i.e: serving the: interests of the 
Persian.as we served the interests of the Hellenes. 

kai. after diore may be taken either 1) with the whole clause, 

which it contrasts with the preceding clause, ‘ because. we: were 

fighting in the cause of liberty, whereas they, being the willing 

slaves of the Persian, were.doing us a mischief,’ or 2) with 76 Mjdg, ° 

of the.very Persian with whom we were fighting our battles’: ” 

- xal ov “xaddteroupet, és # rép BépBapov pévoe xaleAdvres eixdras 83, 2. 

apxopev xr. 

ob xadXterotpeba, which is the true reading, and is found in some 

‘MSS., has been corrupted in the majority, including the best, into 

> vx GAXo, OF obk « EXe, éxépeba, : 

kal voy tis fuerépas dogaretas & evexa xai evbade wapévres SpGpev Kat 1 83. 2. 

piv Tatra Evpéporra, , 

- Reading 1). ratra, ‘the purpose for which we come,’ understood 

from évéd8e mapévres, oF 2) tabrd, ‘that the same things are expedient 

for.us both” Cp. i. 124 init. eftep BeBadrarov rd‘ tatTa Lupdépovra
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83. 3. kal wdeoe xat idtdras elvat x7... where a similar appeal is made 

to community of interest, and where there is a similar doubt about 

the reading. 

84.3. 5 Xadkidets... Eipgopos fyiv dwapdoxevos dv kab Xpnpara pévoy 
dépov, : 

Contributing money, and not, like Chios and at the beginning 

of the war Lesbos, ships. 

85.1. dvdpi de Tupdvya H wédee dpyyy exovan oddev Goyov 6 re Evphépor. 

For dvdpi 8¢ rupdwvy «rd. cp. ii.63 med. ds rupawi8a yap F5q Exere - 
(rp dpxiv) : iii, 37 init. ob cxomodvres Ort rupawiSa Zyere ri apxnv : 

for ob8év dhoyov xmd. cp. v. 89 Stkara pev ev Te dvOpomete Adye dad 
tis tons dvdyxns xpiverat, Suvata 8 of mpodxovres mpdocovat, Kat of 
dobeveis Evyxwpodor: and for the general tenour of the argument, 
the speech of the Athenians at Sparta, i. 73-78. 

85.3. Sore kat ravOdde ekkds mpos Td Avairedoiy Kat & Aeyouev es Tupaxocious 
7 déos xaGicrac6at, : 

The reference is to c. 83 fin. elpjxapev... rk evOdde Si 7d adrd 
(scil. 8€0s) Few pera rdv pitov dopadrds xataotnodpevot, The relative 
clause 8 Aéyoper,‘1) follows the article=xat apis ta dos & A€youev, OF 
2) 6 Aéyouev may refer to the whole clause, ‘as we say,’==ds Aéyopev. 

© 86.1. kal Srp radra py Soxe?, adtd 7S Epyov ehéyxer 13 yap mpdrepov spas 
’ émnydyeabe otk dAXov rid mpocciovres GdBov Fj, ef mepioyrdpeba tpas 
tnd Supaxociors yevérOat, Sre kat abrol xwduvebcopev. kat viv ob dixaor, 
Grep Kal jpas 7ewire ASyo weiBev, 75 ait dmoreiv, odd", drt Suvdper 
petfovr mpds thy tavSe loxdy mdpecpev, UromreterOat, modd Sé padXov 
toiode dmurretv. 

air 7d épyev x.r.d., ‘ the fact convicts him, i.e. the fact which the 
speaker is just going to mention, that the fear of Syracuse had 
induced the other cities of Sicily to invite the Athenians. 

duvdpet peifon mpds ray tdvde ioytv, 1) These words might of 
themselves. mean, ‘with a force disproportioned to the strength 
of Syracuse:’ a thought which has already been expressed by 
Thucydides himself, vi. 31 fin. xad 6 arddos oby focoy réhpys re 

° a Mw + OdpBe Kai seas Aapmpdrnre meptBdyros éyévero i} orparias mpos obs
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émjecav brepBodj. But this interpretation is inconsistent with the 86. 1. 
context. Admitting that Thucydides is not. always exact in 
rhetorical proprieties (cp. note on c. 87. 4 infra), yet such a 
thought would not be suggested by an orator whose object was 
to minimize rather than to magnify the power of Athens. Cp. 

_ 08¢ 8 od arparomdéds, wédet 32 ‘peifove ris Hpetépas mapovotas éromkoivres 

ipiv dei re emtBovdevover x.T.r. just below. — 

It is better therefore 2)* to take peifom in the sense of ‘ greater 
than before.’ The words are closely connected with the preced- 

ing sentence, which refers to the earlier Athenian expedition, ré 

yap mporepov ipas émnydyecbe...xat viv ob Sixaov «rd. Cp. iv. 1 

init. of pev Supaxéotoe. oe oBotpevos Tous "AOqvaious Hi}... wore odics 

pettone Tapackeuy éméAGaory. 

pel{ove apds tiv r&vde icxtv, ‘greater than before, so as to be 

proportioned to their strength, a condensed argument excusing 

the magnitude of the armament by the power of Syracuse with 
which it had to cope. : 

“ef re Kat ‘yevdpevot Kaxot KaTepyacaipeda K.7.d. 86. 3. 

Scil. ray Sexedéavy, ‘and if we should turn rascals and conquer 

Sicily,’a mocking answer to the insinuations of Hermocrates, c. 76, 

77 supra, and 80 med. robs 88 obk xwdtcare xaxobs yevéa bat (Classen). 

" dei te émiBovdevouer, xat dr? dy xatpoy AdBwow éxderou otk duidow 86. 3. 

(ecav b€ kat EAAa 73 kal Ta és Acovrivous), 

édarov, either 1) neuter, ‘for making their several attempts,‘ or 
2) masculine, ‘of attacking each individual state.” The latter 
agrees better with the words which follow. 

Zetkay Se kat GAAa K.7A., either 1) ‘ they have given other proofs,’ = 
Dra Seiypara Zekav, or better 2) taking zefav absolutely, and @\Xa 

as the remote accusative, ‘in other ways they have given proof.’ 

iw el rQ inénr@ i} ampaxroy edoere dredOciv } cal oadcicay, Ex 86, 5. 

Boudyoecbe cal moddoarév pépiov adris IWetv, Ste odSey Er. mepavet 

mapayevdpevov Spiv. 

This is the rhetorical-answer to Hermocrates’ words in c. 78 

med. kat ef yvopy dpdprot, trois abrod xaxois ddopupbels ray’ dv tows xat 

roils enois dyabois more Bovdnbetn adits pbovirat.
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86.5. Gre ofSev fn mepavet is a reflection of the Athenians, not a part of 
the wish attributed to the Camarinaeans. There would be no force 
in saying, ‘you. will wish to have. an army at a time when. you 
know it will be of no use to you; ;° ére=‘ but then it will be of no 

._ use to you’ 

“87.4. ev marti yap nas xepig xald pi badpxope 6 re oldpevos ddixjoe Gat xat d 

émBovdetor 4 78 €roiuny imeivat Aida rO-pev avriTuxetv émtxouplas ag’ 
pay, 7G 8é ef FEopev ph dSeets elvar xvSuvevery, épdstepor dvayxdforrat 

5- 6 pev dkav cadporev, 6 8 anpaypdves cdlecbat, . ratray ofy ri xowhy - 
7G te Seopévy xal byiv viv napodaav dopddciay ph dmdonabe, adr’ ekiod- 

gavtes Tots GAAors peG” judy rots Supaxoctos dvri rod det pvddacecbat 

atrovs kal dvremBoudedaat more ex tod Spotou petaddBere, 
dureruxcin. dvr-, not ‘against the enemy,’ but ‘in rédress of the 

wrong.’ — 
By adecis elvat xwouvevery, either 1) ‘that they will not be without 

fear of danger:’ xwduvedew being the remote.object of the verbal 
idea contained in déecis, and nearly equivalent to rod xevduvevew: 
or 2) taking xdvveew in a sense nearly akin to the Platonic, ‘ that 
they are likely to have reason for fear’ . But xvduvevew is not used 
in this sense by Thucydides, except perhaps in iv. 117 fin. rois 8° 
€x rod icou duvydpevor xevduvetery kal xparjoew, where the meaning is | 
doubtful, see note. In either case dSecis, though in the plural, refers 
to r dé preceding. 

dvayxdfovra: is applicable properly to the first member of the 
* following clause, improperly to the second. But the emphatic 
position of duérepor shows that this experiment in language was 
intentional. 

The orator has now passed on to a new point not quite con- 
“sistent with the preceding. a) Athens is not strong enough to do 
the Sicilians any harm, 3) Athens is always at hand, powerful to. 

" redress their wrongs. 
Tots adXors, scil. those of the Sicilians who had joined Athens. 
ék Tod dpoilov, ‘so as to put yourselves on a level. with Syracuse.’ 
kal dvrexBovdedoa, ‘to plot in return against them, as they have 

plotted against you.’ Cp. iii. 12 fin. e yap Suvatot Ruev ek rod, tov 
> - a“ ~ -~ kal dpremBovdetoat kal dvreedARoat, re eet Huis ek Tod Gpotov én’ éxetvots
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eva; and for the use of dvremPovdcioat cp. i. 33 fin. iuérepov 8 ad 87. 4.5. 

€pyov mporepijcat ... kai mpoemBovdetew abrois padXov j dvrenBovdeverv. 

Where however dvremPovdevew, being contrasted with mpoemPBovrcvew, 

_ is represented as an undesirable, not as here a desirable, state. 

peroAdfere may be 1) ‘ take up a new policy,’ cp. vi. 18 med. e 

pay xal ra emirnSetpara és 7d dpotoy peradnecbe : 2) ‘share with the 

Syracusans in a policy of aggression ;’ 3) ‘share with our other 
allies in a policy of active defence.” In the 2nd case pera- is a 

_Tepetition of dyri-'in dvremPBoudedoa: and Of éx rod dpofov, in the 3rd 

. Of tedcavres rots dAXats. 

of 6€ Kapapwator émendvOecav roidyde Tots péev ’AOnvaias edvot joay, 88, 1. 

mh Kal” cov ef thy Sixediay Govto abrots SovAdcecGat, rots dé Supaxo- - 

clos de cata Tb Spopoy Sidqpopot. 

mA xa Scovel... ovro would be more. naturally expressed 

mdjy el te dovro, ef adds a further qualification to- mhiv ka Scov 

dovro, ‘in so far as the Camarinaeans thought, if they did think,’ 

‘or ‘in as far as they may have thought, that the Athenians were ‘ 

going to enslave Sicily.’ No exact parallel is quoted for this use 

of xa&’ écov e?. But sucha pleonasm or reduplication, (cp. v. 76 fin. 

Buo Adyo... Tov pév, KaG. 6 ze ef Boddovrat wrodepelv, Tov 3, &s ef elpyyny . 

dyav,) is more probable than the insertion, in all the MSS. (except 

a bad one (Lugd.) which reads xa‘) of ef, which Reiske here pro- 

poses to omit. 

kai of pév mpos ta media pGddov Trav Tixehav banxoor dvres rav Supaxo- BB. 4. 

otav of Todo! dheorixesay’ rav dé ry peadyaay exdvrav abrévopor odoat 

* ral mpérepov det-[al] oikijoers edis, myv ddiyot, pera rev "APqvaiar ijoav. 

dgeorixeravy, ‘had taken their stand aloof,’ i.e. stood, aloof. 

Cp. vii. 7 med. dpeorjxes rod moduev, That. the word cannot. 
mean ‘had revolted,’ is shown a) by the opposition of the follow- 

ing clause, rév 52 ryv peodyaay x,7d., 5) by the. comparison. of vi. 

103 med.: for there many of the Sicels are described as revolting | 

from Syracuse for the first time. of roAAof has been corrected into 

od wodAol; but the emendation is unnecessary, and not of pév but the 

gen. ray pev.mpds ta wedia x7.d., would be required with od woAdoi,’ 

though the nom. of pév may stand with of woddoi.
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oixjoes, ‘settlements,’ lit. dwelling-places, as in i, G init. da ras 
appdxrous oixioes: Plato, Laws, 681 A, rav olkjoewy tobrwy pecCévev 
abfavopévav x rév éAarrévav kat mpdrov. Bekker inserts the article 
before olxjoes, which then governs rav...éydvrwv. But there still 
remains an awkwardness in the expression al olxqoe:sperd T&v"AOnvatoy 
jjoav. It is better a) with the MSS. to omit the article; 6) to govern 
the genitive Tav ...€xdvrev by the words ebds wAqy édtyor, ‘at once 
all but a few of the inland people;’ (wAjy ddiyor=" most,’ mdvres mrdy 
OAfyot); and c) to take aérévopor...olxioes either as a nominative 
absolute, or in apposition with the main subject, ‘nearly all of 
those who inhabited the mainland, having been always independent 
settlements, joined the Athenians.’ 

‘cov & pov mpoydvav thy mpokeviav tudy Kard te €yxAnpa dretndve 
Tay K.T.A. . ; 

jpGv, the reading of all the MSS., has been altered, perhaps with 
reason, by Haacke, into épav. 

x a ™« x , > ~ , > od 3 ’ ’ a Kat vuv, && Tis KGL Tore €v TG mdaxew od eixdras dpyiterd pot, pera 
Tov ddylots cxomdy dvamebécbw. 

xai is to be taken with e?, not with rére. 

Tos yap Tupdvveis del more Sidpopot dope’ wav 8é rd evavTtovpevoy 
76 duvacrevorn Sipos dvéuacrar at da éxelvou fupnapépewev 4 mpo- 
oracia ipiv rod wAnous: 

"The championship of the people remained in the family of 
Alcibiades either 1) because, like the Lacedaemonians, they were 

- always the enemies of tyrants; or 2) because the two ideas of enmity 

89. 5, 

to tyrants, and sympathy with the people, were inseparable : for it is 
not clear whether dz” éxeivou refers to the first or to the second 
clause. If to the first only, the second is parenthetical, and sup- 
plies a link in the argument. Or 3) dn? ekeivov may refer to both 
the previous clauses. ‘And for that reason,’ i.e. ‘ because from 
time immemorial we have been adverse to tyrants, and the ad- 
versaries of tyrants are always called the popular party, our family 
have always been the leaders of the people.’ 

>? A an ~ ~ 
. ~ 

ror 8 joav cat emt r&v mddar kai viv, ot ent r& mompdrepa edjyov 
Tov SyAov" obmrep xat cue eepAacay,
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Not merely members of the ‘high aristocratical party’ (Arnold), 89. g. 

such as Thessalus the son of Cimon, who is said by Plutarch 

to have accused Alcibiades (Alc. xix. xxi.), but Peisander, Charicles 
(Andoc: De Myst. (i) 36), Androcles (Thue. viii. 65 med.) and, in 

former times, Cleisthenes, Ephialtes, Cleon. 

jets 82 tod Ebpravros mpocornpev, Stxatoivres, cv G oxHpare peylorn 89. 6. 

9 mods érbyyave Kai edevOepwrtary ovca, Kat Snep edé$ard ts, Tobro Evv- 

deacd lew’ (emet Snpoxpariav ye xal eyryvdakoper of Gpovoivrés tt, kai abrds 

oddevds Gv xeipor, Sow Kal AoBopyoayse’ GAAG wept Sporoyoupérys dyoias 

obdéy dv xawwdv A€yorro’) Kat Td peOrotdvar adrijy odx eSdker Hpiv dopades 

clvat, Sudv rodeplov mpockabnpévar. 

For gc without p&dAov cp. infra c. 92 fin. dom ra péy ‘AOqvaiav 

olda, ra 8 bpérepa Featov, Cp. also v. 90,108. With AcSopyoatut, 

dy must be supplied from oddevds av xeipov (scil. yryrdoxorp). 

kat Th peOtordvat.xr.A. ai goes back to rotro fuvdiacalew. ere 

Snyoxpariay . . . xawvdy A€éyouro is parenthetical. 

et py mounoere Tade ev Taye, aTparidy te et vedy mépiperes.. Kal dvdpa OL, 4. 

Zmaptidtny apxovra, 

ré is to be taken with «ai following; méyyere x7.A. is an explana- 

tion of. womoere rdde, and there is an asyndeton similar. to that 

in i, GO med. xat py d.viv Speis Spare, ... rod xowod THs awrnpias 

adterbe. , 

ols re yap 4 xdpa karegkevacrat Ta ToAAG mpos twas Ta pev AnPOévra 91. 7. 

a8 airépara, HEE, . . 

I.e. the slaves, of whom more than 20, 000 deserted, vii. 27 fin. 

Cp. Aristoph. Clouds, 5,— 

, of 3 oixérat peyxovow’ GAN’ odk dy mpd rod. 

drdhowo dir’, & modepe, TOAAGY obvexa, 

8x 008 KoAda’ eLeari pot robs olkéras. 

kat doa ard yis Kal Stxaorppiav viv dpedrodyrar eiGds droorepicovrat, 91. 7, 

partora Sé ris dad TOY fvppdyar mporddou fiacor Stapopouperys. 

dunacrnplov, “While the citizens were constantly on active service 

‘and the country was deserted (vii. 28 init.) there would be less
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91, 7. litigation; thus the state would lose a 2 portion of the’ deposits and 
fines. 

diapopouperys, either x) being brought at regular intervals, or 2) 
being brought to-Athens, &a- meaning ‘ from place to place.’ 

92.4. 7d re duddrors odx ev & ddixoipat exw, GAN ev @ dagadds eodtredbyy, 

—0bd) ext ratpi8a ofcay ee pyotpar viv Mra, word d8 padrov Ti otk 
obcay dvaxracba. 

ev 6, ‘in that,’ like é tovre, ‘herein,’ 

Alcibiades is not saying that he was once a patriot and had now 
ceased to be one, but he claims or pretends.to be still a patriot 
whose recollections are not of his wrongs but of the privileges - 
and security which he desires to recover. It is therefore unnecessary 
to supply, after ddd, elyov from zyo. . 

marpida odcay. Alcibiades is answering - the objection that he, 
“who was once a patriot,.is now the enemy of. his country: he 
answers that itis not his country, and that he is seeking to make 
it his country. 

92. 4. kal Giddmodes obros dpbds, ody bs dy riv éavrod ddixas drohécas pi) erin, 
GAN’ ds dv ex mavrés rpémov Sid 73 emOupeiv meipaby avriv dvadaBelv, 
" This argument is repeated by Isocrates in his speech written on 
behalf of the younger Alcibiades, De Bigis (xvi) 14 foll. - He urges, 
ex parte fairly enough, that Alcibiades, in attacking his country 
when an exile, only did what the judges themselves had done when 
the city was in the hands of the Thirty. Cp. Xen. Hell. i. 4. 15, 
17, who tells us what was said by one part of Athens, and by 
another part of Athens, on his return from exile in 407: dd 
xpovp, id dpnyavias Sovrdetov, qvayedaOy pev Oeparetev rods exGicrous, 
xwOuvever det rap” éxdarny jyepav drodéabat* robs 82 olxetordrous, sroXiras 
re Kal Lvyyeveis, ‘kal tiv wédw dracay épav éEauaprdvovcay, odk elyev 
Sros aphedoin, uy} drepydpevos. «cof dé (%pacav), Ste ray Tmaporxopevay 
abrois Kaxa@v pdvos airios etn, rOv re poBepSv vray rij wédet yevéobat pdvos 
xuvduvedorat iyyepar Karacrijvat. 

93. 2. kal Tudermov rév KreavSpi8ou mpoortd£arres Gi Spyorra. Tots Xupaxoctois, 
exédevoy- pet exetvwy Kal rey Kopw6icy Bovhevdperov motel, Orn. ex Tay 
Tapdvrev pddtora kai TdxaTd res Oqpedta Beet rots exer. -
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There is.a confusion in the words rots Zvpaxociors, which mean, 938. 2. : 

a) the Syracusan people, of whom Gylippus was appointed com- 

mander, 4) the Syracusan envoys with whom he was to act (ner. - 
éxeivav). Cp. i. 100 fin. emt 8@ Srpupdva wépipavtes puplous olxijropas 

abray cal tov Evppdyov ...Tadv pev Evvéa “Oddy abrot expdrygay,... 

mpoehOdrres be. ... SepOdpycay ev ApaBhoxg tH Hduxj. 

kal 6 Ocomtéwy djpos év 7G airG Oépe ob wodd Dorepov émBépevos Tots OB. 2. 

ras dpyas fxovew ob Katécxev, ddAd, BonOnodvrav OnBatuy, of pév Evverygh- 

Onoav, of 8 éférerov "AOnvage. 

ov. xaréoxev, Scil..6 éBovdero, to .be supplied from the previous - 

words, ‘did not succeed in their design.’ 

@nBalav, though the. majority of MSS. read *AOnvaiar, is clearly . 

required by.the sense. For, although the Thespians might have 

been assisted .by.the Athenians, such a circumstance would not 

be mentioned incidentally, and they certainly were not driven. : | 

out in consequence of receiving such assistance, as the order of 

the words would imply. The Thespians had suffered in the battle 

of Delium, in the service of Thebes (iv. 96 med.), and the Thebans 

basely took advantage of their misfortune. to demolish their walls 

(iv. 133 init.), The government of Thespiae, at the time when the 

people rose against it, whether oligarchical .or not, was clearly . 

imposed upon them by Thebes. 

» Shortly before (Xen. Hell. vi. 3.1.5), or shortly after(Paus.ix. 13. 3, - 

14. 1), the battle of Leuctra, the Thespians, like the Plataeans, were 

finally expelled from the city. But in Isocr. Plat. (xiv.), written in. 

373, where the Thebans are described. as. demolishing the. walls 

- of several cities of Boeotia (§§ 21, 38), the lot of the .Thespians 

is contrasted with that of the Plataeans (§ 10), whence .Mr..Grote 

infers that, contrary to Xenophon’s account, the severer measure 

of expulsion was not put in force against them before the battle. 

~ of.Leuctra. There was a standing enmity between Thebes and 

Thespiae, like that’ between Thebes and Plataea,. and Thespiae, 

like Plataea, had refused submission to Persia, Herod. vii. 132. 

ebijprntat yap rd GAXo xwplov Kat pepe THs modeos énixdwesré eort ral 96, 2. 
> 3 a ow 
emipavés Way iva.
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96.2. The only danger was lest the enemy should ascend Epipolae by 
its unseen approaches. . For the whole of Epipolae was elevated, 
lit. hung up, with the exception of the approaches; while the face 
towards the city was an inclined plane and exposed to view. 

- 97.1. of 8€ “AOnvaiot tabs Tis vuKTos TH emyryvopérn Fpdpa efyrdLovto, 
kat EXabor atrots ravri Sy T otparevpart éx ths Kardyns oysvres xara 
Tov Adovra kadoipevor, ds dréxer rav "Entrohav €& § éxrd oradlovs, xal 
rods meCobs droSiBdoavres, tais re vavaly és ry Odyov xaboppiadpevor, 

Thucydides begins by saying that the Athenians were holding 
their muster early in the morning, and at the same time as the 
Syracusans. He does not tell us where the muster was held, but it 
may be inferred from the context (see below), that Leon and not 
Catana was the place. He then goes back and informs the reader 
that the Athenians had already (#®n) sailed from Catana and 
‘landed near Leon, which they must have done on the preceding 
night. The mention of this movement is anticipated in the sin- 
gular expression tatrys tis vuxrds 19 emtytyvopérn Hpépa, i.e. on the 
day following the night which preceded the Syracusan review. The 

reference in tairys 7%s vuxrés is very harsh, but a) the preceding 
‘night is implied in the expression dpa 77 appa (c. 96 fin.) describing 
the time of the Syracusan review, and 6) the mention of the night 
is natural if the night movement of the Athenians was already in 
the writer’s mind. 

': Thucydides is led'to invert the order of his narrative for the 
sake of bringing into relation the Syracusan muster and the Athe- 
nian muster. Cp., for the pluperfect sense of the aorist, ii. 83. 3, 
where the same word ZAadov Occurs, Kat ob EAaboy wuxrds bpopcd~ - 
pevot, and note. : 

' The order of the words might lead us to suppose that the Athe- 
' nians mustered at Catana and went to Leon afterwards. But a 

fatal objection to this view of the passage is the time which would 
have been taken up if the voyage from Catana to Leon had fol- 
lowed instead of preceding the muster at daybreak. For it is clear 
that the Athenians reached the summit of Epipolae before the 
Syracusan muster was over. And the voyage could be made by 
night, but the muster would require daylight. 

-
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The Athenians Janded at or near Leon, a place about a mile 97.1 

from Epipolae and two or three miles from Thapsus, where they 

left their ships and sailors. The soldiers ran up the hill in a south 

west direction. Meanwhile the Syracusans were holding a review 

in the meadows by the river Anapus, which runs into the ‘Great 

Harbour, being fully three’ miles distant from Leon -and five or six 

from Thapsus; and entirely cut off from view by the intervening 

hill. When the Syracusans discovered the Athenians they were still 

three miles from them and had to run up hill. The Athenians 

gained the summit of Epipolae by the Euryelus, or ‘broad knoll,’ _ 

on the north side. The exact position of the Euryelus, the part of 

the hill by which Epipolae was ascended, and of Labdalum, the 

fort which the Athenians erected on the northern cliff of Epipolae, 

isunknown, The former has been supposed to be either Belvedere, 

the highest summit of Epipolae, or the rocky eminence. nearer the 

city, 2 a point now called Mongibellisi. 

kal xaragtisavres ev 7S AaBdiddy Gudaxhy éxopory mpds Thy Suehy of 

"AOnvaion, Wurep xaeCopevor etelyicav Tov KUkdov Bia téxous. Kal ex- 

mAngww toils Zupaxociots mapecxov 7a Taye THe olkodopias’ Kal éweteAOdvres 

paxny Stevootvro mrateioPat, Kat pry mepiopav. 

It is thought by Didot, Arnold, Grote, and others, that xixAos in 

this and some other passages refers, not to the line of Athenian 

_circumvallation, but to a circular fort; supposed to be built some- 

where on the slope of Epipolae. The reasons which may be urged 

on behalf of this view are— 

a) That the aorist here implies the completion of the work, 

whereas the Athenian line of circumvallation was now only be- 

ginning, and was never completed. 

- 6) That the Athenians are said (vi. 101 init.) to carry ‘their wall 
and rod rixdov, where the word xtxd\os seems to mark a definite 

point. 

'¢) That Nicias is said to be left ‘in the circle’ (c. 102 med.) 

airév d8 rdv KiKAov Nexias dtexdducev (Ervxe vee év aita 8¢ dobéveray 

iso eAerppévos), 

But to these reasons may be opposed far stronger ones :— 

a) The meaning of the word xiéxdos, which is used elsewhere in 

98. 2.
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98, 2 Thucydides in the sense of the circuit of a city wall (though not 

necessarily: a complete circle); so twice of the walls of Athens,: . 

ii, 13 fin. rod badnpixod relyous orddwoe Foav wévre xal rpidxovra trpds Tov 

KUKAov Tod dareos, kal attod Tod Kukhov 7d Gvdacodpevoy tpeis Kal: 

TecoapdKovra, 

5) Even if xtxdos could bear the sense of a circular fort, it is im- 

probable that in the narrative of the same siege the same word © 

would be used without explanation in two senses utterly different. 

But in vii. 2 fin. 7G & dAA@ rod xvkdov the wotd can certainly have 

no other meaning than the line of circumvallation. The expression 

cannot be equivalent to érépw6 rod xixdov. And if xéKdos is not to 

be taken in the natural sense of the wall encircling the city, then 

‘the singular construction to which it is supposed to refer should 

have been minutely described, not obscurely alluded to or abruptly 

introduced. . 

_ ¢) The outwork of the xékdos is described as a thousand feet in 
length, vi. 102 init. This description is intelligible if xéxAos here 
-means the piece-of the wall which the Athenians were engaged in 
building. To this, while being built, the aporeiytoza furnished a’ 
protection. Cp, the Syracusan palisades, vi. 99 med. But if the 
‘circular fort’ be intended, what would have been the use ofan. 
outwork nearly a quarter of a mile in length? 

(¢@) The terror of the Syracusans at the rapidity with which: : 
the Athenians advanced their works (described in this ‘passage, 
exady buy trois Zupaxoctors mapetyov) harmonizes better with the explana- 
tion of the xixAos as a line of circumvalilation. 

‘The use of: xteAos in vi. 99. init. cat TH Sorepata of péy drelyetov Top 
*AOnvatwy 7d mpds Bopéav rod kixhou teixos is equally compatible with: 
either explanation. 

In answer to the arguments which have been urged for the view. 
of Arnold and others it may be observed— 

a) That there is no necessity to translate ereixicay, ‘they com- 
pleted,’ but only, ‘they built, the wall’ - In a historical narrative the 
aorist can be applied to an imperfect and continuous act as well 
as the imperfect itself, though it cannot express its continuous and. - 
imperfect nature:—as in English, ‘ they built the wall ?is consistent 
with the wall remaining unfinished, and and may be equivalent to
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“they began ‘to build: the. wall’ Cp.'the ‘use of the aorist in 98, 2. 
words ‘like ¢Bacideuce,. érupdvvevoe, (‘came to the throne’), jpge ” 

(‘conquered’). 

' . 8) That the words dé rod xixdov (101 init.) may mean, ‘from the 
kokdos as far as it was finished,’ i.e.’ from the place where the 

Athenians had left off building ‘the xéxdos. The work had been 

interrupted by the necessity of taking the. Syracusan counter-wall ; 

and they. resumed it again at the point where it had been left off. 

Or from this spot the wall may have been:no longer circular, but 

may have run over the cliff and across the marsh in a straight 

line, 

- €) Nicias may have been left ‘inside the wall’ if the original wall, 

- like that part of it which ran from the cliff-to the Great Harbour, 

was double. But this is a matter on which Thucydides is silent 

(see note on c. 103. 1). Or the words may refer to some temporary 

‘building which served as a dépél for the workmen and soldiers. 

© of 88 Zupaxdutor oby Fxora “Eppoxpdrous trav orparnydv éonyncapévov 99. 2, 

payats pév savdnpet mpds A@nvalous odxére €Botdovro StaxwwOuvevery, torec- 

xilew de. dpewov eBdxer elvar, 3. ekeivor EpeArov aG£ew 16 telxos, cai, ef 

- Pbdceav, drokdzjoas ylyvecBat, cat dua, Kal ev tottw ef émtBonboier, 

pépos avrunéprew airots tis orpartas, xat pOdvewv dy roils cravpois mpo- 

xatadapBdvovres Tas epedous, éxeivous bé dv, mavopevous Tod Epyou, mavTas 

dv mpis ois tpérer Oat. 

- 1)¥ ylyver Oat, POdvew a, are governed by some word like évdpegov 

-==é8dcet, supplied from dpewov édéxer elvar. The subject of ¢édccav | 

will then be the Syracusans who, ‘ if they were first, would intercept 

the Athenians.’ ; 

Or 2) still supplying some word like’ évéprfov with POdvew dv, we 

may include dwoxAyces yiyveoGa in the relative clause, repeating 

éweddov, ‘and where the Athenians, if they got before them, would 

cut them off;’ kal dua... dvriméumew then connects immediately with 

troreyxiferv. — 

. The plural dmoxdjoes is used by association of ideas, because the 

attacks which were to be baffled might be made more than once. 

The wall or counter-wall would shut the enemy off Whenever they 

attacked.. 
VOL. IL. pd
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‘xal év robrg should be taken together, and a comma _ placed after 
“dpa, xai emphasizes ép rotre, ‘and if the Athenians attacked them 
even then,’ i.e. while they, the Syracusans, were building the wall, 
and not themselves risking an engagement, ‘ they would send_a part 

. of their army to meet them.’ 

avrois, the reading of all the MSS., although harsh, is capable of 
explanation. It may be taken as dependent on dpewor éddxet etvat, 
the slight emphasis on a’rovs being accounted for by the change of 
Subject from émPonOoiev ; ‘it seemed to be better that they should 
themselves send.’ 

tas épddous appears to mean 1)* ‘the attacks’ of the Athenians, 
as in numerous other passages, cp. iv. 126 fin. rois THY mporyy &podoy 
deLapévors, etc., answering to e émBonboiev above. It has been ex- - 
plained 2) to mean, ‘ points by which the enemy could assail them,’ 
a meaning which the word is capable of bearing, cp. iv. 129 fin. 
Nixéorparos dé Gdn efddo . . . emadv 73 Adpo. But we are not certain 
that there were any special points of access. It is possible indeed 
if the counter-wall was constructed on the lower level of Neapolis 
(see next note), that the Athenians came down through passes in 
the southern cliff of Epipolae, But this is not expressly stated in 
the narrative of Thucydides. 

exeivous 8¢... wdvtas dv mpbs odds tpémecba. For the purpose of 
attack the whole Athenian army would be required ; for the defence 
of the counter-wall, which was comparatively a small work, a few 
Syracusan soldiers would suffice, especially as they could run a 

_palisade past the Athenian wall without waiting: to complete the 

99. 3. 

counter-wall itself. 

Eretxifov ody eEedOdvres dd ris oerépas médcws apkdpevor, ndtudev 
00 KUkdou Tov "ADnvatwr eyxdpotoy-reixos ayovres, rds re éAdas éxxémrov- 
res Tod Tepévous kal mipyous EvAlvous Kabiordyres. 

kdrabev tod xixhov. The counter-wall 1) was carried from a 
point below the Athenian wall of circumvallation, i.e. up the 
slope of Epipolae, or 2) it was constructed, as Arnold supposes, 
on the lower ground to the south east of Epipolae, between the 
clifis and the marsh; afterwards occupied by the quarter called’ 
Neapolis.
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4 82 GAAn orpared Biya, 5 pep pera rob répou orparnyod.mpds thy moky, 100, I. 

e émBonboiev, exapouv, 7 b€ pera tod érépov mpds 1d oradpupe 76 

Tape Ty mudiSa. 

The movement of the second subdivision of the army (4 3é perd rod 

€répov) is not clearly described. They went towards some ‘stockade 

near the postern gate,’ but whether the gate was in the cross-wall, 

or in the wall of the city, is not stated. Cp. v. 10 med. xara ras 
rsoy o ’ 
€mt To OTavpwya avdas. 

kal TOv *Apyelav ries abrdét kat rév "A@qvaiay ob woddot EepOdpyoar. 100. 3. 

The division which took the cross-wall must have been joined . 

in the attack or pursuit by troops belonging to one of the other two 

divisions of the army, if ‘certain Argives’ were among those who 

entered the Syracusan outworks and were slain.’ For the Argives 

who accompanied the expedition were hoplites (c. 43 med.), while 
the division which took the cross-wall consisted a) of Athenian 
hoplites, 4) of light-armed troops furnished with heavy arms for the 
occasion. See Mr. Grote. 

19 8 borepaig dad rod xixdov erelxifov of 'APnvatos tov Kpyuvov Tov 101, 4. 

imép Tob Edovs, bs tév ’Emurohdy rairg mpds tov péyav dpéva dpa, xat 

rep atrois Bpaxirarov eylyvero kataBaor dia Tod Spadod Kal rod Edous , 

és rov Atpéva 76 mepereixiopa. 

aymep is connected by «at with rap xpnyvdv :—éretyiCov roy xpnpydy, 

kat éretxifov rep. They carried their wall over the cliff, and along 

the line which was the nearest way to the harbour.’ 

kal rév Supaxociay of pév rd Sektdv xépas Zxovres mpads Ty adh epuyov, 101. 4. 

of S éni ta edovipo rapa Toy Torapdv. ra 

- The Syracusans on the left wing wished to escape, not to the 

city, but to the. Olympieum on the other side of the river. 

kat mpoorerdrrav abtay Lvvepo8ny kal} mpary gud} Tod xépos. 101. 5. 

The MSS. read gudaxj. See note on viii. 92. 4: 

kal ToUTous pev of Supaxdot bbls kara tdyos POdvovow dpadcavres 101. 6, 
~ ~ * a a ~ 

mépay Tod ToTapou és Td dodadés’ abrot O€, émidvros by Kat rod HAdov 
, ne , > ' ° . 

orparetpatos Tay ’AOnvaiov, drexdpovy, 

pdz
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101.6. | ‘atrol, as opposed to the dead bodies, rovrous, an opposition 
. which can‘hardly be retained in English; ‘there they left the 

- bodies, and themselves retreated before the advancing” Athenians,’ 
or ‘they secured the bodies, but themselves had to retreat’ It is 

' implied that the Syracusans, having carried off the dead, recrossed 
- the river, and then retreated a second time. . . 

102. 2, atbrép ae roy kiedov Nuxias Stexdhuoey* éruxe yap év abt be doOéveray 
trode etppevos, 

_ Cp. note on vi. 98. 2 ad fin.- 

102. 4. voploavres ph ay tre dnd Tis wapotays adiat Surdpews ixavot yevéoba 
kodtoat tov émt rh Oddaccay retyiopdr. + 

Words such as vopite, ofsat, Myo, seem to take ph as well as ob 
with the infinitive following, the subjective meaning of the verb 
being repeated by attraction in the particle. Cp. iv. 99, vopitovres 

. 08k dy atbrots Bia opav. kparijoat abrav ; Xen. Symp. iv. 5, eet 
kat of pavres Aéyovrat oe . €avrots B mpoopav TO émidy, 

103.1. dd r&v Emtmoddy Kab rod Kpnpvedovs apfdpevor GmereixiCoy péxpt tijs 
Oaddoons tetxer Sim tods Zupaxoctovs, 

_ It is not certain whether the Athenian wall was double above as 
well as below the southern cliff of Epipolae, probably not, for, if it 

"had been, the labour of a great work would have been doubled. 
Yet no part of the wall is described as single. When Gylippus ar- 
rived the double wall is said to have been completed to a length of 
seven or eight stadia; the remainder, it is not safd whether double 
or single, being finished only in places. A double wall was neces- 
sary on the lower ground, for there the Athenians were exposed 
to attack both from the Olympieum and from the city. 

104. 2, kat 6 pev Tédermos é €K TOU Tépavros és THY Govpiay T prov mpeoBevod- 

Bevos kara Thy to Tatpés tote awoMtTelay K.TA. 
‘Inasmuch as _ his father had formerly been a citizen there.’ 

Cleandridas, the father of, Gylippus, was banished from Sparta for 
receiving a bribe from Pericles, when acting as counsellor to King 
Pleistoanax in 445 (cp. ‘Thue. i, 114, ii, 21- init.) He retired to 
Thurii. (Plut. Pericl.: xxii, Nic. xxvii cp. Diod- xiii. 106.)
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kat dpracéels tn’ dvépov, kata tov Tepwatov Kooy, ds cxavel rabry 104. 2. 

péyas, xara Bopéay éoryxds, dropéperar és rd méAayos, xat mddw, xerpa- 

oGets és Ta pddtata, To Tdparte mpocpicyet. : 

xara rdv Tepwaioy xédrov, The Terinaean Gulf, according to Pliny, . 

HN. iii. 72 (5, ro), was on the north-west side of the extreme 

-point of Italy. But Gylippus was on the south-east side. Are.“ 

we to suppose that the name once extended to the south-east as 

well as to the north-west coast? This is improbable, and it 

is quite impossible to suppose’ with Arnold that Gylippus could ” 

have been described as sailing xara rév Tepwaiov xédrov, when he 

was divided from it by the land. We must suppose therefore 

1) that there is a corruption in the text, probably arising out of an 

erroneous gloss, or 2) that either Thucydides or Pliny have ‘made 

a mistake. 

kat mohAdais "Apyelav Kedevdvtav Soov axdvras pdvov oy dado és ryv 105, 2. 

Aaxevixiy K.r.A, ; oo . 

For écov cp. note on iv. 16. 1, dca py droBalvovras. 
‘
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L 2. dos re kat ray ’Arrixév Teoodpav vedv otra mapoucdy ev TO ‘Poyio 

ds 6 Nixias pws, wuvGavdpevos adrads ev Aoxpois elvat, dméoreihe. | 
As elsewhere gus has a remote and somewhat obscure ante- 

cedent, cp. i. 105 fin., ii. 51 fin., iii. 28 fin,, iii. 49 init., iii. 80 med, 
iv. 96 fin., v. 61 init., vi. 69 med., vi. 70 fin., viii. 97 init, ‘which 

Nicias, notwithstanding his contempt for the squadron of Gylippus’ 

(mentioned at the end of the previous book, vi. 104 fin.), ‘never- 
theless sent.’ . . 

1. 5. kat 6 pév Tédurmos dvakaBoy ray te odetépwv vavtéy nai émBarav 

rods dnAtopévous, émraxocious pddora, “Ipepaious Sé émXtras Kai Wirois 

Evvapporépous xtMlous kal imméas éxardy, ai LeAdwovvriav ré twas Yidods 

xal inméas xal Tedgov ériyous,: ‘Eenehdy te és xtAfous Tobs advtas, éxope 

mpos tas Zupaxovoas. ‘ ; 

1) The whole. army of Gylippus amounted to 2800 if we in- 
clude the Selinuntians, Geloans, and Sicels in the 1000 who are 
last mentioned. Or if 2)* we refer the words rods dvras to the 
Sicels only, who were probably collected out of many tribes, then 
the number will be 2800, ot a few light- armed and cavalry from 
Gela and Selinus. - 

2.3. kat of ev Lupaxdorot ereppadaOgody re cai 7G Vudinre eibis favorparia 

ds dravrnodpevot 269NOov *43n yap Kai eyys évra noOdvovro abrév, 6 be 

Téras 76 re reiyos ev ti rapsde, tay Iexehdv Adv, cat Evvrakdpevos ds és 
paxny, aduxvetra és tas "Emurodds. 

The MSS. present a variety of readings, 6 de *léyas ré te retxos, 
6 82 Téras 1d reiyos, 6 8é ye ra tére Tt Tetxos, 6 SE ye rd Telos, etc. 
Some proper name seems to be contained in these words. The most 

probable correction is 6 82 "Iéras (e conj.), or Téras, rére, or rére 
Tt, OF. ré 71, Telxos. Tére may refer 1) to the time when the Syra- 
cusans were expecting Gylippus, or 2) to the end of c.1, ‘now he, 

after marching forth as- I have described,’ cp. note on viii, 62. 3.
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Between Téras and ‘léras it-is difficult to decide, but there is 

independent evidence in favour of "Iéras. The Ietenses are men- 

tioned by Pliny, iii. 91. (8, 14), the Ietini (if this conjecture for Letini 

be correct) by Cicero, Verr. iii. 43. 103. The name of a fortress, 

2. 3. 

Ietae, is said by Stephanus Byzantinus to occur in Philistus. The - 

close connection between Ady and fuvraédpevos. would seem to 

- show that the place referred to was near the Syracusan frontier. 

A tribe called *Iarivor are also mentioned by Diodorus (xxii. 10. 4, 

xxiii, 18. 5), but, as they dwelt in the neighbourhood of Panormus, 

they can have little or no connection with ‘Ieral, if "Iéras be the / 

true > reading of this passage. 

ral dvaBas xara tov Etpundov, amep kal of *AQnvator 73 mprov, éxdper 

peta t&v Zupaxociwy emt 76 TetXtopa 1 tev ’AGnvaiav. 

Gylippus coming from the interior of the country, as the 

Athenians had originally come in an opposite direction (vi. 97 

med.) from Leon and the sea, still ascended, as they did, the cliffs 

of Epipolae by the knoll of Euryelus."’ The Syracusans‘appear to 

have received some previous communication from him (c. 2 med.). 

’ Thucydides describes the state of the Athenian lines at this point 

of the narrative, to explain how the Syracusans were able to get 

out of them, or Gylippus to make his way in. The description 

also prepares the way for the final countermove of the Syracusans 

(c. 6). The hilly character of the ground, which enabled him 
almost immediately on his’ arrival to'take Labdalum (vii. 3 fin.), 

gave his appearance the nature of a surprise. 

The exact point of the narrative at which Gylippus entered the 

city is not clearly stated. We cannot therefore be certain on 

which side of the Athenian wall the movements mentioned c. 2 fin., 

"BZ init. took place. It is probable however that he entered before 

the first attack on the Athenian wall; (éxape pera rév Supaxogioy 

émi rd relyiopa Tov "AOnvaiar, § 3.) 

mapa Tocotroy pev Supdxoveat fAGov xwduvov, 

Cp. note on iii, 49. 4. 

By &8é odk emipaves rois "AOnvatots 75 ywpiov.- 

Labdalum was not visible from the Athenian lines because 

2. 3- 

3. 5.
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(Holm, Geschichte v. Sicilien, vol. ii. p. 387) the further, or northern -. 
edge of Epipolae is less elevated. than the. central portion ; which 
would thus obstruct the view. 

kat rpsipns rR abri} pep ddloxerat roy "ACnvatoy bad rv Supaxoclay 
epoppodea TH Aipév, 

7 Amév, 1) the Syracusan harbour inside the Great Harbour, . 
compare vii. 4 med. 3? &decovos yap mpbs TE Apévt TO rev Supaxociov 
epoppncev odas, xat ody, Sonep viv, ex pvyod rob Aipévos tas eravayayas 
moujcecbat, But the words may also mean 2). ‘watching . the 
mouth of the Great Harbour from the outside.’ 

Vat. H. read 16 peyddw Arsen, probably a gloss added by some 
one who adopted the second of these two explanations. 

kal pera ratra eretyicov of Svpakdotoe kat of Evppayor dea ray "ExtrokOv: 
ard Tis mews Gpédpevor ave ™pos TS EyKdpotoy reixos dmAody, Exes of 
*AGnvaior, e Be} Sivawvro koddoat, pyxére olol re Sow a aroretxioat, 

The Syracusans, ‘beginning at the city, carried a single line of, 
wall over Epipolae at an angle. (mpés 73 éyxdpotov) with the Athenian 
wall’ A similar wall is called €yxdpowov retxos, vi. 99 fin. apos rd 
eyxdpowoy is to be taken adverbially, not with reixos. For 16 éyxdpovov 
reixos can here bear no satisfactory meaning, and it would be 
difficult to supply teixos a second time, either with dmAody from mpos 
7} éyxdpotoy, or with campos TO eyxdpotov from azdoiv, . . 

ave, either 1)* ‘upwards,’ or 2) ‘on the higher ground,’ if 
xarobev in vi. 99. 3, see note, be taken to mean ‘on. the. lower 
level.’ . 

Hitherto the Syracusans had attempted to cross the Athe- 
nian wall nearer its southern extremity. They now made a similar. 

attempt to the north of the Athenian line, which was successful. . 

kal of te "AQqvator dvaBeBjxecay f8n avo rd ent Oaddoon tetxos émitehee 
cavres, Kat & Tédurmos, fv ydp te rois *AGqvatots rod telxous dobevés, 
vuxrds dvadaBdy riy otparidy emer mpos aird. ‘of 8 ’AOnvaiot, Ervxov yap 
gw adArCépevor, os yobovro, & avremjecay, 

ré—xai, No sooner had the Athenians gone up, than Gylippus 
. attacked their wall; i.e. the wall.on the lower ground which they 

had just left.
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#£o, outside théir own lines, i.e. in the interval between the 4. 2: ° 

Athenian wall of circumvallation and the Syracusan city wall. 

76 te yap Ware anavig xpdpevor Kat ob eyybbev, xal-ént ppvyancpoy 4. 6. 

dpa Ordre e€€\Oorev of vatrat, ind rdv inméwv Tdv Supaxociwy Kparotvrwy 

tis yas Sep Oetpovro. , . a 

76 d8art onavio xpdpevor is subordinate to dadre e&éAOorev, ‘ when- 

ever the sailors went out, which they had to-do frequently; a) 

because their supply of water was scanty,:2) for firewood.” - 

ris yap rou Kal tov dxovriotay tip ‘apedriav TH nit évros Niav tov 5, 3. 

_ TeXOv Tojoas apedéobar, , 

rj tdéfet, dative of instrument ; wouwoas, scil. adrqy. 

Qs TH pev rapacevj otk @dagoon ELovras, TH Se yoy obk dvexrav éod- 5. 4. 

pevoy ef py G£uiqoucr K.7.A. , . . 

TH yeoun is to be taken, not with dvexréy, but with dfedcoucr, 

_ até Tédurmos tots pév éndiras tka ray retxdv paddov 4} mpérepoy 6, 2. 

rpocLayaydy Evvéusoryev adrois K.T.A, , ‘ 

We must suppose’an interval between ‘the end of the Athenian 

wall and the counter-wall sufficient for the two armies to fight in. 

The Syracusans are drawn ‘up in front.of their own counter-wall, 

and the Athenians advance out of their lines to meet them. In = 

the previous engagement Gylippus placed his forces where they 

were cooped up between the Athenian wall, the counter-wall, and 

the city wall; probably stationing the cavalry and -javelin-men in. 

the most disadvantageous position of all, on-his own left wing, 

opposite the Athenian right : (although this is not expressly stated.) 

He now led his whole force further out and placed the horsemen 

and javelin-men on his right wing opposite to the enemy’s left, on 

the.open ground of Epipolae, where they could freely move about 

and manceuvre. : 

xai £uveretxeoay 76 Aotndv Tois Tupaxogiors péxpt Tod eykapoiov teixous, 7. 1 

The words seem to mean 1) that the crews of the Corinthian 

ships assisted in the completion of the Syracusan wall, which,’
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though finished at the point where it passed the wall of the 
Athenians, may have been only half. finished up to that point: cp. 
the manner of building the first counter-wall, vi. 99 med. éyxdpavov 

" teiyos will then mean either the wall of the Athenians, so called 
because it crossed the Syracusan wall at an angle ; or the portion 
of the Syracusan cross-wall which had actually passed the Athe- 
nian wall. Or 2) the Syracusans in fortifying their camps out- 
side the city (c. 43 med.) may have protected them by a wall 
running parallel with the unfinished Athenian line, and at right 

' angles with the Syracusan cross-wall (éyxdpatov retyos). And this 
may have been the wall which the Syracusans and their allies were 
jointly engaged in completing. This however is merely a con- 
jecture, as nothing is elsewhere said of such, a wall. 

3) Mr. Grote is of opinion that the wall which the Corinthian allies 
assisted in raising was really another wall coming down from the 
heights of Epipolae to meet the original counter-wall’(uéype rod 
eyxapotou tefxous). The existence of such a wall he infers from the 
account of the night attack upon Epipolae, vii. 42, 43. 

But a) it seems strange that Thucydides should leave so much 
to be gathered from the context. Without previous explanation 
he would be for the first time obscurely indicating a new and most 
important Syracusan work of defence. ‘ 

4) The work would have been nearly or quite as long as the 
Athenian wall of circumvallation itself, and would have required 

' a large army to guard it. The only use of the supposed wall 
would have been to preserve the communication between the city 

'- and the fort on the Euryelus, vii. 43 med. -But the extent of the 

_ Telxous, 

work seems out of proportion to the advantage gained. The 
Syracusans maintained a detached fort on the Olympieum, why 
not then on the Euryelus ? ; 

¢) According to Mr. Grote, the Syracusans, instead of prolonging 
the line of the cross-wall, would have brought another line of wall 
from a point a mile and a half or two miles distant to meet it: 
but this is very improbable in itself, and must, if intended, have 
been more fully described than by the words péxpe rod éyxapatov
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d) In the account of the night attack on Epipolae there is nothing 7. 1. 
which justifies Mr. Grote’s supposition, but rather the contrary, for 

there is no mention of any wall extending from the city to the 

Euryelus, but only @),of a fort on the. Euryelus, which the 

Athenians first took, and 4) of three fortified camps lower down 

(c. 43 med.). Had thewaparetyiopa (c. 42 fin.) really extended to the 
fort on the Euryelus, it would have been necessary, for the sake of 

" clearness, to mention the fact in c. 42 fin, ¢. 43 med. Now in 

c. 42 fin. Demosthenes is expressly said to plan an attack on the 

- mapareiytopa ry Supaxociov, & exddveav meptretxioa cas robs 'AOyvaious. 

Thus the wapareix:opa is identified with the counter-work of vii. 4 

and 6. But the words 6 ékddvoay mepirerxloat x7.d., would be a 

singular mode of describing a wall which had. been elongated two 

or three times its original length, and now reached to the top 

of Epipolae and to the Euryelus. And again in c. 43 med. the 

taking of the reixecpa and the wapareiyiopa are spoken of as two 

distinct operations. But if the fort on the Euryelus had really 

been connected with the city by a long wall, the possession of one 

would have implied the possession of the other. Moreover the 

alarm would have been described as running along the wall, as 

well as being carried ‘by the guards into the city. And it would 

_ have been a useless waste of time to pull the battlement off the - 

wall (c. 43) when having taken the adjoining refy:oza the Athenians 

could have got round it at any time. Both in the advance and 

in the retreat of the Athenians, the supposed wall must have been 

of the greatest importance. The silence of Thucydides respecting 

the wall, if it existed, makes the whole narrative of c.'43 un-° 

intelligible. 
4) The omission of the word péxp:, though hardly justifiable 

against the authority of the MSS., would give an easier reading. . The 

meaning would then be, ‘ They assisted the Syracusans in com- 

pleting the cross-wall.’ We have been told that it had been carried 

on past the Athenian line of circumvallation ; and it may have been 

necessary either to strengthen an unfinished previous portion, or to 

carry it on to some further point, such as the edge of the cliffs, at 

which it could not be turned. We may argue, as Mr. Grote 

argues respecting the first counter-wall (Appendix on the siege of
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7. x. Syracuse), that, unless the cross-wall was thus protected, there would 
be no difficulty in getting round it, or necessity for attacking it 
in front; at any rate there would-be no ‘difficulty sufficient to 
justify the strong words of Thucydides who says, that, if the 
cross-wall were not taken, ‘whether the Athenians were victors or 
vanquished in the field would make no difference to them,’ cp: 

‘6 med. ratréy $n emote: abrois ukav re Baxopévois did aravrés Kal pndé 
ndxeoOa, and 6 fin. ef Kal xparotev xd. And we may reply with 
Holm (vol. ii. p. 390) that, even if such-a wall were not carried 
on to a point at which it could: not be turned, it would still be 
necessary for the enemy, not merely to get behind it, but either 
to capture and demolish it, or to overtake and work round it; 
either of which would be almost impossible ; especially as the 
cross-wall would be of such a width to form a fort which could be 
defended, and from which the builders of the wall of circumvalla- 
tion could easily be attacked. But this is a matter on which Thucy- 
dides' is silent (see further note on ¢, 42: 4.) Whether the wall 
was carried up to’ the cliff or not, it was at any rate such as to 
destroy all’hope of taking the city unless it were first taken, cp. c. 
11 fin. dere py elvar re meptretxioat abrovs, jy ph ris 76: waparetytopa 
rovTo OAH orpatia émedOdy Edy. Oo . 

7. 3. mpéoBes Te Got r&v Supaxogtoy xat KopwOtav és: AaxeSaipova at 
* KépwOov dmeatddyoay, Srws orpatid tr mepaiwO tpéme @ dv év ddxdow 

4 molars 4 dros 8ras ay Tpoxwpy, ds xal trav "AOnvalov exipera- 
. TeeTOpevay. 7 , ‘ 

1) mpoxap# is to be taken both with @ dv and Sres dv, The 
sentence fully written would have run tpéry & av ev ddxdow # mdolors 
mpoxaph, } G\kos Snos ay mpoxwph. Or 2) mpoxepy May be repeated 
after draws dv,—éras dy Tpoxwph, mpoxwpij. 

mAoia, a) in a general sense, ‘vessels’ 6) in a more special 
sense, ‘large boats’ or ‘barges.’ In the second sense mova are 
‘distinguished: from éAxddes, ‘ merchant vessels,’ as well as from 
triremes, ‘long’ or ‘swift’ ships, Cp. vii. 23 init, Scot kat és rd 
mdoia kat Oxdda tid xarépuyov, and Xen, (?) De Rep. Ath. i. 20, 
epedéryoay 82 of pév mdotov KuBepvdvres, of dé OAkdda, of 8 evreider 
ext tpripn xarésrncay,
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“as Kal’ réy ’AOnvaiev x.r.A, These words seem to anticipate the 7. 3. 

despatch of Nicias, mentioned in the next chapter. 

6 8€ Nexias ... dmepme kat altés és ras "AGqvas. 8.1. 

As the Syracusans were sending to Sparta and Corinth, Nicias 

too sent to Athens. 

é 8¢ ra xara ré orpardémedov Sia qpudakiis padrov fbn tyav h Sv 8. 3. 

éxouolav KuvSuvwy émepedetro, 

1) & éxovoiay xvdivey may be taken a) directly with émepedciro, 

or 4) with éxev, supplied from &a qvdakzs Exor, which governs ra 

xara rd orparéredov. The reading in the text, which is adopted by i 

Poppo, depends on two MSS., Vat. H. (which also omit rd 

before xara 13 orparémedov). ‘He now, instead of going out of 

his way to run risks, kept his army on the defensive, and watched ~ 

carefully over it.’ . emepedeiro, scil. trav xara rb orpardmedov. ue 

The majority of MSS. 2) omit p@ddov, and either have #8 for 

# 8¢, or omit the three letters altogether. The latter reading may 

possibly be correct, ‘ he now, taking care to guard his army against 

self-incurred dangers, watched carefully over it! éxovelov xiwduver 

is then dependent on gvAaxjs. But whether €xovalav xvdivev be 

taken with gvAaxjjs, or, as might be suggested, with enepenciro, 

the Greek is poor. 
3) Some of the older editors and one corrected MS. (Cass.) 

omit pa\dov with most of the MSS., but read 9 8° with Vat. and H. 

And this may be the true reading. For the omission of padXov 
a” before # cp. iii. 23 fin. dayAiérov #4 Bopéov, and vii. 49 init. rats 

your vavolv i mpérepov Oaponoe Kparnbeis. 

&y 8€ 7G abt Odper tedevravre kat Evertov orparnyos "AOnvatoy peta 9, 

NepStxxod atparetoas én’ Apdirodw Opagi moddois thy pev woduy obk eter. 

The last time that Perdiccas was mentioned, vi. 7 fin. about 

eighteen’ months before, he was the enemy of the Athenians. But 

his desertion of the Lacedaemonians may be accounted for by the 

devastation of his lands, and the refusal of the Chalcidians to aid 

him, there described. His changes during the war were so numer- 

ous that Thucydides, as it seems, has forgotten to chronicle one . 

of them. .
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I. 3. viv ody jets pep navodpevor tol wepireryiopod 8d 7d wAnbos tov 
évartiav fovydloper’ obde yap Euypndon rH orparia Suvaiped’ dv xphoecGat, 
dravahoxvias Tis Prdakijs rSv rerxdv pepos re rod SmAiriKod KT Ar. 

ovdé ydp. Either x)* «for, besides their general superiority in 
numbers, neither could we use our whole force,’ or 2) ‘for we 
could not even use our: whole force” i.e. if we took active 
measures ; cp. infra § 4, EupPéByké re modopxeiv Soxodvras Hyds Gdovs 
atrods paddov, dca ye xara yiv, rodro maoxew" of8e yap “THS Xapas 
€m wodd did robs inwéas ekepyopeba. 

12. 3. viv O€ al re vies 8idBpoxot rocodroy xpdvov 7{8n Oadaccetoveat x.r.d. 
Either r)* ‘saturated and heavy with moisture,’ or 2) diaBpdyor, 

‘letting the water through, leaky.’ 

18. 2. tév vautdy tiv pev &d dpvyancydy kat dprayiy kat ‘8pelav paxpav 
td tay innéov drodAvpévev’ of 82 Oepdmovtes, dred} és avrinada xabe- 
oTiKapev, abropodotcr, kat of févor of pev dvaykactot eoBdures edObs xark 
Tas médes dzoyapotaw, of 82 bmd Heyddou picbod 1d mp&rov exapbévres 
kat oldpevot xpnparteio bat BaAXov # paxeiobar, éxeid) apt ‘yrepny vavrixdy 
te 89 kat Tada dnd ray wodeplov dvOeorara épdow, of pév én’ adropodtas 
Tpopdcer drépxovrat, of 88 ds Exarror Stvavrat* mod} 8) Stxedla. , 

Tey vaurév rév per, 8 in of de Gepdmovres answers to pév; al- 
though strictly speaking the Gcpdmovres are not vairat, they seem to - 
be reckoned as such, unless, we may réad, though against the 
authority of the MSS., ray vavrdy pév, omitting the second ray, _ 

én’ abropodias mpopdoe: 1)* some left the fleet finding an excuse 
for desertion, others (not deserters) slipped away as they could. 
That this is the opposition intended is clear from the clause which 
follows, wodAj &  SuxeA‘a—the runaways §0, not to the enemy in 
Syracuse, but to some other. city of Sicily. The literal rendering 
of the phrase is not, ‘making desertion their excuse,’ which would 
be absurd, but, 2) ‘making a deserter’s excuse,’ ‘ the excuse which 
desertion makes’ (atroyodias, gen. of subject), cp. mevias edits, ii. 
42 med., or 4) ‘making an excuse for desertion’ 

Mr. Grote 2) thinks that the words may mean, ‘some of them 
depart under profession of being deserters to the enemy,’ and that 
they denote, what a man. said, not before he left the Athenian 

-
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camp, but at the time of his addressing himself to the enemy. ‘The 13. 2. 

fatal objection to this explanation is that the word adropoNia, like 

‘ desertion’ in English, has reference not to the enemy, but to the 
army from which a man deserts; the primary meaning is ‘ deser- 

tion from a-man’s own side,’ not ‘ desertion to some one else.’ 

3) Poppo (ed. min. suggests that atropodtas may be the accusative 

plural. But én’. atropodlas dxépyovrac is a poor expression, and 

npoddcet has little or no meaning. 

4) mpopdcee has been taken for airig, as in i. 23 fin. ry pev yap 

adnbcordray mpdpacty, dpaveardryy b€ Aé6yo: But the substitution of 

atria for zpofdoe here would give a weak sense. 

ére Bpaxeta dxphy mypdparos, — kal odfyou tay vavray of eLoppavrés 14. 5. 

Te vaby Kat Evuvéxovres TH elpeciay, 

Bpaxeta dxpy «tA. Either 1)* ‘the prime of a crew is short- 

lived’ or 2) ‘the efficient part of a crew is small.’ Classen argues 

that the latter explanation is required by the following words 

édlyot réy vavrév x.rd., which are then a repetition in the concrete 

of what has been already stated in the abstract. . 

édtyoe rév vavrdv. Either 1) generally, ‘few sailors,’ the article 

referring to wAnpaparos preceding, or 2)* referring to vaiv, ‘few of 

the sailors in the ship:’ in either case ¢éAtyo tév vavréy is the 

predicate. 

xarenai yap al ipérepa pices dpyewve - 142. 

Cp. Aristoph. Peace, 607,— 
tas pices tydy SeBorxds kat rév adrodak rpdrov. 

kat Gre abd? éxdOev emimAnpoodpeba tas vats Zxoper, & rots mrodepiots 14. 2, 

modaxdbev Smdpyet, Add’ dvdynn ag? dy txovres FOopev Td TE SvTa Kal 

érravadtoxdpeva, -yiyvecOar’ ai yap viv oboar médes Etppaxor advdvarot, 

Ndfos xal Kardvy. ef 8€ mporyevoerat évy @rt rois sodeplots, dove Ta 

rpépovra pas xwpia tis "IraNlas . .. mpds exeivous xwpijoat, Statode- 

pijoetat airois duayet exrodtopxnPévtav jay 6 mddepos. 

The words dvdyxn ag? by txovres «7.4. are incorrectly opposed 

by ddad to the less general statement, od8 émdbev emmnpacdpeda K.7.A, 

"We cannot even recruit our crews (Aypépara), but our consump- 

tion (both in men and provisions) must be furnished out of the -
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_ 14, 2. supplies which we brought with us, and these are our only store.’ . 

Or giving a slightly different turn-to the sentence, ‘The remains 

of. what we brought. with us.is all that we have, and from this 

store our consumption must come’ (yiyrecOar). . Men must be -in- 

cluded in these words, as the context shows; but the neuter words 

_ Ta Svra kat dravadioxdpeva can hardly refer to men only. . There is 
_ also a logical flaw in the passage. For it would appear from what 

follows, «i 8€ mpocyevfoerat éy ert. xd. that under the words rd 

. 8vra kal dravadioxdueva (men and stores) the provisions which the 
_ Athenians. obtained. from Italy are not included. ‘We have no- 

15.2. °° 

thing but what we.brought with us, and our supplies from Italy 
may also fail.’ 

For d:arodepjoerat see note on c. 25. 9. 

“Gs ray modeplov ra pev év-Zixedia & ddéyou moptovpevav, 4 9 

_ &k: Nehottoviijaou oxohairepoy per, Suas 8°, hv pl) mpooéexnte Thy yvopny, 
. Td fev Aijoovow Spas, Somwep kal mpdrepov, TA $8 HOfoorrat. 

7a 8 &k Iedonovvjcov, partly. acc. of the remote object after 
Ajcovew, POjoovrat:- partly also acc. after woptounévey supplied with 

 oxodalrepov,- The writer passes from the participle to the finite 

20. I. 

verb... r& pev-Afaovaw, ra 8e POjcovrar, are ‘Subdivisions . of the 
second clause, ‘ra 8. ek TleXorrovyaov KT Ae : 

Although Nicias appears to find fault with the authorities at 
home, he was himself chiefly to blame for the arrival of. these ships 
in Sicily. Cp. vi. 104 fin., vii. 1'‘med., 7 init. 

dréxet 5é. Aexédeca oradious pddiora tis Tov ’AOqvatov wédews elcoot 
“4 ~ n - at éxardy, TapaAjatoy dé kat ob 7oAAG mhéoy kal dad tis Botorias. 

_ kai, as often in such _expressions,=‘or,’ cp. v.74 init. cat pév payn 
Towatry kat 6 te éyybtata TovTay éyévero. For the geographical diffi- 
culty see Introduction on the Geography of Thucydides. 

: ’ sooe2 - o * , a n a év 8¢ rovre kat of "A@qvaior Gua [ris] Aexedelas 7G TELXLTG kal ToD Fipos 
, , - v8is dpxopévov rept te Wehondvynoov vais rpidxovra Zarethav kat Xapixréa 

? , ~ co» a tov ’Aroddo8dpov Gpxovta, & elpnro Kat és Apyos ddtxopéve card rd éup- 
a 3 - o a Haytxdy mapaxadelv “Apyetwv te SmAltas ent ras vas, Kat tov Anpoobéry 

és thy Sexediav, Sonep Eueddov, daréareddov x.rd.
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ré after "Apyefoy has no corresponding clause, either expressed, 20. 1. 
_or implied in the words which follow. The harshness is veiled by 
‘the juxtaposition of xai rév Anpoobévy, with which however ré is 
in sense “unconnected. (See note on i. 9. 3. § 3.) 

duvémeiBe 6€ ai 6 “Epuoxpdrys odxX Fxora Toi tats vavol ph abupetv 21. 3. 
émxeipycety mpos Tovs *AOnvatous. . , 

ov, which is omitted in several MSS. , though i in none of the first 
rank, may be explained, 1) with Arnold, as a genitive of purpose ; 
or 2) on the analogy of Evvaiper dat (iv, ‘10 init. ) vvertapBaveo Oat 
(vi. 70 init., viii. 26 init., cp. also note on iii. 36. 2), as a genitive 

‘expressing the idea of a common object to which the: persuasion 
‘of Hermocrates contributed (Classen), 

kal apds dvdpas_ roApnpots otous Kat: "A@nvatous rots dveirohpivras 21. 3. 

xaAerordrous abrots faivecOar, - . 

cious kat "A@nvatovs==ofo. kat ’AGnvaio: elev. xatas in Sonep xai, cp. ~ 

note on v. 13. 1. ° 

o yap exeivor rods médas, od Suvduer Zorw dre mpotyovres, 76 dé epdoe 21. 3. 
emtxetpovves, xarahofotot, cat afas dv 15 adtd dpolws rois evavrios 

troaxelv, 

3... 75 airé, The quality, < or more precisely the audacity 
‘(Opdcos), with which the Athenians terrified their enemies, they, the 
_Syracusans, would likewise exhibit towards (lit. ‘present to’) the 
Athenians. For ods see note on iv. 36, 1. 

ened} 8€ 1a Sto retxicpata HricKero, ev rovre Kal of Supaxdarot.23. 2. 
eréyyavoy Fy vixdpevot. 

rai, Either 1) ‘the Syracusans also who had previously been 
“conquerors;’ or ‘the Syracusans in their turn;’. or 2) xaf points out 
-the connection of the two clauses ded} xr.A. and ev rourg K:tA., 

‘at the time when the forts were being taken, the Syracusans 

were also being defeated.’ 

kat Tovs modois tép dvOpdrav dréxreway wdjv Saov ex tpidav vedv 23, 4s 

‘obs eCdypycav. . - . . Lo, : 

VOL. II. Re -
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23.4. Either é doov and ois ‘are pleonastic: or we may supply a general 
idea such as qv after écov: cp, viii. 70 init. xat doa mpos rovs Gears, 

ebyais kat Ovolats kabiordpevor és thy dpyhy éxphourro: 

25.1. apéoPeas dyouea, olwep ra apérepa ppdowow . . . Kal émorpivect. 

| olrep=ras, like ‘qui’ in Latin, a usage of which this seems to be 
a solitary instance in Attic Greek. . Perhaps we should read éros 
with Vat. H., or dpdoovew with Aug. In the latter case cnorpivoot 

which follows must be explained as an anacoluthon. 

25.6. — vaiv pupioddpov. L. 

‘A vessel of ten thousand talents. ‘That a talent is the measure 
to be supplied is probable from the use of the same standard in 
several other places. Herod. i. 194, 5, ii. 96. 7, Thuc. iv. 118. g 
(Arn.) Such-a vessel would be about 250 tons burden. 

25, 6. && Te tidy dedrwy Svevov dvaSovpevor rods oravpovs cat dvéxdur. 
dvéxhov, either 1) ‘ bent or forced them out of their place,’ or 2) 

‘broke them off” The word need not necessarily mean ‘break, 
as may be seen by the following examples: Eur, Or. 1471,— 

Gpots apiorepoicw dvakddcas dépnp : 

‘Lucian. de Gymn. 7, 7) Seba b€ trrép ris Keharijs dvaxexAag pep, . If 1) 
_be adopted, dvécdor will be distinguished from Svevov only as the 
result from the process. The same ambiguity occurs in ii. 76 fin. 
“das 82 (unxavas) DAy rod / Fetxous,, ds Bedxous TE mepuBiddnovres dvéxhov 
of TAaratijs x.r. Ae . 

25.9.  ayyédovras riv re rod WAnppupiov Any, Kat Ths vaupaxtas mépt, ds ob 
Tov Todepiov loti HaADov #} hj oerépa rapuyy fioonbcicv, ta te dda ad 
Syddcovras Gre ey OAriow eici, eat dbidcovras EvpBonbeiv ew adtods, 

Either 1) against the Athenians and their allies understood from 
wodeplav; or 2) to the assistance of the Syracusans. Cp. note on 
i. 116.3. But according to 2) odas would be more regular. 

25. 9. — xal, iv hbdowow atrot mpérepoy Stapéeipavres rd mapoy orpdrevpa aitay, 
Starroepyadptevov. 

. Starodepyodpevoy (not StamemoXepnodpevoy which is found in the
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Vat., and with a trifling variation, -o» for -ov, in H. and: adopted 25. p. 
by Bekker) is probably the true reading. The simple future gives 
a sufficient sense, and the use of the middle in a passive. sense 
may be defended by zodepqcerat, viii. 43 med., modepnoovrat, 1, 68 
fin., and by c. 14, 3 (quoted above), where most MSS. have, dia- 
moAeuioerat, 

kai 6 pév Anuoobérns cbs, ered} SuyxarédaBe 75 xwpior, énénder ent 26. 3. 
THs Kepxépas. 

- vyxarédaBe, ‘when he had assisted Charicles in occupying. the 
, _ position,’ ; 

_ éwéndet is the reading of nearly every MS. H. has mapénAer, Vat. 
-€numapénder, For ém- meaning ‘to,’ without any connotation of 
,‘ against,’ or hostility, cp. note on iv. 60. 2. 

eret} yap 4 Aexédeca 73 Hey mparov bd wdons tis orparas ev 7 Olper 27. 3.. 
_ Toure reixtabcioa, & vorepoy Se povpais ars tay médewy Kara . diadoxiy 

xpévov emotoas Ti xXdpa émwxetro, woAAd ZBAamre robs ’AOnvalous. 

~ 1) The clauses connected by »év—8é are not quite parallel. The — 
construction is changed, and the participle, tetxtoOcioa, passes into 

‘the finite verb, éroxeiro, Cp. note on i. 9. 3. § 5. 

Or 2) the two clauses rd pév mpGrov... rexiobcioa, ¥ vorepov Se 

" dpoupais ... €moveas, though in different constructions, answer to 
“one another, and are both subordinate to émoxeiro, 

rh xopa is best taken, not with émoveats, but with émgxeiro, ‘For 
when Decelea was occupied to the annoyance of the country,’ etc. 

dre 88 EvvexSs entxabqpévov, xa bre pév cat thedvav émidvrav, bre 8 27. 4. 
€£ dvdyxns ris tons dpoupis xarabeodans re Thy Xepav xat Anoreius 

‘qowovpévys KT. . 

tons, lit. ‘the same as before,’ is opposed to rAcdver, and thus 

‘-comes to mean the regular or ordinary garrison, opposed to the 
‘larger army which the Lacedaemonians sent from time to ‘time. | 

Both are subordinate in sense to gwexds émexabgucvav. ‘The Lace- 
-daemonians were always there; sometimes with a smaller, some- 

‘times with a larger army.’ 

kal dyzl rod mdhus elvat ppovptoy xaréoty, 28. I. 

E¢2
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Cp. Aristoph. Lysistr. 555 (acted in 411)— 9°” 
“TIPOBOYAOS, ti roodcas ; 

28, 2. 

AYSISTPATH, jv ratoopev mpdricrov pév tov Smroww 

- dyopdfovras kai pawoxévous, _TYNH. vi thy Hadtay "Adpodirqy. 

AY. viv pev yap 3} xdv. rato xbrpats Kav rois Aaxdvorowy épolws 
meptépxovrat kata tiv ayopav bv Errats & &owep KoptBarres. 

TIPO, v} Ala XP) yap robs dvipeious. AY, xal py rd ye mpayya yédowoy, 
». 

Sray dori €Xav xat Topyéva Tis kar’ avirae kopaxivous, 

mpos yap +H endd£er ri pev jpépay xara dtadoyiy of "AOnvaiot puddo= 
. ~ BY a0 . Govres, THY 8& vixra Kat Etpravres, ay Tov inméav, of pev ef’ Srdos 

‘ mrovoupevot, of O° ext rod reixous, kat Aépous Kal xetpGvos €raXatrwpodvto. 

28, 3. 

motovpevor, SCil, thy Gudaxhy. Vat. and H. read, not mrotovpevor, but 
mot, which is out of place, and sounds more like Plato than 
Thucydides. 

18 yap abrols modcopxoupévous émrexyione trd Tedorovynotav pnd’ bs 
Grooriivat ex EtxeAias, GAN’ eked Supaxovcas 7Q ait tpdém@ dyrimoAopeely, 
wow oudey doce abtjy ye Ka6’ aithy rav "AGqvalav, xad roy mapddoyor 
rocoitoy soiijoat Tois “EAAno tis Suvdpews Kat réApns, Soov xar” dpxés 
tov mohepou of pev enaurdy, of de Svo, of 82 rpidv ye eray, obdels rela 
xpévov, evdpicov meploicey avrovs, ef of TeAorovyjctor eoBdrouy € és rv 
Xepay, dote ret rraxaiderdre pera thy wpdrqv €aBoriy FrOov és Zixehiar, 
909 1G wodtpm xara mdvta Terpuyopévot, kat adNepov oddey eddoca 
mpocaveiovro Tov mpérepov bardpxovros éx Hehomovvjcov. 

There is no main verb in this sentence. - Thucydides probably 
meant to wind up with some such expression as advu dromov or 
dvéAmorov jy, but in this, asin other discursive passages, the latter - 
‘end has forgotten the beginning ; the concluding words dove gret 
_+ ++ &k Hedorompoov having the appearance of an inference from an 
_ independent statement, the writer is led to omit the real conclusion. 
_To take so long a sentence either as an explanation of what has 
preceded, or as an exclamation, would be extremely harsh, 

aris ye xaf’ atray is to be supplied with ray "A@nvatav (nodéos) from 
mod oddey Adcow adriy ye xa® airiv. ° The comparison is between 
Syracuse as a mere city and Athens as a mere city without Attica or 
her empire. ‘If the two cities taken by themselves are compared,’
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Tocovroy motjoat-, .. door xar dpxds . .. évdpitov,... Sore fret éxra- 28, 3 

kaderdr@, Sov and Sore both follow rocotroy, although they are gram- 

matically incompatible. écov expresses the measure of the wapddoyos; 

tocobrov Goov==‘to a degree which may be measured by the fact that. 

‘Creating an impression so’ (or ‘in so great a degree) contradictory 

to the opinion entertained in Hellas of their power and daring, 

that the rest of the Hellenes at first thought them likely to survive ee 

only a year, or two, or at most three years, no one for a longer 

period; and that’ (or ‘ whereas) seventeen years after the first in- 
vasion of Attica,’ etc. The whole sentence Sore tre x.r.d. is 
dependent on rogoérov, to which écov is subordinated. The writer 

might have said either rocotrov Scov kar’ dpyds Kr.A. .... 08 88 tree .. | ' 

éxraxaidexér@, OF rooovrov Sore car’ dpyds K.t.A.... 01 88 ret Ewraxatde- 

xdro, The complexity of the sentence is caused by the attempt to 

combine the two. The ‘great surprise’ (rocotroy Sov) consisted, 

not merely in the general anticipation of Hellas, but in the contrast 

of. it with the actual fact. For écov cp. iv, 108 med. eyevopévors 

per tis "AOnvaiay Surdpews ent : rocodroy Son vorepoy Siepavn. 

kal Thy elkooryy ind totroy toy xpdvoy Tay Kara Gdhaccav a dvtt rod | 28, 4. 

pdpou Tots bianxdots éxofnaay, melo _voultorres dy odict xpypara otro 

mpoctévat, . 

- It is evident, as Boeckh (Staatshaush. i. p. 432 n., 440) remarks, 

that this five per cent. duty was collected, not at the Piraeus, but at 

‘the harbours of the subject states. How long this method of 

collecting the revenue continued we cannot tell. It may at once 

have proved a failure. On the one hand, Xen. Hell. i. 3. 9 (about, 

409 z.c.), we find the town of Chalcedon again paying tribute :—_ 

kat Spxous € fAaBov kal ocav mapa PapvaBd{ov, tiroredelv rey Pdpov 3 Kad-. 

xndovious ‘ ’AOnvatots, 8 Soovmep cldOecay, kat ra dpetAdueva yphyara drrodotvat,. 

On thé other hand, mention occurs in Aristoph. Frogs 362 (acted 

405) of an elxorrddoyos,— 7 : 

4 rdxdppnr anomépmre ; 

» e€ Aiyins Cwpuxiar ay, elxooroddyos kaxodaipwr, : 

But the etkoor} here spoken of may be a special impost confined 

to.Aegina and perhaps. the neighbouring islands (see Boeckh, .” 

Staatshaush. ii. p. 588).
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28. 4. Two points strike us as remarkable respecting ‘this impost: 
a) that a. five per cent. duty on the commerce in Greek waters 
should have produced more than 1200 talents: . 8) -the extreme 
difficulty of collecting such a revenue, and the number of officers 
which would be required for it. 

29.1. kat elrdvres dpa ev 7 mapdrae ....Kat rods ‘qoXeplous, qv te Svvyrat, 
Gm’ abray Prdyat. 

dzé has a more lively and casual meaning than &d or dnd, ‘to 
get anything out of them which he could in the way of damage 
to the enemy.’ 

29. 3. rH wéAet mpocéxero ovcy ob peyddy. 

It is clear that od must be introduced from the Vatican MS. 
and H. For at the end ofc. 30 it is implied that the town was 
not large, ds émt peydOe. ” - 

29. 4.. 7d yap yévos rd Tay Opaxay Gpoia toils pédtora Tov BapBapcxod, év & dv 
Oapojcy, hovixdraréy éore. : 

“1)* There may be a confusion of two expressions, ‘are the 
bloodiest of barbarians, and ¢ are as bloody as the worst barbarians,’ 
Or 2) ‘the Thracians, like the worst barbarians, are most bloody 
when they feel themselves secure’ See note on English text. 

. 29.5. * xat Eupgopd 19 addker mdon obSeniGs oowv paddov érépas abéxyrds 
"ge érérecev arn Kat Seu}. 

v@dor érépas is not connected with ot8euas fooov, but with 
addkyrds re Kab dew, Thucydides ‘means to say that the massacre 
of the children was a calamity which by its nature inflicted a blow 
-upon the whole city, and that it was as great as any on record ; 
and lest this last expression should seem exaggerated, he adds, by 
way of explanation, that it was more sudden and more horrible’ 
than any other. That the words are not a mere general reflection’ 
on.the fate of the city is shown by their connection with the pre- 
ceding description implied in fupdopa atrn, and -by the occurrence 
of such a reflection at the end of the next chapter. 

~ a ¢ er ~ -~ * 30. 2. . rév te ev rols TAoias, Os édpoy ra ey rH Vis Spprrdvroy Ew tokevpatos 
T& wold.
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* &w tofevparos (although the reading of only two MSS, one being 30. 2.. 

H.) is clearly to be preferred to the unmeaning ee rod fetyparos. 

trav Sé Muxadyootov pépos te dravarddy, 80, 3. 

_ pepos rt, fa considerable portion.’ For the strength of the ex- 

pression cp. i. 23 med, kat 9 ody fetora BAdyaca kai pépos Te POcipaca 

% Aotpadys vdous. 

& 8 Anpoobérns rére droméav ent ris Kepxdpas pera riy éx ris Aaxo- 81. 1. 

exis relytow, - dAxdda Sppoicav év Ded rh "Hrclov ev ot KopivOror 

Smita és ry SexeAlay Epeddov wepaovabar, abriyy pév SraPOcipes xr. 

of KopivOtor SrAtrat, ie. ‘some of the Corinthian hoplites.” The 

article is inserted because the Corinthian hoplites as a body have . 

been already mentioned (c. 17, 19), but that in this passage the 

whole body is not intended is sufficiently clear from the context, 

for they were not all on board a single ship. * 

dyyOXayw sre al wévre kal cikooe vies Tov Kopw6lav ai adiow dvOop- 31. 4. 

prodoa ode Katadvouot Tov méhepov, vavpayety Te pEANOVEL. - 

: xorodtew tov mddeuov is said like xaradvew rdv Blov, ry pudaxiy, 

‘do not abate their hostile attitude.’ The phrase is generally used 

of a formal peace, but this is accidental. The meaning of the 

_ word in itself is the same, though the association gathered from 

the context may be different. : 

vaupayelv re peAdovat, ‘ but mean to fight,’ or take the offensive ; 

not a mere repetition of the previous words. 

Eras ph Stadyoouat robs todepious. gad. 

diapfjoover has been unnecessarily corrected by Dobree into 

Siahpicovew, supported by Aristoph. Birds 193,— 
Tay pnpiay Thy Kvicay ov diahpycere. 

But a parallel passage or a more lively expression are not suffi- 

cient reasons for changing the reading of the MSS. And it is not 

certain that diappioover would apply tc to ‘letting through by negli- 

gence’ “equally with duapiieouow. 

- - - : > ’ ' 

kal Tous Merarovrious meloavtes kata 1d Evppaxtxdy dxorniotds ré 83. 5. 

!
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33. 5. upréurew Tptakocious Kat tpthpets Sto xat dvahaBévres tara mapém\eveav 
és Oovplay, ee 

_ Tavra, though harsh, is probably the true reading, and not atrds 
‘(Vat. and corr. H.) The latter would imply that the three hundred 
javelin-men were placed on board the two triremes, but there would 
not have been sufficient room for them in addition to the rowers. : 

34. 6. of pév yap KopivOtot kat TleAorovviatoe mpos 7H ya vaupayoivres Kat 
‘Sterdtovro, , SO . “4 

‘Fighting close to the land, were in consequence saved.’ xai 
emphasizes the connection between apos TH yp and Sterd{orro. 

34.7. eal voploavres 81° adtd obx HooaoGat SY Step od8? of Erepot vixdy, of Te. 
yap Kopivosor ‘ryhoavro Kpareiv et ji) [kat] word expatoivro, of re *AOqvaiok 
evdpiCov noodabat Ere od ord evixav, aa ; . 

The Corinthians raised a trophy because, while ‘they acknow- 
ledged the battle to have been drawn (vopicavres k.r.d.), they also 
-thought that the avoidance of defeat on their part was equivalent 
to a victory. .. Lo . . 

. 8¢ airé is emphatic, ‘ for the very reason for which.’ Itrefers, not 
to what precedes, but to what follows, and corresponds to 8? dmep. 
Cp. Xen. Mem. iii. 10. 14, etpnxas, thy, adrd de Srep tywye ra end 
épya melorov ata voptte eva: Dem. in Steph. A. (xlv) 61, decdoe 
yap opopdxare tpets od mept by dv 5 pebyav doi, ddr’ tiép abrév dy dy 
9 Stokts 7. . 

38.1. of 82 Supaxdciot ev Toure muvOavépevor attdv rv éxtsrouv albis rats 
-vavoly Gmomerpacat ¢8ovdovro kat ri GAg rapacKev9 rod meCod, qvmep 
én? airs toito, mply eAdeiv airovs Pédoat BovAspevor, Suvédeyov. 

The Syracusans had two objects -in obtaining reinforcements, 
@) that they might have a trial of Strength, én’ ard retro, scil. 
dromepacat, 8) that if possible the trial of strength should take place 
before the Athenian reinforcements arrived ‘(mp AOeiy’ pbdca 
Bovdéyevor), these words being a resumption or explanation in detail 

Of drorepica ¢Botdovre, For the latter motive ep. c. 25 fin, 
Evvedeyor, ‘had been collecting” For the imperfect, expressing 

: duration of time in the abstract, cp. note on v..50. 3.
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kal Tas mpadpas tGv veav Evvrepdvres és ZAacaov orepiporépas éxotncav, 3B. 1: 
kai tas érwtibas enbecay tais mpmpais maxelas, cal dvmpiBas dx’ abroy 

taérewvay mpads rots rolxous ds ent €& whxers evtés Te Kal Ekwbev” Srep 

tpém@ Kat of KopivOcor apis tas év rij Navmdkrw vais émoxevacdpevot 

mpopabey evavpdyouy, / 

‘The prows of the vessels were cut down and made broader, 
and the émarides, or ear-caps, shortened. These were thick beams 

which projected obliquely (like horns) on either. side of the prow, . 

and were supported by stays, dvripiSes, altogether twelve cubits in| 

length, which ran from the under or inner surface of the éro- 

rides, through the side of the ship, and were made fast inside the 

hull. They appear to have been used to crush in or to rip up the 

sides of an enemy’s prow, when the beaks of the two vessels 

* did not actually meet, cp..c. 34 med., dvrimpapor éuBadddpevat 
kai dvappayeioat ras mapeferpecias tnd r&v Kopwhlav vedv, én? abrd 

votre ssayurépas tas émaridas éyovedv. For figures of the eneri8es 

and .dvrnpi8es see Graser, De Veterum Re Navali, tab. ii, iii, 

The words of the present passage, ds emi é mhyas évrés re Kal 

tober, might of themselves mean that the dyripides were six cubits 

or nine feet long altogether ; ; but the size and proportions of the 

ancient trireme prove that the meaning is ‘six cubits inside, and six 

. outside the ship’s side :’ Graser, Philologus, 1871, p. 35, n. 

It is remarkable that this rather obvious device is ascribed, not 

to the Athenians, but to the Corinthians, vi. 34 med., who .were 

‘themselves the first regular naval architects, and the first builders 
of triremes, i. 13 init. 

dvrimpopot yap tats épBodrais xpmpevoe dvappntew ra mpdpabev atrois 36. 3. 

otepidots Kat maxéot, mpos xoiha Kat doberi mapéxovres, trois euBéddors. 

otepipos Kat maxéor... rois épBddors, dative of instrument after 

dvappitew. mapéxovres, Scil. re tuBora. With their stout and solid 

beaks, which they would present against the hollow and weak ones ,- >> 

of the Athenians. The punctuation here adopted brings out the 

construction. The reading of Vat., rafovzes, is obviously a conj ecture. 

. 

vH Te mpérepov duadia Trav kuSepqrey Soxoton elvac 15 ayr’mpupor 36. 5: 
e 

fuykpodoat padtor’ dv atrot  xptioaadan,
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38.5. Evyxpovoe, the reading of the majority of the MSS., has been 
rightly altered into évyepotea, 

For the so called ‘ accusative of reference’ cp. note on ii. 87. 1. 
. . 

36.6.  mpooninrovras dAdjdots . rapdecbai, dzep kat ¢Branre pddtora tots 
*A@nvaiaus. - . 

; 
kai, ‘which actually proved most detrimental to the Athenians,’ _ 

36.6. mepimdedoar dé és tiv edpvywplay, odav éxévrav thy entahevow dnd 
Tod meddyous re Kal avdkpoucw, of duvgcecdat atrots, @AAws te Kal 
Tod T1Anupupiov modeplov re atrois égopévov Kal rod oréparos ob peyddov 
dvros rob Atuévos, , . , , 

Thucydides has explained in the earlier part of the chapter that 
the Syracusans would not hesitate to charge beak to beak, because . 
they would be exposed to no danger from the ordinary manceuvres 
of the enemy (d:éxmAous, mepitdovs, and dvdxpovots). For the Syra- 
cusans themselves would take care to prevent the d:ékwdovs; the 
mepimdous could not be executed in a confined space: and the 
Athenians could only back (dvaxpovewv) into the small part of the 
harbour which was occupied by their own: encampment. He 
now adds that they could not take advantage of the open sea in 
order to sail round the Syracusan ships before striking (mepimdous), 
because the mouth of the harbour was in the hands ‘of their 
enemies. oo , 
| dvdxpovers, from ‘the ‘ simple meaning ‘of backing water, has 
acquired the technical meaning of backing with a view to striking. 
entzdevow, dvdxpovow, which are included under the same article, 
seem to be two parts of the same movement. The Syracusans, 

“ having command of the entrance to the harbour, could charge the 
enemy’s vessel from the open sea, and retire in order to make the 
charge, , oo 

87. 1.° ‘roiaira of ‘Supaxéctot mpos THe €aurdy emorhpny te Kal Sivapu érwoH- 
wavres et. 7 7 . 

I.e. having adapted their ships to a direct attack rather than to 
the manceuvres in which the Athenians excelled, 

‘ 

37.2. at rép pev melov SAlyo mpérepov rav ek ths modkews Todtrmos mpoet-
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ayayay mpoojye 6 rele rev ‘Adwatoy, 1 Ka” coy Tpos Thy wéduy adrob 37, 2. 

édpa. 

xaf’ Scov kr. means the side of the wall facing Syracuse. The 

inner side of the wall would probably be attacked by Gylippus 

either on the heights (if the Athenians still retained their lines 

there) or lower down, or both, and the other side by the troops from 

the Olympieum, on the lower ground near the marsh. avroi, scil. 

roi refxous, to be joined with xaé’ dcov, oO 

obdérepor Suvdpevos Gkidy re Adyou TapadaPelv, ef pw vaiy plav 4 dvo 88. 1. 

‘ray "A@nvatav of Supaxdatoc kataddcavres, Stexpiqoay. . 

~  wapadaBelv, scil. dn’ Apev, ; 

xaraSicavres is dependent on aéidy re mapédaBov understood, * ex- 

cept in so far as the Syracusans gained an advantage by sinking - 

one or two ships of the Athenians, 

Scaderovaas 82 ras ddkddas Scov dto mrébpa an d\Anhov karé- 38. 3. 

. orjcev. : ; 

The merchant vessels were anchored at the entrance of the 

palisade or temporary Athenian dock, leaving an interval of about. 

200 feet. There were probably several such vessels, and several _ 

entrances. It is not easy to understand how an interval of about 

200 feet can have been commanded by the dolphins. But may we 

_not suppose that, although this was the space between’ the merchant 

vessels which were drawn up in front of the palisade, nevertheless the 

passage was narrowed by a portion of the palisade itself, which left 

on either side only sufficient room for a trireme to pass where the ' 

dolphins were placed? This explanation agrees fairly with the text, -* ~:~ 

though not perfectly suitable to the words 8:4 rév ddxd8ov in c. 41. 

The descriptions of Thucydides are graphic, but not always clear, 

sometimes owing to the omission of some small point which he 

does not perceive to be necessary for the comprehension of the 

whole description. The dolphin (cp. c. 41).was suddenly let down 

.from a crane placed on their decks upon a ship passing near, and 

struck with such effect on the light frame of the trireme as to 

sink it, The manner. of its action is well explained ‘by two . 

verses which the Scholiast on Aristophanes, Knights, -761, cites
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38.3. out of Pherecrates the lines as emended by Meineke are .as 
follows :— - 

6 68 8) age core pohiPdods Sepivodépos re Kepovxos 
ds Fraxdpet rotdapes airy éunintev kat xaradvar.- 

Compare also the r more ively language of Aristophanes himself 
le,— : . : 

Ga pvadrrov, at mp ‘exeivoy poodles Gov, mpdrepoy ob; 
ods deAgivas HetewpiCov Kat tiv dxaroy mapaRdnnov, - : 

' Graser (§ 82) thinks that the dolphin was attached to the crane 
«..4 from which it was.let down in sucha manner that it could be 

drawn up after sinking an enemy’s ship and used again. 

40. 4. gmetra otk éddxet trois *AOyvators Gud ‘obay adtay ScapedXovras x kono 
ENoxeoOar. . 

@Xloxerbar='to be’ overcome’ (by sleep, toil , deceit) with an asso- 
ciation of suddenness or unconsciousness. 

_ tad ody abrav May go either with dcapeddorras, ‘through a delay 
’ which was their own fault’ (cp. vi. 37 fin. oft ext aod Sxd roy hyperépav 
inméwy ekidvres), or with dXickea Oat, or with both. , 

40. 5.-  wohd 8 ere pelto of ev Tots Aemrots mAofots mepindeovres Ti Tap Supa- 
xootoy kat && re rods tapoods ixoninrovres rdv ToAepiav vedy Kal és Té 
mya wapand€ovres Kat €& abtav és robs vabras axovriCovres, 

‘tapoots, either 1)* the blades of the oars, or 2) the whole broad- 
side; cp. Polyb. Xvi. 3. 12, adrds pév fuapre rot Tp&cat, maparecdy 88 
Tois Trodeptors dnéBade. tov Sefidv Tapasy ris ves, “€€ abray, scil. dx rap 
moter, 

42. 2. kal rots pév Supaxoatots kat Evppdyors katdmAnéis év 1G adtixa obk drlyn 
eyévero, ef répas pndev Zorae odsior too anadayivat trod xwDdivov, Spavres 
ote bid TH AexéXecav TextConevny olSév Focov orparéy toy Kat mapanhy- 
atov 7h aporépy enenduOdra, thy te ray "AOnvatoy Stvape Tavraxéce 
modi hatvopery. 

’ 
Tov drahAayijvat, explanatory gen.; ‘no end in the way of deliver- 

ance from. Cp. Dem. in Boeot. Gt) 49, ri yap dv iy mépas tyiv rod 
StadvOjvat 3 . : 

.  obre.. 083 fiocov, ‘not on that. account ' a whit the léss?~ ofre, 
resumed by otdé, answers to ré which follows.’
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- voploas odx ofdv te elvar SiarpiBew, obSé mabey dmep 6 Nixias 42. 3. 
» erabev KTA, 

wabciv= ely madeiv. 

aoe xat épav TO maparelyiopa TOY Supaxocton, @ exdducay mepiretyioat 42. 4. 

adas tods ‘AGqvatous, drhovv re bv ral, et emxparnoeé tis tov "EmturokGv 

tis dvaBdoews Kat abbts rob ev abrats orparoréSov, padias dv abtd AnpOev, 

(ovde yap Srropeivat dv opis obdéva,) imetyera énibéobat rH welpa. 

The object of the night attack on Epipolae was to capture by 

a surprise, and from the further end, the Syracusan cross-wall 

which Demosthenes had failed to take by an open assault in front. 

The details are obscure, owing to our ignorance of the point at 

which the cross-wall terminated. That it did not, as Mr. Grote 

supposes, extend to the fort which the Syracusans had erected on 

or near the Euryelus has been sufficiently shown in the note on 

vil. 7.1. Whether it reached the northern cliff of .Epipolae at a .- , 

nearer point we are not informed (see the same note, ad fin.) 

“If it did, the Athenian army must still have taken it in front, and 

would have had only the advantage of a surprise. If it did not,’ 

their object. must have been to get round it and attack it from 

behind, or from both sides. This supposition harmonizes better 

a) with the assumption which Demosthenes seems to make, that 

the capture of the refytopa would involve the capture of the cross- 

wall, c. 42 fin. od3€ yap dv tropeivat odds ovdéva, 5) with the cursory 

manner in which Thucydides mentions the capture of the cross- 

wall, as if it were a task of no difficulty, 43. §, @AAoi 8€ x.r.A. ¢) with 

the forward movement of the Athenians described in the words 

immediately preceding, kat adrof pev x... The movement must have 

taken place on the northern side of the Syracusan counter-wall to 

be of any importance ; and yet, as the narrative shows, it must have 

commenced before the cross-wall was actually taken. -How could 

this have been, if the wall ran as far as the northern cliff? 

' The above argument supposes the Euyrelus to have been Bel- 

vedere, the knoll at the summit of Epipolae. But, if with Holm, 

we assume the Euryelus to have been Mongibellisi, nearer the city, 

the Syracusan cross-wall may have reached the northern cliff beyond 

it.. So that the Athenians, when they ascended by the Eury elus, 

would be within the cross-wall.
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43.2. rods AGoAdyous kal réxrovas mdvras AaBdv xat dAAny wapackeviy rokev- 
pdrov re xal doa Bet, Av kKpard@ot, retxiovras eyew, . , 

The place of rofedpara between carpenters and siege implements 
_ affords no reason for doubting the reading. Archers were more 
needed in a’siege than in a battle. , 

43. 4.- of 88 mdelous diapvydyres edOds apis ta orpardmeda, fv emt rov 
*Emtmodayr tpia [ev mpoterxicpagw] K.r.A, 

The reading év mporetyicnacw after pia; which would mean ‘in 
the midst of outworks,’ whether those of the city or those of the 
three camps themselves, although read by Vat. and H., has too 
little MS, authority to support it, and is probably a gloss taken 
from ék rév mporexiopdray in § 6 infra. * The camps were probably 
behind the counter-wall. 

(43.5. al adrot ev ebOds exdpouv és 7d npsoer, Gras tH mapovon Spa} tod 
mepatvesbar Sv evexa FACov ph Bpadels yévurvravr dor 8 73 amd ris 
Tpdtys Tapatelxiopa ray Zupakociov, oby tnoperdvray trav tbuddkoy, 

" Jpovy Te kal tas érdd£ers aréovpov, | 
Tov mepaiveoba, ‘that while the impetus to accomplish their work 

continued in them,’ either 1)* ‘they might make a quick end of it;’ 
or 2) giving a feebler sense to Bi) Bpadets yévovrar=borephowvrat, , 
“they might not flag in the execution of it, (Schol.). The gen. 
700. epaiverOar is to be taken with By Bpadeis yévevra, as well as 
with 17 mapotcn éppi. a 

rc) a6 ris mpdrys naparelxeopa, 1)* a periphrastic expression for 
* the first. part of the maparetytopa :’ CP. &k rob et Gdrepa, c. 37 med. 
For rijs npadrys cp. rod dnd rijs tons éxOpo’, ili, 40 fin.: dad porns, i. 77 
med. : Hv mpaérqv, Herod. i. 153, 6, iti. 184. 8: Dem. Olynth. iii. 2. 
In such cases words like polpas, éfédov, or dppijs, have been some- 
times supplied. But it is better, instead of supplying substantives 
which are never present to the mind, and sometimes: interfere with 
the sense, to regard the adverbial use in dnd Tijs wpdtys and the 
like expressions as appropriate to the feminine no less than to the 
neuter. Or as Lobeck observes (Paralipomena, p. 363), thé 
Omission may have been confined at first to simpler phrases, rjv 
Héoqy Sdebew, paxpav wepPbjvat, in which the word omitted was readily
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supplied, and in later Greek, the usagé, having become familiar, 43° . 

was more widely applied, without any thought of the word supposed 

to be understood. ‘Quis enim, si legerit dn’ eddelas pidrocodeiv, Plut. 

Symp. i. 4. 8; rhv et@ciay cvverreiv runt, Vit. Cic. vii; && épOjs dvaxpi-.> .. 

veww, Polyb, xv. 27; tiv dros dSodecxei, v. Bergler ad Alciphr. i. 

Ep. 19, his igitur et similibus locis quis aut poipa aut réxq aut 

mpaés aut 6dés aptum esse credat?’ Language, like childhood, is 

imitative and superficial; and often by a natural instinct catches -:.. 

_up and reproduces a. form of expression without regard to its exact 

meaning. In the use of a word or phrase, its origin is forgotten. -” 

of te "A@qvatoe e{nrow re ois adtovs, xal wav rd evavrloy, rai 2 44. 4 

didtoy ely tv HSy Taw hevyovtwv, wodguioy evdpsCov, 

1) ‘Even though they were friends, belonging to those who were.: . ” 
already in flight, or 2) ‘being some of those who were already 

in flight’ iq is to be construed both. with iio» and with ray 

hevydvrwv > ray... hevydvray being a further description of Pidtov, 

The gen, is either 1) possessive, or 2) partitive. oo 

Gor’, et pév evrdxorev tice xpeircous evres rdv modeplov, Bréevyoy 44, 5. 

adtots Gre exeivay emordpevor rd stvOnpa, et & atrot py doxpivowro, 

Scepbeipovro, 

évréxorev, Scil. the Athenians ; bu pevyor, scil. the Syracusans. 

kat Stoxdpevot kard te rév xpnpvy of woNdol pinrovres cavrods dwad- 44, 8. 

Avvto, orevis ovons ris dxd ray EmioAGy wakw xatuBdcews, 

.. of roAAol==of moAdol r&v drodAupévav, If the greater part of the 

‘army engaged in the attempt had been intended, some stronger 
expression than dméGavoy otk édlyor would have been used in 

45, 2. , 

Sras braydyouro ry médw. ‘ - 46, 

‘ That he might manage (i7o-) to draw over the city to their side.’ 

The want of an instance in’ which a rare word takes a sense 

etymologically suited to it, but not elséwhere found, is no reason 

for changing the reading against all the MSS. into the more com- 

monplace éraydyoro, Cp. the use of toxpiveo@a: for dioxpivecbat,
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" 46. in'c. 44 med. supra.’ In iii. 63. 2 however trdéyecOar, although the 
reading of nearly every MS., cannot be maintained. Sce note. 

47, 2,. vdoq re yap émélovro. .. rd re Edda Ort dvdimora abrots épaivero, / 

td te Gdda ore answers to vow re. ‘For they were distressed, 
both by sickness, and because everything appeared hopeless.’ 

- AT, 3.: 1B obv Anpoobéver odk eddxet eri Xpivae pévew, BAN Earep kat Stavonbets 
és tas "Emurohds StaxwSuvedoat, dred) Zopadro, eheevar ernpitero. 

. Again the correction d:exwdévevoe, found in the Vatican MS., is 
unnecessary. The construction is dAX’ éddxes dep xat by (under- 
stood from eddxet) Bravondels Staxwwduveioat, , 

48. 2... xpnudrav yap dropig airods extpuydceww, Gddos re Kat em wAdov fn 
tais imapyoicais vavot CadaccoKparotyruy. : 

There is a confusion of the subject.and object i in these words, 
‘For by reason of their (i.e. the Syracusan) want of money, they 
(i.e. the Athenians) would wear them out. The construction 
also changes at Gadascoxparotvray, Cp. iii. 12 fin. BorOnodvreay ée 

1. 1 Budy mpodipos, ww re mpoodmpeade err. 

48, 4. ovxouy Bother ards ye émurrdpevos tas ’AOnvatov hicets én? aicxpa 
te airia xal ddixws in’ "A@qvatav drodéabat paddov ij td ray trodeplov, ef 
Sei, xuwduvevoas rotro nabeiy i8tq. 

oo Cp. vi. 9 med. ‘Hooov érépav wept TO €pavTov compart §pod3, 

idig, 1) Sto suffer death individually,’ a singular expression ; 
for Nicias risked the whole army as well as himself by remaining, 
but only himself by going home. This he appears to forget, or 
rather perhaps Thucydides was led into this piece of false logic, 
or false rhetoric, by the recollection that Nicias did perish .apart 
from the rest of the army (vii. 86 fin.) ; 

“> Or 2) better i8f%@ may be taken as meaning ‘ in his private 
capacity, opposed ‘to 8qp0e%a, which is implied in év aicxpé airia, 
“on a public charge of corruption’ That is to say, he would die 
‘as a private soldier, choosing death on his own account, not as a 
‘general condemned.”by his country. Nicias speaks of himself 
“individually, because he does not like to ‘speak of the destruction
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of his. army. For a similarly forced antithesis of xowf and i8/g cp. 
ii, 43-2 and note, Kow yap 7a odpara Sddrres i8ta roy dyipoy €matvov 
€AdpBavoy, . 

Plutarch (Nic. xxii), evidently alluding to this passage, quotes a 
saying of Leon of Byzantium, which he favourably contrasts with 

.the words of Nicias, Acwdv. pév of ob3év abrdée tpoaSoxay epackey, 
‘ei 3€ oupBatn, paddov alpeioba tov ind tov" wodeplov Odvurov % tov td 

- Tey Torey, oby spore povdy ols vorepov 6 Butdvrios Aéay ele mpos 
“robs éavrod moAiras* ‘ BovAopat’ yap ey pPadRov bp tpdv } ped bpay 
dzrobavetv.” 

iv Te Kat Sriody aehtnwor Tis. vov Tapackeuis rH pry Scddvac rpo- 

piv, POcpeicbat abtév ra mpdypara, emtxovpixd pGddoy # OC dvdyxys, domep 

Ta oférepa, dvra’ rpiBew obv hn ypijvar mpocKabnpévous, kat ei xpipares, 
&s word xpeicoors cial, uenbévras dmévat, - : 

‘If they break down ever so little in their present means 5 of 
supply, and cannot provide food,’ lit. ‘by not providing food... 
The genitive mapacxevjs is partly dependent on ékdiroot, partly a 
genitive of relation, explained by what follows, 1G Sidévae rpopiv. 
For a similar expansion of a somewhat obscure genitive cp. i: 61 
init. 9 dyyeAla tv wodewv, Ere dheoraat. 

For xpipacw,.ds «rd. see note on English text, 

6 pév Nixtas rocaira A€yov ioxupifero, aig@ipevos ta ev tais Svpa- 
, ’ a 5 ‘ ~ ’ 2 , sas 2 oF x kovoas axptBas, Kat: THY Tov XpupaTe@v a7roptay, Kat OTt ny abrdbs TOU TU 

48. 4. 

48. 5. 

6. 

49. 1. 

: - 3 ¢ ¢ a 4 Bovdépevoy trois *AOnvalas ylyveoOar ré mpaypata, xat émuxnpurevdpevor _ 

mpos abrév dore ph draviorag6at, Kat dpa tais youy vaualy 4 ampoTepoy.”. . 

Gapaiiret xparn Geis. 

nov, indefinite, ‘of the existence somewhere within the walls,’ 

ie. the betrayers of the city were not a recognised party, but: 

nevertheless were to be found within it. Cp. vii. 73 fin, 86 med. 

The article in 73 BovAdperor refers to the previous mention of this 
party in'c. 48 init. Nothing is known of it, except what we can 

doubtfully infer from the speech of Athenagoras, vi. 36-40; it 

probably consisted of some of the discontented democrats who 

disliked the ascendancy of Hermocrates and the Lacedaemonians,.: ." - 

The ingenious emendation of Linwood, rodd for rod (omitted in 

VOL. Il. Ff
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49. 1. many MSS.) only introduces a difficulty. For .it is unlikely that 

the Athenian party within the walls could have been ‘ ‘numerous,’ 

i} mpérepoy is ‘dependent on the idea of comparison contained in’ 
Oapojoet xparnécis, ‘The latter words are supposed to mean, ‘ Over-: 

come’ or ‘influenced by his confidence, in the fleet at any rate, 

more than he had been before. But the Greek of Oapanoes xpa- 

mOeis may be fairly doubted! Vat., H., and another MS. insert 
Gappav before #, and read e@dpance for Oapafces.. Stahl adopts ¢@dpance, 

. and (with Bauer) changes 7 into #. Classen further inserts ‘raf 

49. 2. 

48. 2 

49. 3... 

50. 4.. 

51.1. 

before xparnOeis, rais yotv vavalv § mpsrepov eOdpance at kparnOets, 
‘ Nicias, although conquered -(by land), trusted in. his ships, at 
any rate, as before’ But these changes do not give a good sense. 
For yoiy does not agree with kat xparnOeis, Nicias having been 
already conquered at sea as well as by land ° 41). And ‘by land’ 
is inserted. . 

_ et 88 Set ph dndyew tiv orpardy dvev "AOnvatav Yndloparos, OE 

tpipew atrots, @hn xphvae } és chy Odor avactavras tobto woveiv 4 és 
THY Kardyny, Sev rG re mel ent TONAa THs Xdpas emidvres Spépovrat 
wopboivres ta Tay modepioy, kai xelvous Brdyrovat k.r.A. . 

That zpifew here is to be taken in the sense not of ‘ wearing 
away,’ but of ‘remaining,’ as just above, c. 48 fin., is evident from 
the reference in rodre zroretv, and from the words which follow. 

avrovs may be used equally with odds, because, dei being im- 
personal, there is no subject to which the word refers. 

* 2» > ‘ ’ > te ’ ~ 2 o,- a, nm ww . GAN’ &v ebpuyaopia, ev 7 rd re THs epTetptas xpnoiwa ody corat. 
ogéy, gen. after rijs dumerpias. 

76 te fipnav elzeiv, obdert tpéme of epy &péoxew €v TO aire Ere pevew, 
XN 6 1 rdxeora HBy Kai ph pAddew etavioracBar. . 

With #y, éfavicracéa is to be supplied, being governed by 
Gpéoxev, which also governs, By peer eavioracban, ‘Or kat py 
pee may, be inserted 8: Bécov, 

kat Tois pty *A@nvators pAMoaa 2 dia tobro 9 pov} ayeyernro. of &€ 
Zupaxdoioe kat abrot toiiro ubipevos, TOAAG pGddov é eynyeppévar Hoav py
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Auiévar ra rey "AGnvaiey, cis Kal adtGv Kateyvaxdruv 73q pyxére kpeood- §1,- 1, 
vow elvar opav pire rats vavot pire TO wel" ob yap ay rov Exo 

émBovAetoat. . . ; , . 

The aor. pedAfoact expresses the historical fact of the decision, 
the pluperf. eyeyévqro, its irrevocable nature. This was the reason 

swhy the. Athenians remained. The fatal step had now been taken. 

toiro, 1)* the Syracusans having now heard of that which Nicias 

had been most desirous to conceal from them, namely, of the in-, 

tended departure of the Athenians, and of the adverse omen which 

prevented it. 

Os xat abrév Kateyvoxcroy x.7.A. scem, ‘to show that rotro refers 

to the resolution of the Athenians to depart, as well as to their 

final determination to remain. a, . 

It is however possible 2) to refer retro only to their stay, of which 

' the mention has immediately preceded 3 in this case the clause ds 

kat abrév x.7d. gives an additional reason for the confidence of the 

Syracusans. ‘The Syracusans, hearing that the Athenians. had 

determined to stay, were more: eager than ever not to let them go, 

since by their previous resolution to depart they had acknowledged 

their own inferiority.’ 

drokapBdvoval re tay émdiréy Tiwds Kat tpebdpevor xataidkovew. -° Hl. 2. 

tpeydpevot, i.e. they put to flight the whole body of the Athenians 
who came out to meet them; not only rév ém\iraév rwds, cp. the 
words which follow, of "A@qvaios fxrrovs EBdopuixovra droddtovet, 

drrodapBdvovet kdxeivoy év TO Koitho Kal puxd Too Aruévos. "52. 2. 

Said by Diodorus (see note on vi. 66. 2), who may possibly 
have derived his narrative from Philistus, to be the bay of 

Dascon; probably the pvxés 108 Aeévos mentioned in c. 4 med., 

which appears also to have been Dascon. , 

é 8 Todunrnos dpay ras vais Tay modeplov wxapevas Kat téo raév crav- 63. 1. 

popdrav kat tod éavraév orpatonédou xarapepopévas, Bovddpevos diapdeipew 

Tots éxBaivoyras Kat Tas vats paov rots Zupaxocious dpéAnev THS iis 

oudias ovons mapeBone ext thy xndip. . 

The causeway or mole ran from-the city between the sea and 

the marsh Lysimeleia, up to or-beyond the Athenian encampment 

Ffa2
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(see Arnold’s note). If Gylippus could get possession of this 

. causeway (zijs yis.prdias otons) the Syracusans would have no diffi- 

culty.in capturing the stranded vessels. ‘Whether the engagement 

took place between the city and the Athenian camp, or on the 

other side of the Athenian camp, is uncertain. The former is the 

more probable, for Gylippus is more likely to have come from the 

city than from the Olympicum. ° 

- The exact.position of the- Athenian camp is nowhere precisely 

2, 

indicated by Thucydides. But a) it. was somewhere between the 

river Anapus, which the Athenians crossed on their-final retreat 

(c. 78 init.), and the wall of Syracuse. 4) It must have ended in 
the double Athenian wall which ran up to Epipolae (c. 60 init.), and 

must have come down to the harbour. ¢) The distance’ from the 

city wall to the mouth of the Anapus would be about a mile. The 

-distance'from the’ southern cliff of Epipolae to the harbour varies 

from less than half'a mile to rather more than a mile. Within the 

space thus roughly described, a great part of which was taken up 

by the marsh Lysimeleia, would have to be placed a camp large 

enough to afford room for forty or fifty thousand men. The position 

occupied, though described as édddes (c. 47 med.), must have been 

slightly raised above the general level of the marsh. 

gddeot yap tabvras pdvas Fon Spotorpdzots érehOdvres, Snpoxparoupévas 

Té Gonep kai avrol, Kal vais Kat tarmous Kat peyedn exovcats, ob durdpevoe 
> - *. , a . 
emeveyxely ore €x trodtTtetas Te petaBo ro Sidi trois o 4- rEvey $ Te petaBodjjs ro didpopoy airois b mpoay 

” >? a ”~ _. YouTo Gy, or’ ek mapackevgs TOANG Kpelcoous, apadrddpuevor 52 Ta TAeio, 

Td TE apo | abray lyépovy Kat ered ¥é Kat Tas vavoly exparnOnaay, b o ouK dy 

Gorro, TOA Oy Badov & ere, ' 

vais .xat tmmous Kat peyeOn éxoboas, ‘large cities having ships and 

cavalry. 

ék moNXtreias Tt peraBoXjjs. ri may be taken ‘either 1) “with the 

“, Substantive, ‘nor by any change’ (lit. change in any respect) ‘in 
their government,’ or 2) with éreveyxeiv ‘nor to introduce difference 
at all, Cp. c. 57 init. od xara Sixny re pGddov... per GAAoY oTdytes. 

WONG xpeiogous, scil. dvres, has been translated, 1) ‘nor yet could 
they. do. anything by’ the’ actual strength of their armament, 
though they were greatly superior? But this sentiment is out of
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place here, the drift of the passage being to depreciate the power 55.2. 

of Athens compared with that of Sicily. It is better to. suppose 

2). that the influence of the negative otre extends to oAAG xpetacous. 

as well as to é« mapacxevjs. We may supply with ék wapacxevgs some 

word signifying ‘overcome,’ may or mpocdyerOat, gathered from the 

words ¢ npocjyovro dy. Elsewhere Thucydides speaks of the Athe~ 

nian, army and fleet as being out of proportion to the Syracusan. 

power. Cp. vi. 31 fin. erparias wpis obs emyecav inepBorj, also ii. 65 

fin. 6 és StxeXav dots, bs 0d trocotray yoouns dpdpropa fy apis obs 

éxyjecav xr. There is, however, no real disagreement between — 

these places, for a) he does not deny that the Athenians were 

superior to the Sicilians, but only that they were much, superior 

(woAAG xpetocous) ; 5) the comparison in this passage is not of the — 

armaments of the two countries, but of their ultimate resources. - 

kat abrot Sdfavres abr&v alriot elvac ind te Tov Dror dvOpdrrav kal 6B. 2. 

tnd tév Exera wohd Garpasbjcecba, Kal Fv 88 kos 6 dybv kard te 3. 

tatra Kat drt odxt “A@qvatav pévov mepteyiyvovro, GNAd kal rSv ov 

TOAAGY Evppdxov, : . 

It is not quite clear at what point the sentiments attributed: to 

the Syracusans pass into the reflections of the historian. .The con-' 

struction changes at the words xai fv d¢ détos 6 dydv, and the phrase 

kat... 6€ would naturally introduce a statement of fact: but the 

rhetorical colour of: the previous passage is continued in , what 

follows. In the sentence %vy ydp x«7.d., with which the chapter 

concludes, the transition is completed. mo, . ; F 

Tov vauTtKod peya pépos mpoxsavres. 7 mt "56. 3. 

. Not ‘having facilitated the success of the. (confederate) navy’ 
(Amn.), but ‘having made a great step forward in naval: affairs. 
péya pépos, not acc. after mpoxdyavres, but adverbial, ‘in great 

degree or measure.’ Tod vavrixod, gen. after mpoxovavres, as in-iv. oo oo 

60. 2 (see note), tis dpyis dpa mpoxomrdvray éxetvors. 

. mAnv ye 8) ‘t0G Edpmavros Aéyou rod ev rGde rH modeup mpds THY BB, 4, 

"AOnvaiwy te wéAw Kat Aakedaipoviay,, 

waqy ye xrA-. Except the entire sum or number of troops which
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56. 4. came together to fight on behalf of Athens and Sparta. rod fdprav- 

ros Adyov, subjective for objective, ‘the whole reckoning’ put for 

‘the whole number. The expression which occurs in c. 75 med,, 
puptddes Tod ipmavtos 3xdou obk éAdacous tecodpwr, has led Classen, 

following Kriiger, to read 6xAou for Aéyou in this passage: But a) 

the use of Adyos is not unidiomatic; 4) the word 8yAos is more ap- 
propriate in c. 75 med., where Thucydides i is describing 2 mixed 

multitude, than here. 

BT. 4. ° Kat tov ‘pév Sapkéwr kat dépou dtorehGy "Eperpiijs cat Xadxidjs Kad . 

rupis Kal Kapdotio: aa’ EdBotas joav, dvd 8¢ vigwv Keilor Kad "Avdpiot xal | 

Thrtot, ee 8 lovlas Madforot rat Sdpiot Kat Xtor. todtwy Xtow ody io~ 

rereis dvres Hédpov, vais 8& mapéxovres, adtévopor ~vvérmovto* Kat TS 

amelotov “luves Svres oftou mévtes xat dn” AGnvalov mtv Kapuorlop 

- (odrot 8 eiot Aptomes), Smijxoot 8 Syres Kai dvdyxy Spws “lovés ye emt 

" Aapigas jxodovbovy. mpds & abrois AloAjjs, My@upvaion pév vaual Kal ob 

a dépe Smyjxoor, Tevédtor 86 xat Alor imoredcis. , 

rotrav Xiot'x.7.A. This is a correction of the preceding’ statement, 

in which the Chians are ranked among the émoreAcis ddpov, And 

although here ‘declared to be atrévopor they are again included in 

‘the é Emixoot below. ° 

1)* guws may be taken with Nev's ye, ‘still they were Ionians 

fighting against Dorians.’ But 2) ”Iovés' re, the reading of all.the 

MSS. except Vat., gives a sufficient sense. ‘Being subjects and 

uncer compulsion, and Ionians fighting against Dorians, they never-_ 

theless followed.’ dvdyxy implies unwillingness, hence Spas #xodotdouy, 

vavot kai od dépy tryxoor, ‘furnishing ships, but not tributary 

we subjects.’ The word tmjxoo applies properly to Jp, but impro- 

perly to vavoi, for the allies who furnished ships were not imijcoot, 

but ubrévopot, : 

57. 5. ° obra: 8€ AloAjs AlodeDon tots xrivact Botwrois tots pera Supaxociav car’ 

dvdyxny éudxovro, WAaratis 8€ Katavrixp) Borarol Botwrois pévor etxdros 

kara 7b €xOos. 

"| karayrixps, they were Boeotians actually fighting against Boeotians, 
and not merely Aeolians against Aeolians; jévot, they and no other 
Boeotians. These were the Plataeans who had escaped from the
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siege, and, like Athenian Cleruchs, were either settled at Scioné, or 57. 5. ~ 

possessed lands there, cp. v. 32 init. ois after Bowrois was con-’ 

jectured by Lindau, and has since been found in M. 

‘ol pév Aaxedatpovioy dmotxoe KuOnptot. > B68 

- Hence we learn incidentally that Cythera, like Pylos, had not 

been given back to the Lacedaemonians, though the mutual restora- 

tion of all places taken in war was one of the conditions of peace, 

y. 17. 2, and although Cythera is named in the treaty, v. 18. 7. 

. Kat of Mesoqvios viv xadotpevot éy Navmdkr@ kai ex Wddov rére ba’.57. 8. 

*AOqvatay exopévns és tov médepov mapeAnpancay. 

- éy Naunderg, the reading of all the MSS. except the Vatican, 

which has ex Naumékrov, has been needlessly altered. The Messe-: 

nians resident at Naupactus are faintly opposed to those who were 

only on temporary garrison duty at Pylos. ¢& Navrderg and é« 7 4 

Dddov go with of Mecoynot, not with, rapedjpéyoar. Cp. c¢. 31 init. ~ 

of Meconmot viv xadotperot, 1)* ‘those who are now called Messe- 

nians, not Naupactians.’ Naupactus had originally belonged to the 

Ozolian Locrians, and had been taken by the Athenians in 455, 

when they settled the Messenians there (i. 103). As nothing is said 

of the expulsion of the former inhabitants, it is probable that they 

‘and the Messenians occupied the place in common, ‘and that after ) 

a time ail the inhabitants of Naupactus were called Messenians. : 

2) It is doubtful whether viv may not be taken in the sense of 

‘to this day,’ though against the general use of the word. Cp. 

ii, 99 med, dvésrnoay 8e nat ex tis viv Eopdias xadoupévns "Eopdots, dy 

of pev moddot pOdpycay, Bpaxd d€ tt atrav mept Bioxay xargxnrat. And 

this rendering certainly gives a better sense: ‘those who are still 

called Messenians, although they no longer dwell in Messenia.’ 

*Iradtardv d¢ Covpror xat Merandyriot €v Tovautats dvdyxais rére oraci 57, II. 

wordy xapav KatelAnppévar gvvecrpdrevoy, xal Sixettwrdav Ndgtor xat 

Kararaiot. ce _ so ‘ 

rotatrats, such as compelled them to serve under the Athenians. 

xaretAnppévav may be taken, either 1)* with Oovploy xai Merarortiov, 

supplied from Gotpior xai Merardvriot, OF 2) with IraXteraGy, But in
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57. 11. the latter case some only of the Italian cities can be. included. 
Possibly the épouréAevrov, cractarinay katpGv, may have corrupted 

- the termination of the following word (kareAnppévor). 

58..3. — Svvara: dé 7d veodapddes edevOepov Sn elvat. 
-- detbepov Fn elvar, ‘to be now free,’ i.e. not simply a freeman, but a 
freedman. These words are doubted by Dindorf, because a similar 
explanation of the word veodaud8ys is found in the Scholia, veoSa-_ 
hadys, 6 edevOepos mapa rots AaxeBarpoviots, But the Scholion is simply 
a paraphrase of Thucydides’ explanation. And the idiomatic use 

++ Of #3y is in favour of the genuineness of the clause. The circum- 
stance that Thucydides has not explained the word when it occurs 
before (v. 34 med., vii. 19 med.), which has been cited on the other 
side, is purely accidental. 

58. 4. xat apbs dzavras adds, ds eizeiv, robs Drove Zupaxdatot abrol melo 
exopicavro, oO 

> e *.38 \ . - adits, ‘again,’ introduces a second comparison. 
és elzeiv is a qualification of mpos dmayras, ‘the Syracusans may 

be’ said to have contributed more,’ or, ‘speaking roughly, they 
contributed more, than the rest put together.’ 

60. 2,° rd emirideta offre abtixa tr etyov, mporéuypavres yap és Kardiy ds 
os exnAevadpevor dmetrov Bay émdyew K.rd. . . , 

- The Athenians must have countermanded their provisions before 
the eclipse, when they intended to withdraw. Yet it ‘is surprising 
that, when they were compelled to remain for twenty-seven days, 
this countermand should not have been recalled. It may be con- jectured that after the.Syracusans began to close the mouth of the 
harbour the introduction of provisions from Catana was no longer 
possible, and that Thucydides has forgotten to mention this ex- “+. ” phanatory circumstance. ce 

. 
60. 2.3. ¢Bovdevaavro 74 pev telxn Ta va exderedy. --kat.of per, ds user 

avrots raiza, kal émoiqcav’ &x Te yop Tay dvw rerxdv SmoxaréByoay kat 
Tas vais én\ipwoay mdcas, dvayxdcavres éaBalvew Soris kat érwcoty IN # ¢ o , > o 7 eOdxee HAtxias peTEeXan emirndetos etvat,
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' ée tév dvo reyav. Had the Athenians retained, their lines on 60.2.3. 

Epipolae until now? or had they quitted them after the completion 
of the Syracusan counter-wall, so that 74 avo tefyn in this passage 

means only the part of the lines under Epipolse and furthest from 

the harbour? We hear nothing of the Athenian lines in the account 

of the night attack-on Epipolae, vii. 43. 44. And it ‘is not easy 

‘to understand why the Athenians, if they still occupied their old 

position on Epipolae, did not make some use of it. On the other ©’ ° 

hand, we hear nothing of the Syracusans occupying or dismantling 

the Athenian wall, as they would have done’ if the Athenians had 

deserted it. Cp. also vii. 11 fin. drravadaxulas THs puAdakhs Tey rexydv 

peépos Tt Tod dmAcrixod: 46, ds ev édride dy kal ra reixn trav ‘A@yvaiov 

aipnoew Bia, érecdy Ta ev rats "EmtroAais otro ) Even, where no distinc- 

tion is drawn between the part of the lines which the Athenians 

had left and the part which they retained, unless in the words of 

the latter passage a contrast is intended between ra tefxy alpjrew uo 

and ré év ras "Emeodais. The question must be left undecided. | 

dnd 82 rod Grou mefod ras vais mdoas, Scat Foay xat duvarat «at BO. 2. 

dmoorepat, advra, Two eoBiBdtovres wAnpécat, oF 

névra tid. All sorts of men,’ ‘any one and every one” That 

this expression, however strong it may appear, does not include all 

the we{ot is clear from: c. 69 fin., 71init., which show that a con- 

siderable portion of the army was left on shore besides those 

who garrisoned the reduced Athenian lines. It is not likely that 

hoplites would serve as sailors; nor could the entire force have ©” 
found room in r10 ships. Cp. also infra c. 64 med., where of év rais 

vavolv Spav are expressly opposed to the rest of the army. The 
words are also to be modified by doris xat érwcoiv eddxer fAcxias 

peréyov emerpderos elvar (cited i in previous note), with which, taken 

strictly, they are inconsistent. 

". at radAa, os ofgy 7° iy jp tf avaynate te kat rowarys Siavoias, éxopi- 60. 4. 

carro. , oe : 7 

dvayxatov is not to be taken with diavotas, ‘When they were — 

driven by necessity, and their plan was such as i have described, 7 

Le. of such.a desperate nature, -
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60, 5. - ép&v tovs orpariaras to te map th cla63s wodd Tals vavot xpamjvar 

GOupoivras Kai bid THY tay émrndelov ondyv bs tdxioTa Bouhopévous 

Staxcvduvedew KA. , 

The two ‘clauses joined. by ré, xat, here really represent two 

opposite motives which distracted the Athenians :—despair at their 

own defeat, and the necessity,of obtaining food. 

6l.1.. 6 Bev aydy 6 pédAwv Spoias xowds dracw eorat, wept te cwrnpias Kab 

ratpidos éxdorots obx Faaoy ij Tots woAEptors. . - 

The last words are. objected to by Classen as inappropriate. 

But, though briefly expressed, they are not without meaning. ‘ We, 

the invaders, have to fight as hard as the enemy who are being 

invaded ; for Athens is in no less danger,—or in much greater, 

danger,—than Syracuse,’ 

61. 1. ry brdpxovedy trou olkelay aéAdwy émdeiv. 

‘His own home wherever it may be,’ 

GL. 2. . ot rois mpdros dydot opadevres Exerra Sa mavrds Thy edniSa tod HéBou 

- Spolav tats gupdopats & eXougw, 

‘Always retain a fearful expectation on a level with their dis- 
asters,’ or‘ which cannot rise above their disasters:’ they always 
expect that their calamities are going to recur. Cp. i, 140 init. 

mpos ras Luphopds kal ras yrdpas rperopevovs. 
, 

. 

61.3. GAN’ Scor re *AOpvatov mdpecre, TroMav #Oq TwoAcpay epmerpor évres, 

kat Soot rev Evppdxor, Evorparevdpevor del, pricOnte trav ev tols mode 
pots mapahdyar, kat 73 tis tUxns xiv pel judv edmloavtes orivat, 
Kat &s ‘évapaxodpevor aglos rotde rod rAROous, Evov atrod o ipav abréy, 
épopare, napackevdcerde, . 

éAnigavres is to be connected with pyycOnre, Kat emphasizes 75 7 
ths toxns. ‘Remember the uncertainty of war, hoping that even 

_.7~ Fortune (i. e.-Fortune who has so often favoured -the- enemy) may 
help us as well as them’ (ate mee pov). 

’ 

62. 1: “+ apo mpos thy exelvar emt rév kaTaoTpwpdtey mapacKeuny. 5 
I.e. the javelin-men on deck, c. 40 fin., not the improved con+
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struction of the-prows, which could not have been‘thus described, 62. 1-. 

and is mentioned § 3 infra, . 

qv Ta ent tovTots of emiPdrar brovpyaow, 7 oo . - 62. 3. 

‘if the marines s do the service which o ought to come > next! ; 

exeityny te tiv Hooviv evOvpetaGar as aéla éori Suasdoacbat, ot réws 63. 3. 

*AByvator vopibdpevor cal py dvres ipdv rijs re hovys th émarypy xa 

Tay tpdrav Ti pipnoes eOavpalerOe xara rhv “Eddd8a, kal ths apxas THs 

jperépas 00K Ehagcoy xara Th whedreicOa, & re rd HoSepav rois tanxds 

kat rd pa) ddcxeto Oar Odd Tetoy pereixere. Sore xowwwvol pdvor ddevOépas 

piv ris dpxas bvres Sixalus [4] «i abriy viv py } Karanpodibore, . 

ot, scil. rotvrous bpav of, . , . .. wo 

ox €Xaccov. Nicias means to say that in positive benefits such 

as pay and commercial advantages the péro«o: and foreigners in 

the Athenian service were as well off as the Athenians themselves, 

while in freedom from liability to attack, and the awe which they 

inspired in subject states, they were even better off, either because 

they were not so much exposed as Athens herself, or because they - ° > 

by themselves would be more helpless than Athens by herself. 

For a similar strain of argument compare Eurip, Medea, 536 

foll.— oo 

- _ mparoy pev “ENAdD durt BapBdpov xOovss .. .- 

yatay xarorxets xat Sixqy érloracat 

vépots te xpioOat, yy mpos laxvos xdpw" 

mavres 8é 0° Jabovr’ otcav “EAAnves copay 

- nal Sdfav Eoyes’ ef 8 yijs én’ eoxdros 

Sporow Gkets, odx dv qv Adyos aeOev. . 

If &, after dixaiws, with nearly all the MSS., is retained, the 

imperative with pj must be supposed to have taken the place 

of ot dv rarampodiderre. “” But dv here is not really defensible. — roy 
dixafos with the imperative must mean, ‘as in duty bound.’ Cp. 

iv. 62 fin, ripwpia yap odk etruxet Sixatus, fas it ought.’ . 

a . - : 
“ai evdvpetcOe xa’ -éxdorovs té cat Edpmarres dre of ev rats vavoly 64, 2, 

. tpov viv eodpevor Kat meCot rois *AOnvaiors efot eat vies Kal A éméXouros 

és Kat 7d péya’ dvopa tov "Anvay, wept div, ef ris te erepos €répov
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B4.. 2. mpopéper y emtoripy  etnpuxta ode dv dv GAd@ paGdrov Kaip@ drodeatd- 

pevos abrds re abr@ &éAtpos yévotto cat rots Etprace cwTpios. - 

of év roils vavaly x.r.A. ‘You who are about to embark are to 

’ -your-country, army, fleet, the whole state, and the great name of 

Athens?’ 

4 Sddouros mods, ‘everything else, the rest of the state,’ besides 

: meot and vies. ra&v "A@nvdv adds an additional emphasis to this 

highly-wrought ‘passage, for the usage of Thucydides and the 

common Greek idiom is not to speak of af’A@jvae, but of of A@nvaior, 

wept by, either 1)* mept rev ’A@qvay, or 2) all which has preceded, 

armies, ships, the name of Athens, etc. 

65.2. ras yap mpdpas kat ths vebs ava ext wohv xareBipoacar. 

tis veds, of the ship which the grappling irons were designed to 

attack, the article referring to 4 émPod} t&v oidypdv xepdy in the 

preceding sentence; cp. c. 62 fin. xe:pav otdypdv emBodai, at oxiizovee 

TH wadw avdxpovow THs ‘mpoomecotans veds. 

66. 1. dre pev Koda Ta Tpoetpyaopéva Kat imép KadkGv THY pedddvTwr 6 dydv 

fora, & Supaxdovor ‘kat Evppaxot, of te woAAot Ooxeire Hpiv eidévar’ 

ou8e yip dy otras abrdv mpobipas avrekdBeobe’ ai ef tis py emi door 

Sef FoOnra, onpavodpev. - 

ovdé yap av...atrav dyreAdBeoGe x7.d., lit. ‘for if not, neither 

would you have engaged in them with so much energy,’ i.e. ‘for 

otherwise you would not have engaged in them.’ od8é (not od) 

emphasizes the connection between dvreAdBeoGe and Soxeire efSévat. 

airéy refers strictly to ré mpoeipyacpéva, less correctly to rév peddsy- 

tov, in the sense, not of the coming victory, but of the preparation 

- for it, : 

66. 3.  dvdpes yap eradiy d aktotar mpotxew rodovdact, v6 ¥ bxddomoy abrav 

tis ddkys Gobevéstepov adits Eautod eoriv, H et pnd ayOnoav 13 mpdrov, 

kat 7G map’ ehiida tod adxnpatos opadAdpevor cal mapa ict’ ris 

Suvdpews evdiddarw. . 

. " deBevésrepos the comparative is followed by éavrod, as well as- by 

4: ‘what remains of their self-respect is weaker than it ever was, 

and weaker to a greater extent than if they had never believed that
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' they were superior in this particular thing ;’ cp. Plat. Prot. 350 A, 66. 3. 

‘kat rad ye mdvra,..of émorhpoves tov pl éemorapevav bapparedrepol 

‘clot, ai abro} éaurdy, erediy pdboow, i mp padeiv, , 

@nOnoav rd mpdror, Scil, robre mpobyxew, referring tod dfiodar mpodxew 

above. . 

Tov adxijpatos is to be taken with 7@ aap’ ania, ‘meeting with ¢ a 

reverse which disappoints their pride,’ lit. ‘failing in the unlooked- 

-for issue of their boasting.’ 

rd re rijs dvripyujoews adtay tis wapackevys ypov TH pev hpetépw 67. 2, 

spore tuviOy ré dott, Kal odx dvéppooto mpds éxdammy adtav éodpela: 

of 8, éredav moddol pev dmXirae est r&v xaractpopdrav mapa Td Kabe- 

arnxds Sot, woddot b€ kat dxortictat xepoator, as elmety, "Axapvavés re 

‘xat ddAot, ext vais dvaBdvres, ot ofS Sas KabeLopévous xpty 1d Bédos - 

adeivat etpnaovat, mas ob agadoiat te ras vais, xat év ohiow abrois martes, 

ovK ev © atrav tpér@ Kwodpevot, tapd£ovrat ; / ‘ 

Gylippus means to say, ‘As to: their imitation of our ways of 

fighting, the employment of them is natural to us, and we are 

prepared to meet them when they are employed against us, but 

the Athenians will find them clumsy and awkward.’ 

mpas éxdarqy, SCil. dvtysiznow. : . 

dxovriaral xepoaiot... dvaBdvres, ‘javelin-men, who are, so to speak, 

land-animals, put on shipboard.’ . 
_ xabeLopévous, either 1)* ‘stationary,’ ‘in their places,’ or 2) literally. 

‘ sitting down,’ because they would be unable to stand up on the | 

deck of a ship when in motion, and perhaps striking an enemy. 

. There is a further uncertainty whether the words mean, @) ‘ who 

‘will not know, if they have to keep their places,’ or ‘to sit down, 

even how to hurl their missiles ;’ or 2) ‘who will not know even 
chow to keep their places,’ or ‘to sit down, when ‘they have to hurl 

their missiles.’ . m 

xwotpevot, below, must ‘either 1)* be taken in the sense of 

‘moving their bodies,’ or 2) be brought under the influence of od«.: .: - 

as well as év 7& airéy zpén@, ‘not moving about as they are ac- 

.customed to do.’ . . _ 

. 7 _- ~ nw a o 

bmepBadd\dvrav yap avrois tSv Kxaxdv Kat Brafdpevor tnd rhs wapovans BT, 4.
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‘67. 4. dmoplas és drdévoway kabeornkacw ov mapackevys amioret. Hao Ff q TUXNS 

GrroxwSuvedcet oftws Stas Sdvavrat, i # Biacdpevor éxmdctooow K7A.- 

i? F xrd., as well as obras Sus Stvavrat, depend on the verbal 

‘idea contained in dwoxivdvvetce, For the sake of the parallelism 

of the sentence, the dative dwoxwéuvetcer is used instead of the 

participle drontbbupeticovres, 

G8. 1. kal vopicopey dpa pev voptpdtatov etvat apis robs évavrious, ot dy, ds 

ért tipwpig rod mpoomecdrros, Stkabowow dronAjoat THs yopns 7b 

(a. 5» Oupotpevov, dua dé €xSpods dptvacbar éyyernodpevoy, jpiv, kai 7d deyd- 

_pevov mou Wdtrroy eivat, . . . ‘ 

- mpés rots évavtious is to be taken with vopizdraroy efvat, and is 

Tesumed in 10d mpoorecdvros. . 

~ of dy, not with robs évavrious, but ‘their conduct is-most lawful 

who claim,’ cp. note on ii. 44, 1, 73 8 edruxés of dy werd. 

és ent riypapia, ‘meaning to be avenged on the aggressor.’ 

.~ kal, which is omitted by a single MS. only, and an inferior one (I), 
‘either 1) presents another aspect of éydpois apivacOat, ‘ vengeance - 
against our enemies, and that which is so often said to be most 

delightful, will be within our reach, or 2) joins éyyevqadpevov and 
Fdorov elvat, ‘and that this’ (scil. 13 duévacOa), ‘as. the well-known 

proverb.says, is most delightful.’ ° 
, 

G9. 2. kai vopioas, Smep ndoxovaw ‘ev rols peydAots ayo, mdvra Te epy@. ert 

oplow. evded elvar cat Adyo avrots obra kava elpforba, ’ 

_ avrois is used where odio: would be more appropriate, in order 
to avoid a repetition of. the same word, and refers, not to the 
soldiers of Nicias (Poppo), but to men in general, the subject of 
mdoxovow; OF aitois and odiow may both refer to the Athenian 
generals and their men with whom they are identified. For the 
converse case, aas used for adrots, etc., cp. note on v. 49. Ie 

oe > ~ ° ~ a , : 69. 2.:.. Adda te Mywr, doa ev rh roroire #3q rod xarpod Svres &&Oporot od zpos 
70 Soxeiv rit dpyatodoyeiv huAagdpevor etroev dv, Kat Swép dmévtwy napa- 
sw - , 5 mAjowa és re yuvaixas Kai maidas Kal Geods matpdous mpahepopeva, ddd’ ént 

TH mapoven éxndjkee @Péedtua vopitovres émtBodvrat, 
vs J... GMa re Adyar, ré connects &dXa Aéyor with the preceding words.:
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‘Umép dndvray mpodepdpeva, ‘ pressed into the service on every occa- 69. 2. 

sion :’ or, ‘ whatever. be the occasion which they are made to serve.’ 

xai before inép drdvrev joins maparAjow with the idea implicitly 

_ contained in the words od mpés ré Soxeiv...@rdakdpevor, ‘anything 

which men say at such times however common-place’ (lit. ‘not 

guarding against the reproach of saying what is common-place,) 

‘and nearly the same which is brought forward on every occasion.’ 

GAN énl ty mapotoy goes back to of duAagdyevor in spite of the 

intervening clause kal imép drdvrav .. . apopepépera. 

. émBodyrat grammatically follows éca, and is parallel to cirotey ay, - 

‘for which it is substituted, but in sense efrotey dv is left ‘out of sight, 

and d¢Atpa vopfCovres is opposed by dad to @udagdpevor, ‘ Whatever. 

men would be likely to say, not fearing the reproach of common-’ 

place, but loudly urging what they believe to be useful’ Strictly 

speaking, dAAd reverts to ob gudagdpevor, and therefore requires ém- 

Bodpevot, But the desire of parallelism has led to the substitution 

of émPodvra, a stronger ‘and more appropriate expression than” - 

‘elrowev ap. 

xat before iép dmdvrev has also been translated ‘although,’ but 

according to this explanation the words és re ovata wee mporpeps- 

_peva seem to drag. . ‘ : 

The whole sentence would run more simply in the following form, 

ra te Aéywr, doa ev 7G rovoirey fy rod Katpod dvres dOparot, od mpos TO 

Soxeiv rut dpxaodoyeiv Gudakdpevot, GAN’ emi rip mapovon exndnger opedtwa 
’ e s , ’ » - a ~ a ‘ vonilovres, trép dndvtwy mapanAnota &s re yuvaixas Kat muidas xat Geods 

’ . a’ > a“ 

matpdous mpopepopeva, émBodvrat. 

dpavtes amd tod éavrav orparomédov eibis Endeov mpos vd Cedypa tov 

Aupévos Kal Tov trapaherpOévta, OréxnAovv. , 

_ tov rapadepOévra déxmdovr, the reading of Dionysius (De Thue. Jud. 

¢. 26), and of a majority of the MSS., is probably correct. In closing 

the harbour the Syracusans would naturally leave a narrow opening 

for their own use. The readings maparybévra and xaradnpOévra, mean- 

ing ‘ occupied,’ give a poor sense and are of inferior MS. authority. 

‘Poppo reads xaradepbévra on the authority of Vat. and some others. 

But aapadkecpOévra may very well have the same meaning. 

katd. re Tov ExmAowy péper abrav epidacoov Kal Kata Toy ddAov KUKAY 

89, 4. 

70.1.
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70. 1. Aupéva, dros mavraydbev dpa mpoontarorey trois "A@nvaiots, xal.6 melds 

atrois dua mapaBoyOh, jrep Kat al vies katlaoxorev, . 

mapeBonéet, the reading preserved in Dionysius (c. 26), is probably 

right. The reading mapaBonOy is not absolutely indefensible, for in 

a historical narrative transitions from’ the optative to the sub- 

junctive, corresponding to those from the aor. to the ‘historical’ 

present, are sometimes found, cp. vi. 96 fin. Efaxoaious Aoyd8as trav 

éndtréy eféxptvav mpdrepov ... Omws ty te "EmtroAay elyoav Pidaxes Kui, 

jy és do te Sen, tay EvvectGres Tapaylyvwvtor. Yet the intro- 

duction of the subjunctive apaBon67 between the two optatives 

mpoontnzroy and xaricxorey is very harsh. 
4 

70.3.0 py AetreoOat T& dxd Too Kataorpdparos ths GAns réxvqs. 

‘What had to be done on deck’ by the archers and javelin-men, 
and by the marines. 

70. ‘he ai pév épBodat dia 7d ph elvar rds dvaxpoicets kal dcéemous ddiyat 

eyiyvovro, al 8 mpooBodal, ds riyor vats wnt mpoomeroica oa 7 

ebyery Fj § Dry emumdéovaa, muKvrepat, cay, . 

éuBors, the regular blow struck by the head of a vessel. apoaBodn, 

a collision of any sort made by chance fouling, &s réxor vats nt 
‘Tpoomecovaa, . . ‘ 

70. 5. - Kat Soov pév xpdvov mpoopéepotto vais Katd. 
The optative here signifies indefiniteness and frequency. ‘And 

whenever in the course of the engagement one ship was bearing 
down upon another, during all that time, etc. 

"70.6.  Euverbyyavé re... rots KuBepynras tay pev gurdaxhy, Tay ° extBovdny, 
"ph Kd Ev EkaoToy, & xata modAd Sé ravraydbev, Teptearavat, 

pi xa®’ év éxaorov. Either r) ‘not only at one point in each case,’ 
=p xa? & éxdorore, or 2) § For the pilots were engaged now in 
guarding against attacks, now in contriving them, not one at a 
time only, but many at once, against enemies on every side.’ pi 
xa? éy &xaorov Kat d.cph play éxdotny GANA TOAAds. Lit. ‘not in the 
way of one encounter after another, but of many.’ 

71, 2. ’ 4 a > ao - wdvray yap 8) dvaxetpevay rois "AGqvaios és ras vais, 5 re GoBos iv
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imp rot péddovros overt dods, cat Bd Td Gvdpadov kat Thy Exo Tis 71. 2. 
vaupaxlas ek tijs yijs jvaykdtovro fyew. Oe driyou yap ovans ris Odas, 

kat ob mdvrov dua és 1d aitd cxomotvrav, el pév tives orev my rods 

. ogerépous émixpatoivras x.r.A, , 

The full construction would be && rd dvdpadov ris vavpaylas. 
dvdpadoy kat rv tov abris éx rhe yiis nvayxdtovro éyev. A second 

. dvépadov has either dropped out of the text before kat ry fray, © or | 
-may be supplied from ‘the first. - 

& édtyou ydp. dp explains how ‘the varying fortunes of the 

fight gave the spectators such various impressions.’ The battle at 

'- which they were looking was close to them; consequently their. 

‘prospect was limited, and different divisions of the army saw 

different parts of the engagement,—here victory, there defeat. 

ddot dé kal wpds dvrimaddy re rijs vavyaxias dmddyres, Sd 7d dxpiras 71. 2. 

‘Evuvexes tis dpidAns kat trois gopaow adrots ica th Sdén mepibeds Evvatro- 

vedovtes, év Tois xademérara dijyov. : 

‘ Others again, looking to some part of the sea-fight which hung 

in the balance, and, because of the indecisive continuousness’ (or ‘be- 

cause of the continuous indecisiveness) of the conflict, in extremity 
of fear swaying their very bodies in sympathy (£vv-) at the sight before 
them (dzo-, cp. droveto and dmddvres just above) according to the 

feeling of the moment, were in the greatest distress of all.’ 

@Dra soa &v peyd\o eedive peya orparéredoy moAvetdy dvayKdtotro 71, 4 

Pbeyyer Gat, . 

Cp. note on iii, 84. 1. 

al B "AGgvaiae bxd peyéBous tov mapdvray Kaxdv vexpav pev mépt 4 72. 2. 

vavaylov oude € émevdouv y aitiioat dvaipeow, tijs 3é vunrés Bovdebovro ebOds 

dvaywpev. : 

of 3 *AGqvaior, though in form coordinate with of Supaxdavt, supra, 

is really the principal apodosis of the sentence beginning ‘yevonévns 

& loxupas. . oe 

: alrjoat dvaipeoy must be referred to vexpav only. The occurrence 

of vavayiwy in the same construction may be explained by the asso- 

ciation of the dead bodies with the wrecks upon which they were 

lying. ‘They never thought about the wrecks, or about asking to 

take up the dead bodies.’ : 

VOL. II. Gg
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Aéyou Ore mrelous. Ere ai rAoewwal clot vies xphoupar adicw }. rois 

modepiots. jjoay yap Tois pév "AOnvators mepihouror &s é€Efxovra, trois 3 

evavriots €Adaoous i) TevrnKovra. . 

The Athenians had at the commencement of the action 110 

ships, and had therefore lost about 50; the Syracusans had about 

76 ships, and had lost more than 25. . ; 

xepoma is an afterthought, or ‘dragging predicate,’ i.e. a predi- 

cate equivalent to a relative clause=at joav xpjoya. Cp. note on 

ii. 100. 2. 

eonyeirat XOcsy rois év réhee obow ds od xpedv dmoxwpicat Tis vucrds 

abrods meptideiv, Méyov taita & Kat adrG eSdker, ANAA efeAOdvras by 

mdvras Zupaxocious Kai robs Evppdxovs rds re d8ovs droxo8opqoa Kai rd 

crevénopa tv xwpiav mpobbdcavtas puddaceny,: 

The best MSS., as well as some inferior ones, vary between xat G, 

kat & kai, and the text 4 kal. 

1)* xai emphasizes the words abr edéxet, raira referring to dro- 
Xepijoa ris vuxrés, which was not only the fact, but had also been 
divined by Hermocrates: ‘he had guessed the truth. Cp. émovojeas 
‘atréy rv didvoray, § x supra, which anticipates & xat aire éddret, 

- Or 2) xai emphasizes airé, ‘ which had struck him of himself,’ i.e. 
without information received from others, 

2. 

Or 3) «ai is, according to the English idiom, out of place, and 
the words may=éd édéxet air@, tatra kat A€ywor.- ‘He said what had 
struck him ;’ cp. note on iv. 62. 4; v. 13. 1. 

dda efedOdvras. ddd follows xpedy understood from od Xpeav. 
npopOdcavras is found in all the MSS. with the exception of the 

Vatican, which has dadadvras, ‘cutting off, a reading equally good 
in point of sense, and adopted by Bekker, but probably an old 
correction." , 

xat mdvra paddov edrifery dy odav meiOeaOat adtovs Kr. 

The genitive opéy is not used with meiGecOat. in Attic prose ; 
Eurip. Iph. in A. 726 is quoted in support of it,— 

reiBecOar yap eibiopa oéGev, 
But it is better to take opay (=npis oar) with wdvra, ‘they would 
be more likely to obey in anything that came from them?
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of 82 mpos 7d dyyeApa énéoyov Thy vinta, vopicuvres obk amdryy elvar 74, 1. 
kai dred Kal ds otk ets Spyncay, eBokev atrois ‘Kal my éxtotcay 

quepay meptpetvat, . 

al Ss. Either r) the reference may be to the preceding words 
éxéoxov ri vixra, ‘and since even after waiting the night they did 

not start immediately,’ or 2)* the phrase may be taken more gene- 

rally : ‘since even in spite of the necessity of the case,’ or ‘ anyhow, : 

they had not started immediately.’ Cp. note on iii. 33. 2. 

Sein ody Fv ob Kal ev pdvoy Tay mpaypdrer, Gre tds re vais drodwhe- 75. 2. 
xéres mdoas dvexdpovv, kat dvri peyddns éAmiSos xat adrol cat @ mods 

xwOuvevovres, GAXG Kat €v rH drohetper tod orparonéSou fuvéBawe 19 re 

Ger exdore dAyewd xal 7 yropy aicbéoba. 

ob xaf’ év pdvoy r&v mpaypdray, t)* ‘the situation was awful, not only 

when looked at under one aspect of their affairs, but under every 

aspect; not only had they lost their whole fleet, and, in contrast 

with their former high hopes, the existence of the city and their 

own lives were at stake; but, now that they were leaving the camp, 

-painful circumstances fixed themselves on the eyes and mind of 

every individual.’ Cp. Herod. v. 78, dyAot 8¢ ob Kar’ év potvey ddda 

mavrax7 4 lonyopin as fort xpipa omovdaiov. 

2) The words have also been taken to mean, ‘their affairs re- 

garded as one,’ i.e. collectively, or as a whole. To this general 

view the accompanying painful circumstances are opposed. But 

it is doubtful whether xd6’ & can have this meaning. 

xat of (@vres xataAcinépevot tpavparia Te Kal doGeveis Todd TaV tebved- 75. 3. 

tav Tots Lace Aumppdrepot Foav cat Ov &rohwhdTwv dé\wrepor. 

tav reOvedror is opposed to of ¢évres, while drodwdérav is the 

more neutral word, which generalizes the idea of death, and implies 

a slight euphemism, ‘ those who were now no > more; or ‘who had 

passed away.’ . 

rois (Gat, if not a gloss, or a corruption, seems to be intended 

‘to contrast. those who were alive and starting on their march with 

those who, although alive, were left to die (of (@vres xaraderdpevor), 

The expression, though illogical, has a kind of rhetorical force 

and pathos. 

Gg2
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_75.'4. ef re S€ mpodetror f popy kai rd copa, odk Gveu SdXlywv emBeacpev 

xal olpwyys droAetmépevot, - 

Unless the text is corrupt, otk x negatives both ddéyor and drokand- 

pevot, a second ovx, which is required by the sense, being, through 

.a confusion perhaps due to the sense of euphony, omitted. Cp. 

note on iii. 49. 2, Classen’s explanation, ‘not without feeble im- 

precations,’ or. ‘imprecations uttered in ‘a feeble voice,’ is not 

really defended by the Homeric Péeyfdpevos ddtyn ént, Od. xiv. 492, 

even if the usage of a word in Thucydides could be supported 
.c by Homer. - 

75.5. kat rotraw of re Grou mdvres Shepov 6 ti tes edivaro Exaatos xphotuor, 

kat ot nXirat kal of inmys mapa rd elooBds adtot Ta odérepa abray otria 

td trois Shots. 

‘And of these, forty thousand men. avery © one was taking with 
him what he could which might be of use; even the heavy- -armed 
and the knights were carrying their own food for themselves 
(adroit), ind rois SnAous, either 1) ‘ under their shields,’ or 2)* ¢ while 
actually under arms.’ 

75. 6. - 4 loopopia ray xaxdv, Exougd twa Spas 7d pera iroddSy kougiow. 
‘The common suffering, having in its very community’an element 

of alleviation.’ ‘r3 pera moda», ¢ inasmuch as it was common to 
many ;’ ‘ace. of- reference,’ explaining in what the: consolation 
consisted ; ‘or acc. in apposition with xotg¢iow. Cp. note on ii. 
87. x. oo co 4 

96." .-” épGv 82 6 Nuxias 75 ovpdrevpa dbvpody kat: év Heyddn peraBody dv, 
emurapiby bs éx tov tapydvrav eOdpovvé. te kal, mrapenubeiro, Bow te 
xpdpevos Ere pGAAov Exdorois Kab’ obs ylyvowto id mpodupias, xat ' Bov- 
Adpevos & os éxt mctorov yeywriaxov dpedeiv.. bts 

- These words are generally supposed to mean, ‘raising his voice 
higher than in his previous speeches, c. 61-64, 69. But the 
reference is’ too distant: it is better to take the words -ért padAop 
closely with éxdorots, ‘raising his voice higher -and higher as: he 
went from one to another.’ This explanation is confirmed by the 
indefiniteness of the optative, xa@ ods yiyvaro, ‘to whom, from time © 
to time, he came.’
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* dod? dy 7H pev eArris & Spus Opaceta rod péAdovros, al 8¢ Eoysopat ou Kor 7. 3. 

défav 8 poBodot, rdya 8é dv al Aojoetar. 

, Sues, ‘notwithstanding. our miserable plight.’ Cp. note on vii. 

1. 2. . . . 

. ov xar’ déiay 34, 1)* ‘cause me less fear than they ought t to. do,” 

or ‘would naturally do.’ This explanation accords with the con-. 

solatory tone of the speech, although the expression xar’ diay is 

singular. . Co 
Or 2) emphasizing od kar’ dfiav, and supplying, not au but tpas 

after @ofoda:,.‘ our misfortunes terrify you more than they ought’to .:. 

do,’ i.e. are out of proportion to our offences. (Classen.) 

Or 3) xar’ dgiay may be taken, ‘do not frighten meas if they. 
were deserved by us,’=od xat dflay eat ral od GoBodai pe =~ 

. Or 4).‘ although I admit that there is something alarming in the. 
very undeservedness of these calamities.. But they may pass‘away.’; 7 

Thucydides is supposed to be balancing between opposite points 

of view. And it is true that he does not always observe rhetorical * 

. consistency. But the: inconsistency, especially with the words rats 

napa thy agiav viv Kaxorabeias supra, is greater than can be admitted. — 

For Nicias, after telling the Athenians not to be alarmed at their. 
undeserved misfortunes, could hardly acknowledge that he was 

alarmed at them himself. And od kar’ d&lay is more. naturally. 

construed with the verb. 

At first sight it would appear better to take “abla in the ‘same 

sense in both expressions. - But in this, as in many other passages, ., 

the memory of the writer supplies the same instead of a more 

appropriate word, though. in another sense. .This is not an un- 

common phenomenon of tautology. Cp. note on iii. .12.°2, and 

Plato, Rep. 450 D. compared with. 451. A, where the words adore 

e& pe mapapuéci are, the repetition, in a different sense, of xadds efyev 

9 mapapvOla, , , oo : 

The fear of Nicias that the army has incurred the jealousy ‘of 

Heaven is quite in accordance with the feeling which he expressed 

at the original proposal of the expedition, vi. 9. , All his life long 

he has been guarding against the jealousy of the Gods (cp. moAA& 

és Ocods' vdpipa Sedigrnpat); and now he and the expedition have 

incurred the anger. of some God, But the time has come when + 

wey
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77. 3. they have suffered enough, and he is hopeful that the divine wrath 
may be pacified. 

TT. 4. xat pas cixds viv Th te dmd toG Geod Amilew amdrepa eew* oixrov 

yap an’ abrav dfiarepot Foy caper h POdvov. 

dx’ airy irregularly refers to rod Oeov: ‘ God "and ‘gods’ 
being hardly distinguishable in the mouth of a Greek. Or Thucy- 
dides may have written dé rod éefov (Kriiger), from which dco! may 
be supplied. 

77. 4. AoyiferGe 8, Sre abrol te wédts edOds gore Sroe ay ‘xabé(nade, kat’ 
GAAy oSepla tuas r&v dv Scxedla ott’ Gv emedvras dé£atro padics oft: 
adv puéévras mov efavacrioete. 

&dAy, 1) ‘no city except Syracuse,’ or 2)* opposing abroi re wédts 
fore to Gdn obdepia, “you will be a city which no other city can 
match,’ 

77. 6. - omovdy 8 époiws Kat vixra Kai jupav Zotar rhs S800. , 
Future in the sense of imperative, ‘You will have to hurry 

forward day and night alike.’ 

77. 6. mpomemepmrar 3 ds abrods kat dnavrav eipnpevoy kat ctria dAka xopiCevy, 

nporérepmrat is the true reading found in the Vatican and two’ 
other MSS., nearly all ‘the rest reading mponéprere, which is un- - 
meaning. . xat before davrav answers to xai before: ourla 

77.7. - dvdpes yap mdds Kat ob relyn odd8 vies dvopdv xeval, 
Cp. Alcaeus, 23 [11, 12] Bergk,— 

dvdpes wddnos mipyos dpetior 
Aesch. Pers. 348,— ° 7 ' 

or’ dp’ *Adnvay tor’ dnépOyros modes, 

adpdy yap Svrwv Epxos éorw dopahés, 

Soph. Ocd. Tyr. 53 foll— 

as elep dptes rijode vis, Gonep xpateis, 
ty dv8pdow xdddov f i) Kevas Kpareiy* 
wos obd€y eon ore nopyos otre vats 
Epypos dvSpav ph Evvorxotvrav Zou, 

: Kun, Phrixus (Dindorf, 820. 10),— 
al yap wdXets eto? dvdpes, odk épnyta.
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tovs 5€ oxevoddpous kal rév wAcioroy SyAov evris elxov of émAirTat, 78. 2. 

_ rv mAciorov 8xdov, the light armed, and the camp followers. 

‘rat emedy te eyévovro emi TH SiaPdoet tod Avdov Totapov, ebpov ex 78. 3. 

aitG maparetaypévous tav Supaxociov cai Evppdyov, Kal tpepdpevor 

adtods kul kpaticavres Tod mépou exdpouy és 7d mpdaber" of Se Zupakd- 

wLot mapurmevovrés.re mpocékewro Kal eoaxovtifLovres ot Yedot, 

ré after évedq involves an anacoluthon, and is answered either 

by xat rpeyrdpevoe adrods (in which case ré is really to be taken with 

etporv, the main verb of the sentence) or by of 8& Supaxdoro: ‘ they 

both found the Syracusans at the ford, and were harassed by’ 

. them on the other side of it.’ : 

_ kat €caxovrifovres of Yidoi, Scil. ré» Svpaxociwv, part subsumed 

under the whole. 

kat «i pev éniouer of ’AOnvaiot, trexdpouy, ef & dvaywpoier, ewékewro, 79. 5, 
4 a“ © * ¥ a” a . , 

kat pddtota tots dotdros mpoonintovres, et mws Kata Bpaxd tpeydpevor 

way T6 oTpdtevpa PoSncecay. 

cal pddwora, scil. éwéxewro. Cp. for similar tactics ii, 79 med., iii. 

97 fin., iv. 33. , 

jv dé 4 Edpraca S885 abry otk emi Kardvys 7G orparetpart, AAG xara 80. 2. 

1d Erepov pépos ris Sixedias 7d mpds Kapdpivav kal Tédav kal ras tary 

wéhes kul “EAAnvidas Kat BapSdpovs. 

4) fbpraca, i.e. the whole march since the Athenians left Syracuse, 

and not merely the new direction which their march took after 

they were intercepted by the Syracusans. Diodorus indeed says 

(xiii. 18) that they marched first in the direction of Catana. But 

it is more likely that he misunderstood this passage of Thucydides 

‘than that he had any independent information. The worthlessness 

of his testimony may be measured by his statement that the divi- 

sions of Nicias and Demosthenes both surrendered together at the 

river Assinarus (xiii. 19). 
The Athenians, finding their way blocked at the head of the 

valley by which they had intended to reach the Sicels of the interior, 

turned ‘to the south-east first, and then due south. They were 

intending to take the coast road, till they had got so far from 

Syracuse that they might hope to find the . passes unguarded, and 

-
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80. 2.-then to turn up by one of the- neighbouring valleys into the Sicel 

80.5. 

6. 

county. 

dpa 88 TH ep adixvodvrar g; duos mpis rv Addhaccav, xat doBdvres és 

thy dddv ray "Ehopwhy Kadoupeévny éropevovro... emer Eyevovto ént 3 

TOTALG, ebpov kat évratda udaxny tiva Toy Zupaxogioy drrorerxiCovady 

[re] kat drooravpovaay Tov mépov. , 

agixvoivrat probably, and émet 8 «.7.A. certainly, refer only to the 
first division of the army under Nicias. The Syracusans had 
occupied the river in accordance with the orders of Gylippus, c. 74. 
There were many places to be guarded, and the troops at the 
ford would probably be few. Hence the ease with which, here as 
at the Anapus, they were dispersed by the Athenians. 

The’ Axpaiov Aéras and the three-small streams Cacyparis, Erineus, 
.and Assinarus, mark the different stages in the route of the Athe- 
nians. After the repulse at the ’Axpaiov Aéras, they returned to the 
_coast by night. The two divisions of the army thus far kept toge- 
‘ther, but they now parted, and by the middle of the next day Nicias 
was fifty stadia in advance, though at that time he must still have 
been at a considerable distance from the river Erineus. It is clear 
‘therefore that Demosthenes never passed the Cacyparis, for the 
distance between the two streams is not more than forty stadia. 
(See Holm, Geschichte von Sicilien, vol. ii. pp. 400, 401.) 

- Nicias, after halting during this and the next night at the 
. Erineus, passed on to the Assinarus, where he was compelled to: 

surrender. Why the division under his command continued their 
march along the coast instead of turnings up the valley of the 
Cacyparis or the Erineus, which would have been the nearest. 
way to the Sicels, it is impossible to say. We are only told that 
they at first intended to take the way of.the Cacyparis, but were. 
led on by their guides to the Erineus (c. 80 fin.) : 

Among the glens leading from the neighbourhood. of. Syracuse 
into the interior, there is, according to Holm (1. c. ), only one in which 
the road passes up a steep hill between two precipitous ravines. 
This pass, now called Salita delle forche, is identified by him with 
the ’Axpaiov Aéras. The approach to it, at a distance of about half 
a-mile,-runs through a.ravine called Cava Spampinato, or Cava di
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culatrello, and easily admits of. such an operation as the attempted 80. 6- 

cutting off the Athenian army in the rear by the Syracusans (c..79. 

med.) 

~ - A ¢ ’ > , > a e - > - . . 

Gacody te yap 6 Nuxlas jye, vopifov ob rd tropeve ev rQe TovovTe BL. 3. 

éxdvras elvat kal pdyeobar cwrnpiav . . . & Sé Anpoobems erdyyave te Ta 
“yor. 2 - - a“ : Trelw ev mévea’ guvexeotépy dv dd 1d torépp dvaywpoivre aitS mpore 

a ‘unt emtxeiaGat Tods mrodeplous Kal téte yvots tols Eupaxociovs Sidkovras ov 

mpodxapet padrov fj és wdyny Evverdavero K.7.A. 

_ 6 82 AqpooGéms answers to Cacady re. yap 4 Niklas, cp. note on i. — 

11. 1. 

xai rére refers to the time when Demosthenes began to be sur- 

rounded, § 2 supra. He had been more constantly in difficulties 

than Nicias because he marched last, and now he prepared to 

fight instead of retreating, and so fell into utter confusion. 

averhnbévres yap es nm xoplov 3 KbcA@ pev retxiov mepiqv, 664s Sé ZvOev 1, 4. 

re xat ever K.T.A, 

68és K.7.A. ‘A way round,’ or ‘on both sides of, the enclosure,’ _- 

which they missed, and which enabled the enemy to surround them. 

kat of *A@nvaiot: nmelyovro mpos toy ’Agoivapoy morapdy, apo, pev 84. 2 2, 

taldpevor Sd rhs mavraydbev mpooBodjs tnméwv re modAGy Kai Tod @DAov x jj 
Bxdov, olépevor adv Te odiow EveoOat, Hy SiaBSor rév worapdy, Gna Se 

ind ris Todaimwplas kal rod meiv emOvpig, os Sé yiyvovrat én’ airg, 

domimrovow oddert xdopp ext, dAAa mas ré Tes diaPivat aitds apSros 

Poudédpevos, ‘Kal of modgptoe emixeiuevor xaderiy Sq Tv SidBacww érotovy. 

1) 4metyovto is the principal verb of both clauses, dua’ pév.. . dpa 

dé. olduevor is the chief participle of the first ‘clause, to which 

Brafdpevor (= ererdy éBidfovro) is subordinated. jretyovro oldpevoe . . .. 

jmetyovro td THs Tadaumeplas.. ‘ They pressed on towards the. river; 

in the first place thinking, as they were harassed by the cavalry 

and the light armed, that they would be somewhat better off if 

they crossed it, and in the second place impelled by fatigue and 

thirst.’ 

Or- 2) Bratsnevor may be taken as the chief participle of the first 

clause, and supplied < again with tn6 tis raAainwpias.
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Bovddpeves, scil. éowinre:, although ré and xaf show that the 

pressure of the crowd as well as the attacks of the enemy are: con- 

ceived as increasing the difficulty of the passage. 

év xolhy Syte TH ToTapa. ; 
‘In the bed of the river which flowed between high banks.’ Cp. 

C. 87 init. é» xoiAp xepig, said of the stone quarries, and iii. 107 
med. és é8dv riva KotAqu Kat Noxpddy. , , 

xareBiBacay és ras \Boropias, doadreordryy eivat vopicavres THpyow. 

Cp. Cicero, Act. Secunda in Verrem, 5. 27 (quoted by Classen) :— 
‘Latomias Syracusanas omnes audistis, plerique nostis. Opus est 

ingens, magnificum, regum et tyrannorum: totum est in saxo in 

- 86.2. 

mirandam altitudinem depresso et multorum operis penitus exciso; 
nihil tam clausum ad exitus, nihil tam septum undique, nihil tam 
tutum ad custodias, nec fieri nec cogitari potest. In has latomias, 
si qui publice custodiendi ‘Sunt, etiam ex ceteris oppidis Siciliae 
deduci imperantur,’ : 

“Nekiav 8€ xal Anpoabévny dxoyros Tudlamov dréagafay, 

Various accounts were given by later writers of the deaths of 
‘Nicias and Demosthenes. By Justin (iv. 5), Demosthenes is said 
to have put an end to himself, by Plutarch (Nic: xxvii.) he is stated 
to have wounded himself when he. was taken prisoner. His 
attempt on his own life was. also mentioned by Philistus (Paus. i. 
29. 9), ypddw dé obdey didhopa 4 Pittoras, bs py Anpoabérny pev omovdas 
moujoacGat tois GAXors why airod, xat &s prioxero, abrév emtyetpetv aro~ 
krewvat, “Plutarch (Nic. xxviii.) tells us that, according to Timaeus 
(circ. 300 3.c.), Demosthenes and Nicias were not put to death by 
the order of the Syracusans, as Philistus and Thucydides related, 
but that: Hermocrates gave them an opportunity of: committing 
suicide. By Diodorus (xiii. 33), Nicias and Demosthenes are said 
to have been put to death at the instigation of Gylippus. But such 
witnesses (with the single exception of Philistus, if he is rightly 
cited) are not worth adducing either in opposition to the authority ' 
of Thucydides, or in support of him. Pausanias (1. c.) further relates 
that the name of Demosthenes was inserted, and the name of Nicias 

' omitted, on the column at Athens which commemorated those who
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fell at Syracuse. The omission of the latter was attributed to his 86. 2.. 

voluntary surrender. 

rovs yap ex ris vyoov avdpas rap Aaxedatpoviov 5 Nexias wpovdup7yOy 86, 3. 

amovéds, melcas Tovs ’AOnvaious, maincagba Sore adeOjvat. 

In ore dpebjva, ‘and then the prisoners would have been 

liberated,’ there is a confusion of the object and result. Nicias 

. wanted to make peace, and the indirect effect of this would have- 

been to liberate the prisoners. 

nojcacbat is governed by mpodOupnd;, The commas should be 

placed, not after xpotéupnéy and womjoacba, but after omovdds and. 

*AGnvaiovs. For Thucydides can hardly have meant to say that the 

liberation of the prisoners was the object which Nicias had in view | 

when negotiating the treaty of peace. 

ot pey deicavres, & Ort apds atrdv exexowvoddynvro, py Bacan{épevos Sia 

+3 ToLodTo rapaxiy ofiow év einpayla morjon. 

Sta 7d rocobro, scil. drt txwnrevOnoay apos airév xexowworoyna Oat. 

év ebmpayig. It is singular that the Syracusan traitors should 

have considered this a time of prosperity for them.. 

kal 6 pév roairy 4 ére eyybrara robrev alria éreOvixet, facta by dks 

dy trav ye én’ epod “EAAjven és tobro Suatuxtas dducéoba Bid Thy wacay 

és dperhy vevoptoperny emimpdeuce, 

The words sacav és dperjv are found only in five good (Cass., 

Ven., Vat., C. and F.) and three indifferent MSS. (Gr., D. and I.) But 
their omission leaves a poor sense. For the words &é ry vevopic- 

pévqy émirjSevow can only mean, ‘ because of his customary practice.’ 

The perception of their feebleness has probably led to the insertion 

of és 7d ciov after vevopsopévqy in a few MSS, Lit. 1)* ‘ because his 

practice had habitually conformed to all virtue.’ Or 2) taking wacay 

- with émerfdevew, ‘ because his whole course of life had been regularly 

86. 4. 

86. 5. 

passed in conformity to virtue,’ or in other words, ‘his whole life — 

had been a continual practice of virtue.’ *Or 3) vevoptopery émiri~ 

devots may be opposed to mapavoyia. ‘Because he ever practised 

virtue, or lived virtuously, in the observance of customary obliga- 

tions.’ But the construction of és dperjy (==dperjjs), and the mean- 

ing of vevopeopevn (=vopipy), are forced. :
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87.1. kai af vines ereyryvdpevar rodvarrioy Heromwpwvai Kat Yuypal rh perae 
Borg és doéverav evewrépifor. 

‘ Produced violent changes which resulted in sickness’ 

87. 4. Anponoay 3& of Edpravres, depiBeig pev yademov eeunelv, 3 Spas 8é ov 
éAdoaous erraxtaxihiov. 

Yet the whole number, on the eighth day before the capture, had 
been’ not less than 40,000, c. 75 med. The number of Demo-| 
sthenes’ army who surrendered was 6000, c. 82 med. It seems to 
follow that the public prisoners brought in from Nicias’ army, i.e, 
the prisoners exclusive of those whom the Syracusan soldiers appro- 
priated, were only about 1000. Of those who escaped to Catana. 
c. 85 fin: a trace is found in Lysias (?) pro Polystrato (xx.) 26, 
where Polystratus says, dred} 8¢ d&epOdpn (scil. +8 orparémedov) kat 

. adver dOnv els Kardvyy, eAnifouny dppdpevos evretbey kal Tous ToXepious kakas 
énolovy, dare Th Oe@ te tas Sexdras éLaipeOivat mdEov Tptdxovra pvas kat 
Tois oTpariwrais eis gatnpiay, Soot ev rois trodepiots ray,
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_ We are told by Marcellinus, the unknown Greek writer whose 

Jife of Thucydides is commonly prefixed to his works, ‘that ‘the 

genuineness of the eighth Book was denied by some ancient critics. 

‘When they had once entertained the doubt their fertile imagina- 

tion readily invented fictions in support of their opinion: some 

attributing the composition: of it to his daughter, others to Xeno- 

phon, others to Theopompus. - Marcellinus-is at some pains to 

refute them :—‘ The work was not within the compass of a woman’s 

genius:’ ‘the style shows unmistakeably (udévov ody) Boa) that it 

could not have been Xenophon’s, and ‘it could not have been 

Theopompus’;’ ‘the finer judgments rightly attributed it to Thu- 

cydides.’ Such queries, and the answers. to them, are valuable, 

not for their own sake, but for the light which they throw on the 

manner of reasoning or thinking prevalent among ancient critics. . 

It is unnecessary to refute seriously an opinion which has no 

serious basis.. The eighth Book is quoted by ancient writers : it is 

found in all MSS. except those which, like H. and Vind, are in- 

complete: it contains minute references to the previous history, 

(viii. 96 and i. 70 and vii. 55; viii. 15 and ii. 24,) unlikely to have 

been made by a forger. The love of truth, the power of thought, . 

the absence of moral approbation or disapprobation, the irony, the 

perception of character, the moderation of statement, the general 

excellence, no less than the mechanical arrangement into summers 
and winters, and the minutiae of language and phraseology, ‘ cry 

aloud,’ in the words of Marcellinus, that the eighth Book is: the 

composition of Thucydides. 

_It.is remarked -by Dionysius (De Thuc. Hist. Jud. c. xvi) that 

no speeches are found in the eighth Book; and it is not unlikely 

that so trifling an accident may have given rise to the suspicion of 

its genuineness. If it were worth while to consider such a diffi- 

culty at all, it might be remarked that in the fifth and the seventh
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Books the speeches are few and unimportant, and that the matter 

of the eighth is of a kind more suited to the ‘oratio obliqua,’ of 

which Thucydides has already given a striking example in ii. 13 

and elsewhere. The turbulent assembly, the general thought, the 

policy of Alcibiades and Tissaphernes, the intentions of the oli- 

garchy, are best described in this ‘new manner. So far was 

Cratippus, the contemporary of Thucydides, from being right (if 

indeed he be correctly reported by Dionysius, ].c.) in saying that 

-the historian, having arrived at the conclusion that the speeches 

were wearisome to the hearers, ceased to introduce them in the 
latter part of his history. 

Even if the eighth Book were in some degree inferior to the 
previous ones, that would be no real reason for ascribing it to 
another author. For no author is in every. part of his work up to 
his highest level: he may often fall considerably below it. But no 
such inferiority is justly chargeable against the eighth Book. The 
first stunning effect of the great blow, the reviving courage of the 
citizens, the revolution and counter-revolution, the characters of 

Antiphon, Phrynichus, Theramenes, and Peisander, the ‘scare ’-at 
’ Athens when the Peloponnesian fleet was hovering about the 
coast: the interview of Tissaphernes with the Athenian envoys, 

the ‘inevitableness’ of Alcibiades, life in the camp at Samos and 
Miletus, are among the most perfect and ‘graphic descriptions to 
be found in Thucydides.. _ 

It is another question whether the eighth Book may not bear 
some marks of haste and want of finish. The licence of language, 
which is great in previous books, seems to exceed all bounds in 
some passages of the eighth, and we cannot reasonably ascribe the 
irregularity to. MS. corruptions alone. We must not, indeed, 
suppose that, however often Thucydides had rewritten his history, 
he would have conformed precisely to the rules of a modern Greek 
Grammar. On the other hand, like every other author, though not 
‘sitting down at a desk to write’ he must have composed, either 
in thought or with pen in hand, many of his sentences more than 
once, adding and altering for the sake of perspicuity and force. 
That is a process which takes time: nor is it unlikely that the same 

" cause which left the work a fragment may have ‘interfered with the
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final revision of it. And the hypothesis. of such haste or incom- 

pleteness is the most natural account of the more frequent ana- 

colutha and other anomalies of language exhibited in this part of 

his work. ‘ : 

A few examples will remind the reader of some of the facts on 

which the above remarks are based :— ‘ 

viii. c. 14, the ré’s are in great disorder. 

c. 23, confusion of reading : mapemdet and maparepret: diffi- 

- culty of 6 dzé rév vey me(6s. 

c. 29, the extra payment ofthe ships wapé mévre vais. 

c. 45 med. ody drodurdvres K.7.A. ' 

c. 63 med. difficulty and confusion of reading. 

c. 71 med. # Kai abroBoei K.7.A. ‘ 

”? 

x» ¢. 89 med, od 76 dradAdkew rot dyay és ddlyous édOciv, 

Cp. also the examples collected in Poppo, ed. min. Introduction 

to Book viii, and Kriiger, Dionysii Historiographica, p. 250 foll. - 

és Se ras "AGhvas exetd} HyyéAOn, et aodd pev Fnictovy kal toig wdvu 1. 1. 

t&v otpatiwray €& abrovd rov epyov Stamedevydct kat cadas dyyeddover, 

pH obra ye dv wavavdi diePOdpbar. : 

Trois mdvu Tay orpatiardy, 1) ‘the most trustworthy soldiers.’ It 

is hard however to extract this or any other suitable meaning from 

ol wdvy orpartarat. The expression rod mdvu Hepexdéous, ‘the great 

Pericles, Xen. Mem. iii. 5. 1, is not sufficiently parallel. It is 

better 2)* to take the word mdvv with diamepevydar, ‘ they disbelieved 

the actual,’ or ‘very, soldiers who had escaped from the scene of 

action ;’ and so probably rév wdvv orparnyar, viii. 89 init. 

xarerol pev Hoa rots Eupmpobupnbetor t&v pytéper rov exmdovy, donep 1. I. 

ovk adrol Wndiodpevor. , 

Either 1) ‘who had joined with the people, or 2) ‘ who had 

vied with one another, in promoting the expedition.” Cp. of rév 

Aaxedatpoviay Edppayor EyprpobupnOévres, c. 2 med., either ‘joining in - 

the universal excitement,’ or ‘ united among themselves.’ 

dpyllovro Bé xai rois xpnopoddyors re Kat pdvrect xai drdoo te tére 1, I. 

abrots Gedoartes Exijmicay ds Ajvovrat SixeAlay, , 

pdvris is the more general term, including divination of all kinds.
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-The jidvres is opposed by Plato in a fanciful passage of the Timaeus 
(72 A, B) tothe zpopyrns, who only announces the result of divina- 

“tion, The xpyopoddyos is the promulgator or circulator of oracles, 
spoken of not without a certain contempt, ii. 8 med. woAAd pév Adyta 
er€yovro, wohAd S€ xpyopoddyor FOov : ii..21 med. Xpnoporsya te yOov 
Xpyopovs mavrolous. pdvris being a general term for ‘diviner,’ is 
also used for a state or official diviner, as frequently by the Tra- 
‘gedians, and by Thucydides, vi. 69 med. pdvrets oddyta mpotpepoy ra 
vouttsneva: vii. 50 fin, mpiv, ds of pdvrets éqyotvro, tpis evvéa fipépas 
Bea, 

“ 
émpAmtoay, scil. avrovs, ‘made them believe’ by divination; used 

actively by late ‘authors, Appian, Lucian, and Dio Cassius, and 
cited by Suid. s. Vv. érekrrifwv and TvOayépas "Edéatos. : 

wnt ¢ ’ a : kat pnd Srrodelreww Adyov abrois ds td  emidy Ogpos ofol re Ecovra 
Treptyevéo Oat, 

: 
- “They would not leave them any ground for saying that they 

" would last over the coming summer,’ or ‘ they would not hear of 
their lasting.’ In the phrase dzoXetrew Aéyov the feeling of the 
allies respecting the Athenians is transferred with a ceitain addi- 
tional force to the Athenians themselves. Cop. for the thought vii. 
28 ‘med., and for broXelrew Adyor Antiph. Tetral. iB. B. (iii.) 4, 
el pév yap 7d dxdyrioy to trav dpwv tis “abrod mopelas éni rév maida 5 . . - eLevexbev expwcev abrdy, oddets jpiv Abyos tmedelwero ph goveds efvat 
(Kriiger). - 

‘ ‘ ow € > a 
- 

« 
kut pddiora, Ste. of ek ris Sexedlas adrois Evppayor woddZ Suvduer, 
, + * Mw ~ ~ 

~ 
- KAT avayxny dn tod vaurixod mpooyeyernnevov, pa T) pt, ds eixds, 
mapéceobat Epeddov, 

In the early part of the war the Sicilian Greeks, though invited 
to send ships (ii. 7, cp. iii, 86 init.), had never thought of com- 
plying with the request, whereas 1)* they had now been compelled by circumstances to add a fleet to their army (mpoc-). 

The words xar’ dvdyxnv x.r.d. have also been referred 2) to the . Increased efforts of the Peloponnesians themselves; but they can hardly be said to have ‘acquired a navy of necessity,’ like the Sicilians, os
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wpacodvrev Sé ratra dpporépay Kat dvrav abdév G\Xo 4 Sowep dpxo- 5. 1. 

peeve vy KaTATKEUy TOD ToAdpOU. 

“xaraoxev is a stronger word than the more usual rapackevi. 

‘ Laying the foundation for a new war, as if they were just beginning.” 

The use of xatacxeviterOar and wapacxevdteoGa is well illustrated’ 

by ii. 85 init. ceXedovres GAAny vavpaxiav Barrio KatacKkeudlecOar, com- 

pared with ii. 86 med. pederavrés te wal mapackevaldpevot tyy vav- 

paylay, where aapacxevd{eoOa applies to the immediate preparation 

for the battle, and karackevdtecGat to. the creation of the circum- 

stances under which it was to be brought about, 

ind Baritéas yap vewotl ériyyave werpaypévos rods ék tHe éavrov 5. 5. 

apxiis Gépous, obs di *AGnvaiovs dws rv ‘EAAnvidwy TéAcov ob durdpevos 

mpdooecOa enwdeiance. , . 

This: passage has been supposed to show that, although the Greek 

cities had long ceased to pay tribute to the King (for it would be 

ridiculous to imagine that they paid two tributes, one to the King. 

and the other to the Athenians for liberating them from the. King); 

yet that the tribute account was kept, as before the defeat. of the. 

Persians, in the King’s books, and that encouraged by the.rumour, 

of the Athenian reverses he had now at length begun to think of 

collecting it. It is true that Herodotus, in a well-known passage. 

(vi. 42, see Professor Rawlinson), speaks of the tribute which was 

imposed on the Ionian cities after the revolt, B.c. 493, as con- 

tinuing to his own day, Pépous grage éxdorotot, of kara xdpyv Stare- , 

Adovot Zyovres ex TovTov Tod xpdvou alel Ere Kul és cue, ds érdyOnaay ef 

*Apradépveos. But he is supposed to mean, not that the tribute was 

paid, but only that the assessment remained the same. See note in 

Grote, Part II. ch. slv. ad fin. The orators and historians also 
spoke of a perhaps fabulous Peace of Cimon or Callias, not men- 

tioned in Thucydides, by which the cities in Asia were freed from 

‘the tribute. For authorities see Grote, and cp. note on viii. 56. 4. 

’ It must be admitted, on the other hand, that this conception of ~ 

the fact does violence to the text of Herodotus, who certainly 

implies that the tribute continued to the time at which he wrote 

his history, that is to say, to the middle or end of the Pelopon- 

nesian war. It is improbable that he should have confused the 

VOL. It. nh
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5. 5. meré entry of the tribute with the payment of it. He must have 
known whether it was paid or not, and if he had intended to dis- 
tinguish between the assessment and the payment he would not~ 

have expressed himself so ambiguously. Not that there is anything 

improbable in the supposition that such a register of unpaid debts 
may have been kept for some generations by an oriental monarch; 
and the existence of such a register would agree with the words of 
Thucydides, who here tells us that in the nineteenth year of the war, 
412 B.c., the Persian tribute was still considered by the Persians to . 
be a debt ‘owing from the Greek cities of Asia. On the other 
hand, the theory, however probable i in itself, is not needed to explain 

- the fact that in a time of Athenian reverses the Great King made 
an attempt to recover some of his ancient privileges. Nor is there 
any proof of its truth. The decline of the tribute may have been 
gradual. All the Greek cities in Asia were not freed from it 
immediately after the Persian War. For Thucydides informs us 
that the revenues of Lampsacus and Myus, two towns on or near 
the sea coast, beside those of Magnesia in the interior of the country, 
were assigned by the King about the year 465 for the maintenance 
of Themistocles (i. 138 fin.) . 

At what point the claims of the Athenian confederacy came into 
collision with the Persian demand we are not informed. It is 
probable that no very exact limits separated them. We- may 
certainly infer from the tenor of the history that, at some time be- 
tween the Persian and Peloponnesian wars, the tribute had ceased 
to be paid to the King by the Greek cities. But whether they were 
all freed at the same date, e. g. by the ‘treaty of Cimon or Callias,’ 
or at various times, we have.no means of determining. The cities 
of the interior would probably have paid long after the cities on the 
coast, and it may. have been from some of them that Tissa- 
phernes and Pharnabazus were endeavouring to collect the revenue 
due to’ the King. The passage of Herodotus we must leave 
unexplained. 

“. . > nm y 6.3.  svvérpacce yap abrois Kal *AdxiSddys, "Evdig éopevorrs warpixds és 
Ta pédwora Sév0s dy, dev xai rotvopa Aaxavixdy § 9 otkia abtay xara ray 
Eeviay Exyev' “EvBi05 yap "AAxtBuiddou exadetro,
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‘And this was the reason why a name which was Lacedaemo- 6; 3. 

nian came into their family’ (i.e. into the family of Alcibiades), 

‘because of the friendship; for Alcibiades was the name of Endius’ 

father,’ lit. ‘he was called Endius the son of Alcibiades,’ i.e. the ~*~ 

two names alternated in his family. The word Aaxavexdy shows 

that adray refers to the family of Alcibiades, and not of Endius; 
for there would be nothing memorable in the family of Endius 

bearing a Spartan name: v. 43 med. shows that the connection 

was ancient, having existed in the time of Alcibiades’ grandfather, 

whose name was also Alcibiades (Herod. viii. 17), if not earlier. 

népWarres bpiuy dydpa meplouxov, oo 6. 4. 

See note on c. 22. 1 

tov & entyryvopevov Oépous ebéds erreryopevuy tov Xiov dweotethar ras 7. I. 

vais, cat Sedidrav pi of "AOnvaior ta mpacadpeva aicbwvrat (wdvres yp 

Kptpa adrav émpeaBetovro), dmoréumovew of Aaxedaypduoe es Képwlov 

dv8pas Srapztdras tpets. , 

dwooreiAat with the middle énecyopévev should properly express 

an action of the Chians themselves. But the middle or reflexive 

sense may still be retained, ‘being eager in their own interest that 

the Lacedaemonians should send ships,’ or, ‘being eager that the 

Lacedaemonians should send ships to themselves,’ i.e. the Chians. 

Soay &é al Sumac Tov SuppaxiKdr vies adréOe puas S€ousrat tec- 7, 1, 

capiixoyta, Lo. : 

al Etpmacat Tov fenpayexav vines, ‘all the’ ships belonging to the 

‘contingents of the allies’ > Cp. Xen. Cyr. iii. 3.12, e8iSacnev 

xagrov ioxupay fy tov cuppayxay (Kriiger). 

ovk éxotvavobvTo 16y orddov. ; | "18.1 

Two or three MSS. read ¢xowodvro. . But the weight of authority 

is in favour of exowavoivre, Though this verb is usually followed 

by a genitive, there is nothing in its meaning which would make 

it incapable of taking an accusative with a word of cognate 

signification. Cp. Eur, El. 1048,— , 

ris dy warpds cod ddvov exotvaynaé pot ; me Mg 

Nor-can we argue that in the time of Thucydides, when. the 

whe
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8. 1. usage of the verb generally was far from fixed, the middle xowa- 
veic6at may not have been employed as well as the active xewwvetv, 

8.4. karahpovnoavres ray "AOnvatoy aduvactay, 

The ace. and gen. are governed by the idea of xarayvé:res con- 
tained in xaragpovicavres. Cp. vi. 34 fin. dtcalos Kateyvaxdtes drt 
airods ob pera AaxeSatpovioy ebOcipopev,=eyvaxdres cab’ fav, where 
the meaning of xateyvoxdres approaches that of xarafpoviarres, 

9.1, of 8€ Kopivétot, emetyopcvav adtav roy mrody, ob mpobduphOgoav Evpmdev 
amply ra "Iobyra, a rére iv, Steoprdcwow. , 

airéy, scil, the other members of the confederacy. 
As it is difficult to suppose that the Peloponnesians would have 

allowed three months of the summer to pass in doing nothing, 
. we must assume ‘that the Isthmian games were celebrated in this 
year not later than the month of May. They occurred at intervals 
of two years; at the end of the fourth or beginning of the first | 
year of an Olympiad, and at the end of the second or begin- 
ning of the third. It has been thought that in the former case 
they took place in the middle of summer, in the latter case in 
spring, of which there is some indirect evidence in ancient writers. 
(See Krause, Pyth. Nem, Isthm, iii. § 3, and on the other side, 
Hermann, Lehrb. der gottesdienstl. Alterthtimer, 49, 14,15.) But 
this hypothesis, even if it could be substantiated, would not help us 

here, as the year 412 is the first of an Olympiad. The difficulty 
must therefore be left unsolved.. We have no direct statement as 
to the time of the Isthmian. games, and the authorities usually cited, 
Schol. on Pind. Ol. 9. 83, Xen. Hell. iv. 5, Liv. Xxxiii. 27, 32, 33, 
Curtius, iv. 22, Hesychius, s. v. "IoOuiact, and Suidas, are untrust- 

"worthy, or only show that they were held either in the spring or 
. Summer. 

9.2, Td Motiv vais odict bupréprew éxéXevoy és 73 Euppayexdy, 
73 moriv x7.d., ©as the pledge which the Athenians required of 

their fidelity to the alliance.’ Cp. iii. 11 init. r3 duriémadov dos pdvov 
nmtorov és Evppayiay, . 

> ‘ + a 7 2 10.1, & 8e TouT@ Ta "lobia eyiyvero, kai of ’A@nvatot (émmyyéOnoar yap) 
eCecdpouv és abrd,
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exnyyerOnzay, scil. of *AOqvaior, or ai orovSaf understood from ré 10. 1. 

“toOpua, or ra “Io6yia may be the nominative, names of feasts being 

frequently used with plural verbs, cp. Kepvea yup atrois éréyxavov 

épra, v. 75 init. . 

Borepov GAAas mpoomnpdoavtes éxra kal TpidKovra K.T.A, - 10. 3. 

Not, ‘having manned in addition to the twenty-one ships thirty- 

seven others ;’ but the Athenians, after they had returned home, 

manned an increased fleet (xpoc-), making in all thirty-seven ships. 

The expression is curious, but the meaning is required by the 

context. 

Zretra Oppnptver abtay ta mepi riy év 7G Merpard tov veay araspuyiy 1. 3. 

ayyer6n. 

‘That Sppnpévav airév must mean, not ‘after they had started,’ 

but ‘when they had resolved to start,’ is clear from the words at 

: the end of the chapter, ras vais Tas ék ris éavtey obxére dtevoodvro 

méprey, GARG kal Twas mpoarnypevas peTaKadedv. 

*Evble te abr idia Eheye Kaddy etvat 80 ekelvou dmootigal re "Iwviay 12, 2. 

kat Bacttéa Edppayov moujoat AaxeSatpoviots, kal py “Aydos 7d dyoncpa 

roiro yevérOat. 

1)* robs Aaxedaipoviovs, or ‘rwd, must be supplied as the subject 

to dmoorioat, ‘that the Lacedaemonians should make the Ionians 

revolt,’ or ‘that the revolt of Ionia should be effected,’ 8? éxeivov, 

‘through the instrumentality of Endius.’ Or 2) 80 éxeivov is.re- 

ferred.to Alcibiades, But in this case the words are to be re- 

garded as subordinate or explanatory. Not ‘it would bring glory 

to Endius that he stirred up a revolt in Chios through the in- 

strumentality of Alcibiades, *_for the assistance of Alcibiades would 

diminish the glory of Endius—but ‘it would bring glory to Endius 

to stir up a revolt in Chios, and Alcibiades would assist him: in : 

effecting this.’ 

‘eat of pev woddot ev Oatpare Foav kal éxmAnge’ tois . 8. ddlyous mapec- 14, 2. 

xevaoro Sore Povdijy te rvxeiv Evddeyonérny, kal Aeyonévar Adyar amd 

te TOD XadkiBdus kat “AARPiddou ds GhAat te vijes mroAdat mpoomdéovar, 

cat Ta mept THs modtopkias tay ev TG Meipad vedv ob Sywodyrav, agi-. 

gravrat Xiot Kat adéts ’"Epvdpaior "AGnvaiav. Kai pera ravra tptot vavot 3. 

qrevouvres Kat KAafopevas adiotacr,
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Bovkyy re, Grammatically there is nothing answering to re, 
which really couples ‘the sitting of the council’ with ‘the an- 
nouncement of reinforcements’ as. though kai AcyeoOar Aéyous 
followed. | 

In dda re vies, again, it is hard to trace the missing clause. 
kal of Aaxedaipdviot rpdbvpot elot, or some similar expression, may 
have been intended to follow. Or the connection may be, ‘ speeches 
were made, intimating the approach of reinforcements, and con- 
cealing the detention. of the ships.’ But in both these instances the 
irregularity is softened to the-ear by the xaé which follows, though 
grammatically unconnected with the preceding é. Cp. note on 

i. 9. 3, §§ 2, 3, and for ré before rod Xarkidéos, § 1. 
Evdreyonevgy, either 1)* ‘had assembled ;’ for the present or 

imperfect participle may indicate a state as _well_as a process. 
Or 2)’‘had been assembling,’ as in the so- -called use of the 
imperfect for the pluperfect, ii. 23, dxéoretday ras éearév vais donep 
napeoxevdtovro and elsewhere. Cp. note on v. 50.3. Or 3) ¢ that 
the council should be assembling,’ i.e. just assembled, neither long 
before nor after the appearance of Alcibiades. TO 

dguoraoi" Either the Chians, or Chaleideus and Alcibiades. 

7a Te xia zdhevra, dv Sta wavrds rod mrohénov {Alyorro, pp. Space sty 
ed6bs Educay tas émixetpévas Cypias rE eixdvtt 9; enuybloavre ind Ths 
napotons exndygews, kat eyrnthicavro Kiely, . 

The imperfect construction of +d xata téhavra which, in -the 
language of the old grammarians, would have been called an accu- 
sative absolute, i. e. without construction, is somewhat tardily sup- 
plied by the verb «wei, Cp. note on ii. 62. 1, 

mpoacOdpevos 8€ 6 Srpoubey ins Mpoavjyero" Kal ‘petewprabels ev 
TO meAdyet, ws €opa tas vats woAdds ras aad ths Xtov Pryiv & €roteito ent 

THS Sduov, 

Strombichides, the Athenian admiral, sighted from Teos the 
ships under Chalcideus,-‘and ‘proceeded to put out into the 
open sea before they arrived’ (xpoavfyero). When out of reach he 
took an observation of their numbers, and made a hasty retreat. 

kat énéayxoy pév of mefol, nat Xadnidsda ex ms Stofews Trepipevovres.
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cai, ‘waiting for Chalcideus who was to join them,’ or ‘ who was 16. 3., 

to be there as well as themselves.’ 

kat of "AGnvatoe xuTa édas ptds Seotaats <ixoge vavolv émumdev- 17, 3: ‘ 

gavres K.T.A. 

We should expect twenty ships (not nineteen), eight under 

Strombichides, and twelve under Thrasycles; cp. ¢. 24 init. One of 

them may have been left behind at Samos. So c. 23 init. twenty- 

five Athenian ships are mentioned where we should expect twenty- 

six. Cp. note onc. 10. 3, c. 20. 1: also note on c. 99. 

pera &€ ratra oi Xiot ...@mAdeveay’ és “Avata,...xai edbotons mapa 19. 1. 

XadxiSlos dyyedtas adrois dromdeiv mdduy, Kal Ott *Apépyns Tapéotat kar& = =— 2. 

yay orparia KT. - : . 

Anaea was friendly (iv. 75 med.), Amorges hostile (viii. 5 fin., 

28 med.), to the Chians and Peloponnesians. 

Classen is disposed to omit «af before én, on the dangerous 

principle of improving the meaning without regard to the authority’ 

of the MSS. But there is no necessity to suppose that the expected 

arrival of their enemy Amorges was the sole reason’ why Chalci- 

_deus desired the Chian squadron to withdraw. oe - 

id 88 rods adrods xpévous al dv 7H Tetpard elxooe vijes tay Tedo- 20, I. 

novynoiav, xaradwwxGeicar Tore Kat edoppotpevat toy app td “AOq- 

valov KT A. . - 

tx dppd. These words would seem to show that the block- 

ading squadron had not been filled up to its original strength 

(thirty-seven ships,.c. 10. med.) as c, 15 fin. érépas 8° dvr nacav roy 

GredGovody vedv... Sia Tdxous mAnpdaavres dvrémeppay might be thought 

“to imply. _ 

és Staxocious pev TWAS tobs wdvtas tay Suvatay dréxrewe tetpaxocious 21, 

¢ quyh (nuidaavres K.rd, , , : 4 

es Staxcolous pév twas rods mdyras, ‘ amounting to some two hun- 

dred in all’? This narrative, as Grote--remarks, shows that an 

oligarchical government was allowed to exist under the Athenian 

democracy. See his note, Part II: ch. Ixi, med. 

- ° ao 

*AOyvulov apiow abrovopiay pera Tatra os BeBaiors f8q Yopiapiver. 21,
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- 23. 4, 
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A few words of this decree have been found on the Acropolis © 
* (Kirchhoff, C. I. A. 59). See Appendices to Introduction. 

“pera O€ ratra tod abrod O¢pous of: Xiot, Gomep Hpavto, obdev dronei- 
movres mpobupias, dvev te MeNoTovynginy Andee mapdvres atroctioat ris. 
moras, Kal Bovdduevor &ya ds mdelorovs odiot Evyxwduretew, orpa- 
revovrat abroi re tpioxaidexa vavoly éxi thy AéoPov K.r.d. 

The words drogrijicat ras nodes, 1)* are governed by donep ipgarro, 
Two motives influenced the Chians in sending the expedition: a)they 
had begun to act independently, 4) they wanted to draw as many 
cities as they could into their own danger. ré and xai join domep 
Aptavro dmoorioa with Bovrdpevor, ré might have followed dozep, 
but is joined with dvev Hedonovqoiay, either because this is the more 
emphatic part of the sentence, or because the writer may not have 

' thought of opposing the clause xai Bovdépevor Gua to onep fptavro, 
until he arrived at these words. Cp. note on i. 9. 3. §§ 1, 4. dro- 
orjoa has also been taken 2) with rapévres, ‘coming to make the 
cilies revolt.’ But the infinitive after mapévres cannot be de- 
fended. , 

ijpxe 8 atrod Edddas Srapridrys, rév 3é vedv Acnddas. meptorKos. 
There appears to be no reason for translating, as in the English 

text, ‘one of the Chian Perioeci.’ For another example of the 
employment of the Lacedaemonian Perioeci in high places cp. c. 
6 med. of Aaxedarudmot... xardoxomoy és thy Xiov wéprpavres Doduy dvdpa 
meptotkoy, et al re vies adrois eloiv Soacmep fdeyov, kal ra Ada } n mods 

ixavy dare zpos thy Acyopévqy odfar. ee 

? 4 a rn anna Thy "Epecoy droornoas Kat éndloas, Kat robs ard tov éavrod veav 
Smdiras meCq wapaméwrer eri tiv» “Avricoay cal Myéuprav, apyovra 

, So - ~ = "Eredvixov mpoord£as* xat airés rais re pe’ éavrod vavat kai rats Tpiat 
Tats Xiats wapéthe, €Ami{eov rods MurtAnvaiors «.TA, 

a 

This passage can hardly be defended as it stands in most of 
the MSS. neQh TapémAer emt tiv “Avriccay Kat MiOvpvav tris rpict 
Tais Xias napémhe emt Thy “Avricoay Kat MiQupvav : the similarity of 
Smdioas and éndiras, the repetition of wapémdet, and of éni Thy “Ay- 
Ttogav xai Mi@upvav after the second wapémdet, and the absence of 
any construction for émAirus (to govern which, if we read Tape Aet, NO 

.
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verb can be supplied from the context), indicate some corruption. 23. 4. °- 

One MS., the Vatican, has wapardpree (one inferior MS. Tapinepre 

ré) instead of wapémdet, and omits the second émt ryv “Avrisaay kai Mq- 

évpvav: from this reading a fair sense may be elicited. ‘He in- 

stigated Eresus to revolt, and armed the inhabitants; then he sent 

by land the hoplites belonging to his own ships, under the com- 

mand of Eteonicus, to Antissa and Methymna, while he himself, 

with his own ships and the three Chian, sailed along the shore 

thither.’ wapémAe corresponds to weCj waparépret, the movement of 

the land forces accompanying that of the ships. «ai before rovs 

‘axé marks the relation between the following and the preceding 

clause. (rij» “Epecov droorfeas), and also connects éxAiras with émAicas. 

és 8€ aite ta ev tH AéoBy mavra jvavriobro, anémdevoe tov éavtod 23. §: 

orparéy dvahaBav és tv Xiov. diexopicOy S& mdhw Kata mdAes Kat 

& Grd tay ved welés, ds emt Trav “EMAHomovroy épéddAnoen lévar. 

~ 1) 6 dad rév vedv we{és seems to mean the troops of the Asiatic 

cities (c. 22 med., cp. 16 init.) which had marched along the coast 

in the direction of Clazomenae’ and Cy ymé in order to cooperate 

with the Chian fleet. But, in ordet to explain the words dad rév 

veGy, We must assume that they had been afterwards taken on board 

the Chian fleet, carried to Lesbos, and there disembarked ; and that 

they were now conveyed home by Asty ochus. 

On the other hand a) it is difficult to suppose that if these troops 

had been conveyed to Lesbos, the fact of their disembarkation 

would have been omitted. And J) xara wéAes would apply only to 

the forces from the Asiatic cities; there would be no mention of 

the Peloponnesians who accompanied them. , 

2) The first objection may be removed if we take the words 6 

ard Tey vey metés as referring to the circumstance that the Pelopon- 

nesian troops had been disembarked from the ships of Chalcideus, 

_ and their place taken by Chians. For this fact has been mentioned, 

c. 17 init. But then the expression 6 Gnd ray vedy me(és is incon- 

sistent with xara dre. For the forces of the Asiatic cities (to 

whom alone the latter words apply) were not taken from the 

ships of Chalcideus. . 

Or once more, 3) 46 6 azo Tay veav weCds MCANs the troops w: ho may
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28. 5. have escaped from the Chian ships taken by the Athenians at 
. Mitylene (c. 23 med.),.and who are said to have been ‘about to 

proceed to the Hellespont’ (cp. c. 22 med.), in order to distinguish 
them from the forces of Astyochus. But still the expression is 
defective; and we hear nothing of the return of the Asiatic and 

Peloponnesian forces on the mainland. 

24. 2. modepov ard tev vedy exotovvTo. 

I.e. made descents on the land and then returned to their ships. 

24. 2.  elyov 3° émBaras tév émdurav ek xataddyov dvayxacrovs. . 
“The émPéra were generally drawn fromthe fourth or lowest 

class of citizens, who were not regular hoplites é« xarad¢yov, but 
only armed for the time; cp. vi. 43 med. On this occasion the 
hoplites were compelled to serve owing to the exigency of the crisis. 

24, 4, Kat dup eredidov 9 | dhs abrots ent rd peifov, récw kat exoapodvro 

éxupsitepov. . 

‘In the same degree did they organize their state more e securely. 
°C for the expression c..72 fin, pevew ev To ddtya IK® Kéope., p. Pp B YOPX HG 

24.5. pera mohXav, ols raira doe, ra t&v *AGnvalwy tax SvvaipeBaecbat, 

Thy Gpopriay buvéyvacar. 

TH» dpapriay, a cognate accusative after Euvéyrocay, 1)* ‘they shared 
this error of judgment. Cop. vii. 73 init. of 32 guveytyvookov pév kai 
atroi obx fjooov taita éxeivov. Or 2) ‘they, like the other allies, 
found out their mistake” 

§vvaipeOjoeaba, ‘would be utterly overthrown.’ For the intensive 
force of évy- cp. note on ii, 41. 4. , 

25.2. of perd Xadxidéos CAOdvres MeAemovvjaror, 

Probably not the crews, whom hé had armed and left in Chios 
(c. 17 init.) where they reappear (c. 32 init.), but the émBdra, or 
marines, of his five ships. 

25.3. *AGnvaior 8€ rots re WeAomovvgaious Tpatous vixhoavres, cal robs BapBd- 
pous kat tév GNdov SxAov dodpevor K7.r, 

roy ddduv Sxdov, the inferior part of the army, either light armed
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troops belonging to the Milesians, or the mercenaries of Tissa- 25. 3. 

phernes. : 

év rubra S€ mept detryy Hy dypiav dyyéderae abtuis Tas md MeXonov- 26. T. 

vigou Kat ZixeAlas wévre kat wevrijxovra vais Scov ob mapeivat, 

mévte xal mevrixovra is not to be taken closcly with the article. 

The meaning is, ‘the Peloponnesian and Sicilian fleet, which might 

have been expected, numbering fifty-five ships, i.e. twenty-two 

Sicilian and thirty-three Peloponnesian ships. Even thus rds has 

no definite antecedent, which can only be supplied in the most 

general sense from the context, the expression indicating the 

natural sequence of events in the writer’s mind rather than in the 

actual narrative. The number originally intended had been forty 

(c. 6): of these ten were to be supplied by the Lacedaemonians, 

but after the earthquake the ten were reduced to five; which were 

sent off with Chalcideus. Why the number here is thirty-three 

and not thirty we cannot tell. 

xarém\evaay és A€pov mparov Thy ™pd Modijrou vigor. 26. 1. 

Apoy, the reading of the Vatican MS., instead of *EXeov, a name 

otherwise unknown, must here be read. It is confirmed by the 

words at the beginning of the following chapter, és dzd ris A€pou 

eridero, and by és ray "Inatkiy xddwov medoavres just below, for Leros 

lay opposite the mouth of the Gulf of Iasus. The objection that 

Leros is about forty miles distant from Miletus, and could hardly 

have been described as # xpd MiAjrou vijos, is sufficiently answered 

by referring to the general want of accuracy in Thucy: dides about 

places and distances. 

Girou yap ELeotw ev torépw, capas eiddras mpos éndoas te vais more- 27, 2, 

“pias kat Soats mpos atras tats oderépats, i ixavdos Kat xa? Hovxlav mupagKeu- 

agapevots ZoTau dywvioarbu, obdénore TH aloxpp dveider cifas dddyus 

dcaxtvduvedoetv. 

The simplest way of explaining this passage, in which there is 

no material variation of the MSS., is to suppose that @eorw is for- 

gotten in consequence of the length of the sentence, and has been. 

repeated in éorat. For the repetition cp. note on v. 22. TT)
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alcxpS dveide, ‘the discreditable reproach,’ of which the other 
generals seemed to be afraid. 

ob yap aloxpéy etvar AGqvatous VaUTIKG preTa Katpod Uroxwpzcat, dd\Xb 
kat peta Stovotv tpdmou atcxtov gypBicecba Y HoonOacr. 

pera Grovoiv rpérov answers to Herd Katpod, ‘ when circumstances. 
required,’ and ‘under any circumstances’ 

aisxiov, a resolved comparative; not ‘more base,’ but ‘base 
rather.’ See note on ii. 40. 1. 

kai thy mohy od pdvov TS aioxpS GAXG Kat 7S Heylor@ Kwdive mepurin~ 
rew, i us ent rais -yeyempévas Lupdopais evdéxerOat peta BeBatou 
TapacKeuys Kad” éxouoiay, i) mdvu ye évdyxn, mporépa rot etyerpeiv, 10d 
8 2} Bialopery ye mpds abOatpérous xwdédvous tevat 3 

i) mdvv ye dvdyxy, 1)* ‘the state, even if she had a sufficient force, 
should hardly take the aggressive voluntarily,’ but then, as if. this 
statement were too Strong, a correction is made, ‘or only from 
absolute necessity,’ i.e. ‘and should only do so at all from absolute 
necessity.” The correction is itself slightly incorrect, for.in the 
alternative we have to omit the words pera BeBalov mapacKevys and 
nad’ éxoveiay, , . 

Or 2) repeating the words peta BeBatov mwapackevis, but not xa? éxovolay, with # mdvu ‘ye dvdykn (the expression being still somewhat incorrect), ‘even with a sufficient force’ (which they had not) ‘they could only venture to fight when absolutely compelled 3) i} maw ye ardyxy, ‘or only when compelled,’ =* but only when compelled’ 
mod has the sense of was. Cp. Soph. Aj. 1100,— ‘ 

. wot ob orparnycis rotde ; 
Herod. ii. 11, Kod ye 84, & 7 Tpoavatcipapere xpdve mpdrepov i due yeveobat, obx dv xyucrbetn Kéddmos Kat TOAG pélwv ee robrov bxd rocotrov- T€ Torapov Kat ovrws €pyarixod; where the reading has been un- necessarily changed into # «ov as here itito # wou, - Lindau’s emendation } wou, adopted by Stahl and Classen, rests on what may be called the fallacy of parallel passages: i, 142 init, and vi. 37 fin. For there is no reason why Thucydides should have written in one passage as he had written in another. 

Now ? > ~ > ~ a 9 > n 
kat okey obx &v 7G abrixa padoy } vaTepov, ovK és robro jdvoy, ddd a - kal es dou dda dpivyos karcory, otk agtvcros clvat,
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‘Thucydides here passes a judgment on the political life of 27, g.. 

Phrynichus, including his future career as a leading member of the 

400 (atx ev 7G abrixa padrov f Jorepov, cp. c. 68 fin.), similar to. that 

which he elsewhere pronounces upon Antiphon (c. 68 init.) 

kal peivavtes ijpépay play, rh botepaia Kat tas Xias vais mpoodaBdvres 28, I. 

“ads peta XadxiBdag 1d apSrov EvyxaradiayOeioas, (Bovrovro wredaat emt 

ra oxein, & ébetdovto, és Tetxtodooay mddw, 

ras pera Xadxidéos. The ships which had been chased by 

Strombichides into Miletus, c. 17 fin. ra oxetq & e£eidovro, i.e. the 

superfluous sails and tackle, which had been taken out in pre-. 

paration for a sea-fight. Cp. Xen. Hell. i. 1. 13, "Adne@iddys 6é, 

clay Kai rovrois Sidxew adrdy, éfedopévois ta peydda ioria, aités en- 

Aeucev es Tdptov: vi. 2. 27, Ta peydda ioria abrod xareAurev, ws ert 

vaupaxiay near. 

wetbes adtods ext” lacoy, ev 7 "Apdpyns modémos dv xatetxe, mrevoa, 23. 2. 

kareixye, neuter, a stronger form of eZye, ‘maintained himself’ >) ? ; X l 

Cp. note on viii. 100. 2. 

ered} Thy "lacov kateaTHoaTo 6 Ticoadhepyns és hudaxny. . 29, 1. 

‘When he had set a guard in Iasus,’ lit. ‘ when he had reduced 

Iasus into the condition of being guarded,’ like és dropiay, és éAtyap- 

xlav xabiordvat, Cp. viii. 1 fin. ra rév Euppdyov és dopddeav ‘roteio bat. 

Spos o€ mapa awévte vais mAcov avipt éxdore i} tpeis CBodob Gpodoyn- 29. 2, 

Oncav. és yap wévre vais Kat wevTykovTa tpia Tddavra édidou Tod pyvds* 

_ Kat rots GAows, Saw wAcious vies Foav rovrov rod dpiOpod, xara tov abrév 

Adyov Tovroy edidoro, , 

1)* mapa mévre vais, ‘for every five ships,’ lit. ‘ along with every 

five ships,’ this being the unit of measurement. It may be asked; 

why should the rate of pay be reckoned by five ships rather than by 

"any other number? The answer is, because the pay of this number 

of ships happened to give the lowest sum in talents. 3 talents= 

108,000 obols, which divided by 1000 (5 x 200, the crew of each 

ship being taken at 200), gives 108 obols as the pay of each man 

per month and 3% obols as his pay per day. , 

For the number 200 cp. vi.'8 init. dyovres éfjxovra ridavra donpov
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- dpyupiou as és éffxovra vais unvos pro Ody, where, if the crews be 
reckoned at 200 men, the pay offered will be a drachma per day, 
as in iif, 17, viii. 29 init. Cp. also Herod. vii. 184, £ {in the 
calculation of the numbers of Xerxes’ army), os dvd Sijxoolous cydpas 
RoyiCopévorce €y éxdorn vat: viii, 17, "A@nvalev Krervins 6 "AdnBuiden, 
és Sandy olkyinv Tapexdpevos éarpatetero dvSpdot te Siqxogtowss Kat 
olxnin mi. A like result follows from Xen. Hell. i. 5. 4-7, where 30 
minae a month to each ship=8 obols a day to each man. 

The words mapa révre vats are out of Place with mAéov dvdpi exdores 
epohoyiOycav, and would go better with the next sentence after rpia 
rédavra, Thucydides has not clearly Separated the two facts—a) 
that three talents instead of two anda half talents were given for 
every five ships, and 4) that the bounty extended at first to fifty- 
five ships, that being the number of the Peloponnesian and Sicilian 
fleet then at Miletus, not reckoning the ships at Chios (viii, 25 
init., fin.), and the other fleet of twenty-five at Miletus, i.e. twenty 
Chian ships, and five Lacedaemonian ships manned by Chians 
(viii. 12 fin. and 17 init.). 

kai rois Gdos x1.A. The bounty was to be further extended 
in the same ratio to additional ships. Probably the. Chians are 

“not included in the convention ; since they beset Tissaphernes on 
their own account, c. 45 med. 

2) The conjecture of Madvig (originally Meibomius), rpidxovra for 
tpia, which is omitted by the Vat,, is ingenious and the change slight 
(4’ for r’). ‘Nevertheless it was agreed that more than three obols, 
by five ships, should be given to each man. F or, to fifty-five ships, 
thirty talents a month were to be given.’ Two-and-a-half talents, 
i.e. five ships’ pay, more than the regular pay of the ‘fleet, which 
would have been half a talent a ship, were to be given to the whole 
fleet: of fifty-five, or a little more than three obols a day to each 
man. mapé révre vais will then retain its usual meaning, ‘ by five 
ships,’ like mapa wod¥, map’ ddydy : fifty-five ships were paid as if 
they had been sixty. .But the addition thus made to the pay, 
One-cleventh of three obols, or about a farthing, is slight, and, 
though the sense given to mapd is more natural, the words mapa 
névre vais, which refer to the whole fleet, are still incongruous with 

. aoe avdpt éxdore,
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‘rob 8 abrod yetpavos tots év TH Fdépe "AOnvatlors, mpocag¢iypevar yiip 80, 1. 

aay Kat otkobey Gdat vies wévte Kat tptdkoyra xat otparyyot Xappivos xat 

LrpopPixidys cal Eterfpov, cat tas dvd. Xtov xat ras dAdas mdoas Luvaya- 

ydvres €Bothovto StaxAnpwcdpevor exit pev ry Mantra TO vauTEK@ epop- 

pety KA. 

The dative trois ev rj Sdug@ ’AOnvaios implies that @ofev epoppeiv is 

to follow, but in the process of writing the construction is changed 

to €fovAovro, and the dative is left to be supported by zpocadcypévat 

yap joa only. 

6 8 ’Aoruvoyos ws rére ev TH Xip Ervxe 81d thy mpodeatay robs éuhpous Bl. I. 

Karadeydpevos TA. i 

dit tiv mpodoctay, ‘with a view to,’ i.e, ‘in order to prevent, the 

intended betrayal of the island.’ , 

' AaBadv rds re THY KopwOluy (vaiis) wévre, ; 33. I. 

‘The Corinthian ships, being five. The Corinthian. ships have 

been mentioned before (c. 23 fin., cp. c, 32 init.), but not their 

number. 

of & dnd ris Sdpov " A@yvatot, ent tiv Xlov mdéovres tH orparid, Kat 33. 2. 

abrot éx Tob emt Odrepa Addov dieipyovro Kat Kabwppicavto, Kal éAediOecav 

adAnXavus. 

Two disparate ideas are here united by xai before xa@wppicarro, 

‘The Athenians were only separated from the Peloponnesians by 

being on the other side of a hill, and,’ or, as we should say, — 

‘when, they put in, and neither had been observed by the other.’ 

x rod ent Oizepa Adpov, scil. dures: or dependent on kaboppiaavto, 

dietpyovro being in that case thrown in by the way. 

kat atroé, ‘they too moored their ships close to Corycus.’ 
The genitive Addov is to be taken after the pleonastic expression 

“éx rod emt Odrepa. Cp. vii. 37 med. kal of iris kat yj yuprnreia Tov 

Supaxocio éx Tob éml Odrepa mpooyer TO retyer, 

as ebpov drav éni cornpig tév dvOpdzav ek ris Zduov mpopacicbev. 33. 4. 

These Erythraeans appear to have been taken prisoners by the 

Athenians and to have been liberated by them on condition of - 

drawing over Erythrae to the Athenian alliance. Cp. the case of
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33. 4. 

34. 1. 

Corcyra, iii. 70 init. The escaped prisoners succeeded in satisfying 
the Lacedaemonians that they were only practising upon Athenian 
credulity, 

€v rotr@ b€ xat 4 rév *AOnvatoy orparté rats vavoly ek too Kwpuxou 
TeptA€ouga Kar’ ’Apyivoy eniruyxdve tpict vavol rév Xlov paxpais’ Kal 
ds elBoy, erediaxov, . 

ék tod Keptxov, 1)* i.e. sailing round Corycus from their station 
on the south side of it, and making for the promontory of 
Arginus, southward from the town of Chios, on the opposite coast. 

- Cp. iv. 25. 8 and note, 77 3 torepaia rais pév vavol wepimdedoavtes 
kata rév “Axeolvgy morapév ry yay édifouv. Or 2) kar’ "Apyivoy may be 
taken with émrvyxdvet, not with wepim\éovea, , 

ds <idov, éxedioxov, No good meaning can be given to dozep iSdrres 
(or damep iSdvres abras) érediaxoy, which is the reading of all the MSS. 
but one. It is better therefore to adopt ds «Sov from the Vatican, 

35. 1. 

which reads ds efdov édtaxcv, retaining éredioxoy from the other MSS.. 

4 8 dheorixer Hy dnd Trroadéprous. 
1) ‘Had revolted from Tissaphernes,’ Cp. c. 109 init, aicés- 

pevos kai rotro rév Wehonovvyciov 7b épyov, xat ov pévov rh &y Madjre 
kai Kvidg (kat dvrad0a yap airod eenesrdxecay of $povpot)—where 
the garrison of Tissaphernes is said to have been driven, with the 
connivance of the Peloponnesians, out of Cnidus; also viii. 41 
med. 2)* dé has been altered (by Palmer) into t7d, ‘the 
Cnidians had revolted at the instigation of Tissaphernes’ For 
Thucydides has not as yet mentioned the revolt of Cnidus from 
Athens, of which we know from the tribute lists that it was a sub- 
ject, and the revolt of Cnidus from. Tissaphernes is referred to as 
if for the first time in the passage just quoted, 109 init. But a) we 
need not suppose that in describing the general defection of the 
Tonian cities from Athens, Thucydides has mentioned every case, 
and 4) the revolt from Tissaphernes implies a previous revolt from 
Athens: ¢) dpeorjxe used absolutely is here obscure. @d) The 
Cnidians only did what the Milesians and Adramyttians after- 
wards did, c. 84 med. and c. 108: they remained allies of the 
Peloponnesians while they separated from Tissaphernes, who was
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their somewhat treacherous ally. And e) the coincidence of the 35. 1.” 
words of this passage with the fact mentioned in c. 109 is, to say 
the least, striking. On the whole, therefore, it seems more prob- 
able that i inc. 109 Thucydides (who uses the pluperfect, eenento- 
xecav) is referring to an event which had happened some time 
before, and is alluded to here. Cp. Kriiger, Studien, ii. p. 197. 

* SuvOijxat Aaxedatpovior xat rav Evppdyeov mpos BaoiXéa Aapeiov kal robs 37. 1. 

maiSas Tou Bacidéws xat Tiroahépyny. 

The ‘sons of the King’ are Artaxerxes and Cyrus, who were at 
this time young men of about twenty, ; 

Both treaties show an almost brutal disregard of great Hellenic 

interests, cp. c. 43. The first treaty (c. 18) professed to surrender 

to the King all that had ever belonged to him and to his ancestors. 

In the second treaty it is only said ‘that neither the Lacedaemo- ~ 
nians nor their allies shall attack or demand tribute of any country 
which has ever belonged to the ‘King or to his ancestors’? And 

they are no longer bound to prevent the King’s subjects from 

revolting, : 

kai iv tes Tey ev tH Baothdws xubpa % oons Bacthels Gpyer emi tiv 37, 5. 

AaxedSatpovioy in } tév guppdyov, Bucthebs kwdvérw kal dpuvéro xara 1d 

_ Suvardy, : 

If the expression is not the mere pleonasm of an official docu- 

ment, 79 Bacdéos x%pq may signify the country which was more 

distinctly under the King’s rule; dons Baorheds dpxet, that over which 

he claimed authority, e. g. the Greek cities of Asia Minor. 

pera d€ ravras ras LvvOjxas Onpapevns pev mapadots *Aarudxe@ tas vais 38, 1. 

droméwv év kéAnre ddaviterat. 

dpaviferat, ‘he disappeared,’ as in Xenophon, Hell. i. -6.: 33, 

Kaddtxparidas duBadkovons tis veas dromecady és tiv Eddarray Apavicby. 

He attempted to cross the Aegean ina small boat, and was prob- 

ably lost at sea. At any rate no one knew what became of him. 

This explanation is far more likely than the suggestion of Dr. 

Arnold, that for good reasons Theramenes ‘went off in the course 

of his voyage home.’ 

VOL. - ri
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40.2. a yap olxérat Tots Xiots woAXot Svres Kat pad ye moder wAQY Aaxedatpo- 

7 vioy mArciaTos yevdpevot kord. , 

It has been questioned whether the slaves in Chios could have 

been more numerous than those in Attica: Relatively to the 

number of freemen they may have beén, and probably Thucydides 

has not distinguished clearly between their relative and absolute 

number. 

40.3. ehacav ody Xpivat of Xlot, ws eri Amis xal Suvardy kwATcat, Terxilo- 

pévou rod AcAduviou Kal drédois Svros, kai orparonéde Kat vavoiv éptpatos 

pelLovos mpoomeptBaddopevou, Soybijoat odiciv. 

The present participle gives the notion of incompléteness, ‘ while 

the fortification of Delphinium and the extension of the Athenian 

lines were in progress,’ is another way of saying ‘before they were 

completed. , 

mpog- in mpoorepiBaropévov repeats peifovos, ‘a larger’ or ‘ higher 

fortification being draivn round the camp and fleet in addition to 

what there was before. 

. 5 a“ Soh : a toa 42.3. péxpt ob érebdyncay adbrois mapa Sdétav al mdelous t&v vedy Kal wavra- 
, ’ . . . + a 

4. xobev dmexAjovro, eneita 8€ és Guyyy xaracrdvres, 2& pév vais dwohdt- 

aoe KT. 

- The misfortune of Chatmirius is ridiculed by Aristophanes, 

Thesm. (acted in the following year 411, or in 410), 801,— 

Bacavoy Sépev, mdrepor xélpous. typets pev ydp hapev opis, 

tpets 8 nyas. oxepaopeba 89, xdvrirOdpiev pos Exaarov, 

mapaBddAovcat tis Te yuvatxds Kal Tavdpds rodvop” Exacrov. 

Navowdyns per f° Frrav éoriv Xappivos’ Spra &é rdpya. 

48.3.  évijy yap Kal vicous dmdcas mdduw dovrdetey Kat Geacadiay xat Aoxpods 
kal Ta péxpt Boworay. 

évqv, not literally, ‘ was contained,’ but, ‘was involved’ in the 

treaties. The sentence may be 1) a reflection of Thucydides; 
2)* part of the words of Lichas, the mood being changed for the 
sake of variety: cp. note on vili. 76.5. There is no incongruity, 
as Classen supposes, in Lichas urging this argument on the Persian 
satrap, though it was very likely to arouse his wrath, Bekker and 
Arnold unnecessarily alter évjv into éveivac.
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of 8 és civ ‘Pddoy, émuxnpukevopévuy axé rév Suvarardray dvdpay, riv 44. 1. 
yropny elyov wei, . 

1) émixnpuxevopevar (scil, twav) dxd rév x7.d., ‘some of the most 3 
powerful men making proposals to them.’ Or 2) émuxnpuxevonevey 
may be taken as an impersonal passive, like éoayyeddévro», i. 116 fin. 

A summary of the rather complicated events which followed 
upon the renewal of the war in Hellas may assist the reader in 
threading his way through the narrative. 

_ Twenty-one Peloponnesian ships are blockaded in Piraeum. Ist pe- 
But Chalcideus and Alcibiades cross the Aegean with five ships, TOOLS 

_ and induce first Chios, and then Miletus; to revolt. Strombichides of 412, 
and Thrasycles, with small squadrons from Athens, pursue them 
to Miletus, but arrive too late, and take up their station at Lada. 

Diomedon brings up sixteen ships from Athens. Chalcideus at 
Miletus concludes the first treaty with Persia. The fleet blockaded 

‘in Piraeum gets away to Cenchreae. The Samians establish a 
democracy. , 

A Chian fleet, followed by a small squadron under Astyochus, 2nd pe- 
the new Spartan admiral, who has just arrived from Cenchreae, riod 38; 

tries to gain over Lesbos. The attempt is frustrated by the energy aoa 
of Diomedon and Leon (who has just brought ten more ships , 

from Athens). The two admirals now make descents upon Chios 

and reduce the inhabitants to great extremities. 

“The Athenians at Lad make a descent upon Miletus; Chalcideus 

is killed. Phrynichus and two others arrive with forty-eight ships 

and a large army from Athens, defeat the Milesians, and are about 

to blockade the city, when the approach of fifty-five Peloponnesian 
and Sicilian ships is announced, and the Athenians retire to Samos. 

—The Peloponnesian fleet, which had been entrusted to Thera- 

menes, until it could be handed over to Astyochus, takes asus. 

The Peloponnesians now remain. at Miletus, when they come to 8rd pe- 

an agreement with Tissaphernes about their pay. Thirty-five nod 3g, 
Athenian ships arrive at Samos. A muster of the fleet takes place, winter of 

and thirty ships are sent northward against Chios; seventy-four , 

remain at Samos. Meanwhile Astyochus, after an ‘unsuccessful 
expedition against Clazomenae, departs for Miletus in order to 

1i2
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assume command of the whole fleet, Pedaritus having come from 

Miletus to take his place in Chios. Before his .departure he 

quarrels with Pedaritus:and the Chians,' who refuse to aid-him 

in a second attempt to raise a revolt in Lesbos. On his -voyage 

he narrowly escapes an encounter with the thirty Athenian ships - 

sailing to Chios. Pedaritus writes home to complain of him. 

The Athenian fleet-from Samos captures six newly-arrived ships 

of the enemy, but is foiled in an attempt upon Cnidus, which has 
revolted. The Peloponnesians at Miletus conclude a second 
treaty. with Tissaphernes. Theramenes disappears. Astyochus 
obstinately refuses to aid the Chians. 

Astyochus is at length induced to relieve Chios. When about 
to proceed thither, he hears of the approach of twenty-seven 
Peloponnesian ships under Antisthenes, intended ultimately to 
assist Pharnabazus at the Hellespont, and conveying Lichas and 
ten other commissioners, who are to report upon his own conduct. 
He sails southward to meet them: Charminus, one of the Athenian 
commanders from Samos, who is likewise on the look out for the 
expected fleet, encounters Astyochus in the fog, and is routed. 
Astyochus and Antisthenes put into Cnidus, where Lichas de- 
nounces the treaties with Persia and quarrels with Tissaphernes. 
The Peloponnesians sail to Rhodes, which revolts from Athens; 
they there remain inactive for eleven weeks. 

kai didoxados mdvrav yeyvdpevos thy re Bia8opopay Luvérepev, dvtt — 
= > a a ae . a ~ a a” a . Spaxpis ’Arrixis Gore tpudBodov, xat rodro Bh fuvexds, Si8oc8ar, Adve ’ - kehevwr rév Teroahépyyy mpos abrots, ds "AOqvaios ex mdelovos Xpsvou ért- 

, Pe ~ og on > ~ oTnpoves ovtes.’ Tov vauTixod tpidBodov. trois éaurdy BiSdacw, od rocotroy 
, a ov >a x t ~ > , ¢ _ TeviQ, OGoy Wa auvTay pH ot vatrat, x meptovalas UBpitovres, of pev rd 

45. 2. 

odpara xelpo Exwor, Sazavévres és toadra ag’ bv } dobévera EupBaiver, of 
8€ tds vais Arodeimwor [odx] Swokimdvres és Spnpelov tov mpogoperd-: 
Spevoy paddy. . 

‘drokcinwaw ovx tmodurdvres is the reading of Vat. only. Ven. 
reads droAcinwoww imodcinovres. Two good (It. Cl.) and one bad. 
MS. (Lugd.) show traces of a similar reading in the margin. All 
the rest read dmodrdyres alone. - 

1) Arnold translates (omitting ov), ‘lest others of- the seamen
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should leave their ships, leavirig behind them their arrears of pay: 

as a pledge:’ that is to say, the trierarchs would be more willing 

to grant leave of absence and connive at irregularity generally when 

the pay was high ; because the sailors who were receiving the higher 

‘pay would be less likely to desert. But this is far-fetched, and 

the words ras vais dnodcinwow would naturally mean ‘desert ° rather 

than ‘leave their ships for a time.’ 

2)* The rendering-in the English text, partly taken from Poppo, 

notwithstanding some difficulties of language, is preferable. ‘And 

the pay was given irregularly, that. the men, leaving behind them 

their arrears of pay as a pledge, might not desert,’ i.e. might not 

desert because they would lose their arrears of pay: ot« being 

omitted and drodcirwow closely connected with the preceding yj. 

_ If od be réad we must translate, giving the same sense, “that the 

_ men might not desert because they did not leave behind them their 
arrears of pay as a pledge:’ od, not pj; ‘because,’ not ‘if’ ody 

imodimovres must be taken closely with drodeiroow, and, like the 

part. Samavdvres in the clause above, comes under the influence of 

the preceding py. . 

kai ,tovro od fuveyas is understood, though not repeated, after 

ddéac. It is not necessary to suppose that Alcibiades told Tissa- 

-phernes the exact truth. But that the practice of keeping back 

_part of the pay prevailed not long afterwards in the Athenian army 

is stated by Polyaen. Strateg. iii. 9. 51; "Ipixparns Ape tod mAclorov 

oTparetparos meCod xat vaurixod, év rf. ddcet tov pro Bou, xa’ éxacrov 

pia ibatpay To réraprov pépos, Somep évéxupoy éxaorov xaréxov, wa py 

Airrouey 16 orparénedov, 

Though the general meaning of the passage is clear, two dif- 

ferent points of view are slightly confused. a) the money is a 

pledge that the sailors will not desert: 4) if they do desert they 

will forfeit it. These two are brought together in one sentence. 

“The pay-which was. due to them was a pledge that: they would. 

‘not desert; for they would leave it behind them if they did so.’ 

= = ge 
rotray Sé “Eppoxpdms [re] qvavrioiro pdvos tnép tod Eupmavros fuppa- 46. 3. 

: - . ¢ s . 

xiKod. rds re modes Seopevus xpnpdrav drphacev abrés avrihéywv bmp 

rob Ticaadépvovs as ot peév Xtoe dvatoxurtor ever t A.
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45. 3.. -ré after ‘Eppoxpdrns, although found in every MS. but one, the 

Vatican, has to be explained bya four de force. ‘ Hermocrates was 

the only person who spoke on behalf of the confederacy, and 

Alcibiades, speaking on behalf of Tissaphernés, drove away the 
petitioners who came to him from the revolted cities.’ In other 
-words, ‘Hermocrates stood alone, and the representatives of the 
cities were easily disposed of by Alcibiades’ Cp. note on 
i. 9.3 ad fin. But the-transition from Hermocrates to Alcibiades 
is very harsh. ré is better omitted. The words rotrev 82. » Eup 

+ payixod are thus a parenthesis, and the clause rds ré adders ern, 
follows regularly after édiSacxey, 

46.1. kal Baoidei ebeivar d del et robs attoo Aumpods robs éxépous tmdyew. 
Four good MSS. and a few others read airod, the rest avrous, 

Avnnpots, like xaxodpyos in Xenophon, Mem. i. 5. 3, Kaxodpyos pév 
tév Gav, quoted by, Arnold, and dvoperjs in Hell. v. 2. 33, rois 
iperépos dvepevést, quoted by Bohme, appears to be used as a sub- 
stantive. ° 

46. 2. iy py abrés ; Bothnrat peydhy Sandvy kal. xwduvy dvacrds wore Siayo- 
visacbat. edredéorepa Sé Td Sewd, Bpayet popig tis Samdyys, xai dua 
peta tis autos dopadetas, adrabs wepl éavrods rods "EAAnvas katarpipat. 

Bpaxet popie rijs Samdvys is opposed to peydhy Sardvy in the pre- 
ceding sentence, as pera tis davrov dadaretas is to xuvStvp. Bpaxet 
popio...xararpiyat is in apposition with ra denwd, ‘the danger would 
be less costly if he were to wear out the. Greeks against one 
another,’ lit. ‘the danger of wearing out, etc. would be cheaper.’ 

The expression eiredéorepa ra Seid, ...xatarpipat, though some- 
what harsh, is in the manner of Thucydides: and the ingenious 
correction rad” elvat for ra Setvd, which seems to have occurred inde- 
pendently to Madvig, Classen, and Stahl, is therefore unnecessary. 

x 
~ 46.3. Tov Mbyov re Euphopadraror xat TS Epyov Zyovras moAepeiv, rots pey yap 

fuyxatadouhotv dv odiot re abrots 13 tis Baddoons pépos Kat exelva Soot 
év ti Bauihéas “EXAnves oixotct, robs dé rodvavriov €AevOepdoovras Fretv, 
kai otk eixds elvat Aaxedatpovious amd pep opay tev “ENMjver éAevbepou 
viv robs “EAnvas, dra 8 éxelvav ry BapBipoy, Hv ph mote attods BH 
dunn, py chevOepocat,
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Tov Adyov x.7.A. ‘Both the principles on which they went to war, 46, 3. 

_ and their practice in the war itself, were most suitable to the in- 

* terests of the King.’ 

Evyxaradovdody, either 1)* ‘they would unite with the King in 

subjecting,’ or 2) ‘they would subject, at the same time, the sea to . 

themselves, and the Hellenes who dwelt in his country to him?’ 

ur- thus referring to the object, not to the subject, of the verb. 

The adverbial use of the preposition j in composition is singular, 

but gives a more forcible sense. 

1)* ofév is used after AaxeSatporiovs because ‘EAAfver includes 

both themselves and the Athenians. Or 2) o¢av may refer to the 

Athenians as the countrymen of Alcibiades, who is the speaker. . 

iY ph wore abrovs ph e£éhoow. The reading of the MSS., though 

obscure, is not indefensible. ‘Thucydides means that-the Lacedae- 

monians would certainly liberate the Hellenic subjects of the king, 

except in one case; i.e. 1)* unless they were prevented from getting 

the Athenians out of the way. Or translating the two negatives 

into an affirmative, ‘If they got the Athenians out of the way. 

The double »7 is accounted for, as Béhme remarks, by the nega- 

tive form of the whole sentence. ‘It was not likely that the Lace- 

daemonians would abstain from freeing the subjects of the King 

unless they failed to overthrow the Athenians,’=‘ the Lacedaemo- 

nians would certainly free the subjects of the King if ever they 

succeeded in overthrowing the Athenians.’ 2) 7 é£édeor may also 

be referred to the Persiaris, ‘unless-the Persians allowed the 

Athenians to remain:’ p} é£éAao1.=a positive idea, dsardcac. 

"  wére really qualifies, not the clause as it stands, but the affirma- 
tive idea contained in the clause: 1) ‘if ever the Lacedaemonians 

destroyed Athens, or 2) ‘if ever-the Persians left Athens to its 

fate.’ For the reduplicated negative cp. ii. 13 init, pi) wodAdus . 

tobvs dypots adrod rapaXing xal pi Spdoy: Lycurg. c. Leocr. 144, ef py 

wy) Ala py tabra tH marpidt kat tobrots éari cuppépovra. 

Once more 3) atrots may be referred to the Lacedaemonians. 

The two yy’s may strengthen instead of cancelling each other 

(Hermann). ‘Unless they, the Persians, got them out of the way,’ 

This rendering agrees with the words which follow: ére:r’ #87 tots 

TleAorovnoious dmaddd£at éx rAs xdpas,
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46.3. cAcvOepaca, The aorist, according to Classen, distinguishes the 

47.1. 

47. 2. 

particular case from the general policy of the Lacedaemonians, 
éAevbepotv.. But it may also be ascribed to the desire of avoiding 
the repetition of exactly the same word: cp. note on vi. 23. 3: 

6 8€"AdKiBiddys taidra dua pév 15. Twroahépver Kai TG Baorrel, Gv wap’ 
ekeivors, dpiora elvac vopitey mapivet Ktd, ; 

One bad MS. (Mosqu.) omits 7 before RaciAc?. That the article 
is not always omitted with Bacwdeds when the Great King is referred 
to is shown by c. 37 init. 48 med., and by passages in Xenophon 
and. the Orators quoted by Poppo on c. 37. 2. Cp. $eds and 
6 bebs, . 

dv wap’ éxeivos, ‘being now on their side, or ‘under. their pro- 
tection,’ not to be taken locally in reference to the King. any more 
than the advice of Alcibiades was literally given to the King. 

ered} yap joOovro abrév toxtovra map’ abré ot év ri Zdpw “ACnvatuy 
OTpaTiGtat, To pev Kat "AAKiBiddou mpoomépavros Adyous és rods Suvara- 
tdrous abray divdpas, Sore prnoOivar wept adrod és rods Bedtlorous tav 
GvOpdtrwv, dre ex’ ddcyapyia Bovderar Kat od Tovnpia obS€ Snpoxparia ry 
éaurév éxBadotan xarehOav xat rapacyav Tisaadépyny idov abrois Evprod- 
treverv, TO SE wAéov kai dad opar atrdv ot év rq Xdpw tprfpapyol te 
Tay 7APnvatwv Kal Suvardraror Sppnvro és 75 Katadicat rip Snpoxpariay. 

ered} yap FoGovre, At first Thucydides speaks of.the army or fleet 
generally, who were attracted by the magic name of Alcibiades and 
the report of his influence over the Persian satrap. But when he 
goes on to refer to the overthrow of the democracy he speaks only 
of the trierarchs or chief men, who availed themselves of the feel- 
ing which prevailed in the fleet to carry out their own purposes, 
instigated partly by Alcibiades, still more ‘by the natural feeling of 
men in their position, ra pév xrA. gives the. reason for what 
follows, Spunvro és 73 Katahioa Thy Snuoxpariay, not for what pre- 
cedes, ja6ovro abriv icxtovra map’ airg, . 

of Bédriera rév dvOpdrov, a flattering term, like of dyaéoi in 
Theognis, or the common place of xadol. xdyadol, by. which the 
aristocratical party loved to describe themselves. Cp. Theogn. 
289,— .
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viv b€ ta taév dyaday Kxaxc yiverat éoOXa Kaxoioty | / 47. 2.° 

avipav* Hyéovrat 8 exrparédowoe vdpors ¢ 

and c. 48 fin. infra, rods xadots kdyabods dvopatopévous. 

.- 0B sompia ob8€ Sypoxparia x.r.A. Cp. Vi. 89 fin. of ext ra wommpdrepa 

eEizyov tov Sxdov, and 92 init. @uyds eipe ris r&v éLedacdvray movnpias : 

where the same word occurs in the mouth of Alcibiades. - 

words eArisas eixov abtol te adtots of Suvarot rdv modurdv rh mpay- 48. 1. 

para, olmep xat Tahaurwpovvrat paduora, és abrovs mepumoioewv, Kat ray 

wodepiov émixpatycey, 

The sense shows that we must read atrois, and not, with a 

majority of MSS., airois. ré answers‘ to xat before ray mrodeptor. 

‘Two motives animate the oligarchs, their personal interests, and 

their hopes of victory over the Peloponnesians. 

kal 6 pév Sos, ef cai tt mapaurixa fxbero roils mpacoopévots, da 75 48. 3. 

edmopov tis éAmiSos rod [mapa] Bactdéws piobod fobyatev. 

98 eDropov tijs edidos, either 1) the readiness with which the hope 

of the King’s pay suggested itself to them, or 2)* the attractiveness 

to them, in their present poverty and distress, of the hope of good 

pay, ‘the comfortable condition suggested by the hope.’ 

of 8¢ Eumordvres thy Ohvyapxlav, ered) rh TARO exolvwouy, addis Kav 48. 3. 

opiow abrois Kai rod ératpixod rH wXdom ta dai rod *AAKtBiddou 

‘eoxdmouy. , 

éxolvecav, which has the lesser MS. authority, seems.to be 

required by the sense, instead of éxowdvycav, And Dobree's con- 

jecture xdy must be substituted for «ai, the reading of all the MSS. 

Tous re Kadovs xayabots dvopatopévous odk eAdcow adrovs vopitery odio 48. 6. 

mpaypara mapétew Tov Sjpov, moptoTas ovras kat fomyiras Tov KaKxa@y Te 

Sines ef Sv ra whelw airods dpereiobat 

. he oligarch Phrynichus himself acknowledges that the allies ~ 

had no reason to expect any alleviation of their lot from a change 

of government. For the injustices which the Athenian people had 

committed against them were instigated by oligarchical leaders. 

Yet there is little in the. history of Athens, so far as it is known 

to us, which justifies such a statement... There is no reason to
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48. 6. suppose that the fate of Aegina or Mitylene is to be ascribed to 
the oligarchical party; though it is true that Thessalus, Pisander, 
Charicles, and other oligarchs had stimulated the popular fanaticism 
against Alcibiades, (cp. vi. 89 fin. of emi ra movnpstepa ebiyyov rév 

SxAov, oimep xal ene éfpracar.) 

moptatas ... rév xaxdy, either providing the ways and means, or 
creating the occasions, of crime. 

48.6. kat rd pev ew exelvoug efvat Kat &xpttot dv Kai Bratdrepov arobynaxev, 
én’ éxeivovs. The dat. is the more usual construction, but éxetvous 

is the reading of many of the best MSS. Cp. iv. 28 init. 13 ént 
odds evar: Lys. in Agor. (xili.) 64, at rb ye én’ éxeivoy elvar eodbys: 
Eur. Or. 1345,— 

we cd678 Scov ye rovn’ Zp": 
and so rotmi o’, in Hec. 514, Alcest. 666, Rhesus 397. 

dxpirot, The accusative would be more regular; but the nomina- 
tive is used as if dre evduetor and not vopi¢ew had preceded. They 
said to themselves, ‘As far as the oligarchy are concerned we shall 
be put to death without trial and in a more unscrupulous manner.’ 

49.1, of 8€ guddrAcyevres trav ev TH fuppoxta, Gowep wat rb Tpartoy abrois 
eOdxet, ta re mapdvra édéxovro Kal és ras *AGjvas mpéaBes TWelcavdpov xat 
@®rovs wapeoxevdtovro wéumetv, 

uppaxig, which is the reading of all the MSS,., is indefensible ; 
~ the word is never used in the sense required. Most editors have 

therefore adopted Haacke’s conjecture fvvwpocia. 

50. 4, méuwet xara Dpuvixou ypdppara és tiv .Sdpov mpads robs ev rédee Svras 
ofo, SéSpaxe, 1 

ofa dé8paxe follows the idea of ypaget implied in wdpmet ypdppara, 

50. 5. — GopuBotpevos 88 6 @pivixos, cat mdvy ev TO peylote Kvdive dy did rd 
Bivupa, droorédAet adéis mpds tov *Aottoyov. 

’ xat wdvy may be taken, either 1) with GopyBovpevos, in which case 
ev 1 peyloro xwdive dv will supply the reason— for he was in the 
very greatest danger.’ But mdvv or xat dvy,. though very common 
in Thucydides, do not occur after the verb or participle to which
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they belong, and & +g peyicrw xwdtvye dy is very abrupt.. Better 50.'5. 

2)* with éy—and indeed he was in the greatest danger.’ 

kat ob pev rév retxirpdy Te mapeckevdtovro, Kat ek Tov TowiTov Kat as 51. 2 

" péAdovea Sdpos Oaocoy éreixiobyy at 8é mapa rot *AdKiPiddou éemorodal 

ov TOAD Uorepov Foy, 

wapeoxevdfovro answers to fjxov, the historical fact of the com- 

pletion of the wall being thrown in by the way. ‘While they were 

engaged in fortifying the place, the expected letter came’ (lit. had 

come) ‘from Alcibiades ;’ ré answering to caf and pév to dé. 

‘Hence Samos, which was going to be fortified in any case, was 

" sooner fortified.’ Cp. note on iii. 33. 2. 

Sdgas 82 6 "AAKiPiddys ob mors elvat, GAA th dvd tov Tokepiow mpoet- 51. 3. 

8s 7H Ppvvixo os Evvetddre car’ €xOpay dvariOévat, oddev EBrawrev abréy, 

GANG Kal Evvepaptipyce paddov rata eoayyeidas. 

The imagined coincidence between the information of Alcibiades 

and the precautionary measures taken by Phrynichus tended to 

re-establish the credit of the latter. The Athenians at the time 

were not likely to understand that the intended attack on Samos, 

against which Phrynichus had forewarned them, was a trick of his 

own, designed to save himself. 

When the attack after all did not take place, it might be thought 

that suspicion would be aroused. But Phrynichus, finding himself 

in great danger, probably took his chance of the result. And the 

Athenians may have supposed that thé attempt would naturally be 

given up when the news that Samos was put in a state of defence 

reached Miletus. : oS 

Notwithstanding the words of Alcibiades, of wodéptor péAXovow 

émOjcecbat, the idea of the attack on Samos never existed at all 

except in the brain of Phrynichus, who suggested it to Astyochus, 

and he, as Phrynichus foresaw, betrayed it to Alcibiades. Alci- 

biades made use of the fiction to show his zeal in the cause of the 

Athenians and to point his accusation against Phrynichus. He 

could not inform the Athenians that his information was due to 

the treachery of Astyochus without at the same time betraying the 

fact that it was valueless, and that the attack of which he warned
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51. 3. them was not intended by the Spartan commander to be carried 
out. , 

52. I. ~ Bovdduevoy dé suas, ef Stvaré was, wetcOijvat, dws re kal ered} ri 
év 77 Kvido Siapopay rept rod Onpapévous onovdéy HoGero Tov Hedomovn- . 
ciav (957 ydp, Kata TobToy Tov kaupav ev Th “Pé8e Svrwv adtéy, éyeyérqro), 
&y y TOV TOU "AAR Biddou Adyov mpérepov eipnuevov ... emndjOevaer 6 6 Alyas. 

‘For, they being at this time at Rhodes, the quarrel had already 
taken place.’ The manner in which Lichas had behaved at Cnidus, © 
before the Peloponnesians departed to Rhodes, had impressed the 
mind of Tissaphernes, and made him incline more and more 
towards the ideas of Alcibiades. 

_Thucydides had gone back in order to give a fall account of 
Alcibiades’ intrigues (c. 45 init. év 88 Toure Kat ert mpsorepov, mplv és 
thy “Pddov abrods dvacrtijvat, rade émpdacero), He now returns to the 
point of departure, and connects them with the main thread of 
his history. 

ered Fo8ero, 1) ‘when Tissaphernes saw,’ not, ‘when he was 
informed of,’ for he was present, c. 43, and ‘ went away in 4 rage;’ 
or 2) when Alcibiades saw the opportunity given to him by the 
differences which had occurred at Cnidus. 

58.2. hpdra va Exacroy mapdyov Tov dyradeysrrav, 
mapdyov answers to mapedGay, ¢ calling him up.’ 

53. 3. kal py mept woXtrelas TO meiov Boudedowpey ei ev TO mapévre 4 rept sory- 
plas’ vorepov yap étéara ¥ yp Kal peradérGai, fy ph re dpéoxy’ x.t.d, 

From a variety of readings, several of them unmeaning, Dobree 
elicits Bovretowper, a very slight alteration of Bovdedcoper (Vat.) 
The clause kat 7) epi modtrelas.. . dpéoxn may be regarded as a 
parenthesis, which gives life to the passage. ‘ The Vat. Boudetooper 
would correspond to roimoopev supra and kardfopey infra. 

54, 1. deicas kat Gua [ém]eAmifer, & as kai peraBadetrat, 
érednifay is the reading of the best MSS. If. correct, it must be 

explained in a neuter sense, ‘hoping besides,’ or ‘having hopes 
. for the future,’ though in. the other passage where it occurs in 
Thucydides it’ is: active, viti.. 1. init. Oetdcavres empdmoav ds xat 
Anourat Stxeriay, -
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drexdpnaav és tiv Xddxyy, kat rdv wddepov evreibev paddov h ek tas 55. 1. 

K®& énotobyro. , 

The .context shows that paAdov 7, not padrov, is the true 

reading. was inserted by Palmer, and has since been found in 

one MS. (M in the British Museum). 

Soxet 5é por Kat 6 Tracapépyys rd atrd BovdnOjvar, abtos pev 8d 73 56. 3. 

Séog, 6 Se "AAKiPiddys, ered) édpa exetvoy Kal Gs od EvpSacelovra, Soxetv 

rots "AQnvators éBotAero py ASdvaros elvat meicor, ddAN ds memeoperep 

Ticcadépver xa Bovlopéve mporxwpicat robs "AGgvaious py ixava deddvac. 

76 abrd BovAnOjvat. In the first instance Alcibiades and Tissa- 

phernes did not want the same thing, for Alcibiades wanted Tissa- 

phernes to assist the Athenians. To this Tissaphernes was afraid 

to commit himself through fear of the Lacedaemonians. But, if 

Tissaphernes would not assist the Athenians, they were both agreed 

that the negociations should be broken off. 16 adrd, scil. yi} EupBvat. 

Further, if agreement were in any case (kai ds) hopeless, Alcibiades, 

in order to screen his failure, thought that, instead of breaking off 

themselves, they should make the Athenians break off by increas- 

ing their demands. This new motive is introduced into the clause 
6 3é "AdeiBiddys, which therefore does not correspond exactly, either 

in sense or construction, to abros pev 8:4 rd Séos. 

Fret yap rocadra bmepBdddov 6 "AAKiBiddys, Aéyor abras tiép mapévros 56. 4. 

Ticoadépvous, Sore 1d tav "AOnvatwy, xaimep ext modd 74 alroin Evyyo- 

potyrev, Gpws alriov yevérGat, ' “ ' 

If, with’ Vat. and Bekker, we insert the article ré before rav °AGy- 

vaiwy, it may be taken either 1) with rév ’A@qvatwy, ‘the Athenian 

side,’ or ‘ the conduct of the Athenians, or 2) with afrtov, ‘so that 

it became the fault of the Athenians,’ scil. dete yevéodar 1d ray 

"AOnvatwy atreov. The order of the words is in favour of 1). 

But the omission of the article is not indefensible. We must, 

as in 2), supply an indefinite subject with yevéoOa, ‘so that it,’ 

scil. the breaking off of the negociations, ‘was chargeable to the 

Athenians’ 

‘Iaviay re yap macav jgiovy didouOat, at addis vicous Te Tas émixei- BB, 4. 
v - a 

pévas Kai Gdda, ols obx evavtiovpévay trav ’AOgvaiav, tédos ev ri tpitn
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987 Evvddo, Setoas pi) tdvy wpabj adivaros Sv, vais Helou civ Bacidéa 
mouioOat kal mapamdelv thy éautay yhv ony dv cat Saas dv Boddprat. 

vais moteic@at Kal srapamdciv==vais moinodpevov mapamhew. The MS. 
authority is strongly in favour of éavrov. The sense favours ¢avrav, 
For it can hardly have been considered an extravagant demand 
on the part of Alcibiades; after the Athenians had given up Ionia 
and the adjacent islands, that the King should be allowed to sail 
along his own coasts. The case would have been different if he 
had claimed to ‘sail about the Greek coasts. The islands would 
have been a useless possession if he had not been allowed to sail 
to them. Like Agamemnon, i. 9. fin., if he were to rule them, 
‘he would have required a considerable navy, 

~ The demand may-certainly have been one which, though not in 
itself extravagant, Alcibiades knew that the Athenians, perhaps as 
a matter of sentiment, would be indisposed to grant. Whether the 
treaty of Cimon or Callias, by which the King was forbidden to 
send ships of war along the west coast of Asia Minor, is a histo- 
rical reality or not—it was doubted by ancient writers, Theopompus 
(Fragm. 167, 168), Callisthenes (Plut. Cim. xifi.), both writing about 
the middle of the fourth century 3.c.—it is plain that between the 
date of the supposed truce (about 466 or 449) and 411 no Persian 
vessels are heard of in the waters of the Aegean, 

But, on the other hand, it may be asked, why should Athenian 
oligarchs, who were willing to betray Athens itself (viii. 91 fin.), 
have taken offence at any such. stipulation ? 

Upon the whole it seems better to adopt the less supported 
reading avréy (cav7ép not o¢ay, for the sake of emphasis, although 
referring to the remoter subject "AGyvaiovs.) See Kriiger, Studien 
(i. 86-91), who gives many strong reasons (pp. 74-143) for reject- 
ing the treaty of Callias. Curtius also is disposed to reject the peace: 
see Eng. Trans. vol. ii. p. 408 foll. Mr. Grote, note on Part II. 
ch. xlv., takes the opposite view, but on insufficient grounds. 

evravba 34 obxér tL, GAN’ dopa vopicavres of "AQnvatot KoA, 
An ellipse, with which may be supplied ovyxwpote:, from én 

nord Evyxopovvray above. 

kat py mavrdracw éxmeTohepiobat,
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‘Not to have war made upon him outright’ The reading 57,'r. 

éxmeroAcna@ada, which is found in,the Vatican, is an unnecessary 

correction. Cp. note on iv. 20. 2. 

dedids pj, iv dropdot modrais vavol ris ,rpopis, | tois "A@yvatos BY. 1. 

dvayxaoOévres vavpayeiv ioonPdowv, ij, Kevobecay ray vey, Gvev éavrod 

yérntat tots "A@nvatous & Boddovrar, 

yévnrat trois *AGnvatos & Bobdovras is a variation of joonbdow, and 

in sense, though not in construction, goes with both clauses. 

mdvrav otv rotrav Acyiopa xat mpovola, Gowep eBotheto enaviaody 57 2. 

rods “EAAnvas mpos GAdjAous, peTareuydpevos obv rods Iehorovvncious 

TA 

Samep eBovdero, ‘in accordance with his intentions.’ ¢mancodr, 

infin. after ¢Bovdero. ody after peramepdpevos is a resumption of ody 

after mdvrov, 

EvvOjxar eyévovro ev Maidydpou wedi Aaxedatporiav xal ray Lvppdyov 58, I. 

mpos Tiooapépyyy kat ‘lepapevny xat Tous tapvdxou mraidas. 

Hieramenes, probably the brother-in-law of Datius, mentioned 

Xen. Hell. ii. 1. 9. The sons of Pharnaces were Pharnabazus 

(viii. G init.) and his brothers. , 

xépav tiv Baoidéws, don tis “Acias ori, Bacthéas elvar xat ml mys 58, 2. 

xépas tis éavtod Bovkevéro Bagideds, das BotrAerat, 

The clause of the treaty which expresses the claims of the King 

is so ambiguously worded as to be practically innocuous. ‘The 

King’s country’ would mean, according to the Lacedaemonian 

reading of the words, only that part of Asia in which he had been 

able to maintain his authority since the Persian war. But’ the 

representatives of the King probably mean to include. all the 

territory which the King had ever held, and of which he was again 

beginning to demand the tribute from his satraps. 

rpopiy d€ rais vavoi tals viv mapovcas Ticoahepyny mapéxew katé To 58, 5, 

guyxelpeva, péype dv af vijes ai Bacidéws eAdwor, 

The words xara ra Svyxeiyeva refer either to c. 5. 5, or to c. 29, 

or to c. 37. 4, or to some agreement which was understood to be 

made on the present occasion.
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on Lvvddy, Seicas py mdvv opal adivaros &v, vais nglov dav Bucidéa 
motioGat Kal apamAciv Thy éautéy yiiv ory dv cat Goats dv Botdgrar. 

vavs moteto@at kal trapardelv=vats womodpevoy mapardev. The MS, 
authority is strongly in favour of éavrod. The sense favours éautav, 
For it can hardly have been considered an extravagant demand 
on the part of Alcibiades, after the Athenians had given up Ionia 
and the adjacent islands, that the King should be allowed to sail 
along his own coasts. The case would have been different if he 
had claimed to ‘sail about the Greek coasts. The islands would 
have been a useless possession if he had not been allowed to sail 
to them. Like Agamemnon, i. 9. fin., if he were to rule them, 
‘he would have required a considerable navy.’ 
" The demand may- certainly have been one which, though not in 
itself extravagant, Alcibiades knew that the Athenians, perhaps as 
a matter of sentiment, would be indisposed to grant. Whether the 

_treaty of Cimon or Callias, by which the King was forbidden to 

56. 5. 

57. 1, 

send ships of war along the west coast of Asia Minor, is a histo- 
rical reality or not—it was doubted by ancient writers, Theopompus 
(Fragm. 167, 168), Callisthenes (Plut. Cim. xiii.), both writing about 
the middle of the fourth century B.c,—it is plain that between the 
date of the supposed truce (about 466 or 449) and 411 no Persian 
vessels are heard of in the waters of the Aegean, 

But, on the other hand, it may be asked, why should Athenian 
oligarchs, who were willing. to betray Athens itself (viii. 91 fin.), 
have taken offence at any such. stipulation ? 

Upon the whole it seems better to adopt the less. supported 
reading éaurdv (éavray not ody, for the sake of emphasis, although 
referring to the remoter subject "AOqvaious.) See Kriiger, Studien 

i. 86-91), who gives many strong reasons (pp. 74-143) for reject- 
ing the treaty of Callias. Curtius also is disposed to reject the peace: 
see Eng. Trans. vol. ii. p. 408 foll. Mr. Grote, note on Part II. 
ch. xlv., takes the opposite view, but on insufficient grounds. 

évraiéa 8) obkére tt, GAN dropa vouicarres of "AOnvaiot K.tA, 
An ellipse, with which may be supplied ovyxwpotc,, from én 

TOAD Evyxwpotvray above. 

kat p}) wavrdractw exremroAepjobat,
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‘Not to have war made upon him outright.’ The reading 57,'r. 

éxrenodendobat, which is found in,the Vatican, is an unnecessary 

correction. Cp. note on iv. 20. 2. 

Sedidhs py, hv amopact moddais vavol ris ,tpopijs, H rots "A@nvaiors 57. 1. 

dvayxacbévres vaupayeiv HoonPdauw, 7, Kevaleiray rv vedv, dvev Eavrod 

yérnrat tots "AOnvators & BovAovrat. 

yévntat tois *AOnvatois & BotAovra: is a variation of foanddow, and 

in sense, though not in construction, goes with both clauses. 

mévrav ov Totrwy Adyiop@ Kal mpovoig, Gomep eBovdeto eravicodv 57 2, 

tovs “EdAnvas mpas GAdAous, perarepduevos oly Tols TeXorovvncious 

RTA . 

Somep ¢Bobdero, ‘in dccordance with his intentions.’ ¢mancoiv, 

infin. after éBovAero. odv after peramepydpevos is a resumption of ody 

after mdvrov, 

EvvOjxat eyévorro év Matdv8pou wédig Aaxedatpovioy kat TSy Evppdyov 58, 1. 

mpds Tircadépyyy cat ‘lepapévay xat Tods dapvdxou maida. 

Hieramenes, probably the brother-in-law of Datius, mentioned 

Xen. Hell. ii. 1. 9. The sons of Pharnaces were Pharnabazus 

(viii. G init.) and his brothers. , 

xepav tiv Bacidéus, ban tas "Actas dori, Baoéos elvat’ xat mept ris 58. 2. 

xepas tis éavrod Bovdevérw Bactreds, Eras Bovderat, 

The clause of the treaty which expresses the claims of the King 

is so ambiguously worded as to be practically innocuous. ‘The 

King’s country’ would mean, according to the Lacedaemonian 

reading of the words, only that part of Asia in which he had been 

able to maintain his authority since the Persian war. But’ the 

representatives of the King probably mean to include. all the 

territory which the King had ever held, and of which he was again 

beginning to demand the tribute from his satraps. 

tpopiy O€ ais vavat tais viv Tapovoas Ticcadepyyy mapéxew Kata Te 58, 5, 

fuyxelpeva péxpt dv al vijes ai Bucthéws EAPaor. 

The words xara ra fvyxeiyeva refer either toc. 5. 5, or to c. 29, 

or to ¢. 37. 4, or to some agreement which was understood to be 

made on the present occasion.
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Gl. 2. Aedvra dv8pa Sapartdmyy bs *Avrio béver emPdrns EvvetnrGe, 
Either 1)* ‘who came out with Antisthenes as a marine: 

as in the Athenian service, Thrasyllus, who was only a hoplite, 
becomes one of the ozpargyot at Samos (c. 73 med., 76 init.) Or 
2) more simply, ‘who came out in the ship of Antisthenes as a 
private passenger.’ There is no proof that emBdrns was the title 
of an inferior naval officer in the Spartan service. 

61. 2. vails dddeKa, at Ervxov Pidaxes MiAfrov odcat. 
These ships must have been left behind to guard Miletus when- 

the main fleet removed to Rhodes (c. 44). , 

62.3. ésrd dvtimépas ris "ABGSou dromketoas, Syoréy mo\w ris Xepoovnaov, 
iy téte MaSou elxov, xadloraro Ppovpioy kai puraxiy rod mavrds *EAAn- 
ondvrov, 

All but a few MSS. (among which is Vat.) read rére not zére, 
But rére cannot be taken in the sense of ‘in those days,’ meaning 
the days of the Persian war (i. 89 med.) 

That the reference of rére is often exceedingly lax, and can only 
be a) imperfectly gathered from the context, or J) in some cases 
explained by what follows, may be seen from the following 
passages,— . . 

2) iii. 69 init. af 32 TegoapaKorra vies Toy Tehorovvgciay, at AeoBiots 
BonPot éXOodcat, ds tér6 Gebyovoat did rod meAdyous... mpos Thy Tedo- 
névvycov xargvéyOncay: viii, 20 init, tad 82 Tovs abrovs ypévous al 
&y TW Metpacd eixoor vies roy Tehorovvycioy, xaradiwybeioa tére xa 
epoppovpevat tow dpOud tad "AOnvaioy: cp. i. 101 med., v. 4 med. 

6) iv. 46 init. of tore pera. thy ordow SiaBdvres éxpdrovy re tis -yijs 
xai ohAd €Bdamrov : vii. 31 med, gyre 8 ait mept tatra & Edpupedov 
dnavra ek tis Zixehias dromdéav, bs tére TOO Xetpavas 7d xpnpata dyov 
TH otpara dmexeupdn. , . 

But none of these instances. show that rére is ever used by 
Thucydides absolutely without an antecedent or explanation. In 
viii. 73 init. of yap térTe ray Sapiov éravacrdvres rots dvuvarois, which is 
the harshest instance, the circumstance referred to in rére (vill. 
21) has been recalled to.the mind in c. 63 med, to . 

The sense here decides against the greater weight of MS:
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authority. ' Either réze is a corruption of xére;' or possibly the 62. 3. 

words .# ye tére Mijdoe | dxov are an unmeaning gloss referring to i. 

89 med. : 

wuOdpevos ta wept tas vaupaytas Kai tov ErpopPryidny Kat ras vais 63. 1. 

éTednhubdra. 

drednAvOéra refers to ‘the principal subject, like Bovddnevos in iv. 

112, Bpagidas pev ody Kal rd TAROos . «»Bovddpevos x7, 

éreidy yap of wept tov UWelcav8pov mpéoBes mapa rod Teecapépvous és 63. 3. 

_ thy Edpov iAOoy, ra te ev altG 76 arparetpare ert PeBatdrepov xatéhaPoy, 

kat abray Tv Saplav mpobrpdyavro tods Suvatods Gore wetpacOat pera. 

opav ddvyapxnOijvat, Kainep emavacrdvras autods ddAjAots va mh oXt- 

yapxevrat, : . 

xaréhaBov xr. Either.1) ‘got a still firmer grasp upon the 

army ;’ or 2)" ‘strengthened still more completely their interests 

in the army.’ os 

‘Sufficient authority may be gathered for the reading zpotrpéyavro 

(instead of. mporpeydvrav) from the Vatican MS, froma MS. in 

the British Museum, and from the corruption spotrpepdvrev, which 

is found in four good MSS. Although éravactdvres atroi, Or abrois, 

has considerable MS. authority, the sense decides in favour of 

€mavacravras atrovs (Vat). : 

tous Suvarots may refer 1) to the Samian ogy ay to > the - 

- chiefs of the democracy now.in power. 

In either case d\AjAXotrs shows that the words ¢ énavacrdvras abrots 

refer.to. the whole Samian people, including both’ parties.. They . 

are therefore to be taken, not with rots duaro’s, but as an accu- 
sative absolute. Cp. for a similar confusion vi. 74 med. of 8é rots 

te dvdpas  diépOetpav mpdrepov xat-tére oracidfovres cai dv Sada svres 

émexpdrouy py déxecOat robs *APnvalous.of ratra.Bovddpevot. There is 

however some inaccuracy in the words iva: py OdvyapyGvrat; for, 

not both parties, but only the democracy, could be said to have 

risen up ‘in order to put down the oligarchy,’ 

In the second case the. words of Suvarof are used ina different 

sense from of dwarof.in.cc. 21, 73. But this is not impossible. 

The meaning of the word is naturally determined by the context. 

VOL. IL. Kk
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63. 3. And the comparison of c. 73 init. referring to the same incideits; 

in which stress is laid on the fact of the Samian democrats having 

joined the Athenian oligarchs, decides-in favour of 2)*. 

G3. 4, .€axdipayto "AAKiBiddyy per, enetdyrep ob Bobderat, Cav K.T.r. 

éoxeyavro is here used in a pregnant sense for ¢Bovdovre or 

okey abrois. 

64. 4. © Kal yap xat huyh airdu tho Fv ind rv "AGnvalor, 

guy} for pyyddes, abstract for concrete, as in Isoc. de Pace (viii.) 
149, kai ras uydg ras ent ray rupdyver xal ras éxi tov rpidkovra 

yevonevas ob Sit robs ovxoddvras xaredOotoas. 

64. 5. cudpootiny yap AaBovdoat al médes kat Adecav roy Tpaccopévav éxopn- 
, aay ent thy dvrixpus edevbeptav, riy did, rSv,"AOqvatay trovdov auTovoplay 

ov mportphoayres, . 

‘The cities obtaining a more sober,’ or ‘constitutional, form of 
government;’ cp. iii. 82, 8, dpteroxpariqs cadpovos rportpycet, and viii. 
53 fin. ef pi) modiredcopey re cwppovorepoy kat és ddtyods paddov tas 
dpxas wojoopev. The term was readily appropriated by the oligarchs 
themselves, and is here adopted by Thucydides with a certain 
degree of approval. “ 

abrovopiay, for which etvoutav has been substituted on the authority 
of Dionysius (De iis quae Thue. propria sunt, c. xi.), who reads ris 
tmovdov edvopias, though difficult to explain, is probably correct. - 
It has been argued that the Athenians did not give their ‘allies . 
‘independence.’ But they may well have given them a ‘ deceitful 
independence,’ i. e. they may have promised to give them an in- 
dependence which they never expected to obtain, such as that 
which the Lesbians at Olympia ironically describe themselves as 
already enjoying (iii, 10 fin. airdvoyor 34 dures xal revOepor 75 
évpart.) The reading in Dionysius is probably a slip of memory.. 

a ~ ° “ ~ : . 65. 3. Adyos Te ék rod qhavepod wpocelpyacto adrois ds obre probodopytéoy 
ely Gdous ij rots orparevopévous, ofre pebexréov Tov mpaypdrov mreloow 
i Tevraxtoxiors, Kal robruis of dy peMata rois Te  Xpiwace kai Tos 
Tapacw apedeiv ofol re Sow.
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“ mpugetpyagro, i.e. besides acts of violence they had specious 65. 3. 
professions to meet the public ear. ‘ 

as otre pic lopopyréov x.r.A. The natural effect of the non-payment 
of dicasts and ecclesiasts would be to exclude the poorer classes 
from the dicasteria and the ecclesia. Moreover the numbers of 
the ecclesia were in no case to exceed 5000, cp. c. 72. : 

mevraxtoxidiots, Under the Thirty Tyrants a similar device was 
adopted of a council of 3000, Xen. Hell. ii. 3. 18, ee rodrov pévrot 
Kperias kat of dAdot of de ray Tpuixovra, 7n phoBovpevoe kat obx fRora 

tov Onpapevyy, py ovppvdcw mpos abrdv of woNirat, Karahéyoust tpirxidious 

rods pedélovras 8) tév mpaypdrov, 

émet E€ew ye tiv wow oimep kal peOtordvar Sueddov. 

éfew, emphatic: ‘they were really intending to be masters of the 

city who were going to effect the revolution” For xai see note on 

iv. 62. 4. 

‘66. 1. 

eBobdevoy dé oddév 6 te wh rots EvveatGae Soxoin, dddd eat of Aéyovres BG. 1. 

ék rovrav Foav, kai ra pyOyadpeva mpérepov adtots mpovoKerrTo. 

adrois, & dat. of relation. Either 1) ‘they had had what was to be 

spoken previously submitted to them.’ Or 2) reading, with the 

. MSS., mpotexérrero, ‘they used to have it submitted tothem.’ There 

is no reason for rejecting such a form in a passive sense, though 

no instance of it is found, cp. ¢pydfopat, cipyacpat, etpyatdpny (pass.) 

and dvotpeva (Plat. Phaed. 69 B), éwvetro (Xen. de Re Equest. 8. 2); - 
see Matth. Gr. Gr. 495d. apotcxerro is the conjecture of Bauer and 

Elmsley. 

AN Fouxlav elyev 5 Shyos wat xardwdnfw rowatryvy Sore xépSos 5 py BG, 2; 

ndaoxar tt Blatov, et Kat ovywn, evdurce. 

ei xat ovydy. The optative, here signifying ‘repeated action in 

past time,’ carries on the indefiniteness of 6 p} wdoxwv. Cp. et 5é 

tts Kal dvreimot... ef Smomretowro just above, kai, ¢ if he were silent 

too,’ or ‘silent though he were?’ ‘ even although he were silent,’ 

would be kai e?, Op. note on iv.-22. 3. 

' 2 a9 2° ” 
kat TO Evveotyxds TOAD mov Hyovpevor evar, 7 Soov eruyxavev dv, BB. 3. 

Kke2
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66. 3. tecavro rats yropats, cai eeupetd abrd aSdvator Svres did rd péyebos ris 
mohews kai dtd Thy dAApAav dyvaciav ob Etxov. . 

. 6y, the reading’in the text, was conjectured by Portus, and. is 
found in one inferior -MS. (1), and in the margin of another MS. 
(Lugd.). & j», which is found in all the rest, though singular, is not 
absolutely indefensible; ‘than the whole strength of what there was. 

- The MSS. are’ divided between “atrof and atré alter éfeupei, and 
. many of them, including the best, repeat adrof (or atré) égevpeiv 
after odk eZyov. The repetition, and the parallelism of. dSévatot Svres’ 
and ot« elyov, suggest either a dittography or a gloss. 

As the text stands, é£eupeiv is dependent on dévvaror: dvres, and also- 
on ot eixov, which pleonastically repeats the same idea. aird, 

Scil, cov éréyxavev- dv, not simply the conspirators, but’ the fact 
about them. 

‘ dyeotay, Compare. Aristotle, Pol. vii. 4. °1 3, mpos 88 7d xpivery 
rept tov Sixalov, Kat mpos ro Tas apxas Stavépew kar’ aftay, dvayxaioy 

yopitew GAANAous, wotol twés elat, robs modlras, &s Sov rotTo By) cup 
Baiver ylyveoOat,’ airtos dvdyxy ylyvecbat re wept Tas _apxas kat Tas 
kpices* mept dudérepa yap ‘ob Sikatov abroayedidterv, & Grep év ti wodvay- 
Sponig TH Mav Smdpyee Pavepis. 

66. 4. - xara 88 7d abré Tobro: Kail mpogoropipacéat TwWt dyavaxrncavra, Gare 
dpdvacbat émPoudedcarra, advvaroy iy, . 
-1) ‘So that he could defend himself against an opponent who 

had a design upon him.’ émfovdeboavra without’ the article is 
indefinite, ‘any one who had a design upon him.’ Or 2)* émfov- 
Aetaarra is the subject; ‘to defend or revenge himself by a plot’ 

66, 5. ° @Ajrots yap daavtes tudntas mpoogerav of rod Sqpov, é ds petéyovtd 
Twa, TOY ryropeverr, , : 

The accusative peréyovra is’ used as though some transitive verb, 
such as tranrevov, had preceded; or is governed by the idea of 
vonilovres contained i in és, see Jelf, §.703, c. 

66.5. xai Td Amatov obrot Béyarov mpas rods rohdods énolncay, kat wheiora 
és thy trav ddtyav dogdheav dpérnaay, BéBacov Ty &motiav 74 Sppe 

wt 1) pos autdv xaracrycavres,
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- The repetition of dmorov and dmoria suggests that this is one of 66. 5. 

‘the unfinished passages of Book. VIII. - Thucydides-means to say 

that the surprising changes of opinion which. occurred gave the 

popular party a determined or settled mistrust of one another. . 

efrov yropny Séka dvSpas éréaOat Evyypapéas abrokpdropas. - 67.1. 

Scil. Decemviros legibus scribendis. Arnold compares the for- 

mula by which the Thirty were appointed, Xen. Hell. ii. 3. 2, 

Woke 7H Sup tprdxovra dvdpas éhéa Oat, of robs zarpious vépous gvyypdiousr, 

xu@’ ods wodtrevcovct, i, ‘ 

fresra cred} 4 jpépa epnxe, SuvexAnoay Thy éxxAnotay és tov Kodwvdr" 67. 2. 

éore 0€ iepdv Movetdavos é£w médews, améxov oradious pddara Séka, | 

fuvéxdyoav, which is found, with some variations of form, in many 

good and a few inferior MSS., the others having guvéAegay, is 

difficult to explain. For, though it may be true that assemblies of 

the people were shut up or enclosed in a given space, ‘to shut up.’ 

is not synonymous with ‘to summon’ or ‘assemble.’ The meaning 

‘may be 1) ‘that ‘the assembly ias’ confined to the temple at 

‘Colonus,’ which would only have contained a small proportion of 

the whole people. Or 2)* we may read Euvidefan. 

6 pévrot Exay 7d mpaypa ~vvbeis, tw tpémy Karéory és rodro, Kali &k BB. I. 

mrelorov emyednbeis Avtipay fy, dvip "A@nvaiay téy xa éavrév dpery Te 

oddevds Uorepos xal xpdriatos évOupyOnvar yerdpevos. kat & yvoln elmetv.- 

Srp tpéa@ introduces an indirect statement, which is the expan- 

‘sion of dav rd mpaypa, He who contrived the whole matter, how 

it came to this.” In other words, ‘he who. contrived the. means 

by which the whole design was accomplished.’ Cp. iii. 59. 1 

and note, os dordOpnrov 1d TIS Evpchopas, @ tivd BOT’ GY K.T.A oN : 

dperj.' It has excited surprise that Thucydides should speak 

of Antiphon, the ‘traitor to the democracy, and the employer of 

assassins, as ‘a man inferior in virtue to none of his contemporaries.’ 

“But neither here nor elsewhere- does Thucydides pass moral 

judgments. The virtue of which he is speaking is virtue in the 

‘more general’ or ancient sense; a virtue such as distinguished”: oo 

the Lacedaemonians, who are said to have been excecdingly vir- 

tuous at home, while they. were lawless among Strangers (i.-77 fin.,
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-68, 1. v. 105 fin.); or, the family of Pisisttatus, who are said to have 
been distinguished for the practice of virtue (vi. 54 med.) The 
word means, in the case of Antiphon, ability, force of character, 
and faithfulness to party ties—in the case of the Pisistratidae, 
political moderation—of the Lacedaemonians, order and discipline. 

‘‘ The statement of Suidas that Thucydides uses dperf for-edSoxia 
clearly refers, not to this passage, but to i. 33 med. pépovea és pev 
rats modAods dperqy, ols 8° énapuveire, ypu. . 

Aristophanes alludes to the ‘hungriness’ (Wasps 1270), and 
to the ‘drunkenness’ (Wasps 1299) of Antiphon, if the same 

person be intended, as the mention of cf wept Sporvxoy in the latter 
passage seems to imply,— 

od yap 6 yépwv drnpérarov dp” Iw Kaxdy . 
kat tOv mapdyrav mond TapowtKkararos $ 
katrot mapiy “lnmvAXos, *Avribadv, Atco, 

. Avotorparos, Gotdpacros, of sept bpinyxov, 
. totter drdvrav iv iBporéraros HaKpe. 

_ The Life of Antiphon by Pseudo-Plutarch, Decem Rhetores, 
p. 832 C, Wyttenbach, iv. i. p. 339, which confuses him with 
others of the same name, is a worthless fiction, According to this. 
writer, Lysias and Theopompus said that Antiphon was not put to 
death until the time of the Thirty Tyrants. The. author himself is 
aware that this is not the same Antiphon (Xen. Hell. ii. -3, 40.) 
But he immediately falls into the almost incredible blunder of 
saying that Antiphon was put to death by the Four Hundred 
(dvatpebets ind réy Terpaxogiov), though he had stated the matter 
correctly a few lines above. , 

. 88,1. indrtas 7 rAROet duc Sdzav Seerdmtog SiaKeluevos, 
Sewérqs, not ‘eloquence,’ for that term would not apply to a 

“mere writer of speeches, and the word is not used in this sense 
apart from the context, but rather ‘sharp wit,’ ‘astuteness, as. 
‘contrasted with moral qualities : cp. Arist. Nic. Eth. vi, 12. 9-13. 2. 

68. 2,: -Kaladrés te, dred) 7a ray TeTpaxogioy &y torépo perareodyra ind 
Tov Sipou exaxodro, dpora aiverar ray péxpe epod irép abrév rotrev . . 
atriaéets ds évyxaréotyce, Oavdrov Sikny drrodoynadpevos.
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ré nearly. equivalent to the English ‘too,—‘and on his own 88,2. 

_ behalf too, as well as on that of others.’ See note on i. 9. 3. 

‘kat Onpapéms 6 Tov “Ayvovos év tots fuyxatadvoucr tov Spor 68. 4. 

TpStes Fv. : 

See note on iii. 17. 1. 

Foay 8 *AOnvaiot mdvres det of pév ént retxei; of SO ev rdge, roy ev BY. I. 

Aexedela mrodepiov evexa, ep” Smdois. TH obv Hypg ekeivy rods wey py 

EvveiSéras elacay, Sonep eldbecav, dmedOeiv k.r.d. : 

ef? Smdos may be taken 1) with ev rdfe (scil. at their regular 

posts), ‘close to their arms,’ as in vii. 28 init. : or 2)* in a more 

general sense, with él retyee and év rdget, including both ‘ under 

arms,’ and ‘close ‘to their arms’=‘on duty.’ . 

dredOeiv, to go away, from the assembly which had just been 

held: at Coldnus, either to their homes, or to their post. , 

rat of clxoot rat éxarév per abrdv “Eyes veavioxot, ols éxpavro, «t ri BD: 4. 

mov O€ot xetpoupyeiy. 

"ERAnves veavioxot, aS distinguished from slaves or Scythian bow- 

men., They were probably young oligarchs, the ‘jeunesse dorée’ 

of Athens, The word “EXAqves is wanting in several of the best 

MSS.. 

_kat elzov abrois ekievat AaBovar tov pioOdv? epepov dé adrois tod bmo- 6D. 4. 

otarou Xpovou travtas avroi, xat eLeotow ediSocay, 

Not, as Dukas suggests, the arrears of pay due to them; ‘this 

gives no meaning to savrds, but the pay for the whole of the re- 

mainder of the year (about four months; cp..c. 60 fin., 63 med.), 

in. short, they received a douceur. Their pay was a drachma for 

every day on which the council sat. “See Boeckh, Staatsh. i. 327. 

vatepoy Oé mudd peradAdgavres THs TOD Shpov diotxjioews, ahiyy Tous ; 70. I. 

edyovtas ob KaTiyov Tob *AdxyBidBou tvexa, Ta BE dha Evepov xara 

xpdros Thy moh, 

ra 8€ Gra Evepor is “said ‘by attraction to ob karhiyor, as if the 

parenthesis which precedes were part of the main sentence. Cp. 

Vii. 33 init. oxeddv ydp re dy mace y ‘Zekedia, my *Axpayavrivev, (obrot 

& od8é ped éxépav joav,) of 8 @ddoe ext robs "AOqvaious . + + Boho.
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; . - ow - : 6 8€ vonifer tiv. md obx Houxalew, ode ebOts obra. rbv Sqpov thy 
. . 

~ A lnk mahady edevOepiav mapaddcev, ef re arpariay woAdiy Bo o¢dy, odk dy ; 
© ers 2 a ’ 2 ’ 8 2. , Q jouxdoerv, oudeé €y T@ Tapovte wavy ri wiorevwy BY] OuKeTe TapaccedVat oy . qurous KT.AL Los 

Hovxdtew ... ovk dv ftovydcew. The want of another word has 
led Thucydides to repeat Houxdter, ‘he, thinking that they were 
in a state of excitement, and would. be still further excited by the 
appearance of a Peloponnesian army.’ But see next note. 

el re otpartdv moddiy Bor opéy, i.e. not the Athenian large army 
(Haacke), which would be inconsistent with the situation, but the 
large army which Agis was about to summon from Sparta. . 

_ By obkérs rapdooea Out, ‘and doubting whether the tumult,’ which 
he supposed to have occurred, ‘had yet subsided.’ 

eAnicas } rapayOevras atrots pa Mov dy Xetpudfvar odiow, ; Bovdovrai, 
4 kat adroBoct dy dd rv ZSobéy re cat eLabev card rd elds yerqosuevoy 
OépuBow rev yap Haxp&v rexdv Oca ry nar’ abra Epyplay Ay peas ode 
dy dpaprety, , , . . : 

_ 1)* In the Prevailing state of anarchy the, Athenians would be 
likely to fall more entirely into the hands of the Peloponnesians 
(u@dor, ‘more than if they had not been in a state of ‘anarchy,’ or, 
‘more completely than by any agreement with the oligarchy.’) 
Agis might even take the” city without striking a blow. For the Long Walls could hardly be guarded, and the capture of them would involve the capture of Athens. sO 

The two clauses HGNXov dy xetpoOjvat and # xal abroBoet a@) are not strictly alternatives, although this is the logical form under which 
Thucydides presents them, ep. note on i. 129, 3- “The flaw is concealed from the writer by the defective expression of the second clause, with which aipeOjva has'to‘be supplied from xepodjva, It is possible also 3) that xepw8var may be taken in-the more special sense of ‘reduced,’ or ‘brought to terms,’ in which case the capitulation of the city is opposed to its capture by storm. 2) It may be objected that the taking of the Long Walls did not involve the instantaneous capture of the city, any more than in the _case of Nisaea and Megara, iv. 69 foll. If this objection is thought valid we must alter the text, cither simply omitting ydp, or reading,
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with two good MSS., rijs ray instead of ray ydp. . In the latter case 71. 1. 
we may translate, ‘either they would get the Athenians completely 

into their power; or, assuredly they. would not fail in taking, 

almost without a blow, the Long Walls, which, in the confusion, 

would be unguarded.’ But there is a- degree of weakness a) in 

using the words xat abroBoei of the taking of the Long Walls after 

the taking of the city has been already suggested, and 6) in con- 

necting such emphatic words with the negative odx dy duapreiv. 

The confusion of this passage, and the tautology in that which 

precedes, may reasonably lead to the inference that this portion 

of the w ork has ‘not received the last, corrections from the author’ Ss 

hand. 

€v yap 1H Saye eveorepi{ero Jy Ta wept riy OAvydpytay, 73.1. 

yap is the explanation of dmep éyévero at the end of the preceding 

chapter. ‘For at this very time a counter-revolution was in pro- . 

gress at Samos.’ 

"Kat ‘YrépBoddv té Twa Tov *A@nvator, pox Onpov dvOpwroy, @oTpakiopévov 73. 3. 

ob Oa Suvdpews Kal afidparos Popov, aAAa bia movnpiay kat aioxivay re 

moXews, dmoxretvauct, 

The slight disparaging mention of Hyperbolus in this passage .. 

agrees with the notices of him in Aristophanes,. He is the butt of 

the comic poets, and one of the hackneyed themes which Aristo- 

’ phanes (Clouds 551 foll.) would rather leave to others, who rejoice 

in ‘pummelling’ Hyperbolus and his mother. -Yet he does not 

always maintain this high tone. Hyperbolus, if you meet him, is 

the man to get up a suit against you (Ach. 846, cp. Wasps 1007, 

Clouds 876). ° He has made immense sums by his rascality (6:a - 

novnpiav, Clouds 1066). He is a rogue of.a citizen (dvdpa poxOnpiv 

noXirnv, Knights 1304), the villanous chief of the people (sovnpés 

mpoordrys, Peace 684), at the mention of whom Peace turns away 

her face (cp. 921, 1319), and whom they only took up with because 
they had nobody better :— 
oS - " dda viv’ 

:  dnopay 6 Sijpos émirpémou Kat yupves dv 
pon toad en 
tovroy Téws Tov dvdpa mepte{acuro.
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73.°3. His mother ‘has no business to sit in the theatre by the mother of 

Lamachus’ (Thesm. 840,—probably after his murder—cp. the 

joke upon Cleophon’s mother in the Frogs 679). Finally, he is the 

protector of the distressed landlady in the world below (Frogs 570). 

Plutarch (Aristid. vii. Alcib. xiii, Nic. xi.) says that Hyperbolus 

was ostracised by a coalition between Nicias and Alcibiades, who, 

to save themselves, turned upon him. ‘We have no means: of 

proving or disproving the truth of this story. ‘It is not necessarily 

inconsistent with the statement of Thucydides. 

73. 5. al ody frora rovs Tapddous, dvBpas "AOnvatous Te: kat deudépous 

mdvras ev TH vnt méovrtis kal det dhmore ddeyapxia kat Hh Trapoton 

émtkeupevous. : 

Cp. Aristoph. Birds, 1071— . 

T78e pévroe Onpépa padior’ emavayopéverat, 

iv drroxrelvy Ts tpav Aiayépav tov MijAtor, 

AapBdvew rédavroy, #1 qv re tév tupavyey tis nwa 

tev teOvyxdtwv dmoxreiyn tTddavroy AapBdvery, 

dSpas ’AOvaious «.7.d., unlike the crews of other vessels, who 

were for the most part metics and slaves (Boeckh, Staatshaush. i. 

p. 365), these were freeborn Athenian citizens, ‘to a man.’ 

75.1.° fmera pévror tnd ray did pécov Kwodrvbévres Kat SaxOevres, ph rey 

modenioy dyrinpopev -€yyds ehoppotvray dmohécwot ra mpdypara, eat 

carro, - a . : , 

The construction of &8ay6évres is somewhat harsh if the word is ; . 

taken with p27. - ‘On the other hand, the meaning is weak if it is left 

to stand by itself. 

75. 3.. _woplovres obre éxeivos anoctpodhy. cutnpias obre odiow, elvat ad’ 

edv te of terpaxdotot Kparnowow edv.re of ex Madqrov ‘moRépiot Biagpd- 

apijoec Oat, © 

amootpodiyy owrnpias, ‘any refuge of safety, i.e. Cin which they 

could find safety.” 

Although the Athenians are e here said to feel that whether’ their 

enemies at home or whether their enemies abroad conquer they . 

are equally lost, in the next chapter they. console-one another with 

the thought that, at the worst, they.can retire with their fleet and 

found a colony elsewhere. © .
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kat 8° €avrots re év TH dp mpoxabnpévous kat mporepov abrobs xpatew 76, 5 

Tov é€s roy Tletpara EgmAov, kat viv és tocovToy KaTaoTigovTat py Bov- 

Aopevev adios wddw thy mohtreiay drodoivai, Sore abrot Suvararepor eivar 

cipyew éxeivous ris Oaddoons } bm éxelvev eipyerOat, 

karagrioorrat, ‘and now the result will be,’ lit. ‘they, the fleet 

at Samos, ‘will come to such a point’ Or, taking xaraorijoovrat ° 

actively (cp. vi. 83 fin, ra évOdde... dadadas xataornoépevat), * will 

bring matters to such a point.’ This is better than taking xara- 

orjoovra of the oligarchy at Athens, who are the subject of the - 

genitive absolute immediately following. The change from the 

infinitive to the indicative gives variety and liveliness. Cp. note 

“one. . 43. 3. . 

of ye pyre dpyvpiov ere elyov mépmew, (GAN adroit éxopi{ovro of ozpa-.76. 6. 

rt@rat,) pyre Bodrevpa xpyordy, obwep Evexa, wédtg otpatoTedwy Kparel. - 

GdAd Kat Ev vosTog tobs pev HpaptyKévat Tols marpious vdpous KaTadu- 

gavtas, abrot b¢ odlew Kat exeivous metpdoco bar mposavaykdlerv. 

obmep évexa x.td., either 1)* ‘for the sake of which,’ i.e. ‘for 

the sake of giving which, ‘cities rule over armies,’ Or 2) ‘in respect 

of which a city is superior to an army.’. 

cat ev rovrots, ‘in the matter of giving counsel also,’ the plural 

‘referring loosely to the singular PovAevya. The speaker means 

to say that the oligarchy had as little moral strength as they had 

material means. 

rotatra év ddAjdors exkAnotdoavres kal wapalapatvartes opis adtods 77. 

kal ré 700 woépou wapeoxeudlovro oidéy Hacov, . 

The old.opposition of Adyos and épyov here reappears under 

a disguised form: ‘while they talked they also -acted,’ ‘while they 

encouraged one another they made their preparations for war all 

the same.’ . ‘ 

Gre... at vijes abray obdéro ép 7) aire eiow, © ' 98, 

‘While the Athenian ships are not as yet in one place ;’ i. @. . 

before the return of Strombichides and his squadron from the 

Hellespont (c. 62). 

ras mapa Tioaftpvovs Powiooas vais pévovrres, Gdus Svopa Kal odk 78," 

épyov.
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. 78... 

79. 2, 

79. 3. 

adAus may be joined either r) with pévovres, or 2)* with dvopa:. in 

the latter case it is equivalent to pdraoy svopa. Cp. Eur. Troades, 

476,—. : 

ovK dpebpdy Ba, adn’ ineprdrous Ppvyaw. - 

téxee 88 antyer ratry 7 Spos Tis irelpov mpds Thy MuxdAnp, 

mpos THY MuxdAny, ‘in the direction of Mycals.’ 

kat dua... mpocedéxovre xal rév ErpopBiyidyv ek tod ‘ENAgamdvrou 

oicr rats é« tis Xiov vavoly én? *ABUBou aprxopevars mpooBonbicav. 

_ én’ Abou. . The genitive with éni after a verb denoting arrival 
at a place, though irregular, is sufficiently defended by xatamded- 
oavres emt tis Muxddys, infra, and doixvoivrat emt Opdens, i. 60 fin. 

80. 1. 

80. 3. 

of § HeAomovvipatot éretd) dOpdats tats vavaty obK abispayor vopifovres 
eta ovK dvraviyovro. 

The words dépéas tais vavoiv may apply ‘either rt to the 
Peloponnesians, or. 2) to the Athenians; in the first case they 
are an ablative of accompaniment, in the second case a dative, to 
be taken either with Abespaxoe or with dyraviyyovro, 

kal at péev tdv ‘TleXomorqetuv abras vijes drdpaca és tb méayos, 
Gras AdOotev ev rh TAG rots ’AOnvaious, ‘XetpacGetoat, x kai at L pev Andou 
AaPojievar al mrefous perd KXedpxov, Kat Gorepov addw édOodcat ¢s 
Midyrov, (KAéapxos 82 xard yi atéts és rdv ‘EAA jomovroy kopia eis 

.¢ Hpxev,) at 88 pera. ‘Editou rod Meyapéws otparnyob déxa és rov ‘EAAjo- 
wovrov diacwbeioa Butdyrioy ddiotacr, : 

The main. subject of the sentence (kat af pev... yerpardetvat) is 
distributed into two clauses, and the finite verb (aquoraot), of which 
an expectation is raised in the first-part of the sentence, instead of 
applying to both, applies only to the second of them. The change 

_ of construction is aided by the-parenthesis KXtapxos....ijpxev. The 
"sentence would have been regular if Thucydides had omitted Kai 

81, 1. 

after xetpacéeicat, and, instead of xat baorepov mdAw Aboicat, had 
written dorepov mddw #dGov, 

of 82 mpocorares ev th Edue, cat pddiocra SpacvBovres, [kat] del te Tis 
adtiis duns éxdprevos, exeid} peréotyce Ta mpaypara, Gore kardyew
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*ANKBidsyy, Kat TEAS én’. éxkAnoias Emewe rd mARJS Toy orpatiaray, Bl. 1. 

kal Wygicapéver’ atrav "AAKiBiddy ‘KdboSov nai dev, mreboas os Tov 

Ticcadéorny Kariyev és tiv Zdpov Tov ’AdKeBiddyy. . 

For aérijs ‘all the MSS. except Vat. and Cl. read abrod or abros. 

airod, ‘his own opinion,’ is probably the true reading. 

Most editors, including Bekker and Poppo, omit’ xai, which is 

found in.numerous MSS.; though not in Vat., before def, and 

some insert it where it is not found (except in one inferior MS., D) 

before ewed. 

1) Though somewhat awkward, cai def re gives a sufficient 

sense. xat before dei is to be connected with kat pypicapévor ... * 

xarzye below, and ré after def with xat rédos én’ éxxAnoias. det 

corresponds*to 7éAos, ‘he had always thought, and at last he held 

an assembly and proposed,’ etc. : 

The structure of the clauses is in any case treeless ré—kal 

joining a participle and a finite verb, def re éxdpevos...xat tree. 

Cp. note on i. 9. 3.§ 5. .The main idea of the sentence is that 

Thrasybulus persuaded the multitude and brought Alcibiades to 

Samos. But this thought is complicated by the further thought, 

that Thrasybulus had ever since the ‘overthrow -of the oligarchs 

entertained the intention of restoring Alcibiades, which he at last 

persuaded the soldiers to entertain in an assembly. Hence the - 

construction of the latter words -is ambiguous, the clause réAos... 

rv orpariwréy looking backwards to éxéyevos and forward to xarjye, 

and the attraction of the latter word having Jed to the substitution .- 

of the finite verb érece for the participle aeivas. 

'2)* If. this explanation appears .too involved, the only alter- 
native is to omit caf, And the confusion of readings in this passage 

(see Popper ed. maj.) is a:reason for suspecting a corruption of. 

the text. - 

yevoperns 88 éxxdnatas thy re iiav Evpdopav Tis puyis énytidcaro kai 8]. 2. 

dvadopiparo é’AXKiBiddys, kal wept woAirixGy wodAG cindy és EAiBas ye 

abrovs ob pucpas Toy Te peAAdvray xabioty K.T.A, 

Bekker, following the: Vatican, omits yé,. But may it not be sup- 

posed to -throw into the. passage a. shade of irony? ‘there was 

certainly. no.lack of hopes.which he offered them,’ or, ‘as far as
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81. 2. hopes went, he raised plenty of them’ Cp. c. 82 init, and the’ 
prominent position of the word ¢éAmiéas in 89 init. edmidas re ere 
modnas Exe likewise referring to' Alcibiades. 

81.2. ba... of wodduiot 7G Teocadépve ds pddtora StaBdddowro. , 

‘That the hostility between the Lacedaemonians and Tis- 
saphernes might be increased to the utmost. The relation ex- 
pressed in da8dAAcwro is mutual. Cp. Plat. Phaedo, 68 A, ¢ d:e- 
BEBAyvro (scil. cdpare) rotrov dandAdy Oar, ’ 

81. 3. imoxveiro & ofv 7d8e péyora éTmikopTGy é "ANeiBiddqs, as Ties. 
cadépyns abrG bredéEaro F phy, ews dv me tév éavtod Aclayrat, iv ’AOn- 
vais moTevon, pi) Grophaetw abtods rpodpijs. . 

imoxveiro 8 ofv is a return from the exposition of Alcibiades’ 
motives to his acts, ‘and so, or ‘having these objects in view. 
tdde is to be taken with péyora after émxopray, referring to what. 
follows. For the extravagant promises of Tissaphernes cp. Xen. 
Hell. i. 5. 3, Zyoav 82 dew (Kipos py) rddavra evraxdata’ dav be ravra 
éxhinn, trois iStors xphoerbat €Gn, & 6 marnp aitd Wwxev div 8 eal radra, 
kat tov Opdvov xaraxdyew ed’ @ exdOqro, dvta dpyvpody kat xpuooiv: 
Anab, vii. 5. 5, Soxeis pot, d “Hpardetdy, ody ds Set :xpderbae Zebbou' i 

“vydp éxndou, Fixes div mAjjpn Pépwv rov praOdv, kat mpoodavercdpercs, ef py 7 
Mdros dive, kai droddpevos rt cavrod iudria. 

81. 3. -moreioa & dy pdvas *"AOnvaioss, et adtds KareAOoy alta dvadé£atro, 
The MSS. are here in considerable confusion. T hey vary 

between i ds adrds, eldds abrds, ef ods abrés. The Vat. reads e? ds 
avrovs. as is omitted in some MSS., and by Suidas, s, v. MaAriddys. 
Several MSS., both good and bad, read airvis for air below. 

We may either read airés, or with the Vat. eZ &: atrots xar- 
e\éav, perhaps changing, as Poppo suggests, airé into atrés, for an 
emphatic subject seems to be required with dvadé£aro, 

. 83. 1. of 8é Tledonovvyatoe dv rij ‘MaAjro muvOavdpevot ry AdxiBiddov xdOodor,- 
kat mpdrepov 75 Tiooahépve dmioroivres, TOAAG Si prov ere SeeBEBAnvro. 
EurnvexOn yap abzois Kat roy emi THY Midynrov rév *AGgvalav énimrovv, ds > ? 

ou. , , a a «x 0éAncay avravayayovres vaupayfoat, rohAG és thy pur bodociay . rév
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Tiscahepyny dppwardrepoy yerdpevor, kat és 13 prociobar bx’ adtav wpd- 

Tepov Ere ToUTwv Sid Tov “AAKLBLdSyY emidedaxevac. 

The word paddov refers to mpdrepov. EvvnvéxOn ydp explains 

kat mpdtepor K.T.A. 

‘The. MSS, read kat rév éwitkowv. The emendation xard (adopted 

83. 1. 

by Poppo and in the English text) or pera rdv énimAow is unnecessary. . 

rév éxirdouv was intended to be the subject af some word meaning 

- “caused” or ‘contributed to’ the increased hatred between Tissa- 

phernes and the Peloponnesians, which indirectly arose out of the 

Athenian expedition against Miletus. But, owing to a change in the 

form of the sentence, the accusative is left without a construction, and 

the subject of the whole sentence has become Tissaphernes, who 
is said, émdeSwxévar, ‘to have grown in the hatred which had been 

previously entertained for him,’ The Peloponnesians had pre- 

viously distrusted Tissaphernes on two grounds: first, because of 

-his connection with Alcibiades ; secondly, because of his slackness 
in giving the pay after the Peloponnesians had refused to fight 

the Athenian fleet: and now the reconciliation of Alcibiades with 

the Athenians made them hate him more than ever. mpérepov 

én rotray bt roy *AdKBadqy is to be taken, not with émdedeoxevat 

(Arn.), but with és To puoeioat, kai before ¢. és Td puoeio Oar==‘ conse- - 

quently.’ 

kat el ph tes] Sravaupaxyoer, | dradddterat Sbev rpopjy Let, drro~ 

Nelew rots dvOpdrous ras vais’ mdvrov te "Agtvoxoy efvat. atrtoy 

émpepovta spyds Ticcadepver did ita xépdy. , 

Four first-rate MSS. (with trifling variations) read i8i¢ vavpayjeet. 

The word i3ia may perhaps mean, as Classen suggests, ‘indi- 

-vidually,’ or ‘ by themselves,’ but requires the antithesis, ‘ without the 

83. 3. 

assistance of Tissaphernes,’ to be more clearly expressed. It is” 

better to read with the other MSS. 4 davavpayjoe, dravavpayjoe= 

not merely ‘ fight at sea,’ but ‘ fight a decisive battle’ - 

The context seems to show that the words émdépew dpyds, “lit.” 

‘supplying tempers,’ i.e. adapting his temper to Tissaphernes, are 

taken in the sense of xapi{ec@a, according to the explanation of the 

Scholiast ; although the words quoted by him from .Cratinus are 

far from proving this to be their meaning: 1d émpépew dpyjy éxt rod- ,
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- - - 2 ’ 83..3. xapiferOat kat cvyxepeiv trarroy of dpyaior pdptus Kparivos év Xelpan. 
a ~ , A€you riv povotkiy dxopéorous emupépew dpyas Bporois cdppoow. 

84. 3. 1d 8 mAROos Tay arpatwwrév ds el8ov, ofa 34 vairat, Spproay expayévres 
ént rév "Agrtoxoy, Gore BédAdew*, 5 8é wpoiddy karahevye émt Bapdy rive’ 

_0U pévror BAYOn ye, ddAd ReACOnoav an’ @aAnrov, 
‘ ob pévroi may be referred to the general sense of the preceding 

words, or, more particularly, to ore BddXew. . 

84, 4. . Kat robs evdvras pidaxas abtoo éxSdddovow, . 
Either 1) ‘the guards who were there inside 3’ or 2) ‘the guards 

‘of Tissaphernes who were inside.’ 

85.2, — werenpe 8€ Kat Tiroadépyys airG mpecBeuriy trav map €avrod... 
Katqyophoovra ray re Mangiov wept tod ppovpiov xa ‘wept a’rod dua 
drooynadpevor, eiSae touvs re MiAnatous Topevopévous ext KaraBon ti 
atrot paoTa Kai tay “Eppoxpdrnv per’ abrdv xr, en 

Tissaphernes sent to accuse the Milesians, ‘he knowing that 
the Milesians,’ i. 6. some of them, the whole city being here as 
elsewhere put for the representatives of the city, ‘ were going to 
accuse him?’ cp. i.-31 med, Zogev atrois (scil. rots Kepxvpatos) éd- 
Goiow ds robs "A@gvatovs Evuppdyous yevéoOat, ... of 8é KopivOtot mubdpevor ~ > . tavra iOov Kat abrot és tas "AOjvas mpecBevospevor, 

85.3. tyOpa de mpds adrdy fy abtG det more Tept rod piofod ras drodécews. 
| mpos adréy refers to Hermocrates, airé to Tissaphernes, 

85. 3. xarnydpet. DAXa re kat &s xphyard more airhoas atrév xal ob Tuxav 
Thy ExOpav of apdOotro. . . - LO mporibeoOa ExOpav,. )* to entertain or‘ conceive hatred,’ lit. to put before, or propose to, oneself, Or 2)* ‘to display hatred,’ cp. iii. 
64 fin. ent 1d exetvav kax® dvSpayubiay mpotbecbe. - . These words do not prove Hermocrates to have been the author: 
of the quarrel (Poppo, ed. maj. from Kriiger),. since they only 
contain the insinuation of .Tissaphernes,_- : ‘ 

86. 3. - of & amnyyeddov ds otre eri SiahOopa ris mévcws 9 perdoraats yevorto, . ros 2 ” ~ ~ - 
@N ent awrnpla, of tva rots moAeniows mapadobj" ekeivat yap, Ore égéBadov.
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98n oper dpxdvrav, totro mojrae’ tov TE = mevranoxiNar & ort mdvres ev 88, 3. 

TS péper peOefouor. 

Either 1)* ‘that all should in turn share in the body 0 of 5000," 
though how this was to be accomplished is not explained. Or 
2) ‘that all the 5000 should in turn have their share,’ i.e. in the - 

government or in the body-of 400; to which it was afterwards 

promised that they should be elected in turn. Cp. c. 93 med. Aéyovres 

Tous Te TevTaxuryidious dnopavely, al. ék Tobray ev pépet, | dv rols mevra- 

kugxidiows Soxz, robs terpaxocious ZcecOar, pebéovow, scil. rijs wéAcas. 

which is easily supplied from the context. 

kat é3dxet *AAKBIaoys mpOtos rére Kal oddevds' Ctagcov viv médw BB. 4. 

Gpedijoat’ | opynpévav yap trav ev duo "AOnvatav mrciv ext opis adrots, 

€v 6 cadécrara "Ieviav cat ‘EXAjomovrov edOis elxov of zrodéuiot, KuAUTYS _ 

yevéoIar, 

edéxer Spedjoat, ‘appeared to. have benefited.’ This is Thucydides’ 

impersonal way of expressing his own opinion. Cp. note on ii. 

65. 7. The sense seems to require some still stronger word to be 

supplied from: é8dket with koluris yéveo Oat, ==Kaduris yevdpevos dios Fy. 

Either 1)* reading zparos, with most MSS., ‘ Alcibiades was in 

the first rank of benefactors.’ Or 2) accepting mpérov, the reading 

of the Vatican and a few other MSS., ‘then for the first time 

Alcibiades did. good service to the state,’ meaning that he never 

did so before. The sense is in favour of 1)*) the Greek of 2). 
Against 2) it may be urged that the words ‘for the first time’ would 

be inappropriate to the case of Alcibiades, who had already done 

his country many services, e. g. by securing the alliance of Argos, 

and by setting Tissaphernes against the Peloponnesians. Nor is it 

likely that Thucydides, who abstains elsewhere from condemning 

him (cp. especially the remarkable passage in which he is described 

rather as sinned against than sinning, vi. 15), should have © passed 

this summary sentence in a single word. : 

. On the other hand, it is not clear that the word mpatos standing 

alone, and still Jess when followed by rére, can. be used to signify 

‘in an eminent degree.’ , 
- eb6d¢ elxov. The indicative without a expresses the certainty of 

the fact. ‘In which case ‘they had undoubtedly been masters of - 

VOL. If. ul
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86. 4. Ionia and ‘the Hellespont,’ cp. note on vi. 55. 3, and Lycurg. c. 

Leocr. 23, ef pev oby (Sv éeriyyavev 6 Apivras, éxcivoy abtdv rapeyspny’ 9 bp TUYX Be ? petx 

vot O€ ipiy Kad@ tods ouvetddras. 

86.9.  ddixovro 8€ of "Apyeior pera r&v Tapddwv, of rére érdygoay év i 

otpariéride vat bad rév rerpaxogiwy meptmAcity EtBotay, cai ayovres *AGn- 

valov és Aaxedaipova dé tev Terpaxociay TepTTots mpécBes, Aaicrodiay 

kai "AptoropSvra xat Medqotav, [ot] éxetd) eyévovro wAcovres kar’ “Apyos, 

‘Tovs pev mpéoBers EvAdaBdvres trois *"Apyetots mapéSocay K.r.d, 

néprovat, the reading of the great majority of MSS., is indefen- 

sible, unless néprovet mpéoBes can be taken as a dativus commodi 

agreeing with a subject to be supplied from dwé réy rerpaxociov, 

‘conducting envoys from the Four Hundred for the Four Hundred 

_ who were sending them, But this is harsh, and it is better either 

to omit the word (with one good MS., C.) or to read sepmévrav, 
or, with two or three MSS. and Bekker, meprots, 

ot éretdy x.t.As Either we must omit ot, or the construction of the 

sentence is irregular, of being put as if rav rére taxbévrov kal dydvtev, 

not of rére érdyOnoav Kat dyovtes, had preceded. of may very likely 

have been inserted by a copyist from an.imperfect apprehension of 

the structure of the sentence. 

87.3. of 8¢, va robs dolvxas mpoayayoy és riy” Agmevdoy éxxpypaticaro apeis* 

Kat yap ds abrois obdév Zehr xphoeaOar. 

xai ds, ‘in any case,’ see note on iii. 33. 2, not, ‘although he had 

___ brought them so far.’ 

87.3.  dddor 8, ds KataBois evexa ris és Aakedalpova, 73 A€yeodat ds otk 

ddixei, GAG Kai caps otyerar emi ras vais ddnOds memAnpajevas. 

The acc. 76 AéyeoOat is a further explanation of xaraSojs €vexa, and 

seems to be dependent upon some general notion, gathered from 

the whole sentence, of the purpose or idea with which Tissaphernes 

went to Aspendus. ‘Some thought that he went on account of 

the complaints which had reached Lacedaemon, in the hope that it 

might be said of him that he was honest.’ 

More commonly the genitive would follow, and the alteration of 

7é into ro} has been adopted by Poppo and other editors. But
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this seems unnecessary, since the idea of purpose may be expressed 87. 3. 

by a simple acc. of the remoter object, ‘touching its being said. 

Cp. note on ii. 87.1. 79 is also read, on some’ MS, authority ; 

but gives no good sense. 

xarafon cannot possibly be taken in a neutral sense (Classen). 

Cp. c. 85 med. ext xataBo§ rh abrod pddiora, likewise referring to 

Tissaphernes, i. 67 init., 73 init., 115 init., v. 45 fin. . 

” éxet, elye €BovdjOn StarorepFoat, exipaves Syrov otk évdatacras, 87. 4. 

The expression is cramped. The comma should be placed 

after, not before, dcatoNepioat, Some clause such’ as ére Seewodepyoev 

ay, or dtarodepioa dy, has to be supplied from Siarodepfjoa after 
émpavés, éxepavels has been ingeniously conjectured by Reiske. 

kat 6 yey dpas eiOd rijs daciAdos Kai Katvou Give tov mrody grotto, 88. 

There is a slight geographical inaccuracy in the order of the 

places mentioned: for in going from Samos to Aspendus Alci- 

biades would have come first to Caunus and then to Phaselis. Cp. 

‘infra c. 108 init., where a corresponding inaccuracy occurs in the 

' description of Alcibiades’ return voyage. And see Introduction on 

the Geography of Thucydides. 

xat Evvicravtd te 95y ral rd apdypara Suepeudovro, Exovres jyepdvas 89, 2, 

tov mévu otpatnyav trav ev TH ddtyapxia Kal év dpxats dvtwv, ofoy 

Onpapévny te Tov “Ayravos xai *Apiotoxpdryy tov ExeAAiov, cat Gdous, of 

: peréaxov pév ev mpators sd npaypdrov, PoBovpevor 3, ds épacay, td Te 

év ti Zduo orparevpa | kat tov “AdxBiddny orovd§ mdvv, tous Te és Thy 

AaxeSatpove, mpeoBevopévous, ph te dvev Tov medvay xaxdv Spdowst Thy 

gd, ov TO daradddéew rod dyav és Odtyous édbeiv, dda fous mevTaki- 

axtrious pye kat pi drdpart xpijvar droderxvivat, kat riv wohrelay loartépav 

xadtordvat. — , 

ray év Thi Odeyapxig kat ev dpxais Svrwy is to be taken closely with 

rav ndvwv otparryay, ‘the very generals who were of the party of the 

oligarchy and members of the government.’ See note on viii, 1. 1. 

xdvu, though attracted to otparnyay, really belongs to dvTw@r. 

The sentence which follows, poSodpevor 8¢ x.7-A. is in strange 

confusion. It may be one of those which has not received the 

Liz
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last corrections of the author, 1) Retaining, with nearly all the 

MSS., frepmoy after tots te és rv Aaxedaipova mpeoBevopevous, we must 

translate, ‘Fearing, as. they said, the army at Samos, and in good 
‘earnest afraid of Alcibiades, (or more literally, ‘and Alcibiades, of 
whom they were in good earnest afraid), they were sending,’ i.e. 
they joined in sending, ‘the ambassadors (c. 71 fin, 86 fin.: cp: 
also 90 init.) to Lacedaemon, lest, if they were despatched without 
the consent: of the majority of the oligarchy, the city might be 
betrayed by them: their object being (as they professed) not to 
get rid of the extreme oligarchy,’ (or, ‘to avoid falling under an 
extreme oligarchy;) but they thought that the 5000 ought to be 
established in reality and not in name,’ ete. Such appears to be. 
the sense of this disputed passage. But there still remain many, 

’ difficulties of detail. 

The words ‘orroudy mdvu qualify, not 76 ev rH Sdue orpdrevpa, but 
only dv ’AdKBiddqv. They professed a fear of the democracy at . 
Samos, which, inclining to democracy themselves, they did not 
teally feel; and of Alcibiades, which they did really feel, for the 
reasons mentioned at the end of the chapter:—capéorara 8 abrods 
eniipe Ta ev TH Zdup xr.A, For he might become a dangerous rival 
to themselves. It may be observed a) that ré (which is omitted 
by the Vatican MS.) after sous is redundant 3 this, however, is an 
objection which here, as elsewhere, may be removed by supposing 
a change of construction, cp. note ‘on v. 26, 2. 4) The sense 
‘joined in sending’ does not precisely agree with the Greek. But 
the minority of the 400 may be said to ‘send the embassy,’ just 
as the representatives of a state are put for the whole state (see. 
note on c. 85. 2 supra). c) The clause od rd dmadddgew may be. 
taken as a remote accusative after the whole sentence, expressing 
the general aim which the moderate party avowed (cp. rd A€yecOat; 
c. 87. 3 above), ‘their object being (as they said), not to get rid 
of the extreme oligarchy.’ @) With xpjvac again the construction 
changes, and some such word as déyovres, or vopifovres, has to be. 
introduced: ‘ they said only that the 5000 should be established’ 

If 2)* we omit érezmov with one fair. (F) and two bad MSS: 
(Lugd. Mosq.), another way of taking the passage offers which 
gets rid of several of these anomalies: ‘Fearing, as they said, thé
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army at Samos, and in good earnest afraid of Alcibiades, fearing 89. 2. 

_ too the ambassadors sent to Lacedaemon’ (or, in accordance with 

the more common meaning of the middle apeoBevec6ar, ‘those who 
were sending ambassadors to Lacedaemon,’ i.e. the extreme ‘oli- 

garchical party), ‘lest they should do some injury to the state if 

unauthorized by the majority, they professed, not indeed that they 

meant to deliver themselves from coming to an extreme oligarchy, 

but that the 5000 ought to be established in reality and not in 

name,’ etc. Adopting this interpretation, we must construe the 

clause od 7d dmadddgew x.r.A. as dependant on éfacav understood ; 

the sentence continuing as if, not PoBovperor 0’ ws &pacay, but Pofbov- . 

pevot & épacay, had preceded. 

Still the presence of the article before dnadhédew creates a diffi- 

culty which might be overcome by reading, instead of od rd, obra. - 

(Poppo); three good MSS. having od ra. , 

The occurrence of so many harsh expressions, and so many 

changes of construction, leads to the conclusion that we are . 

analysing the ideas of Thucydides, not in their final form, but as 

they first occurred to him and were roughly put down. 

jv 88 rodro pey oxipa rokertKov rod Aéyou adrois KA. 89. 3. 

Either 1)* ‘this was, the constitutional pretence which they put 

forward, or 2).‘this was the form of government which they 

upheld in words; but in fact,’ etc. Cp. infra-c. 91 med. d:afoay 

Tov Adyou. 

gévres yap avbnpepdr aéiwiow ody. Sxas toot, dAdG Kal moAv mparos 89. 3. 

airs Exacros elvat’ éx d& Snpoxparias ‘alpécews yeyvopévys, pov ta dmo- 

Batvovra cs odx Gnd tav Spotuy caccotpevds tes hépet. 

amd ray Spotey has been referred 1) to things; 2) to persons. 

According to 1) the meaning would be that a man is less 

annoyed at a defeat under a democratical form of government 

because he has not failed in an equally matched contest, but has 

been overpowered by the force of the multitude. Ina similar spirit 

Thucydides argues elsewhere that violence is more tolerable than 

specious injustice (i. 77 med.).. Still the sentiment is a paradox. 

According to 2) dwé ray dpoiwy would mean, ‘on the part of his
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89. 3. equals,’ nearly ind ray épolor. Cp. i, 141 init, where ray épotov 

is ‘also masculine, ri» yap airiy Sivara Sotkwow Ff re peylory Ket 

Aaxiory Sixatwois db rev dpotwy mpd Sixns tots méhas éxtragoopém, 

The argument would be that in an oligarchy, which is a small 

body, every.one is his neighbour’s equal and rival, and thinks that 

_he has a right to an equal share of officé and power. But in a 

90. 1. 

80. 4 

democracy there is no such narrow notion of equality. Though 
politically they have the same rights, the citizens know that they 
are not really equal, and do not consider exclusion from office as 

a personal affront. See note in Grote, Part II. ch. Iii. 

‘dnd tév dpoiav may be taken, either after eAagcotpevos, as above, 
or after ra droBaivovra. 

ol 8€ rév rerpaxooiwy pddtota evaveion dvtes 74 ToLouTw etder KT.A. 
7§ rowwir@ «ide, scil. to the democracy, supplied from mpoordrns 

rod Sypov above, or from the tenor of the preceding words: cp. 
note on iii. 62. 2, év of eide, ‘under what form of government,’ 

xnAy yep éare rob Tecpaids 4 "Hertdveia, xat map’ adriy edOds 6 ZoTAous 
€oriv, eretxilero ody ota giv rh mpérepov mpds ifmerpov tadpyovre tetyet, 
Sore xabelopevay es atrd dvOpdrav ddiywv dpxew Tod yé €omdou. ev 
abrév yap roy exit ordpare tod Aysévos arevod Bvros rév Erepov mupyov 
erehevra 15 Te madaudy rd mpds Ametpov kat To evrds Td Kawdv TELxos TELXE~ 

(épevov mpos Oddacoav, Sipxoddpyoay 8€ kat orody, ifrep fy peylom kat 
eyyérata totrou cbs exopery dv rd Herparel, xat pxov abrot auras, és 
fv wat rév ofrov qudyxatoy mdvras tov trdpxyovrd te kat roy eomdéovra 
eaipeio at Kat évredOev mpoatpotvras Todelv. 

tod ye fomdov. The reading, if retained, must be explained as 
follows :—‘ The oligarchs were liable to be attacked from the city 
as well as from the sea: a handful of men could protect at any 
rate the entrance to the harbour, if not the approach from the city.’ 
The MSS, vary between ré and yé; a few omit both. 

The oligarchs had several objects in fortifying Eetionea. They 
wanted a) to command the entrance into the harbour and secure 
a landing-place for Peloponnesian troops; 4) to cut off the landing- . 
place from the city, for they were more afraid of attack from within 
than’ from without; ¢) to have at their service the stores which
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were collected in that part of the Piraeus. Now the outer wall of 90. 5. 

the Piraeus on the north side ended in the promontory of Eetionea; 

between this wall and the harbour was a narrow strip of ground 

partly covered by a warehouse, cred, probably running down to 

the water, in which merchants deposited their goods. The oligarchs 

built a:second line of wall facing the -harbour and ending in the 

same point as the old line of wall. This wall would serve as a 

protection to Peloponnesian soldiers when landed. They then 

built a wall either abutting on or cutting across the orod,.and form-. 

ing the base of the triangle of which the two other walls formed 

the sides. . The two new walls together would protect the orod, 

which was wholly or partially inside them: | : 

eyyérara robrou edbbs éxopéry is parallel to peyiory, lit. ‘the largest 

and‘the most nearly adjoining the new wall, which it closely ad- 

joined ;” éxopzém goes both with éyyérara and with ebdis: . rovrou, 

scil. rod xaivod refyous, BtouxoBojifoarres, t) running the wall through 

the hall or rod; or 2)* mérely cittting off the rod from the city; 

cp. dvaretxi{o, and iv. 69 init. dpfdperos 8 dd rod recyous 3 efyov Kat 

dorxodophoavtes To mpds Meyapeas, - 

Cp. with the whole account the words of Theramenes, Xen. 

Hell. ii. 3. 46, émet 8€ ye éxeivor pév (scil. of AukeSatudviot) ob8€y dviecar, 

of 88 dpi "ApiororéAny xat MeAdvétov kat "Apiorapxor, otpatnyourtes 

~ . . a 3 a a 

ghavepot eyévovro ent rH xopare Epupa reixifovtes, és & éBovdovro rovs- 
- - ‘ ; 

wodepious Sefdpevor bp’ abrois Kai tois érépos tiv médw roujocacOa, et 

~ a? : + Ft . 

rair’ alcbavépevos éy Suexdduga, Toor éore npoddrny elvar Tey Piday ; . 

- : - - At a - 

GdAG Kal robs Todeplous eoayayspevoe Gvev Terxav Kal veav EvpBijvat 

: a a “ pn » 

Kal én@oour Ta ris WOAews Exe, el Tos ye Topact opay adea gorat. 

kat érwoody goes with dvev retxdv kal veav. © ‘They were ready to. 

agree that the city should be left without walls and ships, and in any 

condition whatsoever, if only their lives were guaranteed to them.’ 

ered, 82 6 bpinyos.. wAnyels in’ dvdpis tay mepirddov twis e€ éme- 

Bovdjjs ev 7H ayopa mAnbovcy Kai ob TOAD and Tod Bovdeurnpiou dmeAOay 

anéOave mrapaxpijpa, xat'd per mard&as dudfpvyev, 6 S€ Luvepyds, *Apyetos 

dOpwmos, AypOeis xat Bacan{épevos bd rév terpaxooiay K.T.A, 

The story of the assassination of Phrynichus is narrated by the 

orators Lysias and Lycurgus, and also by Plutarch. Lysigs, c. 

91. 3. 

92, 2.
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- Agoratum (xiii) .76-78, asserts as a well-known fact that two 
foreigners, Thrasybulus of Calydon and Apollodorus of Megara, . 
conspired against Phrynichus: that they came upon him when he, 
was walking (Sud¢fovr:), and that Thrasybulus struck and slew him. 

At the time they escaped, and after the overthrow of the 400 
“were made Athenian citizens by a decree of the people: their. 
names were inscribed on a column, and to this column he appeals 
against the claims of Agoratus, who pretended to have been the 
author of the deed. See Inscription mentioned infra, 

The tale is told over again by Lycurgus (c. Leocratem, 113— 117), though with some differences. The names of the assassing 
are the same, but, according to Lycurgus, Phrynichus was assassin- 
ated by night, ‘near the fountain which is in the willow beds.’ 
The assassins were seized and imprisoned, but’ liberated by the 
people, and, on the motion of Critias, Phrynichus was condemned as a traitor and his bones exhumed and cast beyond the border, Aristarchus and Alexicles who defended him being executed. 

It is possible that Critias, who is said once to have been a democrat, cp. Xen. Hell. ii, 3. 36, may have been the accuser of Phrynichus. But we are told by Thucydides that Alexicles escaped ' to Decelea, and Aristarchus to Oeno’, which he ‘betrayed to the Boeotians (viii. 98). On the other hand, the words of Xenophon (Hell. i. 7. 28), though not free from ambiguity, imply that Aris~ tarchus was afterwards captured and brought to trial: Sed 9 dy rromoatre, ef "Aptordpya pév, mpérepov rdv Sipov kKaTadvorrt, elra 8é Olvdqy wpodiddyre OnBalors, rodepiors otow, edore iépav drodoyfoacbat 1 €Botdero, cat Tada xard Tov vdpov mpotbero robs 8é orpatnyols... Trav abréy totray drocrephaere, , 
Once more the tale is told by Plutarch (Alcib. xxv. fin.), chiefly from an imperfect recollection of Thucydides. He cuts the har- rative short, and, without noticing the part taken by Phrynichus in _the oligarchical movement, says that he was slain .by Hermon, one of the Peripoli (a name which occurs in .Thucydides in the same chapter, vill. 92. 5, but in another connection : he was in command of the Peripoli at Munychia, and took part in the arrest of Alexicles,. and is. confused by Plutarch with the assassin), He says that Phrynichus after his death was condemned for treachery, apparently
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his’ treachery in -proposing to betray the Athenian fleet to Astyo- 92. 2 

chus, and that his assassins were honoured with a crown. 

The narrative is worthless as historical evidence, but not without 

interest as showing the manner in which error and confusion grew 

up in the mind of Plutarch. , 

. A somewhat uncertain light is thrown upon the s ‘statement ‘of 

Lysias by an inscription (Kirchhoff, C.I.A. no. 59) recording a 

_ decree passed by the senate and people of Athens in the archon- 

ship of Glaucippus, 410409, a year or two after the murder of 

Phrynichus.: By this decree Zhrasybulus is praised and crowned 

for public services, and apparently the rights of citizenship are 

conferred upon him. The names of Agoratus, Comon, Simos, and 

’ Philinus are to be inscribed as those of public benefactors on a 

column of stone, and they are to receive rights of @yerqois and oi olenats 

at Athens. Further, there appears to be a reference to certain per- 

sons who had received bribes in connection with a decree respecting 

Apollodorus] ; but this part of the inscription is very imperfect. 

Lysias in the passage cited above a) denies that the grant of 

citizenship to Agoratus is to be found on the column, and then 4) 

asserts that certain persons (who are not mentioned, though at this 

place Bekker notes a lacuna in the MS.) got their names forged © 

on the column as benefactors. It would seem probable that this 

is the inscription in which the name of Agoratus was fraudulently 

inserted. If so, it would be curious that an inscription, containing 

a condemnation of corruption, should afford an example of it. See 

Kirchhoff, Monastb. d. Berl. Acad. 1861, p. 601: Bergk. Z. f 

Alterthumsw. Dec. 1847. 

tére 8} obSevds yeyernnevou dm’ adroi vewrépou K.7.A. 92. 2. 

The Argive having made no confession, no one was arrested or 

executed by the oligarchs; hence Theramenes and his associates . 

were emboldened to proceed. da’ airod, ‘in consequence of the 

affair,’ 

dpa yap Kol dad rijs Aas al vijes 78n wepivemdevxviat kat Sppiodpevar es 92, 3. 

Ty "EntBavpov Thy Alywav KaTadedpapijxecay’ kal otk &py 6 Onpapévys 

elxds elvat, én’ E’Bouv mheotoas airas és Alywav karaxohnioat Kat mdAw 

év Emtdatipe dppeiv, ef ph mapakAnbetoat FKoLEV K. TAs
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92. 6. 
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It is not clear whether the Lacedaemonians first ravaged Aegina 

and then put into port at Epidaurus, or whether they first anchored 

at Epidaurus, and then ravaged Aegina, returning again to Epi- 

daurus, The first explanation agrees best with the expression és 
Alyimy xaraxodrioat kat ndkw ev “Enxatpe dppeiv, and is consistent 

with the tenses éppicdpevoe and xarededpapjxecav (not xaréSpapov). 

The crews, which had now cast anchor at Epidaurus, had pre- 

viously ravaged Aegina. 

tédos O¢, wohASy kat cracwrikdy Abywr xat broynav m por yevopever, kat 

épyo #8y Fwrovro ray mpaypdray, - 

The subject of #rrovro is ‘ Theratienes and his party,’ to be 
supplied from 6 Onpapévns Foy. . . joay époyvdpoves, supra. 

év ols kat "Apioroxpdrys fv rakiapydy Kat rv éavrod dud gxav. 
gvdaxiy is the reading of the majority of MSS., but vay, an- 

swering to ragtapyy, which is found in three good (CL, Ven., Laur.) 
and one inferior MS. (Gr.), is required by the sense. 

The two words are again confused in vi. 100 init. of pev Supaxd- 
tot hudty play xaradurdvres pidaxa 10d oixoSopnpartos, where one good 
(Laur.) and three inferior MSS. read qvAaxiv. And once more, in 
vi. 101. 5, sud (Duker) must be substituted for gudaxn, the 
reading of the MSS., which has no meaning. 

as de eanyyArdy Tois terpakaciots (eruxov 3¢ &v rh Bovdeurnpics Evykad- 
qpevot), eddis, arp 6 Goose py Bovhopévors Taira Hv, éroipoe Foav és Ta 

_ Sma tévat, 

92. 6. 

és 7a Grda lévaz, literally, ‘go to their arms,’ i.e. to the place where 
their arms were piled. So § 8 infra, éxt ra oma epopévovs. Cp. 
ep énAots, vii. 28 init., viii, 69 init. . 

kat rapadaBisw & €va Tv aTpatnyaey, Sorts Ee aire époyrdpar, exdpet és 
tov Tetpaca, 

ors is found in all the MSS. but the Vatican, which reads 6 és. 
‘ It is here used, not simply for és, as in vi. 3. I, see, note, but has 
something of a causal force, ‘he being a man of the same senti- 
ments .with Theramenes.’’ Cp. note on iii, 16. 3, and Hermann, 
(Soph. Praef. ad O. T. P- xiii) who quotes Herod. iii. 120, of pév
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oe wo - - - 
39 piv hace rovre dxovcavra, Kai ddyjoavra TH dveidel, emOupicat obk obra 92. 6. 

y w a . 

roy ciravra tutta ricacbat, ds Wodvxpdvea mdvrws drodéoa, SV Svrwa 
~ Mw 7 , 

KaKas House: Eur. Alcest. 239,— 
, oe ne kat rdgde roxas 

- . Aedeouv Bactréws, Sots dpiorys 

dt\axdy addxou tio8 dBlearoy 
\ ow. , ’ 

Toy eveEtTa KYpuvov Beoreveet. 

kat 6 pev Onpaptrns AOwy és Tov letpard (jv 8 kal aitas atparnyos) 92. 9. 

Scov Kat dad Boris Evexo, dpyicero rois émAlrats. 

cov... évexa, ‘as far as noise could go, i.e. he scolded them 

without taking any further measures. For the pleonastic use of évexa 

cp. Plato, Laws, iii. 701 D, rlvos 8) xdpwv Evexa; and Soph. Phil. 554,— 
d roiow "Apyeiotow appt cod "vexa 

Bovrcbpar’ éori, 

kat tov Onpapévyy Hpdrav, et doxet abr er dyabp td teixus oiKodo- 92, 10. 

petoOar, Kat ei dpewov elvar xabarpebév, 6 8¢, cimep Kat exetvors Soxet 

xadaipeiv, xa éautd Efn EvvOoxeiv. 

The fame of Theramenes was doubtful among his contem- 

poraries. Like Phrynichus, and the far greater Themistocles, and 

Alcibiades, he might’ be variously regarded either as ‘the betrayer 

or the saviour of his country. In the striking narrative which is 

given by Xenophon of the life and death struggle between Critias 

and Theramenes, he is described by his opponent as follows, 

Xenoph. Hell. ii. 3. 30 foll. iva &e eldjre Ste ob xawa tara obros motel, 

GdAa hice mpoddrys eoriv, dvapviow tpas ta rovre mempaypéva, obTos 

yap €& dpxis pév Tipdpevos tad rod Sqpov xara toy marépa “Ayvava mpome- 

réoraros éyévero thy Snpoxpariay peragrijoat els robs terpaxocious, xat 

enpdrevey ev éxeivors, met O° HoGero dyrimaddy te tH ddtyapxig gue 

rdpevor, ‘mparos ab iyendy TH Sypo én’ éxetvous eyévero’ Sbev dyrov kat 

kdbopves erikadeirar’ Kat yap 6 Kd8opvos Gppérrew pev rots wooly duore- 

pots Soxei, droBdére 8 és’ duddrepov. £ Himself the criminal, he was 

the accuser of the generals who commanded at Arginusae. . False 

to everybody, he was true only to his own interest. His hands 

were stained with the blood of both parties.’ To which Theramenes 

replies ‘that the generals were self-condemned; that he was right
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92. I0..in deserting the Thirty when they began to take away the arms and 
__ lives of the citizens, and the Four Hundred when they were building 

a fort which was designed to admit the enemy: that it is better to 
. please everybody than, like Critias, to please nobody.’ 

In Lysias, c. Eratosth. (xii) 63-79, there-is a vehement attack 
on Theramenes: he enslaved the people to please his accomplices ; 
he accused and murdered his accomplices Antiphon and Archepto- 
lemus to please the people. Finally, at the critical moment, he 
betrayed the city to the Lacedaemonians .and established the 

. tyranny of the Thirty. See the whole passage ; and cp. Lysias, c. 
Agoratum (xiii) 12 foll. and Xenoph. Hell. ii. 2. 16. 

For the general view of the character of Theramenes 6 xdbopvos, 
‘the trimmer,’ cp. Aristoph. Frogs 538,— 

76 8€ peraorpéper ba 

mpos 75 pad€axdrepov 
" be£od mpds av8pds éore 

kat dice: Onpapévous, * 
968,—€npapérns 3 copds ¥ dvip kat Sewos és rh wavra, 

bs 4 Kaxols mov weptréon Kat wAnoloy wapaor}, 
. : méntaxey ta Toy KaxGv, od Xtas, GdAG Keios, 
With these passages we may contrast the somewhat extraordinary Statement of Aristotle (?) cited by Plut. Nic. fi. gre rpeis eyéionro 
Banoto: trav wodurav Kat Tratpixyy Exovres edvoray kal gedlay mpos tov 
djpov, Nuxias 6 Nexnpdrov, xat Ooukvdidns 6 MeAnotov, kat Onpapévns 6 “Ayovos. To which Plutarch adds the silly remark, probably 
arising from a mistaken recollection or misunderstanding of Aris- 
tophanes, fjrrov 8€ ofzos # ékeivot* Kat yap els Svoyéveav ds Lévos ex 
Kéw Aedardépyrat, Kat did +d py pdvtpov KA, 

04.3... od ad,"AGquaior, s ityy€XOn abrois, cbOds Spdue és rov Metpara travdn= 
pel €xdpour, as Tod lov moX€pou pelfovos [A] and t&p ToAcpiov ovy éxds, 
GAG mpds 7G Arpéve Bvros, . . : coe 
We have to choose here: between the MSS. and the sense. t) If 7 (which is only omitted by a single good MS., Cl.) be read, Thucydides appears to say that the Athenian people were more afraid of the struggle which would ensue at the mouth of the-har- bour against their own fellow-citizens, who were supposed to have
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invited the Peloponnesian ships, than of the enemy themselves. 94. 3. 

But this, though not unmeaning ‘jin itself, gives no special reason: 

why they should leave the assembly and go to the Piraeus, which 

they would equally have done if they were only expecting to meet 

the enemy. . . 

It is better therefore 2)* to omit 7. The construction will then 

“be as follows :—és moXépou dé rév moheptov peiCovos tov idiou moAdphou 

... 8vros. Or 3), with one good MS, (Ven.), we may read tod dad 

instead of # dd, ‘ 

"AGqvaior 6é xara rdxos kat duykporijrors mAnpdpacw dvayxagbévres 95. 2. 

xphoacat xr. . . 

‘Unpractised crews,’ ‘not used to act together, a metaphor 

taken from metals, literally, ‘not hammered for use,’ or ‘not welded 

together.’ Cp. Xen. Hell. vi. 2. 12, od Pavhoy Hyovpevos: elvae emt 

ovykexpornpévus vais etky meptmActoat, 

ot d¢ és 7d emtelyiopa 7d ev TH Eperpia, & elyov abrol, meptytyvovrat, 95. 6. 

kat Saat és Xadxida ddixvotvrat r&v veav. . 

émreixeopa, usually, a fort in an enemy's country. Here, if the 

word is genuine, it must be understood to mean, ‘a fort intended to 

control the Eretrians.’ Bekker, following Vat, reads refxiopa. 

kat Dorepov ob TOAAG EvBordy re dracav arooticavres mAijy ‘Qpeod, 95.47. 

rauTny be abrot "A@qvaios etyov, Kal rdAda Ta wept abriy xabicrayro. 

" ré—xai connects the participle drooricarres With the finite verb ° 

xaOicravro, a change. of construction similar to that in c. 81 init. 

and elsewhere; cp. note on i. 9. 3. § 5. xaGioravro is used as if 

aréatnoav had preceded, the change to the finite verb being assisted 

by the attraction of efxov. 

Srov yap orparonébou re Tod ey Sdpo dheornxdros, E\Awv Te vedv otk OB, 2. 

otody, ou8e Tv éoBycopdver, ... roaavrn 7 Evppopa emeyeyevnto K.TA. 

Not literally ‘no others,’ for they did succeed in getting together 

twenty (infra c. 97 init), but they had no more ships in the naval 

sense of the term, properly manned and.equipped. 

Zor, not ‘besides those at Samos,’ but ‘besides those which had 

gone to Euboea.’
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96.3. wddora 8 abrods kai 30 eyyurdrov ebopbBet, ‘et of woddutor Topyoouct 
. vertxnxdres elds adiv ent rév Tlepata €pnyoy dvra veau wei, 

roApygoucr. et with the fut. indicative expresses the nearness of 
the danger. oav 1)* may be taken with ci wod¢uwo., ‘if their 
victorious enemies’ (not merely ‘ the victorious enemy’) ‘mean to 
sail direct for the Piraeus.’ The pronoun implies the close re- 
lation of hostility in which ‘their’ enemies stood to them. Or 2)* 
opéy may be taken with Mepaad (Arn.), ‘of what belonged to them 7 

" ep. expressions like ris *Artixiis és Ody, ii. 18 init, and note on 
v. 83. 4. 

96. 4. rat ey Toure ‘EAAjomovrds re dv iv abrots xat Iwvia Kat al vigot kal Ta 
pexpt EdBoias, xal ds elmety 9 A@qvatay dpy} naca, 7 

The island of Euboea, taken inclusively,-is the natural boundary 
of the Aegean and of the Athenian empire to the west. The read- - ing Botoras'(Bekker) would have much the same meaning, but it 
is only supported by Vat. 

' 96.5. Stddopor yap wrcloroy svres ray Tpdrov, ot pev dgeis, af 82 Bpabeis, kad of pev émtxetpyral of 82 drodpot, Aas re Kai vautixi dpxy, mheiora 
aperow, - ‘ . 

‘Stdgopor, of pév, of 8é, may be explained as nominatives absolute, _,. from which the nominative to apérour, of Aaxedatnduot, is supplied: . Or Sidbopor may be confined to the Lacedaemonians, The contrast "of character is present to Thucydides throughout his work, being 
described by him in the most vivid manner, before the commence- 
ment of the war, i. 70, again and again repeated in many satirical 

~ touches (¢.g. ii. 94) iii, 31 fin., 33 init. iv. 13 fin.), recurring in a - Striking manner in the middle of the work (iv. 55), and once more 
near its close. a , 

vavtixh dpxj, the reading of every MS. but the Vatican, which 
inserts év before vavurixj, is best taken as a dative of relation, 
“especially since their enemies were 2 naval power,’ Ht. ‘in re- 
lation to them being a naval power.’ 

  

97.1. Kal ékxdyoiay Evvédeyov, play Rev ebOis rére mparov és TH Tlvxva kadounévqy, obmep kat dddore ebdbecay KT, . The return of the Athenians to their ‘beloved. Pnyx (Aristoph.
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Knights 750), after the irregular meetings at Colonus, the Piraeus, 97. 1. 
cte., like the return of the French. Assembly from Versailles to: 
Paris, is noted as an event in the history of the constitution. 

elvat 82 adtav Smécor Kal Sma. mrapdxovrat’ Kat picOdy pndcva Gépew 97. 1. 
Pydepia dpxy, ef 8 p7, erdpatov éroujoarro, éylyvovro 8€ kai Brat Torep- 2, 
ov muxvat éxxdyaiat, ag’ Sv Kal vopoOéras kat 7é\Ka efnpicavro és my 
moherelav, kal oby qecora 59 tov mpdtov xpdvov é ent ye épod AOnvaios 
oatvovrat ev modreboarres. petpta yap ote és rods Sdiyous Kat tods 
moods Edyxpacis eyévero, xai cx mommpay trav mpaypdrev yevopéevay 
TovTO Tparov dunveyke Ty mA. 

Arnold’s remark, ‘We must suppose that all who could furnish 
heavy arms were eligible into the number of the 5000; whether 

the members were fixed on by lot, by election, or by rotation,’ 

is at variance with the text, which expressly says that ‘the 5000 

were to comprise all those who provided themselves with arms, 

not that the members of the assembly were to be elected out of 

the whole number of heavy-armed. 

As Grote observes, the number 5000 is not intended to be taken 

literally. For this there is some confirmation in the speech of 

Lysias (?), pro Polystrato, (xx) 13, 14. The writer claims for. 
Polystratus the credit of having made the number of citizens not 

5000 but 9000 when employed by the 400, of whom he was fora 

short time one, to make out a list. But the oration is of little 

authority. What was the true number is uncertain: but we may 

argue from probabilities. At the commencement of the war the 

Athenian heavy-armed amounted to 29,000, of whom 13,000 (of 

é« xaraddyov) served in the field: After heavy losses from the 

plague (iii. 87),.from defeats in battle, especially at Spartolus (ii. 
79), in Aetolia (iii. 98), at Delium (iv. 94. 96), and at Amphipolis 
(v. 11 fin.), they had been replenished during the interval of peace - 

(vi. 26). At the commencement of the Sicilian expedition they can- 

not have fallen far short of their original numbers. In that expedition 

(vi. 43, vii. 20) 2700 hoplites, ék xaradéyov, perished (besides 700 

émBérat). Thus the 13,000 would be reduced to 10,000 or a little 

more. But it is evident that in a time of poverty and distress all 

these could not have provided themselves with arms.
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enSeuia dpxh, ‘in’ or ‘for any office’ As in Arist. ‘Polit. iii, 
1. 6. 7, the dicast and ecclesiast are clearly regarded as holding an 
‘ office.’ oo . , . 

vonoéras, the ordinary body of that name, not special commis- 
_ Sioners, as is shown by the combination of the word with xat rad 
eyngicavro és tiv modtrelay, 

" rév mpdrov xpdvov, ‘at first, not, ‘for the first time’ This ex- 
planation agrees better with oty fora, and with the facts of the 
case. For Thucydides cannot have meant to say that the Athenians 
were better governed at this time than in the days of Pericles. 

perpia ydp x.7.4. . The words perpia yap... Etyxpacis éyévero Show 
that «3 modredoavres refers to a definite form of government, not 
merely to political moderation. This constitution probably ap- 
proached nearer to Aristotle’s woXtrefa than any other recorded in 
ancient history. The number admitted to the governing body was 
considerable, and yet the government was placed in the hands of 
those who were well to do and could provide themselves with arms, 
‘and who were willing to attend the law-courts and assembly with- 
out receiving pay. The actual administration was probably thus 
confined to a few of the higher class. It is by such méthods that 
Aristotle proposes to moderate the licence of democracy. 

We are not informed how long this happier state of things lasted, 
and no mention occurs in Xenophon, or any other writer, of a 
change in the Athenian constitution before - the termination of the 
war. Five years later occurred the trial of the generals, in- which 
all the citizens took: part (Xen. Hell. i. 7. 9 ScaynpicacGar *AByvatous 
mdvtas xara qudds). Certainly, in the: last year of the war, the 
Athenian people were as much distracted by faction and treason 
as at any previous time. 

The leading feature of the change was not the limitation of the 
citizens to the number of *5000,’ for that followed naturally, but 
the withdrawal of ‘the pay from dicasts and ‘ecclesiasts, and’ the 
regulation that none should have the suffrage but those who could 
provide themselves with arms. The vavrixds dxhos would thus be 
excluded. Probably the number of ‘citizens was never enlarged 
by any direct enactment. At what time the restriction:to those 
who found arms was repealed, and the pay. of the dicasts and
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‘ecclesiasts restored, is nowhere recorded. - But in Aristoph., Frogs 97, 2. 
(acted in 405), the dicast is again receiving his pay, 1466,— 

. ed, whi y' 6 Stxaoris abra xaranives pdvos. 

See on the whole subject Vischer, Kleine. Schriften, i. p. 205-238 ; 
502-508: Herbst, Die Schlacht bei den Arginusen, Appendix ii. 

The form of government called by Aristotle a wodtrefa differed - * 
from oligarchy, on the one hand, by admitting virtue as a claim 
to office in the selection of rulers (though practically men confuse 

"wealth and virtue), and from democracy, on the other, by requiring 
a certain degree of wealth in the citizens: Zore yap 4 woderela ds 

GAGs elrety pitts dAcyapyias kat Snpoxparias, edOact 82 xadeiv tas pev 

droxwotcas os mpis ry Snpoxpariay modsrelas, ras dé mpds Thy ddvyapylay 

paAov dpioroxparias, 8a +3 p&ddov dxodovbely waiSelay Kai ebyévetay tois 

etropwrépots, Polit. iv. 8. 3. - Aristotle also recommends (iv. 13. 7) 

that the government should be composed of the armed citizens, 

and that those who have part in it should outnumber those who 

have not. . ‘ 

Aristophanes at a later period (Frogs, acted 405) seeks to 

enforce upon the Athenians the same moderation which actuated 

them after the fall of the 400: 687 foll.,— 

- mpa@tov ody Hyuty Soxet 

ekiodcat robs modéras Kdpedelv ra Seluara. 

kel tes Fuapre oadels rt bpuvixou maXaicpacty, 

eyyevérBar pnpi xXpivat trois ddcGovaw rére 

airiay éxOeioe doa Tas mpdrepov dpaprias. 

ely” drindy ype xpyvar pydev civ ev 9 moder... 

2. 6b 88 Tot? GyxaodperOa xdmocepmvotpeba 

Thy TOA, Kat Tar’ Exovres xupdrav éy dyxddats 

totépy xpdve mor’ adfts ed ppovely ov égopev. 

Such ‘moderation Theramenes affirms to have been his guiding 

principle (Xen. Hell. ii. 3. 48). He is equally opposed to those 
who think that there can be no true democracy until the men who 
would sell their country for a drachma get their drachma, and no 

true oligarchy, until the oligarchs become tyrants. He adds 
‘in obscure words, ‘I have always thought, and still maintain, that 

the city is best administered by those who can serve her with horse 

and shield.’ 

VOL. I - um
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97.2, These passages alike tend to show that the seemingly chance 
words of Thucydides indicate a widely recognised principle, which 
the Athenian people had Jearned by bitter’ experience, and which 

‘in the’next generation was embodied in a new political idea. ; 

98. 2. — érodsprouy © abrd Sid Eupdopdy adiow ce v7 Olvdns yevopévay dvdpav 
ex Aexedelas dvaxwpodytwy StapPopas of Kopirdioe €Bedovrnddy, . 

Probably on the occasion mentioned in c. 71, when, after. the 
“attempt on the Athenian walls, Agis sent back the greater part of 
his army, fvpdopa diafbopas, said like riv tvagopday THs guys, 
c. 81 med, 4 gwvruxia rijs jyerépas ypetas, i. 33 init. 

99. id 8¢ robs abrods xpdvous rod Bépous rovrov Kat of gv Ti Midyjtw Medo- 
-Toyvyjaust, os rpophy Te ovbeis édidou,. .. obra 39 8. MivBapos . . . dpas 
did tis Maqrov vauat tpict Kat €B8opyxovra fmAe emt Toy ‘E\jarovrov, 
"of ev ay Mare Dedororvqaio is resumed in ofre 3} & Mivdapos, about 

ten lines below. Cp. note on iv. 73. 4, where of Meyapijs is similarly 
‘Tesumed in the words ofrew 8)... of rap hevydvrev diror Meyapijs, 

A comparison of the passages in which Thucydides, towards the 
end of Book VIII, describes the numbers of the Athenian and 
Peloponnesian fleets, shows that he has not given a full account 
of their movements, : : - 

a) The number of the Peloponnesian fleet when it sailed for 
the Hellespont should be eighty-six, not seventy-three, Cp. c. 79 
init. 80 fin., 99 fin. It is true that, according to Diodorus, xiii. 38, 
Mindarus, before his departure, sent to Rhodes, under Dorieus, 
a squadron of thirteen ships, the precise number. required in order 
to reconcile the statements of Thucydides, And Xenophon, 
Hell. i. 1. 2, tells us that Dorieus rejoined the Peloponnesian fleet | 
‘at the Hellespont. But 1) Xenophon speaks of fourteen, not 
of thirteen, ships; 2) two Peloponnesian ships which had been sent 
with’ Philip to Aspendus (c. 87 fin.) are’ still unaccounted for; 
-3) Diodorus also says that eighty-three,. not seventy-three, ships 
Sailed. with Mindarus to the Hellespont. - | 

_ 6) In c. 108 init, the number of. the Peloponnesian fleet is 
eighty-six, whereas it should have been eighty-seven, see 99 fin., 
102 med., 103. Cp. note on viii. 17, 3. ,
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c) In c. 104 init. which mentions the number of the two fleets 99. 
when about to engage, the MSS. vary. Five of the best give seventy- 
six as the strength of the Athenian fleet; the rest (including two in 
which seventy-six is a correction) eighty-six. From the preceding 
narrative, we infer eighty-one (c. 100 init, and fin. 102, where 

four ships are lost). We may conjecture with Arnold that the five 
Methymnaean ships (c. 100 fin.) had remained behind at Lesbos, . - 
or with Classen, that five of the eighteen ships which were chased 

by Mindarus had not yet returned. But on this point Thucydides 

is silent. 

The number of the Peloponnesian ships, according to two good 

MSS. (Cl. Ven.), is eighty-eight, according to the rest, sixty-eight. 

But this latter number cannot be correct, for the account of the 

battle shows that the Peloponnesian forces outnumbered their 

enemies. Poppo reads der xat dy8oqxovra, Arnold é& kat dySoq- 

«ovra, which agrees with c. 103 init, and may have been altered 

by an accidental inversion to derd kat éfjxovra. 

It may be argued, a) that there are corruptions in the numbers 

of the text. But though letters which denote numbers are more 

liable to corruption.than other letters, they cannot have been 

corrupted by accident in so many places; and the assumption of 

a constant corruption of them is not justified by the amount of 

numerical errors in other passages in Thucydides (see note on 

i, 57. 6). The truth is 4) that Thucydides himself is somewhat - 

careless. of such details, especially in the concluding, and perhaps 

half-finished, portion of his’ work. , 

Whatever be the explanation of the seeming error, it is safer. 

simply to accept the words of Thucydides than to attempt to re- 

concile them by groundless assumptions, or by the help of later 

historians. . . 

vopioas avrov kadébew airov. : 100. 1. 

xaééev, 1) neuter, cp. viii, 28 init. & 7 "Apépyys modems dy 

xaretxe: iv. 32 med. dAdoe Sout wept Tudoy xareixov. Or 2)* active, 

‘that he would keep Mindarus at Chios.’ 

Sida tovs ex ris MureAnuys *AOnvaloy gpoupods mpoedOdrras, 100. 3. 

Mm 2 , ~
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100.3. Either 1)* ‘anticipating’ the refugees who were about to attack 
Methymna. Or 2) advancing from Mitylene to meet them. (But 
Thucydides would hardly speak of ‘advancing’ from a place thirty 
miles off.) Or 3) advancing from Methymna, whither they had 
come from Mitylene. 

LOL. 1..° 6 8 Mivdapos év rotr@ xal ai é« rijs Xiov réy Wedonovgotav vies, 
emtorigdpevat Svoly jyépas, kat AaBédvtes mapa rv Xtov tpets Tecoapa- 
Kootds Exagtos Xias, 7H rpiry da rayéov dralpovew éx tis Xtov ob 

mehdyrat, & iva ph mepirixwas rais ev rH "Eptow vavoly, adda é év dporepa 
ti AéaBov Exovres ExAeov ext thy Firetpov. 

Tegoapakoords, see note on English text. 

All the MSS., including the Vatican (which, according to Béhme, 
is erroneously cited by Poppo), read meAdyat, omitting ob. But 
nearly all the editors, on the suggestion of Haacke, have inserted 
ob before meAdyrat, which may easily have been lost in the last letters 
of the preceding word Xiov. The correction is necessary. For 
a) the Peloponnesians, who did not want to fall in with the Athe- 
nians blockading Eresus, were more likely to accomplish their 
object by keeping between Chios and the mainland, than by sailing 
first south and west into the open sea, and then along the west 
and north coast of Chios. (They are expressly said, for some 
reason or other which is not mentioned,-to have escaped the 

"observation of the Athenian scouts, c. 103 init. In c. 100 init. the 
words ey rj dyrurépas jretpe clearly refer to the mainland opposite 
Lesbos which has just been mentioned, not opposite Chios.) 

8) Unless od is inserted no proper force ‘can be given to the 
adversative d\Ad. The meaning would be, ‘they sailed through 
the open sea, that they might not-be seen by the Athenians; and, 
keeping Lesbos on the left hand, made for the continent. 

But c) Thucydides, who gives a precise account of the latter part 
of the voyage, would not have described so complicated a move- 
ment by the words dratpovow ék Tis Xiov... Fretpov, - 

These great difficulties more than justify the insertion of o, 
although there is still a slight irregularity, the finite verb émdeov 
corresponding to the adjective meddyat, 

éxt riv fretpor, i.e. after rounding the promontory of Mimas they
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struck inwards across the mouth of the Hermaean bay for Phocaea, 1 101. x. 

in order to keep as far as possible from the Athenians who were 

blockading Eresus. It is impossible to take emt in the sense of mapa 

(along). The further movement of the Peloponnesian fleet along. 

the coast is clearly expressed in the words which follow, mapamtev- 

oavres tiv Kupaiav. 

mapamAevoarres THY Kupaiay Sernvorotoivrar ev "Apyevvotcats tis LOL. 2. 

nmeipou, ev TS dyrerépas THs MuriAnvns. 

rrepatooyrat is an example of a reading which is unmeaning found 

’ in nearly every MS. We must restore deavorooivrat from a single 

inferior MS, (E), which reads Sermvorotoivres, from the margin of a 

good MS. (Cass.), and from the Latin translation of Valla. . 

Bovddpevor exmreGoar és viv elpvxeplay Tas Téav Tohepiov vais. 102. 2. 

‘Wanting to sail into the open sea, and escape the enemies’ 

fleet ;’ exmAcioat ras vais is said like pndéva Sydov ivoxwpeiv, ii, 88 fin, 

ime€edOdvres rovrovs, iii. 34 med. 
= 

- kat ras pév ev ABUSe Exxaidexa vais Edadoy, mpoeipnpergs vdacys 7H 102. 2. 

gutle énitho gros abréy dvaxds Fovew fy éxmdéaow, ras € pera Tov 

Murddpov dpa tH fo xariddvres THY Slow eds worodpevor, od PEdvovas 

wacat, ddd’ al pév mdefous ext rijs “IpBpov kat Ajpvov duehuyov, réocapes 

32 ray vedv-al Sorarat mAéoveat xaroAapBdvovrat mapa tov *EXatoivra. 

16 hirig éexithy = rots pitas éexemdéovow, ‘ Orders having been 

given to them’ (i.e. to the sixteen Peloponnesian ships) ‘ by ‘their 

friends who were sailing up, to keep a sharp look out for the Athe- 

nians if they should try to sail out of the Hellespont.’ mpoetpy- 

péys Gvdaxis really explains not why the Athenians escaped the 

notice of the sixteen ships, but why it is necessary for the writer 

to tell us that they did so. 

rotovpévey, OF wotovpévou referring to Mindarus, must be substituted 

for the reading of the MSS. so.odpevo, for it is clear that the 

Peloponnesians, and not the Athenians, are referred to. The 

anacoluthon, which disconnects zotodpevoe both with xardévres and — 

with af wAcious, would be too violent even for Thucydides. 

napa roy "EAauoivra, not with mA¢oucat, which is to be taken closely
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102. 2. with ai verarar, but to be explained by a confusion of rest and 
motion. Cp. note on vi. 57. 3. . 

105. 2... mplv of HeXomovvqoio, Bid 13 kparicavres ‘ddeds ardor @Ayqv vaiy 
Sidkovres, Fptavro péper rime ody draxrérepor yevérbat, 

For && +6 followed by a participle cp. note on i. 2.5. The 
words are to be taken with didkovres, to which xparnoarres is sub- 

ordinate. For ofay=éavray, see note on vi. 76. 2- 

105. 3. yoderes 8€ of mept rév OpactBovdov, tag ent opion vais erexotcas, 
mavedpevot tis ereEaywyhs An Tov Képws kal eravaorpéwavres, ebbis iuiy- 
avré re rai tpérover, Kat Tas Kata 76 wkjoay Tov Tedororvyciov pépos 
StrokaBdvres menAavnpévas xonréy te xat és @dBov ras adeloras dpaxei 
xa€ioracay, 

énexovcas eri opict, 1)* ‘having their place opposite to them. For * 
the ordinary use with an accusative, but in the same sense, cp. i. 48 
med. 73 dé Xo abrot ereiyov. Or 2) ‘which were pressing upon 
them,’ cp. supra, fd wAfOous T&p émxetpévov veGv. The word is used 
in this sense by Herod. ix. 59, emeixé re (scil. 6 "AprdBatos) én Aiike 
Satpovious re kat Teyehras potvous. 

trokaBévres, see note on English text. 

07.2. %mdevcay 82 ev Tour@ Kat of MeAorovypaor ex tis ’ABudou ent roy 
"Edaoivra kat rév oderépwv vedv tov aixpaddreay Scat qoav byes éxo- 
pioavro (ras 8 BAas "EXatobotor karéxavoav) Kd, 

- The narrative of Thucydides is somewhat incomplete. We 
must suppose that the Athenians after the battle had sailed to 
Elaeus, which was their ally (c. 103 init.), and had there deposited 
the captured vessels. Thence they sailed to Sestos (c. 107 init.). 
and afterwards to Cyzicus: in their absence the Peloponnesians 
sailed to Elaeus and recovered those of their ships which the. 
Elaeusians had not burned. 

8.5.  hoBovpevor oby airéy O14 rodto 1d Epyov pimore Kat ‘wept obas 7 mapa- 
 vophon, kat @2Xa emBdddovros avrod 4 hépew otk Adévarro, €xBdddouot. 
Tobs dpoupods adrod ex ris dxporddeas. 

- Thucydides leaves us to infer from the words which follow,
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c. 109 init. that the expulsion was effected by the help of the 108. 5. 

Peloponnesians whom the Antandrians had introduced into their 

city (c. 108 init.). 

kat dquxspevos mp&rov és *Epecoy Ouotav eroujoaro rH "Apré mds. 109. 1. 

Whether the sacrifice offered by Tissaphernes to Artemis was 

a matter of policy or of customary religious observance can only 

be conjectured. In either case it shows the influence which Hel- - 

lenic ideas and practices gained over Persians who were brought 

into contact with them. A year or two later, as we learn from 

Xenophon, Tissaphernes took occasion to manifest his policy or. 

his piety in a similar manner ;' Hell. i. 2. 6, @pdovdos dé pera raira 

amiyayev ent Oddarrav tiv otparidy, ds es ”"Epecov mAevoovpevos, Tio- 

cadépyns 3é aicOdpevos roto +d. émtxeipnya, orparidy te guvédeye moh 

- - on * 
kai inmets anéoredde Tapayyéddwv waow els"Eperor Boneiv rH "Aprépids, 

  

Two MSS. of Thucydides are preserved in the Bodleian 

Library, marked respectively 47 and 48 of the Canonici 

collection (Codices Graeci), the first of the fifteenth, the 

second of the fourteenth century. The latter, which is the 

better as well as the older, is much corrected, and, as far 

as I can judge from a collation of the first book, has many 

mistakes, misspellings, transpositions of words, and other 

inferior readings, but no signs of peculiar or original ones. 

It contains also Dionysius of Halicarnassus’ treatise Tlept 

rév Oovvd(dov topdrwv, and the latter part of the Life of 

Thucydides ascribed to Marcellinus. .
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A. 

Abstract for concrete, p. 498, 533." 
Accusative, absolute, or remote ac- 

cusative, 63, 65, 191, 349, 4973 
due to anacoluthon, 90, 187, 349; 
cognate, 124, 288-289, 305, 351, 
474; after neuter verbs, 210, 377, 

. $333 with infinitive referring to 
the subject of the main verb, 343; 
accusativus pendens, 38, 109, 136, 

_ 178, 2573 of reference, or remote 
accusative, 134, 209, 347-348, 391, 
416, 452, 470, 514-515, 5165 after 
Scio Gar, 308; with as, 500. 

Achaea, its relations to the Athe- 
nian empire, 71. 

Adjective, peculiar position of, 141, 

164, 450. 
Eginetan standard, 202. 
felian, 369. : . 
/Eschines, cited, 49, 296. 

. fEschylus, on the number of the 

‘+ Athenian ships at Salamis, ‘56; 

' cited, Ag., 15, 289; Choeph., 115 
Eum., 194; Pers., 454. 

Agathias, 147-148, 187. 
Alcaeus, 454. 
Alcibiades, 129, 310, 317-318, 349, 

350, 353, 373) 396, 467, 513- 
Alciphron, 431. - ; 
Allies of Athens, 24, 57-58, 84, 185- 

186, 295, 301, 390, 421-422, 438, 
_ 471, 489-490, 498. See Tribute. 

Alternative clauses, obscurely ex- 

pressed, 19; apparent but not 
real alternatives, 75, 504. - 

‘Ammianus Marcellinus, 49. 
Anacoluthon, 12, 22, 29, 38, 55, 63, 

79; 90, 94, 100, 108, 116, 187, 195, 
227, 240, 241, 244, 251; 256, 260, 

_ 262, 271, 349) 359, 364, 420, 475, 
| 479, 508, 511, 533., 
Andocides, 296, 358, 371, 372 ff, 

‘395; Pseudo-Andocides, 296. 

Androtion, 161. 

s 

Antiochus of Syracuse, 341, 343. - 
Antiphon, 58, 227, 361, 464, 501- 

502. . 
Antithesis, 37, 75, 81, 93, 123, 128, 

178, 198, 209, 270, 288, 338. 
Aorist, the historical tense, 276; 

_ used in future perfect sense, 296; 
in pluperfect sense, 133, 3983 

* aorist and present, 228, 300, 305, 
362, 488; aorist and imperfect, 
400-4013 aorist and pluperfect, 

_ 435} infinitive, ‘used for’ future, 
_ 2303 participle, not indicating 
_ time prior to that of the main 

yes 67, 115, 191, 249, 276, 348, 

Aposiopesis, 174, 233, 345- 
Appian, 227, 464. 
Apposition, 38, 83, 91, 107, 164. 
Archelaus, king of Thrace, 141. 
Archons, entered office on first of 

Hecatombaeon, 85. a 
Argives, their character, 305, 3153 

ancient supremacy of Argos, 320. 
Argos, the Amphilochian, 6; topo- 

graphy of, 221. 
Aristides (Rhetor), 296. 
Aristophanes, cited, Acharn., 77, 

_ 96, 99, 102, 130,259, 505; Knights, 
7, 98, 133, 178, 226, 240, 245, 
246, 247, 293, 428, 505, 526-5273. 
Clouds, 7, 245, 293, 395, 5953 
Wasps, 283, 372, 502, 505; Peace, 

82, 94, 122, 133, 2372 246, 2595 
293, 305, 415, 5053 Birds, 65, ror, 
188, 278, 284, 340, 344, 349 357, 
423, 506; Lysistr., 67, 316, 326, 

420; Thesmoph., 482, 500; Frogs, 

_ 349) 421, 500, 524, 529; Frag- 
ments, 27, 49, 240; reckons Pelo- 

’ ponnesian war from B.C. 432, 98. 

Aristotle, cited, 100, 524; Nic. Eth., 

108, 173, 272, 5023 Polit., 8, 20, 

_ 60, 156, 205, 263, 500, 528, 529; 
Rhet., 3, 214, 3723 avépov déceis, 

159.
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Army, Athenian, 96, 99, 218, 228, 
. , 283, 485, 527. 
Amold, 86, 113, 117, 127, 

166, 189, 190, 193, 202, 207, 229, 
234, 264, 307, 332, 346, 369, 377, 395, 399 ff., 402, 405, 417, 418, 430, 437, 482, 484, 486, sor, 511, 526, 527, 531; on the genuineness _ 
of Thue. iii. 84, 211; on Sphac-~ 
teria, 224 ff. 

Arrangement of the narrative of 
' Thucydides, 68, 70, 71, 87, 167, 

265, 359, 376-377, 398, 492. Article, used as demonstrative pro- 
noun, 67, 167, 197, 243; with in- 

" finitive, 111, 516, 517; with par- 
ticiple, 
205, 224, 242-243, 287, 289; Presenting individuals under a 

' general aspect, 243; omitted, 17, * 44-45, 73, 109, 1963 omitted with 
- the second of two substantives, 

126, 192, cp. 81; other uses, 66, 
ok 170, 383, 423, 433, 444, 475. 
479 

Asyndeton, 47, 122, 177, 195, 200, 
231, 249-250, 395. 

Athenaeus, 206. 
Athenians, the growth of their 

empire, 105; union of, with the 
Lacedaemonians against Hellas, 237,301; their marine supremacy, 
316; persistence in sieges, 338; 
character of their empire, 390; 
their camp at Syracuse, 436; their power compared with the 
Syracusan, 420, 437; contrasted - with the Lacedaemonians, 526; 
their constitution after the’ fall of the 400, 527 ff, 

Athletes, 161, 280, 
Attraction, 2, 127, 257, 

. BB. 
Bast; Commentatio Palzeographica, 
‘ 69, 

Bauer, 434, 499. 
Bekker, Anecdota, 58. 
Bekker, 162, 211, 287, 331, 342, 

386, 394, 419, 482, 493, 509, 514, “B21, 525, 526, . 
Bergk, 521. 
Boccaccio, 151 ff. , Boeckh, 49, 85, 88, 89, 95, 250, 282-— 

" 283, 369, 421, 503. 

136, 163, | 

apparently superfluous, | 

INDEX 7. 

Bohme, 81, 93, 487, 532. 
Bottia, Bottiea, 132,.142. 
Brasidas, 268, 269. 
Burke, quoted, 54, 62, 108, 183, 185. ° 

Cc 
Calendar, Greek, 85 ff, 101; Julian 

and Gregorian, 89; tricks played 
with the calendar by the Argives, 
315. 

Callisthenes, 494. 
Campbell, 72, 83. 
Campe, 319. 
Cantacuzenus, 147. 
Carapanos, 218. - 
Carnea, 324, 
Changes in the Greek coast, 187, 

221, 226, . 
Chronology, 69,- 87 ff, 129, 299- 

300, 302, 
C. I. A. (Corpus Inscriptionum 

Atticarum), 88, 282-283, 297, 298, 
370, 521. 

Cicero, cited, 163, 407, 458. 
Cc. I. G. (Corpus Inscriptionum 

Graecarum), 50, 70, 282, 328, 
City, name of a, used for its terri- 

- tory, 238. 
lassen, Io, 19, 29, 31, 38, 46, 47, 64, 81, 86, 121, 127, 128, 135, 138, 
166, 173, 211, 224, 228, 236, 238, 

. 242, 277, 288, 290, 298, 306, 308, 
312, 313, 318, 366, 377, 382, 383, "384, 391, 415, 417, 434, 438, 442, 
452, 453, 458, 471, 476, 482, 486, 
488, SII, 515, 531. . . Cleandridas, father of Gylippus, 404. 

Cleon, 292-293. . 
Cobet, 49, 286, : 
Comparative, peculiar uses of, 60, 

Ot, 74, 93, 107~108, 114, 210, 241, 
253, 256, 276, 388, 390-391, 444— 445) 476.0 

Conciseness, Giving rise to irregu-. 
larity, 40, 42, 109, . Confusion, of general and parti- 
cular, 17, 52, 109, 192, Cp. 3273 of 
rest and motion, 241,- 355, 533~ 

' 534; confused expression, more 
“common in Thucydides than 
feebleness of construction, 125. 

Conjectural emendations, remarks 
On, 5; 12, 45, 46, 47, 49, 66, 68 ff, _' 87, 99, 100, 129, 137, 140, 162, 
169, 174, 175, 178, 180, 192, 215,
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231, 236, 241,250, 252, 258, 263, 

282, 286, 287, 298, 307, 308, 317, 

318, 319, 342, 351, 353, 366, 368, 
381, 393, 394, 406, 414, 423, 431, 
432, 433, 434, 478, 480, 486, 480, 

* 490, 511, 514, 515, 532, 533 > 
emendations confirmed by a new 
MS., 439, 493. . 

Construction, harsh constructions 
more common in Thucydides 
than unusual meanings of words 
or phrases, 190; changed as the . 
sentence proceeds, 187, 235, 251, 

318, 324, 344, 353,.365, 367, 384, 
385; weak constructions sup- 

ported, 194, 210, 244, 253, 433 ; 
words standing in a double con- 
struction, 2, 38, 249, 253, 287, 

322, 336, 385, 412, 428, 430, 431, 
433, 519; the nearer and more 
natural to be preferred, 337. 

Corcyra, topography of, 204. 
Corcyraeans, apply to the oracle of 
Dodona, 215. 

Corinth, Isthmus of, its topography, 
246-247. 

Cratippus, 462. 
Critias, 520. 

’ Curtius (Quintus), 468. . 
Curtius (E.), 494- ‘ 

: D. 
Darwin, 215. 
Dascon, 380. . 
Dative, .of accompaniment, 126- 

. 1273 of cause or reason, 142, 174, 

_ 202, 208, 269-270, 364; of cir- 

, cumstance, 364, 367, 387; ethic, 

or. ‘commodi et incommodi,’ 
160, 201, 218, 231, 514; instru- 

mental, 30, 142, 194, 202, 269- 

,2703; of manner, 210, 358; © 

_measure, 1923 of reference or 

relation, 56, 116, 231, 238, 253; 

. 262, 271, 388, 499, 5263 due to 

anacoluthon, 479; due to paral- 

‘Ielism, 131; two datives parallel 

. but in different constructions, 54, 

107; with adjectives, 168 ; with 

idea of ‘fighting,’ 142, 2773 with 

rivSuvedery, 366; with perexew, 983. 

with merredoat, 25. 
Demes, 99. 
Demonstrative pronoun, referring 

toa distant or obscure subject,21, — 
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61, 74, 78, 118, 136, 235, 270, 289, 
317; 322, 338, 365, 389, 394, 398, 
435.5 neuter referring to mascu- 
line or feminine substantive, 115 ; 
as subject, attracted into gender 
of predicate, 164.’ 

Demosthenes, cited, in Boeot., 428; 
De Cor., 260, 335; Olynth., 34, 
157, 430; in Steph.,.A., 424; 
spurious Funeral Oration, 103. 

Demosthenes, death of, 458. 
Didot, 399. 
Difficulties in the narrative of 

‘. Thucydides, 80; 85 ff., 117, 128, 
: 139, 168~169, 172, 200, 203, 205 ff, 

219, 222, 223, 231-232, 305, 306, 

309, 317, 319, 329-330, 344, 378- 
- 3795 403, 413, 429, 441, 471, 473- 
474; 4753 495, 530-531, 534-535. 

Digressions, in the history of Thucy- 
dides, 208. . , 

Dindorf, 440.- 
Diodorus, cited, 46, 66, 68, 69, 70, 
« 87, 145, 205, 206, 223, 263, 265, 

380, 404, 407, 435, 4555 458, 530. 
Diogenes Laertius,'369. 
Dion Cassius, 382-383, 464. 
Dionysius of Halicarnassus, 241- 

212, 447, 448, 461-462, 498. 
Direct narration substituted for - 

oblique, 318. 
Dittography, 111, 140, 183, 500. 
Dobree, 306, 489, 492. 
‘Dolphins,’ 427-428. 
Dorieus, 161. . . 
Drachma, Corinthian, /£ginetan, 

. 201-202. 
Dress of early Hellenes, 7, 8. 
Dukas, 503. . 
Duker, 522. 

E. 

Earthquakes, 91, 215. 
East wind, in Greece, 172. 
Eclipses, 88. | 
Ejon, 229. 
Elis, 10%. . 
Elliptical constructions, 324, . 345," 

mine 494, 3 15. 
msle . . . 

Ennea tocol, colonization of, 70; 

destruction of, 66. : 

Epexegesis, 82, 102, 122, 124, 158, 

177, 181, 189, 195, 208, 337, 304, 
395+.
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‘Ephorus, 66. , 
Eruption of Mount Etna, 223. 
Eupolis, 133. 
Euripides, cited, Alcest., 490, 523; 

Bacch., 126-127; El., 336, 467; 
Hec., 490; Iph. in Aul., 450; 

Med., 177, 443; Orest., 27, 418, 
490; Phrixus, 454; Rhes., 245, 
490; Troad., 508. 

Euryelus, the, 429. 

F. 

Feminine, adverbial use of, 430-431; 
Festivals, cause of delay at Sparta, 

228; set aside or feigned by the 
Argives, 315. 

Force of words, lost as the sentence 
proceeds, 1, 120, 126, 180, 181, 
198, 313, 347. - . 

Four Hundred, revolution of the, 
499, 501, 518-519, 527, 

Frick, 78, Essay on- Inscriptions, 
Ixxv, : : 

Future, force of, 91, 198, 230, 281, 
331, 334) 454._ ; 

G. 
Galen, cited, 116, 146. 
Geminus, 88. 
Genitive, of cause or reason, 322- 

3235 partitive, 101, 177,255; 437; of the object, 108; of place, 329; 
of price, 943 of reference, rela- 
tion, or respect, 55, 59, 83, 127, 
187, 216, 337, 4333 Of the sub- 
ject, 414; due to anacoluthon, 
94; explanatory, 428; after com- 
parative, 210; after verbal sub- 
stantive, 166; after mei@erbat, 450; 
after fu-, 177, 417; other uses, 
114, 209, 269, 294, 361, 526, 530, Genitive, absolute, referring to the 
subject of the main verb, 132, 
CP. 344,-432, 439; leaving par- 
ticiple to be supplied, 207, 364~ 
365; leaving subject to be sup- 

. Plied, 275, 483 ; impersonal, 483. 
enuineness of Thuc. iv. 84, 211 ff.; 
of Thuc. viii, 461 ff. 

Geography of Thucydides, pp. 
~ Ixxix-Ixxxiv, 
Gibbon, 78, 147 ff. 
Glosses, 35, 41, 47, 

180, 212, 379, 384, 405, 408, 430, 
459, 497, 500. — Dot 

79, 112, 159,. 

INDEX 1. 

Goethe, quoted, 54. 
GGller, 29, 190. 
Gorgias, 103. 
Graser, 359, 425, 428. 
Graves, 241. : 

Grote, 24, 48, 100, 133, 137-138, 
146, 200, 252, 265, 268, 277, 304, 
306, 311, -315, 320, 322, 369, 377, 
397, 399 ff, 403, 410 ff, 414-415, 
465, 471, 494, 518, 527. 

H. 

Haacke, 46, 394, 490, 504, 532. 
Hagnon, 290. 
Harpocration, 49, 96. 
Hartung, 13, 56. _ 
Harvest, time of the, 86. 
Hecatombaeon, date of, 85, 89. 
Heilmann, 250. 

. Hellenica, 215. 
Helots, massacre of, 265. 
Heraclides Ponticus, 206. 
Herbst, 31, 277, 279, 280, 529. 
Hermae, Mutilation of, and viola- 

tion of the Mysteries, 372 ff. 
Hermann, 41, 279, 343, 383, 468, 

487, 522. . Herodotus, on the Pelasgians, 6; 
on the votes of the Spartan 
kings, 26; on the alliance be- 
tween Plataea and Athens, 200 3 
on the number of the Athenian 
ships at Salamis, 56; on the 

- earthquake at Delos, 91; cited, 
TI, 13, 14, 23, 43, 70, 78, 80, 81, 166, 194, 202, 228, 251, 252, 318, 

- 320, 342-343, 353, 397, 430, 451, 465; 467; 476, 478, 522-523, 534. Hesychius, 49, 58, 328, 384, 468, 
Hieramenes, 495. 
Hippias and Hipparchus, 368-369. Hippocrates, 144-145, 382. 
Holm, 408, 429, 456. 
Homer, quoted, 12, 29, 62, 166, 220, 

380-381, 452; referred to by Thucydides, 18, 20, : 
Homerichymns,why called xpooijua, 

219 ff.; text of them as quoted 
by Thucydides, 220, 

Hultsch, 202, 
Hume, quoted, 82. 
Hyperbaton, 63, 324, 340, 434, 479. Hyperbolus, 505~506, 
Hyperides, 103, 109.
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I. 
Ideler, 88, 89. 
Imperfect, 270; imperfect and per- 

fect, 309; ‘for pluperfect,’ 314, 
424, 470. 

Indicative, in protasi instead of op- 
tative, 162; in apodosi instead of 
optative and a, 257; introduced 
into oblique narration, 482, 507. 

Infinitive, government of, 15-16, 25, 

” 35, 36, 44, 62, 73, 93, 102, 125, 
158, 179, 195, 207, 211, 262, 267, 
275, 310, 314, 315, 326, 335, 346- 
347, 363, 387-388, 392, 401, 472, 
486; with article, 111 ; with article 
in genitive, 322-323; ‘for im- 
perative’ (?), 288, 363; ofpurpose, 
2443 in relative clause of oblique 
narration, 4323 after dr, 311. 

Inscriptions, 100, 215; tribute lists, 
49,330; sepulchral, 50-51, 70,282— 
283 ; votive, 78, 370; financial, 88, 
95 ; treaties, 311 ff., 328 ; decrees, 
472, 5213; restoration. of them, 
89. See Essay on Inscriptions, 
ix-Ixxviii. . 

Inversion, of logical order, 370. 
Ionians, 97. oO 
Irony, 75, 203, 255, 294, 3575 386, 

391, 526. | : 
Isocrates, cited, 46, 190, 191, 202, 

263, 310, 375, 383; 395, 397, 498: 
Isthmian games, time of, 468.. 

oF j. 

Jebb, 103, 374- 
Jelf, 111, 126, 134, 139, 

237, 500. 
Justin, 458. 

167, 177; 

K. 

Kennedy, 241. . 

Kirchhoff, 95, 282, 285, 311,330,521. 

KGhler, 49, 295, 296, 297, 298, 330. 
Krause, 468. 
Kriiger, 16, 46, 47, 68, 69, 87, 129, 

162, 233, 385) 438, 454, 463, 464, 
467, 481, 494, 512. 

Kumanudes, 370. 

L. 

Lacedaemonians, their dress, 8; 

kings, 26, 319; character, 69, 

- 228, 253, 268, 296, 309; _their 

navy, 90, 234, 296;-their army, 
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320, 321-322; treaties with the 
Persians, 481, 495; contrasted 
with ‘the Athenians, 526; appa- 
rently confused with Pelopon- 

- nesians, 106. 
Leake, 221, 225, 226, 286, 
Leros, 475. 
Lindau, 476. 
Linwood, 433-434. 
Litotes, 61, 72, 200, 269. 
Littré, 146-147. 
Livy, 145, 169, 318, 346, 468. 
Lobeck, 266, 430-431. 
Locrians, 219. — 
Lucian, 418, 464. 
Lucretius, 145. 
Py cureus cited, 13, 96-97, 487, 514, 
‘520. 
Lyell, 215. / 
Lysias, 103, 290, 490, 502, 5 19 ff., 

524, $27 ; Pseudo-Lysias, 374, 460. 

M. 

Macedonians, 141. 
Madvig, 47, 478, 486. 

- Malea, 159-160, 161. 
6 Marcellinus, 303, 461. 
Matthiae, 499. 
Mazzini, quoted, 54. 
Megara, history of, 263.’ 
Megarian exiles, 259. 
Meibomius, 478. . 
Meineke, 240, 319, 428. 
Melos and Thera, 330, Essay on 

Inscriptions, xlvi. 
Messenians of Naupactus, 68, 223, 

439- 
Methymana, 156. 
Metics, 96. 
Meton, 87 ff. 
Meursius, 369. / 
Middle, force of, 162, 467; future 

‘middle in passive sense, 381, 419. 
Milton, quoted, 321. 
Mitylend, topography of, 159-160. 
Mnemosyné, 384. 
Mommsen, A., 86, 88, 89. _. 

Month, intercalary, 87 ff.; civil 
and lunar, 101. 

MSS., Cass. (H.), 413, 459, 5333 
Aug. (F.), 31, 204, 382, 4183 Cl. 

(N.), 183, 204, 232, 282, 382, 

484, 509, 522, 524, 531; Ven., 

_ 204, 232, 267, 459, 522,525, 5315 
Laur. (C.), 41, 50, 116, 138, 140,
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378, 522; C.(c.), 459, 5143 F.(f), 
459, 516; Pal. (E.), 381; It. (A,), 

. 175,484; Vat. (B.), 16, 175, 353, 
. 408, 413, 418, 419, 420, 422, 424, 

425, 430, 432, 434, 439, 447, 450, 
. 454, 459, 473, 475, 480, 484, 486, 

492, 493, 495, 496, 497, 509, 510, 
513, 516, 522, 525, 526, 532; H. 
(h.), 340, 342, 349, 353, 371, 408, 
413, 418, 419, 420, 422, 423, 424, 
430, 434, 461; Reg. G. (g.), 11, 
175,292; Gr. (K.}, 292, 459, 522; 
I. (t.), 340, 446, 459; D. (d.), 459, 
509; E. (e.), 533; Lugd., 292, 393, 
484, 500, 516; Vind. (I.), 461; 
Mosqu. (Q.), 488, 516; m. (G.), ° 
138, 382; Ar. (L.), 3313 Chr, 
(0.3, 331; Parm. 204; M. (in 

British Museum), 337, 439, 493, 
497. 

Miiller, E., 88, 89. o 
Miiller, Fragm, Hist. Graec., 341. 
Miiller-Striibing, 46, 99, 290. 
Munro, 145. . 
Mure, 105, 
Mycenae, 16. 

N. 

Napier, quoted, 281, 
Naupactus, 68-69, 439. 
Naval tactics, 133, 426, 427-428. 
Navy, the Peloponnesian, 90; the 

Athenian, 90, 100, 167 ff., 506. 
' Negative, use of, 59, 288, 437, 445, 485, 487; pleonastic, 203, 288, 

487; position of, 352, 372; omit- 
‘- ted owing to confusion, 186, 452. 
Nepos, 310. - “ 
Neuter, 216, 363. , 
Neuter plural, used instead of sing- 

ular, 189, cp. 191, 217 3 takes 
plural verb, 469. 

Neuter pronoun, referring to mas- 
culine or feminine substantive, 
186, 424. 

Newton and Hicks, 50, gs, 
Newton, 328, 370. 

Nicephorus, 62. 
Nicias, character of, 240, 294, 346, 

282 ; 

357) 416, 453-454 ; death of, 458— 459. 
Niebuhr, 341. . 

. Nominative ‘absolute, or ‘nomin- 
ativus pendens, 23, 190, 229, 

. 745, 269, 394; due to change ~ 

INDEX 1. 

from preceding construction, 91, 

116, 121, 251, 276, 309, 376, 490. 
Numerals, how written in MSS., 

45,69. 7 
Numerical errors in MSS. of Thu- 

cydides, 46-47, 232, 252, 531. 

. Oo. 

Octaeteris, 88-89. . . 
Oligarchical party at Athens, 374~ 

375, 395, 489-490, 518, 519. 
Oligarchy, in early times, 20. . 
Optative, deliberative, | 2353 in 

protasi, instead of indicative, 73, 
107; iterative or indefinite opta- 
tive of past time, 92, 140, 214, 

* 448, 452, 499; optative and sub- 
junctive in parallel clauses, 235 
327. 

Oracles, 30, 121, 215, 217, 278, 295. 
Order of words, peculiar, 159, 160, 

201, 207, 233, 299, 347. 
Ovid, 145. 

? 

. Paches, 187. 
Palmer, 480, 493. a 
‘Parallel passages,’ fallacy of, 233- 

234, 476. ie 
Parallelism of dissimilar construc- 

tions, I, 2, 14 ff, 27, 30, 51, 54, 
94, 107, 156, 181, 184, 242, 250, 
251, 265, 299, 355, 363, 364, 372, ’ 380, 419, 4573 parallelism con- 
cealing flaws in expression, 112, 
335 ; leading to irregularity, 1 31. 

Parenthesis, 47, 235, 239, 394, 395; 
492, 503, 508. 

Paronomasia, 236. 
Parthenon, the, 95. 
Participle, emphatic, 26, 75, 239, 

274, 327, 350, 3513 parallel to a 
finite verb, 14~15, 101, 207, 241, 
267,416,419, 503, 525, cp.4933 toa relative clause, 27; one participle 
subordinate to another, 189, 355, 
389, 4573 participle apparently 
taking the place of an infinitive, 
3: 257, 342, 534; with substantive, 
in unusual position, 31 ff, 64; 
agreeing with the principal of 
two substantives, 497 ; participle 

. Of. substantive verb to be sup- 
plied, 116, 165, 239, 479.
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Party-feeling in Hellas, rapid 
changes of, 156, 375. 

Past tenses, peculiar uses of, 17, 36, 

97, 122-123, 165, 198, 199, 296. 
Pausanias, cited, 66, 68, 78, 99, 16I, 

206, 225, 397, 458. 
Pay, of sailors, 344; of senators, 

503. 
“Peace, of Cimon,’ 465, 494. 
Pelasgians, 6. 
Peloponnesians, length of their in- 

vasions of Attica, 86; theirarmy, 
262-263; their navy, 90, 278. 

People,name of a, put for their repre- 
sentatives, 397, 512, Cp. 310, 516. 

Perdiccas, 413. - . 
Perfect tense, 169, 232, 316, 338, 

379- . 
Pericles, funeral speech over those 

who fell at Samos, 103. : 

Perioeci, 472. 
Persia, assists the Peloponnesians, 

174, 175. 
Phanodemus, 66. 
Pherecrates, 428. 
Philistus, 407, 435) 458. 
Phocians, the, 218. 
Phormio, 133- 
Photius, 49, 286. . 

Phrynichus, 477, 4913 a@ssassina- 

tion of, 520-521. . 

Phrynichus (Comic poet), 240. 

Pindar, cited, 11, 99, 219. 

Pisistratus, 368-309. . 

Plague, 121, 143 fi; at Constanti- 

nople, 147 ff.; at Florence, 151 ff. 

Plataea, 130, 190, 191, 1943 date 

of attack upon, 85 ff. 

Plataeans, 438-439.. 
Platner, 58. . . 

Plato, cited, Apol., 272 ; Crit., 133 

Gorg., 141; Lach., 272; Legg.,43, 

180, 354) 394, 523 3; Menex., 103 5 
. Phaed., 499, 5103 Phaedr., 214 3 

Polit., 1183 Prot., 111, 183, 318, 

346, 361, 4453 Rep. 94, 118, 135, 
183, 289, 355.4533 Symp. 168, 
272, 310, 373 3, Theaet., 280, 353 
Tim., 464. oo . 

Pseudo-Plato, Alcib. 1, 3493 Hip- 

parch., 369. | 
Pleonasm, I, 38, 49, 57, 114, 120, 

162, 172, 2571 305) 393s 418, 500. 
Pliny, 225, 405, 407- a 

Pluperfect, 285, 393, 522- 
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Plural, 392, 401, 507. 
Plutarch, cited, Lives, Alcib., 310, 

373-375, 395, 506, 520-521; Aris- 
_ tid., 194, 506; Cic., 431; Cim., 

66; Lysand., 206, 298 ; Nic., 187, 
240, 404, 433, 458, 506, 524; 
Pericl., 103, 404; other works, 
217, 220, 286, 431 ; Pseudo-Plut., 
Dec. Rhet., 502. , 

Pluygers, 49, 286, 384. 
Pollux, 58, 202. 
.Polyaenus, 485. - 
Polybius, 428, 431. : 
Poppo, 2, 38, 41, 46, 82, 92, 106, 

113, 115, 134, 157, 165, 176, 177, 
178, 191, 196, 211, 230, 244, 288, 
307; 318, 349, 360, 363, 369, 413, 
415, 446, 447, 463, 485, 488, 509, 
510, 511, 542, 514, 517, 531; 532- 

- Portus, 500. 
Possessive pronoun, used objec- 

tively, 35. 
Prepositions, use of, 127; in com- 

position, used to repeat a verb in 
2 more emphatic form, 196, 311. 

-Present tense, force of, 64, 71-72, 
470, 4823 present-imperfect par- 
ticiple, 119; used where future 
would be expected, 239; present 
and perfect, 309. , 

Procopius, 147-148. 
Pronouns, different, used of the 

same person or thing, 184... See 

Demonstrative, Possessive, Rela-_- 
tive Pronoun. . 

Ptolemy, 87. 
Pythian Games, their date, 285. 

R. 

Rawlinson, 78, 465. 
Redilich, 88, 89. 
Reiske, 393, 515. 
Relative pronoun, referring to ob- 

scure antecedent, 108, 136, 254, 

443, 444; singular, referring to 

plural antecedent, 915 masculine, 

referring to implied personal 

antecedent, 112, 235, 446; used 

with two shades of meaning, 173; 

referring to negative idea implied 

in preceding words, 281, 3815 

- antecedent fused with relative, 

108, 113, 127, 2575 269; rela- 

tive with subjunctive, 418; used 

as demonstrative, 243; due, to 

,
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anacoluthon, 5143 other uses of, 

60, 79, 164, 336, 390. 
Repetition, of a word, 18, 307, 501, 

504; of an idea, 20, 92, 116-117, 

126, 142, 165, 362, 379, 393; of 
a word in a different sense, 74, 
165, 453; of a clause in a new 
form, 162; repetition of letters 

‘or words a cause of corruption 
in MSS., 111, 140, 183, 279, 342, 
500. 

Resumption, I, 19, 20, 37; 92; 97, 
114, 124, 139, 200, 208, 243, 250, 

262, 289-290, 300, 365, 388, 424, 
446, 495, 530. 

Revolutions, in Hellas contempo- 
rary with Thucydides, 205. 

Rhetoric of Thucydides, 432, 437. 
See Speeches. 

Rider (Old English comedy), 112- 
113. ; . 

Ss. 
Schaefer, 367. 
Scholia, on Thucydides, 29, 112, 

212, 294, 353, 384, 430, 440, S1I- 
512; on Aeschines, 70; on Aris- 
tides (Rhetor.), 296; on Aristo- 

. phanes, 427; on Pindar, 468. 
Schémann, 96. 
Schéne, 313. 
Sentences, attempt to express two 

in one, 164, 199, 288,291, 333, 

Shake ted, 38, 54, 16 akespeare, quoted, 38, 54, 163. 
Sheppard and Evans, I 38 ms 
Shilleto, 34, 36, 38. : 
Sicily, 341. 
Simonides, 372. 
Singular verb with plural substan- 

tive, 177. 
Socrates, at Delium, 272. 
Sophocles, cited, Aj., 11, 194, 301, 

- 476; Ant., 184; EL, 11, 180, 194; 
' O.C, 260; O. T., 27, 134, 323, 

454; Phil, 18, 158, 245, 523; 
Trach., 11, 245. 

Southey, Life of Nelson, quoted, 
WZ - 

Spartans, 291 ; their character, 266; 
Spartans and Helots, 26s. 

Speeches, referto previous speeches, 
61, 181, 197,°391, cp. 384; antici- 
pate later events, 83, 125, 332, 354, 

. 365, cp. 413,.4323; one speech 

INDEX 1. 

‘may sum up many others, 103; 
funeral orations, 103; appro- 

_ priate or inappropriate expres- 
sions in the speeches of Thucy- 
dides, 104-105, 361, 366, 391; 
thetorical inconsistencies, 113, 

164-165, 356, 362, 392, 4533 per- 
sonification in, 184; Thucydides 
introduces -his own reflections 
into them, 352, 354- 

Sphacteria, topography of, 224 ff. 
Spring, meaning of, in Thucydides, 

85-86, : 

Stahl, 159, 180, 211, 308, 434, 476, 
486. - 

Stater, 201-202. 
Stein, 78, 342.- . 
Stephanus Byzantinus, 48-49, 71, _ 

100, 376, 380, 407. 
Strabo, 159, 225, 227, 259, 271; 

286. 
Subject of verb, supplied from the 

context, 3, 5, 8, 17, 65, 186, 192, 

205, 222, 230, 236, 257, 262, 337, 
348, 469, 493, 522; changed as 
the sentence proceeds, 23, 41, 171, 

189, 232, 266, 276, 314, 329, 331, 
387, 402, 431, 488. 7 

Subjunctive, after relative pro- 
noun, 418; alternating with op- 
tative, 448. 

Subordinate clauses, expressed as 
if co-ordinate, 8, 39, 75, 110, 449, 
494. | 

Suetonius, 294. 
Suidas, 227, 238, 464, 468, 502, 510. 
Summer and winter, in Thucydides, 

32, 299, 300, 324. . ; 
Syracusan expedition, 128; anti- 

cipations of, 239, 254, 294. 
Syracuse, topography of, 380, 399, 

402, 408, 435-436; siege of, | 
399 ff, 402, 403, 404, 407, 408, 
409 ff, 427; 429, 441; parties. in, 
433-434, 459; retreat of the Athe- 
nians from, 455 ff., 460. 

T. 

Tacitus, 242, 318. 
Talent, gold and silver, 95-96; as 

measure of weight, 418. 
Tautology, or repetition, attempt 

to avoid, 91, 165, 184, 192, 314, 
336, 357, 446, 488.
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Text of Thucydides, not affected 
by discovery of a fragmentary 
inscription, 313. ; 

Theognis, 12, 488-489. 
Theopompus, 461, 494, 502. 
Theramenes, character of, 523-524. 
Thespiae, 397. 
Thessaly, 100. 
Thirlwall, 265, 304, 309, 369. 
Thompson, 103. 
Thria or Thrio, 71. © 
Thucydides, a sufferer in 

plague, 145; does not pass moral 
judgments, 203, 501; date at 
which different parts of the His- 
tory were written, 208, 223; 
vividness of his‘ narrative due to 
testimony of eyewitnesses (?), 228 ; 
loss of Amphipolis and banish- 
ment, 303-304; his account of ° 
Sicily, 341 5 omits names of con- 
temporaries, 145, 3753 not al- 
ways clear in description, 427 ; 
corrects himself, 167, 438 5 gen- 
uineness of iii. 84, 211 ff.; of 
Book viii, 461 ff. ; composition 
of the History, 462-463, 517. 

Thurii, 376. : 
Timacus, 458. , 
Tissaphernes, his sacrifice to Arte- 

mis, 535. 
Transposition of words, 170. 

’ Treasury, public, of Athens, 95, 
Essay on Inscriptions, xlix ff. 

Treaties, 278, 294 ff, 301, 311 ff, 

324, 481, 495. _ 
Tribute, of the Athenian allies, 250, 

296 ff.; imposed on Melos and 
Thera (?), 330; five per cent. duty 
substituted for it, 421, 422; im- 
posed by the Persian king (?), 465. 

Tribute-lists, 49, 296 ff, Essay on 
Inscriptions, xxix ff. : 

Tripod, dedicated after the battle 
of Plataea, 78. 

Triremes, speed of, 138-139 5 con- 

struction of, 425; pay of, 477-478. 
Trophies, 260. 

U. 

Ullrich, 47, 298. 

VOL, IT. 

the. 
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Unger, 88, 89. : 
Unusual words or constructions, 

‘not a proof of spuriousness, 213. 

V. 

Valickenaer, 353. 
Valla, 250, 533. 
Variation, of construction, disguised 

by verbal similarity, 375; of style 
to suit the sense, 100. 

Virgil, 145, 318. 
Vischer, 529. 

Ww. 
War, Peloponnesian, the duration 

of, 298-299. : : 
Warre (Ancient Naval Tactics), 

138. ; 
Weakness, of construction, rare in 

Thucydides, 125 ; supported, 194, 
210, 244, 253, 433- 

Wilkins, 54. 
Wolf, 219-220. 
‘Women, character of,in the Funeral 

Oration, 113. 

X. - 

Xenophon, Thue. viii. ascribed to 
him, 461; cited, Anab., 139, 243, 

371; Cyr., 13, 56, 97, 243, 4673 
Hell., 33, 77, I11, 161, 205, 252, 
315, 320, 332, 396, 397, 421, 468, 
477, 478, 481, 486, 495, 499, 501, 
502, 510, 519, 520, 523, 524, 525, 
528, 529, 530, 5353 Mem., 59, 63, 
424, 463, 486; de Re Equest., 
499; de Rep. Lac. 320; Symp., 
404; Xenophon (?) de Rep. Ath., 
412, 

Y. 

Year, natural and artificial division | 
of, 299-300; difference between 
the civil and natural, 86. 

Zz. 

Zeugma, 328, 333, 392, 438, 4495 
cp. 386-387; 437-
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. . A. 

dyos, p. 76. 
*"AGivat, ‘al, 444. 
aides and aicxtvy, 62. 
aicOdver Oat, 55, 492. 
axpdCorros rod cirov, 86. 
dxpatos, 116, 
axpiBns, 248.3 
Odicker Gai, 428. 
adky, 135. 
add, 128, 415-416, 447. 
GNAG pode, 181. : 
@do m1, 83. 
G@dobev, 27. 

@Dros, 27, 64, 72, 92, 95, 158, 161, 
a, 301;.3273 454, 525. . 
Dos, 99, 508. 
Dros te, 383. 
dua, 336. 
dpapravecbat, 198. 
dy, with aorist infin. (parallel to 

future infin.), 367; with future 
. infin., 380; with imperative (?), 

443; with imperf. indic., 319; with 
participle, 214; optative with and 
without dy in parallel clauses, 
235-236; dv omitted, 371, 395, 
513-514; position of, 35. 

dvatpely, 8, 
avaiaxuvros, 120. 
dvakday, 418, 
avdxpovats, 426, 
dvappurreiv, 335. 
avacrpop}, 137. 
dvéxetv, 252. 
dvicrapai, 343. 

dvzi, 269 ; in composition, 193, 392, 
, 393: 
avritados, 137. 
dvober, 263-264. 
d£iwots, 208. 
a£uyxpdryros, 525. 
drraipa, 330. 

eTapxt, 353-354. . 
a70, 77, 131, 361, 384, 422 ; in com- 

Position, 240, 449. . 
a7 Tovrov, 241, 

drobiSsvat, 377. 
droxpinta, 318. 
‘drddAvadat, 451. 
Gropos, 242. 
arootpovy, 238. 
améaraots, 179. 
amooreihw, 342. . 
dpa, in the sense of dp’ od, 56. 
dpyvupoddyot vijes, 250. . 
apern, 190, 501-502. 
prt, 157. 

dpxn, 528. 
apxnv, 305. 
Acoupta ypappata, 250-251. 
azpaxros, 245. 
abrévopos, 185. 
a’rés, emphatic, 39, 130, 171, 256, 

268, 279, 300, 311, 315, 333, 356, 
369, 371, 402, 404, 424, 450, 452, 

10. : 
> In oblique cases, reference ob- 
scure, 110, 132, 185, 186, 221, 235, 

236, 314, 330, 337, 345, 348, 427, 
444, 454, 468, 500, 512, 521; for . 
oar, etc., 434, 4463 atrd=raira, 
383 ; in accusative, to be sup- 
plied after verb or participle, 270, _ 
409, 425; Td atrd, reference ob- 
scure, 236. 

abrov, 241, 512. 
adaviferGat, 481. 
apicracat, 165-166, 393. 

B 

Bacirets, 6 Bacidets, 488. 
BéAntorot, 488. 
Bondeiv, 280, 

* Bovdn, pay of, 503. 
Yr, : 

yp, reference obscure, 22, 48, 52; 
IOI, III, 120, 141, 156, 181, 229, 

251-252, 254, 261, 281, 300, 379, 
384, 449, 505 ; due to anacoluthon, 
55 

¥é, force of, 509-510, 518; repeated, 
264. .
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yon, 53. 
Tpaiky, 7, 100. 

4° 
Sazavay, active, 227. 

dandyn, 174-175. 
6é, 130, 258 ; answering to re, 16, 

18, 289, 455s 4573 cp. 389. 
8 obv, 50, 510 
Sedcévat and hoBeiobat, 37. 
det, ellipse of, 111, 429. 
Seiwa morety, toveta Gat, 309-310. 
Sevétns, 502. 
Seto bat, = deiv, 260. 
dextpepos, 303. 
87, 248 
Bidens 199, 274. 
Oud, 61, 111, 166, 274, 346, 479 3 in 

composition, 117, 352, 396, 519. © 
Ota wetovos, 76. 
d:aBddrdw, 510. 
diaBpoxor, 414. 

' Searpeiv, 302. 
Stavavpaxeiv, 511. 
Suapepen, 369. 
Siahopa, dtahopos, 207. 
dixar dré aupBddror, 58. See PP- 

Ixxxv-Ixxxviii. 
Sixatodv, 123. 
Stxatwpa, 388. 
dixaiws, 443- 
Stxatwats, 208. 
did, 280, 

didAAvTOat, 180. 
Soxeiv, 121, 127, 161- 162, 513. 
Spdpevor, Td, 349. 
dvvacdat, 1, 366. 
Suvarol, oi, 497. 

E.. 

éyxAnpa, 42. 
et with fut. indic. +9 526. 
et xat, and xat el, 237, 394, 499- 

eidos, 196. , 518. 
cipopévy A€Ets, 3, 10. 
éx, 298, 315-316 5 ; in composition, 

261. 
éx rod dpoiov, 165, 231. 
€xBiBdlo, 334. 
éxeives, 334; used in resumptions, 

7° 
exexerpia, 286. 
éxrrodepety, 495- 
éreudepos, 185. re 
édreiret, 335-336. 
épBody and mpooton 448. 
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év, 127, 247, 4393 in composition, 
100. 

év tots mreiorol, mpGrot, etc., 167— 
168. 

év tote, OI, 233. 

ev ™? ice, 275. 

€v , 104, 370-371, 396. 
. évexa, 507, 523. 
évrés, 92. 
évrvyxavar, 6, 245. 
e£atpeiv, 310. 
eLeipyer Oar, 95, 202. 
émdyeo Oat, 162. 
énavdoraots, 179. 
€mavaxepeir, 367. 
ermavepxopaty 215. 

éxel, p. II 

ered, 262. 
erredrriCo, 464, 492. 
émeftévat, 63. 
“émexewv, 221, 534. 

énnpxovto, from émépxopat Or emdp- 

Xopat ?, 279. 
ent, 71, 137-138, 255, 332; 418, 443) 

490, 508; in composition, 75, 

193, 255; 306-307, 419. 
én Spans, 216. 
ep Gmors, 503. 
én mAetov, 101, 
émt mrEiorov, 3. 
ent mont, 226-227. 
émt rovrots, 51, 443. 
ém Barat, 474, 490. 
emiBovdeveo bat, 208-209. 
émBaddcatos, 221. 
émtretxiots, énireixtopa, 82, 525. 

émarivdes, 425. 
epavos, Il, 

epyov, 387. See Adyos and épyov. 
és, 4, 64, 106, 124, 128, 211, 3505 in 

composition, 228. 
fow, 275. 
€rat, 328. 
edmopos, 489. © 
ebréAeta, 107. 
Eodos, 402. 
eoppac Gat, 367. - 
éxetv, in a double sense, 3285 = mapé- 

XE, 229. 

Zz. 

yeia Oat, etc. =Hyciobat aly, Il. 

On 337- 
iy, with optative, 182-183, 
iw kal, 182.“ * 

Nn 2
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Wv and el, 158, 233. 
novxate, 228, 306. 
rot ye—i, 108. 

e. 

Geés and beo!, 454. 
Onxn, 8, 120. 

. “I, 

«and o:, pronunciation ‘of, 121, 
idéa, 196. ot 
> 
i8ia, 432-433, 511. 
ios, 176. : 
iepds and Gotos, 119. - 
iva, of motion to a place, 241. 
toa cat, 166. , 
igo-, 362. 

toos, 419. 

xabéCea Oat, 445. 
xadiorag Gat, 157, 286, 507. 
xai, emphatic, 1, 21, 22, 57, 64, 104, 

115, 124, 156, 162-163, .195, 200, 
207; 218, 230, 237, 271, 277; 317, 

337, 372, 388, 389, 391, 402, 417, 
424, 426, 442, 447, 450. 

xai to be taken with e2 or jv, not 
‘with the word which it precedes, 
182, 394; with the whole clause, 
236, 389. . 
kai =‘ also,’ 36, 63, 92, 104, 231, 233, 

237, 269, 277, 280, 287, 323, 357, 
375-376, 413, 442, 471, 473, 479, 
511; used inaccurately, 76, 126, 
181 ; correlative use, 36, 191. 

xai, with antecedent not conse- 
quent, 104, 257, 450, 499; cp. 291. xat in apodosi, 99; connecting 
equivalent expressions, 57, 60, 
172, 339, 416, 446; connecting 
words in different construction, 
136, see Parallelism, Index I; 
connecting disparate ideas, 479. 

kai=‘and that? 259; used when 
d\Ad would be expected, 274, 277, 

kai—kai, 78, 124, 190, 370, 382, 454, 
509; the second kai 
214. 

xal—if, 378, 
xai—dé, 10, 437. 
kai e? and el xal, 237. 
kal iv, 174. 
Kat viv, 240. 
kat Wavy, 490-491: 

: ‘Kai—ré, To, 366, 503; in Homer, 12, 

forgotten, ~ 

INDEX Jf. 

kat Ss, 176, 451, 491, 493, 514. 
xawvés, Kevds, 173. , , 
xatpds, 38, 107. 
kairot, 107, 126, 180. 

kah&s, 7, 308, 347. 
kard, 379 ; in composition, 196. 
kal év, 451. : 
nal? év Exacrov, 348, 448. 
xa” Saoy ei, 393. - 
kata8o7n, 515. 
kataytyvackw, 468, 
kata\apSdpw, 497. 
karadvew, 423. 
katavrixpv, 438. 
xatagkevdlea Oat, 465. 
karagKevy, 17, 465. 

KaT€X@, 397; 477, 531. 
kivduvos, xuvduveto, 26, 187, 392. 
kotdos, 458. 
Koy, 266. © 
Kotvevety, 467. 
Koopeiy, 474. 
kKpiva, 331. 
kukXos, the Athenian, 399 ff. 

A. 

AapPdvew, 178, 191, 194-195. 
Aiy, 325-326. 

Adyos, 185, 437-438, 464, 517. 
Adyos and épyov, 186, 261, 349, 487, 

507+ i - 
Avmnypés, used as a substantive, 486. 

. M. 
pdd\tora, 20-21, 
HaddAop, 78, 117, 197, 208, 256, 329, 

452, 504 ; omitted, 172, 395, 413. 
BGNAov Fj od, 177. 
partis, 463-464. 
pA, péAAnots, 165. / 
pe, out of place, 222; with the 

more emphatic of twoclauses, 110, 
277, 281 ; with the less emphatic, 
347. . 

péev and 8, 121, 329, 414; pe 
answered by ré or xai, 129. 

peév obv, 122, 
pévrot, 78, 261, 512, 
pépos, 106 
HEpos Tt, 423. 
Herd, 308 ; in composition, 393. 
peraBory and perdoragts, IIs. | 
HeTahapBdverw, 352, 393: 
peraroteioba, 118,



INDEX II. 

Hetéxev, 62, 5135 with dative, 98. 

HEXpL; 140, 285, 
2), 63, 72, 135, 271; 371, 404, 485. 

N. 

vavaorabpov, 160, 367. 
veotanodeas, 307. 
vopite, 459 

viv, 1253 = Ere (¥); 439. 

oO. 
oiketv, 388. 
oixelv és, 106. 
otxnots, 394. 
nixomeda, 270. 
oXtyos, 452. 
6potos, 197, 517-518. . 
Gpotnrédeuroy, 279, 344; 440. 
pois, 291. 

Gpas, 186, 317, 381, 382, 406, 438, 

453. 
émha, 522. 
ores dv, 412. 

épav,construction of, with participle, 

93. 
Spyn, 511-512. 
6p0as, 135. 
Sppiobat, 469. 

Soa Hy 234. 
dcov, 418, 421, 
Sores, in indirect statement, 195, 

501 ; in indirect question, 240 ; 
referring toa definite antecedent, 
167; causal, 522-523 5 3; for és, 
342-343- . 

6r ay, 82. 

otdé, 39, 140, 249, 389, 444. 
obdé—ovdé, 139. 
ovde ydp, 414. 
ovK €Xagaor, 239, 443. 
ovxX ooo, 322. 
ovy dpolws, 76, 
obre—ré, 428. . 
odros, reference obscure, 21. .See 

Demonstrative pronoun, Index I. 
ovra, 222, 284. 

bxdos, 474-475~ 
Tl. 

mddos=* passion,’ 214. 

navy, 463, 499, 515. 
mapd, 187, 279, 364, 371, 477-478, 

488; in composition, 298, 323- 
napaBaives Oat,used inaccurately, 184. 
mrapadapBavew, 253. 

549 

Tapappiyvupt, 323. 
wapackevdlea Gat, 93, 465. 
mrapahépew, 298. 
mapodos, 76-77, 216. 
was tts; 441. 

matpta, Ta, 328, 
marpikal Bacideiat, 20. 

. 7 médayos, 1 

mepi; 57) 74) 75, 127, 361; in com- 
position, 161. 

meptylyveo Oar, 3335 344-345- 
mepretvat, 130. 

meptioragba, 228. 
mepropaa ba, 305-306. 
meptovaia, 335. 

mepurdelv, 239, 480. 
mepinohou, 96. 
meptooevery, 130. 

morevoat, with double construction, 
25. 

mtorés, 180, 468. 
mAetous, 171, 323 3 Ta TAcio, 60, 105. 
wolov, 412 3 mola paxpd, 21. 
mAois, 158. . 
Totely, 232. 

moreraOat, 52, 58, 251, 372. 
moAepety and woAepour, 237. 
wortteia, idea of, anticipated by 

Thucydides, 529- 530. 
: modhaxis, 94. 

moynpia, 489. 
mob, 476. 
mov, 192, 333, 420, 433) 442. . 
mpeaBetec Oat, 517. 
mpeaBirarot, 96. 
mp6, 307, 308 ; in composition, 210, 

218, 247, 532. . 
apodiddvat, 343. 
apoOupetc Gat, 230.- 
mpoxdnrey, 255; 437- 

pds, 113, 182, 273, 390-391, 508; 
in composition, .181, 229, "360, 

464, 469, 482, 499. 
mpooyiyvea bat, 135. 
mpoanpxovto, from mporépyouat or 

mpoapxopat 2, ?, 279-280. 
mpoctévat, 249. 

mpocénropat, 499. 

mpoomenrev, 221-222, 
mpoortbévat, 210. 
mpoorides Bat, 106. 
mporOévat, 210, 
mpotider Gat, 110, 512. 
mpopaais, 248, 414-415. 
mpopéepev, 65
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mparov dpyxew, dpyerOat, 120~121. 
mpa@ros, 266, 513. 

: P. 
poy, 209. 

"3. 
oxoTra, 498. 
onévew=onévderOat, 273. 
orevdety, 292. 
anovéai, without the article, 44-45. 
arépec Oat, 276, so 

; orparnyoi, 45. 
avyyevets, 291. 

avyknelo, Sol. - 
ovyyepeiv, 309, : 
oupBdraat dixat, 58. See pp. Ixxxv— 

Ixxxviii. 
ouppaytxds, 467. 
cippaxos, 344. . 
ouppopot, 271, . 
ovv, in composition, 64, 109, 112, 

449, 463, 474, 487. 
ouvexas, 371. 
ovvorkiCev, 157. 

odpayis, 77. 
char, odiat, etc., 175, 244, 313-314, 

322, 367, 376, 384-385, 418, 434, 
487, 494. 

TXOAN, 289-290, _ 
cappooivn, in political sense, 498. ° 
‘addpav, 194, 196. ~ 

T. 
Tapods, 428, 
TdrreGat, 202, 
ré, in Homer, -12; use of, relic of 

the elpopém rééts, 33; .emphatic, 
183; connects participle with 
finite verb, 14. See Participle, 
Index I. . 

ré, out. of place, 9, 13, 14, 16, 94, 
98 (?), 199, 229, 240-241, 264, 266— 
267, 288, 306, 317, 377, 472; con- . nected by sound only with xa¢ 
following, 13, 79, 302-303, 417, 470; with no xai following, 366 ; 
“goes with the whole sentence,’ 
16, 98, 334-335; 455; followed by 8¢, 16, 18, 289, 455, 457; by 

  

' todos, 247, 368. 

INDEX I, 

dpa 8€, 389; by pévror, 
answering to peéy, 120. 

ré=‘too, II, 14, 176, 303, 366, 
503; in apodosi, 175. 

té—xai, 13 ff, 99, 109-110, 164, 

192, 243, 264, 265, 266, 267, 294, 
308, 315, 317, 336, 353, 366,368, 
408, 442, 455, 458, 472, 489, 509. 

ré—ré, 243, 432, 486. . 
Tetxos, 260, 
rérreyes, 7. 
ti, 436. 
tt atrav, 185. 
ToLovros, 173, 179, 439, 441, 459, 518. 
téros, 368, : 
Tére, 66, 193, 406, 457, 496. 
rére 57, 294, 

TpiBew, 434. 

2173 

Tuyxdvey, 53. 
’ 

Tuxy, connected with ré Gciov, 336, 

oy. 
impecia, 83, 359. . : td, 428, 4523; in composition, 133, 

431. 
bnddoutos, 444. 
Upatpeiv, 175, 

hépecOat, 122. 
puxrot todéuior, 140. 
genes 347- 

vy, 495. 
pury and ¢vAaxj, confused in 

MSS., 522. 

X. 
Xetporéxyns, 382~383. 
XPHOpOASyot, 90, 46.4. 

: wv. 
WevderOat, 352. 
Wihoiv, 222, oO 

a -Q, 
és elaeiv, 440. . 
Gore, pleonastic, 31; expressing 

purpose, 108 ; inaccurately used, 
116, 267-268, 459; cp. 291,



CORRIGENDA. Vot. I. 

Page 65, line 6, for Athenians read Corinthians. 
” 66, 

98, 
103, 

"103, 

112, 
113, 
130, 
140, 
160, 

1735 

181, 

15, for Citinium read Cytinium. . 

13, for brought in the harvest read brought in corn. 
25, for was read were. 

32, for these treasures read this treasure :—i.e. the gold taken 

from the statue of the Goddess. 
30, for Theopompus read Cleopompus. vos 
5, marg., dele 29. ” 

14, for destroyed read plundered. - 
16, for the tribute read tribute; so p. 179, 1. 343 p- >. 2984 1 13. 

22, dele had. 

3, for Nericum read Nericus. 

26, for six ascending each of the two towers read six ascending 

the wall and proceeding towards each of the two towers. 
190, note, for vi read iv.” 
234, line 4,.marg., for Sicilian read Italian. 

241, 

. 2445 

« 
” 28, before Peloponnesians inseré other. 

5, marg., for between the Acarnanians and Ampbhilochians 
read of the Acarnanians and Amphilochians with the 

Ambraciots, , 

267, note, for ré ré read 76 Te. - 

271, line 12,.defore in the rear insert on the high ground. 

317, 
340, 

11, for Aesymé read Oesymé. 
11, for Brycinniae read Bricinniae. : \ 

343, note >, for 29 fin. read 30 fin. 
348, note », for éxdrepg read éxarépg. 

352, line 33, for Diathus read Daithus. 

3775 
438, 

. 
uv 

5, for Oenianians read Aenianians. 
34, marg., insert 41. 

519, note °, for £48,000 read £480,000. 
527, note ¢, for vi read vii. 

538, line 12, marg., for was read were. 

552, 

" 567, 
578, 
599, 
607, 

” 

32, marg., insert 5; p. 533, 1. 19, marg,, dele 5. 

26, dele or. 

6, for Iasus read Ialysus. 

_19, for came read come. 

35, for crews read crew.
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Page 58, 

67, 

78, 
9° 
95» 
95> 
97 

103, 

107, 

114, 

122, 

176, 
206, 

213, 

221, 

223, 

258, 

274) 

278, 

285, 
295, 
296, 
296, 
296, 

298, 

299, 
330, 

337, 
358, 
362, 
364, 
405, 
408, 

421, 

4295 
“450, 

472, 

487, 

492, 

503, 
521, 
522, 

CORRIGENDA. Vou. IL 
ve 

line 4, for gupBodratat read tvpBdAatat. — 

” 

+16, dele and the hill of Paleokastro. 

3, for 112. 2 read 112. 1. ’ 

1, for tpinoos read rpinodes. 
34, for xpnopddroyor read xpnopordyot. 
22, for before the end read after the end. 

31, for ii read iii. 

1, for 3 read ai 8, and for én read rn. 

24. for Dr. Thomson read Dr. Thompson. 
32, for xalp@ read xaipd, 
21, 22, dele support, and transfer tapa ds to succeeding line. 

7, for 423 or 421 ?, read 421. 

10, for 32 read 33. 

2, for relate read relates. 

34, for Sraoa read éuéca. 
30, for dvexdpnpav read dvexupnoay. 

13, for has read have. 

33, for Erpvpovos read Erpupédvos. 

24, after Methoné insert (Methana). 
18, for pexpt read péxpt. 
25,431 B.c, Cp, Essay on Instriptions, p. xviii. 

2, dele of. © o 
27, about 437. Cp. Essay on Inscriptions, p. xxxv. 
28—297, 27. But cp. Essay on Inscriptions, PP- xxxvii-xliii. 

1, for most read many. 

t9, dele unnecessarily placed by Poppo after mpoyeyernpéva. 
13, for Appendix read Introduction [p. lxvi]. 
27, for M" read M. 
13, 15, for “Eppat, “Epyns, read ‘Epyat, ‘Epps. 

9, for laoxwadbvous read toonwdéveus. 
16, for waparay read napéuav, 
13, for have read has. 
24, for katddev read Kérodev, . 
31, for elxoarddoyos read elxoaroAcyos. Ss 
32, for Euyrelus read Euryelus. 
25, for ddd4 follows ypéwv understood from read with dAAad 

supply xpedv from, 
2, dele Appendices to. 

24, for née read wore. . 
27, for wh read ph. ° 
24, for navrés, read navrés: 
26, for Monastb. read Monatsb. 
14, for pudgy read pudjy. 
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